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Mary Shoop, graduate in education, takes a break in Farrell Library.
Wihat can the student expect from K-State?
Aside from infinite basketball ticket lines, sub-
zero winter weather and surprise enrollment proce-
dures from Admissions and Records each semester,
what can the student count on?
4 introduction
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introduction 5
Farrell Library offers areas for students to study or relax.
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Early morning light easts its warmth on Anderson Hall.
6 introduction
ABOVE: Joseph Wayo studies in front of Calvin Hall. BELOW:
The greenhouse gives Bernadette Jilka practical experience
The University ideally tenders certain attributes —
superior intelligence, acute insight and an answer to
every question.
Realistically, college offers little more than its con-
sumers are willing to invest in.
Historically, society has dictated that the only way to
"beat the system" is through perseverance and old-
fashioned hard work. College is sanctioned as a means to
attain this end. K-State is no exception.
introduction 7
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Therefore, one can expect to find some semblance
of persistence at K-State.
Colleges have survived the vicissitudes of the past
decade. Was it only ten years ago colleges were
plagued with protests of Vietnam and the status
quo? Apathy gave way to violence which gave way
to more apathy.
K-State emerged relatively unscathed, but not
unaffected. Memories remain. We have survived,
maybe even progressed. And, importantly, we still
care about college.
Today, though we may often question values in
our society, we refuse, for the most part, to reject
them altogether. If anger is present, it has taken a
subtler form.
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Abandoned rural schoolhouses are prominent in Kansas. Late afternoon rainbows frequent the plains of western Kansas.
Bryce Jacobson takes a break from school by skiing at Tuttle Creek.
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Kansas State University
NEXT RIGHT
Many students return to school via Interstate 70.
The moon glistens over the Manhattan skyline at day's end.
Rather, the K-State student seeks some reward,
tangible or intangible, for putting forth effort.
As K-State freshmen, we hold steadfast to ideas
of changing the world. Initially, studying is of the
utmost importance. The first-day freshman is easi-
ly spotted. He scuffles with an armload of 500-page
books while fumbling with a campus map. His goals
are high: a 4.0 — nothing less.
But idealism eventually gives way to realism.
A few all-nighters and a couple of Cs later, our
goals change.
Instead, a sense of quiet procrastination develops
for many. Nodoz taken at 4 a.m. elicit self-pro-
claimed promises of "I'll never put things off
again."
Gestures are fine in times of panic, but the age-
old platitude holds true: actions do speak louder
than words.
introduction 1
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The idea of conquering some vast unknown dissi-
pates. More likely, a question of "Can I survive four
years?" arises. Graduation becomes the ultimate
goal.
The K-State student persists, despite the trial and
error atmosphere college may project. We struggle
through semesters of essay tests and comprehensive
finals to achieve the final objective — a diploma.
Students do graduate. And although priorities at
times get misplaced during college, they are none-
theless present. The "real world" lies outside ivy-
clad buildings and iridescent Aggieville bars.
The hunt for a parking space often makes students late for class.
Fred Schmidt, left, and Skip Brod make their debut in the weekly nooner held in the Catskeller.
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A Volkswagen stuffing contest was one of many new events during Homecoming week.
Ken Voss and Anne Miller look for the perfect pumpkin at Britts Market.
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What it comes down to is discovering some goal to
strive toward. Freshman anticipations of moving moun-
tains surrender to filling out endless resumes.
Somehow, we hold on to the end, even when the only
lucid alternative after college appears to be the "real
world."
Hopefully, we are not too sheltered from it at K-State.
Rest assured, life does continue after college, long
after the last final is taken, the last suitcase is packed and
the last goodbye is echoed.
Many K-Staters can be found jogging on Denison in the early morning.
Fall leaves and an enormous tree offer comfort for a reader.
14 introduction
The Union offers quiet nooks for studying.
Dodging North Manhattan Avenue traffic is a daily occurrence for some students.
introduction 15
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So what is the student left with when he leaves K-
State? Undoubtedly, some sense of accomplishment
prevails. College years take their toll — on time,
patience, stamina and perspective. Supposedly the
benefits derived from persevering remain.
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Persistence prevails
in Acker's administration
Acker prepares lecture notes on an antique desk — one of several pieces
of Victorian furniture he has purchased for his controversial office.
Reading at home allows Acker to relax after work.
20 acker
persistence, like enthusiasm, can rub off on others. If
someone holds strong beliefs, those beliefs can influence oth-
ers.
Duane Acker's role as president offers a different opportuni-
ty for persistence. He must constantly instill to administrators
and faculty a sense of responsibility to provide quality educa-
tion.
"I think a person in this kind of spot has quite a responsibil-
ity to encourage the vice presidents, deans and department
heads to insist upon intellectually stimulating staffs, to see
high-quality work."
Acker said his persistence with the Board of Regents con-
cerning the new classroom building has paid off. It wasn't on
the Regents' priority list, but with Acker's insistence to keep it
a number one priority, it has finally been endorsed and ap-
proved. The new building is jokingly known as "Finally Hall,"
Acker said.
"Persistence lets other people know that the goal really is
important. It helps convey that message," he said.
Acker said that because he is more distant from the stu-
dents, he must gain satisfaction from someone else doing work
well.
"A lot of my impact has to be indirect, through encourage-
ment and expression, because decisions are made by depart-
ment heads and deans. They are the ones delivering to the
students."
Acker does manage to be personal with students, regardless
of his busy schedule. He frequently has dinner with several
living groups and sometimes attends Student Senate meetings.
He is teaching an introductory class in animal science this
year. He said his course is beneficial to the student interested
in animal science, but who doesn't have the farming back-
ground. The teaching opportunity also helps him become
aware of basic student needs, such as broken chairs and drop-
add difficulties.
Because Acker is busy throughout the day, he must often
think of persistence to keep him going.
But, he must break away at times, too. A momentary escape
for him is to look out the window in his new office.
Other escapes include music and books (such as history and
mysteries).
"I love people, but I do need some solitude. Every three
months I simply have to get out of town for five to seven days.
Often it will be to a farm we have in southwest Iowa."
"I come back fresh and I'm much more productive."
Acker views a student's persistence in a different light. He
said the student must apply himself without procrastination,
because of "a more finite time situation."
"You will be forced sometimes to be especially creative if
you are persistent," he said. "That creativity leads to a solu-
tion.
"Those things that come after a persistent pursuit taste
better, and internal satisfactions are meaningful."
Acker lectures on nutrition in an animal science class he taught.
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How do your responsibilities
directly affect K-State students?
"The proper performance . . . trans-
lates into getting the best possible fac-
ulty members into the classroom, sup-
porting their efforts with necessary re-
sources, protecting their academic free-
dom, encouraging innovation and facul-
ty development and helping to sustain a
reward system based on merit."
— John Chalmers, V.P. for Academic
Affairs
"I work with the student body presi-
dent and various organizations associ-
ated with the campus . . . Mortar
Board and Blue Key with Homecoming
. . . Chimes with Parent's Day. I also
assist students who drop by unan-
nounced or are referred to me by the
President, with specific problems or
questions they have about the Universi-
ty."
— Max Milbourn, Assistant to the
President
"The functions of the office . . . pri-
marily affect students indirectly by
helping to insure that each dollar avail-
able to the University is expended le-
gally and prudently to yield the greatest
return in the areas of administration,
student services, instruction, research
and public services."
— Daniel Beatty, V.P. for Business
Affairs
22 administrators
"My responsibility is to provide an
environment in which living and learn-
ing within the University community
can take place. The campus environ-
ment must do more than just provide
for the routine needs of those who are a
part of it. It should help each person
broaden one's aesthetic horizons and
lift one's goals in life."
— Paul Young, V.P. for University Fa-
cilities
"I see my direct affect in first, em-
phasizing to prospective faculty that
quality teaching and advising are key
responsibilities at Kansas State and sec-
ondly, to share in rewarding through
recognition, salary and rank those fac-
ulty who perform well in these areas."
— Roger Mitchell, V.P. for Agricul-
ture
"My responsibility and that of stu-
dent personnel departments is to help
students become what they have the ca-
pability, motivation, desire and intellect
to become."
— Chester Peters, V.P. for Student Af-
fairs
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"The support which the housing de-
partment gives to Jardine and hall gov-
ernments and to staff activities is prob-
ably the most important to, and has the
greatest affect on residents, in helping
them adjust to their new living situa-
tions and having opportunities for indi-
vidual growth."
— Tom Frith, Director of Housing
"With a given amount of resources, I
must decide what kind of books to buy,
at what level, in what proportions ....
choose between numbers of hours open
and the amount of services that are
available when the library is open."
— Jay Rausch, Director of Libraries
"My first responsibility is to guide
the budget through the state legislature.
Without adequate funding the quality
of education received by our students
suffers. Other areas . . . Landon Lec-
tures and advisory role with student
government leaders have a positive af-
fect on student life."
— Barry Flinchbaugh, Assistant to the
President
24 administrators
"... (We) are constantly serving the
student body by offering the availabil-
ity of complete health care to the stu-
dent client excluding major surgery,
dental care and long-term hospital con-
finement. Lafene's entire activities cen-
ter around service to the student client
and hence, in the areas of campus
health and environment, exerts a daily
influence.
"
— Robert Sinclair, Director of Student
Health
"First, we endeavor to cause quali-
fied students to apply and be admitted
to K-State. Then we schedule them for
advisement and enroll them in classes
. . . collect and record grades
. . . check
candidates for degrees
. . . and prepare
transcripts of student records for stu-
dents seeking employment or certifica-
tion.
— Ellsworth Gerritz, Director of Ad-
missions and Records
"As director, I work with individual
students and student groups and serve
as liaison to all elements of the Universi-
ty community. We (at the Center) pro-
vide aide, counseling information, sup-
portive and referral services to persons
on our campus."
— Earl Nolting, Director of Center for
Student Development.
"It is my responsibility to see that K-
State Union provides for the services,
conveniences and amenities that the
students need in their daily life on cam-
pus. We must provide a cultural, social
and recreational program aiming to
make free time activity a cooperative
factor with study in education."
— Walt Smith, Director of K-State
Union Operations.
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College of
Agriculture
David Mugler, acting dean. College of Agriculture
Robert Boufford, graduate teaching assistant in horticulture, examines plants in the greenhouse behind Justin Hall.
26 agriculture
Agriculture is not just farming fields and raising cattle, as
the College of Agriculture can verify. The profession of agri-
culture is broad and the college offers many more options than
most people think.
Degrees in horticulture, animal science and industry, grain
science, plant pathology and agricultural journalism are a few
of the possibilities available.
"The most important person in the college is the student,"
David Mugler, Acting Dean of Agriculture, said. "That's my
basic philosophy, and also the main concern of the college."
Another concern of the college is to have modern and exten-
sive facilities to help provide effective instruction. More than
4,000 acres of land are used for experimental work and re-
search. A feed mill, flour mill and bakery mill include modern
equipment from eight countries. Livestock, field crops, fruits
and vegetables are all used in teaching and research. The grain
science department houses many of these facilities and sets an
example for the rest of the country as it provides the only
milling program in the world.
The College of Agriculture has several professional clubs
and honoraries, including a judging team which judges every-
thing from livestock and meat to poultry and dairy.
"Judging is time-consuming, but is important as it teaches
the student to be more confident and able to make decisions,"
Beth Pringle, senior in animal science and industry, said.
Another activity the college has is an annual, which provides
personal data and career interests of the seniors in agriculture
and is sent to more than 400 prospective employers.
This year enrollment has declined 5.8 percent, but the Col-
lege of Agriculture is optimistic that enrollment will increase.
"The job opportunities are great in most parts of our indus-
try," Deb Williams, senior in agriculture journalism, said.
There are one and one-half job positions available to each
graduate in agriculture. This, plus the many opportunities
available in the college, may lure students into the agricultural
area of study.
A student evaluates beef in an animal science class.
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College of
Architecture and Design
1 he concern about the tight job markets that exist today
prompted the college of Architecture and Design to provide
programs to make the student's search for employment easier.
"Our students have been unusually fortunate in (job) place-
ments," Dean Bernd Foerster said. "There have been many
requests for graduates from our program that we are unable to
fill."
The specialized curricula — architecture, interior architec-
ture and landscape architecture — begin in the student's third
year, after completion of the pre-design professions program.
This program provides common background and skills, and
enables the student to select his or her field on the basis of
understanding gained in the college.
"Our emphasis in the pre-design professions program is on
advising and matching students with their interests and abili-
ties," Foerster said.
Another way in which a student gains valuable experience is
through the internship program. This elective 30-week intern-
ship may include work-study experience in professional of-
fices, industry or government agencies. This program allows
the student to develop a better understanding of the possible
careers in the various fields of architecture.
The college has also provided a lecture program, bringing in
design professionals and leaders from related fields. This con-
tact can further acquaint a student with the job market, Foer-
ster said.
Every spring, admission to the three professional curricula is
determined by faculty in each department. No quotas are set
for the number accepted. Selection criteria includes evidence
of motivation, aptitude and scholarship, Foerster said.
The design studio experience forms the core of the program
in the college. All students take studio courses in which they
work on individual projects, with faculty serving as critics.
Graduate study is available in an additional area, regional
and community planning, as well as in the other three depart-
ments of architecture.
Approximately 1,000 students are enrolled in the college,
with women making up 17 percent. There has been concern
over increasing that percentage, Foerster said.
"We want to make women aware of the opportunities in
architecture."
Four students work on projects in interior design studios in Seaton Hall.
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Bernd Foerster, dean, College of Architecture and Design
Lynn Rieger, senior, uses transfer letters for her project.
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Julia Thomason, junior in landscape architecture, holds a measuring stick for
another student during a surveying class.
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Lorraine Davidson studies the stages of mitosis in her Principles of Biology lab.
30
LEFT: Shari Wenger works on her free form coil pot during Ceramics I
ABOVE: William Stamey, dean, College of Arts and Sciences.
College
of Arts
and Sciences
1 he College of Arts and Sciences is the largest college at
K-State and has the widest variety of majors.
"I believe we're the central core of the University," Dean
William Stamey said. "If we're not good, the University is not
good."
More than 2,000 courses are offered and virtually every
student enrolls at some time in at least one course in Arts and
Sciences.
"We have a dual responsibility in the College of Arts and
Sciences," Stamey said. "We have our own students and in
addition, we must provide supplementary courses in general
education to students in all the other professional colleges at
K-State."
The goal of the college is to help this large group gain
knowledge and understanding, acquire skills and develop hab-
its of critical thinking, Stamey said.
More than 4,000 students are enrolled in the 48 majors
available in Arts and Sciences. The programs of study include
the pre-professional majors, such as pre-law, pre-veterinary
medicine and pre-nursing.
Stamey said there has been a large increase in these pro-
grams because there is a sense of security in preparing for
specific jobs after graduation.
Other majors enable students to develop skills in music, art
and communications. Students can also major in the social,
physical or biological sciences.
"In a way, we are a mini-university," Stamey said. "We
have such a variety, from fine arts (to) sciences to humanities.
"My goal is for every student, in the College of Arts and
Sciences or not, to get the best education possible," he said.
"I'm sure we'll (the college) have something to do with it.
"We do have an impact."
Pawan Handa runs his computer program through the terminals in the
basement of Seaton Hall.
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John Greer, junior in business management, waits for his class to begin. Karen Wilson studies on the steps of Calvin Hall.
Susan Walterscheid, senior in business, takes a shorthand speed test during Intermediate Shorthand.
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College of
Business Administration
J ob interviews, independent classes, placement programs
and organizations are all part of the system found in the
College of Business Administration at K-State.
The college has about 2,000 students enrolled in various
areas — accounting, finance, marketing, administration and
management.
The primary college objective, according to Dean Robert
Lynn, is to provide the opportunity for education, study and
development.
Business students are found not only in Calvin Hall but all
over the K-State campus. The college has greatly expanded
and developed since its establishment in 1962.
"According to current statistics, the college enrollment has
increased 7.9 percent in the last year," Lynn said. "We are
proud of our growth." The number of faculty positions has also
expanded.
Undergraduate business courses range from Business Logis-
tics to Financial Management, and from International Mar-
keting to Insurance. There are also independent, self-paced
classes and courses where students work with companies.
"The K-State business college has practical and versatile
courses, which will provide good career opportunities," Mar-
tha Wilson, senior in home economics and business, said. Of
the 126 credit hours required for a degree in business, only 10
hours are electives.
There are numerous organizations and honoraries students
in the college can be members of. These include Business
Administration Council, Beta Alpha Phi, Alpha Kappa Phi,
Phi Chi Theta, Beta Gamma Sigma, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, Marketing Club and Accounting Club.
"Our many organizations and strong groups provide impor-
tant college participation," Lynn said.
The college, in conjunction with the student placement pro-
gram, provides another opportunity for business students.
"Interviews allow approximately 70 percent of business stu-
dents to go through the placement programs for both the
purpose of practice and employment," Joan Dragastin, senior
in marketing, said.
K-State Business Administration programs have been ac-
knowledged on the national level. In April 1978, Phillips Pe-
troleum Company presented a $7,500 check to the college "to
help develop strength in the new area of international fi-
nance," Lynn said. A new international marketing program is
also beginning at K-State.
The peer advisory system, in which the older students help
younger students, and other unique programs are found within
the college.
"Our highest goal is that which is most important for the
students," Lynn said. "I can be confident that in some way we
are helping them."
Students listen intensely in a managerial class. Robert Lynn, dean. College of Business Administration
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A student's questions are answered by Kathy Franz, student teacher at Bluemont School.
College of Education
1 he College of Education cooperates with the other colleges
and departments at K-State in preparing teachers and other
educational personnel.
There are 600 students enrolled solely in the college, but
more than 2,000 students a year are certified in education.
Primary consideration in the college is given to the training
of teachers for elementary and secondary schools, ancf for
occupational and vocational programs. Curricula are also
available for the preparation of administrators and counselors
in schools and colleges.
"During the last two years, we've made a greater thrust into
adult education," Dean Jordan Utsey said. "A lot more people
are getting training in hospital training and supervision."
There is a shortage of students in the education fields of
science, math, English and agriculture, Utsey said. In contrast,
the job opportunities in these areas seem to be good.
In light of the $71,416 grant by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the College of Education works with
teachers and administrators in the Kansas City, MO, school
district as it strives toward desegregation.
"We are learning how to teach in desegregated classrooms,"
Utsey said.
Utsey said he sees no communication problem between stu-
dents and administrators in the college.
"I communicate through individual contact and primarily
through college council," he said. He also interacts with the
Teachers of Education Council, which has student representa-
tion.
"We have a lot of input and chances to meet face to face,"
he said.
Two major committees have been drawn up to review the
graduate and undergraduate programs.
"The undergraduate program is in the process of being
strengthened — with a certification change," Utsey said.
"There will also be stronger emphasis in reading skills."
There will be continued specialization at the graduate level
in fields such as guidance counseling, dealing with the handi-
capped and gifted and adult education, he said.
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Jordan Utsey, dean, College of Education
Heidi Teichgraeber student teaches in music at Manhattan Junior High.
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College of Engineering
Tor the first time in 25 years enrollment in the College of
Engineering has passed the 2,000 mark, doubling in the past
four years.
"Enrollment is up 10 percent (this year), which is the largest
increase at the University," Dean Donald Rathbone said.
One reason for this is the increase in the number of women
in the college. In the past year alone, women engineering
enrollment has increased from 150 to 183.
Facilities are also improving, allowing for additional class-
room space.
Phase II of the new engineering complex was approved by
the Kansas Board of Regents and the Kansas Legislature. It
will be located north of Durland Hall and will house electrical
and mechanical engineering, plus the dean's office.
The College of Engineering at K-State is the largest engi-
neering school in the state, with 1,875 undergraduates and
about 240 graduate students.
Rathbone believes the size of the college is ideal — large,
yet small enough to maintain a "personal touch" with students.
"Our students are the college's biggest boosters," Rathbone
said. "Their enthusiasm for their programs and activities here
have been most gratifying to the faculty and the administra-
tion."
Entering freshmen who are undecided about a major may
enroll in general engineering for one year. The college otters
degrees in agricultural, architectural, chemical, civil, electri-
cal, industrial, mechanical and nuclear engineering, in addi-
tion to construction science and engineering technology.
ABOVE: Donald Rathbone, dean, College of Engineering. RIGHT: Jayaram
Polavarapu and Gary Breipohl, graduates in nuclear engineering, prepare an
experiment in the shock tube.
36 engineering
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Dave Pacey tests the efficiency of a hydrostatic transmission for his research in agricultural engineering.
Robert McGriff, graduate in nuclear engineering, works on a 'water transfer loop.
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Ruth Hoeflin, dean. College of Home Economics Bea Ann Wade works on her garment during a clothing construction class.
College of Home Economics
lhe College of Home Economics at K-State is one of the
largest and most well-known home economic institutions in the
country, according to Dean Ruth Hoeflin.
"In 1873, K-State offered the first home economics course
in the U.S. for college credit," she said.
"We have a reputation that is good and it attracts out-of-
state (and Kansas) students."
One reason students choose K-State's home economics pro-
gram, Hoeflin said, "is because almost every major offers field
study experience."
Home economics students can earn credit and gain on-the-
job experience in a variety of locations.
Examples of field study opportunities include internships in
retail stores for students majoring in fashion marketing, and
the chance to work in financial counseling for family econom-
ics majors. Students in family and child development can gain
experience in child care centers, and students in dietetics can
receive field work through clinical and administrative exper-
iences in hospitals and health care facilities. Food service
centers on campus and in business establishments provide
training for those in restaurant management.
Another reason home economics is popular, is because it
emphasizes the family, Hoeflin said.
"We're in a field that is related to service," she said.
Many courses in home economics involve skills that can be
applied to everyday life. Some of these classes include: Family
Relationships and Sex Roles; Death and the Family; Consum-
er Action and Personal and Family Finance.
Men are becoming interested in home economics, which is
evidenced by increasing enrollment figures every year. One
reason is because of excellent job and salary opportunities
available for them, Hoeflin said.
"There is a demand especially for men in home economics
teaching."
38 home economics
Kathy Bosco, graduate in family and child development, reads a story to a group of children at the child development lab.
HIT"!
Debbie Mitchell, junior in fashion marketing, fills out a work sheet for a
clothing construction class.
Marilyn Lacey sniffs vegetables during an experiment in Food Science.
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College of
Veterinary Medicine
lhe College of Veterinary Medicine is one of the oldest
veterinary schools in the country, dating back to 1905. In the
summer of 1978, the last building of the three-unit complex
was completed.
"It was a banner year for us," Dean Donald Trotter said,
referring to the school's completed facilities.
"We're extremely proud of the complex and we now have
facilities to improve research for students and the state.
"We're second to none in relation to our program," Trotter
said.
The complex provides classroom space, research laborato-
ries, examining rooms and surgery resources. The newest
building houses a veterinary hospital, which serves Manhattan
as a pet clinic while allowing students to gain valuable exper-
ience.
Enrollment in the college is limited to 105 students each
year. Students must complete a minimum of two years of
college work, including the required 64 hours of pre-veterinary
medicine courses.
Selection is based upon academic achievement and profes-
sional potential as determined by an interview with the admis-
sions committee.
During their first year in the college, students have cubicles
and desk areas in which they keep microscopes, slides and
books. Lectures and labs are also on this floor and are attended
by the entire freshman class.
Each year in the college is organized in the same manner,
with each level taking the same courses.
Seniors have the opportunity to be more specialized, howev-
er, as they can concentrate in surgery or medicine.
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The veterinary medicine facilities were completed in the summer of 1978.
Horses are one of many animals cared for by veterinary medicine students.
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Debbie Tarrant, freshman, examines slides in her cubicle.
Donald Trotter, dean, College of Veterinary Medicine
Evelyn Booth is a local resident who uses the pet clinic.
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Graduate
School
Robert Kruh, dean. Graduate School
There is more than one way to bake a cake, as Teofilo Dulay, graduate in food science, shows.
42 grad
Ada Milenkovic, graduate in biology, does research for her thesis.
W hile other colleges at K-State suffer from declining en-
rollment, the Graduate School enrollment is steadily going up.
In 1978, 800 master's degrees and 150 doctoral degrees
were awarded. This year 3,800 students were enrolled in one of
the 65 master's or 32 doctoral programs available.
Robert Kruh, dean of the Graduate School, attributes part
of this gain to the increasing number of on-the-job people who
are getting back into school.
More and more students are attracted to graduate study
because they have interests in advanced scholarly work and
because career opportunities are improved as a result of ad-
vanced training.
Today's bachelor's degree occupies the position the high
school diploma had 50 years ago, Kruh said.
"This reflects a need for a higher level of training to deal
with the tasks of today's world," he said. "We know more now
and it takes more knowledge to get the job done."
The Graduate School, located in Fairchild Hall, has been in
existence since 1931, although the first graduate student en-
rolled in 1868. More graduate-level degrees, however, have
been awarded in the last 10 years than in all of K-State's
history.
To apply to the Graduate School, a student must have a
bachelor's degree from an accredited institution, a 3.0 grade
point average and sufficient undergraduate preparation in the
intended field of study.
Graduate students work individually or in small groups with
a major professor. Most graduate courses are taught in the
form of seminars, providing for exchange of ideas among the
students and an instructor.
The ultimate objective of the college is to create the desire
and capacity for independent study and research, Kruh said.
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Teachers of the year...
A. wards of recognition take many forms and are shown in a
variety of ways. Some recipients are honored with a pat on the
back or a firm handshake; others are bestowed with generous
gifts.
Each year K-State recognizes selected professors and un-
dergraduate instructors with outstanding teacher awards.
The 1978 teaching excellence awards went to Fred O. Brad-
ley, associate professor of administration and foundations;
Roshantha A. Chandraratna, graduate teaching assistant in
chemistry; Albert N. Hamscher III, associate professor of
history and Miles R. McKee, professor of animal science and
industry.
For encouragement and recognition of teaching, Amoco
provides grants of $1,000 for associate and full professor win-
ners, and $500 to instructors and assistant professor recipients.
An additional tribute includes the inscription of the winners'
names on a plaque displayed in the lobby of Farrell Library.
This annual process is based largely on student evaluations.
Twenty semi-finalists are chosen from students in the various
colleges. They are then evaluated by a selection committee,
which includes a representative from each college plus one
student-at-large.
"Since the program began in 1968, a great diversity and
variety of teachers have been selected for this (award)," Rich-
ard Owens, director of educational improvement and innova-
tion, said.
"Though this program is not common knowledge, it is a
good process and is something that both the students and
faculty should be interested in."
JTred Bradley taught one class, Guidance of the Exceptional
Child, and for his effort he received the teacher of the year
award from his students.
The course relates to all areas of child development.
"It's a good course, it has a lot of natural appeal," Bradley
said. "It is popular because it is applied and it is common
sense."
The majority of his students are women, though some men
are included in the 30-50 student classroom.
Bradley said his classes aren't extremely flexible.
"I'm predominantly a lecturer — there is some discussion,
though," he said.
Bradley said he tries to bridge the gap between the "real
world" and the classroom — trying to rid the "ivory tower"
image. He said he tries to create actual life situations into his
class.
"I think that's really all education is about — teaching
people about life."
Bradley said he has two goals when he begins teaching a
class: One is to teacn the students the subject matter; the otner
is to teach them how to apply the matter.
"1 think students neea to gain a base knowledge; beyond
that, I think students need to learn to take material and apply
it to their own life," Bradley said.
Bradley is known as a man who never stops. He loves to
generate enthusiasm.
"I'm a ranter and a raver. I try to involve myself and be
enthusiastic."
There are three things involved in being a good teacher,
Bradley said.
"The first is knowing the subject matter. The second is being
able to communicate it and lastly, caring that the students
learn it. I obviously believe you need all three."
Besides teaching, Bradley said he enjoys research, including
such things as counseling and testing. He also does a modest
amount of writing and speaking in child discipline and parent-
ing.
"I like working with the public— both parents and teachers
— in helping them better understand their own children," he
said.
Fred Bradley, associate professor of administration and foundations
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Roshantha Chandraratna, right, graduate teaching assistant in chemistry
Ivoshantha Chandraratna has lived in the United States
three years. Though his native tongue is not English, he appar-
ently has no trouble communicating with students, because he
received the 1978 graduate teaching assistant of the year
award.
He teaches an elementary organic chemistry lab of 20-25
students and a help session in chemistry.
Chandraratna came to K-State after completing four and
one-half years of undergraduate work at the University of
SriLanka in the country of SriLanka (formerly known as
Ceylon), off the tip of India.
Why did he choose K-State?
"I wanted to study in a smaller university and live in a
smaller town," he said.
"In my first semester here I taught Chem. I; most of the
students were freshmen who had probably never heard a for-
eigner speak, and I'd never heard a Kansan.
"I try to tell them a few of the major points in accent and I
always take the trouble to slow down," he said. "If both the
students and the teaching assistant try, the language barrier
can be fairly easily overcome."
Chandraratna puts much emphasis on "trying hard."
"If you try, you can convey to the students you are interest-
ed in them, and they respond by working harder.
"I don't really consider myself an outstanding teacher, ex-
cept that I try hard," he said.
His classes aren't filled with students greatly interested in
chemistry, but those who just need to fulfill a requirement.
Therefore, Chandraratna must find ways to motivate students.
"Because the students are non-science majors, I try to take
ideas and experimental techniques and relate them to everyday
life," he said.
"It's easy to teach a good student. If I can take a ' C '
student and get him to have ' A ' knowledge, then I've suc-
ceeded."
Chandraratna said students are on the defensive when they
come into class.
"I don't con them into thinking it will be easy. But I tell
them that if they try it won't be as hard. They begin believing it
and respond."
He said he believes the best way to teach is to make it as
simple as possible.
"I think that is the mark of a good teacher — if a teacher
understands a subject in a deep sense, he should be able to
express it simply," he said.
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Albert Hamscher, associate professor of history
Albert N. Hamscher III, associate professor of history,
thinks maintaining high standards is essential.
"I like to teach — it's important," he said. "I also like to
work with students, molding and instilling values and dicipline
in them."
Hamscher teaches classes in early and modern European
history, with a special emphasis in French history. The size of
his classes range from small recitation classes to lecture classes
with about 80 students.
"I teach general survey-type courses in addition to upper-
level courses in those areas," he said. "I try to show how
interesting and significant history can be."
Teaching students skills to be used outside the classroom is
one of Hamscher's goals.
"I not only try to teach students the significance of the past,
but try to encourage them to think in a disciplinary way," he
said.
"I aso try to encourage the students to write and think
clearly."
Involved in research, Hamscher travels regularly to France
to collect materials for his writings.
"I think the two (research and teaching) can be combined
effectively," Hamscher said. "If someone is an active re-
searcher and scholar, it not only keeps his mind working, but
also keeps him current in the field."
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Miles McKee, professor of animal science and industry
Frederick Oehme, professor of veterinary medicine
iVliles R. McKee believes anything worthy of doing is worth
doing well.
"As a teacher it's my responsibility to make it easy to
understand the material so they (the students) can learn," he
said. "I feel that this student learning process is very impor-
tant."
McKee is a professor of animal science and industry in the
College ofAgriculture. He teaches Livestock Production Man-
agement, Gestation of Farm Animals, Principles of Animal
Science, Livestock Sales Management and Beef Cowherd Unit
Operations.
"I try to encourage and stimulate the students," he said.
"What I do to encourage one student might turn another off,
but I am always happy to reach some of them."
Aside from his teaching responsibilities, McKee has also
served as an adviser for organizations and honoraries. In his
faculty adviser capacity, he counsels about 70 students.
"It gives me great satisfaction to see those who I have
worked with become successful," he said.
"I feel that I am very fortunate to have had so many reward-
ing experiences and opportunities," McKee said. "I have re-
ceived many honors — and they're rewarding, too — but the
most rewarding experience is encouraging students."
>£ v
.Frederick Oehme claims his teaching philosophies are no
different from other professors'. However, they were of
enough significance to earn him the 1978 distinguished gra-
duate faculty award.
Oehme, professor of surgery and medicine in the College of
Veterinary Medicine, received the honor at the 1978 spring
commencement exercises. After being nominated for the
award by graduate students, Oehme and the other candidates
were evaluated by a committee selected by Robert Kruh, dean
of the Graduate School. Qualifications and achievements of
the nominees were compared, and the winner was announced
last spring.
Oehme believes an instructor should give students the most
accurate and recent information available on the subject being
studied. Since Oehme teaches mostly on the graduate level, he
allows his students freedom to work on their own. Once a
student has reached graduate level, "spoon-feeding" shouldn't
be necessary, he said.
Every learning opportunity should be offered to a student,
Oehme said, and it is the professor's responsibility to provide
most of this information.
Oehme teaches an undergraduate course in veterinary medi-
cine. His remaining four or five courses are taught through the
Graduate School. The graduate classes are rotated among the
fall, spring and summer semesters.
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48 lines
by Cecilia Kasl
.Looking back over the years, as seniors often do, it seems
like just yesterday that I first became acquainted with a basic
facet of college life.
Yes, the first day I came to Manhattan as an eager freshman
ready to undertake the challenges of college, I became exposed
to the one thing that would never change or improve during my
four years here — the hassle of waiting in line.
I remember how I parked my blue Chevy near the door of
my house that first day and excitedly took the front steps two
by two, only to discover I had to wait in line to get my room
number. By the time I got everything unpacked, including my
stuffed dog, Abbott, I was so hungry I could eat a .... well,
not quite that hungry. But by the time I waited through the
lunch line, I considered it.
That was just the beginning of a horrible day of waiting in
line. I recall walking to Ahearn for registration and getting into
my first line (marked "josm-katz"), which was backed up to
Seaton. Once my identification was checked, I patiently wait-
ed to get my registration form. If I remember correctly, seven
more lines followed — one for car registration, Royal Purple,
financial assistance, student ID, football tickets, student
health insurance and the "biggy" — tuition payment.
One thing I learned over the years was that as much as I
hate to get up early (ask my roomies), it was well worth it to
get to the bookstore before the checkout lines reached to the
back wall. Ten 600-page books can get mighty heavy!
Waiting in line was as much a part of college life as Union
lab, late-night studying and basketball games. Everywhere on
the K-State campus I stood in line.
Take good old Farrell Library, for example. Over the past
semesters I waited in line to go through drop-add, get a new
ID, check out books, straighten out the fine they assessed me
(which I didn't have), get articles on reserve, buy a package of
potato chips and get on the elevator.
At the Union I waited in line to cash a check, to buy bare
essentials, to see movies, to buy concert tickets and to buy a
Mr. Pibb. By the way, instead of juggling my books, my purse
and an overflowing glass of Mr. Pibb, I learned to leave my
junk at a table and then proceed to get in line for my refresh-
ment. It beats buying Spray-n-Wash to get the Pibb stains out
of my white blouse.
The one place I recall where waiting in line irritated me
most was Lafene Student Health. It could be because I some-
times felt just a bit under the weather when I went there, but
gee, usually I felt like I was dying, and I didn't appreciate
waiting to show the all-important fee card, waiting to talk to
the nurses, waiting to see the doctor, waiting to get my pre-
scription filled and waiting to pay the cashier. Even when I was
healthy, I waited before I could visit a sick friend in the
hospital.
Over the years, new lines developed to challenge my tired
feet and bored mind. I waited to find out which seat I had in
Theatre Appreciation, to buy basketball tickets, to go to the
bathroom, to see my adviser and to sign up for job interviews in
Anderson Hall.
Another thing I've discovered at college is that waiting in
line is not confined to the K-State campus. I have stood in lines
at Wal-Mart, Dillon's, Mother's Worry, Aggie Station, Swan-
sons, Vern's and Sambo's.
Discouragingly, with the knowledge I've gained over the last
four years, what I've learned most is that waiting in line is a
time-consuming part of life itself. So, college has at least
prepared me to have the patience to wait, and wait, and wait,
and wait, and wait ....
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Summer days, driftin' away ...
Oummer. The word is almost synony-
mous with vacation, swimming, sleep-
ing late and goofing off. But for some it
also means school.
The atmosphere at K-State is more
relaxed and casual than in fall or
spring, but it's still school. Classes meet
everyday, the work load is more con-
centrated and the assignments never
seem to let up.
The weather is steamy and hot. When
the temperature begins to creep up to
the 100-degree mark, the size of classes
diminishes. The attendance at Tuttle
Creek booms, where the assignment is
simple: get a tan.
Shorts and bare feet are commonly
seen among the students on campus. Ice
cream cones and icy-cold soft drinks
are just as important in class as pencil
and paper.
Summer school has some advantages
that the regular semester lacks. Almost
everyone can find a parking space close
to their classes. The Union hours are
shorter and the Stateroom at times is
almost empty. The local bars and tav-
erns have reduced rates; and you can
finally find a place to sit in Kite's or a
space to dance at Mr. K's.
But stuffing a whole semester's work
into a few short weeks can make for
some tense moments. Projects that
would normally take a month or more
to complete are due in only one week.
Summer school students face addi-
tional problems, such as unaircondi-
tioned classrooms, permanent sweat
and little or no campus activities.
Nevertheless, students find that sum-
mer school is a way to lessen the load of
a regular semester.
David Laurie shoots baskets at the natatorium.
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Susan Hickman and Michelle Bernard enjoy the sun while playing backgammon by Tuttle Cove.
Sherry Sinclair, senior in business, took advantage of a beautiful day to practice her guitar.
Missouri
in Kansas
Ron West, Missouri's lead singer wrote the majority of the group's songs.
Missouri performed to an audience of about 1,000 last summer.
1 he first summer concert ever held
at K-State on June 10, 1978, drew a
crowd of about 1,000 in McCain Audi-
torium.
Missouri, a Kansas City-based band,
almost resembled Bob Seger or the
Doobie Brothers. Their music hit hard,
but that's where the comparison
stopped.
Missouri's lead singer-guitarist-song-
writer Ron West showed that he doesn't
have quite the ability or composing tal-
ents of Seger. He does have a rough
voice like Seger's— perhaps too rough.
West's band (keyboards, bass, lead
guitar and drums) showed it could
pound out rock and roll like the Doobie
Brothers, but it didn't have the high
energy and style of that band.
Missouri pounded out the kind of
sledgehammer rock that characterized
the decline of Bachman-Turner-Over-
drive.
They played nine of the ten songs on
their album, hitting with crowd pleasers
three-fourths of the way into the show.
A dry ice fog set the mood for "Mystic
Lady" and a spinning crystal ball above
the stage led into "Movin' On."
The audience called the band back
for an encore which included a Chuck
Berry number and"'Got That Fever."
Bassist Alan Cohen closed out the
night by telling the crowd, "So this is it
for awhile. We've enjoyed your com-
pany. Let's part like friends."
The three-band concert was opened
with a half-hour of hard rock from
Alexis, followed by the synthesized rock
of Oz.
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Traditions reflect Homecoming
TOP: President Duane Acker receives a kiss from
a clown during Homecoming activities. BOT-
TOM: Delta Delta Delta-Kappa Sigma won the
best over-all design for their float and were the
winners of the all-university trophy.
Oentimental was the mood, "Reflec-
tions" was the theme when K-State
alumni returned to their alma mater for
Homecoming '78.
For some it was a time of reminiscing
and remembering — remembering
when West Stadium shuddered at Sat-
urday afternoon football games and
when white bobby socks and patent
leather shoes were "in." And after-
wards, the dance hall would shake while
the frug and jitterbug were danced ef-
fortlessly.
Those times and trends have long
since passed, but their spirit lingers on.
In 1915 head football coach "Jawn"
Bender proposed a special day for
alumni aimed at generating spirit for
alumni and students.
For two decades the popularity of
Homecoming activities attracted large
audiences. The parade at times drew
20,000 spectators. Participation ranged
from high school bands and drill teams
to Manhattan civic organizations and
the University of Kansas band. There
were activities such as the annual
Homecoming Ball, pep rallies, fire-
works, pajama parades, Homecoming
queens and bonfires.
The spirit of purple and white was
by Tony Seals
alive.
In recent years this spirit has suf-
fered. Participation and interest
dropped due to changing values and a
losing tradition. The spirit laid dor-
mant.
But old traditions were revived once
again through the efforts of Blue Key
and the 1978 University Homecoming
Committee.
This year's Homecoming week ac-
tivities included a "Stuff the Union
Day," in which students were encour-
aged to set a record number of people in
the Union. Almost 15,000 fortune
cookies were given away at the doors
with chances for free prizes and special
Union discounts.
Other contests and events held
throughout the week included a stadi-
um dance with a performance by
"Black Frost"; a bonfire and "Yell Like
Hell" contest; a Volkswagen-stuffing
contest, where students wiggled and
squirmed their way into the compact-
est of compacts; a bed-making contest
and a pie-eating contest.
A Board of Regents putting contest
pitted dignitaries President Duane
Acker; K-State's own Regent Bernard
Franklin; KU Chancellor Archie
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Dykes; K-State marching band director
Phil Hewett; athletic director DeLoss
Dodds; head football coach Jim Dickey
and quarterback Dan Manucci.
The Homecoming Parade was re-
vived, with floats cruising Manhattan
Avenue. Awards were given for the best
floats.
The team accumulating the most
points in all competitive events of
Homecoming week was Kappa Sigma
and Delta Delta Delta.
The pre-game ceremonies on Satur-
day included the crowning of K-State
Ambassadors. Sue Livingston, senior in
modern languages, and Mitch Holthus,
senior in journalism, were chosen to re-
present K-State's student body at spe-
cial University functions, such as alum-
ni gatherings.
The spirit of purple and white which
glowed throughout the week was tem-
porarily dulled by Saturday's football
game. Missouri whipped the 'Cats 56-
14.
Nevertheless, Homecoming '78
sparked the return of tradition to K-
State Homecoming festivities. "Reflec-
tions" proved to be a more than appro-
priate theme for this revival.
Shelli Darrow listens for the judge to begin the pie-eating contest.
LEFT: The "Yell like Hell" final competition was judged at the bonfire Friday night. ABOVE:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Gamma Phi Beta put the finishing touches on their float.
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UPC offers diversity
1 he Union Programming Council is
a learning laboratory. It consists of vol-
unteers who work together on the nine
committees within UPC. Working with
students, university officials, communi-
ty figures and entertainment agencies,
students are able to share knowledge
and leadership, as well as enrich their
academic careers.
Each of the nine committees is head-
ed by a committee coordinator who in
turn is headed by the executive coordin-
ator, Larry Najuch.
The executive coordinator is the offi-
cial representative of UPC. He is in
charge of planning the selecting of
UPC members, UPC training work-
shops and the Activities Carnival.
UPC committees include the Travel,
Promotions, Outdoor Recreation, Fea-
ture Films, Issues and Ideas, Kaleido-
scope, Concerts, Coffeehouse and Arts
committees.
The Travel Committee members plan
and coordinate trips offered to students
at reduced rates. This year the commit-
tee offered trips ranging from snow ski-
ing at Steamboat Springs, Vail, Winter
Park and Ski the Summit, to sunny ex-
cursions in Jamaica and Padre Island.
The Promotions Committee pro-
motes all UPC committees. Although
Promotions has its own committee
members, committees concerning ad-
vertising techniques and promotional
campaigns are also involved.
The main duties of Promotions in-
clude publishing the Programmer — a
K- State activities and information da-
tebook, promoting the annual Activities
Carnival and recruitment and selection
of UPC members.
Promoting knowledge of the natural
environment through trips, speakers,
films and demonstrations is the main
task of the Outdoor Recreation Com-
mittee. In the past year, this committee
offered Outdoor Awareness Day, and
Ozark Canoeing trip and a Back-pack-
ing the Big Piney trip.
"Pink Flamingos," "The Rocky Hor-
ror Picture Show," "The Paper Chase,"
"Tommy" and "The Last Tycoon"
were among the Kaleidoscope films fea-
tured this year. This committee pro-
vides a diversified film series of innova-
tive, classic, creative, documentary and
international films.
The Issues and Ideas Committee pre-
sents films concerning current events at
the local, state and national level. High-
lights of the past year included "Duck's
Breath Mystery Theater" and "Let's
Talk About It," a bi-weekly open dis-
cussion held in the Catskeller at the
Union.
Presenting the latest in popular films
every weekend for only $1.25 in Forum
Hall is the duty of the Feature Films
Committee. Films offered during the
year included "The Goodbye Girl,"
"Julia," "Smokey and the Bandit,"
"Oh God," "Saturday Night Fever"
and "Gone with the Wind."
In past years, the UPC Concerts
Committee has featured many popular
performers. Chicago and Jerry Lewis
were the attractions this year; The Chi-
cago concert was the largest rock show
at K-State since 1970.
"Students Entertaining Students" is
the theme of the Coffeehouse Commit-
tee. The highlight of the UPC enter-
tainment programs is the "Nooner," a
live performance presented every Tues-
day by K-State students desiring to
share their talents with fellow students.
Coordinating and publicizing the
phases of the KSU Union Art Gallery
exhibitions, design, installation and se-
lection is the primary concern of the
Arts Committee. The Arts Committee
also schedules art displays in the Union
showcase on the second floor and annu-
ally sponsors an Arts and Crafts sale.
UPC has three paid full-time staff
members who advise and work with the
UPC committee members. Program
Director Margaret Smith and advisers
Rob Cieslicki and Bill Muret aid UPC
student volunteers in carrying out the
duties of their committees.
Students have the opportunity to show talent through "Nooners.' The Activities Carnival allows students to learn about campus organizations.
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Mark Hodges examines skis at the Outdoor Awareness Day.
Denise Long and Bret Taylor perform during the first "Nooner" of the year on the lawn of the Union.
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Spirit of Halloween lives
4CT
1 here's a little bit of kid in all of
us," the saying goes, and Halloween
proved to be the perfect opportunity for
K-Staters to break away from the hum-
drum of studying for mid-terms and
celebrate a holiday designed especially
for children.
Everyday tensions and frustrations
found release through screams, as stu-
dents experienced spook houses set up
around campus. Many attended a spe-
cial Halloween movie in the Union enti-
tled "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
(where the audience at times proved to
be freakier than the film).
Ghosts and goblins, as well as all
sorts of other imaginative creatures,
roamed the streets of Aggieville, lured
by special prizes for best costumes and
just the fun of being obscure.
The toga, which reached popularity
through the movie "Animal House,"
was one of the most widely used cos-
tumes, but the traditional and the
imaginative could be seen on almost ev-
ery- corner. Even the observer who
chose not to dress up was captured by
the Halloween spirit. Members of Moore Hail carry a coffin through the Derby food center
Residents of Edwards
Hospital.
sited children at St. Mary's Mary Dinkel, Jennifer Clendenon and Sharon Hederstcdt played the part ot
gangsters on Halloween night.
Julie Doll and Mickie Brantingham were two of the many clowns in Aggieville on Halloween.
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And the
winner is...
Gov. Robert Bennett loses his bid for re-election.
H lection season bumper stickers,
yard signs and posters, reminding us of
the democratic process, now deteriorate
under the Kansas sun, wind and rain.
The elements care not who won or lost.
But the results of the 1978 Kansas
election for U.S. Senate, Congress and
state offices won't fade so easily from
memory.
With the victory of Republican Nan-
cy Landon Kassebaum, Kansas gained
the honor of having the first woman
elected to the Senate who was not pre-
ceded by her husband. Kassebaum de-
feated Democrat Dr. Bill Roy by 14
percent of the vote.
With passage of the liquor by the
drink bill, K-Staters and other Riley
County restaurant patrons may remem-
ber 1978 as the year they almost gained
the right to be served a drink without
possessing a club membership. But be-
fore taste buds could be wetted, the
Kansas Supreme Court ruled the mea-
sure unconstitutional.
The major candidates and family
members appeared at K-State through-
out the campaign, claiming the college
vote was vital to the success of their
campaigns. Although many said they
believed students would turn out at the
polls mainly because of the liquor issue,
candidates urged students to be aware
of all the issues.
While most of the campaigns were
without major issues, 1978 will un-
doubtedly be remembered as the year
of the "unpredicted upset." Three in-
cumbents painfully learned this year's
key to victory lay not in their abun-
dance of political experience, but in-
stead in the lack of it.
Perhaps the most startling of all elec-
tion results was the upset of Republican
Gov. Robert Bennett by Speaker of the
House, John Carlin. In a primarily Re-
publican state, Carlin, a K-State alum-
nus, accomplished what many said
Bill Roy concedes his loss to Kassebaum.
couldn't be done — defeating Bennett.
From the 2nd Congressional district
race emerged the most talked about
campaign song of the season — Jim
Jeffries' "Martha Doesn't Shop Here
Anymore." Jeffries, who defeated Con-
gresswoman Martha Keys (D-Manhat-
tan) in her try for a third term in Wash-
ington, was referring to Key's former
campaign slogan, "I shop where you
shop."
The outcome of the Keys-Jeffries
race was questionable to the very end,
although his advertisements and some
of his activities leading up to election
night kept voters wondering just who
their new congressman would be.
The incumbent Democratic Attorney
General, Curt Schneider, was also de-
feated by a Republican newcomer to
the political arena, Judge Robert Ste-
phan.
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Nancy Landon Kassebaum greets well-wishers after her Senate victory.
Governor-elect John Carlin makes his victory speech.
Reporters surround Jim Jeffries.
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by Scott Farina
for a long time it looked like there would be no major
concert on campus during the fall semester. Manhattan's off-
the-beaten-track location and the lack of facilities for a large
concert, students grumbled, were reasons K-State had trouble
getting the big names.
Then, in late October, the word was out: the Little Apple
would play host to super group — a group with an eight-year
history of million-selling singles and albums; a group that,
surprisingly, was trying to make a comeback after personal
setbacks and critical yawns.
CHICAGO.
Hot on the heels of a new album, a new guitarist and a
harder, more rocking sound than before, Chicago played to a
near-capacity crowd in Ahearn Field House just before
Thanksgiving. What a feast.
With no warm-up band to prep the audience, Chicago hit
the stage at 8:15 and delivered nearly two hours of music for
both new and old fans.
You would expect a band with a new album to promote it
heavily in concert, yet Chicago played only four songs from
"Hot Streets": the title tune, "Alive Again," "Ain't it Time"
and "Little Miss Lovin'." The rest of the evening consisted of
songs — not necessarly hits — from Chicago's, and our, past.
"Feelin' Stronger Every Day" was the show opener, a rocker
with Peter Cetera's strong vocals and good horn work. "Dia-
log" followed, harkening back to the days when Chicago made
political statements through their music.
Younger fans cheered to the sound of "If You Leave Me
Now," a mushy love song that received the biggest applause of
the night, and "Just You 'n' Me."
Older Chicago fans were happy to hear songs such as "Be-
ginnings," "25 or 6 to 4" and "Happy Man."
Those who followed Chicago not just through the singles but
on albums were treated to "A Little More Free," from Chica-
go III, and "Mongonucleosis," a Latin-rhythm instrumental
from "Chicago VII" that allowed drummer Danny Seraphine
and percussionist Laudir di Oliveira to show off.
The crowd was on its feet often, clapping hands, cheering,
dancing in front of chairs. And the boys in the band looked as
if they were having as much fun as the audience.
Guitarist Donnie Dacus was the center of attention most of
the time. He's been called the first sex symbol in the band.
More important is his guitar playing — tough, gritty and high-
charged, adding a touch of Texas rock to a band that could
formerly have been described as subdued.
Dacus doesn't let his guitar do it all, though. He was animat-
ed on stage, leaping in the air, dropping to his knees, bending
over his instrument as if he would bite the strings, then leaning
far back as if in a trance.
What made the concert click was that Chicago didn't just
repeat the arrangements of the recorded songs. They changed
things around, leaving room for everyone to get at least one
improvised solo. And no matter what one may think of Chica-
go, they are all talented musicians.
Ahearn may not be the ideal concert setting, and Manhattan
may not be the most accessible town in America; but the
crowd reaction that Friday night should prove that K-Staters
were more than willing to support quality music performances.
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K-State outpaddles KU
The Goodnow Four team splashes it up in-between crew changes during the first day on the river.
JV-State canoers took first, second
and third places in the annual Kaw Riv-
er, Manhattan-to-Lawrence canoe race
Sept. 10.
Haymaker Three took first place
with a time of 19 hours, 15 minutes;
second place went to Van Zile with 19
hours, 58 minutes and third place went
to Haymaker Four with 20 hours, 15
minutes.
Twenty-nine canoes started the race,
with 13 from K-State.
The river was shallow because of in-
frequent rains and many canoers had to
carry their crafts across unnavigable
spots.
The two-day event was staggered
with an overnight stopover in St.
Marys. Many spent the night camping
on the sandbars and along the shore of
the river. At 7 a.m. they clambered
back into their canoes for the dash to
Lawrence.
Lynn Hoppe yells encouragement to racers.
Members of the Kaw-Dads canoe team paddle
under the Perry-Lecompton bridge on the second day.
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Ford, West, Moore and Haymaker Halls perform in the competition.
Singers net money for Sunset Zoo
Pat Culley, directs the Kappa Kappa Gamma, Sigma Nu and Acacia singing group in U-Sing finals.
Pi. fter months of practice, eight teams
of campus living groups performed in
University Sing, Oct. 29
The contest is an annual event spon-
sored by Sigma Chi fraternity to raise
money for Manhattan's Sunset Zoo.
This year University Sing netted $3,400
for the children's portion of the zoo.
The singing team of Delta Delta Del-
ta and Farmhouse won first place in the
two and one-half hour competition with
their rendition of "Holy Radiant
Light" and "Broadway Spectacular," a
medley of famous Broadway songs.
Chi Omega and Delta Upsilon
earned second-place honors with their
interpretation of "Give Me Jesus" and
"No One's Perfect." Third place in the
competition went to Alpha Delta Pi and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, who also took the
first-place trophy for ticket sales.
The performance capped more than
two months of rehearsals and tryouts
for the groups entered in the competi-
tion. The field was narrowed from 13
groups in semi-final eliminations to the
eight groups which sang before a crowd
of about 1,000 in McCain Auditorium.
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Bump, bump, bump
"Checks, cash and
loose change flowed
from teary-eyed
spectators."
Dancers rest on the floor during an early morning break.
Oixty-four hours of pain and joy and
dancing ... for Jerry's kids. Sixty-four
hours of love and togetherness and sore
feet ... for Muscular Dystrophy.
January 23-26 meant two and one-
half days of near-continous dancing,
with only 10-minute breaks every hour
for more than 40 -K-State students in
the fifth annual Bump-A-Thon for MD
at Mother's Worry, an Aggieville disco.
While each started dancing for indi-
vidual reasons, by the end of 64 hours
the students had become a close-knit
group with one goal: raising $20,000 for
MD.
The disc jockeys told jokes to keep
the dancers going, and throughout the
two nights, friends would stop by to
cheer them on and keep them awake.
As they danced, the donations came
in. But by early in the last evening, the
goal appeared unreachable. Then the
owner of the disco, Fred Lechner, sat
on the stage with a local girl afflicted
with MD and appealed for donations.
Checks, cash and loose change flowed
from teary-eyed spectators.
As tears of joy and relief filled their
eyes, 41 students finished the marathon
in a circle, arms interlocked, singing the
spiritual song they had chosen as their
theme, "He Who Overcomes."
As a result of their efforts, the Bump-
A-Thon netted more than $17,000.
Mark Dayvault and Patti Cook raised
$1,154.15 to take honors for raising the
most money.
Scott Berning, a victim of MD, appeared at the bump-a-thon.
iVQft
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Brian Hueben dresses up for the Italian dinner.
(j reek Week, Jan. 28-Feb. 3, gave
fraternities and sororities time to be-
come better acquainted, have fun and
raise money.
The week began on Sunday with a
"Mini-Olympics." Relay teams com-
peted in Weber arena for the event,
which raised money for the Manhattan
Red Cross.
An exchange dinner was held on
Monday to better acquaint Greeks with
each other. Representatives from each
house visited other houses for dinner.
The theme was "Lifestyles," with dif-
ferent foods, such as Italian and Chi-
nese, being served at each house. Pro-
grams and ethnic costumes added to the
fun.
Chapter presidents participated in a
leadership banquet on Tuesday. Presi-
dent Acker spoke to the group at the
Flint Hills room at the Union.
On Wednesday, an all-Greek party
was held at Houston Street. A "dating
Kevin Petrehn is Charlie Brown in Greek Follies.
The steering committee planned the Greek Week activities.
'Greek is the word'
game" ended the evening with four cou-
ples winning a free dinner date.
Friday brought the winners of the
Greek Week Queen and King contest.
This was intended to be a satire on
beauty contests, and Shawn Swaim, co-
chairman of Greek Week. Two winners
were announced after a short interview
and a talent show (a take-off of the
"Gong Show"). Karen Hummer. Chi
Omega freshman, won Greek Queen f0r
her cheer on roller skates, and Steve
Loos, Beta Sigma Psi freshman, won
Greek King with his routine of "Grease
Lightening."
The highlight of the week was Greek
Follies at McCain Auditorium Satur-
day night.
The winners of the skit contest pre-
sented a song and dance act entitled
"Greek is the Word — But What is the
Theme?"
The winners were members of Alpha
Delta Pi and Kappa Kappa Gamma so-
rorities and Acacia, Alpha Kappa
Lambda, Beta Sigma Psi, Phi Kappa
Theta, Tau Kappa Epsilon and Theta
Xi fraternities.
A highlight of their skit was a Steve
Martin imitation done by Ross Voor-
hees, Theta Xi freshman in fine arts.
Voorhees, complete with white suit and
silver hair, sang "King Tut" as well as
selections of Martin's album, "A Wild
and Crazy Guy."
Other groups also showed ingenuity
in adapting familiar names and tunes to
fit the themes of their skits. In the last
of the four performances, "The Way
We Were — or Take My Fee Card . . .
Please," the group sang their goodbyes
with "Give My Regards to Old K-
State." "Thank God for Terry Ray,"
sung to the tune of "Cabaret," had the
audience cheering.
For all involved, Greek Week seemed
to be a success.
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Brewer, Shipley: the past revisited
Brewer and Shipley performed in the Catskeller on Jan. 26 and 27.
68 brewer and shipley
by Scott Farina
It was like a pocket of time from the
past emptied onto the Catskeller stage.
There were two guys with long hair,
blue jeans and open-necked shirts, each
singing songs about dope, ecology and
politics. There was even a reference to
Richard Nixon.
Old folkies never die, they just play
the college circuit. Lucky for us.
Brewer and Shipley is a folk duo that
has made many records in the past 10
years. Some, like "One Toke Over the
Line," have been big sellers, but in the
disco-fied late '70s they have not had
any hits. Those who' like their music
were able to hear this duo Jan. 26 and
27.
The two had an almost instant rap-
port with the audience, kidding about
the town they were playing in, noting
"You have one of the most boring Ra-
mada Inns in the country," and sarcas-
tically calling Manhattan "a veritable
psychedelic wonderland."
Most of the banter between songs
was similar to that — some drug jokes,
some political remarks, some personal-
life observations.
Considering Brewer and Shipley used
only two guitars and their two voices on
stage, they produced a full, rich sound
that enveloped the audience.
"One Kind Favor" opened the set, a
modified blues that built up with a long
introduction and then treated the audi-
ence to the harmonized singing that has
always been a Brewer and Shipley
trademark.
For the dopers, they did "One Toke
Over the Line" (sung "One toot over
the line" the first time through), "Brain
Damage," and "Wichi-Tai-To," which
is "a peyote chant."
For political activists, there was
"Tarkio Road," "50 States of Free-
dom," and Bob Dylan's "All Along the
Watchtower."
There were other themes to the mu-
sic. "Indian Summer" was a quiet, re-
flective piece that led into the Bee Gee's
"To Love Somebody." "What Cha
Doin' Tonight" was an easy-going song
about a pick-up (no, not a truck). And
there was a simple love song with
"Crested Butte."
This was not a "show" in the theatri-
cal sense of the word. Brewer and Shi-
pley are not animated; they stood their
ground with guitars strapped to their
shoulders, playing and singing.
Their voices and instruments blended
well, and the two traded off singing and
playing lead.
Brewer and Shipley performed
smoothly and without the slickness of
musicians who have been on the road so
long that they do their show by rote.
The two behaved as if what they were
doing was still fresh and exciting, and
that feeling communicated well to the
crowd.
The music was pleasant, the audience
good-natured and the setting comfort-
able. It's nice to leave a performance
without having the ears ring for hours
afterward.
ABOVE: Brewer sings "One Toke Over the Line." LEFT: The
duo used only their guitars and voices on stage.
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Tucker's flair captures crowd
by Scott Farina
oix-thousand people in Ahearn Field
House isn't much of a crowd. But when
those people feel like partying, they can
sure sound like a full house. That's how
it was when the Marshall Tucker Band
and Firefall played the K-State campus
in February.
Firefall opened the show, sounding
not at all like their records. Their re-
corded style is in the California, laid-
back tradition, but in concert they came
across as a hard-driving rock band.
All the Firefall hits were performed:
"Cinderella," "You are the Woman,"
"Goodbye I Love You," "Strange
Way" and more. All of the songs in the
Firefall set were done with a heavy beat
and at quick tempos.
The band displayed a lot of energy,
working the crowd into a controlled
frenzy. The band members played di-
rectly to the audience, especially the
bass player, who appeared to be orbit-
ing another planet.
The sound was loud, and occasionally
the saxophone player was drowned out,
as in "Goodbye I Love You." The flute
work on "You are The Woman" and
"Just Remember I Love You" carried
through well, though.
Along with the old favorites, Firefall
played a new song called "Lips," a
high-charged rocker with a strong bass
hook.
The Firefall set was short but lively,
ending with a long jam session on the
encore tune "Winds of Change."
While the stage crew prepared for
the next band, frisbees floated through
the fieldhouse, the scent of marijuana
was strong and alcohol was consumed.
Fortunately the crowd, for the most
part, behaved itself.
When the Marshall Tucker Band
took the stage, the crowd cheered wild-
ly. This was the group, after all, that
they had come to see and hear. For
nearly two hours the Tucker boys kept
the audience thirsting for more.
As Firefall had done, Tucker played
many songs at a faster pace than the
recorded versions. Most obvious was
the big hit, "Heard it in a Love Song,"
which was played in concert at a gallop.
Somehow it worked, and there was
some fine solo instrumental work by
flutist Jerry Eubanks and lead guitarist-
songwriter-vocalist Toy Caldwell.
The Tucker band has its roots in
country, jazz and rock music, and all
those elements were heard during the
show. "Searching for a Rainbow" was
in the country mold and "I'm Easy, I'm
Happy, and I'm Free" had a nice shuf-
fle beat.
"Fire on the Mountain" was the most
country-sounding piece, as Caldwell
switched to steel guitar for this one.
''Blue Ridge Mountain Skies" and
"Ramblin"' had a Western swing feel
that came through even with the faster
tempos.
Of course, the band did "Can't You
See," a song that was never a hit (al-
though it was a single release in 1973)
but is always called for.
What makes the Marshall Tucker
Band so good is the fine tunes by Cald-
well and the high level of musicianship
of all the performers. Eubanks in par-
ticular is a strong improviser, with a
good sense of what fits in a song.
All the performers took at least one
solo outing, except for drummer Paul
Riddle. Too bad. Riddle is a powerful
drummer who backs the band well,
driving the band on, and he does it with
real style.
There were some technical difficul-
ties; many of the vocals were drowned
out by the overpowering work, and
there were some instances of feedback.
But the lighting was good and you could
see if you stood up. (By the time Tucker
came on stage, nearly everybody on the
floor level was on their feet instead of in
their chairs.)
The band was called back for three
encores. The second time out lead vo-
calist Doug Gray said, "What the hell,
we've got nothing else to do tonight."
"Searchin' for a Rainbow" finally end-
ed the show.
The Marshall Tucker Band didn't use
any flashy, fancy gimmicks on stage.
The musicians relied on their ability to
make music to win the crowd over . .
.
and it worked.
A member of Firefall plays the keyboards.
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ABOVE: Doug Gray, lead singer for Tucker, emphasizes a note.
BELOW: The Tucker Band showed why they've remained popular for six years.
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The Amazing Kreskin
Hocus, pocus, presto—Kreskin
n.
A. bracadabra,
Bibbledee-Boo.
Tiptoe from the shadows, folks —
'Cause Kreskin's after you."
If this is how people felt as they filed
into McCain Auditorium Sept. 22, they
were in for a surprise.
The Amazing (T.A.) Kreskin, world-
famous mentalist and authority on Ex-
tra Sensory Perception, is not a magi-
cian. He doesn't even consider himself a
psychic.
"I'm a sensitive," he said.
"I do not do miracles; I don't claim
to. I don't walk on water — though I've
tried it . . . nearly drowned!"
Even so, Kreskin's opening humor
may have baffled some skeptics. Was
he planning to use the power of sugges-
tion, as he said he would, or did he have
supernatural powers?
"Take all the pictures you want," he
said to a somewhat reluctant photogra-
pher.
"They won't bother me . . . they just
won't come out." He slapped his knee
and chuckled, widening his Cheshire-
like grin.
Not certain yet how to react, the au-
dience alternated between fits of uncon-
trollable laughter and suspicious half-
smiles.
For his first "trick," he collected
three rings from the audience. He
looped them around a pencil, twirled it
and . . . presto! Three rings— not mag-
netized, not switched, not even looped
— but bonded together.
"I tell you one thing folks," Kreskin
giggled. "The three guys who own these
are really going to get to know each
other."
But Kreskin wasn't merciless; he did
unbond and return the rings. Then he
engaged in a bit of mind-reading, recit-
ing for audience members their Social
Security numbers, names of relatives
and secret thoughts.
But no one was more embarrassed
than Kreskin just before intermission.
Kreskin's tradition of leaving the stage
while four audience members hid his
$2,500 fee check proved disastrous for
by Debbie Neff
the seventh time in his career.
After four unsuccessful attempts at
reading the minds of those who helped
hide the check, and after coming as
close as picking up the jacket in which
the check was concealed, Kreskin re-
lented:
"I think it's my folly that has de-
stroyed my career right this moment
here on stage. I will forfeit my fee and
the entire show will be for fun . . . your
fun, not mine."
Those who expected Kreskin to have
trouble dragging himself back on stage
for the second half of a "free" perfor-
mance were in for another surprise.
"Can I please have some volunteers
to fill the chairs on stage?" he asked.
No sooner had the words escaped
from his mouth than 36 eager subjects
were speeding down aisles and leaping
over seats, clambering for the stage and
a chance to participate.
"First," Kreskin qualified, "I do not
believe there is such a thing as a hyp-
notic state . . . the key to what I'm
about to do is the power of your own
imagination."
"Close your eyes," he commanded.
"Now, you must hold an idea so clear in
your mind that your muscles react with-
out thinking."
Kreskin proceeded to use this "power
of suggestion" to put the arms and
hands of the participants into a state of
uncontrollable jittering, to make his
subjects shiver in the cold and melt in
the heat, to cause them to jump from
their chairs whenever he clicked his fin-
gers, and to induce them to render a
version of "Happy Birthday" that was
"off-key and slow as melting wax."
"Since I've captured their emotion
they cannot use the muscles of their
bodies," he explained.
"The power of an idea is almost awe-
some."
When he had finished, and his guinea
pigs were "normalized," Kreskin left
his audience with one ghostly thought.
"I'd like you to think of this as a
temporary so-long," he said.
"And be the good Lord willing . .
.
I'll be back again."
Kreskin commands volunteers to freeze their outstretched arms.
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Janet Sunderland plays Nora, the protected wife of Chip Ratner.
1 he play is Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll's
House." The helpless heroine is Nora
Helmer; the villain, Nils Krogstad, a
seemingly scrupulous lawyer, and the
would-be hero, Nora's husband Tor-
vald.
"A Doll's House" is no ordinary
melodrama, though it appears so until
the final act. Ibsen's indications
throughout Acts One and Two suggest
the conventional Dudley Do-Right vs.
Simon Le-Gree format.
As the play begins, we find our Victo-
rian heroine Nora playing house with
her wise and wonderful husband, Tor-
vald. She is his doll — his little "song-
bird." She dresses up and performs
tricks for him. He is strong and protec-
tive. She is safe and warm under his
wings.
It isn't until the villainous Krogstad
enters that Nora is forced to view the
painful reflection of her Victorian
ideals.
Krogstad, played by Jess Prisock, re-
minds Nora that she forged her father's
name as security on a loan for a trip
abroad — a trip designed to save her
husband's health. Because Nora was
afraid her husband would react violent-
ly to her stepping out of Victorian char-
acter and taking some initiative, she
kept her transaction a secret. Now,
Krogstad is threatening to expose her
indescretion. As might be expected,
Nora contemplates taking her life.
ENTER: kindly old family doctor.
Amiably portrayed by Lynn Bunker,
Dr. Rank elevates our heroine's self-
esteem when he explains that he has
always loved her. No. Suicide is out of
the question; besides, it's too painful.
Krogstad has already written her hus-
band telling him of her sin.
ENTER: Nora's childhood friend,
Christine Linde, played by Susan Na-
derhiser. Linde, who happens to be
Krogstad's old lover, convinces him to
start life over again with her and to
forget Nora's forgery.
But Torvald has already opened
Krogstad's letter. He explodes:
"Miserable creature, what have you
done? Hypocrite! Liar! Criminal! . .
.
For shame, for shame!" Nora tries to
explain that what she did was for love,
but Torvald begs her to give him no
"silly excuses."
Just as doom seems eminent, Krog-
stad sends a message, telling Nora that
he will not expose her and that he is
returning the forged security bond.
"We are saved," Torvald exclaims.
"I have forgiven you of everything,
Nora. Calm yourself now, my fright-
ened little singing bird. Be at rest. I
have broad wings to shelter you under."
Happy ending? Nice and tidy?
No.
It is at this point that the real drama
begins. Torvald is seen not as the hero,
but rather as the villain, for he refuses
to acknowledge Nora's identity, saying
she acted as an unthinking child.
'A Doll's House'
Heroine
vs.
Hero
by Debbie Neff
As Torvald, Chip Ratner does an
outstanding job of portraying this ste-
reotype of the masculine protector.
Realizing that she no longer fits into
the mold of feminine dependency,
Nora, played by Janet Sunderland, tells
her husband she must leave the doll's
house where she has been his toy for
eight years.
"I must go and find out who is right,"
she says, "the world or I. Surely there
can be no law against saving your own
husband's life."
In the final act of the play Sunder-
land wins the audience's affection.
There are cheers as the doll is trans-
formed from a carefree, unthinking lit-
tle skylark into a woman who is, in the
words of director Paul Roland, "strong
enough to venture alone into a man's
world to answer some women's ques-
tions."
It is this strength that perplexes Tor-
vald. He too must begin asking ques-
tions about the role he is forced to play.
Hence, Ibsen's drama is not strictly a
feminist vehicle, but rather, a mirror,
forcing men and women alike to exam-
ine their identities.
"Empty," Torvald laments. "She is
gone."
The houselights come up. Will the
real hero please step forward? Sunder-
land takes the spotlight. The audience
stands. The characters leave the stage.
The doll's house is empty.
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The Dallas Theater Center presented "Vanities" on Oct. 14.
'Vanities 9
'Who's the fairest of them all?'
by Debbie Neff
JM. irror Mirror on the wall,
Who's the fairest of them all?
Joanne, the pure and innocent self-
righteous virgin? Mary, the voluptuous
self-indulgent blonde? Or Kathy, the
all-Amencan beauty queen with a plan
for everything — except her own life.
Jack Heifner's- "Vanities," presented
Oct. 14 in McCain Auditorium by the
Dallas Theater Center, is the story of
three women leading full yet empty
lives — full of glamour and glory, but
empty of reality.
The three acts carry the women from
the popularity of high school cheerlead-
ing, through college life as officers in
the same sorority and finally to a re-
union when they are nearing age 30, the
dusk of their youth.
They find that when they meet in the
final act, they no longer have anything
in common.
Joanne has what she always wanted
— a house in the country with a hus-
band and children. But she is unful-
filled. She concentrated her youth on
popularity, leaving her mind and her
ideals undeveloped. She takes to the
bottle, attempting to modify her buff-
colored life.
Mary is also void of reality. She has
money, clothes, a gallery for erotic art
and men. But she has no genuine rela-
tionships and no understanding of her-
self. Ironically, she uses Joanne's hus-
band to plug the empty spaces in her
days and nights.
Though Kathy realizes she has wast-
ed her youth, she is left with hope. She
makes no plans for her security, but
spends time developing her mind and
searching herself for the values she ig-
nored as a popular and glamorous beau-
ty-
Dressing the stage are three vanities,
the perfect setting for a play reflecting
the folly of taking excessive pride in
one's appearance and achievements.
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'Comatose Circus
A different side of suicide
by Debbie Neff
(6A Comatose Circus," written by Te-
resa Haffener Frost, graduate in
speech, honored K-State's playwriting
program when it opened the 1978-79
Purple Masque Theatre season Oct. 26.
Frost's play employed a mixture of
dialogue and verse to tell the story of a
young woman — bitter at life and all its
disappointments — who decided to
beat death to the finish line by swallow-
ing a bottle of sleeping pills.
But the young woman (Susan) didn't
die. Instead she was suspended in a
coma. That is where the circus began.
Susan's childhood toys came to life in
her coma and acted out her memories
in a series of poetry and dumbshows.
Through her poetry, Frost tended to
be a bit overzealous in revealing her
views on a variety of life's issues. Too
many topics that stray from the issues
at hand (Susan's defeat) were dealt
with.
The poetry, however, was lyrical and
easy to follow and the dumbshows re-
flected situations which are all too com-
mon in today's society.
In the final analysis, the script was
enjoyable. So was Dorinda Hill, fresh-
man in speech, who played the part of
Susan. Hill's portrayal evidenced care-
ful consideration of all emotions in-
volved.
Butch Stucker, graduate in speech,
also presented a strong characteriza-
tion in his role as Clown, one of Su-
san's toys.
Dorinda Hill plays Susan, who tires to escape through suicide.
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Raymond Johnson
Dance Company shows versatility
by Debbie Rhein and Carol Wright
1 nventive choreography — somber,
abstract dances to lighthearted satirical
pieces — showed the versatility of the
Raymond Johnson Dance Company,
who performed Oct. 20 in McCain
Auditorium.
The six-member company opened
with the dance "Flapjack." It was a
breezy dance with partially classical
steps which ended in a primitive flat-
foot. The combination was interesting,
but didn't involve the audience deeply.
It was the only dance with much action
in the form of fast movements and
leaps.
With a complete change of pace as
well as style, the company followed
"Flapjack" with "Chamber," an ab-
stract dance emphasizing the human
body as sculpture.
"Chamber" replaced two dances on
the bill, "Three Faces" and "Feathers,"
because Johnson, who was scheduled to
perform, injured his back during re-
hearsal. Johnson did perform in the last
dance.
The costumes and lighting were most
effective for "Chamber," with the
dancers silhouetted in shadowy, loose
tunics and trousers against a dark back-
drop. The jerky movements of the
dance in combination with the choreo-
graphed posing contributed to the
sculpture-like quality.
The cool, distant tone was carried
into the next dance, "Atrium." The cos-
tumes were form-Fitting, rust-colored
with white dots, giving the dance a wild
air.
Both of the abstract pieces, "Cham-
ber" and "Atrium," involved an inter-
esting combination of classical steps
with acrobatics and primitive steps.
The last dance was a delightfully fun-
ny soap opera satire, "As the World
Turns Out," using music by Chopin.
There were several short scenes, dealing
with everything from man-woman rela-
tionships to jealousy between sisters.
Johnson formed the repertory dance
company in 1974 and choreographed
all of the dance selections performed.
"There's a possibility for unlimited
expression in the dance. I've always
thought that modern dance has been
kind of a fun house mirror," he said.
What comes out in Johnson's work is
representative to what his dances mean
to him.
"I don't gear my dances toward a
culture or a group of people who follow
me. I expect my dances that I create
can be appreciated by anyone on any
level, no matter what their exposure is,"
he said.
Raymond Johnson choreographed the dances. Members of the Dance Company rehearse a "Chamber" dance.
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Chet Atkins (left) harmonizes with bass player Curtis Young.
VV ith a style ranging from classical
to country, performer Chet Atkins im-
pressed a packed McCain Auditorium
crowd Nov. 4 with his personality as
well as his flashy guitar playing.
Atkins, nicknamed "Mr. Guitar,"
lauched into his performance after be-
ing literally jolted off his stool by a
burst of feedback from his microphone.
A classical style dominated his first set
of songs, although many weren't written
to be played that way.
Atkins gave the audience a taste of
his versatile talents in "Copper Kettle."
The traditional bluegrass tune, origi-
nating in the 54-year-old's Clinch
Mountain birthplace, mingled dexter-
ous guitar licks with his classical har-
monies. An inspiration to sing a few
lines of the refrain broke the instrumen-
tal and revealed Atkin's Tennessee
drawl. Although his voice was feeble,
his informality was warmly appreciated
by the audience.
"We don't want to sit up here and
bore you with a lot of talent," Atkins
said after introducing a classical Mo-
zart piece. Although his rendition of the
piece may not have been in accordance
with classical theory, it was critically
untouchable. Innovation and improvi-
sation are his freedom as a musical cre-
ator.
His entire performance projected
this aura of innovation. A schedule of
songs did not straight-jacket Atkins
into a preplanned program. Instead, he
allowed audience feedback and person-
al inspiration to guide his song selec-
tion.
The second half of the show featured
Atkins' electric guitar, "which is better
than the gas guitar," he said. The tem-
po and volume of the music increased,
Chet Atkins
An evening
with
'Mr. Guitar'
by Sallie Hofmeister
for the most part, during the last half of
the performance.
For his final number, Atkins per-
formed a western jamboree, including a
medley of oldies ranging from Hank
Snow greats to Don Gibson legends.
Following an ovation, Atkins re-
turned for an encore, playing "Dixie"
and "Yankee Doodle" simultaneously
on his guitar. Fingering "Dixie" on the
high strings and "Yankee Doodle" on
the low strings, Atkins' showmanship
sparkled for an impressed audience.
Atkins is clearly an accomplished
performer and guitar player. His versa-
tility, deftness and pleasant personality
created an exhilerating, entertaining
show. Polished and professional from
years of practice. Atkins' performance
was flawless.
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'Carousel 9
Musical
depicts
past era
by Debbie Rhein
1 he curtain silently opened on yes-
teryear, with long, lacy dresses swirling
softly as the girls sat on the swings
watching the men toss horseshoes. The
silence ended when the transparent cur-
tain was lifted on "Carousel."
K-State's production of the Rodgers
and Hammerstein musical was present-
ed on Nov. 16-18 in McCain Audito-
rium.
The musical takes place in New Eng-
land around the turn of the Century. It
is centered around a carousel and its
barker, Billy Bigelow, played by Alex
Santoriello.
Billy is quite the ladies man, deter-
mined not to fall in love and settle
down. That determination falls apart
when he meets Julie Jordon, portrayed
by Jan Shultz. Shortly after meeting,
they are married.
To complicate matters, Billy is out of
a job because his Doss, Mrs. Mullin,
fires him for paying attention to Julie.
Mrs. Mullin is played by Rondalyn
Bohm, senior in education.
When Julie tells Billy she is pregnant,
Billy is determined to start supporting
the family, no matter how desperate the
means.
Billy dies in an attempt to rob a
wealthy man, but has the chance to re-
turn to earth to help his child, who by
then is a woman.
Aside from the plot, there were other
major delights. The sets, especially the
opening one, were lovely, and in tune
with the time. The costumes suited the
characters, from more demure gowns
for Julie to flashier clothes for Billy.
The singing was both the strongest,
as well as the weakest, point in the pro-
duction.
Mark Pennington is Jigger.
Many of Shultz's songs were per-
formed too softly to understand the
words, while the group songs were ex-
cellent. The last song, "You'll Never
Walk Alone," sung at graduation,
proved why it remains a favorite.
Other oldies sung well were, "If I
Loved You," "June is Busting Out All
Over" and "What's the Use of Won-
derin'."
Santoriello's voice, rich and full of
vibrato, carried the songs well.
The cast was well-chosen. The 35
performers, all singing and dancing,
proved that talent was not lacking on
the K-State campus.
The simplicity and graciousness of
the era were obvious in the play, al-
though there were moments to remind
the audience that life isn't really all that
different today, that people still behave
the same and face the same problems.
Carrie Pipperidge, played by Bev Hughey, sings about her wedding.
Vienna Choir Boys
Professionalism enchants audience
1 he Vienna Choir Boys concert in
McCain Auditorium Nov. 19 sur-
mounted cultural and language barriers
to leave the audience enchanted and
asking for more.
The program opened with the 23
boys divided on each side of the piano,
which was centered on the stage.
The first two pieces, in Latin, fea-
tured long, flowing runs which perme-
ated the air with light, clear vowels.
The Choir's third selection, "A Cere-
mony of Carols," performed in Ger-
man, kept the audience intrigued with
their mastery of dynamics. Each song
swelled and diminished like waves on a
captive beach, and like a wave, was un-
predictable.
Some of the carols were highlighted
by solos, with background provided by
the Choir. The effect was delicate and
delicious.
The boys' attention was given solely
to their conductor, who was either seat-
ed at the piano or standing before them
directing. The only acknowledgement
of the audience came in the form of
bows after each presentation.
The last of the four selections was
movements from the "German Mass,"
by Schubert. The piece's textures
ranged from snowflake delicacy to the
fullness of an oak tree engaged in battle
with a gale.
The Choir hums a song.
by Greg Leet
After an intermission, the Choir per-
formed an operetta entitled, "Franz
Schubert's Merry Pranks." The operet-
ta depicted a prank pulled by the boys
at the Imperial Boarding School in Vi-
enna when Schubert was a member of
the Choir.
The boys with leads in the operetta
faced the obstacle of communicating
the plot through songs written entirely
in German. A short summary of the
plot in the program saved the audience
from confusion. On occasion the solo-
ists' young voices didn't carry well,
leaving the audience straining to hear.
The concert continued after another
intermission following the operetta. The
distinction between the last four songs
seemed less apparent than with the ear-
lier selections. This may have been be-
cause of the audience's lack of familiar-
ity with the pieces and the fact none of
the songs were announced.
The grand exception to this was "The
Gypsy," the second half of a two-part
piece by Kolady. The song permitted a
quick glance into a European forest
with gypsies prancing around an even-
ing fire. The song was alive, with each
voice part energetically echoing an-
other during the piece.
The other selections exhibited the
musical proficiency of the Choir. Mar-
kedly rolled "r's", staggered entrances,
The Choir attentively watches its director.
deceptively simple rhythm patterns and
tiptoeing runs commanded the audi-
ence's unwavering attention.
The choir presented three encores to
the audience. The first, "The Blue Dan-
ube Waltz," was a surprise. Most often
performed by an orchestra, it was an
unexpected pleasure to hear the song
performed by a group of voices.
The second treat was an American
folk song, "O My Darling Clementine."
To the surprise of some, the Choir sang
it in English. The audience chuckled as
the Choir sang with pronounced ac-
cents. The heavily rolled "r's" never
disappeared.
The final encore, "Edelweiss," made
famous in the musical "The Sound of
Music," was the audience's favorite.
Rather than singing the piece in the
traditional German, the Choir sang it in
English.
With the presence of the Choir in
McCain, K-State was permitted to-
sample the grandeur, history, richness
and tradition so characteristic of Eu-
rope.
The Vienna Choir Boys, at an aver-
age age of less than 13, performed at a
level of professionalism and excellence
of which many performing groups can
only dream.
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'From Heaven to HelV
Brothers suffer conflicting lifestyles
"17
i rom Heaven to Hell," performed
in the Purple Masque Theatre on Dec.
7, is an intense three-act play about two
brothers, Will and Amos Johnson, who
are involved in a continous battle.
Cindy Helferstay, a former K-State
student, wrote the play. It was directed
by Alana Windhorst, graduate student
in speech, and produced by the K-State
Players.
Will, portrayed by Mark Pennington,
is a playboy, concerned only with wom-
en, booze and Amos' money. Amos, the
elder Johnson brother played by Rod
Russell, doesn't like change or any form
of progress, such as a lightbulb, radio or
an airplane.
And so, when Will brings electricity
and women to his cabin, all hell breaks
loose. Amos believes he controls his fa-
ther's land from heaven to hell and any-
one trespassing either on land or air will
be shot. He is a recluse, and is content
to finish life plowing his land and smok-
ing a pipe.
In the four-character drama, the two
women, Marta and Elsie, play just as
dominant a role as the men. Both are
involved with the "Salvation of Man," a
local charity organization, and both are
as equally opposite as the brothers.
Marta, played by Teresa Haffener
Frost, feels it is her duty to save the
people of her community from the evils
of sin and educate them about the mod-
ern world. She visits Amos in hopes of
teaching him that "cleanliness is next to
godliness." Amos, however, makes it
clear that he enjoys living the way he
does.
Elsie, played by Patty Wirtz, is Will's
girlfriend and is concerned with finding
a rich man who will bring her flowers.
"I got the idea about five years ago,"
Helferstay said. "One of the characters
is based on true stories about a gentle-
man who lived alone in the woods of
Missouri in the '30s."
Rod Russell and Teresa Frost rehearse a scene
'Messiah'
J\ s a part of the Christmas holi-
days, Handel's "Messiah" was per-
formed in McCain Auditorium Decem-
ber 17.
The combined efforts of the K-State
Concert Choir, the K-State Symphony,
the Manhattan Chorale and the Man-
hattan Chamber Orchestra resulted in
several hours of music and religious
celebration.
Rod Walker directed the choir and
Mischa Semanitsky was the orchestra
director. Both are K-State music pro-
fessors.
The four soloists were music profes-
sors Jean Sloop and Jerry Langen-
kamp, music instructor Jennifer Ed-
wards and biochemistry professor Ger-
ald Reeck.
The popular "Messiah" is performed
annually at K-State during the holiday
season.
"There is really no other work in the
world that means to the English-speak-
ing world what the 'Messiah' does, "
Chappell White, music history instruc-
tor, said. John Zimmerman, biology professor, is a member of Manhattan Chorale.
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Richard Ooms of The Acting Company performs during a mask demonstration.
The Acting Company
Group's productions charm campus
JVlanhattan residents and K-State stu-
dents were given an opportunity for ex-
posure to professional theater Feb. 5-7,
with the presence of The Acting Com-
pany at K-State.
The Company, a repertory ensemble
consisting of 15 actors, presented three
different plays in McCain Auditorium
and conducted four workshops on the-
ater techniques.
The workshops, three of which were
open to the public, are part of the Com-
pany's touring program. The Manhat-
tan Arts Council sponsored the three-
day event in conjunction with McCain
Auditorium.
The group's first presentation, Mon-
day evening, was "The Other Half." It
involved the evolution of women writers
from 600 B.C. to the present. Reminis-
cent of "Spoon River Anthology," five
women presented the play, changing
costumes on stage and taking on five or
six roles throughout the performance.
The play was a mixture of comedy, dra-
ma and songs.
"Romeo and Juliet" was The Acting
Company's performance on Tuesday. It
was an excellent production of Shake-
speare's tragic love story. The play
seemed to show two different styles,
however, with the first half concentrat-
ing on the bawdy comedy style and the
second half on the tragic side of the
play.
"Broadway," the final production, on
Wednesday, dealt with the bootleggers
and cabaret performers of the 1920s.
The musical showed what Grandma
and Grandpa were like before arthritis
set in.
The characterizations, choreogra-
phy, costumes, sets and lighting were
superbly done. The pacing of the plays
was smoothly executed, and the voice
projection and music made the three
productions special.
The Company, which tours coast to
coast with a repertory of classical and
modern plays, was formed in 1972 by
John Houseman, director, producer
and actor. He is also the star of the
television series "The Paper Chase."
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'An Evening of Opera...
\J h, what a beautiful voice. Oh, what
beautiful eyes. Oh, what a beautiful tor-
so!" sang the spinster Miss Todd, and
her housekeeper Laetitia, in awe of
their unexpected houseguest.
These characters were from Menot-
ti's "The Old Maid and the Thief," a
delightful and comic opera presented
by K-State's Opera Theatre March 1-3,
as part of "An Evening of Opera and
Dance."
The opera revolves around Miss
Todd, her young an beautiful house-
keeper, Laetitia, and their infatuation
with Bob, a wanderer who becomes a
houseguest in Miss Todd's home.
After a casual conversation with the
town gossip, Miss Todd discovers there
is a thief on the loose, and the newspa-
per's description fits Bob perfectly.
Miss Todd and Laetitia decide to com-
mit a few illegal capers of their own to
capture Bob's interest.
The quick-paced opening perfor-
mance of "Old Maid" was light and
fluid. The opera was comic throughout,
and the cast's timing and interpretation
were successful, as the audience's reac-
tions ranged from chuckles to outbursts
of laughter.
The cast was small; there were only
four roles, and each actor presented a
believable and well-defined character.
One of the most delightful characters
in the show was Laetitia, played by
Carolyn Thayer. She portrayed Miss
Todd's curt and flirty housekeeper, not
only through her pleasant and lyric so-
prano voice, but through her actions
and facial expressions as well. She em-
ployed the non-verbal elements of her
part very well, giving the audience clues
about Laetitia's personality before she
ever sang her first line.
Barbara Miller was also convincing
in her part as Miss Todd. While Miss
Todd's well-disciplined conscience was
telling her not to commit any illegal
acts to capture Bob's attention, her
heart was telling her it would be the
best way to arouse Bob's» affections.
Barbara revealed Miss Todd's indeci-
siveness about doing right or wrong hu-
morously, and the transition in her
character from a refined spinster to a
liberal lady was effectively executed.
Barbara has a full alto voice, but at
times it sounded strained as she pushed
to project the notes at the top of her
range.
The tall, handsome wanderer, Bob,
played by Richard Brunner, not only
infatuated Laetitia and Miss Todd, but
the audience as well. His easygoing atti-
tude, and his rich baritone voice, added
charm to his intriguing character. Bob's
initial ignorance of Laetitia's obvious
attempts to seduce him was amusing,
and his drinking scene was hilarious.
The town gossip made a point of al-
ways being in on everybody's business,
and usually at the wrong time. Kim
Moore added an amusing touch with
her portrayal of the busy-body gossip,
Miss Pinkerton, dashing about the
stage in constant agitation and barely
keeping track of her own head. Some of
Miss Pinkerton's clumsy stunts, such as
tripping on her own feet and dropping
her newspaper, were done so naturally
they almost seemed accidental. At
times, however, Kim's lines were hard
to understand, because of the rapidity
of the tempo and lyrics in the music.
The set for "Old Maid" upheld the
standard of excellence that has been
maintained for several years in the set
designs of K-State's productions.
The light, colorful setting, Menotti's
well-written lyrics and music and the
cast's uncomplicated and humorous in-
terpretation, made "The Old Maid and
the Thief a throughly entertaining ex-
perience.
S2 an evening of opera and dance
^^^^i
and Dance'
1 he dance portion of "An Evening of
Opera and Dance" was a total delight
from the opening, with "Czardas," to
the grande finale "Divertissements."
Six dances, directed and choreo-
graphed by Ronnie Mahler and Susan
Warden, were performed in styles so
varied that the only thing they had in
common was their excellence.
The opening dance, "Czardas," was a
take-off of a folk dance, performed
lightly and cheerfully — a fun dance.
"Pas de Quarre" was a total change
of pace, into a romantic classical style.
The dance was a reminder that grace
still exists, as the dancers, dressed in
gossamer pink, glided across a fairytale
backdrop.
"Frog, Flies and Farries" followed, a
lightly abstract dance that kept a fast
pace. The costumes, tight green sur-
rounded by green capes with orange lin-
ing, brought out the spirit of fun in
dance. The dancers set the audience
roaring as they melodramatically swept
their capes around and raced on and off
the stage.
The humorous side showed itself
again in "Kowboys," where the dancers
shot each other with yellow ribbon
guns.
The computer-age music for "Folds"
prepared the audience for the space-age
abstraction of the dance. The dancers,
dressed in blue, seemed to float mind-
lessly around each other in a cool void.
"Divertissements" was a grande fina-
le to the evening; it offered every dance
style from classical toe and tulle to the
zany mood of "Frogs, Flies and Far-
ries."
The costumes were excellent, empha-
sizing the dances and dancers without
taking over the total effect. The sparse
sets served the same purpose of lightly
flavoring the simmering dance styles.
It was a delight to see K-Staters per-
form as well, if not better, than many
smaller professional companies.
Members ol i lie dance uurksln I'as de Qu.
Andrews dances in a ballet performance.
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BAW promotes cultural unity
it
Advancement Through Struggle and
Sacrifice," the theme for the 1979
Black Awareness Week (BAW), re-
flected the historical achievements of
the black culture.
BAW, an annual event sponsored by
the Black Student Union, was held the
week of Feb. 12-18. BAW began in the
early '70s to promote cultural aware-
ness to the campus and community. Al-
though there are Black Student Union
activities throughout the year, the ma-
jor emphasis is concentrated into this
week.
The events began in the Union Fo-
rum Hall with the presentation of two
documentary films, "Black History:
by Susan Schlickau
Lost, Stolen or Strayed," and "A
Warm December."
"The films were fairly successful, but
were unfortunately interrupted by the
bomb threat in the Union," Isaac Turn-
er, Black Student Union president,
said.
The Ebony Theatre Company pre-
sented "For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow
is Enuf" in the Purple Masque Theatre.
The company, which is the only black
theater group in Kansas, performed
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
"With sell-out crowds, the theater
was extremely successful, and high-
lighted the week," Turner said.
The Fisk University Jubilee Singers
from Nashville, TN, presented an in-
spiring gospel program on Sunday
evening. The internationally famous
black choral group "appropriately
wrapped up the week's activities," Ce-
dric Patton, a member of K-State's
United Black Voices, said.
"Our universal theme, 'Advancement
Through Struggle and Sacrifice,' re-
lates to everyone, not just blacks," Al-
len McCormick, assistant professor and
counselor of the Educational Oppor-
tunites Center, said. "We are not alone
in our struggle for advancement."
The Jubilee Singers perform a variety of spirituals and gospels.
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Valerie Pope consoles three girls in love with the same man Velina Houston (center), portrays the lady in blue.
Play depicts search for self-respect
by Sue Pfannmuller
± he theater was crowded, the atmo-
sphere intimate, as seven women
poured out their souls, depicting
through poetry what it's like to be black
and to be a woman.
"For Colored Girls Who Have Con-
sidered Suicide When the Rainbow is
EnuF' was presented in the Purple
Masque Theatre in conjuction with
Black Awareness Week. Written by
Ntazake Shange, the play is a collec-
tion of her poetry focusing on the lives
of seven women, each dressed in a dif-
ferent-colored costume, as they search
for self respect and awareness.
Each character relates varied exper-
iences, but a common struggle against
society and the male domination binds
them together.
The cast as a whole gave a convincing
and moving performance, often draw-
ing members of the audience into the
play by directly delivering dialogue to
them.
Many of the actresses gave superb
performances. Velina Houston, as the
lady in blue, gave a chilling and intense-
ly emotional description of her abor-
tion.
The lady in red, unforgettably por-
trayed by Linda Roberts, painted a viv-
id visual picture of her struggle with the
father of her children — how he dan-
gled them from the window, dropping
them when she refused to marry him.
If the performance was an attempt to
absorb the audience emotionally, to
make them laugh, cry and leave with a
better understanding of what it's like to
live in this society with two handicaps,
if it was meant to show that the odds
can be overcome and self-respect re-
stored, then the "For Colored Girls
..." was a resounding success.
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Referendum prompts record turnout
by LeAnn Wilcox
What appeared to be another apa-
thetic student election led to the biggest
voter turnout ever at K-State.
Voters cast their ballots for student
senators, members of the Board of Stu-
dent Publications and the student body
president. They also decided on the ref-
erendum for a new fieldhouse.
Both of the main issues in the elec-
tion passed on a 3 to 1 margin — the
new student body president and the are-
na referendum.
The referendum was an example of
the old adage, "history repeats itself."
Years ago students on the K-State cam-
pus protested the cramped conditions of
Nichols Gymnasium. They carried
posters to basketball games and
dropped bloody mannaquins from the
rafters.
They got the point across. Soon after,
Ahearn Field House was erected to sat-
isfy the growing number of Wildcat
basketball fans.
This year, a group of students began
a steady campaign to put the "inad-
equacies" of Ahearn to light. The "Ad-
vocates for a New Arena" used buttons,
posters and newspaper advertisements
to sway students to vote in favor of the
referendum. The committee drew sup-
port from Sam Brownback, student
body president.
Athletes, coaches, professors and stu-
dents displayed buttons on their lapels
reading "Arena to See the Stars"— the
group's motto.
Those desiring a new arena presented
several testimonies. They argued that
Ahearn had sold out for the past five
years, and that enrollment had reached
far higher figures than when the field-
house was first used.
Basketball recruiting produced an-
other concern. The new powers in Big
Eight men's basketball (Nebraska,
Oklahoma and Iowa State) all had new-
ly constructed arenas.
Ahearn had also been notorious for
its bad acoustics during concerts.
"If the students are willing to pay for
a new arena, we will probably get one,"
Brownback said.
Julie Doll, editor of the K-State Col-
legian, counterpointed Brownback's is-
sues.
"K-State has more important things
to worry about than the quality of its
basketball teams," she contended.
Those opposing the costly referen-
dum voiced concern about classroom
improvements. Two examples of build-
ings needing repair this year included
Seaton Hall and Farrell Library.
The "Advocates for a New Arena"
were attacked for alledgedly twisting
financial figures.
Doll claimed the actual building cost
would be higher then the price being
presented.
Concerned students wrote letters to
the editor of the Collegian.
"In 10 or 15 years I may be back in
the area and want to go see a K-State
basketball game with some friends I
had in college and I would like to know
I would be able to do so and see a good
game — not sit in the library," Gregg
Wolgast, sophomore in education,
wrote.
Another group of students expressed
different viewpoints.
"What do we want, better education
facilities for better entertainment facili-
ties?" they asked.
The answer was clear when the votes
were counted. Three times as many stu-
dents were willing to pay for better en-
tertainment facilities. The arena refer-
endum passed, 4,246 votes to 1,332.
In the other election runaway, Greg
Musil, senior in pre-law, defeated Dana
Foster, junior in political science, for
student body president.
"I didn't expect to win by this much
(3,685 to 1,332). I just hope we can look
back next February and see that some-
thing got done that hasn't been done in
the past," Musil said.
Foster said he hoped his campaign
promises and goals wouldn't be forgot-
ten by Musil, because of the "Signifi-
cant" minority of students who voted
for him.
Two dominant issues caused dis-
agreement between the candidates.
Foster pushed for a testless dead week,
while Musil opposed it.
Communication between the student
body and Student Governing Associ-
ation (SGA) was of concern to both
candidates, but they differed in their
solutions to the problem. Foster said he
would like to see senators visit living
groups weekly to inform students of
available positions. Musil felt this plan
would ignore many off-campus stu-
dents. His solution was to put weekly
advertisements in the Collegian listing
the time and place of SGA committee
meetings and positions open to stu-
dents.
Musil did agree with Foster in the
visiting of senators to living groups.
"We need to make not visiting an
impeachable offense of senators," Mu-
sil said.
One of the points Musil stressed dur-
ing his campaign was a proposal for an
Elections Commission which would co-
ordinate student elections and handle
election law violations.
The outcome of the election over-
whelmingly proved that students sup-
ported Musil's ideas and proposals,
along with the fieldhouse referendum.
Greg Musil celebrates after winning the student body election.
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Sam Brownback, former president, supported the referendum.
Election signs on campus reminded students to vote. A record number of students went to the polls Feb. 14.
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Lectures
by
Sallie Hofmeister
Collingwood begins the first Landon Lecture of the fall semester.
'The power of influence'
1 he United States is entering an era
where the application of influence will
be more important than power in the
day to day conduct of international af-
fairs, according to CBS news corre-
spondent Charles Collingwood.
Addressing about 1,000 people Nov.
3 at the 43rd Landon Lecture in
McCain Auditorium, Collingwood con-
trasted power with influence. A nation's
capacity to bend other nations to its will
by physical force was the concept of
power he cited.
Achievement of foreign policy objec-
tives in the future will depend more on
the power of influence than on military
intervention, Collingwood said. The
problem with indoctrinating this strate-
gy is that the United States is willing to
use its military strength as a last resort,
he said.
To obtain maximum benefits from
the use of influence, however, its poten-
tial must be fully understood and mea-
sured, he said. If used incorrectly, as in
the past, influence may lead to inconsis-
tencies in foreign policy.
Collingwood cited several United
States inconsistencies in using influence
to deal with foreign problems. It has
been used to rectify human rights viola-
tions in other countries, casting this in-
consistent image on the United States.
We "apply an ideal human yardstick
more severely toward our antagonists
than toward our friends," Collingwood
said.
The United States talks a lot about
human rights in the Soviet Union, but
ignores the situation in Iran because the
Iranians own oil the United States
wants, he said.
Although power has reigned over in-
fluence throughout history, Colling-
wood said this has changed. The re-
placement of power by influence will
require re-thinking and re-evaluation of
the administration's foreign strategies.
"A change of attitudes from instinc-
tive addiction to sheer power" must fol-
low if we are to use our influence to its
best advantage, he said.
Deriving itself from moral, intellec-
tual, economical and other persuasive
forms, the result of influence is often
unseen, Collingwood said. On the other
hand, power, dependent upon physical
strength for its success, is more visible.
Power and influence are interrelated,
however, Collingwood said. In interna-
tional terms, a nation's influence de-
pends on its possession of power and its
ability to use it, said the newsman of 36
years.
"In the wider world, influence can be
as significant as power," Collingwood
said. "Of course, in the long run power
is more important than influence. But
in the long run, we will all be dead."
Collingwood detailed several ways to
attain influential powers. A country's
military, economic and leadership
strengths, as well as its religious and
cultural influences, either combined or
independent, are sources molding its in-
fluential magnitude. A reputation of re-
liability and citizen support is also
needed if a country is to maintain that
influence.
"It is still true that when the Ameri-
can economy coughs, the economies of
many other countries develop symp-
toms of the flu," he said.
Collingwood paralleled Alf Landon's
career with the theme of influence.
Landon's time as governor of Kansas
was not the only source of his power;
Landon's influence, based upon his ac-
complishments, convictions and char-
acter, have afforded him recognition in
this country, Collingwood said.
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Lovins outlines energy strategies
1 he government's current "hard en-
ergy" program will create complex,
centralized power plants, resulting in
political and economical dissonance,
according to physicist-environmentalist
Amory Lovins.
Lovins, the British representative of
"Friends of the Earth," spoke on the
topic of "Soft Energy Paths" at an Oct.
23 All-University convocation in
McCain Auditorium.
Lovins, the author of six books on
energy, outlined two energy strategies.
The hard energy path uses nonrenewa-
ble energy sources such as nuclear and
coal, whereas the soft path uses renewa-
bles such as sun, wind and water.
A strong centralized system fabricat-
ed by the hard path, make inflation
worse, utility finances unbalanced and
unemployment greater, Lovins said.
These unwelcomed circumstances
mount because capital is sucked out of
every other part of the economy and fed
into the energy program, Lovins said.
Moving toward a central electric sys-
tem would require enormous increases
in capital investments, Lovins said.
"If we could mass produce power
plants like we do cars, they would cost
at least 10 times less, but they are too
large," Lovins said. "As plants get big-
ger, the amount of time they don't work
also gets bigger."
Seasoning his lecture with humor,
Lovins compared a malfunctioning
power plant with having "an elephant
die in your drawing room."
Centralization, dictated by nard en-
ergy paths, produces side effects and
social costs which infringe upon those
not paying for the utility.
"The energy goes to Chicago, New
York, Los Angeles, while the side ef-
fects go to Wyoming, Appalacia, Nava-
jo country, North Slope — an arrange-
ment considered admirable at one end
and unjust at the other," he said.
Lovins summarized the advantages
of the soft energy approach, saying it
was diverse, renewable, and relatively
simple to understand from a consumer's
point of view. He pointed out that this
approach did not lack technical sophis-
tication, however.
The soft path places emphasis on the
best tool for the job compared to hard
energy's stress on quantity. Soft tech-
nologies mine energy at the appropriate
scale and quality for our end-use needs,
Lovins said.
Lovins suggested one path should be
chosen so action and advancements can
be made without see-sawing between
the two alternatives. This would mean
researching and financing could be al-
located toward one purpose, without
the competition and interference of the
other, he said.
The soft approach, which Lovins be-
lieves should be administered at the lo-
cal and state levels, would increase jobs
for the unemployed, create capital for
business and give relief to the environ-
mentalists.
Using a projector to chart facts, Lovins talks about energy.
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McGee praises Carter policies
L resident Carter has held to his com-
mitment of spending more time on Lat-
in American policy in his two years in
office than any other president before
him, said Gale McGee, 1977 ambassa-
dor and permanent representative of
the United States to the Organization
of American States (OAS).
McGee, former United States Sena-
tor from Wyoming, delivered a Convo-
cation Lecture Nov. 29 on "Latin
American Perspectives" to about 75
people in McCain Auditorium.
Although many United States presi-
dents have promised to continue prac-
ticing the "Good Neighbor Policy" es-
tablished during the Franklin Roosevelt
administration, these promises have
consistently taken a "back seat" to
more pressing issues in "power poli-
tics," McGee said.
World War II interrupted Roose-
velt's own intentions, he continued.
John F. Kennedy, coming into office
with a new commitment of universal
equality, understanding and coopera-
tion, also became engulfed in "power
politics," diverting concentration to up-
hold the United States' image as one of
the two largest world powers.
McGee claimed that Carter is the ex-
ception.
"This president came into his admin-
istration genuinely hooked on the hemi-
sphere," McGee said. Past neglect of
Latin American problems caused a loss
of credibility concerning the adminis-
tration's word within those countries.
McGee said Carter has restored their
trust in United States commitments of
aid.
The emerging importance of Latin
American policy is a result of Carter's
attention and cooperation with the
OAS, McGee said. He said headway is
being made in human rights in every
Latin American country except Nica-
ragua.
"Almost the only breakthrough the
President has had in human rights has
occurred in this hemisphere through the
OAS," McGee said. Carter has been
faithful in keeping his interest alive, un-
like former presidents who appeared
before the OAS only for the initial
promissory speech. Carter has made
four showings in his two years in office,
McGee said.
The OAS, an international regional
organization of 26 members, located in
the State Department in Washington,
originated in 1893 and is twice as old as
the United Nations (UN). OAS has a
greater chance for success and progress
than the UN, McGee said.
The organization has the ability to
isolate problems arising in this hemi-
sphere. OAS represents a collection of
treaty, trust, institution and tradition
that has pulled the hemispheres togeth-
er over the past three centuries, McGee
said. This cohesion should give the
United States strong incentive to never
neglect its neighbors, he added.
Furthermore, the Americas have
common interests and origins, as well as
the same concepts of constitution and
charter, McGee pointed out.
"Latin American constitutions
(which McGee said parallel closely to
the United States constitution) are
more liberal than ours," he said. "This
provides at least a rhetorical common
denominator."
To strengthen our international re-
spect and power, McGee suggested the
United States should continue to stabi-
lize its relations with neighboring Latin
American countries at home.
McGee illustrated the OAS oper-
ation. In a clash between Costa Rica
and Nicaragua, where a Nicaraguan
ministers, Costa Rica requested inter-
vention. OAS, in just one hour, had
assembled 25 chiefs together, McGee
sketched. Within three days OAS had
checked on the matter and smoothed
out the problems.
McGee lectured on "Latin American Perspectives" Nov. 29.
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Baker (left) talks with Flinchbaugh and students after his lecture.
Baker stresses national defense
Ivussia has set out to become the
number one world power, according to
Sen. Howard Baker of Tennessee, and
in order to maintain a strategic balance,
the United States should develop a new
missile system employing high-powered
bombers.
The Senate minority leader, lecturing
to about 1,200 people at the 44th Lan-
don Lecture March 8 in McCain Audi-
torium, said he doesn't "see the need to
match every machine made by the Sovi-
et Union," but does believe the United
States should maintain its national
strength.
"Odds are slightly against the
(SALT II) treaty right now," Baker
said at a press conference held before
his lecture on national defense. The
Senate opposes President Carter's trea-
ty because it immoderately yields to the
Soviet Union, he added.
Baker said the Russians are militarily
outbuilding the United States. Since
the SALT I treaty, which Baker sup-
ported, the Soviet Union has developed
four new missiles to the United States'
single MX missile. Additionally, the
United States has reduced its navy ship
building by 50 percent. President
Carter also "made a terrible mistake"
when the high performance B-l bomb-
er, included in SALT I, was cancelled.
"I sometimes have been critical of
the President, and I no doubt will be
critical again about his treatment of
foreign policy," said the possible GOP
1980 presidential candidate.
"I think we treated Taiwan shabbi-
ly," Baker said at the conference. The
recognition of China, which he ap-
plauds, has been "in the cards for a long
time." Taiwan, the current issue before
the Senate, will probably be provided
with United States protection.
Addressing himself to the Iranian up-
heaval, Baker predicted future unrest.
The threatening of the stability in Israel
and the Middle East is a result of Iran's
alliance with the Palestinian Liberation
Organization (PLO), Baker indicated.
"The strongest force in Iran is Marx-
ism," he said. Marxists will eventually
come to power in Iran, he added, which
will stir up more dust in the Middle
East.
During a question and answer period,
Baker advocated a constitutional am-
mendment regulating Congressional
spending. The proposal he favors, intro-
duced by Indiana Senator Lugar, calls
for a two-thirds Senate approval, plus
acceptance by the President, for all in-
tended spending. This would curtail
government spending, as well as making
spending more difficult.
Baker claims government has a "stul-
tifying effect on productivity." To stim-
ulate the productivity of our free enter-
prise system, federal intrusiveness
should be reduced and taxes cut, he
said.
One challenge the capitalistic system
presents is for the government to stay
out of everyone's hair, Baker said.
"It is possible to de-centralize the
government. And it is possible to re-
duce the size of the federal bureaucra-
cy."
Each citizen should do his part in the
political process, was the tone Baker
instilled in his lecture. He said it's a
shame the obligation and ability of self-
government is not utilized by the peo-
ple. The public forum in the political
arena is not used, he added.
"The arbiter will be the elector."
Baker's sense of humor surfaced
throughout his lecture, with stories
from the candy-striped shoelaces on
Arafat's army hoots to his tale of the
talking parrot.
Baker challenged the college genera-
tion to participate in the public affairs
of this country, saying that they hold
paramount education compared with
past generations, are the greatest assest
to the United States and should strive
to uphold the free government system.
"We ain't perfect, but we're better
than anything else on the face of the
earth," he said.
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K-State 1978- 79
A year of transition and surprise
by Janet Helm
W hen a year's events are calculated
in the mind, the high spots naturally
register first.
What accomplishments did K-State
see in 1978-79?
To begin with, a new fieldhouse ref-
erendum was passed by the largest stu-
dent body turnout ever at an election.
For some, it meant months of hard
work and campaigning.
With new athletic director DeLoss
Dodds and head coach Jim Dickey, K-
State football got its first taste of victo-
ry in a long time.
The two inherited a weak program,
hindered further by a stiff probation
and the smallest athletic budget in the
Big Eight.
But with a winning attitude, the 'Cats
compiled a 3-4 record in the Big Eight
to tie for fifth place — a large step up
for K-State, who had not won a confer-
ence game in three years.
Several K-Staters experienced indi-
vidual accomplishments in 1978-79.
Elaine Hefty was chosen as a Rhodes
Scholar, Lori Bergen won honors as
Miss Kansas and became a finalist in
the Miss America pageant and Greg
Musil became the new student body
president.
But the year also carried its share of
disappointments and tragedies.
The hometown atmosphere of Man-
hattan was shattered with the news of a
brutal murder. The body of Tracey
Miller, 26, wife of Muncipal Court
Judge Paul Miller, was found Nov. 2 in
the home she shared with her husband
and 15-month-old daughter. No mur-
der weapon was found and no suspects
were arrested for the stabbing.
Other crimes shocked the communi-
ty.
Marvin Farris, a K-State student,
was arrested and convicted for the Oct.
28 shooting death of Floyd McSpad-
den, his former roommate.
Three Junction City men were con-
victed for the kidnapping of a 5-year-
old Manhattan boy.
Two Manhattan banks were robbed
during the year and drugs were stolen
from Norton's Drug Store in the Blue
Hills Shopping Center.
During Christmas vacation, car deal-
er Kenny Long was found shot to death
in his office at a used car lot west of
Manhattan on K-18.
There were times of sadness, with the
news of the deaths of several students.
Doug Hoppas, senior in veterinary
medicine, and Mark Brace, junior in
architecture, were among the students
killed in car accidents. Lisa Lowrey,
junior in special education, was killed
while driving home on ice-covered
roads for Thanksgiving vacation. And
during Christmas break, a student was
found in Ahearn Field House after
committing suicide.
Joy Balderson, senior in interior ar-
chitecture, drowned while taking a bath
at the Chi Omega sorority house.
The year also had its share of contro-
versies. Many students aired their opin-
ions through the Collegian in the form
of letters to the editor. Several contro-
versies surfaced, such as the efficiency
of the new $40,000 bikepath on cam-
pus, the inadequacy of Farrell Library,
the tiny cages and inhumane treatment
of animals at Sunset Zoo and, of
course, the lavish remodeling of Presi-
dent Duane Acker's office in Anderson
Hall.
Acker was awarded the first "Golden
Fleece Award — Kansas Version" in
March by Topeka legislators for the
money he spent on the project.
Acker deserved the award, the legis-
lators said, because he "has brought
about much notoriety to himself and his
school by fixing up his office to the tune
of $100,000 of hard-earned Kansas tax-
payers' money."
The year can also be remembered for
the blunders of the Physical Plant with
the repainting of a mural on Waters
Hall, the marching protests of the Iran-
ian students and the leaky buildings on
campus.
For a long time students had been
fighting against destruction of Nichols
gymnasium and the shutdown of small
dorm food services. On April 4, both
decisions were made — one would stay,
the other would be destroyed, at least
partially.
There were tears of happiness inside
Anderson Hall as the Housing Council
voted against a motion to combine the
food services of Boyd, Van Zile and
Putnam halls. The persistence of hun-
dreds of Strong Complex residents —
through t-shirts, buttons, petitions and
advertisements —- paid off.
But outside Anderson Hall, the mood
shifted to one of bitterness and disillu-
sionment. Approximately 1,000 stu-
dents rallied to protest President
Acker's recommendation to the Kansas
Senate to demolish Nichols. The pro-
posal called for only the front entryway
and the two adjoining pylons to be re-
tained. The rest would be landscaped,
with a driveway to McCain Audito-
rium.
Shouts of "Go K-State, beat the red
tape" met stiff opposition from Acker,
who refused to change his stance.
Early the next morning, however,
after more than 100 determined stu-
dents traveled to the state capital,
Acker rescinded his recommendation
and the Senate withdrew the $125,000
appropriation to tear Nichols down.
The castle was saved — for another
year, at least.
Students protest Acker's decision to raze Nichols gym, which was gutted by fire in 1968.
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Two students were injured crossing the intersection on Anderson.
Research cattle were destroyed in the third campus fire of the year.
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World events: violence vs. peace
by LeAnn Wilcox
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1 he world in 1978 — it was a world
of mass death, an innovative birth and
many surprises for people to cope with.
Perhaps the most senseless tragedy of
the year arised in a cult commune in
Jonestown Guyana, led by Rev. Jim
Jones.
When California Congressman Leo
Ryan and a party of newsmen threat-
ened Jones' kingdom with an investiga-
tion of the settlement, the minister saw
murder as the only solution. After the
shooting, Jones ordered his Peoples
Temple followers to commit suicide.
More than 900 men, women and chil-
dren died from drinking a lethal mix-
ture of cyanide and Kool-Aid. Millions
around the world saw colorful television
reports and magazine photographs of
the largest mass suicide in history.
In Chicago, John Gacy was arrested
for the most terrifying mass murder
ever reported. Gacy confessed to sex-
ually assaulting and strangling 32
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Iranian students marched on campus, protesting the Shah.
young boys whose bodies were found
buried beneath Gacy's home and the
surrounding area.
Other disasters marked the year. A
collision in the sky between a Boeing
727 and a small Cessna plane over San
Diego — worst in U.S. history — took
1 50 lives.
More than 200 tourists were killed in
Spain when a truck filled with propy-
lene crashed and exploded near a camp-
ground. And in Los Angeles, a spark
from a power line ignited dry foliage
and started a raging fire which de-
stroyed more than 250 homes.
Medical science made headlines
when the world welcomed Louise Joy
Brown, the first test-tube baby. Even
before she was born July 25 in England,
the infant was the object of much fan-
fare and controversy.
David Rorvick kept people guessing
with his book "In His Image: The Clon-
ing of a Man." He claimed he had re-
cruited a scientific team to clone a Cali-
fornia millionaire. He was unable, how-
ever, to produce substantial proof.
For the first time in 455 years, a non-
Italian became Pope. Karol Wojtyla,
from Poland, was named John Paul II,
the third pope to reign in 1978. After
the death of Pope Paul VI on Aug. 6,
John Paul I was named his successor.
However, his reign was the briefest in
the 2,000- year history of the Roman
Catholic Church. He died in his sleep
34 days later.
About the same time Pope John Paul
II was gaining acceptance, President
Jimmy Carter was rising in popularity
at home. His breakthrough came at
Camp David over long conversations
with Egypt's President Anwar Sadat
and Israel's Prime Minister Menachem
Begin. Carter persuaded the two to sign
a set of "framework" agreements to-
ward peace tn the Middle East.
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Sadat and Begin shared the Nobel
Peace Prize, and for the first time in
ages, the world basked in the idea of
peace as a real possibility.
Later in the year, Carter complied
with China's demands, cutting ties with
Taiwan, for "the advancement of peace
... at this season of peace." This con-
troversial move changed the diplomatic
balance and switched the U.S. recogni-
tion to Peking. The Taiwanese were ou-
traged with the United States' attempts
to promote stability in Asia after past
Vietnam struggles.
Carter's chug-a-lugging brother, Bil-
ly, caused the President several embar-
rassing moments. Billy's eccentric be-
havior in the company of Libyans and
his derogatory comments about Arabs
and Jews wore hard on everyone's
nerves.
In Iran, political turmoil caused the
upheaval of Mohammed Reza Pahlavi,
better known as the Shah. Iranians in
the United States were active in their
protest against the Shah. Many demon-
strations and bloody riots were pro-
voked. Exiled Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho-
meini was thrust in the political spot-
light.
As Carter attempted to be a "super-
man" of sorts, the real Superman was
resurrected at the theater in the world's
most expensive movie. Christopher
Reeve was cast in the starring role of
the $45-million epic produced by
Warner Brothers. It immediately be-
came a box-office success. Other top
movies of the year included "Saturday
Night Fever," "Grease" and "Heaven
Can Wait." These movies revealed a
society longing for the simplicity of the
past.
Following the smashing success of
John Travolta's "Saturday Night Fe-
ver," discomania reached gigantic pro-
portions. The Bee Gees knocked out the
music world with hit after hit —
"Stayin' Alive," "More Than a Wom-
an" and "Too Much Heaven," among
others.
The top shows on television were
"Three's Company," "Laverne and
Shirley," "Happy Days" and "Mork
and Mindy."
In the sportsworld, Muhammad Ali
regained his heavyweight boxing title
for the third time in a bout with the
former World Champion, Leon Spinks.
Cincinnati Reds' star Pete Rose set a
new National League mark for hits in
consecutive games with 38. In addition,
he signed a record-high baseball salary
of $3.2 million with the Philadelphia
Phillies.
The Los Angeles Dodgers and the
New York Yankees battled in the
World Series, with the Yanks coming
out on top 4-2.
Terry Bradshaw shattered two Super
Bowl passing records in leading the
Pittsburgh Steelers to their third Na-
tional Football League championship,
with a 35-31 victory over the Dallas
Cowboys.
And on Jan. 29, President Carter set
newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst free,
saying she needed "no further rehabili-
tation" or punishment. Carter granted
executive clemency to Hearst, perhaps
the nation's most celebrated federal
prisoner, and commuted her seven-year
sentence for bank robbery. Her fiance,
former bodyguard Bernard Shaw,
greeted Hearst upon her release. She
showed off her green T-Shirt which
read "Pardon Me."
It was also the year for landmark tri-
als. The first rape trial between a mar-
ried couple, Greta and John Rideout,
resulted in a verdict of not-guilty. It was
the first significant test of Oregon's
newly revised rape statute, which recog-
nizes neither marriage nor cohabitation
as a defense against rape.
Another case, in a California court,
involved Michelle Triola, 46, and actor
Lee Marvin. She claimed Marvin owed
her half of the assets he accumulated in
the years they lived together— a figure
her attorney estimated at $1 million.
The trial sparked much controversy and
similar court actions.
During the year the world said good-
bye to such renowned figures as Hubert
Humphrey, Nelson Rockefeller, Golda
Meir, Margaret Mead, Edgar Bergen,
Will Geer and Norman Rockwell.
The year was filled with triumphs
and disasters, and attempts at peace,
war, death and life. It was a memorable
year, leaving the world to ponder some
extraordinary occurrences.
'Grease" was the word in '78.
With the violence in Iran, mail correspondence was halted.
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The seven undergraduate colleges held special exercises May 20.
A new cycle begins
by Monte Moser
tt
If ersistence brought you to this important day, and persis-
tence will permit you future successes," K-State President
Duane Acker charged to the class of 1978.
Just days before, these graduates were like any other college
students, haunting the library to finish that term paper or
drinking coffee in the Union and telling friends about job
offers, or the lack of them. ("Know any company that wants a
$40,000-a-syear figurehead?")
"Your hours in Farrell Library, nights in your design stu-
dios, days in laboratories, weeks and years in lectures, testify
to your persistence," Acker said. "Resolution and persistence
are important elements of this university's climate."
The class of '78 was given special commencement exercises
by each undergraduate college. For the first time in many
years 3,839 graduates received actual diplomas from the deans
of their colleges. In past years, their delivery was entrusted to
the U.S. mail, and graduates would receive them weeks after
commencement.
The graduates witnessed many structural changes on cam-
pus since they arrived as wandering freshmen, such as the
completion of Durland Hall, the Veterinary Medicine Com-
plex and the International Student Center. The students them-
selves have undergone changes — streaking in the buff across
campus and Aggieville has given way to jogging in $60 sweat-
suits and $30 Nikes.
As graduates walked away from commencement to the arms
of proud parents who financed this four-year sabbatical, they
were once more freshmen who must patiently wait as they are
thrust into the "real world."
"There is ample evidence that even Rome wasn't built in a
day," Acker said. "But in a world where dinner is cooked in
micro-seconds, the air distance from Los Angeles to New
York is measured in minutes and life and death problems can
be solved in one hour each evening on an electronic tube with
time out for commercials, it is easy to believe in instant suc-
cess," Acker continued.
"Impatience must not dilute your resolve or deter you from
your mission.
"My charge to you is: Resolve. Persist. Prevail."
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A senior contemplates President
Acker's charge.
Dean William Stamey congratulates a happy senior.
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Reflections of a century
by Carol Wright
K -State's heritage evolved from the efforts and dedication
for higher education by the first groups of people who came to
Manhattan and established Bluemont Central College in 1858.
At its present location, K-State, founded Feb. 16, 1863, has
grown from a meager college on a small plot of land to a
spacious, 315-acre university. Today there are 93 buildings on
campus.
Through the years, some of the older buildings have been
destroyed, such as Farm Machinery Hall — the first education
building — demolished in 1963. Other buildings have been
constructed at K-State and give the campus a modern appear-
ance.
While such changes have occurred, there is one particular
building which still remains and has not lost its Victorian
atmosphere — Anderson Hall.
This year marks Anderson Hall's 100th birthday, and its
traces of nostalgia linger.
Since 1878, Anderson Hall has been the university's main
attraction, according to President Duane Acker. Hoping to
retain the hall's regal quality, Acker has been buying antique
furniture with his own money for his office and reception
room.
While Acker is purchasing the furniture for his own enjoy-
ment, he said he felt an obligation or duty to preserve Ander-
son Hall.
"I think we should take our decisions fairly seriously. Not
every building can be preserved, nor should they be preserved
— not by any means," he said. "But there are a few classics
that I think we should consider. I think in the case of Kansas
State University, Anderson Hall is it."
An antique secretary, two chairs and a study desk highlight
Acker's office. They were found and purchased in Des Moines,
IA, he said. His wife upholstered the two Victorian chairs,
which have engraved figures on them. The desk chair was
bought at an antique shop in Kansas City.
"The fact that there were a lot of chimneys or fireplaces in
the building is an interesting architectural feature," Acker
said. "The chimneys remain, but they're all cased-in and no
longer in use."
One of the distinctive, architectural styles which reflects
Anderson Hall's character is the steeple, which gives the hall a
religious, serene nature, Ellsworth Gerritz, Dean of Admis-
sions and Records, said.
A balcony was also situated at the far end of the Admissions
and Records office. The entrance to that balcony was from the
second floor down.
Collectively, the cost of Anderson Hall (or College Hall, as it
was referred to then) was $79,000, Gerritz said.
Another facet of the original building included porches
which were eventually removed to make way for a row of
offices and abundant expansion.
"The offices that Dr. Flinchbaugh and Dr. Chalmers are in
were constructed during World War II by German prisoners
of war," he said.
"I've been told they laid the stone, did everything and did a
very nice job of matching the original architecture and work-
manship."
Today, Anderson Hall houses a variety of offices and divi-
sions, such as University Development, the psychology depart-
ment, Admissions and Records, University News, University
Publications, the Data Processing Center and administrative
offices.
In his book, "Kansas State University — The Quest for
Identity," James C. Carey, professor of history and noted K-
State historian, mentioned that Anderson Hall was once desig-
nated the "Practical Agricultural Hall."
Anderson Hall stands alone as one of the first buildings on campus in 1885.
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A 1939 aerial view illustrates the 40-year growth of K-State's campus, (photos courtesy of Special Collections, University
Archives, Farrell Library)
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Up until World War II, Carey emphasized that it demanded
respect from faculty and students:
"Slightly to the north of Nichols, in another arresting spot,
stood Anderson Hall; it commanded the respect of faculty and
student males, who removed their hats while walking through
and passing in front of the old portraits of President Denison,
Anderson and others."
Aside from Acker's photograph collection depicting Ander-
son Hall's developing stages, the building conjures for him
some personal and special memories.
"About a year ago, a gentleman came into my office who
was a grandson of President Anderson," Acker said. "It was a
very short conversation. He introduced himself, and I think he
now lives in California. Meeting an ancestor was of interest to
me.
"I've also read Milton Eisenhower's, 'The President is Call-
ing.' Although very little of it is devoted to his time at K-State,
he does tell about his conversations with President Jardine,
who was president when Eisenhower was a student here. Just
simply reading these things, I can visualize Anderson Hall as it
existed."
Anderson will be remodeled and eventually renovated with-
in the next five to eight years.
"Psychology will be moving out into their new classroom
office building in a couple of years. When we renovate, it
(Anderson Hall) will probably be almost exclusively for ad-
ministrative purposes," he said.
Renovation of Acker's suite of offices cost almost $100,000,
according to figures released by Gene Cross, associate vice
president for University Facilities.
Last fall, Acker came under fire from State Sen. John
Crofoot (R-Cedar Point) for spending too much money on the
office.
Acker defended the expenditure by saying, "We decided if
you want to do it you might as well do it right."
Anderson Hall is the "trademark" of K-State, according to
Acker.
"It has for so many— everyone, really, who's been associat-
ed with Kansas State — some deep, personal meanings," he
said.
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How do you spell relief? A-g-g-i-e
by Cecilia Kasl
After a hard week of classes, labs and exams, many K-
Staters head down to the haven of rest and relaxation. Wheth-
er it's Mother's Worry, Brother's, Aggie Lounge or any of the
other bars, students wait in line to become part of the crowd,
confusion and chaos known as Aggieville.
Each bar has its own kind of style, its own kind of class and
its own kind of people . . . cowboys go to Rockin K's, Greeks
are often seen in Kite's.
"Each place is given a totally different image because indi-
vidual's likes and dislikes vary in the type of bars and enter-
tainment they want," Mrs. Terry Ray, director of marketing
for Kite's, Mr. K's, Aggie Station and Rockin' K's, said.
Each bar's atmosphere develops from its decor and enter-
tainment.
Kite's is seen as a traditional college tavern because it's the
oldest and most well-known in Kansas, Ray said.
Kite Thomas, K-State basketball and baseball standout who
later played professional baseball, opened Kite's in 1954. His
baseball bats and other athletes' pictures hang on the wall.
"We change as few things as possible because people like
the traditional atmosphere," she said.
Kite's has been a traditional Greek spot because it was the
only bar that strict Greek policies allowed members to go to.
"The type of people who go to Kite's today don't want the
dancing, music and lights that particular night that other bars
offer," she said.
"If I want to drink and meet friends and talk, I go to Kite's,
Dark Horse or Brother's," Rich Koester, senior in electrical
engineering, said. "If I want to dance, I go to Mother's or K's."
Mr. K's became Aggieville's first discotheque in 1974 when
students became more interested in dancing. Within a short
time, Mother's Worry also opened with a dance floor.
Disco is not the only type of music heard in the streets of
Aggieville.
"The atmosphere at Brother's is real good — it's kind of
earthy. There's no blaring lights — just good music, especially
when they have a band," Shelley Pottorf, junior in sociology,
said. Brother's plays country rock.
Rockin' K's offers country and western music for those who
like to swing dance.
"We cater to groups who like country and western, such as
Block and Bridle, Rodeo Club and agriculture groups," Ray
said. "We work directly with them in planning parties for their
organizations."
LEFT: K-Staters engage in the latest disco daze
at Mother's Worry. ABOVE: Students who enjoy
playing pool go to Brother's Tavern.
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Rockin' K caps and posters, reading "What is a Cowboy?"
can be purchased at the bar because so many customers
request them, Ray said.
Other specials and promotions influence students to get
away from books and go out for a beer.
After purchasing six pitchers on Tuesday night at Kite's, a
student is given a free Kite's t-shirt. For wearing the t-shirt,
students also get a reduced rate on pitchers on Tuesday. After
purchasing a big draw cup any night at Kite's, the student
keeps the cup.
Almost every bar has a special for women, commonly re-
ferred to as "ladies night."
"I go to Mother's on Thursday, if I'm not working, because
it's free beer and free admission for ladies until 8:30," Janis
Shannon, junior in fashion marketing, said. "It's just a get
down, crazy time."
"Ladies night" is Tuesday at Brother's and Wednesday at
Dark Horse and Mr. K's.
Another popular special among college students is "one plus
one" or "two fer" nights. Held at Kite's on Monday and at
Mother's on Tuesday, a student can buy two of anything for
the price of one.
Other specials at Brother's include "cup night" on Wednes-
day when a 16-ounce cup costs 65 cents and a "hat night" on
Thursday when anyone wearing a hat receives a free stein.
Brother's also has a "guys night out" during the semester.
Dark Horse is famous for its "progressive pitchers" which
means a pitcher of beer costs $1.25 from 7:00 to 8:00, $1.50
from 8:00 to 9:00 and $1.75 from 9:00 to 12:00 p.m. They also
sponsor an "all you can drink" night for a minimal price.
These specials and promotions lure some K-Staters to Ag-
gieville, but most students go just to have a good time.
"I usually go to Aggie Lounge because you can drink and
get rowdy and they don't care . . . well, as long as you pay for
what you break," Gary Housholder, junior in agriculture
mechanization, said.
Sandy Keltz, junior in secondary art education, likes the
challenge of going to a "21" club
"I go to Gily's to see how many times I can get in while I'm
still under age," she said.
A different kind of atmosphere, geared to those between the
ages 21 and 30, is found at Aggie Station, another "21" club.
"We want to have the right age group at the Station — not
only because it's the law, but because people of the same age
group have the same likes and dislikes," Ray said.
Whatever the reasons — or whatever the bar — K-Staters
flock to Aggieville to relax and escape the college routine.
Dee Gale (left), Shane Garrett, Karla Hefty and
Doris Pryor celebrate Friday afternoon by "tgif-
ing" at Mr. K's.
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Sharyn and Jim Robyak relax after dinner and drinks at Gily's Landing.
LEFT: Sandy Keltz toasts with a "fishbowl" at Mel's.
ABOVE: Two K-Staters practice the latest in swing
dancing at Rockin' K.
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Welcome to
our world
Mom& Dad
Un Sept. 16, students had a chance to
share a little of college life with their
parents.
Parent's Day activities began Friday
afternoon with a "Dancing in the
Streets" festival featuring the Pott
County Pork and Bean Band. The 1200
block of Moro was closed to traffic as
hundreds of students danced in the
streets of Aggieville. It ended with a
pep rally for the K-State football team
later that night.
The 'Cats lost to Auburn Saturday
afternoon 45-32, but spirit, pride and
determination were evident. During
halftime the winners of the Parent's
Day letter-writing scholarship, spon-
sored by Chimes junior honorary, were
announced. Kim Moore and Ron Wil-
son received $75 for their letters describ-
ing life at K-State.
All day Saturday, campus buildings
were open for parents to tour.
In the evening, comedian Jerry Lewis
was the featured performer at a concert
in Ahearn Field House. The show
opened with appearances by singer
Jeree Palmer and the K-State Jazz
Band. Lewis delivered 60 minutes of
comedy and song for a disappointingly
small Parent's Day crowd of about
7,000. The heat in Ahearn was unbear-
able and the insects were overwhelm-
ing. At one point in the show Lewis
interrupted a joke by commenting to his
pianist, "I never saw so many damn
bugs in one place in my life."
John Westerhaus twirls his partner, Debbie Drake, during Friday afternoon's street dancing.
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In honor of themselves, parents attend the K-State football game.
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"It's really cool in here. I've had a rash since last Dec," Lewis jokes.
Quarterback Dan Manucci takes a cool breather during Parent's Day action.
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. . it takes more
than dress to make
a true cowboy ...
108 cowboys
A popular spot for cowboys to talk to friends is Rockin' K.
The cowboy: A living legend
by Diana Putnam
XT. e stands at the bar, with a mug of beer in hand. His boots
are covered with dust, and an old leather belt holds up his
faded jeans. His shirt is tucked in neatly, and his hat is tipped
to the back of his head.
He's not a guy on the set of a western movie; rather, he is
one of the many who frequent Weber Hall and are labeled "ag
majors."
What is it about these belted, booted, hatted creatures one
calls a cowboy? He is supposedly from a generation gone by,
out-dated by technology in a mechanized world. Yet today's
cowboy or cowgirl has a definite role in making this ole' world
go 'round.
While most K-State students go througrAhe fad of painters
pants and rugby shirts, the cowboy and cowgirl maintain the
classic dress of the western world.
All a cowboy really needs is a pair of name-brand, boot-cut
jeans— not flares— so they don't get in the way during work.
To hold them up is a carved belt with the cowboy's name
centered on the back. A big silver buckle won at some rodeo
flashes in the sunlight as he walks around campus.
The cowgirl wears fitted tops which show off and flatter
every curve. Her pants, which fit just so, aren't basic blue
jeans. The colors match those of a rainbow, and she will have
hats and ribbons to go with each pair.
But it takes more than dress to make a true cowboy or
cowgirl. Behind the boots and belts are years of long days and
hard work. There are the long hours of hauling hay, working
cattle and fixing equipment to get the job done. His job is not
from 9 to 5, for a good working day usually lasts from 5 to 9.
When Saturday night rolls around there won't be too many
cowboys at Mother's Worry. However, the Rockin' K will be
filled to the brim of a cowboy's hat, with girls and guys just
there to unwind and party. Instead of the boogie-down disco,
there is a spin and swing to the sound of the Oakridge Boys or
Dolly Parton. The whirling and twirling of bodies on the dance
floor give the impression of a spinning rope as it passes over a
running calfs head.
The conversation is simple and covers everything from last
week's game to the war in the Middle East. The cowboy and
cowgirl will talk about last week's rodeo, and will re-ride the
saddle bronc or re-run the barrel pattern with such detail that
.anyone listening will feel he was right there with them. The
'talk heads down the road to next week's rodeo and, with a pat
on the back, they wish each other good luck.
The K-State cowboy is really no different from anyone else.
He is here to get an education, one that will help him preserve
a way of life that is slipping away. He may never make a
million bucks; he just wants enough to keep him going till the
next rodeo.
A cowboy merely wants what is basic in life— a few acres of
land for grazing cattle and horses, and the time to enjoy it.
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Fighting
the battle
of the
bulge
by Beccy Tanner
Penny Nichols eats an ice cream cone at a street dance in Aggieville.
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JNot long ago, I was spending a quiet evening at home . .
.
alone. There I was, watching "The Waltons," lying on my
couch. The phone rang.
"Is this Beccy Tanner?"
"Yes."
"I don't like obese people."
.
"Oh. I'm sorry to hear that."
"Yes, and I am planning to get rid of them. I'll load them in
cattle trucks and ship them to St. John, KS. Would you like to
cover the story?"
"Well, gee, I am kind of busy. Don't you think you could
postpone this until 'The Waltons' is over with?"
"No, I'm sorry. I just have to do this. I'm tired of little
chubby fingers and rotund friends. This is my mission in life.
You believe people have missions, don't you?"
"Well ..."
"Good. It's settled. I know where you live; I've been watch-
ing you for a long time. I'll come by to pick you up."
Fifteen minutes later, there was a knock at my door. "The
pizza man," I thought.
"Ah ha," this strange, skinny person shouted. "Remember
me?"
"I gather you are not the pizza man," I said. "But do you
know where I could get a nice strong anchovy?"
This singular fish cried out, "Pizza! pizza! PIZZA! That's
just my point. This whole world is nothing hut one Mamma
Patty's Pasta House after another. Doesn't anyone care about
intelligence, the nuclear wars we might have or rabies?"
"Now hang in there, chump," I said. (It was crude of me to
call names, but really, this guy was starting to get the best of
me.)
Knock, knock. At last, the pizza man. I quickly paid him
$4.95, grabbed the pizza and slammed the door in his face.
"See? SEE! That's exactly what I mean. Look at you, little
chubby Tanner. Can't you see a pizza is exactly what you don't
need?"
I tried to tell my toothpickish friend I had ordered the pizza
as a get-well gesture for my prayer plant. It had been feeling a
little under the weather lately, and I thought a good dose of
anchovy and green pepper would bring it around.
"No, I won't believe it," he cried. "You can't do this to me.
You just can't. I believed in you, I read your articles so
faithfully — and now you're trying to tell me you don't care!
Nothing is sacred anymore."
He started whimpering. So, what could I do? Well, what
would you do?
I was the host. And a host, above all, must be nice to his
pests. So, I tried to smile. I tried to look sweet. And I went
right on looking for junk to eat.
My friend had a suggestion. Would I mind touring all the
hotspots in Manhattan and taking a poll to see just how much
food K-Staters consume?
We went on a "Vista run." I was just getting ready to order
a hot fudge brownie ala mode and a medium sized Lime-Dr.
Pepper when my friend jabbed me in my ribs (he called it my
flab), glared at me and told me to start questioning massive
food consumers.
"So, I bopped up to two students who were immersed in
their Vistaburger baskets and chocolate chip shakes.
"Excuse me," I said. "I'm from the Collegian and am taking
a small survey. Would you mind answering a few of my ques-
tions?"
"I am already a Christian," the girl said while clutching a
french fry dipped in blue-cheese dressing.
"No, no," I said, "not that type of survey. I mean, it's about
food. It's about what people eat, and if Americans eat because
they are bored." (I thought that sounded scientific.)
"First question: What all have you eaten today?"
"Let's see, I had an Egg McMuffin, an apple danish and hot
chocolate at McDonalds for breakfast. Then for a snack I went
to Dillons and bought a bag of Nacho cheese-flavored Doritos.
"After that my friend and I went to Valentino's for lunch. I
had baked lasagne, garlic rolls, a salad with creamy, blue
cheese dressing and a pitcher of beer," the girl said.
"For dessert we went to Baskin-Robbins for a triple-decker
cone. I had blueberry cheesecake, rocky road and peanut
butter and jelly. Made my stomach perk up and say 'Howdy.'
Anyway, after that, we came to Vista and here we are," she
continued, "Oh, by the way, do you know that Beccy Tanner?
Boy, I hear she's really strange!"
"Uh —
,
yes, I've heard of her. Well, thank you for your
cooperation. Have a nice evening. Are you planning on doing
anything else this evening?"
"Yeah, we thought we'd go driving around, maybe go to a
movie and get some hot-buttered popcorn and then to the
Sonic for a cherry-lime slush."
"Well," I said, "thanks a lot."
I found my old friend who by this time was looking slightly
pale. I could tell he was getting ready for another rampage.
"See. SEE. SEEEEEEEE . . . They are all like this. There is
no one, no one, I tell you, who is normal. Do you think they
ever consider any of the starving children in Asia when they
chow-down on a Double-Whopper with cheese? They don't
care a flying donut.
"That's why it's so important," he said. "I've just got to
round them up and ship them off tonight. Before it's too late.
Before everything is lost."
"Aren't you being a little harsh?" I said. "Think of all the
contributions fat people have made in the world.
"Can you honestly tell me you don't like Mama Cass, Henry
VIII or Benjamin Franklin?" I asked my friend. "So, let's call
off this round-up and go home. My pizza is getting cold."
He glared at me again.
"My prayer plant is a persnickety eater," I said.
Swanson's doughnuts are a favorite late-night snack for many students.
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Revolt on campus
Squirrels take revenge
by Susan Burden
W hizzing along Manhattan Avenue, the squirrel lightly
dodged speeding rush-hour traffic. After a near miss with a
red Volkswagen he skittered up the tree I was sitting under.
"Psst. Psst!" I heard a voice whisper. I look around slowly
. . . nothing.
"Hey dumbo! Up here!" the voice shouted.
I looked up through the branches and spotted only a squirrel
peering down at me. Just who was trying to get my attention?
"Hey you! I'm trying to talk to you!" The squirrel seemed to
be motioning at me.
"Uh, did .... did you say something to me?" I asked,
looking around to see if anyone was watching.
"Course I did," the squirrel retorted. "Didja think it was this
tree jawin' with ya?"
"Uh, well " I edged slowly away.
"Hey don't leave! I wanna talk to ya. What's your name
anyway?"
"Uh, uh, . . it's ... uh . . well
. .
um
. . . Susan," I stut-
tered.
"Well my name is Brutus ..."
(Brutus? A squirrel named Brutus?)
"... and we had an ACORNS meeting yesterday and I was
elected to present myself to a student and explain our situa-
tion," Brutus said.
"ACORNS?"
Brutus swished his tail annoyingly.
"The American Campus Organization for Reforming Neg-
ligent Students!"
"Oh," I shrugged, "of course. How could I be so dumb?"
"I want you to inform Kansas State University how we
squirrels are dealing with your discrimination and extermina-
tion tactics." Brutus whisked his tail indignantly.
This seemed like a heavy job. Anyway, who would believe
me?
"To start with," Brutus began, "we squirrels were here even
before K-State came along, so I think we have a right to
express our views. We are not the pests you think we are and
we're tired of your methods to obliterate us. After all, we do
keep the pigeons from becoming permanent fixtures on Fair-
child's window sills," Brutus grinned.
"Students walk off the sidewalks onto our territory and
scare the peewads out of us. K-Staters think it's great fun to
chase us or see how many squirrels they can hit with their cars
in a one-mile stretch. This has gotta stop! In fact, the U.S.
Army has sent troops in to help combat the students," Brutus
declared.
"Now hold on a minute," I cried. "Did you say the U.S.
Army?"
"'Course. The United Squirrel Army is already helping
diminish our problem with the students."
Naturally.
"Do you think those leaves an' berries an' nuts just fall out
of trees? 'Course not! Our torpedo men are situated all across
campus aiming their guns at any unwary student who trespass-
es onio our territory," Brutus cried.
"You mean . . .?" 1 was aghast.
"You bet. Our army has divided themselves into two teams,
East and West. They have a point scoring system for direct
hits. Two points for every student they hit, three for a profes-
sor, four for an administrator and five points for every time
they hit a student below the belt. Whichever team has the least
points at the end of the semester will have to throw a beer and
nuts party for the other side."
"Good grief! You surely can't mean all this . . .," I said.
"T sure do. In fact, the East team has already accumulated
4,022 points this semester!" Brutus declared proudly.
"What else do you do?" I asked, praying there was nothing.
"Well, many of the civilians are in training right now. Most
students think we're just plain stupid running across bus>
highways or skimming across electric wires, but we're in basic
training."
"Training?" (I was afraid to ask.)
Brutus frowned and stared at me as if I was an imbecile.
Maybe I was because I was beginning to see his point.
"Don't you read the papers? All civilians belong to NUTS."
"Uh, .. NUTS???"
"N-U-T-S. You know, the National Union for Training
Squirrels. We practice crossing into enemy territory by scamp-
ering across intersections. Keeps us in shape."
"But what if you don't make it across the street? What if a
squirrel is electrocuted on one of those wires? How does that
help your cause?" I asked, confused.
"Well, naturally we're sorry to see our fellow friends go, but
thev serve a purDOse by grossing out the driver and all of his
passengers. Every single student who walks or drives by our
fallen warriors should feel sorrow and guilt. We are just prey-
ing on the minds of you K-Staters. Heh, heh.
"I want you to let K-State know that they're being invaded
and warn them of the consequences of trying to exterminate
us. We will conquer!" Brutus began marching up and down a
branch showing his good form.
I slowly digested all Brutus had told me and decided that his
talk didn't jive with my experiences with squirrels.
"You know Brutus, I think you're just putting me on. I have
never been hit by an acorn or anything. Everything you've told
me is just a bunch of baloney. I say 'nuts to you.' " I stood up
and started to walk away.
A small voice floated above the chimes of Anderson Hall.
"You wanna bet?"
Suddenly a volley of acorns bounced around me. POW!!
Right between the eyes (two points) and OUCH!! Right below
the belt ( five points).
The East team now has 4,029 points.
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Snowstorms brought campus construction to a halt this winter.
Campus growth increases efficiency
by Susan Schlickau
Un the other side of portable fences and temporarily re-
stricted areas, architectural crews have been changing and
expanding the K-State campus.
"There are many purposes for construction," Jim Shepard,
architect for University Facilities, said. "It makes the campus
more pleasing and conveniently organized, and of course more
efficient.
"The bottom line in construction is to make it more effi-
cient."
Erection of a six-story limestone structure began last fall.
According to program plans, this general classroom building,
located west of Justin Hall, will house 120 offices and more
than 70 research laboratories.
"We currently have a deficiency in classroom space; there-
fore we are making construction plans to catch up in this
area," Gene Cross, associate vice president for University
Facilities, said.
January groundbreaking ceremonies marked the start of
construction of the student recreation complex. The $3.5 mil-
lion structure is to be completed beiore the fall of 1980.
"In construction, student fees are only used for the student
Union and the student recreation building; all the rest comes
out of the state or from federal participation," Shepard said.
The plant science building, to be located north of Ackert
Hall, is another contruction sight for which funds have been
allocated. Construction went underway during March, and
plans for estimated completion are set for July 1981. The
building will be named after the late Ray I. Throckmorton,
former dean of the College of Agriculture.
These sights were only a few of the various projects to go
underway this year. Many other proposals for renovation and
new construction were written. Durland, Burt, Dickens, Hol-
ton and Willard Halls were put on lists for future changes; but
numerous steps, procedures and approvals must be acquired
before these buildings will bear "under construction" signs.
"It takes time to complete a program," Cross said. "You
deal in years when dealing in construction.
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Bikeway sparks controversy
by Debbie Rhein
1 he appearance of a bikeway on campus gave voice to the
silent war among pedestrians, motorists and bikers when
school began last fall.
Before the bikeway, bikers simply found their way in the
"no-man's land" of pedestrians and cars, on campus streets
and sidewalks.
Bikers braved the streets, dodging cars, but pedestrians
often narrowly escaped being knocked over by speeding bikers
on the walkways.
The bikeway changed all that— to the pleasure of some and
the chagrin of many.
With it came rules requiring bikers to stay on the bikeway,
making sidewalks off-limits to the bikers.
"Now that they have it (the bikeway), they are going to have
to stay on it," said Paul Nelson, director of Security and
Traffic.
While pedestrians applauded the move, bikers complained
that it made biking less convenient than walking, because
many buildings were hard to reach.
In a Collegian column, Craig Jagger, graduate in agricultur-
al economics, said:
"Until the advent of this new plan, I could ride a bike to the
front door of any building on campus while enjoying the sights
along the way. Somehow, I managed to avoid hitting anyone.
Now I find the campus sidewalks are denied to me. I must ride
on the sides of the streets or walk my bike (which defeats the
whole purpose of bike-riding.) The University has traded me
two lines on the side of the street for all the sidewalks on
campus. This is supposed to encourage bike-riding?"
Although motorists showed relief at not having to risk invol-
untary manslaughter by dodging the bicyclists, they had to get
used to driving one way on formerly two-way streets.
Portions of Mid-Campus Drive, Petticoat Lane, 17th Street
and Vattier were changed to one-way traffic to make room for
the bikeway.
The bikeway was a combined effort spread among the Civil
Engineering class at K-State, which supplied the basic work
and arranged for a federal grant; the city of Manhattan, which
completed the work and kicked in $8,000 and the federal
government, which supplied $32,000 for the work.
The campus portion of the bikeway is being maintained and
regulated by the University, although no funds came from K-
State for the original work.
Nelson said this was an added expense to Security and
Traffic.
Many of the streets used for the bikeway will have to be
repaired in the future. The bikeway lines will have to be
repainted then, he said.
In order to provide funds for bikeway maintenance, Nelson
said bicyclists may be required to pay fees and register their
bikes.
Despite complaints from all sides, the bikeway has become a
well-used and recognized part of K-State's campus.
The new bikeway requires bikers to stay on the designated path, making the
sidewalk off-limits to them.
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Current styles reflect past trends
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Melinda Leslie wears a popular top. Tweed slacks and front-pleated pants with side pockets, were popular.
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Crew neck sweaters with shirt collars worn inside were the trend in men's clothing. Blazers and vests were frequently seen on campus.
Fashion has always been as changeable as the weather,
shifting with the mood of the times from one decade to the
next and sometimes back again.
This year proved to be no exception, and many K-Staters
were wearing different fashions than they did the year before.
"It's still a casual type of dress we're seeing most, but it's
more fashion-oriented," Rhonda Patton, manager of Carousel
clothing store for women, said.
"Rather than just Levis and sweaters, students are showing
more interest in looking fashionable while dressing comfort-
able," she said.
"Painter's pants are still going to be big, but not just plain
old blue denim and dirty white colors. They're going to be in
the bright, bold colors which are very popular right now," she
said.
Much of the look that was seen on campus was layered,
using cowlneck sweaters and blouses under sweater-shirts and
jumpers.
Popular slacks for women were the front-pleated trouser or
the tightfitting straight-legged slacks. Pants were shorter than
the year before and were worn with high heeled shoes.
Jeans were still a common attire, but were "dressier." The
most popular were labeled with designers' names such as Cal-
vin Klein.
Clothing styles for K-State women saw other changes. The
overall trend is toward a softer, feminine look with lots of
scarves made of soft fabrics, Patton said. Mid-calf length
dresses made of Qiana replaced the floor-length formais, small
dainty purses and clutch bags replaced the big "suitcase" of
the past.
Another trend Patton saw as here to stay is the 1940's
vintage look. This includes padded shoulders, blouses with full
sleeves drawn in by a narrow cuff and slim, straight skirts,
often slit up the side.
Along the lines of men's fashions, jeans were still predomi-
nant for the K-Stater when it came to pant sales, Mac Steven-
son, owner and manager of Stevenson's clothing store, said.
"Most of what we sell is made of fabric other than just plain
blue denim," he said.
Dark blue jeans have given way to khaki, light blue or other
neutral colors.
Three-piece suits appeared in pin-stripes, plaids and various
other patterns. Polyester remained a popular fabric choice for
suits, but in the woven form, Stevenson said. It is lighter and
snags less easily, as opposed to the bulky double knit so
popular in the era of leisure suits.
Color trends in casual and dress clothes for K-State men ran
along the lines of greys, blues and camel and brown tones, with
greens being the weakest sellers, Stevenson said.
The look of men's shirts moved away from bright colors,
florals and the "disco" shirts made of silky, glossy fabric.
According to Stevenson, these shirts were considered too femi-
nine looking.
Crew and v-neck sweaters with button down collar shirts
were a popular look on campus.
The days of faded blue jeans and tie-dyed t-shirts are gone.
Now students are dressing up and buying the more expensive
tweeds and wools.
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Madcap comedy hits campus
by Janet Helm
ABOVE: James Ernstmann, Pat Hentzen and Ted Lewis share crazv moments.
BELOW: John Belushi is the lovable glutton from "Animal House."
Steve Martin receives the Entertainer of the Year award.
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Robin Williams is the spaceman from Ork in "Mork and Mindy." "Saturday Night" star Dan Aykroyd plavs President Carter.
lhe comedy craze of the '70s has made its mark on K-
State.
Throughout the campus students were grooving and swaying
with their impressions of Steve Martin. His cries of "I'm a wild
and cr-a-a-a-zy guy" and "well ex-cuuuuu-se meeee!" became
the most common phrases of the year.
One of the biggest movie hits of 1978 was National Lam-
poon's "Animal House." John Belushi — the grunting, belch-
ing Jello-snarfing "Bluto"— became the nation's favorite slob
and the idol of college students everywhere. Toga parties and
food fights were just a part of the aftershock of the movie.
Television brought another campus favorite, "Mork and
Mindy." Within weeks of the new TV season students were
greeting each other with divided fingers and saying "nano,
nano."
Robin Williams is Mork — the interplanetary visitor from
Ork who arrives on Earth via an egg-shaped spacecraft. His
earthling connection is Mindy, played by Pam Dawber. The
fast-paced show includes many of Williams' unpredictable
voices and rubber-faced expressions he used as a stand-up
comedian. His routines include talking to his spacesuit and
drinking water through his finger.
But the favorite of many college students is still "Saturday
Night Live."
This, of course, is the show that introduced the family of
invaders from outerspace — the Coneheads, and the gum-
chomping newswoman, Roseanne Roseannadanna.
In its early days, "Saturday Night" was dominated by
Chevy Chase, who has since departed. Now the glory is shared
by the distinctive personalities of its cast.
The show's humor involves satire of news events and paro-
dies of well-known personalities, with Dan Akyroyd as a blue-
jeaned Jimmy Carter and Gilda Radner as Baba Wawa (Bar-
bara Walters).
Belushi is also a regular on "Saturday Night Live" and wins
the same affectionate laughs he did in "Animal House." His
"Saturday Night" characters include the samurai swordsman,
who communicates only in streams of gibberish and frighten-
ing slices with his sword, and the Greek restaurant owner who
reduces every order to "cheeseburger, chips, Pepsi."
Today's humor is often offensive, antagonistic and some-
times infantile— but it is good old college humor and students
are thriving on it.
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Facing a
non-entity crisis
by David Greusel
Jvansas State University puts a great deal of emphasis on
sameness.
Everyone stands in the same lines to register, regardless of
race, grade point average or letters won in football. Residence
hall eaters are served grilled steaks manufactured to be the
same weight within one one-thousandth of an ounce. Students
in every major are subjected to at least three courses of stupe-
fying sameness: Oral Comm. I, English Comp. I, and Concepts
of P.E., whether or not they have any interest or disinterest in
speaking, writing or jogging.
It is little wonder, then, that this story can attempt to distill
the personalities of 17,000 K-Staters down to portraits of two
"typical" students. The University has already done most of
the work.
What are the identifying characteristics of the typical K-
State student? What choices must an individual make to attain
the pinnacle of sameness, the extreme of the mean and the
maximum of the medium?
First, examine a fictitious female — the all-around average
K-State coed.
She is a freshman. She is currently majoring in general,
which is a waste of time because she plans to enroll in the
College of Education next semester. She is (this, unfortunate-
ly, almost goes without saying) white, and her Social Security
number begins with 512. She lives in Ford Hall, is kind of short
(especially in comparison with the beanpole proportions of the
average K-State male), and constantly fighting a weight prob-
lem that appears to be concentrated in her sitting muscles.
This semester she is taking Oral Comm. I (she failed the
quiz-out), Theater Appreciation, General Psychology and
Econ. I; the last was on the advice of her adviser — she hasn't
the slightest interest in the GNP.
She was born in 1960 in Hutchinson, and has lived there all
her life. (Well, not actually in Hutch, but on a farm near there.
Well, it's really nearer to Halstead, but nobody knows where
Halstead is.)
Her First name is probably Debbie, because Debbie Reyn-
olds was so popular in 1960, and her last name is probably
Brown, for no reason at all.
Debbie loves pizza, popcorn and "All My Children," and
she truly believes Barry Manilow is a gifted musician. She
dislikes classes, reading assignments and anyone from Marlatt
Hall.
She drinks beer because everyone else does, goes to Aggie-
ville with her friends in packs of six or seven and, even though
she always dresses up for it, she has never accepted a beer or
dance or been offered a ride home from any guy she has met at
Mr. K's. She's hoping her luck will change.
Every Sunday, with Mr. K's green ink still on the back of
her hand, she goes to 10:00 a.m. Mass at St. Isadore's. She's
not Catholic, but that's where all the girls on her floor go.
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She will earn her degree in elementary education in five
years due to too many dropped classes and too many courses
that are not part of her core curriculum. She will marry a man
she met here, but who, curiously, is also from the Hutchinson
area. Her biggest regret will be never being mentioned in a
Collegian personal.
Debbie's male counterpart, the typical K-State man, is Da-
vid Brown. He and Debbie are distant cousins, and seem even
more distant now that they both live in the same town.
But they do run into one another every now and then,
usually near Cardwell 101, where she has a 9:30 and he has a
10:30. He's taking Man's P World I, not because he really
cares about the physical world, but because he needs to get a
science elective out of the way. He's also taking College Alge-
bra, Music Listening Lab and Fundamentals of Accounting.
He, like his cousin, is majoring in general, but since he is a
second-semester sophomore and still undecided, his adviser is
beginning to put the pressure on him to decide. Unfortunately,
David doesn't have the slightest idea what he wants to do with
his life.
For the time being, though, he's perfectly happy. He parties
all weekend every weekend, except when he goes home to
Salina to visit his girlfriend, who's still going to Central High.
(What she doesn't know about the blonde in his accounting
class won't hurt her, he reasons.) He knows he can always get a
job at Penney's when he graduates, although he hopes to do
better than that.
But don't judge David too harshly. It's hard to look to the
future when you have a test or term paper due every day. It's
hard to sit down and sort out a workable plan for your life
when there's always a car pulling out for Tuttle with one empty
seat left. And it's especially hard to look at a lifetime of being
stuck with mousy brown hair in Salina when the blonde in
Accounting seems so
. . . well, it's hard — take David's word
for it.
When he's not partying or studying, he smokes some grass in
his apartment and listens to Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. He knows
both sides of Steve Martin's latest album by heart, and is all
too eager to quote from the same. He doesn't eat well in his
apartment, so he goes to Hardee's at least twice a week to get
some "good" food in his system.
He camps out for tickets of any kind, not because he's a
basketball or rock fanatic, but because camping out is the only
real break in the weekly grind of living and playing college.
One time he was even interviewed and photographed camping
out, but they didn't use his quote or his story.
Thus has it ever been for David Brown, typical K-Stater.
Constantly striving for notice, forever being shuffled back into
the pack. His independent intramural basketball team won his
division, but lost in the semi-finals. The one time he got a 98 on
a test the curve was so high that 89 was a C. He's always
maintained that he could have played football at K-State (he
lettered in four sports at Central), but when the team an-
nounced a tryout for walk-ons, he got cold feet.
David Brown won't graduate. In that sense, he is not a
typical K-Stater, because most do. But in the sense that he has
gotten a real college education, that of living four or more
years in a town with a shortage of parents, a surfeit of places
and people to take your money and an abundance of real
people living real lives, he is the typical K-State student. He
has even learned something that many who graduate on sched-
ule have not: the speaker at his high school commencement
was right— you only get out of an education what you put into
it.
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Two can live as cheaply as one plus one
by Debbie Hagenmaier
1 was a perfectly normal K-State student for almost three
years. I took 15 hours each semester (plus some summer
school), lived in an apartment one block from campus, worked
to pay my expenses and became involved in "important" coll-
lege activities.
Yes, I was your typical, everyday "college student" — until
about a year ago, when I did something that changed my life.
Oh, nothing as drastic as becoming a missionary or a Demo-
crat: I just got married.
I guess it isn't me who's changed so much— it's my lifestyle.
I have evolved into a person of little free time, little socializing
and little money.
Free time has indeed become a scarce resource. I awake at
6:00 a.m. every morning, and after eight hours of classes and
work I come home to an evening of fixing supper and washing
dishes.
Then maybe, if I'm lucky, I get around to studying by nine
o'clock. Usually, however, I'm so exhausted I fall asleep some-
where in the first paragraph of an Economics chapter. Many a
study night has been wasted because I couldn't keep my eyes
open. Needless to say, my G.P.A. has suffered.
It's kind of embarassing. I can barely stay awake for the
10:00 p.m. news, weather and sports.
Take it from an expert, weekends don't mean rest and
relaxation for the married student. There's always cleaning
and laundry to be done. You would be aghast if you knew how
many socks two people can go through in one week.
Sometimes, if I'm not too tired, I study during the weekend.
But I honestly think there is nothing more depressing than
studying a Saturday night away.
By the way, we don't go out much on weekends anymore. If
we're not too exhausted, we're usually too broke.
Which brings me to my next point: married students do not
have a lot of money. After all, a part-time job does not a
wealthy person make — or something like that. Since marry-
ing, I have put an age-old philosophy to rest: two cannot live as
cheaply as one. Two people mean twice as much toothpaste,
twice as much deodorant and twice as many sack lunches.
And maybe I'm finicky, but the thought of macaroni and
cheese or Hamburger Helper every night is more than I can
bear. I guess I'm a meat and potatoes girl at heart.
My husband and I don't wear the latest styles. Not because
we're innately slow to catch on to new trends. Clothes are too
expensive to buy, and we can't afford a sewing machine. Be-
sides, who has the time to sew? But don't worry. We're doing
okay, because we had sense enough to stock up on these items
before we got married. There is usually no question about what
to get each other for birthdays and Christmas — clothes.
Face it: there aren't many surprises in life after you marry.
Now, I consider myself a reasonably intelligent person.
Nothing outstanding, mind you, just a person with common
sense. But one thing I'll never understand is how we could
afford to go out so often before we got married.
Looking back, I guess it was more a matter of impressing
each other. We used to go out for a movie and pizza two,
sometimes three times a week. Gosh, we haven't been to a
movie since — well, it's been a while. Sometimes we would
even go out for steak. My how times have changed.
It's hard enough just paying the bills. There's the grocery
bill, the rent, the telephone bill . . . not to mention automobile
insurance (for two cars, not one), health insurance and note
payments — on and on.
The place for K-State married students to live is Jardine.
It's not Park Avenue, but hey, what can you expect for a mere
$100 a month, utilities included? Anyway, married people
supposedly like small, cozy places.
Struggles aside, being a married student is actually kind of
nice. We married folks at K-State look to the future as a step
up financially. In the meantime, it's nice having someone to
talk to at the end of the day, even if only for a little while. And
at 3:00 a.m., it's nice when someone gives you an understand-
ing glance from across the room while you study.
The married student is just like any other K-Stater. You
can't spot one in a crowd. If there is a difference, maybe it's
that he's a little busier, a little more tired and a little happier
than other students.
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Julie and Bob Heimke were recently married and live at Campus tast apartments. After studying with Bob, Julie vacuums.
John and Dianne Franken, seniors, relax in their Jardine apartment.
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Adjusting to campus barriers
by LeAnn Wilcox
JN o otherwise qualified handicapped individual . . . shall,
solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from participa-
tion in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance."
This statement is Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. How does K-State stand in regard to these regulations?
According to several handicapped students, there is room for
much improvement.
"I would characterize myself as being well-adapted," Donna
Gore, graduate in speech pathology, said. "I have cerebral
palsy, which is limited to my lower extremities. It's not a
degenerate disease. It's damage to the motor area of the brain.
The message just doesn't get to my legs."
Donna said her main problem concerning accessibility is
with handrails. She needs them because of her distinct limp.
"Basically, I would say I have a hard time if there aren't
railings, like in Anderson and Eisenhower. If I'm walking with
someone I know, I ask them if I can use their arm, but you
can't ask everyone," Donna said. "It prevents me from getting
in places I need to get to."
Parking is also a problem. There are only 12 handicapped
stalls on campus.
Donna is proud of her adjustment here from her home in
Connecticut.
"I've made my own lifestyle here. I decided I had to get
involved," she said. Donna is the president of a newly formed
organization, Students for Handicapped Concerns. The pur-
pose of the group is to make people more aware of a handi-
capped person's needs.
"We want to do tangible things on campus," she said. So far
plans include the sponsoring of outdoor wheelchair races;
holding a public awareness rally; a recognition banquet; films
and field trips.
An inner-campus shuttle vehicle has been made available to
handicapped students during the severe weather months, No-
vember through March. The Union has also agreed to buy a
wheelchair for use in that building only.
The national deadline for completion of all structural modi-
fications is June 3, 1980. Jane Rowlett directs handicapped
services at K-State. She said there are 148 handicapped stu-
dents at K-State and 60 percent are veterans.
She said the University is working on compliance with Sec-
tion 504 now, instead of waiting until 1980. The new accessible
restrooms and ramps in Holtz Hall are examples of action
being taken.
But only two buildings on campus, the Union and Farrell
Library, are accessible to wheelchairs. Even Holtz Hall, the
offices for handicapped students, has no bathroom for wheel-
chairs.
"It's risky to leave home and be in the middle of campus and
know there's no restroom," Jane said.
But the constant physical barriers don't stop handicapped
students at K-State.
"Every handicapped person makes all kinds of compensa-
tions just to survive daily," Donna said.
"There are periods when all of us feel sorry for ourselves,
but I always think of how there are so many people who are
worse off than myself."
Les Esry also thinks of those with more serious handicaps
than himself. But Les doesn't consider himself handicapped.
Les is a 38-year-old freshman majoring in general. He was in
the army for 12 years, and during his stay in Vietnam, Les lost
his leg below the knee and the hearing in his right ear. He now
uses a wooden leg.
Since he is considered at least 50 percent disabled, the
Veteran's Administration is funding his college education.
"College is difficult to get into after you haven't cracked a
book for 22 years." But he can't envision himself quitting. "I
don't give up," he said.
Les leads an active life including, among other things, ten-
nis, bowling and bicycle riding.
"My wife and I went dancing the second day I had my
wooden leg."
Donna Gore (left) seeks advice from Jan Rowlett. Snow hinders campus accessibility.
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His wife, Linda, said Les considers himself disabled only
when it is to his disadvantage. "Like when I beat him in
tennis."
He said he really can't remember what it's like not to have
an artificial leg.
"If you were blind all your life you wouldn't know what light
is, so you don't miss it," he said.
Janelle Edwards is a student who's been blind all her life.
She said she doesn't dwell on it, but she can't help wishing she
wasn't.
"I don't think you ever get totally over that. I mean, to learn
to accept something is totally different than wishing it was
never there."
Janelle is a sophomore and hopes to go into social work. She
was valedictorian of her high school class of 2,000 in Wichita.
Some things are difficult, but nothing is really inaccessible
to her, she said.
"Construction is a problem. I don't know which path to
take. It gets hazardous. Snow will be a problem, too. The
sidewalks will be buried."
Janelle has a Braille writer, which uses a system of six dots
to form symbols for the letters of the alphabet.
Janelle said she thinks she may have been more outgoing if
she hadn't been blind.
"Like, for instance, I never speak first, because I don't
know if the person is there — it's the little things like that."
Janelle is a member of the Alpha Delta Pi sorority, so she
leads a sociable life.
"We have functions, service projects, parties with other
sororities and we raise money for philanthropies. There is a lot
of emphasis on 'together.' I like the atmosphere. You get a lot
closer to people and meet quite a few."
How have handicapped students been so successful at
adapting to a sometimes restrictive environment? Perhaps the
ability to laugh at oneself is a factor.
Jane recalled a conversation with a student with only one
leg. She commented on a meeting they were attending, saying,
"Now we are getting on our feet."
The student replied with a smile, "Foot, you mean."
Les has an appropriate philisophy of life.
"Walk softly and carry a big stick," he said. "Everybody
should have the opportunity to live the way they want to live,
as long as they don't hurt other people in the process."
Stairways are one of the barriers on campus.
Janelle Edwards, a blind student, uses a braille phone book.
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ABOVE: Emmanual's Frank DeCord sings in Forum Hall.
BELOW: Ronald Wellington and Martha Mann sing a hymn at the Baptist Student Union meeting.
4The joy of the Lord is my strength'
by LeAnn Wilcox
I walked into the crowded room of nearly 1 50 people. There
was a friendly atmosphere. Everyone was singing and clapping
as they tried to catch a smile about the room. A song popped
into my head; the words went something like: "There's a sweet,
sweet spirit in this place, and I know it's the Lord; there's a
sweet expression on each face, and it's because of the presence
of the Lord."
There are several organizations on the K-State campus for
the development of faith. The list includes Baptist Student
Union, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Navigators, Campus
High Life, Chi Alpha, Campus Crusade for Christ and many
more Bible studies.
The Baptist Student Union at K-State is usually filled with
students each Thursday night for a session of Bible study. The
objective of the organization is "to exchange our lives to obey
Christ in helping to win the lost and build quality disciples."
All who attend the meetings seem to have the same word on
their lips— sharing. Each in some way needs to be soothed, to
forget the frustrations, worries and insecurities many students
encounter. They take each other in, some more openly than
others, but all feel the warmth that has entered the room —
the warmth of sharing.
A young woman stands in the front of the room. She strums
her guitar and starts to sing. The gentle music dispels a quie-
tening effect upon the group. Each applies his own meanings
to the words.
Tami Johnson, senior in business administration, regularly
attends the meetings.
"It serves several purposes for me," she said. "It allows me
to meet other students with the same beliefs, which is fellow-
ship. You can feel the love. And also the speakers are an
instrument to my faith. I want to learn more about God. It
always gives me a lift when I go.
"It gets me away from the hassles of studies."
Larry Hartman, director of Chi Alpha, is affiliated with the
First Assembly of God church in Manhattan, where he is also
director of Christian Education.
His group began last August and "is open to all people," he
said.
"We have grown. It's been a good response." He said with
the large student population, there is a strong need for such
groups.
There are four basic ministries in Chi Alpha. "Number one,
we worship God and praise his name," Hartman said. "Two,
we teach. We train people in the way to live, which is disciple-
ship. Three, fellowship. We get together and have interaction.
We develop close bonds of love with each other. And the
fourth is witnessing — trying to reach out to the non-Chris-
tian."
Allen Rogers, senior in architecture, is a member of Chi
Alpha.
"It helps me in a lot of ways. You don't have the worries, as
far as tests go. I'll go ahead and go to meetings even if I have a
test the next day or a lot of homework. It always works out for
the good. Time seems to stand still when I'm at the meetings."
Campus High Life meets frequently throughout the year. It
is a relatively new group, forming in October of 1978.
Craig Wheeler, senior in agricultural economics, is student
president. He said the purpose of the group is to have a Bible
study without injecting religious beliefs.
"Religion and spiritual talk with the Lord don't interact.
Religion seems to bind you with doctrines. We want to get
away from that," Wheeler said. "We want to walk with the
Lord spiritually, financially, socially and emotionally."
Wheeler said the group believes in all the gifts of the Holy
Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, and self-
control.
About 40 people regularly attend the discussions. They sing
and study the Bible in an attitude of worship and of receiving
from the Lord. Wheeler said many people question the validity
of the Bible, saying it contradicts itself. He said his group
reads and studies the Bible; it's when it is taken for face value
that splits are caused, he said.
There are also several off-campus groups who meet regular-
ly in Bible study.
Kathy Holt, senior in restaurant management, belongs to
one. She said they meet frequently throughout the week for
study and prayer.
"It's the only way I've survived. It's helped me socially,
getting to know people in a good environment (different from
Aggieville)," she said.
Why should a person become involved in these groups?
"I'm with this group because it's where I'm happiest and
most productive — spiritually and scholastically," Holt said.
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What lured you
\^ hy did you come to K-State?
Was it because you cherished
the thought of waiting in mile-long lines
to register in Ahearn "sweatbox" Field
House? Or did K-State's winning foot-
ball tradition draw you to Manhattan,
U.S.A.? Maybe it was that insatiable
craving for the Derby cuisine that
brought you here.
Or did "Silo Tech" merely sound less
offensive than "Snob Hill"?
Just why are you here?
— "It was a family tradition," Jack
Reichenberger, a senior in engineering
technology, said.
— "My great-grandparents came to
K-State and met each other and got
married. My grandparents came to K-
State and met each other and got mar-
ried. My parents came to K-State and
met each other and got married. And I
came to K-State, and I'm running out
of time," Diane Nace, a senior in busi-
ness, said. "I had to come to K-State—
it's a tradition."
Some students came to K-State for
just the opposite reasons.
— William Hammond, a sophomore
in pre-medicine from Kansas City, de-
cided K-State was the place to attend
college because it was farther away
from home than KU.
— "I wanted to be away from home
but close enough so I could go home if I
needed," was Tami Farr's reason for
choosing K-State.
Students also said their decisions
stemmed directly from their knowledge
of K-State's various colleges.
— "There are several good agricul-
tural schools in the U.S.," Bruce
Schlickau said. "I think KSU has the
best undergraduate animal science pro-
gram in the country. I feel they have
outstanding teachers and a very good
intercollegiate livestock and meats
judging program."
— Jim DeGeer chose K-State be-
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cause he "felt it had the best college of
agriculture in the country."
— "K-State is one of the best archi-
tecture schools in the region," Mikael
Powell, a student in architecture, said.
And then there are the students who
come to K-State for personal reasons.
— Frank Seegraber, a graduate in
animal science, came from Boston,
MA. "I always wanted to go to a school
that was surrounded by silos," he said.
— "Playboy magazine once voted K-
State as having the best-looking girls in
the Big-Eight," Brad McDonald, a ju-
nior in finance, commented.
— Kelly Kuehl chose K-State be-
cause "I didn't want to go out of state
and I didn't want to go to KU."
— John Murry, a senior from Man-
hattan, said he decided to stay close to
home. "K-State has the most unsur-
passed quality education in the midwest
— and it's cheaper than hell."
Some people are attending K-State
because of it's small-townish atmo-
sphere.
— "Personally, I came to K-State
because of the friendly people that are
here. You can always expect a smile.
KSU also has a good academic and so-
cial atmosphere," Sam Brownback, stu-
dent governing association president,
said.
— Donna Towers came to K-State
from North Carolina. "Kansas is a
place of great opportunities," she said.
"It has the diversity of the big cities and
the friendliness of rural towns. Manhat-
tan is the kind of place where people
feel 'at home' no matter where they
are from."
Did you come to K-State to be with
your friends? To catch a man (or wom-
an)? To get an education? Or just to
"find" yourself?
What really matters, when it comes
down to it, is not why you're here -
just that you are here.
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K-State runner Greg Barron encounters a waterpit, one of the obstacles in the steeplechase race.
K-Stater Jeff Rosenow leads and Tom
Vernon follows.
132 men's track
K-State's Joe Ryan strains to beat KU's Anthony Coleman during a surprising '78 men's track season.
Track team finishes third
.Despite a young, inexperienced team
and untimely injuries, K-State men's
track team came up with a surprise fin-
ish in the 1978 season.
The Wildcats finished third in the
Big 8, after being previously picked to
place fifth or sixth, according to coach
Mike Ross. The most crucial injury just
prior to the Big 8 Outdoor was to Ray
Hanf, who was "probably the best quar-
ter-miler on the team at that time,"
Ross said. Hanf was expected to run the
open 440-yard dash and compete on the
mile and quarter-mile relay teams.
"In that meet, the field events prob-
ably saved us," he added. "We scored
78 points, and 59 of those points came
in the field events.'
Ross pointed to the javelin and triple
jump as the two key events in the 'Cats
effort.
In the javelin, Frank Perbeck was the
Big 8 champion and had a best of
263'2", the fifth-best throw in the na-
tion. Freshman Joe Bramlage took sec-
ond in the javelin, and Perbeck's youn-
ger brother, Mark, took fifth.
K-State went 1-3-4 in the triple
jump, with sophomore Vince Parrette
taking first by jumping a school record
53' 1". Keith Linck took third and Ke-
vin Sloan took fourth.
"Those two events combined added
up to around 40 points," Ross said.
In the other field events, Sloan took
second in the long jump and Ray Brad-
ley finished third in the shot put.
K-State's highest running event fin-
ish in the Big 8 Outdoor was Ed De-
Lashmutt's second-place, 3:46.4 1500-
meter run.
Although most of the meets were dis-
appointing for the young team, an early
highlight was the Sooner Indoor Invita-
tional, in which both the men's and
women's teams performed well. The
men finished second to the University
of Kansas in the meet, which brought
together four Big 8 teams and four
Southwestern Conference teams.
"In that meet, we had a surprise from
the sprinters," Ross said. "We had a
very young sprint crew, and at the time
they were healthy and did very well for
us."
K-State's score in the OU meet was
122, only 15 points behind the Jay-
hawks.
Sloan set a meet record of 24'6V2" in
winning the long jump, DeLashmutt
won the mile, Doug Knauss and Ron
Nofsinger went 1-2 in the pole vault,
Parrette and Linck went 1-2 in the tri-
ple jump, Willie Major took second in
the 300-yard dash and Bradley took
second in the shot put to key the 'Cats
effort.
Oklahoma was apparently good luck
for K-State, because the Wildcats beat
the Sooners again in a dual meet in
Manhattan two weeks later.
This time, surprise performances from
distance runners brought K-State to
victory. However, the outcome was un-
certain until the last race, the mile re-
lay. K-State nipped Oklahoma at the
tape to secure the win.
The Big 8 Indoor brought only one
pleasant surprise— when freshman Bill
Tanner took second in the 440 by one
one-hundredth of a second behind Dele
Udo, a Nigerian Olympian running for
Missouri who had posted the second-
fastest time in the world. K-State fin-
ished fifth in the meet.
During the outdoor relays circuit, in-
which the Texas, Kansas and Drake
Relays draw many of the world's best
athletes, K-State displayed some out-
standing performances.
Parrette was the Kansas Relays
champion in the triple jump, and the
mile relay team took fourth at the Kan-
sas Relays and third at the Texas Re-
lays.
However, the Wildcats were not
strong as a team between the two suc-
cessful indoor meets and the last meet,
the Big 8 Outdoor. The 'Cats lost out-
door duals to Missouri and KU, and
finished last in a quadrangular meet
held in Austin, TX, with Texas Univer-
sity, Texas Tech and Louisiana State
University.
Three Wildcat track team members
picked up experience last summer as
the result of their excellent spring per-
formances. Bramlage went on a Rus-
sian tour with the U. S. Olympic team
and competed during the summer,
which will "help him quite a bit," Ross
said.
The U. S. Olympic Committee spon-
sored Olympic training camps in which
the top 12 national prospects in each
event met for competition. Perbeck and
Bramlage were among those invited to
the throwing camp in Houston, TX.
The meeting for the jumping events,
which Parrette attended, was held in
Colorado Springs, CO.
With a young sprint crew and some
nationally-recognized athletes like Par-
ette and Perbeck in the field events, K-
State's prospects for next year look
hopeful. Parrette's 1978 performance,
which erased several triple jump re-
cords, may improve to the 55-foot
mark, which is considered world-class,
Ross said.
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Janice Stucky winds up to release the discus.
Injuries biggest opponent
1978 women's track season was
supposed to be characterized by a
young group of speedy sprinters who
would add strength to a team which
traditionally has powerful middle and
long-distance runners.
However, key injuries reversed the
picture.
"Most of our problems were due to
injuries," coach Barry Anderson said.
"Jan Smith, Freda Hancock, Renee
Urish and Cindy Worcester were all na-
tional-caliber performers but were ei-
ther lost for the season or slowed at one
time or another. It was generally a dis-
appointing season."
Most of the women who were injured
at some time later in the spring were
healthy for the Air Force Invitational.
Smith, Hancock and Wanda Trent
swept the 60-yard dash, finishing 1-2-3,
respectively. Trent and Smith also
teamed up in the 300-yard dash, with
Trent winning and Smith taking sec-
ond. Hancock, a freshman from Pueb-
lo, CO, won the 440 and showed her
home state why she won All-American
honors in high school.
Other first-place finishers were the
mile relay team and Linda Long in the
shot put.
The final team scores showed K-
State way out in front, 120 to 60 over
second-place Colorado.
Another success for the women's
team was the first meet of the year, the
Sooner Relays, in which the Wildcats
Out-distanced second-place Oklahoma
University by 49 points.
Winners in that meet were Patty
Bundy in the high jump, Lorraine Da-
vidson in the long jump, Hancock in the
440, Janis Rupe in the 880 and the mile
relay team of Trent, Davidson, Worces-
ter and Hancock.
Victories aside, the rest of the year
featured some strong individual -— but
not team— performances, according to
Anderson.
In the Big 8 Indoor, K-State finished
a disappointing fifth place. A brilliant
individual performance was turned in
by Hancock, however, as she won the
440 and set a new Big 8 record of 56.7
seconds.
Other individual highlights were
Diane Moeller's winning performance
in the Big 8 Outdoor high jump and
Renee Urish's performance as the Kan-
sas Relays 1500-meter champion.
"It was one of the few races she
(Urish) was able to run all year, so we
were happy with that," Anderson said.
The sprint medley teams also ran
well, placing seventh in the AIAW na-
tional outdoor meet. The mile relay
team set a school record in the presti-
gious Texas Relays.
In the Big 8 Outdoor, injuries pre-
vented good individual and team per-
formances.
"We had a very good first day, and
we were in a position where we could
have easily finished second, but Jan
Smith got hurt (hamstring pull) in the
first event in the finals and that cost us
a lot of points," Anderson said.
The future looks optimistic for the
women's track team because of the
quality young sprinters who performed
well in the spring.
Anderson praised Hancock, who
broke school records in the 200- and
100-meter dashes and ran the ninth-
fastest time ever for an American wom-
an in the 100-meter dash; Davidson, a
freshman who ran consistently in the
200-meter dash and Wanda Trent, a
sophomore, who ran well all season in
dashes from 60 to 440 yards.
Urish, who finished tenth in the na-
tional 1500-meter run with little train-
ing because of injuries, will also return
next year.
Anderson said Smith will be difficult
to replace because of her experience in
the sprints, especially in a situation like
the '78 season, in which the 'Cats youth
and inexperience "showed up a lot."
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Alice Wheat leads early in the 5,000-meter run
last spring, but didn't place in the top five.
Throwing with all her might, Melony Beneke fin-
ishes third in the shot put last April.
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Candie Gwinn concentrates on her backhand swing.
Netters
gain ground
K -State tennis hadn't yet "arrived"
in 1977-78, but coach Steve Snodgrass
said both the men's and women's teams
progressed.
"I think we've got to compare last
year to 1976, when we were under .500
in dual matches and finished last in the
Big 8," Snodgrass said about the men's
team.
"Last year, we picked that up to 12-
1 1 on the season and sixth place in the
Big 8.
"You may think that sixth place is
not very good, but you have to remem-
ber that we're working with the same
players and they improved over the
year," he said.
Two of the players who led the Wild-
cats in their "step up" were Jeff Hall
and Matt Westfall, the most improved
players, according to Snodgrass.
"Jeff Hall turned out to be a very
mature and improved player," he said.
Pam Boggs reaches for a return hit.
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"Westfall played the guy who eventual-
ly won the Big 8 at the number five
position and almost beat him."
In team play, Snodgrass said he was
especially pleased with K-State's come-
back in beating Iowa State and Nebras-
ka in the Big 8 tournament after losing
to them in duals during the season.
Other improved players who were a
vital part of K-State's success were
Greg Last, who played number two sin-
gles and went 10-13 overall; Doug
Reinhardt, who played number three
singles and went 5-10; John Cope, who
was 10-13 at number four singles and
Dave Krizman, who went 12-9 at num-
ber six singles.
Snodgrass said the scheduling philos-
ophy, which included matches against
small schools and Big 8-size schools,
was designed to build confidence
through winning but still match up
against quality competition.
The team won impressively over sev-
eral small schools, including Central
State, Southwestern College, Wash-
burn and the Universities of Texas at
Dallas and Arlington.
The women's team also improved by
much the same principle. Most small
colleges play their heaviest schedules in
the fall, so the K-State team was able to
rack up an impressive 9-5 mark in fall
competition.
Their start was especially promising,
as the Wildcats beat Wichita State 6-3,
then crushed Bethany, Emporia State
and Washburn 9-0 during the next two
weeks.
However, K-State's women weren't
able to fare as well against Big 8 com-
petition in the spring. They finished last
in the final Big 8 standings.
Snodgrass, who coached both wom-
en's and men's teams last year, said the
women had some individuals who were
forced to play against more skilled and
experienced players, and therefore had
losing records.
"Pam Boggs and Mary Lou Kultgen
did all right, but didn't really score well
at all in the Big 8. Those top two girls
probably would have been real good
playing (positions) three and four, but
playing one and two, they just weren't
strong enough to compete with the oth-
er schools' number one and two players,
Snodgrass said.
Kultgen and Boggs were the only two
women players to graduate, so the team
should continue to improve, according
to Snodgrass. The other, younger play-
ers also picked up some valuable exper-
ience and will continue to learn, he said.
Emily Cohn, Nancy Duffin, Laurie
Friesenborg, Candie Gwin, Janice
Stanton and Ellen Sterner all improved
from the fall to the spring season, Snod-
grass said.
The men are also returning most of
last year's team, with Hall being the
only graduate. Snodgrass said both
teams will be better off because of a
new coaching system.
The 1978-79 season saw Snodgrass
coaching only the men's team, with Da-
vid Hacker heading the women's team.
"Now when the women get back
from a match, they have someone to
help them correct their mistakes and go
over the match," Snodgrass said.
"Before, when I was coaching both, I
would get back from a match with the
women and have to immediately begin
preparing the men for their next
match."
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ABOVE: Jeff Hall follows through on his serve during a match.
LEFT: Coach Snodgrass gives some pointers to Matt Westfall.
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Greg Bernica prepares to lateral the ball during a flag football game.
Anyone can play
x articipate in intramural sports in
your spare time for fun, friends and
fitness," could be the motto for the K-
State intramural program.
"I think it's a good way to get in-
volved and meet people," Elaine Gran-
berg said.
"I wanted something to do — a way
to get involved in some kind of activ-
ity," LaSonja Hook said. "It's good for
the experience you get with others and
the exercise you get."
Organized living groups and indepen-
dents are eligible to participate in the
K-State intramural program. Competi-
tion takes the form of men's, women's
and co-rec teams. Students, faculty and
staff participate in team activities and
individual events.
Organized groups battle for an all
points trophy which travels among divi-
sion winners. Points are compiled for
each event; winning teams receive 21
points, losers get 7 points. One point is
even awarded for showing up. Extra
points are awarded to division champi-
ons and runners-up. Points can be lost,
too; a team who forfeits a game loses 25
points.
In 1978, Gamma Phi Beta won the
women's division. The American Vet-
erinary Medicine Association (AVMA)
won the trophy for the independents
and Marlatt 2 captured the residence
hall division title. For the 12th straight
year, Beta Theta Pi won the fraternity
division.
The winner of each sport receives a t-
shirt proclaiming him "intramural
champion."
Some find competing in team sports
a way to get to know members of their
organizations or living groups.
"You get to know your fellow resi-
dents. You meet new people and you
get closer to the ones you do know,"
Becky Gutirrez said.
As Glenna Hildebrand said, "It's just
plain fun!"
1 38 intramurals
Polly Green whirls the horseshoe at its target.
LEFT: Marcia Dryden grimaces during a kick-
ball game. ABOVE: Patty Bambick scrambles
to throw the football.
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Crew gets little glory
JV -State crew members receive no
scholarships and little glory. There are
no huge crowds of screaming fans to
keep them going near the end of a race.
The only real satisfaction they get is
from being winners and getting into
better shape than most other athletes.
They train every day during the fall
and spring — weather permitting — at
Tuttle Creek Reservoir. Even when ice
covers the lake, crew members are
working out, running and lifting
weights in order to prepare for the
grueling spring season.
The only K-State team that lost was
the men's lightweight four, which lost
by only one length.
Winners were the women's varsity
four — Barbara Kocour, Barbara
Stansfield, Sherri Voss and Jan Rickey;
the men's varsity eight — Kevin Han-
kins, Blair Richter, Dane Jacobson,
Pete Skoog, Ron Kelpe, Clay Story,
Bill Blaschke, Jack Zimmerman and
Janet Lisson, coxswain. K-State also
won the novice men's eight, women's
varsity four, women's novice eight and
the men's open singles, with Cliff Elliott
taking first.
The Wildcats performed well at the
Midwest Regional Sprints in Madison,
WI, but faced stiff competition against
22 teams.
The best 'Cat performances were
turned in by the men's novice four, who
finished fourth, the men's novice eight,
who took second in the consolation
bracket and Jerry Arnold and Elliott
who took fourth and fifth, respectively,
in singles.
The Big 8 Championships at Man-
hattan were marred by the weather, but
K-State managed to tie for first with
the University of Nebraska.
Heavy rains made it impossible to
run three of the races, but K-State won
enough points for first by winning the
men's varsity eight in 6:50 and the
men's lightweight varsity four in 7:56.
The women's varsity eight and the
men's novice eight took second, and the
men's novice four took third in the Big
Eight.
The team's last regatta of the year
was the Intercollegiate Rowing Associ-
ation National Championships at Syra-
cuse, NY. Last year, K-State had its
first medalists in six years, but they
were unable to match that accomplish-
ment in 1978.
The men's team had an unusual lead-
er during the season, Janet Lisson, who
served as coxswain for the men's varsity
eight. The coxswain is responsible for
the rhythm and steering of the 65-foot-
long, 350-pound boat which reaches a
speed of 15 miles per hour.
The K-State Crew carny their shell to water.
The K-State Crew stroke at Tuttle Creek Lake in preparation for the Oklahoma regatta, April 1, 1978.
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DeLoss Dodds has come home, and
with his return he brings a new image of
the K-State Athletic Department.
The search for a new athletic director
began last May, after K-State president
Duane Acker asked John "Jersey" Jer-
mier to resign. Acker cited manage-
ment problems related to ticket sales,
housing of athletes, student-athlete
health services and fund-raising as the
key issues behind Jermier's dismissal.
Dodds accepted the position in mid-
July.
K-State athletics have been plagued
with continual problems in the past few
years, the most recent being an NCAA
probation slapped on the Wildcat foot-
ball team last spring and controversy
over Title IX concerning women's ath-
letic funding.
"K-State must gain the confidence of
the public and establish integrity,"
Dodds said. He plans to accomplish this
by running a fair and open athletic de-
partment.
Dodds' first association with the uni-
versity was as a student. A native of
Riley county, he originally came to K-
State on a football scholarship, but his
sophomore year he received a track
scholarship. At the Big 8 track meet in
1958 Dodds won the 440-yard dash and
anchored two mile-relay teams to victo-
ry. He graduated from K-State in 1959.
Dodds took the job of head track
coach in 1963, where he remained for
14 years. During his tenure, K-State
had two indoor track and four cross
country championship teams. When
former athletic director Ernie Barrett
was dismissed in 1976, Dodds took the
reins as acting athletic director.
Dodds left K-State to become associ-
ate commissioner for the Big 8 Confer-
ence office in Kansas City. There he
supervised tournaments and various
athletic events, and served as a commu-
nicator between the coaches of Big 8
schools and conference headquarters.
"Working in the Big 8 office, you had
to be for everyone, and I like being for
just one team (K-State)."
The spirit and enthusiasm of K-State
fans took a change for the better this
year. Dodds attributed this in part to
the new football coach Jim Dickey and
his "Fill 'er up with Wildcats" philos-
ophy.
"You can't help but like him," Dodds
said.
The financial situation of the athletic
department has also improved. A great-
er emphasis is being placed on ticket
sales and other fund-raising activities.
Dodds recognizes the need for a new
fieldhouse, and foresees its approved
construction in the near future. K-State
is one of two Big 8 schools who does not
have a new fieldhouse, the other being
KU. Dodds sees this as a definite disad-
vantage.
"Everyone who wants a basketball
ticket isn't getting it," he said. "Several
students and alums have to be turned
away each year because of the shortage
of seating space in the fieldhouse."
A new system was devised for the
distribution of basketball tickets this
year. Tickets went on sale at three dif-
ferent locations for three different types
of tickets — individual reserved, indi-
vidual non-reserved and group tickets.
"The most important thing about this
new system is it was devised and
planned by the students," Dodds said.
The Intercollegiate Athletic Council
(IAC) and Dodds approved the student
plan for ticket sales.
As athletic director, Dodds is in
charge of scheduling all activities and
events of intercollegiate athletic teams
and handles the hiring and firing of K-
State officials. Dodds used this author-
ity early last fall when he fired assistant
athletic director Bones Nay. Dodds de-
cided to divide fund-raising activities
across Kansas between two people; be-
fore, Nay had sole responsibility for
fund-raising.
One pressing problem for Dodds has
been the Title IX suit filed against K-
State athletics.
"First of all, no coach feels as if their
team is getting enough (funding),"
Dodds said. "My goal is to promote and
support all athletic programs so they
can successfully compete in the confer-
ence and in the nation."
DeLoss Dodds is a friendly, easy-go-
ing man, who is deeply concerned with
and committed to K-State athletics.
Dodds understands K-State people, and
K-State people admire Dodds.
He takes a minute from his busy
schedule, sits back in his easy chair with
pipe in hand and relects: "K-State has
by far the best fans in the world . . .
they're great and they can win the
games for us."
DeLoss Dodds plots K-State's athletic future.
Dodds is back home
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Coach Dickey concentrates on the game strategy.
Sweet sound of success
K-State Band Day, held Sept. 30,
saw the Wildcats display a persistent
defense and an offense that racked up
450 yards for five touchdowns in de-
feating Air Force 34-21.
The sunny day treated 30,300 fans to
an exciting game, with 6,700 musicians
performing at halftime and the first K-
State win in KSU Stadium since 1976.
The fans were discouraged at the
start, however, as Air Force scored first
on a 49-yard field goal. But the 'Cats
marched back to lead for the first time
in the season after a perfect Dan Man-
ucci pass hit Charlie Green for a 56-
yard touchdown.
A few minutes later, the K-State
passing attack treated the fans to more
excitement on a 63-yard touchdown
strike to Eugene Goodlow.
Even when the 'Cats didn't score,
they provided thrills. Goodlow ran the
kickoff after an Air Force touchdown
to the Falcon 26-yard line. A shoestring
tackle as the clock ran out saved the
touchdown for Air Force.
The Falcons wouldn't give up in the
second half, even after K-State went
ahead 27-9. They scratched back to 27-
21, and were threatening to mount a
long drive in the closing minutes when
the K-State defense showed some char-
acter.
Air Force was at K-State's 44 on a
third down and three. K-State stopped
the cadets short of the first down, but
had to come up with another big play as
Air Force went for the fourth and one.
The quarterback roll-out, with Dave
Ziebart having the option to run or
pass, had burned the 'Cats all day, but
this time the K-State defense sacked
Ziebart for a loss.
Manucci needed only eight plays to
engineer a 58-yard drive, scoring on a
one-yard run that put the game out of
reach.
K-State had won its first game in 1
1
attempts, and sent home a satisfied
Band Day crowd.
Protection is a key as Manucci attempts a pass.
A graduate assistant directs 6,700 musicians.
LEFT: Jim Foster releases color over KSU Stadium.
ABOVE: Purple pride explodes from the stadium.
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Teammates greet Roosevelt Duncan after he scores the first touchdown against Auburn.
A new team—a fresh start
K -State football started off its 1978
season with a new look — not one of a
dynasty-building powerhouse, but that
of a wide-open, never-say-die team.
One of the reasons for this new look
was new head coach Jim Dickey. He
brought with him a winning attitude,
and an ability to motivate players while
maintaining a relaxed atmosphere
through his special brand of humor.
K-Staters knew they would be wel-
coming a witty man at the outset when
K-State President Duane Acker told
the coach the school hadn't won a foot-
ball championship in 43 years. Dickey
replied, "I promise if I don't win one in
that length of time, I'll resign."
However, humor and rapport with
players didn't immediately add up to a
winning formula. The Wildcats opened
their season against Arizona and lost
31-0.
The 'Cats were unable to mount any
substantial running attack in the game
— only 27 yards. One bright spot for K-
State in the game, as well as throughout
the season, was the play of quarterback
Dan Manucci. He connected on 14 of
21 passes for 110 yards, and Sheldon
Paris, who played most of the fourth
quarter, completed 7 out of 10 for 71
yards.
However, Arizona's attack crushed
the young K-State defense from the
start. Arizona scored on its first posses-
sion, mainly racking up yards on the
ground via the option play by quarter-
back Jim Krohn.
"We just got beat by a better team,
Dickey pointed out. The Arizona Wild-
cats rolled up 300 rushing yards and 72
passing yards.
The home opener against Auburn
Sept.16 gave K-State Parent's Day fans
something to yell about for the first
time in a long while. The first half
looked like a repeat of the Arizona
slaughter, as Auburn led 35-12, making
the Wildcat defense look porous while
on the way to 449 yards of offense.
Auburn took advantage of K-State
errors several times in the first half.
Wildcat fullback Roosevelt Duncan
fumbled on K-State's second offensive
play of the game and Auburn recov-
ered. Six plays later they had points on
the board. Then a Manucci pass was
intercepted and Auburn scored in two
plays.
A defensive error in the first half also
cost the Wildcats. Two defenders col-
lided in the end zone, allowing Auburn
receiver Rusty Byrd to catch the de-
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Cheers from the K-State coaches spur the team on.
fleeted ball for a touchdown.
However, K-State came out looking
like a different team in the second half.
The defense held on several occasions,
and the offense, which had sputtered
and shown little excitement in the first
half, came alive.
The 'Cats scored three touchdowns in
the second half while holding Auburn
to only 10 points, which brought the
final score to 45-32.
Manucci played a superb game, com-
pleting 19 of 37 passes for 343 yards.
Charlie Green had five catches for 121
yards and a touchdown and Eugene
Goodlow had three receptions for 92
yards and a touchdown. The running
attack showed some promise, as tail-
back Mack Green ran for 88 yards. The
team had 507 yards of offense, the sev-
enth best in the school's history.
Coach Dickey and the team give thanks after beating Air Force 34-21.
Expectations of a rout at Tulsa were
floating around Manhattan after the
'Cats good performance. Many thought
K-State could easily handle Tulsa, who
was undefeated, but not feared because
the Missouri Conference was consid-
ered much less powerful than the Big 8.
However, it didn't take long to see
that K-State wasn't going to repeat the
previous week's offensive or defensive
performance. Tulsa won 24-14.
Another quarterback looked strong
against the Wildcats. Tulsa's Dave
Rader put the Golden Hurricane on top
in the first half with a 39-yard pass to
Jerry Taylor, and later set up another
touchdown on a 24-yard pass to Taylor
to make it 14-0 at the half.
But the 'Cats didn't come out of the
locker room and storm back this time.
Instead, Tulsa continued to dominate
and went ahead 21-0 on a one-yard run
by second-string quarterback Bill Blan-
kenship.
K-State scored first in the third quar-
ter after a Rader fumble. The one-yard
touchdown was run by Tony Brown.
Tulsa then kicked a 36-yard field
goal, and K-State didn't score until the
game was out of reach. Goodlow's punt
return to the Tulsa 37 set up the scoring
drive which was capped by a one-yard
touchdown run by Duncan.
Manucci had another good day, but
not good enough, as Tulsa rolled up 180
rushing yards and 195 passing yards.
The part of that game which hurt the
most was lack of effort, according to
Dickey.
"I thought we looked very bad in los-
ing. We had no pride," he said.
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'Cats display strong offense
D ut the offensive show which started
with the Auburn game came to life once
again Sept. 30 against Air Force. The
Wildcats rolled up 450 yards of offense
against the Cadets and won 34-21.
"Air Forge is a very intelligent team
and they don't make many mistakes,"
Dickey said. "But it was definitely one
of our better games. We didn't make
many mistakes, either."
Air Force drew the first blood with a
49-yard field goal by Jim Sturch, but
the 'Cats came back and struck quickly
with a 56-yard touchdown pass from
Manucci to Green and a 63-yard touch-
down pass from Manucci to Goodlow.
K-State came out of the locker room
for the second half and immediately put
together a 77-yard drive which was
capped by Manucci's one-yard touch-
down run. The game appeared out of
reach when Manucci scored again on a
32-yard run in the third quarter to
make the score 27-9.
Air Force again fought back, howev-
er, as 30,000 Band Day fans anxiously
watched the gap close to 27-21.
But K-State's offense never quit,
scoring once again on a Manucci one-
yard plunge after a 58-yard drive.
Dickey praised the K-State running
game and receivers Green and Good-
low.
"Our offense is getting better each
week," he said.
Green led the K-State running attack
with 123 yards and Manucci completed
10 out of 12 passes for 221 yards.
An even sweeter victory for the Wild-
cats came the next week, when they
defeated Oklahoma State 18-7. Not
since the Vince Gibson days in 1974
had K-State beaten a Big Eight oppo-
nent (Colorado); this time it was the
defense rising to the occasion to play
the key role.
"I can't say enough about our de-
fense," Dickey said. "It was a super
effort by a lot of people. I can't single
out anybody."
The Cowboys were held to only 68
first-half yards and 156 for the entire
game, while K-State racked up 327
yards.
K-State's opponent again scored
first, on a quick 5-play drive following a
Jim Miller grimaces after missing a catch in the Air Force game.
Wildcat fumble on their own 19-yard
line.
The 'Cats' first score came on a 73-
yard drive in the first quarter, with
Mack Green going in from the two-yard
line.
A confusing call by the officials nulli-
fied an apparent ten-yard score by
Green in the second quarter. One refer-
ee blew his whistle too early, apparently
thinking Green had scored when he had
actually crossed only the five-yard line.
Although Green spilled on into the end
zone, the play was called back. The
'Cats made up for it, but only after
exchanging fumbles with Oklahoma
State. Green ended up scoring on a ten-
yard run after all.
The defense, led by tackle Chester
Jeffrey and safety Sam Owen, rose in
the second half and repeatedly held
Oklahoma State.
The Wildcats' last score came on one
of Manucci's patented bombs to Good-
low, this time a 50-yarder.
"It was a Big Eight game and meant
a lot more than Air Force last week,"
Manucci said.
Mack Green avoids an Air Force defender.
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ABOVE: A defender caught this one, but Eugene Goodlow had 20 for the year.
BELOW: Miller is up ended after a reception. Dickey promised to bring "fun" back to Wildcat football.
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'Cats struggle in mid-season...
With two consecutive wins under
their belts, the Wildcats went into their
Oct. 14 game at Nebraska with an opti-
mistic attitude and hopes of a good
showing or even an upset. Unfortunate-
ly, it was to be the beginning of a four-
week slump which saw the 'Cats outs-
cored by Nebraska, Missouri, Oklaho-
ma and Iowa State 183-47.
The 'Cats showed they still had a
long way to go before they could chal-
lenge the "big boys" in the top half of
the Big Eight standings.
The 183 points given up by the 'Cat
defense was probably particularly pain-
ful to Dickey, whose 1977 North Caro-
lina team gave up only 81 points all
year.
Against Nebraska, K-State trailed
just 14-7 at the half, but the Corn-
huskers, whom Dickey called "much
more physical than we are," rolled up
most of their 606 yards of total offense
and buried K-State in the second half,
winning 48-14.
Nebraska's defense also dominated
the game, holding K-State to seven
yards on the ground.
Manucci continued to play well, how-
ever, hitting 11 of 25 passes for 244
yards. Charlie Green nabbed two passes
for 64 yards and Goodlow had four
catches for 156 yards, including an 87-
yard touchdown throw.
Expectations of a close game with
Missouri vanished on Oct. 21 as 24,500
disappointed Homecoming fans saw the
Tigers demolish the Wildcats, 56-14.
The first half was close, with Missou-
ri leading only 21-7 at half-time, in a
shoot-out between the two offenses.
Mistakes plagued the 'Cats and al-
lowed Missouri to easily score twice
after K-State put the first seven points
on the board. The first Tiger score
came on a 37-yard drive after an inter-
ception of a Manucci pass. A Wildcat
trick play backfired and allowed Mis-
souri to go ahead 14-7 in the second
quarter. On fourth down, punter Don
Birdsey attempted a pass to Darryl
Black. The pass was too short, and
Black had to run back toward Birdsey
to catch it and was trapped for a loss.
Missouri quickly marched 23 yards
for a touchdown.
"The game's not over yet" could have
been the thought echoed as the Wild-
cats scored on their first possession of
the second half. However, Missouri's
offense, which out-performed K-State's
474 yards to 28 1 yards, proved to be too
powerful for the Wildcat defense.
Running backs Earl Gant and James
Wilder repeatedly punched holes in the
Wildcat line. Gant finished with 103
yards on only seven carries and quarter-
back Phil Bradley rushed for 67 yards
and passed for 148.
The Oklahoma Sooners, rated num-
ber one in college polls at the time,
justified their ranking against K-State
on Oct. 28, winning 56-19.
Oklahoma halfback and 1978 Heis-
man Trophy winner Bill Sims ran
through, over and around the K-State
defense for 202 yards on 25 carries as
the Sooners accumulated 520 yards of
total offense, 465 rushing.
The only bright point was the Wild-
cat rushing attack, which netted 269
yards. Manucci was shut down, gaining
only 64 yards passing and throwing four
interceptions.
After the game Dickey was asked to
compare Nebraska and Oklahoma:
"It's like the Atlantic and Pacific —
both will drown you."
Sheldon Paris meets Iowa State defenders as he fades back to pass.
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ABOVE: Roosevelt Duncan leaps over the top for a touchdown against
OU. BELOW: Dan Manucci wards off defenders from Missouri in the Homecoming game.
Coach Dickey compared
J Oklahoma and Nebraska:
I "It's like the Atlantic
and Pacific —
both will drown you."
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finish big
The south stands were scant during the CU game.
1 njuries to the Wildcat offensive line
and quarterback Manucci hurt the
'Cats badly in the 23-0 loss to Iowa
State. Ernie Navarro and Malo En-
teuni, offensive guards, were hurt for
the rest of the season, and the Cyclones
totally dominated the makeshift offen-
sive line which the 'Cats fielded.
"I want to believe we're better than
we are," Dickey said after the game.
"Maybe we're just not very good."
Dickey was not convinced otherwise
in the Iowa State game, as the Cyclones
had 21 first downs to K-State's 10, 269
rushing yards to K-State's 97 and 170
passing yards to K-State's 55.
The combination of poor recent
Wildcat performances, expectations of
a strong performance from a Colorado
team which beat Missouri and cold,
rainy weather brought out only 13,000
fans to the Nov. 1 1 game with Colora-
do.
But the loyal fans who did attend
were in for a pleasant surprise, as both
the Wildcat offense and defense played
Fans cheer the 'Cats to their whipping of KU.
superbly in beating the heavily favored
Buffaloes 20-10.
The game started out in the expected
fashion, with Colorado leading 10-0 at
halftime. In the second half, however,
the Wildcat defense turned in its best
performance of the season, shutting out
Colorado while allowing them to pene-
trate into K-State territory only once.
The Wildcat offense was led by L.J.
Brown with 138 yards on 19 carries and
four catches for 64 yards.
The revamped offensive line, with
tight end Miller moved to guard, con-
trolled the Buffaloes all afternoon. The
'Cats had their way from the beginning,
marching 85 yards in 19 plays and eat-
ing up ten minutes from the clock on
their first possession. That drive came
up empty, but the Wildcat offense re-
ceived the needed spark in the third
quarter when Charlie Green scampered
73 yards for a touchdown on a punt
return.
"That punt return by Charlie really
turned the ball game around," Dickey
Manucci finds a hole in the 36-20 win over KU.
said.
Soon after, K-State recovered a fum-
bled Don Birdsey punt; Roosevelt Dun-
can scored two plays later to put the
'Cats ahead 13-10. Brown scored from
30 yards in the fourth quarter to ice the
second K-State conference win of the
season.
But the big game came a week later.
The University of Kansas had five wins
in a row against K-State, but were
struggling through a one-win season
when they came to Manhattan Nov. 18.
The 'Cats wasted no time in getting
revenge as they stormed to a 30-0 lead
on their way to a 36-20 victory over
their arch-rivals, which probably would
have made the season seem successful
even without the other Wildcat wins.
Tony Brown scored two touchdowns,
Jim Ginther hit a 24-yard field goal
(the only Wildcat field goal all season)
and Manucci hit Green on a 45-yard
pass to build the 30-0 lead.
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Dave Kuklenski celebrates after KU quarterback Harry Sydney is sacked for a loss.
The 'Cats apparently started the vic-
tory celebration too early, as the Jay-
hawks quickly capitalized on K-State
mistakes and scored three quick touch-
downs in the fourth quarter.
Just when the crowd of 45,115 was
beginning to wonder if K-State had the
game in hand, Duncan broke it open on
a fake punt. He was in a blocking posi-
tion in punt formation and the ball was
snapped to him rather then Birdsey.
Duncan ran 49 yards for a touchdown
on the play.
"I wasn't breathin' easy until the
end," Dickey said. "You never feel se-
cure until the final whistle blows."
K-State rushed for a season-high 333
yards against KU, with L.J. Brown get-
ting 80, Duncan 84 and Manucci 95 —
82 of them on one run.
Charlie Green caught five passes for
73 yards and one touchdown in the
game to end his career second on K-
State's all-time receiving list behind
Dave Jones.
"Everything went right today," Tony
Brown said. "Everyone had confidence
in each ther. We've had some hard
times this season, but it all came togeth-
er at the end."
Manucci ended his senior campaign
third in K-State's one-season passing
statistics, behind the two best seasons of
Lynn Dickey.
"To finish the year with two wins is
very gratifying," coach Dickey said.
"We've won in twos this year — first
Air Force and Oklahoma State, and
now Colorado and KU.
"Next year we'll work on winning in
threes and fours."
Dickey proved himself to be on the
way to greater success, as the 'Cats
compiled a 4-7 record overall and 3-4 in
the Big Eight to tie for fifth place.
Dickey's record was the best first-year
mark for a K-State football coach since
Bus Mertes's 4-6 record in 1955.
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Early road schedule tough
Kim Price and Gayla Williams hustle for the ball against Long Beach.
Tami Johnson tried to dribble past a Nebraska defender on Dec. 5.
J) •
Kim Price guards a Nebraska player. The 'Cats won the game 77-71
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JV -State's women's basketball team
opened its 1978-79 season impressively,
but then struggled through a tough ear-
ly road schedule.
In the 'Cats opening tournament at
New Mexico, K-State won 101-96 over
Brigham Young in "an explosive offen-
sive game," according to head coach
Judy Akers.
Forward Eileen Feeney led scoring
with 29 points, while Tami Johnson and
Kim Price each hit 21.
In the finals of the tournament, K-
State led at halftime but lost to New
Mexico, 77-68.
"We didn't play well enough over the
40 minutes to win," Akers said.
Gayla Williams led the 'Cats scoring
with 18 points.
K-State's "lack of killer instinct" pla-
gued them again in their first home
game against Long Beach State, Akers
said.
The 'Cats controlled the game in the
first half, forging to a 23-10 lead, but
Long Beach came out in the second half
with an aggressive attack to win 70-62.
"We tend to get ahead and then just
coast," Akers said. The most damaging
lapse by the 'Cats occurred with 10
minutes left in the game, as Long Beach
outscored them 12-4 over a 2V2-minute
stretch.
K-State relieved its "coasting" prob-
lem in the next game against Texas
Tech. The Wildcats held a slim 36-35
lead at halftime, and the game was tied
55-55 with 12 minutes left. However,
K-State outscored Texas Tech 20-6
over the next six minutes to secure the
win.
Against nationally-ranked Wayland
Baptist, the 'Cats were able to lead 41-
39 at the half and 55-45 with 1 1 :24 left
in the game. However, K-State hit a
cold spell and was outscored 12-4 in the
next few minutes. Wayland retained its
lead and won, 76-71.
Laurie Miller disrupts a lay-up attempt.
Gayla Williams leaps to block a Long Beach pass.
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'Cats defeat
Big-8 teams
LeAnn Wilcox led K-State scoring with 18 points. Wilcox
continued leading the 'Cats in scoring in the next two road
games with Nebraska and Iowa State.
Although the team "got off to a slow start" against Nebras-
ka, according to Akers, Feeney kept K-State in the game and
the 'Cats won 77-71.
Feeney scored eight of the team's first 14 points and went on
to score 14 for the game. Wilcox had 16 points.
The Wildcats gave Akers a birthday present Dec. 6 by
beating Iowa State 89-64 in their fourth straight road game.
"I thought we played outstanding ball," Akers said.
The slow start which plagued the 'Cats against Nebraska
disappeared, as they led 49-35 at halftime.
Wilcox led the team with 14 points while Feeney scored 13,
shooting six-for-six from the field and one-for-one from the
free throw line.
The 'Cats came off their impressive win over Iowa State and
faded Missouri, a team which gave them fits all season.
This time, freshman Jennie Skimbo scored 30 points to lead
the Tigers to a 71-60 victory.
"Skimbo had a great game, scoring off-balance," Akers
said. "But we beat ourselves. When you play unorganized, with
a lack of trust and a failure to execute, you're going to get
beat."
A key factor was Missouri's 46-25 advantage on the boards.
"Our rebounding was embarrassing," Akers said.
The 'Cats then traveled to the North Carolina Invitational
tournament at Chapel Hill, Dec. 21-23. K-State played some
of its best basketball, beating High Point 86-81, Pfeiffer 89-77
and Clemson 73-70.
In the second-round game against Pfeiffer, Wilcox exploded
for 38 points. Against Clemson, Williams had a career-high 26
points.
The offensive explosion continued Jan. 5 against Minnesota.
The Wildcats beat the Gophers 100-62, although Minnesota
had a respected program and beat the 'Cats later in Manhat-
tan.
Akers pointed out that her team caught the Gophers
"down" and everything went right for K-State.
In their last game during the Christmas break, K-State
continued to score well and beat Iowa 93-80 in Manhattan.
The Big 8 Tournament was next for K-State, and the 'Cats
won convincingly in the first round, then lost their next two
games to take fourth place.
In the opening round game against Oklahoma State, the
Wildcats ran off a 1 4-0 steak in the first half on their way to an
86-64 victory.
"Our guards dominated and the (the Cowgirls) weren't able
to get their runnng offense going," Akers said.
Williams had 24 points for K-State and Feeney had 14.
Akers said the Cowgirls were "minus their inside punch
offensively" because of the loss of Mary Redeau, who trans-
fered at semester break to New Mexico.
A K-State player stands on the sidelines and cheers her team on.
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Laurie Miller defends a Long Beach State player. The 'Cats lost 70-62.
Fans encourage the 'Cats to make a comeback in the loss to Long Beach State. Akers sees her team fall behind in the final minutes.
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'Cats play strong
ball at home
In the semifinals, Missouri again
had K-State's number. The 'Cats led
49-41 in the second half, but the Tigers
reeled off an 18-2 spurt which buried
K-State.
"When we get ahead, we let down,"
Akers said. "Then we begin to make
mistakes.
Missouri's Sharon Farrah had 22
points and was "instrumental in Mis-
souri's second half comeback," accord-
ing to Akers.
Nebraska, after losing to Kansas in
the semifinals, took on the 'Cats in the
consolation game. The 'Huskers won
68-65: KU went on to beat Missouri by
one point and take first place in the
tournament.
Wilcox was named to the all-tourna-
ment team. Tournament play continued
Jan. 26-27 as the Wildcats hosted the
K-State classic, an invitational tourna-
ment which allows area fans to see both
KU and K-State, although they don't
play each other.
Margo Jones jumps against Texas Tech.
Beth Boggs goes for a rebound against Long Beacji.
Gayla Williams and LeAnn Wilcox cover a guard.
Laurie Miller blocks a Nebraska shot.
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On the first night of the tourney, K-
State beat Texas Women's University
66-62 and KU beat Minnesota 79-73.
The 'Cats trailed 41-40 at halftime,
but slowed the pace in the second half.
Freshman Price had Wilcox, who was
named to he second all-tournament
team in two weeks, led the 'Cats with 18
points apiece.
On the second night of the tourney,
the Minnesota Gophers avenged their
earlier loss to K-State and beat the
Wildcats 68-66. Johnson and Beth
Boggs each had 16 points for the 'Cats.
The Classic also set up an important
meeting with KU the following Tues-
day, Jan. 30. The Lady Jayhawks,
ranked 18th in the nation coming into
the game, were ambushed 73-65 by the
hot-shooting 'Cats.
With 15 minutes remaining, KU
went up 46-41 and appeared to be tak-
ing control. However, the Wildcats
quickly broke out of their slump and
took a 53-52 lead with 9:47 remaining.
KU's Pat Mason hit a jumper which
gave KU the lead again, but the 'Cats
ran off 10 unanswered points which
gave them a lead they never relin-
quished.
The win was especially important,
because it made K-State 2-0 in the con-
ference, which consists of KU, K-State
and Wichita State.
Later the same week, K-State had to
play 14th-ranked UCLA Bruins, the
defending AIAW national champions.
Although both teams played "tight"
according to Akers, the 'Cats fell victim
to bad shooting, and lost 64-60. K-State
shot 34 percent while UCLA shot 50
percent.
The Bruins were led by 6-1 forward
Denise Curry, who shot 11 of 15 from
the field and had 25 points, although
she wasn't particularly pleased with her
team's performance.
After crushing Wichita State 81-63
in Wichita to go 3-0 in the league, the
Wildcats avenged two earlier losses to
Missouri and beat the Tigers 64-62.
Price hit a 1 5-footer with two seconds
remaining to lift the 'Cats to victory.
The victory was especially sweet be-
cause it was Akers* 200th. Laurie Mill-
er and Tami Romstad led the Wildcat
scoring with 14 apiece.
The 'Cats continued their winning
streak by making a strong three-game
home stand, defeating Nebraska 75-61,
Central Missouri State 81-74, and
Wichita State 90-51.
The Wildcats ended their regular
season in incredible fashion, beating
17th-ranked Kansas 91-90 in double
overtime in Lawrence.
The game was a classic, with the
Wildcats trailing all the way until tying
it up on Wilcox's jump shot with sec-
onds left in regulation time.
Wilcox probably played her best
game, hitting 29 points against the tal-
ented Jayhawks. Freshman Tammie
Romstad had 22 points and 14 re-
bounds.
Margo Jones goes for two.
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'Cats win despite youth
JV-State men's basketball opened its 1978-79 season with a
new act. Gone were guards Mike Evans and Scott Langton
and would-be junior forward Curtis Redding. The only return-
ing starters for Jack Hartman's Wildcats were Steve Soldner
and Rolando Blackman.
Two junior college transfers and a freshman rounded out the
starting five. Hartman was understandably "apprehensive with
a new team" before the opener with Northern Iowa.
However, the 'Cats showed "good concentration" and bal-
anced scoring in winning the game, 82-77, Hartman said.
Five of the top six players hit double figures. Transfer guard
Glenn Marshall had 14, transfer forward Jari Wills and fresh-
man forward Tyrone Adams scored 13 each, Blackman had 12
and Soldner had 11.
All of the opening game jitters and unfamiliarity with
Ahearn Field House disappeared in the 'Cats 85-53 demolish-
ing of South Dakota in their second home game Nov. 27.
Blackman, who moved from the forward position last year
to guard this season, scored 19 points. Freshman Ed Nealy had
16 — 10 in the first half.
The 'Cat defense held the Coyotes to only 20 first-half
points. K-State also outrebounded South Dakota 32-1 1 for the
game.
The game broke open in the second half as K-State reeled
off 15 straight points after South Dakota's Jeff Nannen was
whistled for a technical foul for hanging on the rim while
trying to block a shot.
But inexperience showed in the Wildcat's first road game, as
they were only able to shoot 26.6 percent in losing to Oral
Roberts, 61-55.
The Titans shot a blistering 65 percent while building a 30-
19 halftime lead. K-State was able to control the tempo in the
second half and closed to 59-55, but ORU held onto the ball
and scored the last basket.
Adams led the 'Cat scorers with 18 points. Soldner was only
able to score one point, after having 26 against the Titans last
year in Ahearn.
Forward Ed Nealy fights for the ball in the Northern Iowa game.
Freshman Nealy leaps for a rebound in his first game at K-State.
ABOVE: Members of the Wildcat sauad watch the clock tick away to a win.
BELOW: Center Steve Soldner drives in for a basket against Northern Iowa.
A fan cheers the 'Cats to their first win of
the season Nov. 25.
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Fans 4rock
the barn'
The Wildcats redeemed themselves
three days later in beating Southern
Methodist University 86-83 in Dallas,
TX.
Nealy led the 'Cat scoring with 26
points, hitting 11 of 16 from the field
and forcing SMU out of its zone de-
fense with jump shots.
K-State led 56-41 midway through
the second half, but hit a cold spell. The
Mustangs came back to make it 77-76
with 3:49 remaining.
But the Wildcats' 64.9 percent shoot-
ing held off the rally to ice the game.
Marshall scored 15 points, Blackman
had 14 and Soldner had 13.
As Hartman put it, K-Staters really
"rocked the ole' barn" in the 'Cats re-
turn to the friendly confines of Ahearn
to play Minnesota. After being out-
played in the first half, K-State came
back to beat the Golden Gophers 72-62.
Nealy again led the attack with 19
points and eight rebounds. Blackman
hit 17 points, mostly 15-foot jumpers
from the baseline over the Minnesota
zone.
Minnesota's starting lineup included
players who were 6'1 1", 6'10" and 6'8".
They pressed their advantage in the
first half, leading 33-24 and winning the
rebounding battle 23-11. K-State
trailed by as many as 13 points in the
first half.
Wills hit eight points in the final two
minutes to ice the game for the 'Cats.
His resounding slam-dunk at the buzzer
brought the 1 1,000 fans to their feet as
the Wildcats won their fourth game of
the young season.
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ABOVE: Hartman gives directions to Ed Nealy in the Minnesota game.
BELOW: Tyrone Adams slams down a lay-up by Northern Iowa's Mike Kemp.
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Ed Nealy of K-State fights for a rebound with Dave Powell of South Dakota.
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'Cats win away, lose at home
J\ lthough it appeared that the 'Cats
would be picking on . some smaller
schools in their next three games, they
only won two of the three.
Blackman led the way with 18 points
in K-State's 87-71 thrashing of Cal
Poly-Pomona, and Soldner hit 22 in the
Wildcats' 91-66 defeat of Southern Illi-
nois-Edwardsville.
The win over SIU-Edwardsville may
have been costly, however. Guard Fred
Barton, who is from Edwardsville, ag-
gravated a back injury he suffered dur-
ing the summer. He was put in a body
cast and missed the remainder of the
season.
The Montana Grizzlies then traveled
to Ahearn Field House and pulled off a
61-60 upset over K-Sate. Marshall, the
'Cats leading scorer with 16 points,
couldn't get a last-second 15-footer to
go in, and 1 1,100 fans left Ahearn in a
daze.
The Wildcats then went west to take
on former K-State coach Tex Winter
and his Long Beach State team. Winter
didn't give the 'Cats a friendly greeting,
however, handing them a 75-69 defeat.
The annual Big 8 Holiday tourna-
ment, in its last year, was next for the
'Cats. K-State didn't do much to give it
a grand send-off, as they took seventh.
The Kansas Jayhawks destroyed all
three of their opponents to win the tour-
nament and leave everyone wondering
if the conference should be called the
"Big One and Little Seven."
The Wildcats lost two heartbreakers
before defeating Missouri in the sev-
enth place game. Iowa State and Okla-
homa both beat K-State by the same
score, 62-61.
The only bright spot was the play of
Blackman, who had 26 points against
Oklahoma and 24 against Missouri.
The Big 8 conference season opened
with an encouraging K-State victory
over Colorado, who took second in the
pre-season tournament and was sup-
posed to be in the thick of the Big 8
race.
In a rugged battle, Soldner led the
'Cats with 1 3 points on the way to a 58-
56 win.
In front of one of the smallest
Ahearn crowds in recent years (5,280)
K-State played a poor game and was
smashed by Iowa State 79-66.
K-State then played a close game
against Nebraska Jan. 17, which was to
be characteristic of its road games.
Soldner appeals to the home crowd alter the 96-69 KU massacre.
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Nealy struggles for the ball. Goodlow attemps to block an OU pass.
Soldncr outmanuvcrs KU's Paul Mokcski.
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Coach Hartman and KU coach Owens dispute a referee's call.
Cinderella team surprises Big 8
1 n the regular Big 8 season, the 'Cats
played well on the road, losing only
three, and winning close ones at Iowa
State, Colorado, Oklahoma State and
Kansas.
However, the Ahearn Field House
tradition deserted K-State as the 'Cats
lost three Big 8 games at home.
In the Nebraska game, the Wildcats
were shut down by the Cornhusker de-
fense in the first half and only scored 14
points.
They scratched back furiously, how-
ever, and had a chance to tie, but
Soldner's last-second tip try missed.
K-State's inexperience added to their
inconsistency throughout the season,
but the 'Cats exploded against KU Jan.
20.
It was a "sweet" victory, according to
Soldner, who was instrumental in the
96-69 dismantling of the pre-season fa-
vorites.
He had 28 points and Blackman had
27 to lead K-State.
At Oklahoma State Jan. 24, K-State
battled the Cowboys in a rough, see-saw
game.
The 'Cats almost let the game slip
away when Mark Tucker hit a floating
20-footer from the corner at the buzzer
to tie the game and send it into over-
time. The Wildcats had led by four
points with one minute to play.
However, the young 'Cats showed
their poise and won by four, 77-73.
At that point, all eight teams were
tied for the conference lead. However,
K-State dropped off the pace by losing
its next two games.
The Missouri guard duo of Steve
Wallace and Larry Drew blew away the
'Cats from long range in Columbia and
the Tigers won 83-79. Next, the 'Cats
lost to Oklahoma in Ahearn for the first
time in 27 years.
Al Beal dominated the Wildcats in-
side and John McCullough hit from
outside to lead the Sooners to a 70-62
victory.
"Oklahoma played extremely well
and deserves to be credited," Hartman
said about the eventual Big 8 champs.
Against Iowa State, Jari Wills hit a
20-footer from the corner at the last
second to give K-State a 62-60 win in
Ames. The 'Cats played the ball in-
bounds with three seconds left, after
Blackman had missed his chance to be
the hero.
Defense was the key for the 'Cats in
their next few games, and they alternat-
ed between a 2-1-2 and a 3-2 zone and
began to shut down opponents.
Nebraska was the first victim. The
Wildcat defense held the 'Huskers to
only 46 points and K-State won 58-46.
Next, K-State beat Colorado 59-57
in the final game in Colorado's Balch
Fieldhouse. Nealy had 13 rebounds in
the Nebraska game and the Colorado
game.
After defeating Oklahoma State 59-
50, the 'Cats ventured into Allen Field-
house at KU. Although everyone
picked the Jayhawks to get revenge,
Nealy hit two free throws with one sec-
ond left to give K-State a 58-56 win.
Things then fell apart for K-State,
who was eyeing a conference champion-
ship. First, they lost to Missouri in
Ahearn, then went to Oklahoma with a
chance to tie the Sooners for the title.
But, it was not to be. The Sooners
shot well and played good defense to
crush the 'Cats 65-52.
K-State ended the regular season
with an 8-6 conference record, good
enough to tie for second with KU and
Missouri.
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ABOVE: Soldner drives past the outstretched arms of an opponent.
BELOW: Wills blocks an attempted lay-up.
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Nealy is caught off balance by Oklahoma. Brad Meyer urges the 'Cats on during a tough spot with Nebraska.
'We gave it a heck of an effort'
J\ fter suffering a humiliating defeat
at Oklahoma, K-State regrouped to
prepare for the Big 8 post-season tour-
nament.
The Wildcats appeared to be taking
advantage of their chance to go to the
NCAA tournament, as they survived a
first-round double-overtime battle with
Nebraska, 61-60.
Although the 'Cats tied for second in
the Big 8, they had to play number five-
rated Nebraska in the first round. By
the luck of the draw, Missouri played
No. 7 Oklahoma State and Kansas
played No. 6 Iowa State.
Rolando Blackman played the hero's
role in the Nebraska game by sending it
into its first overtime with a 17-foot
jumper from the key. He then hit two
free throws at the end of the second
overtime to win the game for K-State.
"After two ballgames we'd played
with a lot of hesistancy, we did a good
job of coming back and playing hard,"
coach Jack Hartman said.
The Nebraska victory earned the
'Cats a trip to the Big 8 post-season
tournament in Kansas City.
That was the good news.
The bad news was that K-State had
to play Oklahoma for the fourth time in
the season. Although Hartman denied
that any past games would affect the
tournament game, the Sooners pre-
vailed again, beating K-State 72-68.
"We gave it a heck of an effort,"
Hartman said.
Oklahoma center Al Beal, the tour-
nament's Most Valuable Player, hit 17
points to lead the Sooners. He contin-
ually worked for good shots inside the
K-State zone, and broke free for five
slam dunks.
K-State led 66-65 with 3:37 left, but
the poised Sooners out-scored the 'Cats
7-2 in the remainder of the game.
The 'Cats ended their season 16-12.
It was K-State's 31st winning season in
the past 33 years.
The 1978-79 version of men's basket-
ball changed K-State's record book sev-
eral times.
Steve Soldner set a record for career
field goal percentage with 58.8 percent.
The team also set a field goal percent-
age record for a single game (70 per-
cent against Kansas), and a season
shooting percentage record (48.2 per-
cent).
Ed Nealy set a freshman rebounding
record by pulling down 230.
In addition, Blackman was named an
all Big 8 player and Nealy was Big 8
Newcomer of the Year, becoming the
sixth K-Stater to win that honor in the
last 10 seasons.
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'Cats face 6big time'
1 he K-State women's basketball team
won its ninth straight league title by
beating Kansas for the second time in
1978-79, earning' the 'Cats a berth in
the AIAW Regional in Minneapolis
MN.
However, KU was given an at-large
berth in the tourney, and the Wildcats
and Jayhawks were headed for an even-
tual third meeting in the finals.
K-State defeated Minnesota on the
Gophers' home court in the first round,
84-80. Eileen Feeney scored 16 points
for K-State and LeAnn Wilcox had 14.
After beating Drake (which had been
in and out of the top 20 all season), 79-
70, the 'Cats faced the Jayhawks and
Lynette Woodard again.
This time the 'Hawks were hot, and
they pounded the 'Cats 75-59 to win the
Region VI championship.
All was not lost for K-State, however,
because both the first- and second-
place teams advanced to sectional com-
petition.
The Wildcats had to play in Cooke-
ville, TN, against the nation's number
one- ranked team, Old Dominion.
After the loss to KU, coach Judy
Akers told her team to "forget this
game and look forward to Tennessee,"
and that "we're in the big time now."
But, the "big time" was a little too
much for K-State, and Old Dominion
won handily, 96-75. The 'Cats fell be-
hind 40-18, and were only able to pull
to within 15 points at anytime during
the second half.
The Wildcats' last game of the sea-
son was an 83-80 loss in the consolation
game to 12th-ranked Valdosta State.
The Blazers led K-State 74-58 near
the beginning of the second half and
held off a Wildcat rally to win by three
points.
The 1978-79 season was the eleventh
in the history of K-State women's bas-
ketball. Akers has coached the 'Cats to
206 wins and 94 losses, a winning per-
centage of .687.
The 'Cats will return their three top
scorers: Wilcox, with a 15.5 scoring
average; Feeney, averaging 13.5 points
per game, and Gayla Williams, with a
10.0 average.
Seniors on the 1978-79 team were
Beth Boggs, the team's leading re-
bounder; Tami Johnson, who scored 7.4
points a game and hit 22 against Iowa,
and Laurie Miller, who ended her ca-
reer tied with Susie Norton as the num-
ber five scorer in K-State's history with
1,063 points.
Sports by
Kent Gaston
Coaches congratulate the 'Cats after the Drake game.
LEFT: In tournament play, Gayla Williams stretches for a rebound.
ABOVE: Gayla Williams tries to dribble past a Minnesota player.
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'Cats faU
short of
expectations
1 he K-State volleyball team faced a
difficult task as it began its 1978 season
— "anything short of going back to
nationals was going to be a disappoint-
ment," according to coach Mary Phyl
Dwight.
The 1977 edition of K-State volley-
ball was a fairly young, inexperienced
team which surprised everyone by going
to the AIAW national tournament.
But in 1978, everyone expected K-
State to be good, so the opponents were
all gunning for the Wildcats.
"The gut feeling has to be one of
disappointment, looking back," Dwight
said. "But, we had a 39-16 record and I
can' really say I'm too disappointed
with that kind of a season."
"There were maybe some games, es-
pecially in the regional, in which we
didn't play up to our potential, but
when you do as well as we did the year
before, there's a lot of pressure to re-
peat that," Dwight said.
The Wildcats jumped to a 19-6-2 re-
cord early in the season, but they were
playing poorer competition than they
faced in the later part, according to
Dwight.
Although the team lost no one to
graduation, ankle injuries claimed two
important players. Tracy Carlson had a
severly sprained ankle and Carol Met-
tenbrink broke hers.
Kathy Teahan spikes the ball during tourney action.
Two freshmen, Beets Kolarik and Su-
san Drews, stepped in to replace the
starters and did well, but "still have a
lot to learn," Dwight said.
"(The injuries) didn't allow us to pick
up where we left off," she said.
Compounding the inexperience prob-
lem was the tough middle-blocking
roles the freshmen had to play.
"That's the most complicated spot on
the court," Dwight said. "You have to
think more and be quicker."
The 'Cats played some of their best
— and worst — volleyball of the season
in the Big 8 Tournament in October.
"We played probably our best game
and probably our worst game there,"
Dwight said.
K-State went 3-3 in the tourney, los-
ing to Nebraska, Iowa State and Mis-
souri and beating Oklahoma State,
Oklahoma and Kansas.
The 3-3 record kind of describes it,"
Dwight said. "We were really up and
down."
The Wildcats, curiously, played ex-
tremely well in the first games of the
Big 8 tourney matches, but then either
struggled to win, or lost.
"We haven't yet done what we want
to do in the Big 8," she said.
The Region VI Tournament in Lin-
coln, NB, was also a disappointment for
tne 'Cats. The> went 2-4, beating Mis-
souri and Nebraska-Omaha and losing
to Minnesota, Northern Iowa, Central
Missouri State and Southwest Missouri
State.
The loss to Central Missouri was par-
ticularly crushing because a Wildcat
win would have given K-State an easier
opponent in its next match. Instead, K-
State met powerful Southwest Missouri
State, which eliminated any hopes of a
K-State return to the nationals.
Dwight said the highlight of the sea-
son was probably a key win over KU.
The 'Cats lost to the Jayhawks in a late-
season match, so the teams tied in the
conference race. Since the best record
among K-State, KU and Wichita State
decided who would go to the regionals
the 'Cats had to play KU again to de-
termine who qualified.
"Whether you play basketball, vol-
leyball or pinochle, it's a big game,"
Dwight said.
K-State beat the Jayhawks 15-5, 6-
15, 15-10, 14-16, and 15-7 to earn the
regional berth.
Probably the key individual for the
Wildcats was Kathy Teahan, according
to Dwight.
"She's just an all-around player," she
said. "When she's at her best, she's al-
most unstoppable."
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Elizabeth Kolarik returns opponent's serve. Debbie Chunk, left, and Julie Blasi, right, listen to coach Dwight
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Rough, rugged, rugby
1 he 1978 K-State men's rugby team
was characterized by streaks of highs
and lows, as it struggled to rebuild a
once strong team.
The team competed in both the
spring and fall, and had to play against
some of the best teams in the Midwest.
"In 1972, K-State had one of the best
teams in the area and continued the
trend for four years," according to Fred
Lechner, president of the K-State
rugby club.
"Then the major clubs from non-col-
lege towns started picking up on some
of our players who had more exper-
ience. It's hard for a college team to
play on the same level with the city
clubs."
In the spring, K-State played 12
matches, winning seven.
The 'Cats opened their season in
April in the Big 8 tournament in Nor-
man, OK. After defeating the Oklaho-
ma University 'B' team, they faced a
tough Missouri team and came out on
the short end in sudden-death. In the
third-place game, K-State beat Kansas
to get revenge after losing the Gover-
nor's Trophy in the fall.
Feeling a tough layoff after St. Bene-
dict's team forfeited, K-State lost a
squeaker to Johnson County 7-6 when
they scored a four-point goal near the
end of the game.
The following week K-State defeated
Topeka 28-6, in one of its best games of
the spring season, Lechner said.
K-State followed up their strong per-
formance with a poor showing at the
All-Kansas tournament in Emporia.
They beat 01' Yellers from Wichita and
were edged out by both Kansas and
Wichita.
In the team's last action of the spring,
K-State regrouped for its best showing
of the season in the fifth annual Sun-
flower tournament, held at Tuttle
Creek in continuous rain.
For the third time in six years, K-
State finished in second place. To quali-
fy for the championship game, the 'Cats
defeated Pittsburg State, Topeka and
Tulsa.
The Kansas City Blues won the tour-
nament 3-0 on a penalty kick.
"I was impressed with our scrum (the
same as linemen in football), but the
Blues backs were impressive consider-
ing the downpour we had to play in,
Lechner said.
The fall season started off where the
spring season ended: rain, rain and
more rain. K-State's youth and inexpe-
rience showed early, as the 'Cats
dropped their first four games.
K-State lost its fall opener to Lincoln
City of Nebraska 12-10.
Due to the lack of experience, K-
State then dropped all three games in
the Round-Robin Kaw Valley tourna-
ment in Topeka.
"Our team in the fall consisted of a
lot of new players, as we lost about one-
third of our squad from the spring,"
Lechner said.
K-State split its next two games on
the road, beating Emporia 27-0 and los-
ing to Johnson County 6-3.
In the Heart of America tournament
in Kansas City, K-State lost its first
game to Nebraska 8-6, then won two of
its next three games in the consolation
bracket. The 'Cats defeated Pittsburg
State and Wichita's City Club, while
they were upended by the St. Louis,
MO, Hornets.
"We played our most complete team
game of the fall season against Wichita
in the Heart of America Tournament,"
Lechner said.
K-State continued tournament play,
placing sixth out of 32 teams in the
Houston tournament. K-State beat the
Houston rugby club 3-0, Texas A&M's
'B' team 9-3 and the San Antonio, TX,
rugby club 6-0. The 'Cats lost to an
Austin team 15-13 and Texas A&M 9-
6.
In K-State's next to the last game of
the season, they trounced the OF Yell-
ers in Manhattan 19-4.
In the fall finale, K-State battled
Kansas for the Governor's Trophy in
Manhattan and lost 6-3.
"Our fall season was a rebuilding
one, as we had six new starters by the
end of the year," Lechner said.
The most valuable players for the
spring and fall seasons were Ed Bis-
choff and Gregg Barnes, he said.
"Starting next season our only con-
ference games will be against Universi-
ty teams, in addition to playing non-
conference games against the top clubs
in the area."
Marc Thompson and Dean Watson fight for the ball during the WSU game
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Amy Snider fights for the ball during a rugby match.
'Cats face tough competition
by John Dodderidge
1 njuries and tough competition added
up to only a fair season for the K-State
women's rugby team.
The 'Cats completed their fall 1978
season with a 6-5 record.
The highlight of the year was their
trip to Chicago, where they played
three teams in two days last November.
"Even though we lost all three
games, it was a great trip for our team
to go on," Maria Jones, president of the
women's rugby team, said.
In K-State's only tournament action,
they split two games at the Heart of
America tournament in Kansas City. In
the first game, K-State defeated the
University of Arkansas 20-2, but were
knocked out of the tournament after
losing to Emporia 4-0.
At home, the women fared well com-
piling a 5-0 record.
The 'Cats shut out Topeka 8-0, Em-
poria 4-0 and the University of Nebras-
ka 8-0. They also defeated the Universi-
ty of Missouri 8-4 and beat Topeka
again, 8-4.
"Our best game of the season was
against Missouri, as both our scrum and
line played real well," Jones said.
Four awards were given out at the
end of the season. The best line play
was awarded to Peggy Rice, Janice
Mueller was best scrum, the best rookie
award went to Peggy Owen and the
most inspirational was Maria Jones.
"We had a high turnover rate this
year," Jones said. "A lot of new players
came in during the fall season, so we
had a lot of inexperience on the field.
During the spring season of 1978, the
women ruggers competed in three tour-
naments and were unable to play in an-
other.
At a 12-team tournament in Austin,
TX, K-State placed fifth. The 'Cats
fared better at the All-Kansas tourna-
ment, finishing second to Wichita.
Due to injuries that depleted the
squad, K-State was unable to compete
in the Rocky Mountain Spring Classic
in Denver, CO.
To finish the season, the women
played in the Sunflower tournament
held at Tuttle Creek Pond. Only three
teams showed up for the tournament,
which was played in pouring rain. Colo-
rado State, Emporia and K-State all
played each other in a round-robin af-
fair, with K-State taking second place.
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A Colorado player rejoices after scoring a goal against K-State.
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It's not whether you
win or lose...
Wihen the 1978-79 K-State soccer
club chanted the "big O" before each
game, the opposing team probably
hoped that would be the Wildcat's score
at the end of the 90-minute contest.
But to the 35 members of the club,
the "Big O" meant much more than the
game score — it meant organization.
Although the team chanted the same
slogan for more than eight years, Greg
Middleton, club president and player-
coach, said the team finally achieved its
goal.
"There was a time when people really
didn't care, but now people are proud to
be on the team," Middleton said. "We
are pretty well on the road."
To the soccer club, "well on the
road" not only meant a winning 1978-
79 season, but also wearing new uni-
forms.
"When you don't look good, you
don't play as well as you could, espe-
by Cindy Friesen
ciaiiy wnen the team you play has
brightly colored uniforms, like Colora-
do does," Middleton said. Colorado is
the defending Big 8 champion.
The uniform problem was solved
when Campbell's Budweiser distributor
agreed to sponsor the club.
The team competed against the soc-
cer clubs from the other Big 8 schools
as well as independent teams.
"It takes a lot of work synchronizing
the schedules, but we usually try to play
the other Big 8 teams the same weekend
the football teams play," Middleton
said.
This year the tournament was held at
the University of Colorado, April 14-
15.
"We've probably got a good chance
to win the Big 8. In fact, probably the
best chance we've had since the last
time we won," Middleton said before
the tournameiu.
Besides playing more than 20 games
during the year-round season, the club
holds soccer clinics to raise funds.
"The clinics have been a big success.
We've had as many as 100 kids and they
pay $3 for the whole day, so it really
helps," he said.
Although the team enjoyed winning,
having a good time was the most impor-
tant thing, he said.
In preparation for the games, the
team practiced up to four times a week.
Although no women were on the '78-
79 team, Middleton said anyone inter-
ested could join.
"Our team players are all at different
stages of development. Some are really
good, while others are just starting," he
said.
"Sure, we like to win, but we're main-
ly out for a good time."
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Women's team best ever
I n 1978, K-State fielded what was
probably its best women's cross country
team ever, according to coach Barry
Anderson, and proceeded to live up to
Anderson's expectations by finishing
13th in the nation.
"At the beginning of the season, I
thought we might do even better than
that," Anderson said. The 1977 wom-
en's cross country team took ninth in
the nation.
However, injuries to Cindy Worces-
ter and Connie Prince hurt the 'Cats'
chances. Worcester was red-shirted in
1978 after competing as K-State's num-
ber one runner in 1977.
The team was a mixture of exper-
ienced and young runners who came
back from summer "in a lot better
shape than before," Anderson said.
Seniors Renee Urish, Cindy Ander-
son, Alice Wheat and Janice Rupe
"showed a lot of leadership," according
to Anderson, while the younger runners
showed promise for the future, especial-
ly at the K-State Invitational in Man-
hattan.
Urish and Wheat didn't run in the
meet, so Anderson could get a good
look at some of the younger runners.
K-State won the meet over Nebraska
and Dodge City Community College.
Manhattan freshman Janel LeValley
place third, the highest Wildcat finish.
Rochelle Rand took fourth, Anderson
took sixth and Dana Schaulis finished
seventh.
"Janel's time (18:18) would have won
most meets of this distance on most
courses," Anderson said. "But this is an
extremely hilly, difficult course," An-
derson called LeValley "outstanding"
and said Schaulis, another freshman,
was the "most surprising" runner on the
team. She was a walk-on Anderson had
known and talked to, but he said he
wasn't expecting much from her.
Urish and Wheat came back for an
invitational the following week in Lin-
coln, NB. This was the team's final
preparation before the Big 8 meet.
The 'Cats won easily, scoring only 27
points, while second-place KU had 50
and Nebraska had 51. Urish won the
meet with a time of 18:33; LeValley was
third, Rand was sixth, Prince took sev-
enth and Wheat finished tenth.
The Nebraska success carried over
into the conference meet Oct. 21.
"We ran real well in the Big 8," An-
derson said. The Wildcats took third
behind Iowa State and Colorado, miss-
ing second place by only one point. The
'Cats were running with heavy competi-
tion, as Iowa State ended up winning
the Association of Intercollegiate Ath-
letics for Women (AIAW) National
meet while Colorado took fourth.
K-State's next meet was the Region
VI AIAW at Ames, IA. Urish finished
third, as did the Wildcat team, behind
Iowa State and KU, with 109 points.
The AIAW Nationals were a disap-
pointment for the 'Cats' highest finish-
er, Urish.
She took 24th, and found it "kind of
depressing finishing my collegiate ca-
reer."
The meet was run in Denver and "the
altitude really bothered me," Urish
said. "I felt I could have run faster but I
couldn't."
"I think the altitude affected Renee
the most," Anderson said. "She showed
a lot of courage. She passed 1 1 runners
after the two-mile mark."
Urish will undoubtedly be greatly
missed next year.
"We've had a good tradition of dis-
tance-running at K-State," Anderson
said. "And, Renee is the most outstand-
ing all-around distance runner we've
ever had. She'll be impossible to re-
place, and she's shown a lot of leader-
ship, I just can't say enough about her."
The Cross Country team gets in shape for the upcoming season.
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'A young
team
Doug Weber and Mike Clem run a cross country course.
rebuilding'
Ihe character of K-State's 1978
cross country team was typified in the
Big 8 meet when the Wildcats' number
one runner, Tim Davis, withdrew at the
two-mile mark with a sprained ankle.
"Everyone saw Tim go down," coach
Jerome Howe said. "They could have
given up, but they didn't."
The 'Cats finished only fifth in the
meet but Howe said it was one of the
team's finest efforts in the absence of
Davis and Steve Connor, who had also
run well all year.
Howe's pre-season evaluation of the
team's prospects indicated he may have
been pleased with a fifth-place Big 8
finish by his inexperienced runners.
"With no upperclassmen having run
major college cross country and the fact
that young people usually don't look too
good, it may not be a great year for K-
State and it may not even be a very
good year," Howe commented before
the season began. "We will look like a
young team rebuilding."
However, the surprises came early,
and the 'Cats took second in the Wich-
ita Shocker Classic. Fourteen teams, in-
cluding four Big 8 teams, competed in
that meet. Davis took fourth at Wichita
while freshmen Mike Clem and Rick
McKean took fifth and sixth, respec-
tively.
After winning its own invitational,
the K-State team went to a dual with
Missouri and ran its "best meet of the
year from the standpoint of competing
as hard as we can," Howe said.
"We were beaten, but we ran with a
very fine team of seasoned veterans,"
he said.
McKean was especially surprising,
finishing second only behind Missouri
senior Steve Fisher. Connor took fourth
and Davis placed sixth in the meet.
The other two meets prior to the Big
8 meet were a triangular at Norman,
OK, with the University of Kansas and
Oklahoma University, and a dual with
Nebraska. K-State took second at Nor-
man with 40 points. KU won the meet
with 34 points and Oklahoma finished
third with 53 points.
After the strong, but disappointing
performance in the Big 8, the 'Cats
went to the tough NCAA Regionals.
No K-State runner qualified for the na-
tional meet, in what Howe called "a
very average performance for us. It
would have taken an exceptional meet
for us to do anything."
The short-range future looks promis-
ing for K-State cross country, as virtu-
ally all of the team returns. Howe cited
junior Davis and freshmen Clem and
McKean as the most pleasant surprises
during the 1978 season.
"I hadn't even counted on Davis
making the team, and he became my
number one man," Howe said.
"That shows how I can pick 'em."
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Season disappointing for 'Cats
A combination of tough Big 8 compe-
tition and a "down" year led to a 20-29
record in 1978 for K-State baseball.
"From top to bottom, the Big 8 had
more quality than in past years," coach
Dave Baker said.
The tougher competition made mat-
ters worse for first-year coach Baker,
who found little good news when he
arrived at K-State in August.
"We had a number of seniors who
had not played regularly," he said. "We
were just short in some areas."
One of those areas was pitching,
which he said was "probably our big-
gest problem."
The Wildcat pitchers gave up an
average of five runs per game, and the
K-State bats just didn't have the fire-
power to keep up.
In addition to the tough Big 8
schools, which dealt the 'Cats a 2-10
record, K-State opened its season
against Oral Roberts, one of the most
respected teams in the Midwest.
ORU started its climb to the NCAA
finals with a 10-0 victory over K-State.
ORU also beat the 'Cats 8-5 and 9-6 on
the same trip.
Another traditional power is Oklaho-
ma, but K-State fared well against the
Sooners, according to Baker.
"We played very well against OU,
but very poorly against our intra-state
rival, KU," Baker said.
Although the Sooners man-handled
K-State 11-1 in one game, the 'Cats
later lost by close scores of 2-1 and 3-2.
Kansas beat the Wildcats six times,
and the closest score was 4-1.
The leading players for K-State were
Greg Korbe and Tim Pepper, Baker
said.
Korbe was the club's second-leading
hitter with a .345 average and 32 runs
batted in (RBI's).
"Greg is an exceptional hitter and an
excellent out-fielder," Baker said.
Korbe proved his value by turning
down a pro offer after his junior year to
play another year for K-State. He
signed with the New York Mets organi-
zation after his senior year.
Tim Pepper, an All-Big 8 catcher, is
a "big, strapping young man with ex-
ceptional talent," Baker said.
Pepper had a .367 average, tops for
the 'Cats, along with seven home runs
and 45 RBI's.
K-State had most of its success
against the smaller Kansas schools,
such as Washburn, Baker, Marymount
and Emporia State. The 'Cats split with
Wichita State, winning two and losing
two.
K-State is facing a rebuilding year,
with many new players on the squad,
according to Baker.
The 'Cats will miss Korbe, who set
career records in most runs, hits, RBI's,
doubles and home runs. He ended his
K-State career with the third-highest
batting average ever, .344.
Jell Sheer misses the tag against Johnson County.
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ABOVE: During baseball practice, coach Baker drills the inficlders
BELOW: Willie Hudson waits for a chance to bat against Bethany.
Tim Pepper tags out a potential scorer from Emporia Stale.
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Tourney play weakens 'Cats
1 he crack of a bat hitting a ball usu-
ally came when K-State was in the
field, not at bat, during the 1978 soft-
ball season.
The Wildcats went 9-30 on the sea-
son, which wasn't a severe drop from
1 977's 16-12 record, according to coach
Mary Phyl Dwight.
"The type of schedule we had made a
lot of difference," she said. "We had a
significant increase in quality of compe-
tition and number of games." The team
was also hampered by a change in the
format of its schedule. In 1978, K-State
started playing in more tournaments,
instead of single games.
"Our record doesn't reflect our per-
formance from the year before,"
Dwight said. "We lost several key peo-
ple, particularly in the pitching depart-
ment."
Both the lack of pitchers and the
schedule changes worked against K-
State to make the season disappointing.
Playing four or five games in a weekend
tourney taxed the 'Cats' few pitchers
even more. K-State often played well in
its opening games, but poorly in later
games.
"A tournament-type schedule shows
your weaknesses even more when you
have weak pitching," Dwight said.
The highlight of the season was prob-
ably the Big 8 tournament. The 'Cats
opened with a 2-1 win over Oklahoma
State, when the Cowgirls were "heavily
favored," Dwight said.
K-State's inconsistency surfaced in
the second game, however, as Iowa
State crushed the Wildcats 11-1. K-
State went on to lose to Kansas and
split two games with Nebraska.
But the low point of K-State's soft-
ball season was yet to come.
The 'Cats traveled to Texas and were
beaten 21-6 by Stephen F. Austin.
"That's probably a record," Dwight
said. "It's one we won't try too hard to
break."
However, outside circumstances con-
tributed to the Wildcat loss. The team
had just played in 18-degree wind chill
factor weather in Manhattan. In Austin
they played in 80-degree '"eather for six
hours straight, and Stepnen F. Austin
was the 'Cats' last opponent. "It was
all our people could do to just stand up
in the heat," Dwight said.
Although the team was young,
Dwight said it had one outstanding
player, Janelle Poppe.
"She came around and showed the
kind of player she really is," Dwigl
'
said. Poppe led the team with a .324
batting average.
Margo Jones, who played only 29
games because she also played basket-
ball, led the team in home runs scored.
"Hopefully, the experience of young
people will help us out in the years to
come," Dwight said.
K-State players nabs a potential UNO scorer at third base.
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ABOVE: K-State player arrives safely at second. K-State player attempts to beat UNO runner at third.
BELOW: UNO forces Janellc Poppe out at second.
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During halftime, Willie displays his basketball finesse.
ABOVE: During a timeout, the cheerleaders perform a routine.
BELOW: Wendy Phillips screams the 'Cats on to victory.
1 80 fans
On the
Sidelines
by Nancy Reese
ABOVE: Pep band members are jubilant after a K-State score.
BELOW: Harold Blume boasts his loyalty while waiting in line
l ans.
Whether they're waiting in sub-zero weather for a basketball
seat or melting in the scorching sun at a football game, they're
always there, backing the team through triumphs, disappoint-
ments and surprises, good or bad.
Some disguise their dedication to the team by sitting quietly
in the stands; others flaunt it proudly, by becoming a cheer-
leader, pridette, band member, twirler, flagster or mascot.
They are separate, yet one, all yelling for a common goal:
that winning basket or that go-ahead touchdown in the final
minutes to show who the best team really is.
In a purple sea, the fans sit, some in a drunken stupor, some
in ecstacy. Purple flags flutter in the wind as the 'Cats go over
that goal-line defense for a score.
Even in the middle of the week, the enthusiasm carries on.
Students parade the campus wearing purple garbs with
"KSU" plastered on the sleeves, front and back.
It's been said countless times that the fans can win games
for the 'Cats, and its' been proven over and over again.
The cheers from K-State supporters are electrifying. The
cheerleaders put one in a trance. Harmony and unison ring
through in each song or chant. The steady beat and the in-
creasing speed of the claps and stomps can rock Ahearn's
rafters, until one feels sure to be caught in an avalanche.
The band plays the ever-popular "Wabash Cannonball,"
and again the fans go wild as Willie sheds his clothes to the
sound of "The Stripper."
There are seldom quiet moments, but when they come, they
are impressive. The fieldhouse walls echo silence as the 'Cats
shoot that game-winning freethrow or when the Alma Mater is
played. There is also silence when the fans file out of the
fieldhouse or stadium after losing a close game.
Waving goodbye to KU players and fans, and chanting at
the referees for a bad call, are parts of a fan's ritual. On game
days, all K-State fans are drawn together, alumni and students
alike.
For such a short word, "fan" carries a lot of meaning and
emotion. It's signifies pride. Purple pride.
fans 1 8 1
Sports
scores
A member of the women s softball lc$m slides into home plate.
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Roosevelt Duncan finds the hole plugged with Missouri linebackers.
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Promoting friendship and fellowship
between students and faculty in the col-
lege of Agriculture are the main pur-
poses of its clubs and honoraries.
TOP ROW: Randy P. Walker, Warren R. Farr,
Ed K. Twidwell, Gena E. Courter, Lisa D, Wulf-
kuhle, Becky A. Vining, Debbie E. Chambers,
Greg Morrical. SECOND ROW; Terry Nelson,
Brian Huseman, C. Steve Frank. Curtis A.
Reames, Peggy M. L. Kesl, Lisa Auen, Kevin
Brockhoff, Matthew J. Doperalski. THIRD
ROW: Charles A. Shirack, Arlan J. Suderman,
Ken E. Arpin, David E. Lehman, Galen L. Sears,
Debbie J. Clubine, James H. Blaauw, Douglas B.
Meyer. BOTTOM ROW: Dean Anderson, Kirk
M. O'Donnell, Alan C. Sobba, Randall S.
Prather, Dennis J. Haverkamp, Mike L. Hope,
Leon E. Heinen, Gary S. Brockhoff.
TOP ROW: William D. Graves, Toni E. Timmis,
Ellen K. Forsberg, Patricia A. Kaiser, Janice E.
Conley, Carol M. Sobba, Beth R. Gilmartin,
Brenda F. Hundley, 'Lori A. Oakleaf, Sandra L.
Hundley, Georgenne L. Eggleston. SECOND
ROW: Michael A. Raine, Chuck Banks, Gregory
W. Kobs, Marc R. McCall, Brent Bonwell, Linda
C. Murad, Lisa A. Scheufler, Janet Sweeney,
Teresa Strong, David L. Goetsch, James Ney.
BOTTOM ROW: Kurt R. Krusen, Jeff Sibley,
Dwight A. Van Dolah, Kevin J. Harshberger,
Craig A. Wheeler, Bernie L. Regnier, J. Chris
Baker, Michael E. Smith, Brad A. Johnson, Ron-
ald S. Ditmars, Debra Donley.
TOP ROW: Tom Karst, C. S. Daka, Mary Brad-
ford, Joe Lienemann, Cindy Breech, Greg Hen-
derson, Carol Sobba. BOTTOM ROW: Maggie
Kreidler, Cathy Sterns, Diana Putnam, Denise
Burk, Dick Willis, Becky Vining.
Agriculture
To attain this goal, many of the clubs
sponsor activities throughout the year.
The Dairy Science Club co-sponsors
the Little American Royal, the Block
and Bridle Club has livestock, meat and
wool judging contests and the Forestry
Club sponsors a tree identification pro-
gram.
Agricultural Ambassadors
Agricultural Communications
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Agricultural Economics Club
Agricultural Education Club
TOP ROW: Dennis P. Anderson, Donald L.
Babb, Craig A. Wheeler, Greg D. Claassen, Ste-
ven M. Bowser, Ruth E. Biesenthal. SECOND
ROW: Mark W. Frasier, Terry E. Finger, Myron
L. Vishnefske, Jim P. Aylward, Rex L. ROney.
Debbie E. Chambers. THIRD ROW: Brian S.
Morray, Ronald G. Cherry, Evan W. Parsons,
Anthony D. Geiger, Mark A. Jamison, Joseph C.
Rottinghaus. BOTTOM ROW: Kyle C. Bauer,
Steven D. Hunt, Michael J. Petrie, David D.
Spears, Gregory D. King, Rolla W. Goodyear.
TOP ROW: Randall J. Anderes, Kenneth W.
Wood, William M. Pfeffer, James L. Ney, Ken-
neth A. Horton, Thomas M. Ayers. SECOND
ROW: Matthew L. Roggenkamp. Marvin L.
Rose, John C. Burk, Bryan W. Schurle, Terry R.
Timmons. THIRD ROW: Steven J. Heeney,
Steve J. Handke, Nick V. Stroda, A. Luke Lind-
say, Kendal K. Pulliam, Brent A. Whitley. BOT-
TOM ROW: Terry W. Kohler. Ken L. Winslow,
Ken S. Bloom, Steven F. Russell, Fred J. Van-
Nahmen.
TOP ROW: Bob S. Keller, Brenda F. Hundley,
Gary D. Merritt, Tom L. Jones, Sheryl L. Ncb-
lock. Penny K. Rach, Merry L. Pasley, Lisa
Scheufler, Jerry Schmidt, Kevin Nelson, Allen D.
McColm, Deanna L. Raab, Ronald S. Ditmars.
SECOND ROW: Duane M. Dunn, Daryl Patton,
Mary McClaskey, Dent Worrell, Mel Waite, Jeff
Stuhlsatz, Larry Garten, Dan McNett, Michael
Raine. THIRD ROW: Jim Duling, Terry Nelson,
Joe Eder, Mark E. Smith, Merlyn Spare, Wayne
DeWerff, John Marrs, Chuck Banks, Dale Un-
ruh, Dale Brown, Casey Garten. BOTTOM
ROW: Pat VenJohn, Wayne A. Black, Jay Se-
landers, John Toews, Chuck Schmidt, Curtis
Russell, Paul Drummond, Phillip Fishburn, Wil-
liam S. Hargis, Ron Rickstrew, Ron Wilson, Jack
Lindquist, Coreg Walker.
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TOP ROW: Allen E. Olson, Martin E. Herbers,
Mark R. Bierly, Clifton R. Heiniger, Timothy A.
Beim, Brad W. Walter. SECOND ROW: Fred
W. Gantz, George L. Lauppe, James S. Davis,
Ronald D. Harms, James M. Harden, David D.
Rock. BOTTOM ROW: David L. Morton, Kent
G. Blakeslee, Rod B. Bigham, Gregg A. Den-
holm, Ralph I. Lipper.
TOP ROW: Larry Erpelding, Fran Nelson, Be-
linda J. Mason, Connie Jo Wells, Debbie J. Clu-
bine, Sherri Richardson, Becky Vining, Geor-
genne Eggleston, Nancy Chapma, Laurie L.
Mills, David D. Rock, Richard A. McKee. SEC-
OND ROW: John Baumchen, Larry Garten, Phil
Olson. THIRD ROW: Alan Sobba, Gary Vaupel,
Keith Bartley, Rodney Bohn, Jim Harden.
FOURTH ROW: Michael Quart, Jeff zillinger,
Tom Karst, Keith Roesler, Bill Pfeffer, Tom
Baxa, Melvin Hunt. FIFTH ROW: Jay Se-
landers, Paul Bony, Rick Knight, Daryl Patton,
Bill Graves, Ron Ditmars, Cathy Boles. BOT-
TOM ROW: Douglas B. Thiessen, Mary A.
Bradford, Timothy G. Bearnes.
TOP ROW: Mel D. Waite, Bob S. Keller, Joe J.
Zimmerman, Jerry W. Schmidt, Allen D.
McColm, Deanna L. Raab, Kevin L. Gleason,
Kevin D. Nelson. SECOND ROW: James J. Al-
bracht, Duane M. Dunn, Jeff L. Stuhlsatz, Larry
G. Garten, Roger D. Page, Dent E. Worrell, Mike
A. Jones. THIRD ROW: Kenneth A. Powell,
Brian M. Harris, Jeffrey J. Zillinger, Jay N. Se-
landers, Wayne A. Black, Casey D. Garten. BOT-
TOM ROW: Von D. Hunn, Ronald J. Wilson,
William S. Hargis, Chuck D. Schmidt, Paul E.
Drummond, Ron D. Rickstrew.
Agricultural Mechanization Club
Agricultural Student Council
Agricultural Education Honorary: Alpha Tau Alpha
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Alpha Zeta: Agricultural Honorary
Bakery Science and Management Club
TOP ROW: Mary E. Wood, Holly L. Vanderlip,
Elizabeth L. Phelan, Susan K. Durham, Patty J.
Hoffsommer, William M. Pfeffer, Debra A.
Hemken, Malia J. Weide, Randall J. Anderes.
SECOND ROW: Edwin E. Nilson, David D.
Rock, Mike Grogan, David M. Drake, Roger D.
Page, Jeffrey A. Gwirtz, Keith R. Roesler, Mark
E. Westhusin. Stanton J. Janssen. THIRD ROW:
Rick J. Lewandowki, Rodney P. Bohn, Rhonda
R. Janke, Kathryn L. Strecker, Jane M. Mac-
Donald, Kendal K. Pulliam, Tom D. Sauerwein,
John G. Anderson. BOTTOM ROW: Albert W.
Adams, Frank S. Hurtig, Kirk M. O'Donnell,
Allan E. Sents, Jay Selanders, Rolla W. Goo-
dyear, Kent D. Schroeder, Aaron R. Markley,
David M. Ylander.
TOP ROW: Janet L. Edwards, Cynthia J. Bailey,
Marcee L. Buchner, Jennifer L. Brown. Belinda
J. Mason, Frances A. Nelson, Janet L. Herriott.
Gayle L. Davis, Michael S. Kuhlmann. SEC-
OND ROW: Susan J. Hummels, Elizabeth C.
Stevens, Melanie J. Sills, Gary M. Deal, Micaela
Bulba, Steve Liebl. Charlotte Clack, Brad J.
Waggoner. THIRD ROW: N. C. Loupe, Gary D.
Anderson, Thomas L. Pruitt, Gregory W. Mc-
Clure, Larry K. Boldt, David T. Walker. Larry G.
Hadachek, Royston H. Patterson, Steve J.
Handke. BOTTOM ROW: Kevin C. Ericson,
Randy D. Tosh, John R. Greathouse, Stephen R.
Stephens, Robert G. Haynes, Daniel W. Her-
mesch, Doyle R. Slavik, Robert R. Hinten.
TOP ROW: Don Kindstrand, Gary Garten, Steve
Woerner, Paul Bony, Greg Kobs. BOTTOM
ROW: Cyndi Hughes, Connie J. Weils, Leslie
Black.
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Block and Bridle
TOP ROW: Gregory R. Kimzey, Tom J. Fang-
man, Richard L. Houser, Robert J. Danler, Da-
vid H. Mackintosh, Connie D. Pelton, Michael E.
Smith, B. Todd Pringle, Lori R. Willhite, Melin-
da E. Larson. SECOND ROW: Brad D. Wilson,
Randal G. Lang, James H. Blaauw, Micheal L.
Wiltse, Alan A. Nuffle, Amy C. Wilson, Diane
M. Spade, Ken K. Kelly. THIRD ROW: Jack D.
Sweany, Douglas L. Teter, Dee W. James, Jeffrey
J. Zillinger, Lyle D. Shipley, Elaine P. Mayo,
Bruce L. Brock, Connie M. Eilert. BOTTOM
ROW: Quentin J. Ensz, Virgil E. Miles, James E.
DeGeer, Jay N. Selanders, Alan C. Sobba, Ran-
dall S. Prather, Jeff DeWerff, Lewis A. Worces-
ter.
TOP ROW: Gary D. Merritt, Ellen Wasserman,
Deb Williams, Mark R. Ingle, Scott E. Frake,
Michael Dikeman, Patty L. Webber, Carol S.
Horting, Teresa B. Donnelly, Nennette Lugins-
land, Beck Williams. SECOND ROW: Deb Os-
borne, Debra Mueller, Karen Erpelding, Ray
Lemon, Dennis Wells, Gary Brockhoff, Rosie Ei-
lert, Cathy Langton, Belinda J. Mason, Lisa
Wulfkuhle. THIRD ROW: Mark W. Reinhardt,
Glenn D. Norberg, David L. Lauber, Dan J.
McNett, Gregory W. McClure, Clinton P. Rusk,
Bruce A. Milburn, Rebecca F. Suitt, Mona L.
Lightbody, Danni L. Wolf, Cathy A. Sterns.
BOTTOM ROW: Kevin R. Beyer, Gerald A.
Kipp, Rodney L. Schaub, Brian K. Pelton, Ron
A. Knight, Allan E. Sents, Lance J. Markley,
Mary J. Hanson, Deanna L. Raab, Debbie J.
Clubine.
TOP ROW: Patricia A. Kaiser, Cindy L. Hilde-
brand, Stuart G. Johnson, David M. Drake, Jon
D. Carlson, Vern W. George, Beth G. Pringle,
Barbara J. Pringle, Karen L. Chrisler, Toni E.
Timmis, Debora J. Beck. SECOND ROW: Ta-
mara K. Barstow, Valerie P. Skidmore, Brad W.
Walter, Dave F. Zeller, Madeleine E. Miller, Ser-
ena L. Stum, Lisa M. Skoch, Andrea R. Hamil-
ton, Kim A. Slater, Susan M. Schlickau. THIRD
ROW: Mark S. Fink, Terri L. Peterson, Dean E.
Anderson, J. Chris Baker, Frances A. Nelson,-
Terri S. Reinhardt, Richard A. McKee, Cynthia
R. Siemens, Dorothy J. Naffziger, D. Rachelle
Mengarelli. BOTTOM ROW: Gareth A. Rowell,
Steven L. Pottorff, Curtis A. Russell, Chris A.
Strait, Dennis E. Renfro, Joe R. Mushrush, Allan
J. Grothusen, Greg J. Savage, Richard L. Cook.
TOP ROW: Sandra L. Hundley, Daryl L. Patton,
Ronald S. Ditmars, Mel Waite, Danni Wolf,
Cathy Sterns, Brenda Hundley. SECON D ROW:
Dale Unruh, Kenneth Powell, Tim Stucky, Greg
Walker, Steve Blackwood. BOTTOM ROW:
Paul N. Stevenson, Jeff Zillinger, Jay Selanders,
John Greathouse, James Pringle.
Collegiate FFA
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Crop Protection Club
Dairy Science Club
FTD*. Florists' Transworld Delivery
TOP ROW: Michael A. Idibia, Paul Trader, Da-
vid D. Juby, Susan Montgomery, Marvin E.
Pipes, Lee Bloomcamp. SECOND ROW: Ron-
ald E. Schulze, Jeffrey R. Wiens, Max H. Parks,
Mark A. Epler, Wayne L. Hoener, Deward E.
Robinson. BOTTOM ROW: Fred Poston, Steve
Nolting, Perry Smith, Chester L. Wiswell, Terrell
E. Pritts.
TOP ROW: David Andres, Rick Teaford, Steve
Anderson, Tom Pruitt, Greg Savage. SECOND
ROW: Douglas Strickler, William Leavitt,
Dwight Flaming, Terry Henry, Bob Yowkers,
Nancy Nutter, James Morrill. THIRD ROW:
Eileen M. Eggleston, Georgenne Eggleslon,
Keith Heikes, Tom Baxa, Cindy Siemens, Ken
Horton, Pamela Van Horn, Joni Becker. BOT-
TOM ROW: C. L, Norton, Mick Morrell, Eliza-
beth Stevens, Harlan Holste, Wayne DeWerff,
Randy Wrick, Darryl Miller.
TOP ROW: Richard Wootton, Steve Miller, Al-
ice Unruh. SECOND ROW: Lynn Toburen, Eve-
lyn Bergkamp, Donna Becker, Sandy Herndon.
Noreen Birmingham. THIRD ROW: Sondra
Larcom, Elsie Kramer, Penny Rach, Cindy
Scripter. FOURTH ROW: Carla Blickenstaff,
Peggy M. L. Kesl, Denise Dickson. BOTTOM
ROW: Penny Morgan, Kay Metzinger, Patsy L.
Zillinger, Mary S. Holm.
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Food Service Club
TOP ROW: Stephanie B. Klahr, Mark J. Curry,
Sandra S, Cark, Mary E. Pottorff. SECOND
ROW: Vic L. Doperalski, Darrel Suderman, Phil-
ip R. Atkins. BOTTOM ROW: William R. Hart-
man, Curtis L. Kastner, Matthew R. Wohlge-
muth, Joseph K. Snyder.
Forestry Club
TOP ROW: Douglas Ressel, Alan Zuk, Joe
Brummer, Charles Knouft, Mike Hope, Stanley
Turner, Randall Just, Thomas Warner. SEC-
OND ROW: Bill Fitzpatrick, Lucia Smith, Steve
Loos, Beth Rowlands. BOTTOM ROW: Patty
Cloughley, Glenda Hefty, Hannah Hogue, John
Baumchen.
Grain Science Club
TOP ROW: Mark Heinrich, David Kidwell, Kirk
O'Donnell, David Neff, Greg Nolting, Roger
Gelsinger. SECOND ROW: Dayn Cederstrom,
Dan Walker, John Bish, H. Andre Wanzenried,
Paul S. Bony, Patrick B. Aydt, Jeri Neal, Brian
Doyle, Samuel J. Cox. THIRD ROW: Connie J.
Wells, Carlos F. Tejada, Marc L. Smith, Dale
Eustace, Bob Bartlett, Heather Hopper, David
Freed, Mike Kuhlmann. BOTTOM ROW: Stan
Haddock, Kevin Bardsley, Diane S. Putman,
Richard D. Wullschleger, Mary Hcpperly, There-
sa S. Cogswell.
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Horticulture Club
National Resource Management Club
Poultry Science
TOP ROW: Carol A. Romig, Rene D. Methe,
Kristine L. Lawrence, Andrew G. Maisel, Ginny
E. Crites, Chris C. Brake, Diana Greenough,
Kathy D. Botts, Linda K. Ubel, Linda Kaff, Jen-
ifer L. Moore. SECOND ROW: Melanie J. Sills,
Gwen C. Scott, Wendy J. Selves, Kevin M. Pat-
terson, Kris A. Abrahamson, Gayle L. Lowery,
Venessa K. Leach, Connie S. Butin, Joyce E.
Hess, Rebecca Munger, Cynthia K. Henricks.
THIRD ROW: Rick Knight, Bob Neier, Rick
Lewandowski, Mike Erickson, Chris M. Hei-
drick, Paula M. Santschi, Kimberly K. Kyle, Peg-
gy M. L. Kesl, Karen S. Cook, Susan K. Durham,
Pamela L. Felts. BOTTOM ROW: Kirk C. Bier-
ly, Steven W. Baker, Carol S. Heying, Susan J.
Finger, Carol A. Haunschild, Michelle R. Reyes,
Daniel Ronnebaum, Michael L. Agnew, Loren R.
Breedlove, Arlan D. Klocke, Patrick F. Brady,
Rick A. Headrick.
TOP ROW: Dan Rockers, Kent Herren, Bill
Konicek, Lynn Thurlow, Dan Ronnebaum, Mer-
ry Johnson, Bill Pooler, Jeff Sheets. Bill
McGowan, Chuck Markley, Tim Shinogle. SEC-
OND ROW: Randy Johnson, Kim Lindburg,
Cindy Ott, Lynn Barnes, Robin Taggart, Glenda
Hutchinson, Rob Ladner, Nancy Olsen, Baron
Shively, Steven Gordon. BOTTOM ROW: Patty
Graybeal, Liz Welch, Diane Spade, Lisa Garvin,
Barbara Knieling, Sherri Richardson, James
Bille.
TOP ROW: Paul E. Sanford, Fran Nelson, Al-
bert W. Adams, Katherine D. Millerskow, Em-
manuel A. Laseinde, Yen-Pai Lee. BOTTOM
ROW: Greg J. Savage, Amos J. Kahrs, Robert E.
Wilkins, David M. Ylander, Michael D. Ouart.
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Rodeo Club
TOP ROW: Jackie Baker, Maria F. Hughes, Me-
linda E. Larson, Jackey M. Jeffery, Karen B.
Frankamp, Connie D. Elsea, Diana C. Putnam.
SECOND ROW: Rosie E. Eilert, Mona L. Light-
body, Serena L. Stum, Connie M. Eilert, Cindy
G. Breech, Marcilee Geisler. THIRD ROW: Neil
Worrell, Mark C. Brunner, Denny M. Hormel,
Mary J. Hanson, Jeff F. Van Petten, Lance J.
Markley, Dennis W. Garr. BOTTOM ROW: Von
D. Hunn, Chris A. Strait, Bob C. Welch, Jim R.
Williams, Steven B. Deck, Randall R. Shore.
TOP ROW: Kelly A. Jackson, Madelyn D.
Green, Chan E. Gates, Brad W. Walter, Karol K.
Leggett, Craig D. Rump, Bret L. Norquist. SEC-
OND ROW: Cindy R. Olberding, Valerie P.
Skidmore, Mark W. Reasoner, Bruce L. Brock,
Scott C. Van Pelt. THIRD ROW: Rudy Hermes,
Micheal L. Wiltse, Joe R. Mushrush, Mike Chris-
tiansen, Douglas L. Teter. BOTTOM ROW: Bob
Gore, Rocke, S. Foster, Pat K. Regicr, Fred R.
Dysart, Barry C. Beurskens, James P. Swiler.
TOP ROW: Mark A. Olney, Daniel S. Croker,
Kenneth L. Carlson, Doug W. Irvin, Randall W.
Loucks, Steven W. Zimmerman, Terry L.
Fruechting, Beth R. Gilmartin, Russell B. Smith.
SECOND ROW: Debra A. Hemken, Warren R.
Farr, Tim L. Miller, Katherina A. Kotoyantz,
Ann E. Bunck, Steven R. Wehrman, Lisa M.
Auen, Mike L. Pottorff. THIRD ROW: Larry G.
Hadachek, Dean O. Mitchell, Bradley V. Brown,
Craig W. Mentzer, Mark H. Shields, Richard W.
Arpein, Janice E. Marsteller, Kathryn L.
Strecker. BOTTOM ROW: Randall S. Currie,
Greg Morrical, Keith R. Roesler, Dean Ander-
son, Douglas B. Thiessen, Alan C. Sobba, Rich-
ard W. Stumpf, Mark Pottorff, Steve Thien.
Wheat State Agronomy Club
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Architecture and Design
Organizations in the College of Ar-
chitecture are formed for the purpose
of furthering their common interests in
specific areas. The Design Council co-
ordinates activities of all the organiza-
tions and sponsors an open house. OZ is
a 48-page magazine put out each se-
mester by a group of architecture stu-
Association of Pre-Design Students
Design Council
Interior Architecture Association
dents who are interested in journalism.
SCLSA sponsored the National Land-
scape Architecture conference at K-
State.
TOP ROW: Inga Fenijn, Barbara G. Anderson,
Lonna D. Hildreth, Lisa Lassman. SECOND
ROW: Randall W. Thomas, Clark E. Kampfe,
Rita A. Henze, Teresa L. Hageberg, J ana L.
Busse. THIRD ROW: Lois E. Herbers, Chuck
Stratman, Michael A. Frisse. BOTTOM ROW:
Hervey W. Wright, Ken Graham, Matthew Con-
nolly.
TOP ROW: Floann E. Chapman, Vicky A. Gob-
berdiel, Thomas S. Hollinberger, Suzanne M.
Bardgett, Patricia J. McGowan, Julie A. Brand,
Gregory L. Stock. SECOND ROW: David G.
Brown, Ruthann Russell, Michael A. Karpowicz,
Mikael A. Powell, Greg A. Lorie, Elisabeth M.
Peterson. BOTTOM ROW: Brian R. Ball, Steven
A. Johnson, Stanley R. Andrews, William G.
Young, Leonard M. Gardner, Robert Brugge-
TOP ROW: Douglas Jones, Kendall Merinbaum,
Cindi J. DeVicbiss, Dennis Kirkpatrick, Brad
Duke, Mark Dayvault, Alex Poorman, Mai
Rooks, Russ Bogue, Denise Hoelcher, Mikael
Powell. SECOND ROW: Francis Scicchitano,
Reginald A. Van Pelt, Pam Ziegenfuss, Julie
Brand, Suzanne M. Bardgett, Rosie McCarty,
Gayle Dunivent. BOTTOM ROW: Darlene
Thompson, Ruthann Russell, Floann Chapman,
Jana Hendrickson, Vicky Gobberdiel.
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TOP ROW: John R. Wilhelm, Ray Brecheisen,
Joy Swallow, Mikael Powell, Julie Brand, Lance
Braht. BOTTOM ROW: Mike Grandy, Ray
Streeter, Dixie Roberts, Brian R. Ball, Alex Poor-
man.
TOP ROW: Carl A. Eisenhauer, Kenneth M.
Hageman, Roger D. Commer, Terry L. Ellis, Ste-
phen M. McCandless, Mike Meinke, Linda Bar-
nett, Raymond E. Keith, P. T. Burke. SECOND
ROW: Michael L. Elmore, Dale F. Lueckenhoff,
Kent McConaughey, Ernest J. Straub, David W.
Wagner, Merle F. Jantz, Norman R. Brasher.
THIRD ROW: Terry L. Woolard, Warren G.
Oblinger, John P. Pigiel, Don M. Foster, Steven
R. deFlon, Edward H. Hall, Marc A. Thompson,
Casey Halsey. BOTTOM ROW: Joseph S.
Graney, Allen D. Rogers, Matthew A. Koehn,
Michael R. McGivern, J. F. Goddard,
TOP ROW: Prajim Krairussamee, Richard A.
McClanathan, William W. Sun, John Pine, John
Keller, Owen Wrigley, William Gilmore, Michael
S. Mullen. SECOND ROW: Tom Burdett, Jeff
Labahn, Roger C. Luce, Rich Shearer. THIRD
ROW: Frances Kiernan, Janet A. Pelletier.
BOTTOM ROW: Kathy L. Flemons, Connie A.
Mangan, John W. Stapleton, Cindi K. Mcrlz.
Dave C. Goodwin.
Building Construction Honorary: Sigma Lambda Chi
Student Planning Association
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Tau Sigma Delta: Architecture Honorary TOP ROW: Rick Howell, Don Pope, Dave T.
Chael, John Anderson, David Altenhofen, Tim D.
Johnson, John Hartman, Sue Corrigan, Larry
Shankweiler, Brian Gridley. SECOND ROW:
Perry Lewis, Randy Thorne, David Birdsong, Al-
len Roberts, Reginald A. Van Pelt, Douglas A.
Selby, Joe Berlekamp, Jim Petro. THIRD ROW:
Joseph S. Graney, Scott A. Bohning, Steve F.
Klepacki, Lance Braht, William H. Westerman,
Wyatt Hoch, Frank Scicchitano, Joy Swallow.
FOURTH ROW: David W. Foster, Dennis J.
Toll, Gregory D. Last, Michael B. Terry, Timo-
thy E. Whiteside, N. Reed Graves, Gayle L.
Stout, Barbara L. Hoffman. FIFTH ROW: Pa-
tricia J. McGowan, Mark S. Dayvault, Doug W.
Reed, Mark A. Taussig, Cheri S. Spener, Bob
Brauch, Terri Cermak, Glenn S. Yeakel, Jana
Hendrickson. BOTTOM ROW: J. Cranston
Heintzelman, Patti K. Pastrick, Lynn A. Moore,
Lisa K. Aldrich, Carol A. White, Pennie L. Ni-
chols, Gregory L. Stock, Charles D. Kinworthy,
Mary R. Neff, Ray A. Streeter.
Arts and Sciences
Clubs in the College of Arts and Sci-
ences offer a wide variety for all tastes.
There are wildlife and geology societies,
theater groups and numerous honorar-
ies. Speech Unlimited is a competitive
group which gives speeches and has
won several awards this year. K-State
Players is a theater group which per-
forms on campus throughout the year.
Alpha Chi Sigma: Chemistry Fraternity
TOP ROW: W.S. Ruliffson, Monty J. McCoy,
Stephen D. Glacy, Harry C. Stenvall, Bill Marks,
Dana Mathes. SECOND ROW: Max A. Jones,
Fred M. Triebe, Michael P. Sharon, Ann D.
Kottwitz, Micaela Bulba. BOTTOM ROW: Don-
na C. Triebe, Tim J. Cleary, Kathy R. Gromer,
Chris D. Jones, Bill A. Debold, Paula Ravnikar.
Arts and Sciences Council
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TOP ROW: Anne R. Shearer, Lori A. Bergen,
Beth A. Hartenstein, Annette J. Conners, Rex A.
Degner. SECOND ROW: Cynthia R. Doss,
Mary T. Bichelmeyer, Teresa D. Switzer, Gregg
D. Dodderidge, Jeffrey K. Reh. BOTTOM
ROW: Doug M. Cook, David E. Foster, James D.
Griffin, Patrick H. Miller.
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Arts and Sciences Honorary
TOP ROW: Jocelyn K. Sheets, Susan A. Paul,
Janice K. Langholz, Lisa Beam, Elaine C Hefty,
Donna Francis. SECOND ROW: Karla A. Hef-
ty, Lori L. Thomas, Stephen L. Gregg, Janet K.
Riedei, Curtis A. Krizek. BOTTOM ROW: Su-
san M . Hanson, Stacy L. Cope, Robert P. Burns,
Michael D. Lange,
Ebony Theatre Company
TOP ROW: Anthony Seals, Sherri Chapell,
Gwen Macon, Patricia Lucas, Rachelle Thomas,
Valerie Pope, Deborah Tharps, Nita Cobbins.
BOTTOM ROW: Velina Houston, Tami Farr,
Meddren Jones, Edith Hinrich, Randy Carter.
Geography Honorary: Gamma Theta Upsilon
TOP ROW: Chris A. St.Clair, Mark D. Gebhart,
Barton D. Mullins, Sharon G. Parks. SECOND
ROW: S.L. Stover, Thomas R. Mansfield, Kent
Foerster, Sy Seyler. BOTTOM ROW: Joel S.
Eckelman, Dean R. Andrew, Allen J. Brown.
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K-State Players
TOP ROW: Sally Shutler, Colleen F. Jones, Ka-
tie U. DeBo, Janet E. Sunderland, Patty Wirtz.
SECOND ROW: Anne K. Lacy, Holly C. Sis-
trunk, Robert A. Rice, Janet K. Riedel. BOT-
TOM ROW: Rod A. Russell, Robert A. Cha-
lender, Richard D. Brunner, Mark A. Penning-
ton, Reginald A. Van Pelt.
Microbiology Club
TOP ROW: Paul Bunce, David Wheaton, Gary
Aibers, James Urban, Joel Baines, Thanh
Truong, Chardell Myers. BOTTOM ROW:
Diana Kroeker, Jennifer Owens, Kathy R.
Gromer, Tina Shrimplin.
Psi Chi: Psychology Honorary
TOP ROW: Marie E. Self, Cynthia R. Redburn,
Mary C. Geesling, Sue A. Riley, Rebecca K.
Nilson. SECOND ROW: Elaine M. Melton, Val-
erie E. Tesche, Kim A. Cunningham, Susan A.
Carpenter. THIRD ROW: Camilla R. Meyer,
Gayle L. Waller, Elizabeth J. Kolling, Kathryn
D. Byrd. BOTTOM ROW: Darlene M. Hattrup,
Rene P. Bollier, Steven B. Yee, Brian W. Judd.
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TOP ROW: Louis Riseman, Paul Heuermann,
Joseph Smalley, Jacque T. Doody, Loretta L.
Pecchioni, Allen O. Oertel, Jody L. Zimmerman.
SECOND ROW: Mark H. Ziegler, Henry V.
Beck, Jane E. Shaw, Deborah L. Prather, Nancy
E. Nutter, Claude W. Shenkel. BOTTOM ROW:
Joseph J. Massoth, Warren W. Fore, James R.
Underwood, Gregory B. Young, Mark A. Carl,
Page C. Twiss.
TOP ROW: Terry L. Templeton, Sandra S. Stan-
gle, Mary R. Vaupel, Shelley Pottorf, Kathleen
Berry, Deb Denton, Tammy L. Howser, Jennifer
L. Steiner, Milloy C. Greenwood, Sondra D.
Smith. SECOND ROW: Kerry D. Honeycutt,
Missy Altenbernd, Betty J. Ryan, Jane A. Rack-
ers, Cecilia C. Hass, Diane L. Gillespie, Micki L.
Steele, Jackie L. Herner, R. Susan Harrington.
THIRD ROW: Deborah S. Koch, Regena M.
VanLeewen, Charlotte A. Johnson, Susan A. Da-
vis, Susan B. Blackman, Peggy S. Lingard, Jean
A. Stallbaumer, Sue Walek, Nancy G. Owsley,
Judy A. Hollinger. FOURTH ROW: Marvin A.
Kaiser, Robert J. McGaughey, Tom B. Moore,
Mary J. Farrell, Cynthia A. Nordin, Kathryn A.
Owen, Deborah A. Snider, Sheryl K. Hurd, Dian-
na L. Hicks. BOTTOM ROW: Cathy L. Shea-
han, Valerie A. Lindquist, Julie A. Ketzner, Nan-
cy L. Spannenberg.
TOP ROW: Lynne Ross, Darla Beisner, Tom
Downing, David E. Proctor, Todd Sherlock,
Craig Brown, Eric Rosenblad, Mary Larabee, Pat
Kilgore, Debbie Neff, Harold Nichols. SEC-
OND ROW: Penny Rach, Linda Treiber, Evelyn
Northum, Natalie Haag, Grace Williams, Bob
Holcomb, Diane Plunkett, Tim Mclntyre. BOT-
TOM ROW: Diane K. Johnston, Loretta John-
son, Wendy Schiappa, Joanna Page.
Geology Honorary: Sigma Gamma Epsiloil
Social Work Club
Speech Unlimited
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Student Auditorium Board
Wildlife Society
Williston Geology Club
TOP ROW: Terri K. Monahan, Elizabeth L.
Phelan, M. Annette Norris, Yvonne M. Patter-
son, Vicki N. Wischropp, Jane A. Peters, Helen
L. Holm. SECOND ROW: Helen A. White,
Luann M. Huelskamp, Thad E. Knowles, Brenda
G. Roth, Sue A. Ritter, Annette J. Conners.
THIRD ROW: Cindy L. Parks, Rodrick Q.
Smithso, Frederick H. Kamla, David D. Dunlap,
Dale K. Dickson. BOTTOM ROW: William J.
Schmitz, Gerald K. Findley, David J. Albracht,
Robert A. Rice, Kirby A. Shineman, Mark H.
Ollington.
TOP ROW: Galen L. Critchfield, Linda H. Holz-
richter, Gary L. Skrdlant, Daryl D. Fisher, Grant
S. Allison. SECOND ROW: Leila L. Case,
Thomas J. Snodgrass, Annette Norris, Randy L.
Whiteaker, Richard P. Gillen, Ginger L. Adami.
THIRD ROW: Robert J. Robel, William A.
Bergh, Susan J. Kenny, Rob Unruh. Barbara S.
Vanderveen, Linda R. Schaffner. BOTTOM
ROW: Gary A. Radke, Harvard C. Townsend,
Tim F. Ahrens, Paul A. Toll, Linda D. DeForest.
TOP ROW: Jody L. Zimmerman, Jane E. Shaw,
Mark Young, Andy Howell, Kim Eccles, Jacquc
T. Doody. SECOND ROW: Allen O. Oertel, Pat
Crutchfield, Paul Heuermann, Mark H. Ziegler,
Malia Spaid-Reitz. THIRD ROW: Michael J.
Greene, Joe Massoth, Steve Thompson, Warren
Fore, Brad Burkett, George Clark. BOTTOM
ROW: Gregory B. Young, Greg A. Riepl, Greg-
ory B. Andersen, Mark A. Carl, Kalhy L. Carl,
Bruce Reitz.
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Business organizations try to provide
students with insight into the actual
practice of their chosen field. The Busi-
TOP ROW: David E. Wild, Alan E. Hintz, Brian
K. Stack, Mark J. Kohlrus, Mark T. Lair, Craig
E. Cole, John A. Kober, Arnold E. Vaughn, Su-
zanna Eby. SECOND ROW: Randall R. Carl-
son, Daniel C. Melgren, Ray Z. Letourneau, Ker-
ry I. Hall, Kyle L. Wendt, Rick L. Stejskal, Grant
D. White, Jennifer L. Goldsmith, Elaine De-
chant, Tammy Abrahamson. THIRD ROW: Bill
Everett, Michael J. Sanders, Gregory M. Henne,
Mark T. Zillinger, William G. Sullivan, Lavern
F. Kinderknecht, Dianne Franken, Susan M.
Waechter, Meg Kelley, Teri Wingert. BOTTOM
ROW: Patrick J. Doran, Thomas J. Doran, Carla
J. Cole, David C. Didde. Bill Copher, Bill Man-
ning, Mary E. Johnson, Paul J. Robben, Robert
D. Davis
TOP ROW: JoAnn Hopkins, Cynthia A. Pusch,
Sheila Heylin, Sherri J. Bloesser, Jim A.
Mowder, Deb Osborne, Patricia Pulliam, Julie
Albright, Barbara Sachen, Dianne Franken, Vern
Herbel. SECOND ROW: Tim P. O'Neil, Greg S.
Beers, Deborah L. Hunt, Douglas C. Ladd, Ja-
nice E. Knopp, Julie E. Kohman, John A. Kober,
Missy A. Rausch, Brad D. Ives. BOTTOM
ROW: Thomas R. Manwarren, Kathy S. Knox,
June C. Hartline, James C. Nelson, Brian T.
Howes, Barbara A. Barrick, Brian G. Wurst,
Gary B. Bauer.
TOP ROW: Marilyn K. Rodger, Karen A. Wal-
lerius, Denise E. Hinson, Janet M. Straub, Sara
Schaefer, Cathy Ensign. SECOND ROW: Jan-
iece M. Reinert, Victoria C. Dunn, Terri R.
Small, Carol A. Haunschild, Carol A. Kohr.
THIRD ROW: Rene J. Laman, Daniel A. Thom-
as, Roger E. Hastings, Wayne B. Turner, Robert
J. Hajovsky, Richard J. Tatman. BOTTOM
ROW: Daniel J. Norton, David P. Silhan, Terry
L. Coltrain, Phillip K. Osborn, Maurice E. Stark.
Business
ness Administration Council publishes
a newsletter to create more interest in
the College. Beta Alpha Psi conducts
field trips to accounting and business
firms, and helps tutor beginning ac-
counting students.
Professional Business Organization: Alpha Kappa Psi
Accounting Fraternity: Beta Alpha Psi
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Business Administration Council
Financial Management Association
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Phi Chi Theta*. Business Organization
Duane Webber, Lynn Eagleton, Barry Robinson,
Polly Green, Mark A. Zimmerman, Richard M.
Macha, Cheryl L. Nutter, Gary McGuire. Bill
Manning, Phil Osborn, Kenneth L. Fox, Judy
Weltsch, Sonni Donley, Patrick T. Burke, Brian
L. Rassette, Susan E. Coulter, Patrick C. Sar-
gent, James C. Nelson, Brian C. Hueben, Steven
D. Anderson, Alan R. Stetson.
TOP ROW: Brad Skipton, Kendal K. Pulliam.
Brice LaHue, Robert N. Rousey, Randolph A.
Pohlman, Robert D. Hollinger, David S. Toot,
Stephen Ford, Greg Bond, Kent Adams, David L.
Lee, William W. Scroggin. SECOND ROW: Da-
vid Holmes, Terry Mius, Daniel Paneitz, Monte
Minard, Randy Williams, Steve Salter, Douglas
C. Ladd, Brian Howes, Gary Plumberg, Ed
Bauer, Tim Ruffin. BOTTOM ROW: Polly
Green, Judy Reitz, Verlyn Richards, Susan
Coulter, Nancy Swartwout.
TOP ROW: Shelley D. Bessier, Pat A. Llamas,
Ivey L. Whitmore, Rosa 1. Huaman, Marilyn
Mitchell, Janet D. Dam, Rhonda K. Miller, Clau-
dia S. Blockcolsky, Ginny Williams, Beth A.
Boast. SECOND ROW: Linda P. Sheal'fer,
Marilyn B. Antweiler, Brenda K. Wright, Corrine
K. Fehr, Reva E. King, Sonni R. Donley, Marcia
K. Dryden, Kiki Comeau, Janice D. Hull.
THIRD ROW: Maria K. Wunder, Carol A. Por-
ter, Tina C. Dahl, Elizabeth A. Burgin, Lynn D.
Eagleton, Helen Bajich, Kathy A. Varndell,
Mary A. Sebring, Diane M. Brown, Nicky S.
Master. FOURTH ROW: Chris E. Wiseman,
Diane M. Nace, Jane C. Dyer, Judith M. Erick-
son, Brenda K. Buss, Kris L. Larson, Rose
Ivanov, Nancy J. Swartwout. BOTTOM ROW:
Andrea A. Foutch, Mary A. Davis, Carol E. Ir-
vine, Susan A. Walterscheid, Wendy L. Phillips,
Denise E. Hinson, Michele K. Kissing, Debbie L.
Dawson.
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Society for the Advancement of Management
TOP ROW: Debbie L. Dawson, Deborah J. An-
derson, Trudy J. Hawkins, Ivey L. Whitmore,
Cindy G. Sommer, Martha L. Wilson, Tammy
Abrahamson, Sandra S. Clark, Mary J. Carinder,
Mary B. Knipper, Becky A. Jeschke. SECOND
ROW: Keith A. Love, Laurie A. Carr, Nicky S.
Master, Kiki Comeau, Barbara E. Gooley, Donna
J. Nicholson, Jane A. Peters, Leo P. Matzeder,
Terry J. Adamson, Suzanna Eby, Marie A.
Froom. THIRD ROW: Robert P. Christiansen,
Terrence R. Kraft, Leon L. Atwell, James P.
Shaheen, Randall D. Jordan, Douglas E. Knauss,
Nancy J. Swartwout, Michael M. Morton, Ann
Ferguson, Doris Delzeit. BOTTOM ROW: Craig
F. Perkins, Richard Duncan, Stephen R. Gowdy,
Galen A. Schwertfeger, Lee A. Levenson, David
C. Didde, Mark Jorns, Randy L. Campbell, Mike
Mallory, Rick L. Haxton, Sue Grissinger.
TOP ROW: David C. Orr, Gregg J. DuPree,
Gordon C. McWilliams, Dwight R. Palmer,
Brent L. Heidebrecht, David A. Shepherd, Page
Puckett, Debbie Higgs, Jean Steele. SECOND
ROW: Myron D. Flickner, Robin D. Drumm,
Sandy Degi, Jay A. Hathaway, Catherine A. Sa-
batka, Trudy D. Rempel, William D. Henning,
Patrick P. Parke, Frank K. O'Toole. THIRD
ROW: Greg Degi, Anker A. Lerret, Wayne R.
Wild, Susan Galyardt, Dennis W. Anderson, Al-
bert J. Tharnish, Stevin H. Gehrke, Carl L.
Shore, Kevin E. Williams, Donald J. Hinson.
BOTTOM ROW: Larry M. Strecker, Brian W.
Middlekamp, Michael W. Berry, Robert C. Rob-
inson, Brian K. Harms, Thomas B. Reed, Ken-
neth G. Meitl, Brian J. Doerksen, Frank A. Till-
Communications
Radio and television, newspapers,
magazines, advertising and public rela-
tions are all part of the communications
field. Organizations in these categories
try to provide students with knowledge
and experience in their areas of interest.
Women in Communications, Inc., tries
to set up contacts in the professional
world for its members. Sigma Delta Chi
sponsors Editor's Day on campus,
which brings in editors from all over the
state to meet students.
Advertising Club
TOP ROW: Mary L. Spicer, Mike R. Utech,
Peggy D. Patchen, Bill Lippold, Mary S. Hill.
SECOND ROW: Andrea Owens, Mary Jacob-
son, Sarah Cosgrove, Roxanne Smith, Andrea
Carver, Stan Higgason. BOTTOM ROW: Har-
old C. Shaver, Sheri L. Sneed, Lynn A. Wylie,
Rita Walsh, Phil Achten, Ann Wylie.
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Alpha Epsilon Rho: Radio and Television Honorary
Public Relations Student Society of America
Sigma Delta Chi: Society of Professional Journalists
Jim Jones, Diane Gonzolas, Theresa Montgom-
ery, Mitchell Holthus, MaryJane Schust, Sally
Sageser, Malia Baumgardner, Janet Burgdorfer,
MaryAnne Murray, Ann Morgan, Julie Deppish.
TOP ROW: Karla K. Engle, Andrea Owens,
Mary Jacobson, Mary T. Bichelmeyer, Janice
Lenoir, Carol Oukrop. BOTTOM ROW: Harold
C. Shaver, Denise L. Hayden, Ronn Smith, Me-
lissa Mauck, Cindy Stearns.
TOP ROW: Peryn Cominsky, Debbie Hagen-
maier, Lisa Sandmeyer, Jett Anderson, Velina
Houston, Michelle Miller, Bruce Buchanan, Julie
Doll, Doug Daniel. BOTTOM ROW: Dave
Hughes, Mary J. Prochazka, Robert Daly, Mary
L. Ridder, Cindy Friesen.
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TOP ROW: Jocelyn K. Sheets, Kim L. Moore,
Susan L. Spencer, Debbie G. Hagenmaier. SEC-
OND ROW: Kathy L. Davison. BOTTOM
ROW: Cecilia M. Kasl, Mary A. Murray.
The cultural organizations on cam-
pus try to help the student body become
aware of cultures, languages and social
functions. The Black Student Union
TOP ROW: Allen C. McCormick, Tami E. Farr,
Melanie L. Brockington, Sharon A. Davenport,
Reginald Washington. SECOND ROW: Calvin
M. Ransom, Isaac D. Turner, Moira M. Jack,
Cynthia J. Grider, Ernest B. Carter. THIRD
ROW: Kimlianne T. Washington, Philip R. At-
kins, Harold A. Carter, Deborah J. Anderson,
Sabrina A. Boyd, Greg L. Musil. BOTTOM
ROW: Juan H. Montier, Camillia A. Pace, Ce-
dric T. Patton, Gwen S. Macon, Joe A.H. Jones.
Women in Communications, Inc.
Cultural
aids the University in the recruitment
of black faculty and students. They also
sponsor a Black Homecoming and
Black Awareness Week. The African
Student Association unites African stu-
dents with such activities as an African
Night featuring native costumes, dance
and food.
Black Student Union
B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
TOP ROW: Steven Galitzer, Allan J. Kleinman,
Ruth Cubberley, Eric Rosen. BOTTOM ROW:
Rita Grover, Jan Galitzer, Jill Levy, Ivri K. Mes-
singer.
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Mecha
TOP ROW: M. A. Garibay, Christopher E. Ro-
driguez, Danny Lopez, Jeannie Sandoval, Connie
Ochoa. SECOND ROW: Enrique S. Garibay,
Leticia Tapia, Toni A. Jasso, Teresa M. Guillen.
BOTTOM ROW: Jesse M. Amayo, Debbie J.
Wilson, Anna Amayo.
Native American Indian Student Body
TOP ROW: Allen C. McCormick, Toni A. Jasso,
Joanna I. Smith, Jeannie I. Sandoval. SECOND
ROW: Rita M. Schwermann, Larry B. Decker,
Gregory B. Michael, Bob McKinney. BOTTOM
ROW: Al Wilson, Roger C. Luce, Jess M.
Amayo, Gilberto R. Chabarria.
Nigerian Student Union
TOP ROW: Emmanuel A. Laseinde, Umaru I.
Dogondaji, Raymond D. Lagan, Isaiah A. Bajah,
Eyagi Yakubu. SECOND ROW: Enoch A. Sa-
lako, Theophilus L. Adeyemo, Abdullahi Jibrin,
Leje I. Mohammed, Reuben A. Mannok. BOT-
TOM ROW: Saidu B. Ahmed, Mohammed G.
Umar, Muhammad U. Arikya, Kehinde O. Aina,
Jimoh O. Yusuf, Attahiru A. Aliero.
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Organizations in the field of educa-
tion mainly strive to further their com-
TOP ROW: Robert J. Seitz, Pamela S. Levin,
Libby Allen, Paula Palmer, Lynn Thomas. SEC-
OND ROW: Kathryn K. Byrd, Mary J. Rober-
son, Karen L. Christiansen, Sheri L. Bareiss,
Marcia K. Pfannenstiel. BOTTOM ROW: Ron-
nie Rouse, Jim R. Teeter, Holly C. Sistrunk, Cyn-
thia L. Bishop, Doug T. Ensley.
These organizations tend to focus on
meeting professional people in the engi-
neering field. The Society of Women
TOP ROW: Ray Magill, Dave McKee, J. J.
Smaltz, Jeff Finley, Mark Zeorlin, Craig Sum-
mers, Frank Hwang, Carl Ice. BOTTOM ROW:
Brad Kramer, Peggy Ou, Deb Nicklaus, Matthew
Taylor, Susan Galyardt, Cathy Sabatka, J. John
Kolman.
TOP ROW: Debra A. Royse, Cynthia L.
Schaller, Debra S. Higgs, Helen L. Holm, Chad
A. Strait, Ann D. Kottwitz, Margaret M. Hein,
Maria K. Doyen, Mark Rinehart. SECOND
ROW: Terry D. Tucker, Richard R. Adams,
Robert J. Simon, Scott A. Brumbaugh, Scott D.
Love, Mark R. Ramsdale, Robert S. Herrick,
Leland M. Shepard. THIRD ROW: Brent A.
Burdge, Ralph W. Romig, Don S. Janezic, Greg
A. Trebilcock, Spencer L. Tholstrup, David C.
Law, Lynn T. Holle. BOTTOM ROW: Walter P.
Walawender, Dana L. Mathes, Monty J. McCoy,
Brad K. Blackman, William D. Henning, Bruce
R. Hazeltine, Steven J. Tyler, Thomas L. Cox.
Education
mon interests and meet professional
people in areas of interest. Some groups
take field trips and have guest speakers.
Student National Education Association
Engineering
Engineers has women speak about how
they are treated on-the-job. The Ameri-
can Institute of Industrial Engineers
has speakers give them exposure from
an engineer's point of view.
Industrial Engineering Honorary: Alpha Pi Mu
Ml
i
American Institute of Chemical Engineering
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American Institute of Industrial Engineering
American Nuclear Society
American Society of Agricultural Engineering
TOP ROW: Frank P. Hwang, Steven F. Ripper,
Dan J. Panter, Matthew M. Taylor, Catherine A.
Sabatka, J. John Kolman, Jeff Finley. SECOND
ROW: David K. Dohrmann, Kenton D. Lippert,
Terry P. Dockum, Mark A. Zeorlin, Bernard L.
Smith, Kenneth E. Anderson, Nadalie S. Bosse,
Craig J. Lowell, Dave McKee, Ray Magill.
THIRD ROW: Donald E. Skipton, Randell G.
Wagner, Ronald D. Frazee, Jeffrey P. Albright,
Anthony P. Kia, Rodney E. Nally, Mohammed
G. Umar, Peggy J. Ou, Amy L. Armstrong, Mit-
sushi Mori. BOTTOM ROW: Frank A. Tillman,
Brad A. Kramer, Larry M. Strecker, Joseph B.
Talley, Phillip G. Miller, M. Lisa Baumgarten.
Scott M. McCulley, John R. Annis, Terron E.
Jones, Carl R. Ice, Susan Galyardt.
TOP ROW: Teresa A. Wise, Joan E. Gregory,
Richard A. Roenigk, Debora A. Zimmerman, B.
Ellen Johnson. SECOND ROW: Charles H.
Mathews, Trudy D. Rempel, Steven A. Craft,
Kent J. Wietharn. THIRD ROW: Robert M.
Ostmeyer, Gary D. Rodvelt. Lawrence P. Nelson,
David M. Rencher, Rick L. Legleiter. BOTTOM
ROW: Hermann J. Donnert, Gary L. Bultman,
Dennis W. Anderson, Brent L. Heidebrecht.
TOP ROW: Mark Boguski, Dwight D. Chipper-
field, Randy S. Rosine, Brady Bauer. SECOND
ROW: Wilmer J. Bartel, Emery F. Wiens, Ed-
ward A. Smalley. THIRD ROW: Steven L.
Blume, Kenneth G. Meitl. BOTTOM ROW: Ter-
ry W. Misak, Ronald D. Shinogle, Russ LaForce.
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TOP ROW: Virginia A. Unruh, Page Puckett,
Brett A. Stanley, Joe R. Gray, Robert J. Smith,
Kendall W. White, Scott E. Eisasser, Daniel J.
Green, Michael D. Snyder. SECOND ROW:
Roger L. Becker, Kent E. Ketterman, Dale K.
Dickson, Brook J. Beaslon, David W. Long, Phil-
ip B. Wiltz, Mark R. Hutchison, Dick J. Goering,
Steve P. Kirchhoff. THIRD ROW: Dennis A.
Wienck, William S. Dodge, Robin D. Drumm,
Mark K. Hughes, Brian J. Doerksen, David B.
Dumler, William R. Litton, Glenn C. Wood.
BOTTOM ROW: Robert A. Johnston, Paul J.
Schmitz, Randy W. Ireland, James D. Langner,
Brian L. Gerhardt, John C. Lindholm, Frank K.
OToole, Michael L. Stewart, David S. Douglass.
TOP ROW: Don A. Shaver, Bill F. Gensky, Dale
F. Lueckenhoff, Rick A. Heitmann, Chris L. Nie-
mann, Bill Meeker, Dana LeSher, Jay D. Bricha-
cek, Doug Grove. SECOND ROW: Roy L.
Meinhardt, Ron A. Cheney, David F. Steele, Da-
vid W. Wagner, Stephen L. Kaaz, Mike Weimer,
Kenn Lee, Bruce Anderson, Ray Keith. THIRD
ROW: Stan C. Kiser, Charles L. Schlesinger,
Glenn F. Miller, Bert J. Esfeld, Don M. Foster,
Roger A. Seymour, Terrance J. Shinogle, Linda
Barnett. BOTTOM ROW: Steve P. Bennett,
Alan K. Felsted, Jane D. Yarbrough, Darrel W.
Meyer, Robert B. Curry, Scott B. Brewer, Roger
D. Meade.
TOP ROW: Roger D. Commer, Greg B.
Zuercher, James D. Calvert, Peter M. Hamma,
Patrick T. Burke, Steve J. Goetz, Eugene Thor-
son. SECOND ROW: Terry L. Woolard, Joseph
S. Graney, Rick L. Bauer, W. Gregg Oblinger,
Casey S. Halsey, Ernest J. Straub, Steve Weis-
singer, Robert Dahl. THIRD ROW: Peter H.
Diedrich, Marc A. Thompson, Mark A. Brace,
Randy A. Smith, Erik S. Anderson, John J. Wes-
terhaus, Jim Fleming, J. F. Goddard. BOTTOM
ROW: Kevin J. Reilly, Gregg A. Moser, David L.
Disney, Matthew A. Koehn, Allen D. Rogers,
Tim W. Wagner, Trent D. Peterson, Merrill
Blackman.
TOP ROW: Joseph Eng, Elizabeth Huning, Ran-
dy Blackwood, Kathy Perkins, Randy H. West,
Richard W. Scoggan. SECOND ROW: Danial J.
Stecklein, Wayne A. Helms, Ron H. Kuhn,
Christopher G. Glatt, Douglas D. Grauer.
THIRD ROW: Randy J. Gasswint, Jay A.
Hathaway, John M. Cater, Stephen D. Webb,
Albert J. Tharnish. BOTTOM ROW: Jay N.
Hutchison, Kim N. Pearsc, Robert C. Robinson,
Michael W. Berry.
American Society of Mechanical Engineering
Association of General Contractors
Civil Engineering Honorary: Chi Epsilon
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Engineering Student Council
Engineering Technologists
Eta Kappa Nu: Electrical Engineering Honorary
TOP ROW: Teresa A. Wise, Mary T. Ice, Pam J.
Nicklaus, Nadalie S. Bossc, Dcbra A. Royse,
Richard A. Rocnigk, Page Puckctl, Steven R.
Goblc, Kristin J. Fionda. SECOND ROW: Lau-
ra J. Kruse, Michael D. Hicks, Ernest J. Straub,
Leon L. Atwell, Gene K. Atkinson, C. David
McKee, Susan P. Barsamian, Trudy D. Rcmpel.
THIRD ROW: Michael J. Scully, Kevin F.
Kandt, Bryan W. Reinccke, Phil A. Hrenchir,
Denny Anderson, Casey S. Halsc, Roger A. Sey-
mour, David B. Rogers, Russell B. Bauck. BOT-
TOM ROW: Hermann J. Donnert, Dana L.
Mathcs, Marc E. Elkins, Patrick P. Parke, Bruce
R. Hazeltine, Brian A. Carmichael, David R.
Masters, John P. Dollar.
TOP ROW: Brian T. Brown. Robert K. Cooley,
Brian H. Terry, Tammy J. Olson, Christi L.
Graves. SECOND ROW: Dale L. Meskimen,
Max E. Wietharn, Dave T. Rcmmel, Rick D.
Sayler, Tara S. Cupps. THIRD ROW: Byron B.
Kauffman, Gregory S. Hoglund, Bill W. Daly,
Doug M. Crume. BOTTOM ROW: Leon L.
Atwell, Tom E. Eberth, Rodney K. Rowland, Art
Vaughan.
TOP ROW: Joe E. Ward, John L. Benefiel, Ka-
ren S. Chandler, Dwight R. Palmer, Clay G.
Jones, Myron D. Flickncr, David W. Lowther,
James K. Albright, Timothy C. Henness, Robert
Williams. SECOND ROW: Akbar Hariri-Mar-
and, Gordon W. Thayer, Kenneth L. Sowlcs, Da-
vid B. Sargent, Glenn R. Engel. Rick E. Flott,
Judith A. Nutter, David B. Rogers, Scott W.
Marshall, William G.Bahr. THIRD ROW: Mary
L. Sanders, Curtis D. Harris, Scott R. Shepard,
Jennie E. Benson, William N. Dowling, Lanette
S. Winters, Gordon C. McWilliams, Carl L.
Shore, Alan C. Svoboda, Kent M. Willis. BOT-
TOM ROW: Daniel B. Schowengcrdt, Greg
Degi, Robert J. Kocts, Thomas B. Reed, Stefan
R. Komarer, Pat R. Tatum, Ronnie L. Rodvelt,
Joseph W. Sage, Mark E. Flin, Earl E. Creel.
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Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers
TOP ROW: Clay G. Jones, Karen S. Chandler,
Randall A. Smischny, Judy Nutter, Mel E.
Schwan, John L. Benefiel, Michael D. Hicks, Da-
vid R. Kautz, Doug D. Frederking, Dwight R.
Palmer, Myron D. Flickner. SECOND ROW:
Akbar Hariri-Marand, Gordon W. Thayer, Da-
vid W. Lowther, Rick Flott, Glenn R. Engel,
Donald P. Danielsen, Curtis D. Harris, Clarence
D. Suppes, David B. Sargent, Delbert G. Riebe.
THIRD ROW: Mary L. Sanders, Jennie E. Ben-
son, Lanette S. Winters, Mac A. Cody, William
N. Dowling, Kenneth L. Sowles, Dewey W.
Wymer, James K. Albright, Carl L. Shore, Gary
R. Hazeltine, Scott W. Marshall. BOTTOM
ROW: Marvin E. VanBebber, Greg Degi, David
B. Rogers, Thomas B. Reed, Robert J. Koets,
Neal L. Woods, Pat R. Tatum, Ronnie L. Rod-
velt, Joseph W. Sage, Mark E. Flin.
TOP ROW: Walter P. Walawender, Larry A.
Glasgow, Debra S. Higgs, Helen L. Holm, Brady
A. Compton, Stevin H. Gehrke, Janet E. Atter-
bury. SECOND ROW: L.T. Fan, Richard R.
Adams, Joel A. Yocom, Mike D. Brown, Rick R.
Tague, Marc R. Ramsdale. THIRD ROW: Terry
L. Unruh, Monty J. McCoy, Scott A. Brum-
baugh, Don S. Janezic, Thomas L. Cox, William
D. Henning, Leland M. Shepard. BOTTOM
ROW: Dana L. Mathes, Brent A. Burdge, Mi-
chael L. McGeough, Warren M. Ewert, Joel A.
Davenport, Robert J. Simon.
TOP ROW: Sandy S. Yang, Cheryl A. Schneck,
Polly S. Robinson, Allecia L. Remington. Marsha
A. Meili, Jane E. Knoche, Debra S. Higgs, Terry
L. Davis, Susan A. Attig, Karen J. Hummel.
SECOND ROW: Joan E. Gregory, Deborah L.
Barber, Rhona L. Walton, Sandra S. Callahan,
Susan M. Stemmle, Catherine A. Sabatka, Tadhi
L. Silsby, Terrie K. Sallman, Sherri L. Yarber.
THIRD ROW: Mary B. Dix, Kris J. Fionda, B.
Ellen Johnson, Debora A. Zimmerman, Diane M.
Dalton, Maria K. Doyen, Michelle A. Hoferer,
Page Puckett BOTTOM ROW: Lynne E. Brock-
hoff, Peggy L. Crews, Barbara G. Lindholm,
Lanette S. Winters, Susan P. Barsamian, Jacque-
lin K. Thomas, Lisa B. Hoffmaster, John C. Lind-
holm.
Chemical Engineering Honorary: Omega Chi Epsilon
Society of Women Engineers
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Steelring: Senior Engineering Honorary
TOP ROW: Stephen D. Webb, Jay N. Hutchi-
son, Denny Anderson, Pat Johnston, Margaret
Yaege, Patrick Parke, Marc Elkins, Ray Hight-
ower. BOTTOM ROW: Frank OToole, Matthew
Taylor, William N. Dowling, Steve Pinick, Deb-
bie Higgs, Stephen McCandless, Deb Nicklaus.
Tau Beta Pi: Engineering Honorary
TOP ROW: Spencer T. While, Jim D. Clark,
Kendall W. White, Pam J. Nicklaus, John L.
Benefiel, David J. Tatum, Ann D. Kottwitz, Meg
A. Yaege, Scott A. Brumbaugh, Mark Hoffman,
Linus A. Drouhard. SECOND ROW: Scott W.
Marshall, William G. Bahr, David W. Lowther,
Curtis D. Harris, Brent A. Burdge, Marty Trayer,
Daniel J. Green, Glenn R. Engel, Judith A. Nut-
ter, Darryl D. Drayer. THIRD ROW: Wayne A.
Helms, Lanette S. Winters, Michael L.
McGeough, Brett A. Stanley, Roger L. Becker,
Randy L. Blackwood, Rick R. Tague, Gloria J.
Wiens, Matthew M. Taylor. BOTTOM ROW:
Steven L. Blume, Giles C. Tuckfield, Philip J.
Neff, Robert J. Koets, Charles E. Herrmann,
Carl R. Ice, Kent A. Martens, Ray R. Magill, J.
John Kolman.
Governing Boards
Governing boards try to help coordi-
nate activities of different organiza-
tions. Student Senate discusses and
makes proposals for the students about
policies, procedures and issues of inter-
est. Panhellenic and Interfraternity
Councils organize the activities and
policies of the sororities and fraternities
at K-State.
Association of Residence Halls
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TOP ROW: DeAnn M. Leshovksy, Cathy A.
Zook, Sandra D. Sheel, Sheila M. Sauer, Debra
A. Royse, Lee F. Ukele, Jan L. Winter, Daniel K.
McAnarney, Howard K. Jones, Ronda McCul-
lick. SECOND ROW: Lisa E. Connor, Cindy A.
Castelli, Annette M. Galluzzi, Stewart M. Bower-
sox, Virginia K. Potter, Shirley J. Fouse, Cindy
A. Buse, Steven G. Pfannenstiel, Velva C. Hale,
Jeffrey L. Stafford. THIRD ROW: Michele R.
Cochran, Dawn M. Schauer, Belinda C. Stump,
Mark K. Rauth, Margaret A. Young, Randall A.
Smischny, Judy A. Nott, Annette C. Hachinsky,
Sharon C. Rodina. BOTTOM ROW: Jerri A.
Sparke, Randy D. Spicher, Michael A. Pezza,
Bryan A. Megee, Patrick F. McKernan, Larry W.
Durant, James A. Duke, Judy A. Spiegel, Althea
Rempe.
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TOP ROW: Cindy A. Castelli, Mark K. Rauth,
Annette M. Galluzzi, Randall A. Smischny, Al-
thea Rempe, Jeffrey L. Stafford. BOTTOM
ROW: Sharon C. Rodina, Michele R. Cochran,
Ronda McCullick, Jerri A. Sparke.
TOP ROW: Sandra McGee, Tami Farr, Patricia
Lucas, Dale Blanchard. BOTTOM ROW: Isaac
Turner, Faith Pearson, Gwen Macon, Deborah
Anderson, Roberta Hanks, Reginald Washing-
ton.
TOP ROW: Betty R. McGraw, Elaine Mayo,
Jerrold Maddox, Wes Babcock, Valerie Pope, R.
Z. Melnick, Michael Boucher. BOTTOM ROW:
Ronnie Mahler, John Chalmers, Allen C. McCor-
mick, R. A. Steinbauer.
TOP ROW: Jerry A. Lilly, Bill Meeker, Joe Fra-
sier, Brian C. Hueben, Grant K. Graham, Thom-
as F. Baldwin, Steven J. Gordon, Troy E. Horine,
Mark R. Hutchison, Don M. Foster. SECOND
ROW: Mitchell G. Holthus, Ralph S. Crumrine,
Patrick C. Sargent, Timothy H. Hcffel, Mark A.
Anderson,. Keith A. Heikes, Dan W. Wolf, Dan
M. Bennett, Randall R. Carlson, Brent R.
Thompson, Michael L. Gonzalez. BOTTOM
ROW: Thomas V. Fisher, Steve G. West, Ste-
phen J. Hollander, Drew S. Thompson, Rich A.
Lundstrom, Mike Stables. Patrick H. Miller,
Greg D. Nelson, Gary D. Olds.
Assoc. Residence Hall Exec. Comm.
Black Greek Council
Fine Arts Council
Interfraternity Council
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Panhellenic Council
Student Governing Association
SGA Executive Board
Student Senate
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TOP ROW: Debbie K. Steiner, Peggy D. Pat-
chen, Lillian M. Arnold, Joel A. Lusk, Suzanne
Schulz, Patti J. Cook, Sandra L. Maggio, Steph-
anie L. Davis. SECOND ROW. Collette Carr,
Suzanne L. Lynton, Colleen L. Burnett, Shawn E.
Swaim, Nancy J. Schust, Beth Weidenheimer,
Vivian A. Bogner. THIRD ROW: Kim A.
Schulte, Lisa J. Perez, Carol A. Carr, Karen L.
Fowler, Barbi L. Berner, Susan L. Wahle. BOT-
TOM ROW: Jannie D. Hull, Monica K. Wood-
ford, Lori J. Harris, Janet L. Guilfoyle, Joy A.
Balderson, Barbara K. Robel.
TOP ROW: Mick Morrell, Doug Cook, Max
Wietharn, Sam Brownback, Marc Elkins, Kevin
Burnett, Randy Tosh, Allen Roberts, Ron Wil-
son, Lisa Baumgarten, Dee James, Rex Matlack,
Diana Greenough, Kirk Johnson. BOTTOM
ROW: Nita Cobbins, Theresa Montgomery, Lisa
Scherer, Elaine Hefty, Karma Overmiller.
TOP ROW: Sam Brownback, Jay Selanders,
Dave McKee, Emily Compton, Mike Morrell.
BOTTOM ROW: Lori Bergen, Brian Rassette,
Mary K. Faubian, Lisa Zahn, Greg Musil.
TOP ROW: Sam Brownback, Dennis Shehi, Pam
Nicklaus, Kitty King, Ted Knopp, Pete Kruse,
Scott Pfizenmaier, Peter Criss, Tim Strobel, Rich
Macha, Jenny Johnston, Helen Burtis, Clarence
Waters, Mick Morrell. SECOND ROW: Dent
Wilcoxon, Marilyn Trotter, Camillia Pace, Pat-
rick Miller, Curtis Krizek, Tim Phares, Tim
Bearnes, Steve Anderson, Jeff Zillinger, Alan
Sobba, Candi Caplinger. THIRD ROW: Bill
Manning, Stacy Cope, Dana Foster, Roger Sey-
mour, Emily Compton, Inga Fenijn, Wes Bab-
cock, Nancy VanMeter. BOTTOM ROW: Mark
Kinnaman, Lisa Zahn, Lori Bergen, Brian Ras-
sette, Mary K. Faubion, Jay Selanders, Greg Mu-
sil, Dave McKee.
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TOP ROW: Kathy Najuch, Carol Peckman, Ke-
vin Kneisley, David Colburn, Ken Spangler, Bill
Muret, Linda Thompson, Suzanne Fee, Peggy
Patchen. BOTTOM ROW: Myron Molzen, Rob
Cieslicki, Larry Najuch, Margaret Smith,
Organizations in the area of health
are formed to meet professionals and
set up contacts with them. The Kansas
TOP ROW: Gary Breipohl, Eve Hohly, David
Gantenbein, Chris Southwick, Doug Brensing,
Clark Ruttinger, Herb Moser. BOTTOM ROW:
Janice Langholz, Sandy Riggs, Elaine Hefty,
Ana Huaman, Ken Voss, Susan Mosier, Glenn
Boyd, Teresa Krenger.
TOP ROW: Sandra A. Burtis, Kathleen A. Kin-
naman, Janine L. Kohman, Shari L. Wenger,
Jean M. Clarke. SECOND ROW: Linda L, Do-
bratz, Denise L. Degner, Libby Johnson, Rebecca
J. Stiles, Myong-Hyi Taylor. BOTTOM ROW:
Kenneth R. Stigen, Beth E. Blume, Denise D.
Clowe, Lori J. Blomquist, Cynthia A. Whitehair.
Union Programming Council
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Health
Association of Nursing Students meets
nurses from all over the state. Groups
such as Pre-Physical Therapy and
Medical Technology are also set up to
contact professionals in their fields.
Pre-Medical Honorary: Alpha Epsilon Delta
Kansas Association of Nursing Students
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Medical Technology Club
Pre-Physical Therapy Club
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Club
TOP ROW: Kathy Gooley, Mark Kendrick,
Chardeil Myers. SECOND ROW: Hector Vega,
Tammi Barstow, Terri Peterson, Sally Nelson,
Karen Erpelding, Belinda Foster, Linda Maxwell.
BOTTOM ROW: Connie K. Maben, Christine
Gardner, Rebecca Roach, Loree Brownell, Linda
Norton.
TOP ROW: Amy Walters, Shayla Elder. Tamara
S. Murphy, Mary M. Garten. SECOND ROW:
Glenna Hildebrand, Margaret Gollada, Kim B.
Wilson. BOTTOM ROW: Denisc M. Rcchner,
Greg A. Bachman, Jerry L. Pomcroy, Mary C.
Poell.
TOP ROW: Jeannie I. Sandoval, Mayra Hernan-
dez, Gaye E. Slifer, Stephanie L. Bush, Karen L.
Altenbernd, Patricia Y. Kyner, Gayle L. Davis,
LaReta M. Tabor, Michael F. Yamamoto, Karin
K.Seltman, LeanneJ. Landau. SECOND ROW:
Ralph F. Fuellbier, Tammy J. Fleenor, Loree A.
Brownell, Pam L. Elmer, Danni L. Wolf, Teresa
A. Novotny, Eva M. Stumpff, Janet M. Sweeney,
William I. Wiatt, Joe E. Beuerlein. THIRD
ROW: Jon D. Carlson, Randy J. Zorn, Tate D.
Posey, Rick L. Marrinson, Vicente E. Rodriguez,
Debbie J. Clubine, Bill A. Debold, John D.
McWhirter, Tom J. Fangman. BOTTOM ROW:
Brent L. Kuehny, Doug A. Albrecht, Keith B.
Penner, Robert D. Johnson, Michael D. Patrick,
Brian R. Huseman, Eduard E. Meyer, Stephen D.
Glacy, David J. Drolte, John R. Bolton.
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Pre-Veterinary Medicine Club
TOP ROW: Eva I. Dudek, Ivey L. Whitmore,
Sue C. Aitchison, Joy L. Rexroat, Teresa K. Ha-
gedorn, Rebecca K. Nilson, Elaine J. Besthorn,
Louise A. Brigham, Carita G. Swader. Linda S.
Gainer. SECOND ROW: James L. Harrington,
Debra L. Mueller, Frances A. Nelson, Sean B.
Dow, Susan Steinlage, Paul A. Bunce, Randall
W. Hinde, Sue M. Bennett, Kevin E. DuPree.
THIRD ROW: Leslie B. Wegele, Darwin M.
Deets, Michael B. Kaufman, Mark N. Skeels,
Allen K. Sample, Susan M. Hanson. Randi R.
Anderson, Kurt D. Fredrickson, Gary D. Schul-
teis. BOTTOM ROW: Lynn D. Stucky, Mitchell
S. Farrell, Dane M. Jacobson, Steve D. Davidson.
Neil E. Willard, Buck A. VanTrease. Terry N.
Terhune, Roland W. May, William J. Howard.
Student Dietetics Association
TOP ROW: Nancy S. Mah, Ellen M. Simoni,
Barbara L. Bolon, Jean E. Ellis, Cheryl L.
Reames, Lucinda J. Frazier, Paulette M. Healy,
Cathryn L. Wiltfong. SECOND ROW: Marsha
K. Healy, Joan M. Soukup, Julie A. Barber,
Mary T. Langford, Barbara L. Depew, Debbie L.
Bassford, Mary M. Strunk, Jane E. Adams.
THIRD ROW: Barb J. Smith, Vanda J. Heck,
Connie J. Stone, Joni Good, Denise H. Bayer,
Linda K. Young, Sharon K. Peacock, Nancy D.
Dodgion. BOTTOM ROW: Sheryl L. Ghean,
Karen E. Rodefeld, Nancy K. Van Meter, Deb-
orah A. Mavrofrides, Wes D. Babcock, Carol E.
Isenberg, Kay E. Sparks, Karen M. Kristek.
Home Economics
Clubs in the College of Home Eco-
nomics try to inform students of all as-
pects of the College. Hospitality Day
committees and steering groups spend a
great deal of time trying to coordinate
events for Home Ec's Hospitality Day.
There are several interest groups which
further students' careers in a particular
field.
Am. Assoc, of Textile Chemists and Colorists
TOP ROW: Emily J. Blakeslee. Denise K. Bretz,
Faye J. Carlson, Nadine J. Streit. BOTTOM
ROW: Debra S. Donelson, Lisa A. Telthorsl,
Theresa M. Quigley.
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American Society of Interior Designers
Clothing Retailing Interest Group
Family and Child Development Club
TOP ROW: Lillian M. Arnold, Jeannette E. Hill,
Linda C. Griffin, Mary A. Kramer, Candy J.
Duffy, Nancy E. Mathis, Debra A. Greenwood,
A. Michelle Teate. SECOND ROW: Valerie J.
Mills, Marianne Reed, Claudia L. Effland, Pat
McAnany, Debora K. Mock, Deidre D. Claxton,
Susan M. Karlin. THIRD ROW: Linnette V.
McCall, Luann M. Huelskamp, Zanteen M.
Cram, Debora A. Nordhus, Dianne M. Mick,
Barbara A. Lutz. BOTTOM ROW: Eva K.
Schmidt, Judy E. Jordan, Charles V. Adams,
Kathy A. Rudrow, Susan M. Willson, Glenda L.
Sklenicka.
TOP ROW: Jill L. Breckenridge, Kitty Donnelly,
Julie A. Howell, Lori D. Haefner, Anne K.
Schmitz, Jan R. Bohn, Debra D. Brown, Kathryn
A. Walker, Doris A. Delzeit. SECOND ROW:
Teresa J. Hart, Debra J. Albright, Barbara S.
Millard, Marian S. Lutz, Vickie J. Steele, Caro-
lyn D. Birkman, Kiki Comeau, Vanetta J. Ble-
vins. THIRD ROW: Karen A. Bradley, Elaine S.
Beckman, Teresa D. Simmelink, Susan M. Blush,
Barbara L. Pihl, Nancy K. Shelley, Vicky L.
Kruckeberg. BOTTOM ROW: Lisa J. Perez,
Cherie A. McCracken, Linda L. Schneweis, Kim
K. Effland, Lynn A. Wiseman, Cindy J. Keller,
Barb A. Eoff, Christy Rode.
TOP ROW: Norene Sylvester, Cynthia Stewart,
Jane Luthi, Kathie Owen, Roxanne Franken-
berger, Patty Allison, Pollyann Berry, Laura T.
Carlton, Judy Bahr, Karen Scheunemann, Connie
Hayden, Ann Masoner, Beth Ytell. SECOND
ROW: Michele McColm, Janet Reynolds, Shar-
on Pearce, Colleen Burnett, Linda Ballou, Deb-
orah Kutnink, Debra Blume, Margaret Weishaar,
Ann Kohake, Jalene Dorsey. BOTTOM ROW:
Tina Brewer, Diane Rassette, Cheryl Metcalf,
Rita Bolz, Jan Beckwith.
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Family Economics and Interest Group
TOP ROW: Susan F. Rardin, Valerie L. Waet-
zig, DeAnn R. Shideler, Penny L. Campbell.
SECOND ROW: M. Diane Tompkins, Jill K.
Rhine, Kathy J. Gay, Lori B. Fulton, Carol S.
Hamm. BOTTOM ROW: Albie Rasmussen,
Paula J. Bennett, Cheryl M. Ruff.
TOP ROW: Cathy A. Schuele, Kathleen A. Kin-
naman, Cheryl A. Sales, Linda K. Richter. SEC-
OND ROW: Bonnie Clarkson, Diane L. Peck,
Sandra V. Sloop, Jan M. Conrardy. BOTTOM
ROW: Lee A. Schwartzkopf, Donna L. Towers,
Martha B. Stone.
TOP ROW: Susan A. Roesner, Peggy A. Seirer,
Melinda K. Harbison, Jean M. Loop, Cheryl A.
Sales, Lynda S. Bass, Yvonne K. Visser, Barbara
L. Bolon. SECOND ROW: Michele K. McColm,
Debra J. Albright, Kathy L. Kraft, Susan L.
Wells, Vivian B. Bliss, Suzanne M. Frolik.
THIRD ROW: Emily J. Blakeslee, Venette Da-
vis, Susan M. Donnelly, Barbara A. Eoff, Nancy
K. Van Meter, Julie A. Howell. BOTTOM
ROW: Karen S. Closson, Juanelle Pederson,
Charoltte J. Apel, Kitty King, Wes Babcock,
Wanda Blenden, Cheryl Ruff.
Foods and Nutrition Club
Home Economics Council
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Home Economics Education Interest Group
Home Economics Extension Interest Group
Hospitality Day Committee
TOP ROW: Mary T. Ice, Susan A. May, Sharon
M. Bairow, Janice L. Gillogly, Julie A. Reust,
Jeanne L. Carlson, Lori A. Scheuerman, Susan
Herbers. SECOND ROW: Berny J. Pachta,
Nancy C. Miller, Monica M. Klenda, Teresa M.
Mayer, Cheryl L. Cook, Jeanne G. Miles,
Rhonda J. Jones. THIRD ROW: Carol J. Stoss.
Kay A. Von Soosten, Susan M. Donnelly, Mary
B. Strathman, Julie A. Dugan, Susan E. Wenrich.
BOTTOM ROW: Karen S. Closson, Janel D.
Waisner, Judy A. Spiegel, Mary K. Voet, Rosie
E. Eilert, Susan D. Zimmerman, Patricia A. Dil-
lon.
TOP ROW: Susan A. Roesner, Marilyn J. Do-
mann, Jane E. Wall, Ethel M. Durler. SECOND
ROW: Kathleen M. May. Kathy L. Kraft, Lisa
A. Sexton, Lynda S. Bass, Berny J. Pachta. BOT-
TOM ROW: Sonia R. Dyck, Julie A. Dugan,
Linda K. Ventsam, Karen S. Kalivoda.
TOP ROW: Martha Stone, Nancy Knopp, Mar-
sha Adams, Grace Lang, Lavonna Morrison, Do-
lores Gade, Karen Pence, Pat Crews, LuAnn
Hoover. SECOND ROW: Lisa L. Moore, Lisa C.
Poison, Nancy K. Vanmeter, Patricia A. Dillon,
Karen M. Kristek, Ethel M. Durler. BOTTOM
ROW: Joan Dillon, Debra J. Albright, Faye J.
Carlson, Denise L. Hayden, Jane M. Otte, Bren-
da E. Nelly.
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Home Economics Honorary: Omicron Nil
TOP ROW: Patti E. Jamison, Sandra S. Stangle,
Nadine J. Streit, Emily J. Blakeslee, Saundra E.
Gould, Mary S. Hill, Ann K. Jorns. Patty A.
Ellis, Lisa L. Moore, Diana M. Floyd. SECOND
ROW: Linda K. Richter, Lisa A. Sexton. Patricia
A. Dillon, Kim L. Moore, Barbara S. Millard,
Marilee Thornburg, Barbara J. Pringle, Jan R.
Bohn, Karen S. Closson. THIRD ROW: Pocha
U. Lakshmi, Linda C. Griffin, Jane A. Bradley,
Missy Altenbernd, Michele K. McColm, Marsha
K. Healy, Venette Davis, Debra S. Blume, Wan-
da K. Blenden, Joan M. Dillon. BOTTOM ROW:
Lois J. Gitchell, Jan C. Schweers, Irene K. Par-
sons, Faye J. Carlson, Myra J. Randell, Rosie E.
Eilert, Sara A. Snyder, Cecilia M. Kasl.
TOP ROW: Pocha U. Lakshmi, Sandra S. Stan-
gle, Terri K. Monahan, Carolyn A. Cherny, Jean
Ellis, Kathy G. Lord, Toni M. Thompson, Melis-
sa A. Deffenbaugh, Debra A. Greenwood, Lisa
M. Flynn, Vicki J. Waetzig. SECOND ROW:
Marilyn E. Lacey, Joel A. Lusk, Angela D. Dla-
bal, Diana M. Floyd, Colleen L. Burnett, Susan
Herbers, Jane Funderburg, Patricia A. Dillon,
Annette M. Toll, Sara A. Snyder. THIRD ROW:
Jan R. Bohn, Joan M. Dillon, Kathy L. Kraft,
Cathy E. Naanes, Myra J. Randell, Mendy S.
Jacobs, Cynthia M. Stewart, Wanda K. Blenden,
Venette Davis, Debra S. Blume. BOTTOM
ROW: Chris Beethe, Leigh A. Kaiser, Gwen L.
Havener, Faye J. Carlson, Kathy R. Parcel,
Luann M. Huelskamp, Patty A. Ellis, Jan C.
Schweers, Donna L. Towers, Eileen M. Doherty.
TOP ROW: Susan A. Roesner, Susan F. Rardin,
Patti E. Jamison, Lori D. Haefner, Melinda K.
Harbison, Mary A. Kramer, Ann L. Bossier, Lisa
C. Annis, Jean M. Loop, Cheryl A. Sales, Yvonne
K. Visser. SECOND ROW: Carol L. Huneycutt,
Lisa L. Moore, Marsha K. Healy, Hai K. Huynh,
Janet Reynolds, Debora K. Mock, Jo E. Moody.
Dana D. Andrews, Patricia A. McAnany, Connie
J. Stone. THIRD ROW: Lisa A. Sexton, Linda
K. Richter, Lois J. Gitchell, Debra J. Albright,
R. Susan Harrington, Patty S. Rader, M. Diane
Tompkins, Susan M. Donnelly, Kathleen E. Bur-
ton. BOTTOM ROW: Jane M. Otte, Kim L.
Moore, Denise L..Hayden, Debra K. Becker, Lin-
da A. Lassen, Ramona L. Steadman, Karma J.
Overmiller, Holly M. Dean, Cheri L. Fiscus,
Diane M. Smith.
Home Economics Honorary: Phi Upsilon Omicron
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Restaurant Management Club
To belong to an honorary a student
must meet certain critieria, such as
grade point average, leaderhip and in-
Honoraries
volvement. Certain honoraries sponsor
some of the main events on campus.
Blue Key sponsors Homecoming,
Alpha Lambda Delta: Freshman Honorary
Blue Key: Senior Honorary
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TOP ROW: Salli Allen, Tom S. Schvveder, Ron
Ariaz, George Miller, Oscar Horn, Dave Breiby,
Don Breiby, Maura Gelpi, Doug Peterson, Dave
Van Camp, Larry O'Donnell. BOTTOM ROW:
Ken Komisar, Scott Malouche, Todd Babington,
Brent F. Akright.
Chimes sponsors Parent's Day and
Spurs sponsors the Bloodmobile at K-
State.
TOP ROW: Mary Garten, Karla Hefty, Judy
Spiegel, Kris Fionda, Lori Scheuerman, Maureen
Basgall, Judy Hollinger, Gail Honer, Teri White,
Jan Smith, Geryl Buss, Katherina Kotoyantz,
Lisa Spiegel, Carol Kamps, Jeanne Keim, Pat
Crews. SECOND ROW: Lori L. Thomas. Kathy
Cott, Eileen Eggleston, Jennifer Goldsmith,
Kathleen L. Heimerman. BOTTOM ROW: Deb-
ora K. Herman, Michelle A. Klaumann, Shirley
J. Fouse, Tracey Deines, Cindy Rolph, Karen
Sedlacek, Deborah Snider.
TOP ROW: Sue Livingston, Velina Houston, Bill
Oswald, Fred Ford, Helen Burtis, Shari Hilde-
brand, Sam Brownback, Mark Hoffman, Steve
Peters, Hank Spencer. BOTTOM ROW: Melodi
Dooling, Deb Nicklaus, Kevin Burnett, Pat Sar-
gent, Tom Hollinberger, Ted Knopp.
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Junior Honorary: Chimes
TOP ROW: Elaine Melton, Miriam Travis. Alan
Stetson, Alan Sobba, Jay Selanders. SECOND
ROW: Pam Nicklaus, Susan Eder, Patty Ellis,
Peggy Patchen, Brent Thompson, Kathy Meade.
BOTTOM ROW: Lisa L. Moore, Carol Huney-
cutt, Cheryl Sales, Richard A. McKee, Bill
Pfeffer, Beth Ripple.
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Senior Honorary: Mortar Board
TOP ROW: Tami Johnson, Donna Francis, Sally
Nelson, Amy Snider. SECOND ROW: Judy
Weltsch, Patty Field, Kevin Ericson, Kim Moore,
Linda Richter. BOTTOM ROW: Mary J.Schust,
Lisa Sexton, Irene K. Parsons, Karla Engle.
Mitch Holthus, Holly Dean, Marcee Buchner
Donna Towers, Rex Matlack.
Phi Beta Kappa
TOP ROW: Mark Fanty, Gabrielle Bailey, Lin-
den Willis, Leila Case, Steve Gregg, June Hart-
line, Patrick C. Sargent, Laura Burnett, Harold
E. Mahan, Stephen C. Peters, Susan Bennett,
Denise Pretzer. BOTTOM ROW: Eve Hohly,
Donna Francis, Michelle Miller, Hope Gafney,
Nancy Nutter.
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Phi Eta Sigma: Freshman Honorary
Spurs: Sophomore Honorary
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Little Sisters
Little Sisters are groups of women and social activities for their fraterni-
who dedicate time to a particular fra- ties. Recently, a Little Brothers group
ternity. They help coordinate service was formed and they perform the same
Crescents: Lambda Chi Alpha
TOP ROW: Gregory N. Hamilton, Todd W.
Smith, Patrick L. Clark, Charles O. Hatch, Cur-
tis A. Krizek, A. Clark Ruttinger, E. Vance Law-
son, Kevin E. DuPree, Mark D. Wetzel. SEC-
OND ROW: Bruce M. Thomson, Paul J. Rob-
ben, Carl T. Lira, William D. Buck, Richard J,
McKittrick, James A. Coen, Phillip R. Lile.
Gregg A. Wolgast. THIRD ROW: Cabot L.
Sweeney, Douglas R. Gunn, Michael D. Lange,
Jeffrey R. Wilbur, Eric D. Johnson, Bradley D.
Brunkow, Kurt D. Fredrickson, Jeffrey K. Reh.
BOTTOM ROW: Mike L. Hildebrand, David P.
Hawkins, Tim K. Beougher, Robert K. Thomen,
Peter A. Brady, Phillip G. Miller, Warren D.
Miller, Alan C. Sobba.
TOP ROW: B.J. Arehart, Kathleen M. Cott, Les-
lie M. Oborny, Elaine M. Bertels, Becky A. Vin-
ing, Gena E. Courter, Beverly A. Zimmerman.
SECOND ROW: Dee W. James, Kevin E. Du-
Pree, Ron S. Ditmars, Paula J. Flynn, Jo L.
Whetzel, Brenda L. Brown, Bart L. Lamberg,
Keith C. Dorton. THIRD ROW: Charlotte J.
Appl, Patrick L. Clark, Susan K. Fletcher, Deb-
ora K. Herman. Nancy K. Shelley, Lisa J. Zink,
Glenna Hildebrand, Justin Clark, Barbara A.
Lutz. BOTTOM ROW: Lynn D. Rundle, Carol
A. Kamps, Jennifer L. Beardsley, Susan D. Zim-
merman, Mike L. Hildebrand, Phillip R. Lile,
Rebecca E. Knopp, Kathy L. Heimerman, Bruce
M. Thomson.
functions for a sorority as Little Sisters
do for a fraternity.
TOP ROW: Emily S. Hunt, Stacey L. Vincent,
Mary K. Konz, Jan R. Smith, Karen K. Kresic,
Mary J. Winterman, Starr Lee, Lori S. Carna-
han, Cathi E. Brown, Wendy R. Pickell. SEC-
OND ROW: Kimberly K. Wright, Patty L. Per-
daris, Debi L. Fockele, Barbara K. Brown, Cheryl
L. Hart, Julie A. Semple. Barbara A. Campbell.
Leslie M. Oborny. THIRD ROW: Sheri D. Reeb.
Tracy Beardmore, Diane M. Rombeck, Michelle
M. Moerbe, Gail S. Cavinee, Kitty Donnelly, Ju-
lia K. Reynolds, Laurie L. O'Brien. BOTTOM
ROW: Nancy K. Moore, Lori J. Semple, Christy
M. Ellis, Terry R. Marsh, Diane E. Pierce, Chris-
tina I. Clarke, Debbie L. Myhre. Kathe M. Rus-
nak.
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TOP ROW: Judy Kent, Karen HoenI, Tina Dan-
iels, Nancy Sinovic, Jane Higgins, Patty Ellis,
Becky Skeels, Jane Mangold, Mary Richardson,
Leigh Arnold, Patti Tulp, Leah Miller, Ja Lue
Woodbury, Pam Rogers, Sue Yoakum. SEC-
OND ROW: Deb Johnson, Betty Harback, Jean
Kessler, Jan Evans, Julie Gies, Sandy Bernhardt,
Dee Letherer, Lynn Neutzler, Kelly Yeargin,
Shari Evans, Donetta Boaz, Kim Myles. BOT-
TOM ROW: Teresa Strong, Kolleen Kelley,
Becky Hoots, Tina De Grant, Allccia Remington,
Cheryl Neufeld, Karen Baransik, Susie Infen,
Debbie Holloway.
TOP ROW: Teresa L. Dreher, Sue A. Dawson,
Wendy L. Phillips, Maggie L. Ring, Patricia S.
Karlin, Karen D. Dutcher. SECOND ROW:
Nancy Schust, Mary Matthew, Lynda Wagnon,
Michele Moeller, Erin Shelley, Lynn Roosa.
THIRD ROW: Dana Shipley, Mary Sasenick,
Jana Conway, Tammy Housholder, Lori Ham-
mer. BOTTOM ROW: Susie Miller, Connie
Graber, Margaret Miller, Brenda Keith, Connie
Siebert, Sara Gerlach.
TOP ROW: Janet L. Scott, Suzanne L. Lynton,
Susanne Arnold, Martha Serrano, Holly L. Van-
dcrlip, Vickie Howard, Jan Jordan, Paula Win-
ter, Charene Charles, Julie Elias, Kim Schulte,
Sandra Maggio. SECOND ROW: Cathy Freed-
ing, Kathy Ulses, Kerri Koch, Susan Frost, Ann
Brinkmeyer, Paula Carr, Lorri Newth, Judy Bau-
man, Nancy Cooke, Stacy Crawford, Connie Fa-
gan. BOTTOM ROW: Judy Garfoot, Gail Pen-
nybacker, Mary Jacobson, Kathy Teahan, Susan
Knop, Barbara McGuire, Karen Gatz.
Tau Kappa Epsilon: Daughters of Diana
mSmMtitmmmm
Delta Tau Delta: Delt Darlings
Sigma Chi: Little Sigmas
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Little Sisters Of Athena: Alpha Kappa Lambda
TOP ROW: Catharine L. Magnus. Kay M. Met-
zinger, Abigail L. Glatt, Tammy L. Howser, Pa-
mela G. Kohler, Julie A. Cornell. Toni E. Tim-
mis, Cheryl A. Breitenbach. SECOND ROW:
Cherie L. Antin, Saundra E. Gould, Caprice D.
Phelps, Sharon K. Andrew, Karen D. Blasdel,
Mary A. Sebring, Becky A. Fleenor. THIRD
ROW: Ginny A. Fortmeyer, Carol L. Johnson,
Susan M. Carson, Karen S. Fisk, Tammy J.
Fleenor, Serena L. Stum. BOTTOM ROW:
Brenda S. Dutton, Deborah K. McDowell. Sylvia
L. Meyer, Linda I. Will, Evelyn L. Bosarge,
Karan J. Law.
Little Sisters of the Golden Heart: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Little Sisters of the Golden Rose: Beta Sigma Psi
TOP ROW: Beth A. Ripple, Shana R. Nickell,
Susan K. Barth. Jane M. Harmless, Kelli S.
Stromgren, Margaret L. Lobmeyer, Sheila D.
Hecht, Kelli J. McDonald. SECOND ROW:
Beth Haner, Susan K. Haas, Vicki L. Allen, Mar-
cia K. Dryden, Rita J. Kelley, Anne F. Williams.
Nina E. Spencer, Kim A. Sparks. THIRD ROW:
Karen L. Fowler, Caren A. Coe, Sonja D. Bar-
now, Taralyn R. Lapo, Kimberly S. Dierks, Re-
becca L. Browne, Susie Volker. BOTTOM
ROW: Sharon M. Bohn, Jill R. Swain, Jan L.
Williams, Janice L. Swarner, Susan E. Sligall,
Tessy K. Korb, Cindy J. Bullock.
TOP ROW: Dana L. Neal, Karen K. Cooper,
Tammy J. Burkman, Cindy K. Scripter, Barbara
L. Bolon, Susan M. Peil, Sharon S. Allen, Geor-
genne L. Eggleston, Linda S. Mugler, Pamela S.
Levin. SECOND ROW: Virginia K. Becker,
Donna M. Douglas, Cheryl A. Rowley, Shari A.
Ryker, Kathy L. Kraft, Kelly Lally, Dcbra J.
Albright, Julie A. Lyon, Jolene K. Brown.
THIRD ROW: Brenda K. Gregory, Kathy R.
Bobbitt, Audrey J. Kuhlman, Carla J. Blicken-
staff, Kathi L. Janne, Marie Kolich, Anne E.
Bengston, Patty J. Allison, Carol A. Mugler, Lin-
da J. Bertrand. BOTTOM ROW: Cynthia L.
Bishop, Terry L. Gebhart. Wilma L. Masters,
Cinda M. Lindholm, Debra D. Fischer, Janice E.
Knopp, Deborah L. Hunt, Dawn E. Cummins,
Alana R. Fabrizius.
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Alpha Tau Omega: Little Sisters of the Maltese Cross
TOP ROW: Kari Ballard, Lisa Zahn, Sherry L.
Lamoreux, Jane Mollett, Debbie Allan. Diane
Myers, Susan Harrington, Rita Walsh, Dcbbi
Hastings, Brenda Raile, Laura Drybread, Linda
Oddo, Cyndi Peterson, Sharon Lincoln, Judy
Pike, Lisa Beam, Becca Kaufmann, Carol Hahn.
SECOND ROW: Brenda Henson, Libby Allen,
Eileen Kingston, Robin Peppers, Pam Kogler,
Leslie Brockman, Leslie Killman, Jackie Baum-
gart, Julie Moss, Carol Bowen, Deeta Meridith,
Susan Meridith, Cindy Smith. Tami Murphy, Jan
Larsen. THIRD ROW: Barb Millard, Kim
Horner, Dixie Kuklinski, Suzie Miller, Kim
Deutsch, Dawn Skupa, Marcy Imel. Becky John-
son, Jill Breckenridge, Kathy Arnold, Cynthia
Garber, Ann McNutt. BOTTOM ROW: Julie B.
Deberry, Mary Boppart, Heidi Holiday, Sue
Flemming, Mary Stucky, Jean> Henige, Valerie
Palmer.
TOP ROW: Dawn Haverfield. Laura Stuber,
Terri R. Spear, Carolyn S. Dobratz, Denise L.
Kolman, Stephanie L. Davis, Ann E. Dayvault,
Teresa A. Redlingshafer, Patricia J. Hodson,
Mary E. Despard, Jenny A. Jones. SECOND
ROW: Lauri A. Meier, Linda L. Trcdway, Sheryl
L. Miller, Patty M. Vedros, Lauren A. Reed,
Sondra K. Herman, Molly E. Meade, MaryAnn
Bornheimer, Theresa A. Nass. THIRD ROW:
Nancy R. Olsen, Chris M. Heidrick, Shari D.
Fulhage, Cheri S. Spener, Nancy J. Stetson,
Chris D. Jones, Ann A. Jackson, Karen S. Hut-
ton. BOTTOM ROW: Nancy J. Bornheimer,
Christi L. Dutton, Lori A. Rebstock, Dena K.
Taylor, Liz A. Drees, Mary D. Milner, Susan K.
Mosier, Kerry L. Oberg.
TOP ROW: Beverly A. Zimmerman. Lisa J.
Schlender, Kathleen M. Cott, Cynthia J. Bailey,
Connie S. Laughridge, Lisa L. Moore. SECOND
ROW: Kim L. Moore, Brenda E. Necily, Sarah
E. Dalbom, Pennie E. Parcel, Margaret A. Hell-
er. THIRD ROW: Shari A. Hildebrand, Susan
K. Gartrell, Rita A. Weaver, Anita K. Mayer, M.
Angela Scanlan, Suzanne E. Schlender. BOT-
TOM ROW: Julia S. Dalbom, Lori A. Bauer,
Ellen L. Garten, Kathy R. Parcel, Kathleen L.
Edwards.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Little Sisters of Minerva
Farmhouse: Little Sisters of the Pearls and Rubies
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Little Sisters of the Shield: Phi Kappa Tau
: SSSm wmtm
Little Sisters of the Sphinx: Delta Sigma Phi
Little Sisters of the Star and Lamp: Pi Kappa Phi
TOP ROW: Carolyn Cherny, Leann Mansfield,
Patti Riordan, Ellie Jabben, Evelyn Dissel, Cyn-
thia Fjelstul. BOTTOM ROW: Joan Quails. Lisa
McClure, Tina Foust, Janni Scharp. Barb Pihl.
TOP ROW: A. J. Wagner, Mill Hare, Lois
Herbers, Diane Lewis, Claudia Effland, Kim Ef-
fland, Sheri Sneed. SECOND ROW: Polly Rob-
inson, Stephanie Elmore, Pamela Clary, Heidi
Newton, Kathy Kircher, Michelle Klaumann,
Janey Leeburg. BOTTOM ROW: Arlene Stott-
mann, Laurie Gregg, Cheryl Schneck, Tadhi
Silsby, Lisa Wulfkuhle, Julie Sutton, Denise Con-
verse, Judy Jones.
TOP ROW: Jacque E. Hoke, Kathryn A. Walk-
er, Mary Beth Rowlands, Jennifer L. Steiner,
Lisa I. Harkins, Debra D. Brown. Nancy E. Cass-
ing. SECOND ROW: Cindy D. Evenson, Diane
M. Steffen, Deborah E. Olsen, Bobbi Cochran,
Karen S. Franken, Karen A. Swinney. BOTTOM
ROW: Polly L. Steward, Nancy L. Unruh, Linn
D. Sayler, Patty S. Rader, Cindy G. Irby. Debra
A. Greenwood.
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Theta Xi: Little Sisters of the Unicorn
TOP ROW:Roxie L. Stilwell, Danise L. Bailey,
Pam J. Nicklaus, Marcia J. Elkins, Anne O.
Hoge, Debra M. Foster, Nancy K. Kongs. SEC-
OND ROW: Theresa L. Montgomery, Janet L.
Herriott, Diane S. Breipohl, Erin A. Kelly, San-
dra K. Blomquist, Cheri L. Fiscus, Deb L. Nick-
laus. THIRD ROW: Cheri L. Rolph, Rebecca F.
Suitt, Tammy D. Sweetman, Cindy Rolph, Julie
A. Dugan, Kathy L. Heimerman. BOTTOM
ROW: Stephanie A. Robinson, Tammy D. Spray,
Sue Kimbrough, Elaine C. Hefty, Terri A. Noble,
Stephanie J. GilJ.
TOP ROW: Cathy A. Schuele, Cindy D. Walton,
Vickie L. Rock, Janet S. Bartels, Sharon T. Gra-
ham, Bethany Brewster, Kimberly K. Gatz. SEC-
OND ROW: Denise A. Gatzoulis, Marcia L.
Barnes, Cathy A. Siebert, Michelle L. McDonell,
Bobbie K. Jennings, Karen L. Stutterheim.
THIRD ROW: Suzanne R. Berning. Maria E.
Rivard, Kimberli K. Brown, Kris J. Fionda, Lin-
da K. Ventsam, Linda A. Urick, Cindy L. Nutter.
BOTTOM ROW: Cathy S. Nutter, Terri L.
Ford, Lynn D. Eagleton, Marjorie R. Nation,
Susan P. Barsamian, Cynthia J. Wickstrom,
Cheryl L. Nutter.
TOP ROW: Karen S. Wright, Marcia J. Rector,
Inga Fenijn, Susan M. Albright, Lynda M.
Grace, Theresa Miller. SECOND ROW: Janice
S. Sutton, Sue Anderson, Rhonda K. Hoppes,
Vicki L. Berkley, Lisa A. Scheufler, Diane Soren-
scn. BOTTOM ROW: Norma M. Lawrence,
Cynthia M. Nietfeld, Julie M. Thompson, Kim-
berly N. Ekum, Elaine A. Kaufmann, Marcia K.
Pfannenstiel.
Sigma Nu: Little Sisters of the White Rose
Phi Gamma Delta: Phi Gammas
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Phi Kaptives: Phi Kappa Theta
Rho-Mates: Alpha Gamma Rho
She DU's: Delta Upsilon
TOP ROW: Sheila M. Heier. Sally J. Wilson,
Rebecca A. Gutierrez, Becky S. Wilson, Lisa M.
Skoch, Marsha K. Healy, Paulette M. Healy.
SECOND ROW: Karen J. Upson, Leslie J. Men-
denhall, Linda L. Beets, Kim M. Knott, Nancy J.
Grensing, Leanne A. Ziegler. THIRD ROW:
Cindy K. Goetz, Barbara J. Smith, Haddie M.
Burrow, Ruth M. Lucky, Sharon A. Windisch.
Deborah J. Franklin, Connie L. Wood. BOT-
TOM ROW: Lori S. Anderson, Linda F. Scott,
Susan J. Steinlage, Liz T. Roether, JoAnne D.
Wheeler, Christina M. Neff, Mary J. Farrell,
Bernadette M. Jilka.
TOP ROW: Debbie Steiner, Ann Masoner, Carol
Sobba, Ann Morgan, Sally Nelson, Diana Turn-
er. SECOND ROW: Patty Webber, Rebecca
Sorrick, Teri Sellers, Carita Swader, Cheryl
Yeakley, Diane Tompkins, Kay Sparks, Susan
Schlickau, Lane Chase, Cheryl Dauber, Cheryl
Gigstad. THIRD ROW: Elaine Mayo, Susan
Melson, Beth Pringle, Susan Kraisinger, Norma
J. Meridith, Terri S. Reinhardt, Suze Brink,
Kristi Steeples, Sharon Hine. BOTTOM ROW:
Merry Lu Pasley, Amy Pritchett, Connie Pelton.
TOP ROW: Kellene R. Ponte, Sally C. Hobble,
Denise L. Degner, Linda J. Gottsch, Diana J.
Neal, Sherry L. Strobel, Lori A. Scheuerman,
Jeana L. Cobler, Janice K. Mead, Kelli A. Ross.
SECOND ROW: Julie A. Stever, Cindy L. Pix-
ley, Karen D. Smith, Tina C. Dahl, Patty A.
Shaver, Christy S. Frizell, Lisa M. Southworth,
Julie A. Kutina, Lynda J. Heckelmann. THIRD
ROW: Lydia G. Batchelor, Lonni G. Pflasterer,
Shelle R. Steele, Kay A. Sargent, Judy M. Palen,
Deanne M. Rechner, Heidi L. Beeson, Suzanne
M. Bauer, Sami L. DeBacker. BOTTOM ROW:
Mary T. Bichelmeyer, Christy M. Andra, Jan S.
Schweers, Sally A. Fitzpatrick, Erin L.E. Pattee,
Vickie J. Hopkins, Carol A. Orth, Jennifer L.
Roberts, Sigrid L. Simonsen.
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Kappa Sigma: Stardusters
TOP ROW: Shelley Pottorf, Alys A. Brockway,
Cris Uebelhart, Karee Flannelly, SECOND
ROW: Sheri L. Bareiss, Cindy L. Kissinger, San-
dra V. Sloop, Jane A. Reed. THIRD ROW: Su-
san C. Garrigues, Mary E. Winkler, Inge M.
Bergmann, Ruth A. Frey. BOTTOM ROW:
Kathryn L. Johnson, Joan M. Pottorf, Katy G.
Rizza, Joy A. Balderson.
Pi Kappa Alpha: Sweethearts of the Shield and Diamond
TOP ROW: Kimberly S. Williams, Ellen M. Si-
moni, Suzanne Schulz, Rhonda K. Miller, Sally J.
Goodwin, Jane A. Lytle, Carol A. Carr, Elaine
O'Neal, Susan L. Shepherd, Janine E. Trempy,
LeAnn Braden. SECOND ROW: Mary P.
Smith, Deanna K. Denning, Lisa K. Lawler, Bar-
bara J. Costello, Sherry K. Classen, Aimee L.
Luetgert, Lisa L. Mattson, Teresa M. Costello,
Peggy L. McGhehey, Lisa Bigler. THIRD ROW:
Andrea L. Carver, Susan J. Johnson, Susan L.
Wahle, Carla K. Bruemmer, Wendy J. Selves,
Muffet E. Clem, Sharon G. Cloud, Ann M. Ga-
liano, Carol I. Fischer, Catherine A. Peterson,
Angela L. Katzer. BOTTOM ROW: Jolene A.
Riley, Mary B. Dove, Sherrill R, Wischropp, Me-
linda M. Dunston, Cindy K. Davis, Holly B.
Brewer, Catherine L. Weger, Carolyn S. Thron-
ton, Kathy A. Sopcich, Debbie S. Hamilton, Vir-
ginia L. Crane.
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Triangle: Tri Angels
TOP ROW: Ann Durns, Susan Roberts, Cynthia
Polli. Nancy Swartwout. SECOND ROW: Pam
Real, Bev Hughey, Nancy Anderson, Dianne
Franken. BOTTOM ROW: Sandy Koelsch,
Sandy Steele, Karen Kohler.
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Brothers of the Hermes: Alpha Chi Omega
TOP ROW: Brad Dunagan, Alan Stetson, Jeff
Blattner, Doug Moore, Ed Holtgraves, Jeff Nel-
son. SECOND ROW: Marc Smith. Brooke
Meyers, Tom Voegele, Herb Meeks, Craig
Frieze. THIRD ROW: Edward Cox, John Hans-
ford, Ed Reese, Paul Lacy, Mike Bradley. Mike
Erickson. BOTTOM ROW: Paul Robben', Randy
Garvert, Hugh Meade, Aaron Markley. Pat Bur-
ton, Craig Summers.
Military
Angel Flight is not actually a military
organization but a community service
club which works with the Arnold Air
Society. Together they helped clean the
football stadium after the games, orga-
nized a Putt-A-Thon for United Way
and helped with the Bloodmobile on
campus.
Angel Flight: Air Force ROTC Auxiliary
^L° iJ^^i Jk
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I 1 TOP ROW: Ann Peterson, Kathy Johnson, Capt.
Tom Dameron. SECOND ROW: Col. Paul Bar-
ber, Karen Moldrup, Cheryl Metcalf, Claire Lud-
wig, Ann Brinkmeyer, Debra Peterson, Susan
Lacy, Susan Andrews, Janet Prebyl, Judy
Thompson. BOTTOM ROW: Steve MacLaird,
Jennifer Steiner, Anne Shearer, Mary Hepperly.
Lisa Baumgarten, Kris Larson, Susan Fletcher,
Kim Rehm, Lori Armagost.
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TOP ROW: Rett C. Tiedtke, Kris P. Thompson,
Teresa A. Wise, Elizabeth M. Caruso, Cynthia R.
Redburn, Barb G. Cailteux. SECOND ROW:
James M. Cline, Steven L. Boeh, Lex Chang,
Jennie E. Benson, Ted C. Cranford, Jeffrey B.
Carra. Evan J. McNeill. BOTTOM ROW: Don-
ald W. Lee, Gregory P. Chapman, Curt Hammill,
John Karpiscak, Mikel R. Carter, Terry A.
Schmidt, 'Kevin D. Hackl.
TOP ROW: Teresa A. Wise, Pat A. Domitrovic,
Deanna L. Printz, Nancy R. Olsen, William L.
Metcalf, Steven W. McConnell, Scott D. Weber.
SECOND ROW: Daniel A. Strawn, Gloria M.
Spain, Kirby A. Shineman, Bret Stevens, Mark
E. Secan, Theodore E. Lucas, Brian E. Winter,
Stephen A. Brodhecker, Tracy Cainc. THIRD
ROW: Rick S. Huhn, Samuel B. Shamburger,
Susan L. Fairchild, Larry E. Letcher, Charles E.
Peterson, Phillip E. Bingman, Douglas L. Huf-
ford, Larry K. Rhodes, Cynthia M. Bostick.
BOTTOM ROW: Col. Paul A. Barber, Ronald
W. Root, Michael G. Flouer, Joseph B. Connell,
Floyd A. Badsky, Richard W. Stumpf, Daniel C.
Gnagey, Robert D. Dubek, Jonathan P. Stani-
forth, Maj. Leon E. Grenier.
TOP ROW: Michael S. Curry, Paul E. Bacani,
Cristiana A. Cappelletti, Cheryl R. Glasker. Da-
vid M. Clarke, Dean F. Guilmett, James L. Lutz,
Paige R. Colquette. SECOND ROW: Harvey D.
Ammel, William L. Liebeno, Bruce E. Viets,
Scott H. Steele, Scott E. Hern, Stephen W.
Quelch, Dean R. Blanken. THIRD ROW: Ker-
win G. Ross, Patricia A. Miller, Margaret A.
Young, Joyce R. Jenkins, Mark S. Davis, James
A. Dice, Jimmy G. Rodman. BOTTOM ROW:
Col. Paul A. Barber, Stewart W. Mayott, Marc
E. Morris, Phil J. Lesneski, Joseph R. Nckuda,
Robert K. West, Daniel W. Fairbank, Maj. Leon
E. Grenier.
Military Honorary: Pershing Rifles
Air Force
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ROTC Rifle Team
TOP ROW: Frank Vovk, Phillip Perritt, Michael
Yamamoto, Michael Robinson, Sarah J. Potter.
BOTTOM ROW: Bill A. Adams. Tim F. Ahrens.
Catherine A. McNerney.
Music
The KSU Marching Band is a spirit-
ed organization which promotes sports-
manship and pride. It functions as a
representative of the University. The
marching band was invited to perform
in London, England for the 1980 inter-
national soccer championships. They
also performed for the Dallas Cowboys
for three consecutive years and this
year they made their tenth performance
for the Kansas City Chiefs. Tau Beta
Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi are both
service organizations which promote to-
getherness between the band programs
at different universities. They host
guest bands and help with money-mak-
ing projects. K-State Singers is also a
representative of the University and
travels widely.
Kappa Kappa Psi: Music Honorary
TOP ROW: Michael E. Johnston. Rodney M.
Funk, Rolf O. Chappell, Ray D. Lemon, John E.
Strickler. SECOND ROW: Kirk D. Scarbrough,
Phillip G. Rarick, Nedrick J. Price, Donald D.
Martin, Daniel M. Davis. BOTTOM ROW:
Mark E. Vittetoe, Scott L. Jorgenson, Scott K.
Brown, Dirrie Conerly.
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Mu Phi Epsilon
TOP ROW: Karen Sedlacek, Sharee Jorgensen,
Shannon Hall, Janet Riedel, Sheree Smith, Con-
nie Nutter, Mark Miller, Rich Brunner, Lisa
Willhite, Susan Treiber, Susan Haynes, Connie
Laughridge, Laurel Baker. SECOND ROW:
Nancy Criss, Rene Parish, Laury Murray, Linnea
Wallace, Becky Schubert. BOTTOM ROW:
Christina Whittle, Carolyn Thayer, R. Harrell
Bosarge, Joe Graber.
Symphonic Orchestra
TOP ROW: Rene Boatman, Robert Wisecup,
Laddi Oliphant. SECOND ROW: Leslie Kidd,
Harold Bosarge, Charles Bey, Marianne Lignilz,
Rob Slemmons, Chris Biegler, Susan Treiber,
Sara Borst, Kally Oman, Deb Frommc, Tracy
Schuman, Rob Schmidt, Tony Walker. THIRD
ROW: Mike Leonard, Karla Steinberg, Susan
Cooper, Lisa Southworth, Lisa Tharp, Laury
Murray, Marita Martin, Judy Roberts, Mike
Gaches, Eric Sutton, Tom Bontragcr, Rebecca
Horner. FOURTH ROW: Marilyn Cunningham,
Katharine Cunningham, Kent Wertran, Greg
Jurrens, Becky Johnson, Malia Weide, Jan Rie-
del, Dorothy Miller, Wayne Gucnthcr. Jim
Seeber, Christopher Banner. FIFTH ROW: Ed
Hawkins, Florence Schwab, Abigail Siddall, Pol-
ly Robinson, Ty White, Becky Gutierrez, Rene
Parish, Richard Brunner, Becky Sawyer. Jim Ell-
ington. SIXTH ROW: Jenny Burkes, Becky
Schubert, Marsha Curtis, Rachel Severance, Sue
Barsamian, Susan Linder, Connie Dokken, Ran-
dy Wilkens. BOTTOM ROW: Jeanne Hansen,
Louis Pigno, Tom Gutierrez, Doris Powers, Mis-
cha Semanitzky, Peter Criss, Linda Murphy, Jeff
Wright, Linda Schaffner.
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Tau Beta Sigma: National Band Sorority
TOP ROW: Marilyn R. Barry, Diane C. Scott,
Shernise A. Spearman, Karen L. Altcnbernd,
Deb L. Barner, Terri L. Shea. SECOND ROW:
Debra J. Hopkins, Sandra K. Harper, Pamela S.
United Black Voices
Brown, Sheryl L. Neblock, LewJene Schneider.
Dawnlee D. Weber, Janice C. Shadday. THIRD
ROW: Merrie Martin, Shannon K. Hall. Sharcc
K. Jorgensen, Laura R. Londeen. Sara J. Borst,
Laurie A. Williams. BOTTOM ROW: Karen
Nations, Michelle M. Weber, Cathy Sterns, Car-
ol K. Bartels, Debby A. Kuster, Nancy R. Pihl,
Shelli L. Darrow.
TOP ROW: Meddren Jones, Virgil Thomas, Er-
rol V. Cade. SECOND ROW: Rena Cunning-
ham, Dirrie Conerly, Cedric T. Patton, Jeff
Wright, Bertrand Grigsby, Andrea Duckett, Del-
phia Neal. THIRD ROW: Sheryl L. McMillian,
Faith D. Pearson, Sabrina A. Boyd, Gwendolyn
M. Duhon, Willie Johnson, Yolonda Rush. Janice
Lenoir, Charyl McAfee, Karen Franklin. BOT-
TOM ROW: Patrick H. Miller, Patricia L. Lu-
cas, Sharon A. Davenport, Glendolyn Dahon,
Tami E. Farr, Pat Pace, Rlonda Knight, Janice
Murry, Ernest Downs, Rene Lewallen.
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Marching Band
H5
FLUTES: Shirley Bruey, Lori Carnahan, Emily
Coble, Gene Courter, Diane Dalton, Shelli Dar-
row, Kristi Davis, Kristi Fruits, Diane Haig,
Shannon Hall, Sandy Harper, Judy Hecht. Kelly
Higgason, Kathryn King, Julie Krasne, Mellisa
Mauck, Karen Nations, Julie Nease, Kally
Oman, Lisa Packard, Wenda Pickell, Diane
Scott, Shernise Spearman, Karla Steinberg, Cin-
dy Stearns, Cathy Sterns, Lisa Tharp, Jennifer
Wagner, Dawnlee Weber, Laurie Williams.
CLARINETS: Debra Barner, Suzanne Bartlett,
Kathleen Bergkamp, Mary Blattner. Craig Col-
lins, Stephen Cortner, Elaine Curry, Karla Dunn,
Malinda Fox, Michelle Hacker, Linda James,
Sharee Jorgenson, Karen Kalivoda, Tamara
Koci, Missy McCullock, Ellert Niemeyer, Nancy
Pihl, Deb Pinkston, Patsy Poe, James Rahtjen,
Robyn Sanders, Rusty Selby, Teresa Shea, Susan
Treiber, Richard Walker, Shelly White. TENOR
SAXOPHONES: Scott Clark, Dale Fox. Vern
Hoobler, Robert McKinnon, Debbie Kester,
Laurinda Ogborn, Ron Phillips, Alex Quiles, Pat
Schlagel, Phil Shippers, Kirk Shippers, Sherri
Treese, Russ Rieling. BARITONE SAXO-
PHONES: Timothy Brecheisen, Stan Harstine,
Warren Tobaben. ALTO SAXOPHONES:
Cheryl Blake, Pamela Brown, Sandra Clark,
Nancy Criss, Tamra Eppinger, Jay Frey, Roberta
Garrett, Joseph Graber, Rob Harding, Sondra
Herman, Debra Hopkins, Jerry King, Julie Kou-
pal, Cedric Patton, Kirk Scarbrough, Janice
Shadday, Mark Vittetoe, Greg Vermillion, Mark
Ward, Michael Warren, Michelle Weber, Susan
Wells, Martin Wilde. TRUMPETS: Janie Allen,
Sandra Anthony, Steve Cooper, John Crawford,
John Degrande, Gayle Dembski, Ken Edmonds,
Randa Gallion, John Greathouse, Debbie Guts-
chenritter, Pete Hagstrand, Mary Hegarty, Will
Hewett, Cassandra Higgins, Keith Hoch, Timo-
thy Janzen, Jeff Koci, David Lewman, Don Mar-
tin, Richard McKittrick, Wayne Michaels, Don-
na Moore, John Nottingham, Janet Olson, Mark
Reinhardt, Sue Schmitt, LewJene Schneider,
Mark Seaman, Craig Shadday, Jocelyn Sheets,
Robert Shideler, Krista Smith, Ken Stevenson,
Kevin Symes, Pam VanHorn, Yvonne Visser,
James Witte, Terry York. MELLOPHONES:
Jon Herrin, Synthia Latta, Susan Manning, Doug
Parks, Steven Ripper. MANAGERS: Ronnie
Gage, Monica Haley, Charlie Herrmann, Darrell
Herrmann, Sue Herrmann. BARITONES: Jeff
Johnston, Roger Lind, Merrie Martin, Mary
Meyer, Connor Morris, Kari Paxton, Dale Rich-
ardson, Steven Roof, Keith Stiles, Bruce Thom-
son. TROMBONES: Stephen Allie, Scott Brown,
Lyle Cain, Steve Cater, David Deckert, Randy
Dickerhoof, Sean Dow, Rod Funk, Susan Harga-
dine, Wyatt Hock, Karen Horton, Robert
Hughes, Ray Lemon, Pat McKaig, Timothy
Mitchell, Sheryl Neblock, Bryan Ragsdale, Rob-
ert Schmitt, Lex Shaw, Carla Shoemaker, Roy
Shuster, Mary Verschelden. TUBAS: Cindy
Ades, Rolf Chappell, John Culley, Lorinda Duch,
Jack Gregg, Larry Hinkin, Brian Janke, Kelly
Mack, Ron Metzinger, Richard Neth, Luis
Quiles, Bob Rinne, Tim Schlicker, Al Stanley,
Kevin Swann, Sylvester Washington. PERCUS-
SION: Arthur Allen, David Altenbernd, Kristi
Baker, Randy Bosarge, Sonja Brown, David
Chapman, Dean Cook, Joe Fisher, Luanna Franz,
David Frieson, Mike Johnston, Scott Jorgensen,
Lezlie Kidd, Linda Nelson, Neb Price, Brad
Roth, Errik Smith, John Strickler, Mike Swei-
gert, Duane Weber. FLAGS: Patty Cooper, Kyla
Faubion, Mary Gilliland, Laura Londeen, Nina
Luce, Rebecca Massey, Gaylene McPherson,
Cerrie Nealy, Terri Noble, Claudia O'Blak, Lo-
retta Pacey, Sally Sharp, Val Thomas, Wendy
Tubach, Cheryl Yeakley. K-STEPPERS: Daryl
Connerly, Cindy Fangman, Janine House,
Rhonda McCurdy, Nancy Moore, Julia Reyn-
olds, Mary Schmidt, Carita Swader. PRI-
DETTES: Sue Adams, Mary A. Bornheimer,
Cynthia Bostick, Janet Busenbark, Ruth Downey,
Cynthia Evenson, Andrea Foutch, Debbie Hamil-
ton, Becky Horner, Becky Johnson, Moreen Kar-
ten, Brenda Keith, Kari Knamiller, Kathryn
Kraft, Taralyn Lapo, Lisa Mays, Susan Miller,
Denise Mogge, Debbie Moylan, Maggie Ring,
Michelle Roether, Cathy Rohleder, Kelli Ross,
Lisa Scherer, Mary Stucky, Sara Stuewe, Rebec-
ca Swain, Amy Walters, Karen Wedel. DRUM
MAJORS: Teresa Faubion, Ky Johnson, Cheri
Koci, Phil Rarick. DIRECTORS: Phillip
Hewett, Gyl Bates, Barbara Kruger, Randy Die-
trick, Frosty Lawson.
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Service
Service organizations are groups
which try to benefit the community.
Collegiate 4-H helps with landscape
projects on campus. Alpha Phi
Omega takes care of our Wildcat mas-
cot and is active in the Big Brother and
Big Sister program. The Handicapped
Student Council tries to create aware-
ness of the needs of the handicapped
and the barriers they face. Delta Sigma
Theta is a service group which works on
projects to benefit K-State.
Alpha Kappa Alpha: Service Sorority
TOP ROW: Velina A. Houston, Allison C. Erke-
lens, Roberta A. Hanks, Deborah J. Anderson.
SECOND ROW: Yolonda B. Rush. Sharon M.
Ashley, Faith D. Pearson. BOTTOM ROW.
Elora K. Stennis, Pamela L. White, Patricia L.
Lucas, Georgaleen Thomas.
Alpha Phi Omega: Service Organization
TOP ROW: John E. Brettell, James R. Hardy,
Kerry Relihan, Thomas Reed, Brian Hettrick,
Terry Kisner, Larry Wareham. SECOND ROW:
Deborah Zimmerman, Ellen Johnson, Brian
Skupa, Tom Reichert, Karen Cox, Charles Fry.
THIRD ROW: David J. Tatum, Sandra Schoen-
berger, Brian Skupa, Jon Cranmer, Todd Hcsher,
Scott Kelley. FOURTH ROW: Vickie Brammer,
Susan Donnelly, Bill Mohr, Ernest Carter, Greg
Gooden, Kevin Rothenberger. FIFTH
ROW: Susan Bahre, Monica Haley, Betty Burch,
Annette Conners. SIXTH ROW: Ronald Kite,
Debbie Holloway, Glenn Boyd. Karen Vohs, Kay
Billingsley, Tomi Starrett. SEVENTH ROW:
Pete Tangprasertchai, Elaine Melton. Candice
Doll, Harold Carter, Patricia Dillon. Vivian
Reynolds, Keith Asbury, Mark Converse. BOT-
TOM ROW: Kim Myles, Daniel Speed, Sherry
Harber, Paul Briggs, Jane Wall, Byron Noll.
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Circle K
TOP ROW: Lisa A. Spiegel. Sheryl K. Hurd.
William P. Janner, Michael A. Pczza. Daniel K.
McAnarney. SECOND ROW: Janclle R. Ed-
wards, Thomas M. Baxa, David J. Albracht, Rog-
er L. Messner. THIRD ROW: David B. Post.
Arlan J. Suderrnan, Donnie S. Andersen. BOT-
TOM ROW: Edward P. Call, John K. Lippman,
Sterling B. Borthwick, Jeff R. Jelinek.
Collegiate 4-H
TOP ROW: Melinda K. Harbison, Karen K.
Cooper, DeAnn M. Hiss. Becky A. Vining, Kath-
erina A. Kotoyantz, Bronwen L. Rees, Bcverlv D.
Wheeler. SECOND ROW: Debbie E. Chambers,
Kelly A. Shineman, Karla A. Hefty, Denise R.
Wingert, Vicki Y. Nelson, Kimberly M. Bailey.
THIRD ROW: Debra A. Hemken, Nadine N.
Weller, Andrea R. Hamilton, Keith P. VanSkike,
Kay A. Von Soosten, Mary M. Garten, Susan K.
Gartrell. BOTTOM ROW: Deborah J. Clubine,
Mary K. Voet, Ray L. Withers, Larry G. Garten,
David E. Lehman, Lyle D. Shipley.
TOP ROW. Debbie S. Robson, Toni E. Timmis,
Rebecca A. Wagner, Lisa A. Sexton, Karen B.
Frankamp, Berny J. Pachta, Patty M. Sloan, Bar-
bara J. Pringle. SECOND ROW: Bruce V.
Clark, Steven C. Olsen, Cecilia M. Kasl, Susan
K. Tousignant, Duane M. Dunn, Marcene L. Bel-
lar, David F. Zeller. THIRD ROW: Ellen L.
Garten, Martha M. Paschal, Myra G. Weyer,
Gregory W. McClure, Joseph S. Blake, Brady G.
Bauer, Dean L. Hicbert. BOTTOM ROW: Casey
D. Garten, Mark D. Pottorff, Kathryn L.
Strecker, Gary L. Baehlcr, Brad A. Johnson, Da-
vid L. Goetsch. Steven D. Fisher.
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Delta Sigma Theta: Service Sorority
Handicapped Student Council
Social
Organizations which fall in the social
category are groups where the members
get together because they share a com-
mon interest. K-Laires is a square danc-
ing club which tries to create an interest
in square dancing in all K-State stu-
K-Laires: Square Dance Club
Melanie Brockington, Cynthia Grider, Gwen Ma-
con, Denise Davis, Valerie Pope, Cynthia Doss,
Tressia A. Brown, Sandra McGee, Jackie Martin,
Tami E. Farr, Nita L. Cobbins.
TOP ROW: Renata Doss, Greg Bachman, Jerry
Pomeroy, Joyce Miller, Deborah Poe, Linda
Hays, Larry Lankratz, Jill Korbelik. BOTTOM
ROW: Jane Rowlett, Bob Matthews, Donna
Gore, Greg Musil, David Busken.
dents. They sponsor a dance every Sun-
day night and give lessons to the new
members.
TOP ROW: Barbara A. Schluemer, Cindy R.
Siemens, Mercedes S. Leis, Rebecca A. Wagner,
Sheila D. MacKenzie, Robin L. McNaughton,
Monica R. Autrey, Debbie J. Reefer, Lori J.
Davis, Mary E. Pottorff, Tom N. Kolins. SEC-
OND ROW: Julie A. Cornett, Lesa J. Schwanke,
Larry E. Wagner, Elizabeth I. Evans, Shelly
Sixta, Janet L. Strathe, Richard L. Cook, Duane
M. Dunn, Terri L. Peterson, Debbie J. Clubine.
THIRD ROW: Debbie L. Arthur, Jeffrey D.
Wara, Rene J. Laman, Daryl D. Fisher, Kevin M.
Patterson, Margaret Dysinger, Steven M.
Bowser, Keith A. Love, David M. Rogers.
FOURTH ROW: Earl E. Baugher, Dave J. Fi-
scher, Harry C. Stenvall, Curtis A. Russell, Ray
D. Lemon, David L. Butel, Stephen L. Pottorff,
Carolyn A. Burnett, Sara A. Hickert, Pat K. Re-
gier. BOTTOM ROW: Sharon K. Lobb, Deborah
E. Clark, Georgia E. Ammel, Barb K. Eccles,
Ginny E. Crites, Martha A. Orpin, Carol B. Fish-
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Square Dance Club: K-Laires
TOP ROW: Sally L. Boulanger, Debora A. Zim
merman, Ethel M. Durler, Debra S. Higgs, San-
dra S. Clark, Debbie E. Chambers, Nancy K.
Foust, Sandy S. Blackwood, Maryse F. Schultz,
Veva E. Adams, Jane E. Knoche, Debra M. Fos-
ter, Lonna D. Hildreth. SECOND ROW: Tom J.
Goering, Mary Jo Lill, Margaret M. Hein, Susan
K. Linder, Colleen M. Devane, Terry Fruechting,
Donna M. Pittman, Diane Million, Donna M.
Queen, Shari K. Evans, James L. Dempster,
Mary A. Redler. THIRD ROW: Terrie F. Low,
Karen S. Closson, Janet L. Frank, Therese L.
Schamle, Charlotte J. Appl, Patty M. Sloan,
Judy K. Haskins, JoAnn E. Cipriano, Cindy N.
Smith, Barb L. Dempster, Martha L. Gilbert.
BOTTOM ROW: Steven D. Anderson, Rick L.
Legleiter, Keith R. Roesler, Ted Lucas, Byron B.
Kauffman, Richard W. Stumpf, Philip A. Wood,
Leonard J. Queen, Gregg A. Denholm, Barry D,
Evans, Frances A. Nelson.
Sports
Sports covers a broad category of or-
ganizations. These range from individ-
ual sports competition to spirit clubs.
Orienteering is a relatively new sport on
campus. It involves reading a typo-
graphical map and a compass to find
various points on the map. The men's
and women's bowling teams travel to
Nebraska, KU and Wichita State to
compete. The high level of spirit at the
KSU games is achieved through our
cheerleaders.
Cheerleaders
TOP ROW: Scott Case, Kevin Karst, Kim Walk-
er. SECOND ROW: Lamont Ross, Paula Nue-
gent, Drew Halsey. THIRD ROW: Kevin
McNorton, MaryBeth Le Cluyse, Debbie Has-
tings, Randy Hagen. BOTTOM ROW: Wendy
Phillips. Janon Cupit, Teri Myzer, Ross Vines,
Susie Volker, Cindy Cox, Shirley Moore.
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Delta Psi Kappa: Women's Athletic Honorary
TOP ROWf Crystal R. Sutton, Janet L. Scott,
Kari L. Knamiller, Terri L. Myzer, Debbie John-
son, Karen S. Beatty, Sylvia R. Ludwig, Leesa M.
Wallace, LuAnn D. Sewing, Kristy K. Fruits,
Marlys J. Schoneweis. SECOND ROW: Susan
L. Wahle, Miriam P. Poole, Ruth A. Miller, Cin-
dy M. Smith, Felene E. Frink, Janice M. Mueller.
Kim J. Bender, Margo A. Jones, Dee A. Jones.
BOTTOM ROW: Nancy L. Smith, Dixie Kuk-
linski, Cynthia J. Wickstrom, Diane K. Moeller,
Reatha L. Bruner, Verneda D. Edwards, Karla K.
Stoddard, Amy L. Thrutchley.
Judo Club
TOP ROW: Daasie D. E. Ward, Wade A.
Leitner, Debbie S. Rhein, Daniel W. Gibson,
Dale R. Feagan, Mike W. Shelton. SECOND
ROW: Kenn F. Lee, Pollyann Beery, Rhonda K.
Snodgrass, Kenneth R. Stuchlik, Kevin L. Klo-
zenbucher. BOTTOM ROW: William H. John-
son, Leroy F. Jones, Mark E. Ward, Clarence D.
Suppes, Bradie F. Jones, Isaac Wakabayashi.
KSU Men's Bowling Team
TOP ROW: Bob Sultzer, Bill Woodward, Mark
Sultzer, Greg Hennes. SECOND ROW: Doug
Daugherty. BOTTOM ROW: Kenny Daugherty
Rob Jones, Alan Usher.
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KSU Women's Bowling Team
TOP ROW: Lancttc Winters, Joanna Page,
Miava Binkley. Claudia Holm. SFXOND ROW:
Teresa Hagedorn, Connie Miller, Debbie Ash.
BOTTOM ROW: Janellc Poppe, Sherry Stip-
pich, Alice Sky.
Orienteering Club
TOP ROW: Mike A. Vovk, Yvonne M. Patter-
son, Kay L. Phillips, Susan M. Bell. SECOND
ROW: J. John Kolman, Linda M. Rudcen, Steve
C. Hill. BOTTOM ROW: Frank Vovk, Kirk J.
Krucgcr, Dan J. Walker.
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Pep Coordinating Council
TOP ROW: John W. Martin, Alan Stetson,
George Steele, Jeff McDade. BOTTOM ROW:
Lament Ross, Janon Cupit, Tim Schlieker, Barb
Krugcr.
Phi Epsilon Kappa: Men's Physical Education Honorary
TOP ROW: Scott W. Hills, J. J. O'Connor, Craig
L. McVey, Kirby A. Shincman, Tom E.
Schwartz, Edwin C. Rippc. SECOND ROW
Mario D. Klassen, Richard L. Jensen, Michael R
Hill, Vernon J. Henricks, Charles W. Packard
THIRD ROW: Robert V. Shipps, Jcffrcv C. Hill
Larry W. Pankratz, Joseph F. Ryan, Daniel T
Cosgrove. BOTTOM ROW: Harvey E. Marken
Richard H. Cox, Scott L. Osborn, Donald H
Busse, Larry Noble.
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Recreation Club
TOP ROW: Leticia Tapia, Susan M. Bell, Robert
G. Kennedy, Terry A. Smith, Patricia L. Bam-
bick, Debbie S. Johnson, Terry L. McCormick.
SECOND ROW: Annette M. Boiler, Carol A.
Mugler, Carrie A. Cochennet, Lydia G. Batche-
lor, Janice M. Mueller, Kimberly K. Winston,
Barbara A. Loader, Melissa Melhus. BOTTOM
ROW: Don D. Lindley, Laura J. Boiler, Jim L.
Tracy, Betty K. Zeka, James J. O'Connor, Larry
W. Pankratz, Michael A. Blazey.
Gaylene McPhcrson and Wendy Tubach share a giggle during practice.
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Student Social Service
The main function of the Consumer
Relations Board is to handle complaints
from the students, ranging from land-
lord-tenant problems and car repairs to
where to find the cheapest six-pack in
town. It is the complaint handling arm
of the Student Governing Association.
The board also writes the Consumer
Sleuth articles that appear in the Colle-
gian and gives lectures on various cam-
puses and to community organizations.
It also carries out several research pro-
jects, including a market basket study,
conducted at various grocery stores.
The students involved with the board
come from different majors. The only
requirement is an interest in consumer
problems.
Consumer Relations Board
TOP ROW: Vivian Bliss. Barbara Buell, Susan
Rardin, Melinda Harbison. Ann Ferguson, Carol
Ciaschini. BOTTOM ROW: Joyce Morgan. Mc-
lanie Stockdell. Rich Hoskins, Cheryl Ruff.
Student Publications
Student publications is a separate en-
tity from the University, encompassing
the Kansas State Collegian and the
Royal Purple yearbook. The Collegian
gives students on-the-job experience
and insight into how a daily newspaper
operates. The Royal Purple gives stu-
dents a chance to practice layout and
design skills as well as writing and edit-
ing copy. The publications are funded
through student fees each semester as
well as money made through the adver-
tising. The Board of Student Publica-
tions has many responsibilities, includ-
ing the selection of the Collegian and
Royal Purple editors and the advertis-
ing manager. The board consists of
three faculty members and three stu-
dents elected by the student body.
Board of Student Publications
TOP ROW: Jack Carpenter, Walter Bunge, Tom
Tuckwood, Ifan Payne . BOTTOM ROW: Cindy
Friesen, Deb Williams.
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Fall Collegian Ad Staff
TOP ROW: Randy Dunn, Kelly Meek. SEC-
OND ROW: Rose Ivanov, Andrea Carver. Karla
Engel, John Dodderidge, Todd Nelson. BOT-
TOM ROW: Suzy Hill, Peggy Patchcn, Terry
Brungardt, Judy Jones.
TOP ROW: Mike Bodclson, Scott Darby, Terry
Brungardt, Randy Dunn. BOTTOM ROW: Judy
Jones, Karla Engel. Andrea Owens, Suzy Hill,
Debbie Wasser.
Spring Collegian Ad Staff
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Fall Collegian Staff
TOP ROW: Janet Davison. Kent Gaston. Mike
Hurd, Lisa Sandmeyer, Jctt Anderson. Seolt Fa-
rina. SECOND ROW: Harvey Perritt. Debbie
Rhcin, Diane Gonzolas, Beecy Tanner, Paul
Rhodes. THIRD ROW: Dave Hughes. Pete
Souza, Cindy Fricscn, Grant Sanborn, Scott
Stuckey. BOTTOM ROW: Carol Holstead, Julie
Doll, Jim Gibbons, Karen Vining. Peryn Co-
minsky.
Spring Collegian Staff
TOP ROW: Luke Brown. Harvey Perritl. Debbie
Rhein, Susan Brink, Carol Holstead, Janet Davi-
son, Mike Ream, Lisa Sandmeyer, Julie Doll,
Grant Sanborn. BOTTOM ROW: Mike Hurd,
Randy Shuck, Scott Stuckey, Cindy Friesen, Jo-
lene Hoss, Mary Jo Prochazka, Sharon Buckner.
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Royal Purple Editorial Staff
Janet L. Helm, Susan J. Burden, Debbie G. Ha-
genmaier, Nancy E. Reese.
TOP ROW: Sally A. Hcimke. SECOND ROW:
Randa Gallion, Susan M. Schlickau. BOTTOM
ROW: Kent H. Gaston, I.eAnn P.Wilcox, David
B. Greusel.
Royal Purple Staff
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Photographers
Bo Rader's attention is diverted by a cat.
TOP ROW: Dave Kaup. Nancy Zoglcman, Bo
Rader. BOTTOM ROW: John Bock, Sue Pfann-
muller, Craig Chandler, Pete Souza.
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Bill Brown: Director, Student Publications
Mary Sparks: Royal Purple Adviser
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ABOVE: Block and Bridle sponsors a horse show in Weber Arena.
BELOW: Students from all over the state participate in Band Day.
Julia Davis participates in Delta Sigma Theta"s Playboy Bunny Ball.
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A rodeo club member awaits students at the Activities Carniva
LJ ear Diary,
It's only 10:15 a.m. and I'm already exhausted. Let's see, I
went to a Spurs breakfast at 6:30 this morning, then met with
my Hospitality Day crew, checked on the bloodmobile and
picked up an application for Omicron Nu. (Am I forgetting
anything?) I even attended my 8:30 class.
Join, join, join. Get involved and participate. Stretch your
horizons and improve yourself. This is my motto at K-State
and, as a good student, I naturally like to become involved. But
am I the type who will just join a club and attend the meetings
when I feel like it? No, I must dedicate my whole existence to
it and run for office or offer my services whenever I can.
My whole life seems to revolve around the eight organiza-
tions I belong to. Sure, I go to school, in my spare time. Study?
Well, maybe I can read those 14 chapters tonight before my
exam in the morning— of course, it will be have to be after my
7:30 p.m. meeting with my judo club (I'm chairman).
Maybe I'm too involved with different organizations. I even
participate in other groups' activities. Last fall, I went rappel-
ling down a West Stadium wall when it was offered by UPC. I
attended the spring horse show sponsored by Block and Bridle.
I even bought stationery from a business group (I can't re-
member the name) to help them earn money. I don't want to
limit myself to my own organizations; I must be involved in all
of them.
Good grief! It's after 10:30 a.m. and I'm late for a Women in
Communications meeting. Then I have to check on the blood-
mobile again and donate blood for Spurs, then I have to collect
money for our end-of-the-semester banquet for Williston Ge-
ology club, then
That's it for now, Diary. Catch you later!
Your ever exhausted,
Susan
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I ma P. Thetic.
TOP ROW: Ann Droid, Bca A. Droid. l.cAnn
Droid, Anna Droid, Shannan Droid, Ellen Droid.
BOTTOM ROW: Ann Noid, Pam Noid, Sam
Noid, Ella Noid, Bella Noid, Shelley Noid.
P Join, Mark Ballot, U.Choosc, Joe Blow, Amy
Vole. Cindy Sees. John Boy.
APATHY CLUB
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Committee Selection Committee
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Rho Phi - Janitorial Honorary
K-Cuties
Future Bureaucrats
TOP ROW: Dusty Pann. Rusty Naill, Misty Wa-
ter, A. Sponge, M. T. Buckctt, B. A. Throom. U.
Facilitez. SECOND ROW. $. $. Dollar, April
Fresh, Spring Soap, Sweet Smell, Harry Chinn.
H. Paintbrush, Wally Scrub. THIRD ROW:
Amos Sandpaper, Andy Waxing, Straw Broom,
Emily Painting, Lite Bulb, Amy Clean, Windo
Sills. BOTTOM ROW: Sidney Rags. Romeo Ju-
lie, T. Ladder, Slim Pipes, Four T. Walls. Alan
Scrape, Hi Whistle.
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TOP ROW: "Dick" Nixon, Jr., I. M. Crooked, I,
C. Rotten, Drew A. Gunn. SECOND ROW: A.
P. Gook, Roman Ancc, J. Ccasar.
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Acacia
POWERS, I ROBERTA Houseparent
AHRENS, THOMAS W Oakley
Agricultural Economics Junior
BADSKY, FLOYD A Oberlin
Engineering Technology Senior
BAYER, STEVEN M St. Marys
Construction Science Sophomore
BEVER, DAVID K Sedan
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
BEVER, DENNIS W Sedan
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BLATTNER, JEFF D Rozel
Nuclear Engineering Senior
BLATTNER, RICKEY A Rozel
Secondary Education Sophomore
BLATTNER, THOMAS L Rozel
Accounting Senior
BROWN, JAMES R Topeka
Fine Arts Senior
CRLIMRINE, RALPH S Olathe
Accounting Senior
CULLEY, JON B Topeka
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
CULLEY, PATRICK J Topeka
Management Senior
FLEMING, ROBERT H Kanopolis
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
FRAWLEY. CHRISTOPHER E Newton
Business Administration Junior
GRIFFITH, STEPHEN J Topeka
Engineering Technology Senior
HAPGOOD, CURTIS R McPherson
Architecture Fifth Year Student
HARTS. TERRY D Ellsworth
General Freshman
HENDERSON. GREG C Niotaze
Agricultural Journalism Freshman
HORMEL. DENNIS M Olathe
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
The television room at Acacia is packed on Superbowl Sunday.
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AKAK
JACKSON, CHARLES K Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
JOHNSON, BRADLEY E Great Bend
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON, HAL L Independence, MO
Architecture Sophomore
KEIL, TERRY D Russell
Engineering Technology Senior
KLINE. STEPHEN M Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
KOBS, GREGORY W Ottawa
Bakery Science and Management Junior
KRIZEK, BRIAN E Ellsworth
Physical Science Senior
KRIZEK, CURTIS A Ellsworth
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
LANGE, MICHAEL D Ellsworth
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
LETOURNEAU. KEVIN R Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
LETOURNEAU, RAPHAEL Z Wichita
Accounting Junior
MARVEL, KENNETH L Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
MARVEL, RANDALL W Wichita
Engineering Technology Senior
MCALISTER, DAVID L Sedan
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MCCLAIN, DAVID D Russell
Education Senior
MILLER, KELLY D Ellinwood
Agriculture , Freshman
MILNER, STEVEN E Ellinwood
Management Junior
NULL, W. EDWARD Salina
Chemical Science Junior
OBLINCER, WARREN C Wichita
Construction Science Senior
PANEITZ, DANIEL W McPherson
Finance Senior
PAULL, SAMUEL W Ellsworth
Architecture Sophomore
PAULSON, CHARLES A Corham
Civil Engineering Senior
SCHEFFLER, LEON A Newton
Business Administration Junior
SCHNEIDER, ROB R Ellsworth
Finance Senior
SELLBERG, MARTIN E McPherson
Pre-Medicine Senior
SHARP, MAX D Dighton
Marketing Senior
SIMMONS, DENNIS C Lamed
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SMITH, KEITH L Dodge City
Interior Architecture Senior
SNEATH. STEVE D Kanopolis
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
STABLES, MICHAEL C Wichita
Business Administration Senior
STOECKER, GARY E Oakley
Agricultural Economics Senior
SUMMERVILL, MARC R Wichita
Geology Freshman
THOMPSON, JOE N Courlland
Architecture Sophomore
WARTA, STEVE J Newton
Animal Science and Industry Junior
YAGER, DALE W Fredonia
Horticulture Junior
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Alpha Chi Omega
REMUS, MARY J Houseparent
ANDERSON, STACEY D Russell
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BALLARD, KARI J Prairie Village
Modern Language Senior
BARLOW, ANDREA L Leawood
Family and Child Development Senior
BEARDMORE. TRACY Topeka
Accounting Freshman
BERNHARDT. SANDY L Overland Park
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
BLOCKCOLSKY, CLAUDIA A Manhattan
Accounting Junior
BOLON. BARBARA L Shawnee Mission
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
BORCHARD, PAMELA J Wichita
Mathematics Freshman
BOSSE. NADAL1E S Onaga
Industrial Engineering Junior
BRINK.MAN, BARBARA A Emporia
Interior Design Sophomore
BROCKMAN, LESLIE A Prairie Village
Sociology Junior
BROWN, CATH1 E Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
BRUNER, REATHA L. Uniontown
Physical Education Senior
BURKE, ELIZABETH A Mission
Business Administration Freshman
BURNETT, CAROLYN A Overland Park
Interior Design Freshman
BURNS, ANN M Stockton, CA
Accounting Sophomore
COCHENNET, CARRIE A Emporia
Recreation Senior
COX, LESLIE L Prairie Village
Architecture Senior
CUPIT. JANON R Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
Karen Hutton is crowned Flush Bowl Queen.
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DALTON, DIANE M Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Freshman
DARROW, SHELLI L Potomac, MD
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
DECKER, KATHLEEN J Burr Oak
Accounting Junior
DONNELLY, KITTY Shawnee Mission
Home Economics and Journalism Junior
DYER, JANE C Caney
Finance Junior
FAIRBAIRN, JAN M Garden City
Interior Design Sophomore
FALES, DEBORAH J Leawood
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
FIELDS, SUSAN J Mission
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
FILLEY, TAMARA M Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
FISCHER, DEBRA D Seward
Horticulture Junior
GIES, JULIE A Topeka
Horticultural Therapy Sophomore
GLEESON, CAROL D Prairie Village
Early Childhood Education Freshman
GOLDEN, JANET L Hoyt
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
HARNESS, JEAN D Shawnee Mission
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
HOWARD, KELLY A Wichita
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
HOWELL. JULIE A Olathe
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
HUDLESTON. CHERYL L Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
HULEN. SARAH V Shawnee Mission
Art Freshman
HULL, JANICE D Overland Park
Accounting Junior
HUND. ELIZABETH L Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HUTTON, KAREN S Arkansas City
Elementary Education Senior
IRELAND. TARA R Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Senior
JADERBORC, KATHRVN A Overland Park
Accounting Senior
JAMES, LINDA D Overland Park
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
JORGENSEN, KIM M Leawood
Elementary Education Junior
KELLEY, KOLLEEN K Hutchinson
Biology Freshman
KOGLER, PAMELA J Salina
Elementary Education Junior
KREUTZER, KARA L Scott City
Clothing Retailing Junior
KUHLMAN. AUDREY J Athol
Business Administration Freshman
LACY, SUSAN M Shawnee Mission
Accounting Senior
LAHUE, SUSAN D Mission
Accounting Sophomore
LARSON, KRIS II N F L Pretty Prairie
Accounting Senior
LEE, STARR E Wichita
Recreation Junior
LESLIE, PAMELA H Hutchinson
Fine Arts Junior
LUSK, JOEL A Highland
Interior Design Senior
LYNN, SHARON K Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
LYTLE, JANE A Wellsville
Horticulture Junior
MCCULLICK, DEBRA J Minneapolis
General Freshman
MEADE, MOLLY E Plainville
Speech Pathology Sophomore
MEYER. BRENDA L Topeka
Interior Design Freshman
MILLER. RHONDA K Wellsville
Finance Junior
MILNER. MARY D Arkansas City
General Freshman
MOSBURG, DEBORAH A Lake Quivira
Consumer Interest Freshman
NOBLE, TERRI A Leawood
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
OWENS, TOMMA L Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
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PALMER, VALERIE A Overland Park
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
PARSONS, DEBRA D Manhattan
Radio and Television Senior
PEARCE. JANNETTE A Hiawatha
Computer Science Freshman
PERDAR1S, PATTY L Overland Park
Psychology Junior
PONTE. KELLENE R Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
REED, DIANA S Leawood
Interior Design Sophomore
REED, KATHLEEN M Salina
Recreation Senior
REESE. NANCY E White Cloud
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
RICE, LORI K Greensburg
Fashion Design Junior
RIGGS. SANDY L Quinter
Biologv Junior
RILEY, JOLENE A lola
Office Administration Sophomore
ROBERTS, JENNIFER L Prairie Village
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SCHLEGEL, PATRICIA K Ness City
Music Freshman
SCHULTE, MARGARET J Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SCOTT. GWEN C Topeka
Horticulture Therapv Junior
SHERIDAN, MARY S Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Junior
SKAGGS, SHARON R Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
SPENER, CHERI S Chesterfield, MO
Architecture Senior
STENGER, DEANNE J Topeka
Dance Freshman
STETSON, NANCY J Leawood
Physical Therapy Sophomore
STONE, CONNIE J Kansas City
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
STRONG, LINDA A Medicine Lodge
Interior Design Freshman
THOMPSON, BETH A Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
VEDROS, PATTY M Mission
Interior Design Sophomore
VINING, KAREN L St. Joseph, MO
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
VOEGELE, PATTY S Leawood
Business Administration Freshman
WILLIAMS, VIRGINIA S Atchison
Finance Senior
WOODFORD, MONICA K Convent Station, NJ
Foods and Nutrition Junior
WRIGHT, KIMBERLY K Merriam
Physical Education Junior
Carrie Cochennet, senior in recreation, adjusts a bow on the Alpha Chi Omega Christmas tree.
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ADAMS, SUE E Topeka
Psychology Sophomore
ANDERSON, SANDRA K Smith Center
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Sophomore
ARNOLD, SUSANNE Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
ARNONE, LISA L Topeka
Biology Senior
BAUMAN, JUDITH A Overland Park
Education Senior
BEVERLY, SARAJANE Topeka
Special Education Freshman
BISHOP, TERI A Salina
Architecture Freshman
BREWER, BECKI A Council Grove
Elementary Education Senior
BROWN, BARBARA K Columbia, MO
Architecture Sophomore
CARVER, ANDREA L Riley
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
COPE, STACY L Liberal
General Freshman
COSGROVE, SARAH J Council Grove
Fine Arts Senior
CROUTHERS, CAROLINE J Overland Park
Interior Design Freshman
CURRY, BETH A Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
DEETS, DELORES Beloit
Recreation Senior
DESPARD, MARY E Wichita
Home Economics Education Sophomore
DETTER, KIMBERLY K Wmfield
Clothing Retailing Junior
DEWALT. KARLA K Topeka
Psychology Freshman
DOBRATZ, CAROLYN S Beloit
Accounting Sophomore
DOBRATZ, LINDA L Beloit
Pre-Nursing Freshman
DRYBREAD, LAURA E Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Freshman
EDWARDS, JANELLE R Wichita
Social Work Freshman
FANGMAN, CYNTHIA A Seneca
Speech Pathology Junior
FRASER, CONNIE S Overland Park
Accounting Freshman
FREDERICK, SERENA K Salina
General Sophomore
Lori Peterson is lifted aloft after she exited from the Volkswagen stuff during Homecoming week.
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FRIESEN, CYNTHIA L Sumter, SC
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
FULTON, LORI B Ellsworth
Consumer Interest Sophomore
GARBER. CYNTHIA S Council Grove
Art Freshman
GATZ, KAREN E Pratt
Business Administration Sophomore
GILLAN, JANICE L Garden City
Business Administration Junior
HANSON. MARY J Pawnee Rock
Animal Science and industry Junior
HARRIS, STACY J Wichita
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
HARTMAN, DAVY S Manhattan
Modern Language Senior
HASTINGS, DEBBI L Council Grove
Clothing Retailing Senior
HECHT. SHEILA D Seneca
Engineering Freshman
H1NES. SUSIE J Easton
Computer Science Freshman
HOTCHKISS, JULIE A Emporia
Fashion Design Senior
HOUSTON, KAREN K Independence, MO
Home Economics and Journalism Junior
JACKSON. ANN A Concordia
Medical Technology Junior
JOHNSON. SUSAN J Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
JONES, CHRIS D Washington
Chemical Engineering Junior
JONES, GWYN E Washington
General Sophomore
KARL1N, CHRISTINE M Grinnell
Elementary Education Junior
KESSLER, JEAN M Leawood
Business Administration Sophomore
KRENGER, TERESA A Abilene
Pre-Dentistry Senior
KRESIE, KAREN K Topeka
Pre-Medicine Freshman
LECLUYSE, MARY E Shawnee
Business Administration Senior
LEONARD, KATHY L Overland Park
Social Work Freshman
LOBMEYER, MARGARET L Garden City
Accounting Junior
LOOBY, LAURA J St. Louis, MO
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
LORSON. KATHY A Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
LUKENS, LAURA G Hutchinson
Modern Language Sophomore
MCCLURE. TERI J Alta Vista
Home Economics and Journalism Junior
MCDONALD. KELLI J Scandia
Education Freshman
MEADE. KATHRYN Abilene
Pre-Medicine Junior
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MOSIER, SUSAN K Manhattan
Pre-Dentistry Junior
MURRAY, CHERYL A Shawnee
Home Economics Education Junior
NEUGENT, PAULA J Wichita
Foods and Nutrition Graduate Student
NORR1S, TAMMY J Ellsworth
Accounting Sophomore
OEHMKE, SUSAN R Linn
General Freshman
OPPITZ, JEANETTE A Topeka
Computer Science Sophomore
PATCHEN, PEGGY D Jetmore
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
PEREZ. LISA J Humboldt
Interior Design Sophomore
PETERS, LEIGH Larned
Business Administration Freshman
PETERSON, LOR1 L Potwin
Family and Child Development Freshman
PETERSON, MACHELLE A Potwin
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
PHILLIPS, WENDY L Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
PRINCLE, BETH C Yates Center
Animal Science and Industry Senior
RAILE, BRENDA A Edson
Medical Technology Senior
RICHARDSON, MARLA S Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
SASENICK, MARY P Overland Park
General Freshman
SEARS, ELIZABETH A Colby
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SERRANO, MARTHA L Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Senior
SHIDELER, LISA J Topeka
Clothing Retailing Junior
SHOCKEY, DENISE Prairie Village
Social Work Sophomore
SMITH, DEBBIE S Mission
Physical Education Senior
SMITH, SHELLEY D Lake Quivira
Architecture Senior
STUCK, LAURA L Shawnee
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
STUCKEY. MARY A McPhcrson
Business Education Sophomore
SWAIM, JILL Dodge City
Marketing Sophomore
SWANSON, S. MICHELLE Leawood
Interior Design Sophomore
SWARNER, JANICE L Shawnee
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
SWEETMAN. TAMMY D Great Bend
Dietetics and Instiutional Management Freshman
THOMSON, KIMBERLY J Overland Park
Family and Child Development Junior
THORN, JUDITH A Topeka
Art Freshman
TREDWAY, LINDA L Winfield
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
TYLER, JO L. Silver Lake
Social Science Senior
VON NIEDERHAUSERN. AMY D Salina
Civil Engineering Freshman
VOPAT. CHRIS A Salina
Education Senior
WALLER, VIRGINIA L Mulvane
Elementary Education Sophomore
WHITE, CAROLYN K Topeka
Early Childhood Education Senior
WILLIAMS, JAN L Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
WILLIAMS, KIM S Prairie Village
Fashion Design Junior
WILLIS, SUSAN E Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
WILSON, KIM B Mission
Physical Therapy Sophomore
WINTERMAN, MARY J Mission
General Sophomore
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MERID1TH. NORMA J Houseparent
ANDERSON. DEAN E Jamestown
Agronomy Freshman
BAKER, JON C Leavenworth
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
BARNES, SCOTT M Dodge City
Agronomy Junior
BEARNES, TIMOTHY G Culver
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
BEYER, KEVIN R Gridley
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BORN, DONALD E Eudora
Biology Sophomore
BROWNBACK, SAM D Parker
Agricultural Economics Senior
CARLSON, JON D Marquette
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
CLARK, RANDY W Havana
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
DANLER, ROBERT J. Deerfield
Agricultural Education ....'. Senior
DAV1ES, JAY C Reading
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
DECEER, JAMES E Lake City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
DEVLIN, DANIEL L Bellaire
Agronomy Senior
DITMARS, RONALD S Washington
Agricultural Education Sophomore
DRAKE, DAVID M Winfield
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
DRAKE, SCOTT E Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
DUFFLE, ALAN A Pomona
Animal Science and Industry Junior
EDER, JOEL L Leoti
Agricultural Education Senior
FANGMAN, TOM J Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HEIKES, KEITH A Riley
Dairy Production Senior
HOUSER, RICHARD L Lebo
Agronomy Junior
JAMES, DEE W Clay Center
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
JOHN, MICHAEL E Prairie Village
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JOHNSON, STUART G Caldwell
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
KUEHNY, BRENT L Caldwell
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
LICKTEIG, KEVIN G Garnet!
Dairy Production Freshman
LINSCOTT, MICHAEL Effingham
Agricultural Economics Freshman
LOSCHKE, STEVE M Osage City
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MACKINTOSH, DAVID H Whitman, NB
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MASONER, NORMAN R Fontana
Agricultural Economics Senior
MCDONNELL, TIMOTHY E Sterling. 1L
Horticulture Sophomore
MCNETT, DANNY J Piqua
Agricultural Education Senior
MENTZER, CRAIG W Neosho Falls
Agronomy Senior
MORGAN, JAMES A Greeley
Agricultural Education Freshman
MORRELL, MICKEY V Blue Mound
Agricultural Education Senior
NELSON, NORMAN T Long Island
Agricultural Education Sophomore
NOLL, MARK T Reserve
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
PELTON, BRIAN K Goddard
Animal Science and Industry Senior
POSS, LARRY Richmond
Animal Science and Industry Senior
POWELL, KENNETH A McCune
Agricultural Education Senior
PRICE, JOHN R Weir
Agricultural Economics Senior
PRINGLE, BRIAN T Yates Center
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
REICHENBERGER, R. JACK Ml. Hope
Mechanical Engineering Senior
REINHARDT, MARK W Erie
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
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ROCKERS, BRENT A Greeley
Agricultural Economics Freshman
ROCKERS, CHRISTOPHER J Garnett
Agricultural Economics Senior
ROCKERS, DANIEL M Garnett
Natural Resource Management Freshman
SCHLICKAU, BRUCE A Haven
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SCHMIDT, CHARLES D Hillsboro
Agricultural Education Junior
SCOTT, RICK L Lebo
Food Science and Management Sophomore
SELANDERS, JAY N Garnett
Agricultural Education Junior
SMITH, MICHAEL E Long Island
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SOBBA, ALAN C Garnett
Agronomy Junior
STRICKLER. DOUGLAS L lola
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
STUMPF, RICHARD W Axtell
Agronomy Senior
SWADER, TERRY A Gardner
Animal Science and Industry Junior
THIESSEN, DOUGLAS B Beloit
Agronomy Senior
TOEWS. JOHN D Hesston
Agricultural Education Freshman
VAN GUNDY, WARREN H Reading
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
VORAN, KENT S McPherson
Agricultural Economics Senior
WINTER, BRIAN F Andale
Agricultural Economics / Senior
WINTER, KENT T Andale
Agronomy Senior
ZILLINGER, JEFFREY J Phillipsburg
Agricultural Education Junior
Members of Alpha Gamma Rho attempt to salvage the last few drops of beer during a house party.
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ARELLANO. JOHN R Guaynabo, PR
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
BREITENBACH, MIKE R Belpre
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BROOKE, KENT B Topeka
Marketing Junior
COAD. RUSSELL L Garden Plain
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
DEWITT. MARK B Overland Park
Civil Engineering Sophomore
DUTTON, ANDY D Kingman
Business Administration Junior
EARNSHAW, JAMES R Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
FRAZEE. RONALD D Arkansas City
Industrial Engineering Junior
GILLISPIE, JEFF L Manhattan
General Freshman
GORDON, STEVEN J Winfield
Life Science Senior
KENNADEY, BOB J Kansas City, MO
Architecture Sophomore
KRAMER. BRADLEY A Topeka
Industrial Engineering Junior
LOUX, RICHARD L Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
MOORE. TOBY R Ccnlralia. MO
Bakery Science and Management Junior
MORELAND, RICHARD C Manhattan
Architecture Senior
NALLY. RODNEY E Winfield
Industrial Engineering lunior
ROOD. DAN G Winfield
Engineering Freshman
SABBERT, DOUGLAS S White Cloud
Business Administration lunior
SALLADE, EDWARD M St Louis, MO
Interior Architecture Fifth Year Student
STEWART, MIKE P. Kansas City, MO
Marketing
, . Senior
STORY, CLAYTON J. Udall
Agricultural Education Senior
WALKER. SCOTT D Udall
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
WEALAND. JAY L Cedar Point
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
WILSON. DALE R Barllcsvillc, OK
Agriculture Freshman
WILSON. LARRY E Topeka
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
WOODDELL, REX B Winfield
Architecture Freshman
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Rodney Nally and wife Beth relax after Nally won the KMKF record run.
Alpha Tau Omega
NEWCOMER, OLIVE Houseparent
ACHTEN, PHILIP B Wetmore
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
ANDERSON, MARK A Overland Park
Pre-Dentistry Junior
ANDERSON, STEVEN D Belleville
Marketing Senior
BABCOCK. SCOTT V Mission
Physical Therapy Junior
BABINGTON, TODD W Overland Park
Restaurant Management Freshman
BAKER. STEWART I Pleasanton
Business Administration Freshman
BARRON, CORY W Topeka
Radio and Television Sophomore
BERLEKAMP, JOSEPH D Lee's Summit, MO
Architecture Senior
BOHNENBLUST, DAVID A McPherson
Civil Engineering Sophomore
BORTHWICK, STERLINC B Mulvane
Agronomy Senior
BRAY, DAVID L Independence, MO
Architecture Freshman
BROWN, MICHAEL E Hoisington
Civil Engineering Freshman
BROWN, NORMAN D Council Grove
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BROWN, WILLIAM C Prairie Village
Milling Science and Management Senior
COSGROVE, DANIEL T Council Grove
Recreation Junior
COX, DAVID W Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
DANIELSEN, GEARY H Overland Park
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
FRYE, BOB L Lees Summit, MO
Architecture Freshman
GENSKY, WILLIAM F Jefferson City, MO
Construction Science Sophomore
GILL, DOUGLAS P Mission
Engineering Freshman
GUTTU, MARK D Overland Park
Marketing Senior
HAFLIGER, LAREN R Deerfield
Business Administration Freshman
HERRELL. PHILLIP L St. Louis, MO
Architecture Freshman
HILLS, BLISH C Sedan
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
ATO members take advantage of the balcony during a snowball fight.
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HOENER, WAYNE L luka
Agronomy Sophomore
HOLDEMAN, KURT J Overland Park
Political Science Freshman
HOLIDAY. ALLAN D Overland Park
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
ISAACSON, GARY L Belleville
Accounting Sophomore
JERMAIN, DON J Wathena
Engineering Freshman
JOHNSON, JAMES M Kansas City, MO
Marketing Sophomore
KEITH, RAYMOND E Chillicothe, MO
Construction Science Senior
KRIZMAN, DAVID B Overland Park
Biology Junior
LANDKAMER, LLOYD L Baldwin
Food Science and Management Senior
LARSEN, PETER E Leawood
Pre-Dentistry Senior
LINVILLE, STANLEY D Holcomb
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
LONG, JAMES J Harper
Pre-Law Freshman
MCCOY, T. MICHAEL Wichita
Business Administration Senior
MCKERNAN. MICHAEL J Wathena
Accounting Sophomore
MEEKS, HERBERT L Lee's Summit, MO
Landscape Architecture Senior
MEYER, DAVID L Leavenworth
Interior Architecture Senior
MILLER, SCOTT F Marienthal
Computer Science Freshman
MINES. MICHAEL K McPherson
Accounting Sophomore
NIXON. JOHN W Medicine Lodge
Business Administation Sophomore
NORRIS. JOHN M Kansas City, MO
Landscape Architecture Sophomore
OTEY, JOHN E Overland Park
Political Science Junior
PETERS, DANIEL G W.chita
Business Administration Junior
REHMERT, DAN S Overland Park
Food Science Senior
REHMERT, RORY S Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHWEDER, TOM S Fairway
Restaurant Management Sophomore
SEYMOUR, DAVID K Olathe
Recreation Sophomore
SILER, MARTY V Kansas City, MO
Business Administration Sophomore
SMITH, CRAIG W Hill City
Architecture Senior
STUCK, DAVID A Shawnee
Chemical Engineering • Freshman
TINDER, DAN G Lee's Summit, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
TUCKFIELD, GILES C Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
UNRUH, GEORGE M Dcerfield
Business Administration Junior
WALSH. ED B Topeka
Accounting Freshman
WELTER, JAMES L Colby
Agricultural Economics Junior
I
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ANDERSON, JILL D Manhattan
Finance Freshman
ANDERSON, LORI S Topeka
Consumer Interest Junior
BARNES, MARC] A L Sedan
General Freshman
BARNES, MARY A Sedan
Elementary Education Senior
BARRICK, BARBARA A Leawood
Accounting Senior
BAUER, BRENDA K Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
BENNETT, BRENDA L Sterling
Interior Design Freshman
BENNETT, TRACY L Newton
Business Administration Freshman
BERBLINGER, PAM L Sterling
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
BERGEN, LORI A Salina
Political Science Junior
BERNER, KATHRYN M Overland Park
Horticulture Senior
BLOMQUIST, SANDRA K Smolan
Management Junior
BOHN, SHARON M Alma
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BORNHEIMER, MARY A Prairie Village
Special Education Senior
BORNHEIMER, NANCY J Prairie Village
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
BOTHWELL, TAMMY L Topeka
General Freshman
BROUGHER. SHERR1 L Great Bend
Management Sophomore
BROUGHER, VICKI J Great Bend
Clothing Retailing Senior
BURFORD, BOBBI J Milton
Early Childhood Education Junior
CAPLINCER, CANDRA J Effingham
Clothing Retailing Senior
Pam Berblinger, Cathy Vander Dussen and Nancy Cooke tumble in a leaf fight.
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CARR, CAROL A Wichita
Family and Child Development Senior
CHANDLER, KAREN S Richmond
Electrical Engineering Senior
COOKE, NANCY L Prairie Village
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
CRILLY. DIANA R Wamego
English Freshman
DAVIS, DEBORAH D Hays
Poltiical Science Senior
DEARDORFF. LORI L Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
DOCTOR, DIANE P Overland Park
Interior Design Freshman
DREHER, TERESA L lola
Marketing Senior
DUTCHER, KAREN D Olathe
Landscape Architecture Sophomore
ELSEA, CONNIE D. Manhattan
Horticulture Senior
FENTON, BETH A Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
FETTER, SUSAN K Mankato. MN
Education Junior
FLEENOR, TAMELA J Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
FOUST, B. GAIL Bucklin
Special Education Freshman
FOUST, TINA M Bucklin
Accounting Senior
FOWLER, KAREN L Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
FREDRICKSON, NANCY A Leawood
Interior Design Freshman
GRABER, CONNIE S Moundndge
Social Work Sophomore
GROFT, TERI A Wakceney
General Freshman
HARTENSTEIN, BETH A Abilene
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HUGHES, TRACY Sabetha
Early Childhood Education Junior
JENNINGS. BOBBIE K Salina
Education Sophomore
KNAMILLER, KARI L Overland Park
Recreation Junior
LAMOREUX, SHERRY L Shawnee
Social Work Senior
LINCOLN. SHARON A Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Freshman
LONG, KIM A Mission
Marketing Sophomore
LYNTON, SUZANNE L Dallas, TX
Family and Child Development Senior
MARRS. KAY L Arkansas City
General Sophomore
MARSH. TERRI R Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
MCGEHEE, DEBBIE L Ottawa
Special Education Junior
MCGEHEE, GAYLE L Wichita
Home Economics and Journalism Sophomore
MEIER, SHAWN M Scott City
General Sophomore
MILLER, MARGARET E Manhattan
Pre- Law Sophomore
MILLER, TAMARA A Stilwell
Geography Jun ior
MOELLER, MICHELE S Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
MOERBE, MICHELLE M Leavenworth
Business Administration Freshman
MORGAN, ANN L Greeley
Radio and Television Junior
MYZER, CYNTHIA M Topeka
Elementary Education Sophomore
MYZER, TERESA L, Topeka
Physical Education Senior
NELSON, SALLY G Long Island
Medical Technology Senior
NEWCOMER, JEAN A Overland Park
Special Education Sophomore
NEWTH, LORRI K Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
NICKELL, SHANA R ' '
.
Overland Park
General Sophomore
OLBERDING. CINDY R Shawnee Mission
Physical Therapy Freshman
OVERHOLSER. CYNDI L Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
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PARSA, SUZANNE E Leawood
Clothing Retailing Freshman
PETERS, POLLY B Wichita
Interior Design Sophomore
PIHL, BARBARA L Falun
Fashion Design Sophomore
RHINE, JANE L Manhattan
Horticulture Junior
RHOADES. KIM J Hutchinson
Horticulture Junior
ROBISON, JODY K St. George
History Sophomore
ROGERS, TERESA S Overland Park
Physical Therapy Freshman
ROOSA, LYNN A Overland Park
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
SCHARNHORST, VICKI J Olathe
Engineering Freshman
SCHEURLE, JOANNA H Indianapolis, IN
Elementary Education Sophomore
SCHLINTZ, JANE L. Wichita
Radio and Television Senior
SCOTT, JANET L Overland Park
Recreation Senior
SHEIK, CINDY L Bern
General Freshman
SJOGREN, KARLA C Lindsborg
Recreation Freshman
SMITH. JAN R Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
SNIDER, AMY L Wichita
Marketing Senior
SPENCER, NINA E Scott City
General Freshman
SPRAY. TAMMY D Great Bend
General Freshman
STILES, JOYCE C Liberal
Elementary Education Junior
STUEWE, SARA L Norton
Education Freshman
SULLINS, DEBRA K. Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
TAYLOR, DENA K Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
TAYLOR, TRACI A Manhattan
General Freshman
TOLL. ANNETTE M Lindsborg
Early Childhood Education Junior
TUROV, JAN B New Orleans, LA
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
VANDER DUSSEN, CATHY L Cherry Hill, NJ
Home Economics Education Senior
WAGNON. LYNDA K Coldwater
Elementary Education Junior
WILLIAMS. ANNE F Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
WILSON, SALLY J Leawood
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Sophomore
WISBEY, SUSIE E Salina
Clothing Retailing Junior
WOOLWINE, KATHY M Pratt
Business Administration Freshman
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rJECKER. PAUL J Manhattan
Architecture Fifth Year Student
BECKER, VIRGINIA K Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
BAREISS. LOREN D Atchison
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
BECKER, GLENN M Garden City
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BOERGER, ALAN R Topcka
Business Administration Freshman
BRUNKOW. BRADLEY D Topcka
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BULLINGER. SCOT E Cantor
Animal Science and Industry Jumo
BURKMAN. GALEN R Shawnee
Architecture Fifth Year Student
CARLSON. DAVID W Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Junior
CARLSON, RANDALL R Clay Center
Accounting Sophomore
CASPERS, STEVE L. i.aylord
Engineering Senior
DORTON, KEVIN C Admire
Biology Freshman
BERTH, KEITH A Basehor
Agricultural Economics Senior
ELM, KEVIN L Clay Center
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
FOSSUM. ROBERT J Oberlin
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FOSTER, DANA W Prairie Village
Political Science Junior
FREDRICKSON. KURT D Oberlin
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
GFARHART, ROY M Inman
Business Administration Sophomore
GEHRT, PHILIP L Hutchinson
Agricultural Economics Junior
HAROLD. BRYAN D Sahna
Computer Science Graduate Student
HEATER. JOSEPH W Kansas City
Architecture ....'. Junior
HOGEBOOM. DAVID A Overland Park
Computer Science Freshman
HOLSTE, HARLAN G l.udell
Dairy Production Senior
HOLTHUS, MITCHELL C Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HUSSELMAN, RICHARD C Salina
Political Science Freshman
HAMS, JEFFREY B Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON. ERIC D Topcka
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
JORNS, MARK W Manhattan
Labor Relations Senior
KARMEIER, KENT H Kansas City
Architecture Sophomore
KILLMAN, HAROLD W Topcka
Business Administration Freshman
KIRCHHOFF, STEVEN P Cedar
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KLEIN, CLAYTON W St Louis, MO
Architecture Freshman
KUHLMAN. STEVEN D Athol
Agronomy Junior
LIGGETT, LARRY A Lincoln
Poultry Science Sophomore
LIRA. CARL T Topcka
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MARQUARDT, ERIC A Topcka
Architecture Sophomore
MARSCHMAN, KENT L Marysville
Agricultural Economics Senior
MAY. ROLA ND W Oberlin
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MCDANIEL, BILLY G Sahna
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
MELGREN, DANIEL C Osage City
Accounting Junior
MEYER. STEVE R prairie village
A *ronom )' Senior
MILLER. DARRYL W Hoismg.on
Datry Science Freshman
MOORE. M.ERIC Drcsdcn
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
NIEMEYER. ELLERD F Arnold
, MO
Architecture Sophomore
PROTHE, JAMES R Pao la
Mechanical Engineering Senior
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REED, LOUIS R Pomona
Geography Junior
RENNER, CHARLES E Shawnee
Architecture Freshman
RIGGERT. MARTIN J Naperville, IL
Business Administration Graduate Student
RUST, DARYL E Comfort, TX
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SCHAEFER. ALLEN D Wellington
Marketing Junior
SCHWAN, MEL E Salina
Electrical Engineering Junior
STUEWE ROBERT B Salina
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
SWANSON, HAL E Hutchinson
Interior Architecture Senior
TOBABEN, WARREN L Shawnee Mission
Accounting Sophomore
WAGNER, RANDELL G Kinsley
Industrial Engineering Graduate Student
WILMS. RON W Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
Marty Luther Day at the Beta Sigma Psi house attracts its members to watch the activities.
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ADAMS, DOUGLAS K Overland Park
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
AELMORE, JOHN D. GreensburR
Finance Senior
ANDERSON. BRUCE E Salina
Construction Science Sophomore
ASJES. EVERT Kansas City, MO
Horticulture Junior
ATKINSON, GENE K Houston, TX
Civil Engineering Sophomore
AYRES. MARK Wichita
Accounting Freshman
BACHMAN, MATTHEW C Ccnlralia
Finance Junior
BALES. ROBERT K Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
BARR, RICK N Overland Park
Biology Senior
BISAGNO. DAVE A Augusta
Accounting Sophomore
BOLAN, WILLIAM T Manhattan
Prc-Medicinc Sophomore
BRENSING, DOUGLAS A Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Junior
COLLINS, CRAIG A lola
Business Administration Sophomore
COOK, CRAIG C Wichita
Landscape Architecture Sophomore
COPHER. WILLIAM H Prairie Village
Accounting Sophomore
COTNER, STEPHEN C Lincoln. NB
Architectural Engineering Junior
DEARDORFF, BRET A Wichita
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
DEFOREST, CHARLES D Peabody
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
DIETZ, JAMES A Wakecncy
Political Science Sophomore
DUNSFORD, BART R Dodge City
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
Mike Mullen and Richard Hite finish a replica of the Beta Rock.
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FATHERLY, ROBERT J Garden City
Finance Junior
EXLINE. DAVID E Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
EXLINE, ROBERT W. Salina
Mechanical Engineering Senior
FORD, FRED L Wichita
Accounting Senior
GE1GER, JOHN C Denver, CO
Agricultural Economics Freshman
GEORGE, MATTHEW E Salina
History Senior
GREEN, MONT J Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
GROSS, THOMAS W Colby
Architecture Freshman
GROVES, RANDY D Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
GUNN, DOUGLAS R Salina
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
HAMILTON, GREGORY N Wakccncy
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
HANSON. DREW A Jamestown
Prc-Law Junior
HEATH, THEODORE B Overland Park
Geology Freshman
H ERR, SCOTT V Moundndge
Agricultural Economics Junior
HITE. RICHARD R Wichita
Fine Arts Sophomore
HOISINGTON, R. SCOTT Salina
Construction Science Senior
KIMMEL, TED J Hutchinson
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
LANGE, BEN W Mankalo
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
MANNING. WILLIAM R -. . . . Belmont
Accounting Junior
MARTIN. JOHN C Lcawood
Prc-Mcdicine Freshman
MCGUIRE, GARY R Wakccncy
Accounting Junior
MOHLER, STEPHEN J Arkansas City
Business Administration Sophomore
MULLEN, MICHAEL A Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
NIGHTENGALE. BRADLEY D Burns
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
OSBORN, PHILLIP K. Derby
Accounting Senior
OSWALD J. WILLIAM Hutchinson
Business Administration Senior
PARKE, PATRICK P. Collver
Agricultural Engineering Senior
PATTERSON, DONALD R Prairie Village
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
PIERCE, DAVID M Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
REYNOLDS, REX W Argonia
Accounting Freshman
RICHARDS. DAVID B.| Manhattan
Architecture Freshman
ROBERTS, KEVIN B Salina
Geography Junior
SANDERS. MICHAEL J Wichita
Finance Junior
SARGENT, PATRICK C Wichita
Accounting Senior
SCHLAECEL, DAVID A Olathe
Finance Senior
SEE, TIMOTHY R Overland Park
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
SHEARER, RICHARD M Wichita
Regional and Community Planning Graduate Student
SHIDELER, RAYMOND R Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SPIER, STEPHEN L Columbia. MO
Architecture Sophomore
STONE, THOMAS W Sabelha
Milling Science and Management Senior
VONFELDT, JAMES L Larned
Accounting Senior
VOSS, KEN J Lcawood
Prc-Dentistry Junior
WILBUR. JEFFREY R Hays
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WILSON, DUNCAN B Kansas City
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
ZUERCHER, GREGORY B W.ch.la
Construction Science Junior
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MITCHELL, MARJOR1E M Houscparent
AALBREGTSE, CHRISTINE R Western Springs, IL
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
ADAMS, JANE E Overland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
BALDERSON, JOY A Overland Park
Interior Architecture Senior
BARDCETT, SUZANNE M Jefferson City, MO
Interior Architecture Senior
BARDSLEY, MEGAN N Topeka
General Freshman
BATT, LEE A Wichita
Pre-Law Freshman
BEYMER, LISA K Topeka
Finance Senior
BROCKWAY, ALYS A Olathe
Horticulture Sophomore
BROWN, SUSAN K Salina
Speech Pathology Junior
BUCKLEY, JAN M Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
CAIN, SUSAN E Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
CARR, C. COLLETTE Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
CHRISTENSEN, SHELLY A Concordia
General Freshman
CLEVELAND, JODY A Minneapolis
General Freshman
DAWSON, SUE A Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
DODGION, NANCY A Lenexa
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
DREES, ELIZABETH A Russell
General Freshman
DRITLEY, JILL S Kansas City, MO
Business Administration Sophomore
DUNHAM, LAURA Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
,' jrf /JO*.
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Ann Lacy and Lamont Ross take a tumble in the snow.
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ERSKIN, JER1LYN K Shields
Business Administration Freshman
FLANNELLY, KAREE K Lcawood
Modern Language Junior
FOSTER. LISA J Lcawood
Elementary Education Sophomore
FUNDERBURC, JANE Manhattan
Interior Design Senior
GALYARDT, SUSAN Lawrence
Industrial Engineering Senior
GARFOOT. JUDY M Omaha. NB
Business Administration Sophomore
GATZOULIS, DENISE A Prairie Village
Interior Design Freshman
GERHARDT, LORI H Prairie Village
General Freshman
GERSTNER, LISA L. Wichita
Business Administration Senior
GRIFFITH. LISA L. . ..*. Topeka
Education Sophomore
GRIFFITH, LORI A Topeka
Fashion Design Senior
GROVES. JODI L Salina
Clothing Retailing Junior
HARNED, HOLLY A. Wichita
Veterinary Medicine Senior
HENNIGH. LEAH K Colby
Music , Freshman
HIPPS. LISA L Wichita
Art Sophomore
HOBBLE. SARAH C Wichita
Social Work Junior
HOVEY. KAREN E Prairie Village
Home Economics Freshman
HRONES, KAREN L Roeland Park
(Education Senior
JACOBS, MENDY S. Leawood
Clothing Retailing Senior
JONES. COLLEEN F Topeka
Accounting Freshman
KAUFMANN. BECCA J Prairie Village
Prc-Nursing Sophomore
KERR. KELLI A Lawrence
Clothing Retailing Freshman
KIRIAKOS. LYNNE Lcawood
Pre- Medicine Sophomore
KNOP. SUSAN J Wichita
Prc-Nursing Junior
KOOL. BEVERLY G Manhattan
Prc-Nursing Freshman
LACY, ANNE K Manhattan
Speech Senior
LARKIN.ANN M Wichita
Education Junior
LUDW1G, LORI Salina
Prc-Nursing Junior
MAGGIO. SANDRA L Slilwcll
Home Economics Junior
MATTHEW. MARY L Olathc
General Sophomore
MCGUIRE. BARBARA A Mulvanc
Home Economics Junior
MCNUTT. ANN K Overland Park
Prc-Nursing Sophomore
MERSHON. DIANE L Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
MOHLSTROM. DEAN A D Lawrence
Foods and Nutrition Science Freshman
MORGAN, PATRICIA A Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
MROSS, AUDREY Wichita
Business Administration Junior
MUSICK. SUSIE M Overland Park
General Freshman
NEWELL, MARLA L Stafford
Clothing Retailing Freshman
OBERFELL, SUSAN D Wichita
Philosophy Senior
PAPPAS, PAMELA K Overland Park
Home Economics Senior
PARTRIDGE. BECKY Wichita
General Freshman
PATTERSON, MEGAN S Prairie Village
General Freshman
PENNYBACKER. GAIL L Overland Park
Radio and Television Sophomore
PETRY, BRENDA R Ccntralia
Medical Technology Freshman
PHILLIPS, SALLY J Hutchinson
History •lunior
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PRITCHETT. AMY J Shawnee
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
PYLE. MEG M Manhattan
^ rl
Freshman
R1SCHER, CYNTHIA Topeka
Physical Education Senior
RIVARD, MARLA E Leanood
Finance Senior
SCHNACKE. JUDY E Overland Park
Radio and Television Freshman
SCHOENLEBER. MARGARET R Wichita
Pre-Nursing Junior
SHUTLER, SALLY Great Bend
Music Freshman
SIEBERT. CONNIE L Abilene
Recreation Junior
SIMCOX. DENISE L Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
SUMMERS, SHARON K Winficld
Marketing Sophomore
TEAHAN. KATHLEEN M. . Overland Park
Accounting Junior
THOMAS, SUSAN E Overland Park
Education Sophomore
VANDERLIP, HOLLY L Overland Park
Horticulture Junior
WALK. JONI L Wichita
Family and Child Development Junior
WALLER, DANA L Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
WALLER, CAYLE L Overland Park
Psychology Senior
WILSON, ALICE E Kansas City
Elementary Education Senior
WOODBURY, JALUE 1 eoti
Business Administration Freshman
WRIGHT, KAREN S Overland Park
Physical Education Sophomore
YOUNGBLOOD, LYNNIE Kansas City, MO
Horticulture Therapy Freshman
ZAHN, LISA M Overland Park
Education Junior
ZAHNER, JOANN A Lcawood
Business Administration Junior
Jane Adams plays a game of hockey.
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ABRAHAMSON, TAMARA L Garfield
Business Administration Junior
ALLEN, JANE Valley Center
Home Economics and Journalism Freshman
ANDERSON. JEAN K Topcka
Accounting Freshman
ANDERSON, LAURA M Salina
Family and Child Development Senior
BARR, MARGARET E Lawrence
Clothing Retailing Freshman
BARSAMIAN, SUSAN P Wichita
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BATES, CATHLEEN A Perry
General Freshman
BATES, MELINDA J Perry
Horticulture Therapy Senior
BAUMGARDNER, MALIA J Topeka
Radio and Television Junior
BEELER, MARGARET W Overland Park
Education Junior
BETTISON, JUDY L Leavvood
Family and Child Development Senior
BIGGS, BEVERLY A Leavenworth
General Freshman
BOSSLER, ANN L Topeka
Family and Child Development Senior
BRIDGEWATER, DEBBIE A Manhattan
Physical Education Freshman
BROADIE, LISA C Larned
Elementary Education Freshman
BROWN, KIMBERLI K Topeka
Family and Child Development Junior
BULLOCK, CINDY J Norton
General Sophomore
BUSENBARK, JANET L Larned
General Sophomore
CALIBANI, VICKI K Wichita
Business Administration Junior
CARR. PAULA S Mulvane
Accounting Sophomore
Lynn Wylie and Greg McClure celebrate their victory in the U-Sing competition.
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CHAPMAN, LISA A Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
CHARLES, CHARENE A Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Senior
CHUBB, CRYSTAL A Great Bend
Pre-Dentistry Junior
CLEM, MUFFET E Mission
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
COE, CAREN A McPherson
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
COMER, JULIE K Leawood
Special Education Freshman
CRAWFORD, STACY L Wichita
Business Administration Junior
CRISWELL, KERRI L Coffeyville
Social Work Junior
DAVIES. DALE R Winfield
Interior Design Freshman
DEV1NE, MARTHA M Shawnee Mission
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
DOVE. MARY B Great Bend
Business Administration Freshman
EBY, SUZANNA Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
ELKINS. MARCIA J Manhattan
General Sophomore
FIELD, AMY L Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
FIONDA, KRIS J Wichita
Electrical Eneineerine Sophomore
FITCH, DIANE G Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
FRANCIS, DONNA J Joplin, MO
Modern Language Senior
FREEDING, CATHERINE A Wichita
Social Work Senior
FRISBIE, L. KAYE Lyons
Secondary Education Sophomore
FUNK, TERRI L Oakley
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
GREEN, JACKIE C Mission
Elementary Education Junior
HALE, LISA Prairie Village
Business Administration Freshman
HIGGASON, KELLY J Norton
General Freshman
HOWARD, L PAIGE Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
JELINEK, KATHRYN J Manhattan
Clothing Retailing Junior
JORNS, ANN K Manhattan
Foods and Nutrition Junior
KELLEY, MARGARET L Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
KELLEY, RITA J Manhattan
Special Education Sophomore
KNADLE, KATHLEEN J Bucyrus
General Freshman
KOEHN, JODI L Larned
Finance Sophomore
KORB, TESSY K Stockton
Social Science Senior
LANE, SHERYL L Shawnee Mission
Modern Language Junior
LASHBROOK, VICKI L Kansas City
Fine Arts Freshman
LAWLER, LISA K Overland Park
Marketing Sophomore
LIPPS, DEBRA D Anthony
Consumer Interest Junior
MANTEL, ALISON B Leawood
Accounting Junior
MARTELL, ELIZABETH A Topeka
Interior Architecture Freshman
MAYO, ELAINE P Garden City
Early Childhood Education Junior
MCMILLEN, JULIE A '..'.. Salina
Fine Arts Sophomore
MILES, JEANNE G Great Bend
Home Economics Education Junior
MILLER. SUSAN B Shawnee
Elementary Education Junior
MOORE, SHIRLEY A ,'.'.' Prairie Village
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
MORROW, REESA M Salina
General Sophomore
POTTER, JULIE V Ba |dwin
Accounting Freshman
REBSTOCK, LOR1 A Wichita
Biol°8y Freshman
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In front of the Tri-Delta house, several girls romp in the snow.
REINHARDT, RENEE Great Bend
Accounting Sophomore
SAGESER, SALLY A Prairie Village
Radio and Television Senior
SCHEUERMAN, LORI A Great Bend
Home Economics Education Sophomore
SCHUST, NANCY J Leawood
Consumer Interest Junior
SMITH, JOY E Toperka
Business Administration Senior
SOMMER, CINDY C Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
STIGALL, SUSAN E St. Joseph. MO
Restaurant Management Sophomore
STUMP, DIANE M Kansas City
Elementary Education Sophomore
VOLKER, SUSIE L. Lawrence
Health Senior
WALL. JANE E Salina
Home Economics Junior
WEAVER, CHERYL L Leawood
Business Administration Sophomore
WEAVER, KAREN A. Leawood
Consumer Interest Senior
WEIDENHEIMER, BETH Kinsley
Business Administration Senior
WELLIEVER. ROBIN R Phoenix, AZ
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WILLIAMS, JULIE A Northbrook, IL
Elementary Education Senior
WIGGINS, TONI S Minneapolis
Education Freshman
WILSON, AMY C Turon
Elementary Education Senior
WINTER. KAREN L Newton
Psychology Freshman
WYL1E, ANN F Shawnee
Art Sophomore
WYL1E, LYNN A Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
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BAKER, STEVEN W Overland Park
Horticulture Senior
BARTZ. RODNEY B Pilger, NB
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BIEGLER, CHRIS A Salina
Music Senior
CHAPMAN. JEFFERY D Kansas City, MO
Milling Science and Management Junior
COCKRAN, MARK A Topeka
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
COLLETT, KEITH L Marion
Music Graduate Student
CROWDER, JAY D Giltner
Pre-Medicine Junior
CRUME, DOUGLAS M Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
CUMMINS, W. SCOTT Olathe
Business Administration Graduate Student
DAVIDSON, RICHARD C Kansas Cily, MO
Pre- Design Professions Freshman
FREDERKING, DOUG D Salina
Electrical Engineering Freshman
FOSTER, DON M Lafayette, IN
Architecture Fifth Year Student
FOX, DOUGLAS S Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
GERBOTH, DANNY L Abilene
Architecture Fifth Year Student
GOGOLSKI, JON H Carbondale
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
GOGOLSKI, TIMOTHY B Carbondale
Horticulture Junior
GROSSENBACHER, JEFFERY A Bern
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
HIGGASON, STAN M Otis
Fine Arts Junior
HWANG, FRANK P Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Junior
JOHNSON, BRADLEY D Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
JOHNSON, RAYMOND T Junction Cily
Engineering Sophomore
JORGENSEN, STUART S Manhattan
Art Freshman
KOBS. ROGER Ottawa
General Freshman
LEMOS, KELLY J Coffeyvillc
Business Administration freshman
LONG, CRAIG A Topeka
Nuclear Engineering freshman
Delta Sigs and Pi Phis sponsor a dance marathon to earn money for United Way.
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Mrs Ruttinger helps clean windows at her son's fraternity.
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LORIE, GREG A Normal, II.
Architecture Senior
METCALF, WILLIAM L Paola
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
OLSEN, FRED A Kinsley
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
PEPOON, BILL T Paola
Civil Engineering Sophomore
PHARES, TIMOTHY D Oierland Park
Biology Senior
PIGIEL, JOHN P Bridgeport. CT
Architectural Engineering Graduate Student
POST, KRAIC M Wichita
Architecture Senior
RINNE. ROBERT D Bern
Computer Science Junior
ROBERTS, ALLEN W Columbia. MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
RUTTINGER, A. CLARK Mission
Prc-Medicine Sophomore
SAMUELSON. ERIC C Newton
Education Sophomorc
SCHONEWE1S, MARK D Manhattan
Architecture Freshman
STREICH. STEVE M Merriam
Engineering Sophomore
SULLENS, GARY K Shawnee Mission
Horticulture Sophomore
SWOB. GREGORY A Albert
Horticulture Junior
TAYRIEN. DOUGLAS B Leavenworth
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
WALKER, ANTHONY C Manhattan
Education Senior
WATSON. RANDALL D Coffcyville
H istory Sophomore
WATTS. MARTIN R Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
WEIMER, MICHAEL L Salisbury, MO
Construction Science Sophomore
WILLIAMS, RANDY D Concordia
Finance Senior
WOLF, DAN W. Prairie Village
Civil Engineering Senior
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CHAPPNELL, MARY B . Houseparcnl
ANDERSON. JON R Manhattan
Biology Sophomore
BARRETT. HUNT D Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BOMMER. RUSSELL L Porlis
Business Administration Sophomore
BRASS. DAVE R Wilmorc
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
BRASS, SAM J Wilmorc
Agricultural Economics Junior
BREWSTER. PETE K Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
CARMEAN, KURT V Overland Park
Crop Proleclion Senior
COLEMAN. CHRISTOPHER L Manhattan
Marketing Junior
CONWAY. KEVIN H Leawood
Business Administration Sophomore
DALE. BOB Prairie Village
Social Work Sophomore
DAVIN, MICHAEL E Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
FILE. KENNY A Bcloit
Speech Sophomore
FRENCH, RUSSELL W Sublette
Crop Protection Senior
GAR1BAY, MARIO Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
GERRITY. MICHAEL J Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
GRANDSTAFF. BRUCE A Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
GROVE. DOUG Olathc
Construction Science Junior
HARRISON, PATRICK J Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
HARVELL, CHARLES D Leawood
Management Sophomore
HARVEY, THOM/\o n Olathc
Business Administration Sophomore
HEATH, RANDY C Overland Park
Psychology Senior
HEFFEL, TIM H. Manhattan
Finance Senior
HESSE, WILLIAM S Rossvillc
Business Administration Sophomore
HOSACK, PAUL D Virgil
Agricultural Economics Junior
HOUSHOLDER. GARY L Courtland
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
HUMPHREY, JIM M Roeland Park
\nimal Science and Industry Senior
IOHNSON, BRAD Wakcency
Geology Freshman
JOHNSON, BRENTS Olathc
Biology Freshman
KELLY, MICHAEL J Leawood
Marketing Senior
KENNEY, MARK B Shawnee
Marketing Senior
KING, PERRY L Chamberlain, SD
Biology Sophomore
KRENGER, MARK E Abilene
Engineering Freshman
KRENGER, MIKE C Abilene
Engineering Freshman
KRETZ, GREG F Clay Center
Agricultural Economics Junior
KUHN, STEVEN A Manhattan
Management Senior
LAIR, JEFFERY E Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
LAVENDER, HANK A
.. Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
VIOORE, ZEKE Holton
Accounting Senior
NELSON, DOUGLAS L Olathc
PrcMcdicinc Junior
O'CONNOR, JIMP Salina
Electrical Engineering Freshman
OTEY, JOSEPH B Overland Park
finance Senior
PARR, HOWARD F Rossville
Agronomy Senior
RIORDAN, MIKE J Solomon
Accounting Junior
ROBERTSON. MARK L Tribune
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
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SAILORS. THOMAS C Eric
Business Administration Sophomore
SANDERS. KENTON L Overland Park
Pre- Dentistry Sophomore
SCHRECK. B. KIRK Wichita
Psychology Junior
SHERMAN. MATTHEW J Coldwalcr
Agricultural Economics Freshman
SHERMAN. WADE K Coldwalcr
Agronomy Freshman
STARR, MICHAEL A Arkansas City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
STIRTON. BOB Shawnee Mission
Marketing Sophomore
Tl RGEON, ONESIME A Chamberlain. SD
Pre-Velerinary Medicine Senior
VAN LOENEN, RODGER L Prairie View
Business Administration Fifth Year Student
WILLMAN, STEVEN C Oierland Park
Business Administration Senior
Ed Storey fixes a sandwich for lunch.
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ANDERSEN, DONALD S Anthony
Music Freshman
ARNOLD, JERRY W Ashland
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BAUER, ALAN F Burden
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BAUMGARTNER, DAVE E Soldier
Chemical Engineering Senior
BOLERJACK. K. CRAIG Shawnee
Marketing Junior
BONWELL, BRENT L Wichita
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BOSWORTH, COLLIS P Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Senior
BRYAN, DANIEL W Topeka
Business Administration Senior
BUGNER. DEAN R Garden Plain
Accounting Sophomore
BURNETT, BRADLEY P Scott City
Accounting Senior
BUSCH, MELVIN P Cimarron
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
CATHER, MICHAEL R Manchester, OK
Agricultural Economics Senior
CHEW, DON A Atchison
Accounting Sophomore
CORNELL, DONALD E Wichita
Architecture Freshman
CRISS, PETER J Wichita
Pre- Law Sophomore
DEGNER, REX A Great Bend
Biology Junior
EGBERT, DOUGLAS D Dighton
Marketing Senior
FAUCHER, RAYMOND P North Grosvenordale, CT
Bakery Science and Management Senior
FILBY, JEFFRY D Wichita
Fine Arts Junior
GARRETT, REED C Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
GOSS. MICHAEL F Great Bend
Business Administration Freshman
GROSSENBACHER. TIMOTHY J Bern
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
HASTINCS, ROGER E Kalvesta
Accounting Senior
HATHAWAY, JAY A Wichita
Civil Engineering Junior
HAWKINS. DAVID P Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
HAYS, STUART R Oakley
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
HOFFMAN, MARK A Claflin
Chemical Engineering Senior
HOLTGRAVES, EDWARD D Overland Park
Bakery Science and Management Junior
IIORINE, TROY E Wichita
Secondary Education Senior
HOSKINS, RON D Great Bend
Business Administration Sophomore
HOWELL, ANDREW A Ashland
Geology Senior
HURLEY, CHARLES D Glasco
Agricultural Economics Junior
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER G Hutchinson
Finance Junior
JACOBSON. JAMES G Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON, MICHAEL D Lenexa
Pre-Medicine Senior
JONES, CLAY G Golden, CO
Electrical Engineering Senior
KAPPLER, JOHN M '.'....' Shawnee Mission
Architecture Freshman
KNOPP, TED E Chapman
Agricultural Economics Senior
KUEHNLE, BRUCE E
. Prairie Village
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
LAW, DAVID C Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Junior
MALONEY, ROB L. Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MCCALL. MARC R Newton
Pre-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
MCCALL, PETER C Shawnee Mission
Architecture Engineering Junior
MEANS, ROBERT A Hiawatha
Finance Freshman
MERILLAT, CHRIS H Topeka
Engineering Senior
*if \A. ;w
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After a heavy snowfall, Delta Upsilon members dig out their cars.
MEYERS, BROOKE D Mernam
Accounting Sophomore
MORRIS, JEFFERY B Topeka
Horticulture Therapy Senior
MYERS. GREG A Shawnee
Architecture Freshman
NELSEN, BRAD J Omaha, NB
Architecture Senior
NEMEC, TONY A Topeka
Accounting Freshman
RE1NHARDT. DOUGLAS K Great Bend
Accounting Junior
ROBINSON. MIKE D Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
SALTER, STEVEN C Overland Park
Finance Senior
SPAULDINC, LES C Liberal
Management Senior
STAN LEY, BRETT A Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
STANLEY. SCOTT M Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
STROBEL, TIM R Overland Park
Engineering Technology Senior
SWANSON, SHAWN R Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
TEETER, DAVID W Hutchinson
Political Science Sophomore
TEETER, JAMES R Hutchinson
Elementary Education Senior
TEETER, JOHN H Hutchinson
Veterinary Medicine Senior
VAIL, WILLIAM A Wichita
Life Science Senior
VINES. ROSS R Wichita
Architecture Engineering Sophomore
WARNER, JAY R Stanley
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
WEBER, JEROME J Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
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WEBER, WILLIAM F Hutchinson
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WERNER, MARK A Dodge City
Political Science Senior
WEST, NATHAN O Garden City
Electrical Engineering Freshman
WHITHAM, CLAY G Leoti
Business Administration Freshman
WILSON, MARK D Mission
Veterinary Medicine Senior
WINTER, SAM S Mt. Hope
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WITTER, DAVID P Manhattan
Physical Education Sophomore
WOLF, BRAD K Wichita
Milling Science and Management Junior
WOODARD. JAMES E Wichita
Landscape Architecture Senior
YAGER, MICHAEL R Fredonia
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
YOUNGER, GARY J Great Bend
History Jumor
fr*
Lots of pushing is needed to move a car stuck in front of the Delta Upsilon house.
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ANDERSON, GARY D Oberlin
Agricultural Economics Senior
BANKS, CHUCK Wamego
Agricultural Education Freshman
BAUER, KYLE C Morganville
Agricultural Economics Junior
BEBERMEYER. ARLAN J Manchester
Radio and Television Junior
BRENSING, STEVE E Stafford
Agronomy Junior
CARLSON, CALVIN A Smolan
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CARNAHAN, BRIAN E. Wamego
Computer Science Freshman
ENGLER, MAX C Deerfield
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
ERICSON, KEVIN C. Funk, NB
Animal Science and Industry Senior
FOIL, JAMES L Manhattan
Recreation Sophomore
FRASIER, JOE L Woodrow, CO
Animal Science and Industry Senior
FRASIER, MARK W Woodrow, CO
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FRUECHTING, VAIL D Plains
Agronomy Senior
GARDINER. GREG A Ashland
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GARTEN, CASEY D Abilene
Agricultural Education Senior
GARTEN, LARRY G Abilene
Agricultural Education Junior
GATES. CHAN E Coldwater
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
HADACHEK, LARRY G Cuba
Agronomy Senior
HANDKE. STEVEN J Horlon
Agricultural Economics Junior
HARDEN, JAMES M Ashland
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
In his room, Brad Waggoner reads a letter from home.
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HARSTINE, STANLEY D El Dorado
Mathematics Freshman
H1LDEBRAND, MIKE L Stafford
Construction Science Sophomore
HUNT, DAVID W Overland Park
Agronomy Senior
HUNT, STEVEN D Arkansas City
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
KARST. THOMAS C Bertrand, NB
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
LARSON, DEAN A Green
Agronomy Senior
LEET. GREGORY R Halifax, MA
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
LIND, ROGER M Overland Park
Agronomy Junior
LINDQUIST. JACK W Waterville
Agricultural Education Junior
MAYDEW, MARCUS S Portis
Veterinary Medicine Senior
MCCLURE, GREGORY W Phillipsburg
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MCCLURE, STEVEN L Phillipsburg
Elementary Education Senior
MCKEE, RICHARD A Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MILLER, TIMOTHY L Holcomb
Agronomy Sophomore
MUGLER. MARK D Manhattan
Agriculture Freshman
NOEL, GREGG L Abilene
Physical Education Junior
OLSON, MARK R Herndon
Veterinary Medicine Junior
PFEFFER, WILLIAM M New Berlin, IL
Agricultural Economics Junior
PRUITT, THOMAS L Barnard
Dairy Production Senior
PULLIAM, STANLEY K Freeport
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
RAGSDALE, BRYAN D Topeka
Architecture Sophomore
ROCK, DAVID D Hope
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
RUNDLE, LYNN D Axlell
General Sophomore
RUSK, CLINTON P Sun City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SCANLAN, MARK K Abilene
Agronomy Senior
SCHOENTHALER, RANDY D Ogallah
Agricultural Education Junior
SEILER, GARY N Mt. Hope
Agronomy Freshman
STIEBE, ARLYN L Kinsley
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
STUHLSATZ, JEFF L Garden Plain
Agricultural Education Senior
SWALLOW, KEVIN W Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Freshman
TAYLOR, JOHN S Lindsborg
Industrial Engineering Junior
TOSH, RANDALL D Valley Falls
Horticulture Junior
VANSKIKE, KEITH P Great Bend
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
VISSER, KARL K Wakefield
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
WAGGONER, BRADLEY J. Torrington, WY
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WALTER, BRAD W Sublette
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
WARNE, DAVID C Mankato
Animal Science and industry Junior
WILSON, RONALD J Manhattan
Agricultural Education Senior
WORCESTER. LEWIS A Hill City
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
ZELLER. DAVID F Holton
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
ZIMMERMAN, STEVEN W. Olathe
Agronomy Senior
^^^W^jjj
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AYERS, LOIS E Houseparenl
BAALMAN, KAREN M Menlo
Clothing Retailing Senior
BARKER, DEBRA K Manhattan
Accounting Senior
BEEMAN, ROBBI J Manhattan
Recreation Junior
BENDER, NANCY M Russell
General Freshman
BESSIER, SHELLEY D Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
BREIPOHL, DIANE S Lawrence
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
BRENSING, KELLY A Manhattan
Elementary Education Freshman
BURKHEAD, TERR1 S Lawrence
General Freshman
CASH. SANDRA K Wichita
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
CHINN, JANELLE K. Wichita
Elementary Education Senior
COX, CINDY S Silver Lake
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
CROSS, GWEN A Roeland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
DAHL. TINA C Shawnee
Accounting Junior
DEMBSKI, HELEN G Overland Park
General Freshman
DIERKS, K1MBERLY S Leoti
Social Work Junior
DUFFIN. NANCY A Overland Park
Physical Education Sophomore
DUNNE, KAREN A Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
ELLIS, PATRICIA A Leawood
Interior Design Junior
EVERETT, TERESA L Hutchinson
Physical Education Senior
FENSHOLT, MEG A Overland Park
Fine Arts Freshman
FRAZIER, SHELLI K. Wichita
Radio and Television Freshman
FROST. SUSAN L Overland Park
Radio and Television Freshman
GILL1LAND, MARY A Wichita
Office Administration Junior
GLEISSNER. JANE A Mission
Home Economics Sophomore
GOETSCH, GAYLA J Hutchinson
Medical Technology Freshman
CUNZ, JERI L, Shawnee
Elementary Education Senior
GWIN, CANDIE K Prairie Village
Recreation Sophomore
HAAS, SUSAN K Mission
Physical Education Sophomore
HARMLESS. JANE M Shawnee Mission
Clothing Retailing Junior
Gamma Phi Betas tried to bury each other in the snow in front of their house.
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HARPSTER, LESLIE S Leawood
Sociology Senior
HODGES. KAREN L Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
HOUGHTON. JANET R Hutchinson
Family and Child Development Sophomore
JORDON, JAN M Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
KARLIN. PATRICIA S Grinncl
General Freshman
KERSENBROCK. GLENDA S Colby
Education Sophomore
KISSING, MICHELE K Overland Park
Marketing Senior
KOMIN, KATY M Overland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
KRIZMAN. ANNE M Lcawood
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
KLNZ, THERESA Leawood
Recreation Senior
LESLIE, MELINDA Wichita
Business Administration junior
LEVITCH, ROBIN L Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Freshman
LLOYD. ELAINE M Prairie Village
Family and Child Development Junior
MARR. LORI S Shawnee Mission
Elementary Education Sophomore
MATUSZAK. JILL T Lenexa
Genera] Freshman
MCSTAY, SUSAN L Overland Park
Special Education Freshman
NEWLIN. MICHELLE A Leawood
General Freshman
NUZUM. REBECCA D While Cloud
Management Sophomore
OUSDAHL, KIM J Shawnee
Accounting Senior
PERCIVAL, JULIE D Overland Park
Family and Child Development Junior
PETERSON, TANNA R Macksville
Accounting Senior
PFLASTERER. LONNI G Colby
Home Economics Education Sophomore
POTTER. CAROLYN D Dighton
Horticulture Freshman
RING, MAGGIE L Overland Park
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Junior
ROBBINS. KARESA K Great Bend
General Sophomore
ROETHER MICHELLE R Wilsey
Elementary Education Junior
RONNING, STACIA L Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
ROSS. KELLI A Wichita
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
SCHWARTZKOPF, LEE A Ness City
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
SELLERS, TERI L Lyons
Elementary Education Sophomore
SHIPLEY, DANA K Lawrence
Home Economics Freshman
SKAGGS. CATHY L Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Junior
SPARKS. KIM A Overland Park
Family and Child Development Junior
STAUFFER. JILL E Wichita
Elementary Education Sophomore
STEINER, DEBBIE K Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
THOMPSON, TONI M McPherson
Clothing Retailing Senior
TRAVIS. MIRIAM L Wichita
Speech Pathology Junior
ULLOM, SUZI M Wichita
Elementary Education Senior
WEDEL. KAREN D Minneapolis
Special Education Sophomore
WINGER, JANE A Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WRIGHT. LAUREY K Pr, iric village
Physical Therapy Freshman
YEAGER.SUSANA Norlon
Early Childhood Education Junior
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ATKINS, PHILIP R Elmhursl. NY
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
BLACKWELL. GARLAND A Topcka
Electrical Engineering Junior
BURNETT, KEVIN L. Topeka
Political Science Senior
DAVIS, HENRY J Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Junior
DEAN. EDGAR T Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
GAMBLE, CURTIS E Hiawatha
Pre-Law Senior
GARDENHIRE, KEVIN R Salina
Business Administration Freshman
GARNETT. THOMAS Si. Louis. MO
Pre-Design Professions Junior
HENDERSON, MICHAEL N Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
LEE, CURTIS R. Kansas City
Marketing Senior
LOUD, JIMMIE R Newton
Art Senior
MILLER. PATRICK H Junction City
Social Work Sophomore
MOODY, LAVON Pembroke. GA
Architecture Sophomore
STONE. MARVIN H Wichita
Architecture Sophomore
THAW, LARRY E Newton
Physical Education Senior
THOMPSON. ERIC S Topcka
Business Administration Sophomore
TURNER. ISAAC D Manhattan
Political Science Junior
WILLIAMS, JOHN E Manhattan
Architecture Fifth Year Student
[Ik,
Kappa Alpha Psi brothers relax with a card game.
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ROESENER, DORENE Houscparcnl
AHNEN. JANICE M Prairie Village
Elementary Education Freshman
ALLEN. AMY S Lcawood
Business Administration Sophomore
ALLEN. VICKI L Topcka
Pre-Vcterinary Medicine Sophomore
ARMSTRONG, MARINA K Pomona
Interior Design Senior
BANKER, PR1SCILLA Russc "
Interior Design Freshman
BEAM. LISA McPherson
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BELL. SUSAN R Lawrence
Clothing Retailing Jumor
BERNASEK, LORI N Manhattan
Special Education lun,or
BERNER, BARBARA L Overland Park
Special Education Senior
BUELL. JANE Omaha, NB
Home Economics Education Sophomore
CAMPBELL, KATHY Ilolcomh
Radio and Television Senior
CAVINEE, GAIL S Fontana
Education Sophomore
CLEMMONS, MARY J Topeka
Landscape Horticulture Senior
COLLINS. KIMBERLY S. Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
COOLEY, MONET J Shawnee
Clothing Retailing Freshman
CORRIGAN, SUE E Wichita
Architecture Senior
DAVIS. REGINA M Norton
Interior Design Junior
DAVIS. STEPHANIE L Norton
Family and Child Development Sophomore
DEBERRY, JULIE B Overland Park
Life Science Sophomore
DENYER, MARCY L. Manhattan
Speech Pathology Senior
DIXON, ANNE E Prairie Village
Accounting Sophomore
EINSEL, JAYNE Grccnsburg
Accounting Junior
GAHAGAN, TERESA M Ottawa
Speech Pathology Junior
GALIANO, ANN M Beaumont. TX
Medical Technology | on |l)r
GATZ. KIMBERLY K Wichita
Special Education Junior
GISH. LEANN Shawnee Mission
Elementary Education Junior
GOLDSMITH. JENNIFER L Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
GOSS, DIANE D Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Senior
GREGG. LAURIE J Wichita
Prc-Nursing Freshman
HAHN. CAROL A Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Junior
HAMMERLI. BARBARA A Salina
Early Childhood Education Senior
HORNER, KIMBERLY C. Shawnee
Clothing Retailing Senior
JONES, MARGO A Wichita
Physical Education Senior
JONES. MARY J Lcawood
Interior Design Freshman
KELLER. PAULA K Manhattan
Clothing Retailing Freshman
KEPP1.E, THERESA M Manhattan
Computer Science Freshman
KILLMAR, LESLIE A Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Junior
LASSEN, LINDA A Mesa, AZ
Family Economics ... Senior
LINDENMUTH. LORIE M Scott City
Engineering Sophomore
LUNDH1GH, MARCEI.YN S Overland Park
Landscape Horticulture Senior
MATZ. ELIZABETH A Wichita
Special Education lunior
MCDANIEL. CHERYL L. Sabctha
Business Administration Sophomore
MCKFSSOR. MARY A. lcawood
Home Economics
I rcshman
MERRILL, SARAH F Marion
Education Freshman
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MILLER. BRENDA S Topcka
Accounting Freshman
MOORE. NANCY Hiawatha
Modern Language Sophomore
MOSS. JANET Saiina
Pre-Velerinary Medicine Freshman
MOSS. JULIE Saiina
Education Sophomore
MURRAY. KELLEY K Lcauood
Horticulture Freshman
NUTTER, CHERYL L Wellington
Accounting Junior
OSBORN. PATRICIA A Manhattan
Pre-Nursing Junior
PEACOCK, SHARON K Sylvia
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
PLUMER. KAREN R Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
PRICE, MARGARET A Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
PICKETT, PACE Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Senior
REED, LAUREN A Prairie Village
Finance Senior
REED. ROBIN L Prairie Village
Education Sophomore
REIFF. SUE A Wichita
Education Junior
SCHONEWEIS. MARLYS J Manhattan
Physical Education Junior
SCHULZ. SUZANNE Overland Park
General Sophomore
SHINKLE. ROBERTA F Kincaid
Social Work Sophomore
SOPCICH. KATHY A Independence. MO
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
STACK. LAURA L Prairie Village
Horticulture Junior
STEPHAN. DANA D ... Wichita
Recreation Sophomore
Some Thetas gather around the piano for a little fun.
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STOREY. GRETCHEN L Manhattan
Prc-Law Sophomore
SWALLOW, JOY D Manhattan
Architecture Senior
TAGGART, ROBIN J Topcka
Recreation Junior
TOMPKINS, M. DIANE Oierland Park
Consumer Interest Senior
TREMPY. JANINE Overljnd Park
Microbiology Junior
UBEL. MARY C Topeka
General Sophomore
UNRUH, KERRY J Larned
Elementary Education Freshman
WEIBERT. KIM R Tampa
Fashion Design Freshman
WHITE, DENA L Prairie Village
Family and Child Development Freshman
WICKSTROM, CYNTHIA J Marquette
Physical Education Junior
WILLIAMS. ELIZABETH A El Dorado
Elementary Education Sophomore
WOELLHOF. TAMARA L Oakhill
Business Administration Junior
WORLEY, AMY J Council Grove
Business Administration Sophomore
WUNDERLiCH, SUSAN C Kirkwood
Dairy Production Junior
YEAKLEY, CHERYL J Hoisington
Fashion Design Sophomore
ZIMMER. DAWN M Shawnee
Biochemistry Junior
ZIMMER. LINDA K Shawnee
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
,A fe
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House members learn the importance of the follow-through.
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GORE. VIRGINIA I Houscparent
ALIOTO, ALICE M Parsons
Clothing Retailing Senior
ALLAN, DEBBIE G Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
ALLEN, LIBBY Leawood
Education Senior
ANSTAETT. JANET K Lyndon
Social Work Sophomore
ARMATAS. CHERIE M Shawnee
Pre-Nursing Junior
ARNOLD. LILLIAN M Kansas City
Interior Design Junior
BALDERSON. MARY J Overland Park
General Sophomore
BAREISS. LAURA J Overland Park
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
BAREISS, SHERI L Overland Park
Special Education Senior
BAUMAN. DEBORAH A Shawnee
Elementary Education Sophomore
BEERY, POLLYANN
_,
Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Junior
BERTRAND. LINDA J Lincoln. NB
Fine Arts Sophomore
BLAKESLEE, EMILY J. St. John
Textile Research Senior
BOCGS, BETHANI A. Lenexa
Interior Design Senior
BOYD, VICKI A Bcllcvuc. NB
Health Sophomore
BROWN, JOLENE K. Overland Park
Phvsical Education Senior
BURNETT. COLLEEN L Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Junior
BURTON, ANNETTE E Prairie Village
Horticulture Junior
BUSSE, JANA Kansas City. MO
Architecture Freshman
Kappa Deltas entertained their dads during Dad's Weekend
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CAMPBELL. BARBARA A Spnnghill
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
CHERNY. CAROLYN A Paradise Valley. AZ
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
CHRISTIANSEN, KAREN L Durham
Elementary Education Senior
COTTRELL. MONA L Corning
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
DEINES. TRACEY L Wakecncv
Education Sophomore
DOLL, CANDICE R Peck
Elementary Education Senior
ELDER. SHAYLA K Mulvanc
Physical Therapy Junl0r
FABRIZIUS. ALANA R Wakccney
Accounting Sophomore
FOLTZ, DEBORAH L Garnet!
Business Administration Senior
FOSTER, MACHELLE M Great Bend
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
FULLER. KAREN A Prairie Village
Modern Language Sophomore
GOOLEY, BARBARA E Prairie Village
Business Administration Senior
GOOLEY. KATHY L Prairie Village
Medical Technology Junior
HAMMEL, TRACY A Overland Park
Biology Freshman
HAWKINS, TRUDY J McPherson
Business Administration Senior
HEDGER, MARTHA L Oterland Park
Elementary Education Senior
HENSON. BRENDA S Lcawood
Elementary Education Freshman
HERNER. JACKIE L. Prairie Village
Social Work Senior
HOPPER. HEATHER E Gem
Agricultural Journalism Freshman
HUCKE, JANET E Lcawood
General Freshman
IRVINE. CAROL E Manhattan
Accounting Junior
ISENBERG, CAROL E Oterland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
JOHNSON. JACQUELINE S Concordia
Physical Therapy Sophomore
KARST. SHERI L Topcka
Clothing Retailing Freshman
KAUFMANN, ANNETTE E Topcka
Business Administration Junior
KLUSMAN. ROZANNE M Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Junior
KNOPP. REBECCA E Chapman
General Sophomore
KRAMER. RUTH A Corning
Speech Pathology Sophomore
LANE, ELLEN R Chanute
Accounting Senior
LEVIN. PAMELA S Kensington
Elementary Education Junior
LONG. LISA L Lcncxa
English Freshman
MALLON. DONNA L Overland Park
Fine Arts Freshman
MARKLEY. KATHLEEN M Kansas City
Interior Design Junior
MARLO AMY J Overland Park
Marketing Sophomore
NORTHUM. EVELYN M Kingman
Chemical Engineering Freshman
OBORNY. LESLIE M Wichita
Architecture Sophomore
PALMER. PAULA J Salina
Elementary Education Junior
PARKER. PAMELA J Fairway
Business Administration Sophomore
PFANNENSTIEL, MARCIA K Ness City
Elementary Education Senior
PORTER, CAROL A Atchison
Accounting Senior
RECTOR, MARCIA J Abilene
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Senior
REDLER. MARY A Overland Park
General Freshman
REITER. RENEE K Winficld
General Freshman
RHODES. ELIZABETH L Lee's Summit, MO
Recreation Senior
RITTER. SALLY L Malaysia
Engineering Freshman
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ROLPH. CYTNTHIA L Dclphos
Geography Sophomore
SCHEFFLER, ROBIN L Colwich
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHWEDER, SUSAN J Shawnee Mission
Recreation Senior
SHARP, JANET E McLouth
Business Administration Sophomore
SHIDELER, DEANN R Topeka
Consumer Interest Senior
SIMONSEN. SICRID L Honolulu. HI
Accounting Senior
SNEED.SHER1L Lenexa
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
SOBBA, CAROL M Garnctt
Agriculture Freshman
SORENSEN, DIANE Ness City
Education Sophomore
SWAIM, SHAWN E Garland. TV
Foods and Nutrition Junior
SWAIN. BARBARA A St Charles. I L
Horticulture Junior
VAUGHN. RENEE M Wichita
Prc-Dentistry Sophomore
WAHLE, SUSAN L Junction City
Physical Education Senior
WENTZEL, DEBRA K Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
WHITE. SHELLEY R Goodland
Prc-Medicine Freshman
WRIGHT, ROXANNE P. Prairie Village
Interior Design Senior
WINDER. MARIA K. Valley Falls
Business Administration Senior
YOST. CHRISTINE C Kirkwood. MO
Architecture Sophomore
Kappa Deltas enjoy a hand of gin rummy.
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WALK. LOU Houscparcnt
ANDRA, CHRISTY M Conway Spring-
Business Administration Sophomore
ARMAGOST. LORI S Cottonwood Falls
Business Administration Junior
BARR. JANE A Overland Park
Pre- Law Sophomore
BARTH. KAREN L Kansas City. MO
Restaurant Management Freshman
BEARDSLEY. JENNIFER L Overland Park
Home Economics Education Sophomore
BEIKMANN. KAYE L Manhattan
Clothing Retailing Freshman
BELL. DELAYNE Great Bend
Business Administration Sophomore
BERENTZ, KARA K Eureka
Elementary Education Sophomore
BIGLER. LISA M Prairie Village
General Sophomore
BIRCH. CAROLYN A Wichita
Marketing Senior
BLOMQUIST. LORI J Assaria
Prc-Nursing Freshman
BOGNER. VIVIAN A Parsons
Physical Therapy Junior
BOPPART, MARY S Overland Park
Education Senior
BOWEN. CAROL A Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
BOWEN, PAMELA J Hutchinson
Education Senior
BRINKMAN, BRENDA J Arkansas City
Management Senior
COFFEY. COLLEEN C Wichita
Family and Child Development Sophomore
CONNOLLY. LAURA K Manhattan
Management Sophomore
COSTELLO, BARBARA J Marion
Pre-Mcdicine Freshman
Kappas congratulate Linda Kassebaum on her mother's senatorial victory.
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COSTELLO, TERESA M Marion
Radio and Television Senior
DAHL, KERRY D Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
DAYVAULT, ANN E Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
DOOLINC, MELODI A Stilwell
Management Senior
DRONBERGER, JULIE D Hutchinson
English Junior
DRUMMOND, PAM Topcka
General Freshman
DYER, DIANE L Leawood
Pre-Dentistry lunior
EVANS, EMILY F Wichita
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
FERRELL, MOLLY K Marion
Clothing Retailing Freshman
FISCHER, CAROL I Prairie Village
Early Childhood Education Junior
FLEEGE. JULIE C Overland Park
General Sophomore
FLETCHER, SUSAN K Bucklin
Business Administration Sophomore
FLYNN, LISA M Shawnee Mission
Clothing Retailing Senior
FORSYTH, DEANA C McPhcrson
Computer Science Freshman
FOUNTAIN, AMY W Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions
|
Freshman
FRIZELL. CHRISTINE S Maple Hill
Physical Therapy Sophomore
CAAR, ANNE E Westwood
Fine Arts Senior
H AGEN, NANCY A Salina
Anthropology Freshman
HAMILTON. DEBBIE S Rocland Park
Pre- Nursing Sophomore
HARRIS, LORI J Salina
Family and Child Development Junior
HECKELMANN, LYNDA J Wichita
Biochemistry Sophomore
HEIMKE, SALLY A Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
HELM, JANET L Independence, MO
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
KUEHL, KELLY A leawood
Accounting Sophomore
KUHN, MARGARET E Shawnee
Pre-Law Junior
LACEY, MARILYN E Lawrence
Home Economics Education Senior
LAFEVER, RENEE E Wichita
Family and Child Development Sophomore
LINDHOLM, CINDY L Little River
General Freshman
LITCHFIELD, JENNIFER Leawood
Fashion Design Freshman
LUDWIC, CLAIRE L Florissant, MO
Psychology Senior
MATZ, MARGARET M Wichita
Engineering Freshman
MERIDITH, DEETA Wellington
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
MERIDITH. SUSAN R Wellington
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MILLARD, BARBARA S Overland Park
Fashion Design Senior
MILLER, ANNE E Leawood
Pre-Nursing Junior
MINNEMAN. JOAN M St. Louis. MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MOLLETT. JANE Hutchinson
Modern Language Junior
NOLAN, PAMELA S Wichita
Consumer Interest Junior
ODDO, LINDA L Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
O'NEAL, SHARON E Prairie Village
Management Sophomore
OTT, CARLA M Peck
General Freshman
PASTRICK, PATRICIA K Overland Park
Landscape Architecture Senior
PAUL, SUSAN A Overland Park
Pre-Dentistry Junior
PELTON, CONNIE D Goddard
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
PETERKA, KIMBERL-Y A Wichita
Family and Child Development Junior
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PRINSLOW. LAURA S Arlington Heights, IL
General Freshman
REDD. LORETTA L Overland Park
Foods and Nutrition Sophomore
ROBINSON. STEPHANIE A Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
RODEFIELD. KAREN E St. Louis. MO
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
SCANLAN, M. ANGELA Abilene
Agriculture Freshman
SCHIRMER, JULIE K Holton
Genera] Freshman
SCHMIDT. KATHLEEN M Caldwell
Family and Child Development Freshman
SCHUBERT. BECKY Hutchinson
Music Junior
SMALL, TERM R Garden City
Accounting Senior
SMITH. CYNTHIA M Overland Park
Physical Education Junior
SOUTHWORTH. LISA M Hutchinson
Music Freshman
STEEPLES. KRISTI A Zurich
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
STIGGE, DEBRA L Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
STUTTERHEIM. KAREN L Salina
General Freshman
TEATE, A. MICHELLE Shawnee
Interior Design Senior
TOWERS, DONNA L <ireat Bend
Foods and Nutrition Senior
TYLER, DEBBIE R Wichita
Family and Child Development Freshman
URICK. LINDA A Wichita
Elementary Education Sophomore
VENNERSTROM. CHERYL A Fargo, ND
Interior Design Freshman
WAGNER. KIMBERLY K Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Junior
WINTER, PAULA S Prairie Village
Elementary Education Senior
YANCEY, LISA R Manhattan
General Freshman
ZINK, LISA J Turon
Home Economics Education Sophomore
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The Kappas and Betas take time out while raking leaves.
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Chris Patzell, Mark Seely, Blake DeBord and John Harris take part in kitchen rotation.
ADAMS. ROBERT J Garnell
Computer Science Junior
ALEMAN. NICKOLAS R Hutchinson
Engineering Junior
ANDERSON, DENNIS P Smith Center
Agricultural Economics Senior
ARMSTRONG, MICHAEL D Olathe
Agricultural Economics Senior
ARMSTRONG, MICHOLE D Ogdcn
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BECK, ERIC B Shawnee Mission
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BEDNAR. BRIAN K Okclo
Pre- Dentistry Freshman
BOXBERGER. MARK A Russell
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BRENNER, DANIEL A Holton
Radio and Television Senior
BROSE, MICHAEL L Valley Falls
Agriculture Economics Senior
BRUBAKER, MICHAEL K Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
CHINN, RICHARD A O.erland Park
Geography Senior
COOL. KENT L Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
DAHL, MICHAEL E ...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Manhattan
Finance Senior
DEBORD. BLAKE D Ccnlralia
Animal Science and Industry
.
. Sophomore
DEMARCO, ANTHONY F Russell
Gcol°gy Freshman
DRESSMAN, IVAN A. Frankfort
Animal Science and Industry Senior
DUPERE. MICHAEL R Junction City
Radio and Televison Sophomore
EGGERMAN, JIM L Green
Agriculture Sophomore
FARR. WARREN R Ellendalc. MN
Agronomy Jumor
GERMAN, MARK A Louisburg
Bakery Science and Management Junior
GILLETTE. ROBERT L Great Bend
Psychology Sophomore
GRAHAM. MICHAEL D Concordia
Accounting Junior
GRAVES, WILLIAM D Greensburg
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HAFLICH. JEFF Topcka
Accounting Junior
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HARRIS. JOHN M Olathe
Accounting Junior
HARSHBERGER. KEVIN J Minncola
Agriculture Freshman
HILTS, RICHARD A. IndianapoMs, IN
Milling Science and Management Senior
HOPPER. THOMAS G Russell
Business Administration Junior
HOWES, BRIAN T Overland Park
Accounting Senior
HUFF, LAURENCE E Shawnee
Architecture Freshman
HUGHES, ROBERT L Soldier
Business Administration Junior
HUNT, ALAN H Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Senior
JOHNSON. RANDALL L Topcka
Biology Freshman
KNUTSON. KEVIN T Manhattan
General Freshman
MCMAHAN, MARK E. Cheney
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
MOHAN, KEVIN T St. Louis, MO
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
MORIN. DALE E Manhattan
Civil Engineering Junior
MURPHY. KEVIN M Great Bend
Agronomy Freshman
MURPHY. MARTIN J Great Bend
Civil Engineering Sophomore
OLANDER, MORGAN T Linwood
Agricultural Economics Junior
OVERMILLER. MITCHELL D. Smith Center
Agricultural Economics Junior
PATZELL, CHRISTOPHER D Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
PAULSON, ALAN H Manhattan
landscape Architecture Senior
PETERSON, BRUCE W Abilene
Agricultural Economics Senior
PUTNAM. DOUGLAS R Hoyt
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
RINNER. TOM D Topcka
Engineering Freshman
ROGERS. DAVID W Fredonia
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
SEELY, MARK E Louisburg
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
SELF. MITCHELL L Wichita
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
SIBLEY. JEFF B Minncola
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
SIMLER. DANIEL B Independence. MO
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
SKILLETT, GREG D Ccnlralia
Business Adminislraion Sophomore
SMITH, PHILIP B Harper
Prc-Law Freshman
SMITH. RUSSELL B Leoti
Agronomy lumor
SMITH, STACY L O/awkic
Agricultural Education Junior
STEPHENS, RUSSELL E Hoxie
Accounting Sophomore
STERLING. SAMUEL B Hardlner
Agricultural Economics Freshman
STINNETT, JAY M Pratt
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
VAN DOLAH, DWIGHT A Harper
Agronomy Freshman
VERWERS, TODD B Lake Winnebago. MO
Architecture Junior
W1LKF.RSON. DOUGLAS L Council Grove
Agriculture Freshman
WILLIAMS, CREGORY W Larned
Interior Architecture Senior
J08 kappa sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Members of the Lambda Chi house help decorate for Christmas with their little sisters.
CURNUTT, RAE Houscparcnt
BEARDMORE. DAVID H Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Graduate Studcnl
BEARDMORE. RICHARD R Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Freshman
BEMIS. WILLIAM F Hays
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BENNETT. KEVIN L Kansas City
Accounting Junior
BERBEN, HAROLD J Clenmont, NY
Architecture Senior
BOEGE. STEPHEN M Walnut Creek, CO
Architecture Junior
BOYD, MICHAEL S Topeka
Bakery Science and Management Sophomore
BRUGGEMAN, ROBERT A Lincoln, NB
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
CHASE. DAN W Overland Park
Fine Arts Freshman
CHILDERS. BRIAN D Wichita
Music Sophomore
COOPER, DONALD J Topeka
Education Senior
COULTER, THOMAS P Carrollton, TX
Architecture Senior
DORSEY, GLENN A. Prairie Village
Architecture Senior
DUNN. DARYLE R Dodge City
Marketing Sophomore
ESFELD. BERT J Great Bend
Construction Science Junior
FITZPATRICK. LAWRENCE T Lcawood
Mechanical Engineering Junior
FOSTER, ROBERT D Olathe
Psychology Senior
FRANK, LAWRENCE V St. Joseph, MO
Landscape Architecture Senior
GERLAUGH, CHARLES W Manhattan
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
GUENTHER. MAX M Si. Joseph, MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HAFLEY, DUANE Webster Groves, MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HAMMOND. WILLIAM T Lcawood
Psychology Sophomore
HANSFORD, JOHN R Kansas City. MO
Marketing Sophomore
HENTGES. STEPHEN E Columbia. MO
General Sophomore
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HERMAN, JON A St. Joseph, MO
Architecture Junior
HOUGHTON, HOWARD L Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Junior
HOWARD, PHILLIP J Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Freshman
HOWARD, TIM W Hutchinson
Management Sophomore
IMMENSCHUH, KENT G Leawood
Construction Science Junior
JANKOVICH, RICHARD B Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
JOHNSON, KYRON D Topeka
Engineering Technology Senior
KING. TIMOTHY R Lcnexa
Business Administration Freshman
LANGLEY, KENNETH W Mission
Pre-Law Freshman
LARSON, JAMES L Rossville
Business Administration Junior
LEONARD, MICHAEL A Grand Island, NB
Applied Music Senior
LEWIS, DONALD S Lawrence
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
LIPPE, DAVID R Topeka
Business Administration Freshman
MACHA, RICHARD M Chesterfield, MO
Management Junior
MARQUETTE, WILLIAM J Overland Park
Construction Science Sophomore
MARTENS, KENT A Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MCCABE. MARC E Topeka
Geology Sophomore
MCCARTHY, MARK G Mission
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
METHOD, VICTOR H Overland Park
Marketing Junior
MILES, CLINTON J Phillipsburg
Chemical Engineering Junior
MORRISON, ERIC J Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Junior
NEELY, DAVID G Topeka
Business Administration Senior
NETH, RICHARD E Lcnexa
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
NOLTE, THOMAS R Jefferson City, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
OLDS, GARY D Junction City
Business Education Senior
PETERSON, KEITH B Tonganoxic
Business Administration Junior
RICHARD. MIKE W Manhattan
Prc-Dcntistry Freshman
RICHTER. J. BLAIR San Antonio, TX
Biochemistry Freshman
SHAIN, GLENN P El Dorado
Prc-Dentistry Sophomore
SHIRER. BRADLEY W Hoisington
Accounting Junior
SKOOG, CARL E Topeka
General Freshman
STARK. DANIEL B Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
STEFFEN, BRADLEY E Burden
General Sophomore
STEUBER, TERRY K Topeka
Civil Engineering Sophomore
SVOBODA, WAYNE A Wahoo, NB
Microbiology Senior
TETLOW, STEVEN C Troy
General Freshman
WEISS, SCOTT W St. Joseph, MO
Milling Science and Management Junior
WHITESIDE, TIMOTHY E Tulsa. OK
Architecture Fifth Year Student
WIKE, DENNIS C Topeka
Civil Engineering Sophomore
WINTERMAN, PAUL A Mission
Accounting j unior
WINTERS, KEVIN L Overland Park
Accounting Senior
WONF.R, KENT V Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
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BURKHART, DORIS L Houseparcnl
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM J Olathc
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
ANDERSON. CHRISTOPHER J Garden City
Business Administration Freshman
BACON, ROBERT A Hutchinson
Agricultural Economics Senior
BEEBE. BRADLEY W Olathc
General Freshman
BELL. JERRY D Alexander
Agricultural Economics Freshman
BENSON, JAY B Garden City
Horticulture Senior
BRADLEY, GARY M Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
BROADFOOT. GREGORY S Olathc
Construction Science Junior
BRUNGARDT, BRETT A Garden City
Pre- Law Sophomore
CROCKER. DANIEL S Lake Quivira
Agronomy Sophomore
DANNER. DEAN L Manhattan
Engineering Technology Junior
DAVIDSON, GARY M Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
DAVIDSON. STEVEN D Topcka
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Sophomore
DAVIS, GREGORY D Manhattan
Management Senior
DESHAZER. DONALD L Topcka
Chemical Science
- Junior
DICKERSON. MARK J Manhattan
Construction Science Sophomore
DODGE. JACK L Manhattan
General Freshman
DORAN, PATRICK J. O.erland Park
Marketing Senior
DORAN. THOMAS J Overland Park
Marketing tumor
DREES, GREGORY J Wichita
Management Sophomore
EMLEY, MARK E Manhattan
Finance Senior
EAIRBAIRN. SCOTT W Garden City
Landscape Architecture Senior
FINK. JOHN L Topcka
General Freshman
FLAIR, ROBERT F Bucklin
Animal Science and Industry Senior
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FLOYD. DAVID D Merriam
Agricultural Economics Freshman
FOSTER. ERIC W Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
GORDON. PHILIP D Valley Falls
Pre-Law Freshman
CRAY, DAVID C Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
HALE, MAX A Prairie Village
Milling Science and Management Junior
HEROLD. JOSEPH G Osage City
Pre-Law Junior
HUEBEN, BRIAN C Overland Park
Accounting Senior
HUGHES, MARK K Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Senior
JACOBS, THEODORE R Clayton, MO
Architecture Senior
JOHNSON, DAN C Salina
Management Senior
KNOLL. DAVID L Topcka
Business Administration Sophomore
KOBER, JOHN A Alexander
Accounting Senior
KREHBIEL, KEVIN McPherson
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LAHUE, WILLIAM B Manhattan
Finance Senior
MAGGIO, MARK R Stilwell
Marketing Senior
MEADOR. WILLIAM S Overland Park
Radio and Television Junior
MEDER. JOHN L LaCrossc
Marketing Junior
MILLS. BRIAN R Lewis
Business Administration . Sophomore
MILLS. PATRICK J Russell
Accounting Freshman
MILLS, TERRY L Lewis
Finance Senior
MOORE, JEFFREY W Huntington Beach, CA
Business Administration Senior
MOSER, GREGG A Holton
Construction Science Senior
MYERS, BRUCE H Topeka
Milling Science and Management Freshman
MYERS. CRAIG L Garden City
Food Science and Industry Junior
MYERS, ROSS A Garden City
Accounting Freshman
NELSON, TODD A Rose Hill
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
OLNEY, MARK A Manhattan
Agriculture Freshman
RICHARDS, DOUGLAS D Topeka
Computer Science Senior
ROBB, MICHAEL B Topeka
Finance Sophomore
ROGERS, ROBERT W Manhattan
Agricultural Economics Senior
SASENICK. JOE P Overland Park
General Freshman
SAVIDGE, C. MICHAEL Overland Park
Marketing Senior
SCHROFF. TERRY B Topeka
Music Freshman
SHAFFER, GARY G Mulvanc
Marketing Freshman
SORENSON, NATHAN J Manhattan
Engineering Freshman
SWEENEY. LOUIS J Wichita
Business Administration Junior
THOMPSON, MARC A Manhattan
Construction Science Senior
TURNER, RODNEY L Salina
Accounting Senior
VIVONA, JOHN G Overland Park
Pre-Law Freshman
WATSON, DEAN E Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
WHEELER. VINCE P Cancy
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
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Mike Boucher talks on the phone in his room.
LAWRENCE. NORMA M Houscpun.nl
AESCHLIMAN. RICK J Topckj
Business Administration Junior
ANTHONY. HARRY S Manhattan
Family and Child Development Junior
BARTLEY, KEITH D. Manhattan
Feed Science and Management Senior
BLACKWELL. STEVE Sahna
Business Administration Sophomore
BOUCHER. MICHAEL A Smith Center
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BRIDGEWATER. STEVE G Manhattan
Economics Junior
BROADFOOT. DOUGLAS L Holton
Pre-Law Sophomore
CAMPBELL, MICHAEL W. Westmoreland
Engineering Technology Senior
CLANCY. DON D liberal
Elementary Education Senior
DUNAGAN. BRAD E Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
DWYER. KEVIN J Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
ECKHOFF. PETER B Ossipee. NH
Radio and Television Sophomore
EGAN. DENNIS R Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
EENLON, CLEMENT P St. Louis, MO
Electrical Engineering Senior
<.EBHART. MARK D Salina
Geography Senior
GEORGE, TERRY D Olathe
Marketing Junior
GRABER. JOSEPH W Hutchinson
Music Sophomore
HAUC, EDWARD W Abilene
Bakery Science and Management Senior
HAUG, THOMAS L Abilene
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
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HEENEY, STEVEN J Marysville
Agricultural Economics Senior
HELLMAN, JOHN Manhattan
Marketing Senior
HENDERSON, CURTIS Topcka
Pre-Law Sophomore
HITCH, DANIEL L Westmoreland
Veterinary Medicine Junior
HUBBARD. KEVIN K Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
JANSSEN, DAVID E little River
Finance Sophomore
JOHNSON, KENDAL D Little Rner
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
LAWRENCE, RICHARD W. Manhattan
Early Childhood Education Senior
LAWRENCE, ROGER D Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
MALONE, BRADLEY P Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MCVICKEK, TROY R Abilene
General Freshman
MEIER, MIKE M Holton
Prc-Medicine Junior
MEYER, ALVIN E Colwich
Marketing Senior
MOODY, MIKE D Salina
Construction Science Senior
MORRIS, LARRY D Westmoreland
Agriculture Senior
NELSON, GREG D Lindsborg
Animal Science and Industry Senior
NICHOLS, BRENT A Hutchinson
Finance lunior
OPPY, PATRICK H Manhattan
Prc-Medicine Freshman
PENSON, RUSSELL D Oierland Park
Political Science Senior
PETERSEN, CLARK A Salina
Pre- Medicine Sophomore
ROBSON. W PAT Abilene
Geography lunior
RODA. DOUGLAS D. Waincgo
Pre-Medicine Freshman
SEXTON, STEVE G Abilene
Geography lunior
SHOWALTER. JOHN C Goodland
Prc-Vctennary Medicine lunior
STOCKHAM. JOHN H Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
SVEC. JAMES M Slilwell
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
WALKER. STEVE W Wichita
Marketing Junior
WATSON. WILLIAM C Lcawood
Civil Engineering Sophomore
WEIS, JIM M Salina
BuMness Administration Sophomore
WHEELER. RICHARD F Evanston, II
Management Junior
WILLIS, DICK E Hoyt
Agricultural Journalism Senior
WILSON. DAVID W Abilene
Finance Junior
WILSON, JEFFREY R Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
YOFSEL, MARK A Morrill
Pre-Forestry Sophomore
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AHRENS, ANTON F Topck.i
Chemical Science Junior
ALBRIGHT. THOMAS K APO, NY
Social Work Junior
BAUER, BLAINE D Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
BECKERLE, HARRY S Shawnee Mission
Management Senior
BEEM, PATRICK h Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Senior
CARR. MARK A Liberal
Geology Junior
DILLMAN, DENNIS B Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DUENSING. JOHN M Liberal
Accounting Junior
ELLIS, JAMES B Pittsburg
General Sophomore
HILL, JOHN D It Leavenworth
Pre- Law Sophomore
IRBY, LEROY A Bogue
Engineering Technology Junior
JOHNSON. GARY L Bonner Springs
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
KENNEDY, CHARLES D I.uray
Recreation Senior
LUCK. RICHARD D Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Junior
LUTZ. JAMES L Hays
General Sophomore
LYNCH. TAIM Overland Park
Marketing Junior
POTTLE. PAUL K W. Gardiner. ME
Construction Science Junior
SEAMANN, EUGENE E Albion. NB
Medical Technology
, Junior
THIERER. LARRY E Ogden
Natural Resource Management lunior
WALSH. THOMAS R Topcka
Statistics Sophomore
YOUNG. DAVID L Harvcyvillc
Prc-Vetcrinary Medicine Freshman
Paul Pottle, Mark Carr, Larry Thierer and Leroy Irby prepare their cannon for a K-Statc game.
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ALLIE. STEPHEN J Overland Park
Civil Engineering Freshman
ANDERSON, TIM R Topcka
Art Freshman
BARNES, JED D Council Grove
Pre-Velerinary Medicine Sophomore
BIRCH, JOHN W Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Senior
BOGNER, DAVID J Haven
Medical Technology Sophomore
CALLEN, TONY V Wichita
Biology Junior
CAMACHO, EMANUEL L Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
DAVIS, GARY D Hays
General Freshman
DRESSLER, JOE R Kansas City
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
EDGAR, W. KELLEY Wellington
Business Administration Sophomore
ELVIN, DEAN L Marquette
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
ERICKSON, P. JAMES Council Grove
Radio and Television Junior
FINKE. ALAN R St. Charles. MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
FISCHER, RICKY D Council Grove
Education Freshman
FRIEDEL, TIMOTHY K Wichita
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
GONZALES, SALVADOR Salina
Social Work Sophomore
GREER, RICKY R Wilscy
Agronomy Sophomore
HASTERT, ART A Topcka
Agriculture Graduate Student
HASTERT, KENNETH D Topcka
Business Administration Freshman
HELLMER, DENNIS G Shawnee Mission
Mechanical Engineering Senior
Kelley Edgar relaxes by playing a few games of eight ball.
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HOLLANDER, STEPHEN J St. Charles, MO
Architecture Senior
JILKA, BENEDICT M Mission
Biology Junior
JUSTUS, ROBERT C Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Freshman
KING, MICHAEL D Oswego
Engineering Sophomore
KIRKPATRICK. MICHAEL J Hays
Pre- Law Sophomore
KOEHN, CRAIG Marquette
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
LINENBERGER, STEVEN P Hays
Architectural Engineering Fifth Year Student
MAHANAY, WILLIAM L Council Grove
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
METZGER, MARK F Council Grove
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
PATZELL. CURTIS J Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
PFEFFER, SCOTT E Chesterfield, MO
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
ROBARGE. JOHN C Topcka
Electrical Engineering Junior
ROSEWICZ, GARY P Kansas City
Civil Engineering Senior
SEBACHER. ANDREW E Florissant. MO
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
SHOCKLEY. MARK W Shawnce
Business Administration Junior
SMITH, BERNARD L Wichita
Industrial Engineering Senior
SMITH. KEVIN R Kansas City
Prc-Design Professions . Freshman
SMITH. MARK E Walpolc. MA
Agricultural Education Freshman
STEPHENS. MICHAEL K Kansas City
Sociology
, . ,
Sophomore
WAGERS. CHRIS E Topcka
General Freshman
WELCH. RON W Topcka
Accounting Sophomore
WIESNER. DON Ellis
Business Administration Freshman
WILLIAMS. TODD R Topcka
Prc-Design Professions Sophomore
ZIECLER, LOREN A (.rainfield
Physical Education Senior
A free-wheelin' member 'angle parks' his four-wheel drive.
,
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COMBS. DONNA M Houscparcnl
ALONZO, KATHY D T°Peka
Clothing Retailing •
Sophomore
AREHART. B.J St. George
General
Sophomore
BALL. SUZY M Overland Park
Social Work Sophomore
BARTELS. JANET S "V
Business Administration
Sophomore
BARTH. SUSAN K Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Junior
BASHAM. SUSAN C Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
BINFORD. KATHY J Hutchinson
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BOLES, CATHERINE S Manhatfan
Horticulture Senior
BRANSON, TAMARA L Hutchinson
Physical Education Senior
BRINKMEYER. ANN E Seward. NB
Interior Design Junior
BUNCK. ANN E Everest
Agronomy Junior
BUNCK, JULIE M Eierest
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
BUSTER, SALLY L McCracken
Consumer Interest Senior
CHAPMAN, CINDY L Crcvc Cocur. MO
Foods and Nutrition in Business Sophomore
COMEAU, KIKI Lawrence
Fashion Design Junior
CONN, LINDA L Shawnee Mission
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Sophomore
COOK. PATTI J Winficld
Accounting Sophomore
COULTER, SUSAN E Topeka
Finance Senior
CRUTCHFIELD, PATRICIA E Coiieyville
Geology Senior
DALBOM, JULIA S Clovis, NM
General Freshman
DALBOM, SARAH E Clovis, NM
Political Science Junior
DANNER, DIANNE R Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
DAWSON, CHERYL D Leavenworth
Accounting Sophomore
DEMO. DAL1NDA L El Dorado
Home Economics Sophomore
The Pi Phis celebrate the end of their dance marathon with the Delta Sigs.
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DEPEW, JULIE A Omaha, NB
Early Childhood Education Senior
DEUTSCH, KIM S Hoisinglon
Early Childhood Education lunior
DONLEY. SONN1 R Abilene
Marketing Junior
DOWNING. DEBBIE J Eureka
Physical Therapy Sophomore
DRYDEN. MARCIA K Dodge City
Accounting Sophomore
EAGLETON, LYNN D Salina
Management Junior
ELIAS. JULIE A Beatrice, NB
Humanities Junior
ELLIS. EMMA J Chanulc
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
ENGEL, ELLEN K Solomon
Speech Pathology Sophomore
ENGEL, KARLA K Solomon
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
EVANS, LESLIE E Eureka
Early Childhood Education . Senior
FAUBION. MARY K Smith Center
Management Junior
FLEMMING. SUSAN M McPherson
Pre-Velerinary Medicine Freshman
FOGO. KAREN L '..... El Dorado
Management Freshman
FRIESENBORG, LAURIE A Lcawood
Speech Pathology Sophomore
GRAFF, ELAINE L Marienthal
Education Senior
GRAHAM. SHARON T Prairie Village
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
CREEN, POLLY A Manhattan
Finance Senior
GUTSCHENRITTER. DEBBIE A Larned
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
HALL, DARLA G DcKalb. MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HALL, MARY BETH Salina
Interior Design Sophomore
HAMILTON, SUSAN C Wakecney
Accounting Junior
HARRISON, DWAYN M Topeka
Consumer Interest Sophomore
HAWKINS, LAURA J. Wichita
Fashion Design Concordia
HEPPERLY, MARY L Concordia
Milling Science and Management Senior
HOLIDAY, HEIDI J Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
JANNE, KATHI L Kansas City
General Freshman
JOHNSON, KATHRYN J Lcawood
Horticulture Junior
JONES, CINDY J Fricndswood, TX
English Sophomore
KINGSTON, EILEEN R Hoisinglon
Business Administration Sophomore
KNOPICK, MARY L Wichita
Recreation Sophomore
LARSON, TERESA J Hiawatha
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
LIVINGSTON, SUE A El Dorado
Modern Language Senior
LOUK, SHEILA R Shawnee
Special Education Sophomore
LOWE, KRISTI K Manhattan
Life Science Junior
MONTGOMERY, LISA C Merriam
Elementary Education Senior
MURRAY, KIMBERLY A Olalhe
Finance Sophomore
MURRY, KATHY M Manhattan
General Sophomore
NEAL, DIANA J Garnctt
Pre-Pharmacy Sophomore
NEELLY, MARLA M Prairie Village
Elementary Education Sophomore
NELSON, BARBARA A Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
OLTJEN, SUSAN A Robinson
Business Administration Freshman
ONKEN, SALLY E McPherson
Education Freshman
PALEN, JUDITH M Scott City
Home Economics Education Freshman
PALMER, KIM K Shawnee
Clothing Retailing Senior
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PEMBERTON. CINDY K Wichila
Clothing Retailing Junlor
RANDALL, LAURA E Wakcency
Prc-Dcntistry Sophomore
RANDALL, LYNN A Wakcency
General Freshman
RIPPLE. BETH A Dodge City
Family and Child Development lunmr
SCHULTE, KIM A Darnell
Elementary Education Senior
SCHWENSEN, MEG E Clay Center
Speech Pathology Freshman
SHAHEED. HANIA Manhattan
Modern Language Freshman
SHEARER, ANNE R Wichita
Pre-Law J"" 101
"
SISTRUNK, HOLLY C Manhattan
Elementary Education Sophomore
STEELE. SHARI J Salina
Elementary Education Sophomore
STEELE. SHELLE R Scott City
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
STOCK, DEBORAH A Leavenworth
General Freshman
TAYLOR, ELISABETH A Kinsley
Early Childhood Education Senior
WELTSCH, JUDY C Leawood
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WILLIAMS, NANCY J Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
Sarah Dalbom prepares her room for room check.
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ADAMS, RICHARD R Concordia
Chemical Engineering Senior
Al FARO, RAUL E El Dorado
Political Science Freshman
ANDLER, BRAD E Hollon
Radio and Television Sophomore
BARBER. STEVE W Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Freshman
BEASTON. BROOK J Marion
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BODELSON. MICHAEL A Manhattan
Architecture Fifth Year Student
BOHLING. PERRY D Garnctt
Accounting Junior
BUENGER. JAMES M Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
BURRIS. JEFF K Garnclt
Business Administration Junior
BURTON. BROOKS F Hot Springs. AR
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Sophopiorc
CARTER. DARREL L Morrowvillc
Mechanical Engineering Junior
CARTER, KENT L. Russell
Accounting Senior
CHANDLER. LARRY H Richmond
Business Administration Freshman
CLARK. SCOTT E Kansas City
Education Freshman
CLASSEN. MICHAEL M Marion
Business Administration Junior
CLEM. EDWARD E Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
COCHRAN, TERRY C Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Freshman
COLE, CRAIG E Garnctt
Business Administration Junior
CONWAY. HARRY W Parsons
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
COOK, DAVID W Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
CRAIN, JOHN S Washington
Agricultural Education Junior
DICE, JAMES A El Dorado
Civil Engineering Freshman
DOUGLASS, TODD K Burlington
Forestry Freshman
DOYEN. KENT W Concordia
Agricultural Economics Junior
DUMLER, DAVID B Russell
Mechanical Engineering Junior
EDWARDS, JIM J Overland Park
Physical Education Senior
FARRELL, MICHAEL W Chanutc
Computer Science Graduate Student
FISLIER. JACK P Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
FOX, JEFFREY M El Dorado
Business Administration Freshman
FUESSLE, RICHARD S Shawnee Mission
Agricultural Economics Senior
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GLEASON. KEVIN L Dover
Agricultural Education Junior
GRIFFITH. JEFF K Marion
Architectural Engineering Freshman
HALLER. DARREN L Lcncxa
Business Administration Freshman
HAMILTON. JEFF S Overland Park
Accounting Freshman
HAYES. JERRY L Pratt
Marketing Junior
HEITMANN. RICK A Frontcnac. MO
Construction Science Junior
HENDERSON. JEFF L Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
HOLLOWAY. STEVE W Mission
Marketing Sophomore
JOHNSON. ERIC O Wellington
Geology Sophomore
KELLER. KURT M Great Bend
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
KOHLRUS, MARK J Junction City
Accounting Sophomore
LAGEMANN. JOHN D Concordia
Food Science and Management Junior
LAIR. CASEY A P'M"-'
Business Administration Freshman
LAIR. MARK T Piqua
Business Administration Junior
LESHER. DANA O Overland Park
Construction Science Junior
LINE. RICK M Russell
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
MCCARTER, STEVEN W Oierland Park
Landscape Architecture Senior
MCENDARFFER. DAVE L Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
MEEKER. GEORGE W Overland Park
Construction Science Junior
METZLER. BRADLEY D ...Topcka
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
METZLER. MARK D Topcka
Pre-Vetcrinary Medicine Freshman
MILLER. BRYAN D lewis
Engineering Freshman
MORITZ, CRAIG G Bcloit
Business Administration Junior
NELSON, JEFFREY A Kansas City. MO
Milling Science and Management Senior
O'LEARY. SHAWN R Milford
Civil Engineering Sophomore
OLMSTED. JEFFERY Topcka
Civil Engineering Freshman
PAPPAS. GREGORY J Overland Park
General Sophomore
PARKER, BARNETT L. Concordia
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
PHILLIPS. KYLE D Kansas City. MO
Landscape Architecture Junior
SANDERS, DOUGLAS K Concordia
Veterinary Medicine Senior
SCHIELE, RICHARD N Junction City
Engineering Freshman
S1LVERWOOD. ALLAN K Tampa. II
Finance Sophomore
SMITH. MARC L Marion
Food Science and Management Sophomore
SMITH. MATT G Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Junior
STACK. BRIAN K Overland Park
Management Junior
THOMPSON. DREW S Lcawood
Architectural Engineering Junior
TODD. BRADFORD A Grccnsburg
Pre-Dcsign Professions Sophomore
VALLERO, KEVIN M Galesburg. IL
Physical Therapy Senior
WAHLE. RODNEY E Junction City
Business Administration Sophomore
WATKINS. JEFFREY P Wichita
Veterinary Medicine Junior
WHITE. DAVID L Salma
Accounting Freshman
WILD. DAVID E Miirord
Business Administration Sophomore
WILLIAMS, LARRY A Garnet!
History Senior
p^T ^^m
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Kurt Kintner slices cheese to make sandwiches for lunch.
BIRD, JACK E Great Bend
Accounting Senior
BOWKER, LEROY C Manhattan
Accounting Junior
BRUNS, JAMES H St. Louis, MO
Landscape Architecture Senior
CANADA, RICHARD M Florissant, MO
Pre- Design Professions Junior
COX, THOMAS L Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
FACER, RODNEY R Columbia, MO
Architecture Senior
GEORGE, DAVID H Bethlehem. PA
Architecture Fifth Year Student
GOETZ, STEVE J (.real Bend
Construction Science Senior
GOULDIE. JAMES M Mankato
Computer Science Sophomore
HILL, STEVEN C Wichita
Architecture Fifth Year Student
HOSKINS, RICHARD A Great Bend
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HUTCHISON, MARK R Salina
Engineering Technology Junior
IVES. BRAD El Dorado
Accounting Senior
KRUECER, KIRK J Edina, MO
Architecture Senior
MALLON, EUGENE C Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
MCCULLEY, SCOTT M Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Junior
MCDOWELL, KELLY D Wichita
Management Freshman
MEEK, KELLY A Morgamille
Marketing Senior
MILLER. TIMOTHY S Russell
Business Administration Freshman
POPE, DONALD E Manhattan
Interior Architecture Fifth Year Student
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RICHTER, MARK G Lawrence
Civil Engineering Senior
ROGERS. RICK A Mcrriam
Biology Junior
SCICCHITANO. FRANCIS L Hudson Falls. NY
Interior Architecture Fifth Year Student
SINOVIC. MICHAEL B Shawnee Mission
Marketing Junior
SMITH, RONN K Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SNYDER. MICHAEL D Mankato
Mechanical Engineering Junior
STRAFUSS. DANIEL C Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
TERRY. MICHAEL B Honolulu, HI
Landscape Architecture Senior
WALKER. DANIEL J Kansas Cily
Architecture Senior
WAMSLEY. MICHAEL P Manhattan
Political Science Graduate Student
WEATHERLY, RANDY D Wichita
Landscape Architecture Senior
WILLIAMS, DEWEY D Osage City
Construction Science Senior
WINTEROWD, J. BRIAN Union, MO
Landscape Architecture Senior
* Mm
Mike Sinovic takes a study break on the front porch.
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Members congratulate each other after winning the Intramural Championship.
ALBRIGHT, JEFF P Winfield
Industrial Engineering Senior
ALLINGHAM. STEVEN M Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
BAHNER, KEVIN A Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BAKER. BRUCE E Garden City
Agricultural Economics Junior
BANTA, THOMAS B Topeka
Accounting Senior
BARKYOUMB. MICHAEL D Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
BFRKF, JEFFREY H. Lea>enworlh
Sociology Senior
BRADY, PETER A St. Louis. MO
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
BURTON. PATRICK L Plainvillc
Animal Science and Industry Junior
CALOVICH, BRIAN E Shawnee Mission
Civil Engineering Freshman
CHANDLER, C. JEROME Sterling
Finance Senior
CHANDLER, ROBERT P Wichita
Finance Freshman
CHRISTIE, KENNETH A Beloit
Agricultural Economics Senior
DAVIES. SCOTT D Emporia
Horticulture Junior
DAYVAULT, MARK S Wichita
Interior Architecture Senior
DECK, STEVEN B Wichita
Agricultural Economics Senior
DRAKE. IAN M Beloit
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
DUBOIS. JOHN N Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
EGBERT. DAVID C Dighlon
Accounting Junior
ELLIS. SCOTT L Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
ELSEA. CHARLES L Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Junior
EUBANK, JAMES W. Coals
Veterinary Medicine Senior
FANSHER, BRAD D Garden City
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Junior
GANTENBEIN, DAVID E Beloit
Pre-Medicine Junior
GARVERT. RANDALL L Plainvillc
Agriculture Sophomore
GEIST. DAVID B Topeka
Industrial Engineering Freshman
GIESCH, JOHN A Leawood
Business Administration Senior
GLOTZBACH, JOSEPH C Leavenworth
Agricultural Economics Senior
GUNTHER. DAVID W Topeka
Engineering Freshman
GUNTHER, GREG J Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Senior
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HALE. DAVID C Wichita
Prc-Medicine Freshman
HARTENSTEIN ERIC A Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
JACKSON, KELLY C Wichita
Geology Freshman
JONES, JEFFERY W Topeka
Civil Engineering Senior
KELLY, TIM J Overland Park
Accounting Junior
KIRKEGAARD, JON R Topeka
Industrial Engineering Freshman
KOLMAN, JOSEPH J Washington
Industrial Engineering Senior
KOPP, THOMAS V Leawood
Psychology Senior
LACY, PAUL J Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
LADNER, ROB A Topeka
Natural Resource Management Senior
LIPPOLD, WILLIAM C Leawood
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
LONG, MARK S Winfield
Business Administration Freshman
LOWMAN. WILLIAM A Hays
Business Administration Freshman
MARIETTA, JAMES R Salina
Agronomy Senior
MARKLEY, AARON R Plainville
Agricultural Economics Junior
MEADE, HUGH E Plainville
General Freshman
MILLER, MARK W Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MILLER, PHILLIP G Atchison
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
MOSER, JOHN C Hiawatha
Agronomy Freshman
MUELLER, MIKE A Wichita
Pre-Medicine Freshman
REESE, CHARLES B While Cloud
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
REESE, JAMES E White Cloud
Agronomy Senior
ROBERTSON, D MARK Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
SANDMEYER, TIMOTHY J Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHAULIS, RICHARD J Indian Hill, OH
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SEDLACEK. JAY T Hanover
Management Sophomore
SEGAL, HOWARD M Manhattan
Pre- Medicine Freshman
SKINNER, MARK W Clay Center
Political Science Freshman
SKINNER, MICHAEL T Clay Center
Marketing Junior
SMITH, DONALD R Walnut
Agricultural Education Senior
SMYTH, D. CRAIG Tonganoxie, IL
Agricultural Economics Senior
STETSON, ALAN R Leawood
Pre-Law Junior
SUMMERS. CRAIG A Winfield
Industrial Engineering Junior
SWEENEY, CABOT L Leawood
Prc-Medicine Sophomore
TREMPY. GREG A Overland Park
Prc-Denlislry Sophomore
VEAL. BLAIN C Abilene
Prc-Medicine Sophomorc
WEST, STEVE G Roeland
finance Senior
WESTHUSIN. FRED R Natoma
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WESTHUSIN. MARK E Natoma
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WESTHUSIN, VANCE E Natoma
Milling Science and Management
,
. . Sophomore
WILSON, MAX G Plevna
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
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ABERNATHY. FRED J Kansas Cily
Milling Science and Management Freshman
ALLEN, JOE B Inman
Pre- Dentistry Sophomore
BAAS. STEVE F Prairie Village
Accounting Sophomore
BAUMGARTNER. WILLIAM J Mulvanc
Biology Freshman
BLOCHBERCER, JAMES E Jefferson Cily, MO
Architecture Senior
BOLDING, JAY D Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
BOSCH. ERIC P Council Grove
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BURKHART, WILLIAM M Overland Park
Physical Education Senior
BURNS. ROBERT P Wichita
Pre- Law Sophomore
CAHILL. DAVID T Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
CARR. JAMES E Mulvane
Business Administration Senior
CHMELKA, KENNETH C Garden City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
DAWSON. DAVID W Leavenworth
Architectural Engineering Freshman
FRENDREIS, JOHN S Chicago. IL
Construction Science Junior
FRIEZE, CRAIG A Lcawood
Marketing Junior
GIESLER. JAMES F Atlanta. GA
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
GOTTSCH, JOHN J Prairie Village-
Construction Science Junior
GRAHAM, GRANT K Manhattan
Pre- Medicine Sophomore
HALSEY, KIM S Topcku
Family and Child Development Junior
HEUERMANN, PAUL A Prairie Village
Geophysics Senior
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JACOBSON, DANE M Wamcgo
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Junior
JACOBSON, STEPHEN B Wamego
Fine Arts Senior
JORDAN. SCOTT R Overland Park
Marketing Junior
KERNS, KELLY D Mulvanc
Architecture Junior
KURTZ, BRYAN L Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
LANNING. JAMES M Lcawood
Radio and Television Junior
LAUDICK. MARK A Dodge City
Marketing Sophomore
LEE, MATTHEW B Hutchinson
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
MATHEWS. MICHAEL P Winficld
Accounting Sophomore
MCCRACKEN, STEVEN D Fairway
Business Administration Sophomore
MCNAY, CHRIS C Pittsburg
Finance Sophomore
MILLER, CHRIS L Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MILLER. TIM S Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
MINO. STEPHEN Lcawood
General Engineering Freshman
MURRAY, TED F Manhattan
General Freshman
NELSON, JAMES C Overland Park
Accounting Senior
NORTON, DANIEL J Shell Knob, MO
Accounting Senior
PEINE, RONALD S Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
PORTER, ROBERT M Prairie Village
Management Freshman
SCHNEIDER, STEVE M Shawnee Mission
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SCHULTE. SCOTT D Garnctt
Business Administration Freshman
SHOOK, SCOTT A Mulvanc
Engineering Freshman
STITT. BRET J Salina
Business Administration Freshman
SUITER. ROBB D Macksvillc
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
TEARNEY, PHILIP E Lcawood
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
TOLLE. GLENN E Pittsburg
Biology Junior
TROTTER. MARC E Bonner Springs
Political Science Freshman
VOEGELE. TIMOTHY R Lcawood
Accounting Sophomore
VOGEL. ERICL Uncx,
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
WANDS. HAYDEN L Kjnsas tlly
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
WATKINS. PAUL L Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
WELLS, JIM A Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WHITE. STEPHEN H Lcawood
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
WHITEHEAD, MARK A Lincoln, NB
Business Administration Senior
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BALDWIN. CURTIS L Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
BALDWIN, THOMAS F Salina
Pre-Medicine Senior
BARBE, WILLIAM A Kansas City. MO
Business Administration Junior
BENNETT, DAN M Newton
Marketing Senior
BERGH, WILLIAM A Marienlhal
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
BERNINC, MARK S Marienlhal
Agricultural Economics Senior
BOLIN. ANDREW W Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
BROOKS. BRIAN Lcawood
Biology Sophomore
BURDEN. GREGG A Manhattan
Physical Therapy Sophomore
CLEVELAND. WILLIAM J Norfolk. NB
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
COPE. ANDREW M Lcawood
Business Administration Junior
DODDERIDGE. GREGG D Topeka
Business Administration Freshman
DODDERIDGE. JOHN R Shawnee Mission
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DODGE, WILLIAM S Leatenworth
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DOLLIVER, MATTHEW P Leawood
Finance Senior
FENLEY. MARK S Troy
Agricultural Economics Junior
FILLEY. TONY Mission
Accounting Sophomore
FRANKLIN, CLIFFORD D Columbia, MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
GAAR. JAMES R Wcstwood
Pre-Foreslry Freshman
GILLER, MICHAEL J Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Freshman
COBLE, STEVEN R Hutchinson
Engineering Technology Senior
GREEN. KELLY B Lcoti
Marketing Junior
GRIER. MIKE J Lcawood
Pre- Law Sophomore
GROVE. CURT W Olalhe
Finance Junior
GROVE. THOMAS V Olathc
Business Administration Freshman
HARPER, WILLIAM E Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
HEUMANN. FRANK J Prairie Village
Pre-Forestry Junior
HULSE, MICHAEL W Marquette
Physical Education Senior
JONES. MARK C Salina
Civil Engineering Junior
JONES, MARK R Sedan
Business Administration Sophomore
Four Sigma Nu's pass the time with a game of backgammon.
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JONES. MICHEAL L Sedan
Architecture Freshman
KONZ. STEPHAN A Manhattan
Milling Science and Industry Freshman
KRISKE, TIMOTHY J Lcjwood
Pre-Law Freshman
LAND, ROBERT D Osawalomic
Landscape Architecture Junior
LAUDAN, KENNETH R Newton
Business Administration Freshman
LEWIS, KELLY S Manhattan
Political Science Junior
LONG. KEITH L Topcka
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LOVE, ERIC W Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Fcshman
MATTERS. SPENCER W Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Junior
MURPHY, BRENT T Clenton. I
A
Engineering Sophomore
MURRY, JOHN P Manhattan
Marketing Senior
NORDYKE, MARK K Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
NORRIS. DOUGLAS A Wellington
Marketing Junior
ORTH, DOUGLAS C Andale
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
ORTH. MAX G. Andale
Business Administration 1 rcshm.in
PEARE. DENNIS R Topcka
Business Administration Junior
PEETE. DOUG R Prairie Village
Finance Junior
PETREHN, KEVIN R Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
RIODER, J. JEFFERY Leoti
Agricultural Economics Senior
SCHREIBER, NORBERT F Salina
Chemical Engineering
.
Junior
SNELL, ROB R Manhattan
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SURBEY, CHRISTOPHER W Wichita
Finance Sophomore
THOLSTRUP. SPENCER L Salina
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
WANZENRIED, H. ANDRE Minnetonka, MN
Milling Science and Management Senior
WEBSTER, RANDALL Osa»a(omie
Marketing Senior
WINGER, CHARLES M Wellington
Pre-Law Junior
WOLFENBARGER, KURT A Greenwood, MO
Horticulture Senior
WOOLDRIDGE, BAIRD J Prairie Village
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
Bill Barbe flies down the Sigma Nu hill.
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SHUPE. CORA L HoUM.-pjri.-m
APPLEBY, JON L McPherson
I ducalion Senior
AVER1LL, MARK L Kansas Cil)
Business Admmislralion Junior
BAKER, JOHN R Goodland
Agronomy Junior
BECKER, SCOTT D Mcridcn
Finance Freshman
BOHN, RODNEY P Alma
Agronomy Senior
BOURK. DANIEL J Lcawood
Business Administration Sophomore
BROOKOVER, TIM B Coffeyville
Education Junior
BROWN, MICHAEL R Meriden
Agricultural Economics Junior
BROWN. PAUL M Meriden
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BROWN. TERRANCE L Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
BRYSON, KYLE A Onaga
Business Administration Sophomore
CLARK. PATRICK L Hays
Accounting Sophomore
CODY. JAY D Coffeyville
Horticulture Junior
COE, ROBERT W McPherson
Pre-Law Senior
COOK. DARRELL D Meriden
Business Administration Freshman
CRUTCHFIELD. CHARLES R Coffeyville
Business Administration Junior
EILERS, CRAIG J Portage Dcs Sioux. MO
Construction Science Junior
EVERETT, JOHN W Scoll Cily
Accounting Senior
FOSTER, JIM F Wichita
Engineering Freshman
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GALYARDT. THOMAS M Lawrence
Prc-Law Freshman
G1LL.AM. JEFFREY S Salina
Architecture Junior
GLOSHEN, SCOTT L Shawnee
General Freshman
HANER. C. BILL Overland Park
Marketing ..I. Junior
HECHT, ROBERT D Seneca
Agronomy Senior
HERZOG, MARK A Tccumsch
Prc-Dentistry Freshman
HOBBS. ANDREW E ColTcyvillc
General Junior
HORCHEM, BRAD R. Ness, Cily
Natural Resource Management Senior
HORSCH, STEVE T Springfield. MO
Pre- Design Professions Freshman
HUBLER. GREGORY L Lcawood
Psychology Junior
JORDAN, WALTER B Gibson City, IL
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
KIRK, CHUCK Scott City
Agricultural Economies Senior
KRATZER. KENT D Gcncsco
Marketing Freshman
LADE, HAROLD L Topeka
Accounting Senior
LIEBL, STEVE A Dodge City
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
LUEBBERS. DENNIS J Maricnthal
Agricultural Education Junior
MAY, WALTER C Overland Park
Prc-Vetennary Medicine Freshman
MCCLASKEY, MARTIN J. McPherson
Political Science Senior
MERMIS, GREG J Salina
Business Administration Junior
MOORE. DOUGLAS E Abilene
Finance Junior
MUNSON, KIRK L Overland Park
Marketing Junior
MYER, MARK L Atchison
Finance Senior
PAULSEN, DAVID L Scott Cily
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
PENDERGAST, STEVEN B Dodge Cily
Marketing Sophomore
PHELPS, ROGER A Shawnee
Construction Science Senior
PHELPS, RUSSELL D Shawnee
Business Administration Freshman
ROBINSON. BARRY E Topeka
Accounting Junior
ROBINSON, TODD A Topeka
Natural Resource Management Freshman
SAGESER. MARK L Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SCHROEDER, KENT D Lincoln, NB
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SPENCER, HANK C Denver, CO
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
SPRINKLE, RAY R Hutchinson
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STOSKOPF. STEVE M Valley Falls
Finance Freshman
TEMPLE. RICHARD E Emporia
General Freshman
THOME, DENNIS A Lawrence
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
THORSON, JEFF K Ellinwood
Recreation Junior
THORNTON. KENT C Scott City
Agricultural Economics Freshman
TILLERY. BRUCE Valley Falls
Prc-Dentistry Freshman
TRAXSON, RONALD D Edna
Education Senior
TUCKER, KENNETH D Mound Valley
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WEBBER. ALLEN D Salina
Accounting Sophomore
WESTERHAUS. JOHN J Garden City
Construction Science Senior
WILLIAMS. JOHN R Dodgc Cily
Business Administration Sophomore
WILSON, CHASE C Prairie Village
Business Administration Senior
WINKLER, JOSEPH M Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
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FORCUM, GLADYS C Houscparcm
BESLER. J. CHRIS Topcka
Geophysics lumor
BESLER, L. GREG Topck.i
Pre-Medicine Ercshman
BLASI, WAYNE M Wichita
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BRACK. RANDALL C Harper
Computer Science Junior
BRUMBAUGH, SCOTT A Hutchinson
Chemical Engineering Senior
BUHLER, BRIAN T Topcka
Biology Sophomore
BULL, JOHN F Tccumsch
Engineering Ercshman
CAUTHON. STEVEN R Scott City
Electrical Engineering Junior
COX. CRAIG L Silver Lake
Computer Science Freshman
DARBY, SCOTT Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
DARRAH, MARK W. Lyons
Pre-Denlistry Senior
ENSLEY. DOUGLAS T Topcka
Biology Junior
ESSER. JAKE Topcka
Business Administration Sophomore
FOIST, WILLIAM E Hutchinson
Education Senior
FRIEDERICH, DAVID L loplin, MO
Grain Science and Management Senior
FRITSON, RODNEY D Prairie Village
Accounting Senior
GALLIART. WILLIAM E Wichita
Agronomy Freshman
GILBERT. CLIFFORD G Clay Center
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
GINTHER. JAMES R Salina
Computer Science Freshman
Randy Sims and Greg Besler read the Collegian while drinking coffee.
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HELINE. JEFF J Salinil
Business Administration Freshman
HORTON. FRANK J Hays
Architecture Iuni0r
HRENCHIR. PHIL A Hoyl
Mechanical Engineering Junior
KEENY. J. DAVID Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
KLEIN. SCOTT S Topeka
Marketing Senior
LAMBERT. BART L Overland Park
Computer Science Sophomore
LAST, GREGORY D Leavenworth
Landscape Architecture Senior
L1LE. DAVID B Lcawood
Engineering Freshman
LILE. PHILLIP R ..Lcawood
Pre-Dentislry Sophomore
LOGAN. STEPHEN S Salina
Engineering Freshman
MARQUEZ, R1C L Overland Park
History Sophomore
MCKENZIE, JON L Fremont. NB
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
MCNEIL. MONTY C Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MOSIMANN, JAMES E Stanley
Pre-Law Freshman
O'NEIL. TODD M Salina
General Freshman
PARIS, ALLAN J Dighton
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
PARSONS, LYNN L Webber
Agronomy Senior
PRESTON. STEVE S Prairie Village
Engineering Freshman
RANDALL. JEFFREY S Scott City
Natural Resource Management Junior
RASSETTE, BRIAN L Salina
Marketing Senior
REDFORD. LARRY J Lyons
Marketing Junior
REED, DOUG W Lyons
Landscape Architecture Senior
REICHMUTH. KEVIN P Lincoln. NB
Business Administration Freshman
RENFRO. CRAIG S Salina
General Freshman
RUDER. JIM L Salina
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
SCULLY. MICHAEL J Overland Park
Civil Engineering Sophomore
SEITZ, ROBERT J Topeka
Education Senior
SHINEMAN, KIRBY A Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
SIMON. CHRISTOPHER R Wichita
General Freshman
SIMS. RANDY D Bcrryton
Business Administration Freshman
SLAVEN. JEFFREY A Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
SMITH. TODD W Leon
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
SNOOK. STEVEN B Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
TALLEY. JOSEPH B Overland Park
Industrial Engineering Junior
THOMPSON. R BRENT Salina
Business Administration
. Junior
THOMPSON. STEPHEN C Salina
Education Freshman
THOMPSON, STEPHEN H Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
TREBILCOCK. GREG A Hutchinson
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
TRIGCS, JOHN J Topeka
Sociology Senior
VIRAMONTEZ, MARTY A Lyons
Recreation Senior
WENDLAND. MARK A Wamcgo
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
WOODS. MICHAEL V Clearwater
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
ZIMMERMAN. MARK A Salina
Marketing Junior
ta^t*
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MMBROUGH, SUE F House-parent
ADAMS, MICHAEL R Parsons
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BEHRENS. DAVID L Westmoreland
Engineering Freshman
BUCK. WILLIAM D Marysvillc
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
CLINE. JEFFREY D Argonia
Marketing Sophomore
ELKINS, MARC E Manhattan
Pre-La» Senior
FINKLE. ROD L Hutchinson
Architectural Engineering Junior
FREY, JAY M Abilene
Grain Science and Management Freshman
GOOD, THOMAS P Ft. Scott
General Junior
HABERSTROH, SCOTT Slilwell
Architecture Freshman
HOBBES. PAUL P Rockvillc. MD
Marketing Sophomore
HULSE. COLLIN F Ellsworth
Pre- Medicine Sophomore
HUMMER. DAVID E Houston. TX
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
KARLIN. GERARD J Great Bend
Engineering Freshman
KERN. FRED D Herkimer. NY
Biology Junior
LAROSH. MICHAEL D Natoma
Pre-Velerinary Medicine Sophomore
LUNDSTROM, RICHARD A. Hutchinson
Architecture Senior
MCCULLY. ROBERT J I I Dorado
C omputer Science I rcshman
MCKITTRICK. RICHARD J ....Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MISAK. ALEX L Caldwell
Engineering Freshman
Dennis Shehi and David Love grab Sunday dinner.
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MONRAD. JOHN M New Providence. NJ
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MORANDO. ROBERT A Abilene
Milling Science and Management Junior
NELSON. STEVE A Junction City
Physical Therapy Junior
ODONNELL. KIRK M McCook. NB
Electrical Engineering Junior
OWENS. STEVEN K Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
PAYNE, MIKEL A Salina
Elementary Education Senior
POMEROY, JERRY 'L Norwich
Physical Therapy Junior
RICE. ROBERT A Concordia
Radio and Television Sophomore
ROBBEN. PAUL J Oakley
Accounting Sophomore
ROESLER, KEITH R Junction City
Agronomy Senior
RUSSELL. ROD A St. John
Pre- Law Sophomore
SHEHI, DENNIS W Westmoreland
Marketing Senior
STEJSKAL, RICKY L Timken
Agricultural Economics Senior
TAGUE, RICK R Cassoday
Chemical Engineering Junior
THOMSON. BRUCE M Dcephavcn, MN
Accounting Sophomore
TUCKER. DENNIS A Wichita
Chemistry Freshman
VANTREASE. BUCK A Olalhe
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
VOORHEES! ROSS L Wichita
Fine Arts Freshman
W EBER. SCOTT D Manhattan
Computer Science Junior
WHITE. GRANT D St. John
Accounting Junior
W HITE, SPENCER T Si. John
Agricultural Engineering Senior
Theta Xis practice backgammon in their house.
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Paul Briggs thinks he has his opponent trapped.
Triangle
ALBRIGHT, JAMES K Shawnee Mission
Electrical Engineering Senior
ANDERSON. KENNETH E Prairie Village
Industrial Engineering . Senior
BAUERBAND, STEPHEN R Junction City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BRIGGS, PAUL N Leaienworth
Mechanical Engineering Senior
CONNER, TIM A Hutchinson
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
DANIELS, WALTER J Gcrmantown, NY
Architecture Junior
DANIELSEN, DONALD P Hiawatha
Electrical Engineering Freshman
DEWYKE, MICHAEL W Cheyenne. WY
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
EHNEN, RUSSELL D Smilhvillc. MO
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
EPPS, ROY D Ulysses
Architectural Engineering Freshman
ESPEY. CHRIS L Augusta
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
FEENEY. BRIAN J Somers, NY
Architecture Junior
FRANKEN, JOHN W Sedalia, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
GONZALEZ, MICHAEL L Mexico, MO
Architectural Engineering Fifth Year Student
GRANEY, JOSEPH S Topeka
Construction Science Senior
HAFFENER, JOE A Alia Vista
Business Administration Graduate Student
HART, LAWRENCE R Holland, Ml
Architecture Fifth Year Student
HICKS, MICHAEL D. Atchison
Electrical Engineering Senior
HIGGS, RICHARD L Topeka
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HURFORD, DANIEL L Overland, MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
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LEWIS. LINTON L Piedmont
Chemical Engineering Freshman
LITTLE. DOUGLAS J ..Wichita
Chemical Engineering Graduate Studcnl
LUCAS. GARY F. Great Bend
Natural Resource Management Senior
LUECKENHOFF, DALE F. Jefferson City, MO
Construction Science Senior
MASTERS, DAVID R Troy
Agricultural Engineering Senior
MASTERS. MICHAEL H Troy
Electrical Engineering Freshman
O'BRIEN, CHARLES E St. Joseph. MO
Construction Science Senior
ORNELAS. BENIGNO J Wichita
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
PETERSON. WILLIAM C Greeley
Mechanical Engineering Junior
RAINES. THOMAS L Wcslwood
Mechanical Engineering Junior
REINECKE. BRYAN W Overland Park
Civil Engineering Sophomore
SAGE, JOSEPH W Augusta
Electrical Engineering Senior
STAUDENMAIER, DANIEL L Troy
Nuclear Engineering Junior
SW1DERSKI. FRANK J Leavenworth
Electrical Engineering Freshman
VISENTIN. PETER J. Wappingers Fall, NY
Architecture Junior
The Triangle house is located on a hill on N. Delaware.
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ADAMI, VIRGINIA L Andoier, MA
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
AMMEL, GEORGIA E Leavenworth
Speech Sophomore
ARTH. JULIANA Oliilhc
Landscape Horlicullurc Freshman
BAILEY, KIMBERLY M Emporia
Sociology Sophomore
BARSTOW, TAMARA K Macksvillc
Medical Technology Junior
BASGALL, MAUREEN Grinncll
Horticulture - Sophomore
BASSFORD, DEBBIE L Harper
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
BATCHELDER, BEVERL\ A Highland
Fine Arts Senior
BELL, SUSAN M Wichita
Life Science Senior
BEXTERMILLER, THERESA M Wenl/villc. MO
Pre-Dcsign Professions Ircshman
BLATTNER, MARY E Ro/cl
Elementary Education Freshman
BOWERSOX. VALERIE J Belleville
Computer Science Freshman
BRAND, JULIE A Topcka
Interior Architecture lunior
BROWN. TINAS Topcka
Early Childhood Education Graduate Student
BRUNTON, JODY A O/awkic
Prc-Forcstry Ircshman
BURGIN, ELIZABETH A Indio. CA
Business (Education Senior
BUSS, GERYL G Linn
Education Sophomore
BUTCHER, KIMBERLY J Cimarron
Accounting Ircshman
CALLAHAN, SANDRA S Lcnexa
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
CAMPBELL, CAROL L Kansas City
Fashion Design lunior
CAMPBELL. LORI J Alloona
General . Freshman
CARLSON. JEANNE L Axlcll
Home Economics Education Sophomore
CASTELLI, CYNTHIA A. ......
, I'apillion, NB
Education Senior
CHRISLER. KAREN L Winl'icld
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
CONNOR. LISA E Overland Park
Interior Architecture Sophomore
COOPER. ALEXIS E Salisbury. N(
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
DAHL. MARC1A E Shawnee
General Freshman
DALSING, REBECCA S Greeley
Accounting
, . Junior
DAUBER. CHERYL D Iclmorc
Early Childhood Education Freshman
DAVILA. NORAH Avila Guaynabo. PR
Pre- Medicine Sophomore
DEGN. KERRI L Mcrriam
General Sophomore
DEGNER. DENISE L Great Bend
Pre-Nursing Freshman
DENNETT, BRENDA L Wichita
Earlv Childhood Education Senior
DILLON, KERRY S Ozawkic
Education lunior
DISTLER. AMANDA Wichita
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
DOLLAR, BRENDA L Overland Park
Retail Floriculture Freshman
DOMN1CK, BRENDA R Harper
Elementary Education Freshman
EGGLESTON. EILEEN M LcRoy
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
EVANS. SANDRA K ... Valley Center
General Freshman
FIELD, PATRICIA A Hutchinson
Social Science Senior
FOOSHEE. MARCIA D Wichita
Accounting Freshman
FOX, MALINDA K Norton
Computer Science lunior
GARFINKLE, JILL A Prairie Village
Biology lunior
GIGSTAD, CHERYL J Nebraska City, NB
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
GRISHAM. SANDRA M Shawnee
Recreation Sophomore
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GRISHAM. SHERRY L Shawnee
Prc-Velerinary Medicine Freshman
HAMILTON, ANDREA R Coffeyville
Home Economics Education Senior
HAND, LEIGH A Tonganoxic
Fine Arts Sophomore
HANSON. SUSAN M Hollon
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HARBER. SHERRY L Lenexa
Elementary Education Senior
HARPER. SANDRA K Prairie Village
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
HECHT, JUDY A Andalc
General Freshman
HENDERSON. PAULA A Almcna
Computer Science Sophomore
HERBERT, SUSAN L Holliston, MA
Marketing Senior
HERRON, MARSHA S Topeka
Home Economics Education Senior
HILDRETH, LONNA D Lcawood
Architecture Freshman
HOELSCHE, DENISE K St. Louis, MO
Interior Architecture Junior
HOLSTEAD. CAROL E Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HORNING, JENNY L Wichita
Consumer Interest Freshman
HUDSON. VICKI L Caldwell
Accounting Junior
HUMMINGBIRD. DARLENE K Arkansas City
Physical Education Sophomore
JENKINS. CYNTHIA J Chanutc
Biology Junior
JOHNSON, LAUREL K Gaithcrsburg. MD
Foods and Nutrition Science Freshman
JONES. KELLY D Lenexa
Consumer Interest Freshman
KALIVODA. KAREN S Agenda
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
KASPER. LORETTA A Wilson
Business Administration Freshman
KELLER, CYNTHIA J Topeka
Consumer Interest Sophomore
KILKENNY. PATRICIA L Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
KILMER. LYNN E Merriam
Special Education Sophomore
KOHMAN. JANINE L Solomon
Pre-Nursing Freshman
Physical plant employees do repair work on the Boyd Hall sign.
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KOLARIK, ELIZABETH J Prairie Village-
Physical Education Freshman
KRASE, BETTY E Milton
Home Economics Education Senior
LANDRUM. REBECCA S Kansas City
Interior Design Junior
LARSEN, JANIECE L Lcawood
Business Administration Freshman
LAUGHLIN, LAURA L Great Bend
Interior Design Junior
LIES. CATHY A Colwich
Special Education Sophomore
LOOM IS, DION A L Topcka
General Freshman
MACKENZIE, SHEILA D Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Freshman
MANN, MARTHA J Independence, MO
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
MARIETTA, KARLA J (.real Bend
Computer Science Senior
MARTIN, CONNIE E Salina
Elementary Education Sophomore
MCALLASTER, DARLENE M Lyons
Economics Senior
MCCOWAN, KAREN S Pretty Prairie
Consumer I merest Sophomore
MCNAUGHTON. ROBIN L Shawnee
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
MCVICKER, TANYA D Abilene
Business Administration Sophomore
MENARD. GLENNA L Clifton
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
MILES, NANCY L LaCrossc
Fashion Design F reshman
MILLER, JOYCE St. Louis, MO
Psychology Senior
MISKOVSKY, ANNA M Glencoe, MO
Home Economics and Journalism Freshman
MORGAN, MARY K Olttthc
General Freshman
MOTT, ANITA C Salina
Elementary Education Senior
MURPHY. MARSHA L Hill City
Fashion Design Freshman
MYERS, CHARDELL Garden City
Medical Technology Senior
NELSON, NANCY L Solomon
Family and Child Development Senior
NELSON, VICKI Y Emporia
Consumer Interest Sophomore
NUTTER, NANCY E Los Alamos, NM
Ceophysics Senior
OLSON. JANET E Randolph
Home Economics Extension Freshman
OWEN, PEGGY L Overland Park
Physical Therapy Sophomore
PAGE, JOANNA L San Rafael, CA
Accounting Freshman
PATTERSON, YVONNE M Prairie Village
Natural Resource Management Senior
PAYNE. CINDY A Valley Center
Pre-Vetcrinary Medicine Freshman
PETERSON. CATHERINE A Greeley
Physical Education Sophomore
PRINCLE, BARBARA J Yates Center
Home Economics Extension Senior
PUGH. STARR G Salina
Physical Education Freshman
RAND. ROCHELLE M Shawnee
Engineering Sophomore
REES, BRONWEN L Emporia
Home Economics Sophomore
REIMER, KALA C Pawnee Rock
Early Childhood Education Senior
RIEDEL, JOANN Salina
Family and Child Development Sophomore
ROBERTS. SUSAN M Pomona
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
ROTH, BRENDA C Green
Horticultural Therapy Senior
RUDEEN, LINDA M. Osage City
Elementary Education Senior
SAWHILL. JUDY L Valley Center
General Freshman
SCHAFFNER, LINDA R St. Louis. MO
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
SCHAUER, DAWN M Jamestown, ND
Psychology Senior
SCHNITTKER. DEA A Peck
Retail Floriculture Freshman
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SCOBY. PATRICIA A Sabclha
General Freshman
SEMPLE, LORI J Overland Park
Interior Design Junior
SEMPLE. JULIE A Overland Park
Elementary Education Freshman
SHAW. DEBBIE A Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SIMES. T. SUZETTE Overland Park
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
SINDERSON. HOLLY Shawnee
Accounting Sophomore
SMITH. DENISE K Wichita
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
SMITH, NANCY L 0<erland Park
Physical Education Senior
SPEER. CAROLE B Clearwater
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
STEELE. DONNA L Soldier
Business Administration Freshman
STEELE. SANDRA K Kansas City
Business Administration Sophomore
STEINBERG, KARLA S Lincoln
Education Sophomore
STRNAD, BENITA Munden
Education Senior
SWICEGOOD, LAURIE J Prairie Village
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
THORNBURG, MARILEE Ottawa
Clothing Retailing Senior
TONNE, RON DA L Assam
General Sophomore
VAN AMBURG. CAROL B Elwood
I ntcrior Design Sophomore
WADE. NANCY L Goddard
Family and Child Development Freshman
WAISNER. JANEL D Overland Park
Education Sophomore
WHEPLEY, SUZANNE E Holden. MA
Clothing Retailing Freshman
WINGERT. DENISE R Emporia
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
Vickie Hudson contemplates the dorm food blues.
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Clovia girls gang up on a member to tickle her.
V / - tU a Al
APPL. CHARLOTTE J Manhallan
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
BAILEY, CYNTHIA J. Sabctha
Horticulture Industry Senior
BASS, LYNDA S Carlton
Home Economics Extension luniur
BELL, PAMELA A Medicine Lodge-
Business Administration Freshman
BROADUS, DIANE K Hutchinson
Home Economics Extension Senior
CHAMBERS, DEBBIE E Wcllsvillc
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
CLUBINE, DEBORAH J Havana
Prc-Vcterinary Medicine Sophomore
COLLINGE, LINDA L Emporia
Education Senior
COOPER, KAREN K St. John
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
COTT, KATHLEEN M Clay Center
Home Economics Sophomore
DICKINSON. CATHY S Gorham
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
DUGAN, JULIE A Alton
Education Junior
EDWARDS, KATHLEEN L Olsburg
General Sophomore
GARTEN, ELLEN L Abilene
Home Economics Education Junior
GARTEN, MARY M Abilene
Physical Therapy Sophomore
GARTRELL, SUSAN K Phillipsburg
Family and Child Development Senior
HAEFNER. LORI D Topcka
Clothing Retailing Junior
HAMM, CAROL S Winfield
Consumer Interest Senior
HARBISON, MELINDA K Paola
Consumer Interest Junior
HEFTY, KARLA A Valley Falls
General Sophomore
HEINIGER, SHARON J Bern
Horticulture Freshman
HEINIGER, SUSAN R Bern
Home Economics Education Senior
HEMKEN, DEBRA A Wichita
Agronomy Senior
HERBERS, LOIS E Hollon
Prc-Dcsign Professions Freshman
HERBERS, SUSAN Holton
Home Economics Education Senior
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HILDEBRAND. CYNTHIA L Topeka
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HISS. DEAN N M Lyons
Home Economics Sophomore
HUFFMAN, KATHV D Beloil
Journalism and Mass Communicalions Senior
HUNEYCUTT, CAROL L Charryvalc
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HUNING, ELIZABETH M Hcpler
Civil Engineering Junior
HUNT, TERI J Osawatoraie
Clothing Retailing Senlor
JACOB, CYNTHIA K Amencus
Family and Child Development Senior
KARTEN, MOREEN L Hollon
Physical Education Junior
KUDRICK, DEE A Mound Valley
Interior Design Junior
LEEBURC, JANE E Reading
Early Childhood Education Senior
LEIS, MERCEDES S Yalcs Ccn
Elemetary Education Junior
LOOP. JEAN M Bcnkelman. NB
Education Junior
MILLER, NANCY C Emporia
Education Junior
NORMAN. WAYNETTE G Wavcrly
Retail Floriculture Freshman
OVERMILLER, KARMA J Bellaire
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
PHELPS, LESLIE A Oakley
Business Administration Freshman
PHILLIPS, ALICE J Valley Falls
Consumer Interest Senior
PHILLIPS. KAY L Valley Falls
Social Work Sophomore
SALES. CHERYL A Valley Falls
Foods and Nutrition Science Junior
SEXTON, LISA A. Abilene
Home Economies Extension Senior
SHOEMAKER, CARLA J Wheeler
Home Economics Freshman
SLATER, KIMBERLY A Smolan
Education Senior
SLOAN. PATTY M Colby
Home Economics Extension Freshman
STALLBAUMER, JEAN A Frankfort
Social Work Junior
STEINLAGE, SUSAN J Corning
Prc-Vcterinary Medicine Sophomore
STRECKER. KATHRYN L Olmil?
Agronomy Junior
TABOR. LARETA M Kansas City
Prc-Velerinary Medicine Freshman
TURNER, DIANA K. Wavcrly
Clothing Retailing Senior
VINING, BECKY A Richmond
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
VOET, MARY K Okcto
Education Junior
VON SOOSTEN, KAY A Girard
Education Junior
WEBBER, PATRICIA L Winficld
Prc-Vcterinary Medicine Freshman
WEYER. MYRA G Ccnlralia
Education Sophomore
WILLIAMS, DEBORAH J Topeka
Agricultural Journalism Senior
WULFKUHLE, LISA Bcrryton
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
S\ 1*11 -<jt _— BP: v
A sleeping bag and snuggly pillow help keep winter chills away.
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Tim Miller and Les Lantz enjoy playing foosbal
AITKEN. DAVE L McPhcrson
General Freshman
AITKEN, JAMES P McPhcrson
Architecture lunior
BAUER. SUZANNE M Wichita
General Freshman
BENNETT, SHARON Salinu
Business Administration freshman
BORCHARD, PAMELA S Wichita
Elementary Education Freshman
BURTON. JIM F Kansas Cil)
Business Administration Sophomore
CHERRY, JOHN S Bethany, OK
Marketing Senior
FLAHERTY, AMY E Prairie Village
Music lunior
FORD. TAWNYA J Shawnee Mission
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
FRESE, MARKUS M Herkimer
Agricultural Economics Freshman
GOETSCH. DAVID L Brewster
Agronomy Freshman
HOPKINS, GEORGE T St. Joseph. MO
Architecture I reshman
KILBOURN. LISA A McGuire Al B, NJ
Physical Therapy Freshman
KLEIN. JOHN L Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
LONG. LARRY W Topeka
Architecture Freshman
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MENDENHALL. LESLIE J Topeka
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MURPHY. TAMRA S Ulysses
Physical Therapy Sophomore
NEALY, EDDIE C Bonner Springs
General Freshman
ORTH. CAROL A Colwich
General Freshman
PAGE. DOUGLAS E Merriam
Computer Science Junior
PRUDHOE. GREGORY A Peoria. IL
Business Administration Freshman
SANTORO, RENE C Mission
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SCHMIDT. LOREN J Canton
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
SCHMITT. MICHAEL L Lakin
Architecture Junior
SPRINGER, JANET E Rockville, MD
Biology Sophomore
STRATMAN. STEVEN M Vienna. MO
Architecture Junior
SUDEKUM. STEVE S St. Louis, MO
Architecture Freshman
VESSAR. TERRY D Cummings
Political Science Freshman
VIESTENZ, DAVID M St. Joseph, MO
Architecture Freshman
WAKEMAN, DEBBIE S Osawatomie
Clothing Rcaliling Junior
WALKER. KENT A Arlington Heights, IL
Business Administration Freshman
WHITEHEAD, KATHY R Wichita
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WICKHAM. WILLIAM W Phillipsburg
Accounting Freshman
YAMAMOTO. MICHAEL F Honolulu, HI
Pre-Velerinary Medicine Freshman V
Lori Coulter worked as a gardener on campus during the summer.
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Winter can make the walk from the dorms lonely.
ABBOTT. DONNA Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
ANDERSON. SUE Garden City
Business Administration luniur
ANDERSON. SUSIE K Overland Park
Sociology
| rcshman
ANDREW, SHARON K Kansas City
General
I rcshman
ANNAN. SYLVIA E (Jnaga
Speech Pathology Sophomore
ANNIS, LISA C Icv,cll
Home Economics Education Junior
ASHBY. TAMARA S Grantvillc
finance I rcshman
BACKMAN. GAYLA L Vermillion
Early Childhood Education I rcshman
BAHR, BONNIE M Olmil/
Family and Child Development Sophomore
BAIROW, SHARON M Wamego
Home Economics Education Sophomore
BAJICH. MIRYANA Kansas ( ny
Physical Therapy I rcshman
BAKER. KIM L Salina
Retail Floriculture I rcshman
BALLOU. LINDA M Dclphos
Farly Childhood Education lunior
BANKS. REBECCA O I.ceomplon
English Junior
BARANCIK. KAREN S . . Shawnee Mission
Consumer Interest I rcshman
BARBER. DEBORAH 1 Overland Park
Industrial Engineering 1 rcshman
BARKL S, PEGGY A sha»ncc Mission
FTementary Education Senior
BARNER. DEBRA L Belle Plainc
Education Sophomore
BARNETT. LINDA J Wichita
Construction Science Senior
BARNETT, SHERYL A Wichita
Biology
I rcshman
BARNOW, SONJA D Topeka
Social Work
, ., I rcshman
BARRETT, CHARLOTTE A. .Clearwater
Education I rcshman
BARTELS, CAROL K Topeka
Elementary Education Sophomore
BASTIAN. LYNN D ColTeyville
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BAUMAN. LEANNE Abilene
Fine Arts Freshman
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BEEBE, ELIZABETH M Olalhc
Elementary Education Freshman
BELETSKY. MARY E Shawnee
Physical Education Sophomore
BELLINGER. MONET L Shawnee Mission
Social Work Junior
BERGKAMP. KATHLEEN D. Valley Center
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
BERGMANN, INGE M Junction Cit>
Medical Technology Senior
BERNICA, SUSAN K Topcka
Interior Design Freshman
BERNING. SUZANNE R Leon
Accounting Freshman
BERRY. DIANA S Minneapolis
Home Economics Freshman
BIASELLA. BEVERLY J Prairie Village
Management Freshman
BICHELMEYER. MARY T Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BILES. JO R Haven
Elementary Education Sophomore
BILLINGS. BARETTA G Valley Falls
Computer Science Freshman
BLAZEK. KIM R Mundcn
Physical Education Freshman
BLISS. VIVIAN B St John
Consumer Interest lunior
BLUSH. SUSAN M Silver Lake
Clothing Retailing Freshman
BOAZ. DONETTA M Topcka
Marketing Sophomore
BOLL. LISA G Si. Francis
Accounting Sophomore
BORGER. JENNIFER R Overland Park
Modern Language Junior
BOSARGE. EVELYN L Topcka
Physical Education Freshman
BOYD. SABRINA A Kansas City
Sociology Graduate Student
BRADLEY. KAREN A Topcka
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
BRECKENRIDGE, JILL L Overland Park
Psychology Sophomore
BREITENBACH. CHERYL A Bclprc
Engineering Freshman
BRINK, SUSAN E Cimarron
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BRUEMMER. CARLA K Prairie Village
Management Junior
BURCH. ANGELA K Towanda
General Freshman
BUSE, C. ANNE lunction City
Architecture Junior
BUTIN. CONSTANCE S Halstead
Horticulture Senior
CAMPBELL. PENNY L Andovcr
Consumer Interest Junior
CARLSON. FAYE J Kinsley
Textile Research Junior
CARLSON. MARLENE G Mulvane
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
CARREL, ANN M Wamego
English Senior
CHASE. ELIZABETH L El Dorado
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CLARK, ANG1E M Paola
Business Administration Freshman
CLOUD. SHARON G Overland Park
Fashion Design Sophomore
CLOWE, DENISE D Topcka
Prc-Nursing Junior
COBLE, EMILY A. . . .' Kansas City-
Education Freshman
COCHRAN, ROBERTA J. Great Bend
Business Administration Sophomore
COCKERILL. JANET L. '. Spalding. NB
Physical Education
,
.
, Sophomore
COHAN. STEPHANIE J. - Hcrington
General Freshman
DAL PORTO. TAMI S Overland Park
Business Administration lunior
DFBO. KATRINA U Independence
General Freshman
DEGARMO. ELISA A Ottawa
Retail Floriculture Freshman
DEGARMO, LISA J Hutchinson
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
DEGRANT. TINA R Clearwater
General Freshman
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DEJESUS, MARILYN A Junction City
Engineering Freshman
DENTON. CHERYL L Atchison
Accounting Freshman
DEPEW, JAYNE E Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
DIETRICH, DEBBIE E Topeka
Elementary Education Freshman
DLABAL. ANGELA D Ellsworth
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
DLABAL. PAMELA S Ellsworth
Agronomy Junior
DOMANN, MARILYN J Heringlon
Home Economics Sophomore
DORSEY, JEANELLE J Gcncsco
Interior Design Junior
DOWNEY, CINDY L Shawnee
Accounting Freshman
DOYLE, TERYL L Clearwater
Engineering Freshman
DRAGASTIN, JOAN \ Kansas City
Marketing Senior
DUNSTON, MELINDA M Edwardsvillc
Business Administration Sophomore
DUPERE, JANETT I Junction City
Business Administration Freshman
ECHEVARRIA, DEBORA V Milford
Pre-Nursing Freshman
EDWARDS, KAREN F Topeka
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
EGGER, DIANE S Overland Park
Interior Design Freshman
EKUM, KIMBERLY N McPherson
Family and Child Development Senior
EVANS, JAN K Lyons
Mathematics Senior
EVANS, SHARI K Newton
General Freshman
FARBER. MARY K Mulvane
Medical Technology Freshman
FERGUSON. CINDY L Overland Park
Family and Child Development Freshman
FINK. DIANA L Phillipsburg
Home Economics Freshman
FINNIGIN, BRENDA M Bealtie
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
FITT, ANNE E Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Freshman
FITZPATR1CK, SALLY A St. Joseph. MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
FLEENOR, BECKY A Topeka
Education Freshman
FOUTCH, ANDREA A Council Bluffs, IA
Accounting Sophomore
FRANKLIN, DEBORAH J Seneca
General Sophomore
GARRISON, REBECCA J Albuquerque, NM
Consumer Interest Freshman
GERSTNER, MARILYN R Frankfort
Sociology Freshman
GILMARTIN. ELIZABETH R Wichita
Agronomy Freshman
GISH. STACEY D Horton
Pre- Dentistry Freshman
GOECKEL. CONNIE L Hanover
Physical Education Sophomore
GOURLAY. MARGARET M Belle Plainc
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
GRADWOHL, KATHLEEN S Rocland Park
Home Economics Freshman
HACHINSKY, ANNETTE C Kansas City
Management Junior
HADDOCK, LAVONNE J Salina
Home Economics Freshman
HAEKER, MICHELLE J St. Joseph, MO
Pre-Medicine Freshman
HALL, VICKI L Shawnee Mission
Accounting Sophomore
HANZL1CEK, KIM R Wichita
Fashion Design Freshman
HART, TERESA J Kansas City
Clothing Retailing Freshman
HARVEY, DEBBIE R Roeland Park
Special Education Senior
HAUFLER, JULIE K Bonner Springs
Business Administration Freshman
HAVEL, NITA L Belleville
Education Senior
HAY, REBECCA A Newton
Education Sophomore
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HAZEN.TERRI L I.cawood
Prc-Velcrinarv Medicine Freshman
HEINZ. KATHLEEN S Overland Park
Accounting Senior
HELLER. MARGARET A Hunter
Elementary Education I rcshman
HENDRICKS. CYNTHIA K Topcka
Horticulture Therapy lunior
HENRY. SUE A Ottawa
Special Education Freshman
HENSLEY. SHERI L
Fine Arts
HERMAN. SONDRA K
Bakery Science and Management
HI(.(,INS, JANE M.
Journalism and Mass Communications
Ov jrland Park
Freshman
Atchison
Sophomore
I ^>u.
Senior
HIYE, PEGGY C Kanului. HI
Business Administration I rcshman
HOBSON, ANN J Hardy. NB
Pre-Nursing I rcshman
H
So
HOBSON. ELAINE D
Horticulture
HODSON. PATRICIA J
Retail Floriculture
HOFFMASTER. LISA B
Industrial Engineering I
HOGUE, HANNAH J Prairi
Natural Resource Management Si:
HOLCOMB, SUZAN G Ilu
Business Administration
rdy. NB
rcshman
Si John
phomorc
Topcka
rcshman
: Village
phomorc
hinson
Senior
HOLLAND. JILL A
History I
HOLLOMAN. VICKY A
Journalism and Mass Communicalions I
HONORS. PATRICIA M Overl;
Clothing Retailing F
HOOTS. REBECCA A
Marketing
HOUSHOLDER. TAMMY S C
General F
111 MPHRF.Y. SALLY A
Business Administration
HUNTSMAN. BRENDA J
I ntcrior Design
HURD. SHERYL K
Social Work
HURLEY. MARCY A
Education
IMEL. MARCTA L
Business Administration
Russell
rcshman
Olathc
rcshman
nd Park
rcshman
Topcka
. Junior
ourtland
rcshman
Newton
phomorc
llalstcad
rcshman
. Lcncua
Junior
Republic
rcshman
Mcrriam
rcshman
INTFEN, SUSAN M Atchison
Elementary Education Sophomore
IVES, MARIANNE Mclouth
Chemistry Senior
JACKSON. SUSAN E Overland Park
Clothing Retailing I rcshman
JACOBSON, MARY T Wamcgo
Business Administration Sophomore
JOHNSON. BECKY J Shawnee Mission
Recreation Sophomore
Cindy Miller strums her guitar near Boyd Hall.
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JOHNSON, DEBBIE S Halstead
Physical Education Senior
JOHNSON, MARY E Gencsco
Business Administration Junior
JONES. JENNY A Topcka
Textile Research Sophomore
JONES, KAREN G Mulvanc
Elementary Education Freshman
JONES, RHONDA J Burton
Home Economics Education Junior
KAUFMAN, LISA D Atchison
Fashion Design Freshman
KIDWELL, CAROL L " Enterprise
Accounting Freshman
KIGHTLINGER. MONA F Hutchinson
Business Administration Freshman
KING, KATHERINE L Shawnee Mission
Fashion Design Sophomore
KING, KATHRYN D Dodge City
Radio and Television Junior
KLUGE, KAREN E Topcka
Accounting Freshman
KOCI, TAMARA L Topcka
Architecture Freshman
KOTOYANTZ, KATHERINA A lunction City
Agronomy Sophomore
KRAFT, KATHRYN L Clover, SC
Home Economics Senior
KRAMP, DIANE R Hllinwood
Fashion Design Junior
LAHAM, ELENA M Wichita
Fashion Design Freshman
LALLY. KELLY Kansas City
General Freshman
LANGHOLZ, JANICE K Wichita
Biochemistry Junior
LENOIR, JANICE R Kansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
LETHERER, DIANE F Aberdeen. SD
Recreation Junior
LINDAU, MARY R Shawnee Mission
Social Work Senior
LINGARD. PEGGY S Topeka
Social Work Junior
LINDGREN, KATHI A Manhattan
Fashion Design Freshman
LINDSAY. SUSAN D Overland Park
Elementary Education Freshman
LIVELY, CHERI Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Freshman
LLOYD, BARBARA J Prairie Village
Accounting Freshman
LOBB, SHARON K Oskaloosa
Engineering Sophomore
LOCKHART. SHIRLEY J lunction City
Social Work Freshman
LOHREY, MARY B LaCrossc
Prc- Medicine Freshman
LONDEEN, LAURA R Ark.invis t in
Sociology Sophomore
LOVE, JEANNIE R Overland Park
Interior Design Sophomore
LUETGERT, AIMEE L Louisberg
Business Administration Senior
LUTZ, BARBARA A Topeka
Interior Design Sophomore
MAH, NANCY S Topcka
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
MAIB, HELEN J Wichita
Architecture Junior
MALINOWSKI, CATHY M Shawnee
General Freshman
MANGOLD, JANE A Overland Park
General Freshman
MANNING, TAMMY R Shawnee
Social Work Sophomore
MASON, TERRI R Sang Base, Ml
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MATZ, MARGARET M Wichita
Engineering Freshman
MAUCK, MELISSA A Topcka
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
MAY, LISA B Peck
Prc-Design Freshman
MAY. SUSAN A
k
Mankato
Home Economics Education Sophomore
MCANTEE, JILL A Topcka
Journalism and Mass Communications
. Freshman
MCBRIDE, ELLEN E Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
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MCCLASKEY. MARY L . Girard
Agricultural Education Freshman
MCCLURE, MARILYN J Ottawa
Home Economics Freshman
MCCONNELL, ALISA A Valley Kails
*
rt
Freshman
MCDONALD. SHERYL L Shawnee Mission
Engineering Freshman
MCEVOY. KATHLEEN H Goddard
Early Childhood Education . Junior
MCFALL, NANCY R. Wichita
Education Senior
MCCRATH. MOLLY K. Overland Park
Marketing Freshman
MCKAY. BETSY A Wichita
Pre-Nursing Junior
MCQUILLAN. JODI L Clearwater
Computer Science > rcshman
MEAD. JAN ICE K Lewis
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
MEADE. JULIA A Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
MEILI. MARSHA A Beverly
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MERILLAT, SUSAN M. Mulvanc
Elementary Education Sophomore
METZGER. ROXANNA J Fredonia
Accounting Sophomore
MILLER. ALLISON E Eureka
Business Administration Freshman
MILLER. LEAH J Overland Park
Computer Science I rcshman
MITTS. HELEN M Bonner Springs
Education Freshman
MLINEK, WENDI E St. Francis
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
MODEER. MARY E St. Joseph, MO
Interior Design Freshman
MONSON, DONNA L Derby
Speech Pathology lunior
MOORE. LISA L luka
Home Economics Education Junior
MORGAN. PENNY S Gocsscl
Retail Floriculture Freshman
MOR1TZ. MARY K Bcloit
General Sophomore
MUELLER. DEBRA L Kingman
Pre- Veterinary Medicine I rcshman
MUMFORD. LYNDA L Overland Park
Mathematics Freshman
MUSE. MARILYN L Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
MYERS. DIANE L Overland Park
Speech Pathology Sophomore
NAVRAT. JULIE A Wichita
Engineering Freshman
NEBLOCK, SHERYL L DeSoto
Education Sophomore
NEUFELD. CHERYL D Andovcr
Foods and Nutrition in Business Freshman
NEUTZLER, G. LYNN Shawnee Mission
Social Work Sophomore
NEEI.LY, BRENDA E Macksville
Home Economics Education Junior
NICHOLS, KELLI D Wichita
Architectural Engineering I rcshman
NICHOLS, PENNY P. F.Ik City
Fashion Design Senior
NIC KLAUS, DEBORAH L (.arden C ity
Industrial Engineering Senior
MCKLAUS. PAMELA J Garden City
Chemical Engineering lunior
NICKS, SUSAN M Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Senior
NOVAK, CINDY L Lost Springs
Horticulture Freshman
NOVOTNY, TERESA A Carter, SD
Pre-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
CONNOR, ANNETTE M Wichita
Elementary Education Freshman
O'CONNOR. MARY P Salina
Accounting Sophomore
OGI I VIE, MARY E Goodland
Marketing Sophomore
OGLEVIE, NANCY L Goodland
Pre- Law Freshman
OLIVER. MICHELLE J Claremont, CA
1 ashion Design Freshman
OLSEN, CHRISTINE C Hardy, NB
Prc-Mcdicinc Freshman
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Members of fourth floor rate guys during dinner.
ORTEN, DEADRE M McDonald
Elementary Education - freshman
OSWALT. ELLEN A Overland Park
Education Sophomore
OWEN, SUSAN E Topcka
Recreation Sophomore
PAPIN, DEBORAH A Lcawood
Clothing Retailing Junior
PARKS, WENDY L O l erland Park
Mechanical Engineering Senior
PASCHAL, MARTHA M Luraj
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
PEDERSEN, LORI J Topcka
Engineering Freshman
PEPPERS. ROBIN L Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
PETERSON, DEBRA D Chiton
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
PETTIBONE. RAIDEL L Kanorado
Engineering Ireshman
PFE1FER, ANNETTE M Victoria
Elementary Education Sophomore
PFOLTNER, KELLY J Prairie Village
General Ireshman
PHARIS, JULIA A Kansas Cil)
Business Administration Ireshman
PHILLIPS. TRUDY R Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
P1HL. NANCY R
. . Salina
Clothing Retailing Freshman
POELL, MARY C Hanover
Physical Therapy Sophomore
POLSON, LISA C Halstead
Clothing Retailing Senior
PORTER. LINDA A.
Home Economics and Journali
PUGH. JANICE B
Foods and Nutrition
PLSCH, CYNTHIA A.
Kansas C ily
m Ireshman
Si Louis. MO
Freshman
\tchison
Accounting Senior
RANDALL. ROBIN R Kansas City
Pre- Dentistry Sophomore
RANDELL, MYRA J Topeka
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
RAUTH. MARY E Atchison
Psychology Ireshman
REDLINGSHAFER. TERESA A Shawnee Mission
Physical Education Sophomore
REED. SHAYLAL Overland Park
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Freshman
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REH. ELAINE M Silll
.
na
Earlj Childhood Education Junior
REILLY. ANNE M r"Pc-k.'
General Freshman
REITZ. JUDY K Medicine lodge
Finance Senior
REMINGTON, ALLECIA L Overland Park
Chemical Engineering I reshman
RI-MPE. MARY A Plainvillc
Early Childhood Education I reshman
REXROAT. JOY L Sp
Pre- Veterinary Medicine
RHODES. KIMBERLEY J
Social Work '
RICHARDSON. MARY A •'
Horticulture '
RITTENHOUSE. LYNN C. Ovcrl;
Pre-Nursing ^ l)
RIZZA, KATHERINE G.
Interior Design
ring Kill
Junior
Shawnee
reshman
eona. IP
reshman
tnd Park
phomorc
Halstead
Senior
ROARK. BECKY K Kiowa
Clothing Retailing I reshman
ROBBEN, JAN M Oakley
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
ROBERTS. DIXIE L. . Hutchinson
Architecture Senior
ROBINSON, POLLY S Overland Park
Chemical Engineering I reshman
ROCK. VICKIE L Salina
Modern Language Sophomore
Overland Park
Sophomore
Hill City
Sophomore
ROKLEDER. CATHY A
Early Childhood Education
ROLLINGS. SHELLEY D
Speech Pathology
ROMBECK. DIANE M Topcka
Business Administration Sophomore
ROLDYBUSH, CHLRI I I dwardsville
Prc-lorcstry I reshman
RLNDLE. SUSAN A. ( la> < enter
Accounting Sophomore
RLSNAK. KATHE M Overland Park
Modern Language Sophomore
SACKHOFF. TAMARA S Hunter
Elementary Education Freshman
SADAUSKAS. PATTY A I.enexa
Marketing " Junior
SANDERS, J. ANN Wichita
Chemical Engineering Freshman
SANDMEYER, LISA C Topcka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SAUNDERS. KIMBFRLY A
Psychology
S( MERER, LISA C.
Art
SCHEUFLER, LISA A
Agricultural Education
SCHLICKAU. SUSAN M
Journalism and Mass Communications
SCHLOTTHAUER, AMY
Home Economics
Bonner Springs
Freshman
Wichita
Senior
Bclprc-
I reshman
Haven
Sophomore
Wichita
lunior
SCHMALE. MARY K
Business Administration
SCHNECK, CHERYL A.
C hcmical Engineering
SCHNEIDER, LEEANN R.
Business Administration
SCHNEWEIS, LINDA L.
Clothing Retailing
SCHULTZ, MARYSE F.
Foods and Nutrition Science
Palmer
I reshman
Earned
I reshman
I lutchinson
Sophomore
Hutchinson
Senior
Overland Park
Freshman
SI IT/. SHARON I Ottawa
Elementary Education Freshman
SEI.LENS, DEMARISE J. lloisinglon
Anthropology Senior
SELVES, WENDY J. , , Overland Park
1 lorticulturc Sophomore
SHELANSKY. LORI H Vmeland. VI
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SHPPARD, KARMEN D Overland Park
Home Economics Freshman
SHIFTON. SUSAN M. Wichita
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
SIIRACK, ELIZABETH A Atchison
Accounting lunior
SIMONI, ELLEN M. Norwood, MA
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
SINOVIC. NANCY A Shawnee Mission
General I reshman
SI I II NAUER. ANNETTE 1 Nortonville
Physical Education Freshman
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SIXTA. MICHELE Kansas City
Business Administration Junior
SKOCH. LISA M Bailcyvillc
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
SMITH. COREE L Tribune
General Freshman
SMITH. CYNTHIA N Salma
Architecture Freshman
SMITH. DEBRA K Salma
General Sophomore
SMITH. KAREN D. ' Shawnee
Special Education lunior
SMITH, STEPHANIE L I.eanood
Special Education Senior
SNIDER. DEBORAH A Osborne
Family and Child Development Sophomore
SNYDER. MARY M Manhattan
Elementary Education Freshman
SPEED, DEBORAH J Shawnee
Management Junior
SPIEGEL, JUDY A I ormoso
Home Economics Education Sophomore
SPIEGEL, LISA A Overland Park
Education Sophomore
STANLEY. ANNA M Minneapolis
Clothing Retailing Freshman
STARR. ELLEN F Passaic, NJ
Dietetics and Institutional Management ... Junior
ST. CLAIR, TRACY L Overland Park
Horticulture Sophomore
STERNS, CATHRYN A Hiawatha
Agricultural Journalism I rcshman
STRAIT, SHERI A Salma
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SUNDGREN. JOLENE L Salma
Speech Pathology Freshman
TALBOTT. TRACI L Halsicad
Elementary Education Freshman
TfcMPLIN. LAURA J Stilwell
Business Administration Freshman
Jan Mead works on a term paper.
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TOUSIGNANT, SUSAN K.
Agricultural Journalism
TRACHSEL. CHARLENE S.
Education
I Icringlon
Freshman
Goodland
Junior
I EBELHART, CHRISTINE A. Oierland Park
Fashion Design Senior
ULSES, KATHYA Overland Park
Special Education Freshman
VAUGHT. CHRISTIANNE Kansas City
Agricultural Economics . Sophomore
VAIIPEL, MARY L Shawnee Mission
Social Work Senior
VENTSAM. LINDA K Lcoli
Home Economics Extension Freshman
VOGT, DIANNE M. Overland Park
Prc-Mcdicine Freshman
WAECHTER, SUSAN M l.cncxa
Accounting lunior
WAGNER, LESLIE A Shawnee Mission
Fashion Design Senior
WALEK, SUE M Ilolton
Social Work lunior
WALSH. RITA D Topcka
Art Sophomore
WALTON. RHONA L llalslcad
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WASINGER. SHARON M Scotl Citj
General E'rcshman
WEBER. DAWNLEE D. . Shawnee Mission
Business Administration E'rcshman
WEBER. MARY R Mcrn.im
Industrial Engineering E'rcshman
WEDEL. MONA G Tampa
Elementary Education Sophomore
WEGER. CATHERINE L. Shawnee Mission
Management lunior
WEISS. SHIRLEY A. Garden Cm
Elementary Education lunior
WELLS, LINDA A Leavenworth
Sociology I reshman
WHITE, CHERYL J. Topcka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
WIAN. COLLEEN J Highlslown. N.I
Horticulture lunior
WILFORD, CYNTHIA R New Canaan, CT
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
WILLIAMS, LISA M Newton
Business Administration Sophomore
WILSON. LAURA A. Overland Park
C lolhing Retailing I reshman
WILSON. ROBIN A |>.,„|,,
Accounting
I ashman
WIRTH, CATHERINE L Lincoln
Early Childhood Education Senior
WISCHROPP, SHERRILL R II Dorado
^ rI E'rcshman
WOLSKI. CHERYL C Kansas City
Clothing Retailing
I reshman
WOOD. JANET R Solomon
Pre-Vclcrinary Medicine
I reshman
YEARGIN. KELLY D lameslown
Business Administration Freshman
YOUNG. CYNTHIA A Lyons
Education Sophomore
YOUNG, TAMARA M Grandview. MO
General Sophomore
ZATEZALO, MERRI D Kansas City
Accounting Freshman
ZEKA. BETTY K Wellington
Recreation Junior
ZOGLEMAN, NANCY G Norwich
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DAVENPORT. SHARON A Kansas City
Fashion Design Junior
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ABERLE, JEANETTE S Troj
Elementary Education Senior
ADAMSON. CHRISTOPHER F . Arkansas Cilj
Chemical Engineering freshman
AHERN, JAMES A Salin.i
Biology Freshman
ALDEN, SHELLEY L Hamilton. MO
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
ALLEN. ARTHUR W Valley Center
Business Administration lunior
ANDRASIK, KATHRYN L Overland Park
Prc-Nursing Sophomore
APPELL, JOICTE E Lca»ood
Elementary Education Senior
ARMSTRONG. KATHLEEN J Kirkwood. MO
Architecture lunior
BABCOCK. WES D .Chapman
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
BAGHERI, HASSAN M Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BARNT, GAIL D Osborne
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
BARRINGTON. TIM A Overland Park
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
BARTEL. KATHLEEN S Hillsboro
Flemcntary Education lunior
BARTLETT. LINDA S Prairie Village
Elementary Education Freshman
BAUCK. RUSSELL B Vassar
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
BAUGHMAN. AUDIE R. Arkansas City
Chemical Engineering I reshm.in
BAUMCHEN. JOHN G .. St. Marys
Pre- Forestry Sophomore
BAYER, DENISE H Prairie Milage
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
BAYER. ROBERT P Cheney
Agricultural Economics Junior
BELFORD. MARK S St. Louis. MO
Architecture Freshman
BENLON. PAUL A Kansas City
Radio and Television I reshman
BERCHAUS, SCOTT A Elkhart
Business Administration Senior
BICHEL. MARK A Parkville. MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
BICHAM, BRENDA J (.real Bend
Family and Child Development Senior
BIRMINGHAM. NOREEN R St. Davenport, IA
Horticulture Freshman
BLASDEL. KAREN D Topcka
Fashion Design Sophomore
BLOCKER, DORINDA L Florissant. MO
Accounting Freshman
BOLAND. LARRY D Wichita
Engineering Freshman
BOLTE. SHERI B Lincoln
Accounting Freshman
BOLTON, BARBARA A Oicrland Park
Sociology Senior
BORUSHESKI, KATHY A Kansas City
Home Economics Junior
BOSKILL, SUSAN K Wamcgo
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
BOSTICK. CYNTHIA M Kauai. Ill
Fashion Design lunior
BOSTICK. JAMES J Kauai. Ill
Architecture Sophomore
BOYLAN. KELLY C Ulysses
Architecture Junior
BRACE, MARK A Wichita
Architecture I iflh Year Student
BRADEN, LEANN Wakefield
fashion Design Freshman
BRAUER, LAURA L MePherson
Home Economics I reshman
BROCKELMAN, JANET L Hollon
Agricultural Economics Junior
BROCKHOFF. LYNNE E Hiawatha
Chemical Engineering freshman
BRYANT. SUSAN L Colby
Business Administration Junior
BUCKLEY. THERESA A Salina
Anthropology Sophomore
BUI.BA, MICAELA Bloomficld. CT
Biology Senior
BURKETT, JERSEY R Junction City
Recreation Freshman
BUTLER. WAYNE A Ulysses
Construction Science Sophomore
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BYARLAY. JEAN A
Education . . . So
CALDWELL. MIKE J
Geology
CAMBRON. JOAN L C-'i
Engineering '
CAMPBELL. RANDY 1 Tu
Business Administration
CARNHAN, CARON L
General
Osborne
phomorc
DcSolo
I unior
>ri"cyvillc
reshman
Lire. CA
lunior
Shawnee
reshman
CHANCE. EILEEN Jacksonvil
Civil Engineering Soph
COMPTON. LEE A I 1 ' 11
Architecture I 'I' 1' Yl-'Jr s "
CONKLIN. CONNIE J Tc
Home Economics
CONLEY, JANICE E
Animal Science and Industry
COX. GLENN A
Milling Science and Management
G>
Ires
Overland
Soph.
.'. II
morc
City
jdent
,peka
unior
psum
hmun
Park
ill ore
CRISS. NANCY L Colby
Education Sophomore
CRIST. LOREN H Lcncxa
Prc-Vcterinary Medicine I reshman
CROUTHERS, CAROLINE K'lcy
General Kreshman
CUBA. LAURA J Riley
Accounting ' reshman
CURLESS. DIANA K. Ileplcr
Pre-Vclcrinary Medicine Freshman
DEPPISH, JULIE H M.llord
Radio and Television lunior
DIDDE, ELAINE M Belleville
Ps>chology Senior
DIEFFENBACHER, SHERYL A Cheney
Business Administration Sophomore
DOLL. DIANE L Omaha, NB
Horticulture I reshman
DUDEK, EVA I Vineland, N.I
Prc-Vcterinary Medicine I reshman
DUENSING. ALAN E Sed.ili.i, MO
Agricultural Economics lunior
DUGGER, DAN J Salina
Accounting lunior
DYKES, TINA M. Paola
Animal Science and Industry I reshman
EGGERS. MICHAEL A Overland Park
Health lunior
ELLIOTT. JANET S Hutchinson
Early Childhood Education Senior
ELLIS, JULIE A. Shawnee
Life Sciences Senior
ENCEL, GLENN R Mcrriam
Electrical Engineering Senior
ENSZ, LISA M Hutchinson
Psychology Senior
EVANS. DAVID D Wellington
Political Science freshman
FALKENBERG, YVONNE R Wellington
Elementary Education Sophomore
Lincoln. MA
.
Sophomore
Leonardvillc
Junior
FEN UN. INGA
Architecture
FORD. ALAN J
Business Administration
FRANKEN. DAVID P F.iston
Milling Science and Management . Graduate Student
KRAZIER, LUCTNDA J Van Meter, IA
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
I RFRKING, GAY J Summcrficld
Home Economics Education Freshman
EROOM, MARIE A Marysville
Education Senior
FULHAGE, SHARI D Hcloit
Business Administration Freshman
FULTON. KEVIN T Loup City, NB
Annual Science and Industry Freshman
GAHAGAN, BRIDGET C Ottawa
Business Administration Freshman
GEIER. D. KAYE Lamed
Elementary Education Junior
GELSINGER, STEVEN M Overland Park
Architecture Junior
GERMANN. DEBBIE S Dwight
Social Work Freshman
GILL. STEPHANIE J Harper
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
GILMAN, KURSTEN Manhattan
Pre- 1 .iv. Sophomore
Gil SI I IDER. JUDITH A. Brunswick. N.I
'* rl Sophomore
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GLATT. ABBY L Abilene
[Elementary Eduealion Junior
GOETZ. CINDY K Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
GOTSCHALL. CI N DIE L Concordia
Genera] Sophomore
GRACE, LYNDA M Topcka
Fine Arts Junior
GRANZOW, CINDY A Herington
Elementary Education Sophomore
GREENLEE, JULIE R Emporia
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
GREGORY, JOAN Osborne
Nuclear Engineering Senior
GREUSEL. DAVID B Kansas City. MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
GRIEB. THOMAS D Olalhc
Physical Education Junior
GRIFFIN. DANIEL J Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
GRINZINGER. GREGORY A Kansas City
Construction Science Junior
GRISSINGER, SUSIE J Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
GUTIERREZ, LISA M Topcka
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
HADLEY. KARMA S Portis
Physical Education Sophomore
HADLEY, KERRI J P""is
Clothing Retailing Freshman
HAFNER. BRADLEY L day Center
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HALL1NG, DALE B. Hays
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
HALSEY, JAMES F Ft. Scott
Architecture Freshman
HARE, MILLICENT M Elk City
Modern Language Junior
HART, ALICE M Walhcna
Business Administration Freshman
HART, CHERYL L Augusta
Marketing Junior
HARTLINE, JUNE C Leawood
Accounting Senior
HAUG, TRINA M Wichita
Pre-Pharmacy Junior
HAURY, DALE R Wichita
Horticulture Sophomore
HAVERFIELD, C. DAWN Russell Springs
General Freshman
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HEALY. MARSHA K McCrackcn
Dietetics and Instilutional Management Junior
HEALY, PAULETTE M McCracken
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
HEIER. SHEILA M Grainfield
Interior Design Freshman
HEIM, MICHAEL J Hoxie
Business Administration Junior
HERMSTEIN. CUY H Council Grove
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HERSHEY, JULIE J Topcka
General Freshman
HETTRICK, JEFF R Madisonville, KY
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
HILL, MARINA L Easton
Elementary Education Sophomore
HOBBS, BRENDA D Manhattan
Interior Design Freshman
HOFFMAN. SHERYL A Paola
General Freshman
HOLLE, DEBRA K Marysvillc
Accounting Freshman
HOLZRICHTER. ELLEN F Burrton
Art Freshman
HOLZRICHTER. LINDA J Burrton
Biology Sophomore
HOOD. KARLA J Lenexa
Engineering Sophomore
HOSKINS. MARJORIE L Hutchinson
Accounting Sophomore
HOTCHKISS, CINDY S Wichita
Horticulture Sophomore
HOWSER, TAMMY L Hoisington
Social Work Sophomore
HUFFAKER. LYN A Emporia
Pre-Vcterinary Medicine Freshman
INMAN, TAMMY J Kansas City
Business Administration Sophomore
J ABBEN, ELEANOR L Independence
Business Administration Sophomore
JASSO. TON1 A Newton
General Freshman
JENAB, JOCELYN C Mission Hills
General Freshman
JENKINS. TERESA I Ottawa
Business Administration Freshman
JINKS. DENISE A Olalhc
Pre-Pharmacy Freshman
JOHNSON. ZELPHA J Haven
Accounting Junior
JONTZ. WILLIAM G Franklin. NC
Architecture « Freshman
JORGENSEN. SHAREE K Manhattan
Music Junior
KALIVODA, CYNTHIA E Clyde
Horticulture Sophomore
KELLER, LAURA L St. Francis
Home Economics Senior
KEN WORTHY. JO A Ransom
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
KEPPLE. JERI A Horton
1 lementarv Fducation lunior
KETRON. J AMIE D Holton
Business Administration Sophomore
KING, ANDREA L Olalhe
Elementary Education Freshman
KIRN, JULIA E Minneapolis
Family and Child Development Junior
KLINE. JONI D Hcrington
Interior Design Freshman
KOHLER. PAMELA G Kansas City
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
KRASNE. JULIE A Lincoln. NB
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
KRIEGSHAUSER. LEE A Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
KUKLINSKI, LEEANNE Minneapolis
Recreation Sophomore
LAMOREAUX. BARBARA R Walcrvillc
General Freshman
LANG, STEPHANIE S Ottawa
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
LANKARD, DUANE A Garnelt
Agriculture Freshman
LATERZA, JUDY A Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
LAW, KARAN J Overland Park
Microbiology Sophomore
LAWSON. E. VANCE Gatcsvillc. TX
Accounting Junior
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LEEBRICK. LANCE O Atwood
Agricultural Engineering Senior
LEVALLEY. JANEL M Manhattan
General Freshman
LEWIS. DIANE L Lawrence
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
LIBBY, PENNY A Marysvillc
Recreation Freshman
LIGHTBODY, MONA L Topcka
General Freshman
LINDHOLM, BARBARA G Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Freshman
LINDHOLM, CINDA M Cheney
Accounting Sophomore
LITTON, WILLIAM R Peabody
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LOHOEFENER, JO E Oberlin
Marketing Junior
LONG, DAVID W Osage City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MANNING, SUSAN A Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MAR. JACK M Wichita
Business Administration Senior
MARKS. JOHN W Grandview. MO
Biochemistry Senior
MARTIN. LISA G ColTcyvillc
Accounting Sophomore
MATHEWS, CHARLES H Salina
Nuclear Engineering Junior
MAVROFRIDES, DEBORAH A Haverhill. MA
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
MAY, CYNTHIA E Shawnee Mission
Early Childhood Education Graduate Student
MCCULLICK, MISSY D Hays
Computer Science Freshman
MCCULLICK. RONDA L Minneapolis
Fashion Design Sophomore
MCELROY. JUDITH A Overland Park
Fashion Design Junior
MCGRATH. MARTHA A Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
MCMLRRAY, LAURA J Hutchinson
Microbiology Senior
MCNAIRY, MICHAEL A Augusta
Engineering .Junior
MCWILLIAMS. LARRY M Sharon Springs
Electrical Engineering Junior
MEIER. LAURI A Topcka
General Freshman
MEINHARDT. ROY L Panico
Construction Science Sophomore
MESH. DAVE P Kansas City
General Freshman
MESH, MARTHA M Kansas City
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
MILLER. CONNIE J Topcka
General Sophomore
MILLER, SUSAN M Enterprise
Pre- Nursing Sophomore
MILLER, THERESA J Frankfort
Business Administration Freshman
MILLER, TINA A Rocland Park
Agriculture Sophomore
MINES, LYNDA L McPhcrson
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
MOLDRUP, KAREN L Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Junior
MONTGOMERY, THERESA L Lincolntille
Radio and Television Senior
MOODY. GAYLA S Hays
Home Economics Freshman
MOORE, ALLEN R Merriam
Architecture Senior
MOORE, MARIBETH Shawnee Mission
Elementary Education .Junior
MORRIS, RAYMOND S Guam
Chemical Engineering Freshman
MURPHY. LINDA Las Vegas, NV
Music Freshman
NEFF, DEBBIE L Tonganoxic
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
NEUFELD, DEANNA K Andover
General Sophomore
NEUFELDT, MIKE D Inman
Agricultural Economics Junior
NEWMAN, KATHY J Winchester
Accounting Freshman
NEWTON, HEIDI M Abilene
General Freshman
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NICHOLS, SONDRA D Salina
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
NICHOLSON, ANITA L Colby
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
NOLAN, RON 1 Wichita
Radio and Television Freshman
NORTON, KATHLEEN M '. Manhattan
Consumer Interest Freshma i
OAKLEAF. LORI A Overland Pare
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
O'BRIEN, KATHY L Mission
General Sophomore
OCHOA. CONNIE Edwardsville
Art Freshman"
OGBORN, LAURINDA L Girard
Speech Pathology Junior
OHMES, ROBERT G Ft. Riley
Anthropology Freshman
OLSEN, DEBORAH E Prairie Village
I nterior Design Freshman
OLSEN, LELAN R Horton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
OLSON, CHRISTINE I Wichita
Marketing Freshman
OLTMAN, VALERIE L Okcto
Education Freshman
ONTKO, SARAH L Wichita
Home Economics Freshman
OSBORNE. MARY E Lawrence
Horticulture Sophomore
PATRICK. DEBRA L Lindsborg
Social Science Junior
PEATE, YVONNE M Ft. Leavenworth
Education Freshman
PEDERSON, JUANELLE K Horlon
Home Economics Education Junior
PERISHO. BRET L Douglass
Accounting Junior
PERKINS, CRAIG F Riley
Business Administration Junior
PERPARAS, MICHELE S . Overland Park
Psychology Freshman
PETERSON, BART A Springfield, MO
Chemical Engineering Freshman
PHILLIPS, MARY K Olathc
Recreation Junior
POTTER, SARAH J Overland Park
General Freshman
POWELL, JULIE A Leavenworth
Physical Education Senior
PRESTON, TAYLOR L lola
Engineering Technology Junior
PROSE, CHER1L Herndon
General Freshman
REARDON, MARY L Lawrence
Accounting Sophomore
RECHNER. DENISE M Topcka
Physical Therapy Junior
REID, BILL A Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Freshman
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REYNOLDS, JULIA K Topeka
Education Freshman
RICHARDSON, JANA R Topeka
Modern Language Junior
RIEDEL, JANET K Hays
Education Sophomore
RISON, KATHY A Sabetha
Accounting Freshman
ROBERTSON, KATHY L Olalhe
Accounting Sophomore
RODRIGUEZ. ROBERTO O Rio Piedras, PR
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
ROETHER, LIZABETH T Junction City
Art Sophomore
ROGERS, WILLIAM Putnam, CT
Agronomy Senior
ROLLHAUS, CHRIS J Arnold, MO
Architecture Freshman
ROMSTAD, TAMMIE L Independence. MO
Physical Education Sophomore
RONEY, REX L Waverly
Agricultural Economics Senior
RUDROW, KATHY A Wichita
Interior Design Junior
RYAN, RAYMOND J Salina
Engineering Technology Freshman
RYAN, ROBERT G Salina
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SACHEN, BARBARA J Kansas City
Accounting Senior
SACKR1DER. JANN R Topeka
Psychology Freshman
SAWYER, DOYLE G Valley Center
Accounting Sophomore
SCH ALLER, CYNTHIA L v Lewis
Chemical Engineering Junior
SCHAUF. MARGARET M Garden Plain
Interior Design Junior
SCHLETZBAUM, ANNE M Atchison
Natural Resource Management Freshman
SCHMIDT. SHERYL I Bennington
Elementary Education Junior
SCHREINER, LAURA E Lamed
Psychology Junior
SCHROEDER, MARY E Liberal
Horticulture Sophomore
SCOTT, JANICE M Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
SCOTT, LINDA F White City
Fashion Design Freshman
SHEEL, SANDRA D Moline
Elementary Education Sophmore
SHIRVAN I, SUZANNE D Iran
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
SHORT, PEGGY S Goodland
Elementary Education Junior
SIGLE, PAMELA E Overland Park
Chemical Science Senior
SILSBY, TADHI L Mankalo
Architectural Engineering Junior
SLIFER, GAYE E Newton
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SMITH. CATHY A Ottawa
Medical Technology Junior
SMITH, CINDY A Olathe
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
SMITH, LISA A Marysville
Social Work Freshman
SMUTZ, STEPHEN W Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
SOOBY, VIRGINIA A Kansas City
Modern Language Sophomore
SPEAR. TERRI R Beloit
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SPIGLER, SHERI L Shawnee
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STAAB. MARY E Valley Falls
Microbiology Junior
STEPHENS, STACY E Topeka
Marketing Freshman
STEWART, PAUL G Springfield, IL
Architecture Freshman
STOCKARD, KATHRYN A Manhattan
Education Sophomore
STORER, TOMI L Abilene
Elementary Education Junior
STROM, LUANN M While City
Elementary Education Junior
STRUNK. BARBARA J Blaine
Elementary Education Sophomore
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STUCKY. DONNA J McPhcrson
General Sophomore
STUCKY. JANICE L Burrlon
General Freshman
STUM, SERENA L Ness City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
STUTTS, JANA A Clarcmcnl. CA
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SUDERMAN, CAROL D Newton
Education Senior
SUITER, LORIE R Mucksvillc
Computer Science Freshman
SUITT. REBECCA F Topcka
Biology Sophomore
SUTTON. JULIE D Topcka
Physical Therapy Sophomore
SWART. LINDA D Oakley
Early Childhood Education Junior
SWEENEY, JANET M Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
TAYLOR. BRENDA S Dodge City
Elementary Education Junior
THOMAS. JACQUELINE K Ludcll
Chemical Engineering Freshman
THOMAS. LORI L San Francisco, CA
Economics Sophomore
THOMAS, LYNN A Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
TIERNEY. PATRICIA A Mission
Biology Sophomore
TREIBER. LINDA M Atchison
Speech Sophomore
TROUTMAN, LORNA K Olathc
Accounting Sophomore
TUCKER, DEANN Hutchinson
Pre- Dentistry Sophomore
TULP. PATRICIA A Prairie Village
Horticulture Freshman
UNRUH. NANCY L Wichita
Family and Child Development Freshman
URBAN, SUSAN Topcka
Education Junior
VAN BEEK. JULIEANN L Clifton -
Business Administration Freshman
VAN METER, NANCY K Lawrence
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
VERBOOM. LINDA L Wichita
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
VIOLA. BARRY J Arkansas City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
VODA. KAREN E Lcawood
Horticulture Therapy Junior
VOELKER. KEVIN J Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
WADE, CYNTHIA S Hays
Home Economics Education Senior
WAGNER. ANITA J Great Bend
Social Work lunior
WAGNER, JENNIFER J Atchison
General Freshman
WAGNER, RICHARD R Atchison
Animal Science and Industry lunior
WAHLE. CHRIS E Junction City
General Freshman
WEAR. JEANETTE A Kansas City
Agriculture Freshman
WEICKERT. MARY K Marysvillc
General Freshman
WERTH. JOSEPH M Atchison
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
WESTCOTT. GERRY D Topcka
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
WHETZEL. JO L Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
WHITE, DAVID A Colby
I ngmcering Sophomore
WILTFONG.CATHRYN L Aurora, NB
Dietetics and Institutional Management lunior
WINKLER, CYNTHIA K Larncd
Speech Pathology Sophomore
WINTERS, LANETTE S Hulchmson
Electrical Engineering Junior
WOOD, KEVIN C
'..lob
Pre-Veterinary Medicine
^Sophomore
ZIEGLER, LEANNE A Grainficld
Gcncrai Freshman
ZOOK. CATHY A Manhattan
Elementary Education Sophomore
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ADAMSON, TERRY J Salina
Management Senior
ADELHARDT, GARY J Zcnda
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
ADMIRE, JOHN D Tulsa, OK
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
AHRENS, TIM F Powhatlan
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
ALEXANDER, STEVEN S Baldwin
Business Administration Freshman
ALLEN, CHARLTON R Belle Plainc
Medical Technology Freshman
ALLISON, BYRON D Baschor
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
ANDERSEN, (,Kr t.UK\ r> Shawnee
Geology Senior
ANDRAOS, EDWARD A Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
ANDREWS. GARY L Salina
Business Administration Freshman
ANNAN, GEORGE R Onaga
Pre-Medicine Freshman
APLEY, MICHAEL D Larned
Pre-Law Freshman
ARNOLD. RICH R Alma
Social Science Sophomore
ATHERLY, RANDALL B Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
ATTEBERRY, DARRELL G Atchison
Business Administration Freshman
BAHR, KURTIS R Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BAHR, SAM A Gridlcy
Agronomy Freshman
BAINTER. DAVID P Oberlin
Electrical Engineering Senior
BALL, BRIAN R Sabetha
Architecture Senior
BALLOU, LARRY K Dclphos
Physical Education Junior
BANION, BRANDYN S Abilene
Business Administration Senior
BANISTER. JEFF Overland Park
Hre-Design Professions Freshman
BARRETT. KIRK R Elgin. IL
Chemical Engineering Freshman
BEIM, MICHAEL K Phillipsburg
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
BEIM. PERRY L Phillipsburg
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
BENSON, BRUCE A Coffcyvillc
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BEOUGHER, TIMOTHY K Bird City
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
BERRY. ZACHARY J Shawnee Mission
Pre-Dentistry Senior
BIEBERLY. MICHAEL J Salina
Accounting Sophomore
BIERLY, KIRK C Lyons
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
BIGGS, STANLEY D Leavenworth
Finance Junior
BISHOP. DAVID D Louisburg
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BLACK, KERRY L Chapman
Civil Engineering Sophomore
BLAKESLEE, KENT G Great Bend
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
BLICK. GERALD J Hutchinson
Engineering Technology Sophomore
BOGUE. RUSS G Hays
Interior Architecture Junior
BOISVERT, CHARLES D Topeka
Engineering Freshman
BOLLIER, RENE P Prairie Village
Prc-Mcdicine Junior
BOUGHTON, KENT W Topeka
Life Science Junior
BOWERSOX, STEWART M Greensburg
Psychology Junior
BOWSER, STEVEN M Mayclla
Agricultural Economics Freshman
BRADLEY, ROBERT L Abilene
Business Administration Junior
BROWN, ALLEN J Topeka
Geography Senior
BROWN, DANIEL K Wichita
Business Administration Senior
BROWN, JOHN D Prairie Village
.A.r£hUcf.tu.rf .....
.
Junior
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BROWN. LARRY A Kingman
Engineering Technology Senior
BROWN, MARK L Cottonwood Falls
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BROWN. PATRICK J Hays
Office Administration Freshman
BRUNS. HENRY R Liberal
Finance Junior
BUCHINSKI. BARRY Pillsficld, MA
Architecture Fifth Year Student
BUHLER, JOHN P Topcka
Psychology ' Freshman
BUNNELL, RUSSELL D Welda
Agricultural Economics Senior
BURGESS, BUZZ Overland Park
General Sophomore
BURMEISTER, WILLIAM A St. Louis, MO
Architecture Senior
BUSH, LARRY L Admire
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BUSSE, DONALD H Goodland
Physical Education Senior
BUTELL, MICHAEL J Lawrence
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
BUTTERFIELD, TIM I Bcloil
Electrical Engineering Freshman
CAIN, LYLE J. Halstead
Electrical Engineering Senior
CAMPBELL, ROBERT E. Butler, NJ
Architecture Fifth Year Student
CARLSON, KENNETH L Topeka
Agronomy Senior
CARLTON, TERRY L Gcnesco
Accounting Sophomore
CASSEY, TODD A Glen Elder
Agricultural Engineering Junior
CASPER, CHARLES J Burlington, NJ
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
CHAEL, DAVID T Kansas City, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
CHALENDER, ROBERT A Ballwin, MO
Education Freshman
CHALFANT, JAMES A Oierland Park
Agricultural Economics Senior
CHARTRAND, ARTHUR J Lcawood
Business Administration Junior
CHRISJOHN, DAVID B Wellsvillc
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Sophomore
CHRISTIANSEN, JOHN M Shawnee
Agricultural Economics lunior
Doug Dutton docs his laundry.
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CLAASSEN. GREGORY D Whitewater
Agricultural Economics Junior
CLEMENT, DANIEL J West Germany
Political Science Senior
COEN. JAMES A Ottawa
Civil Engineering Sophomore
COMPTON. ROBERT T Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering I reshman
CONNOR, JACK W . I.cwisburg, PA
Geography Senior
COOK, JIM R Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
COON ROD. DOUGLAS A. Overland Park
Fine Arts I reshman
COONROD. GREGG R Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
COOPER, BRAD B Minneapolis
Horticulture I reshman
COSTELLO, J. TIMOTHY Hutchinson
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
COUP, DONAVON D McPhcrson
Architecture lunior
CRAIG. MICHAEL I Baldwin
Agriculture I reshman
CRITCHFIELD. GALEN L Moundridgc
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology lunior
CULLOP. JERRY D Sterling
Agriculture Freshman
CULVER. STEPHEN M . . Rocland Park
Special Education Sophomore
CURRALL. STEVEN C Kansas City. MO
Architecture Sophomore
CURRIE. RANDALL S Stockton
Agronomy Iunil,r
DARBY. JOHN R Si. Louis. MO
Architecture I reshman
DAV1LA, GASPAR M Guaynabo. PR
Veterinary Medicine Senior
DAYLOR. STEVEN L. Wamego
Architecture Senior
DECKERT. DAVID E. Salina
Business Administration I reshman
DEDERICK. KENT W Bcrryton
Natural Resource Management Junior
DEMPSEY, DAN A. Manhattan
Pre-Dentistry Senior
DENHOLM, GREGG A Tonganoxie
Agricultural Mechanisation Freshman
DICKSON, DALE K Council Grote
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DIEKER, TIM J Strong City
Architectural Engineering Freshman
DILLE. JAMES R Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology I reshman
DO. HA TUONG liberal
Electrical Engineering Junior
DODDS. DARYL D. Topeka
Civil Engineering Sophomore
DOLECHEK. ROBERT S Claflin
Accounting Sophomore
DONEGAN. MARK E Kansas City. MO
Construction Science Sophomore
DOUGLASS. DAVID S Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
DOWELL. JEFF A Topeka
Horticulture Sophomore
DOWLING, WILLIAM N. Wilson
Electrical Engineering Senior
DRAEMEL. IAN R Salina
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
DRAYER. DARRYL D Overland Park
Nuclear Engineering Junior
DUNN, DUANE M. Richfield
Agricultural Education Senior
DUPREE. KEVIN E Prairie Village
Pre-Vctcnnary Medicine Sophomore
DURLER, KEVIN L Dodge Cit)
Business Administration Freshman
DUSIN, ROBERT C Phillipsburg
Civil Engineering Sophomore
EDER. TOM Topeka
Construction Science ' reshman
EDMONDS, DARYL W Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
EDMONDS, JAMES K Topeka
Education Senior
EDWARDS. BARRY J Overland Park
Industrial Engineering Freshman
EDWARDS. JAMES L lunclion C uy
Construction Science Junior
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EHRHART. MATTHEW R Hollon
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
ELLIOTT. JOEL J rvaloma
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
EMMOT. DAREL N Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ERICKSON, MICHAEL D Shawnee
Horticulture Junior
EVANS. LINK A Lyons
General Sophomore
FAIR, RUSSELL R Solomon
Radio and Television Sophomore
FEIL. ROD D Salina
Management Junior
FIRNHABER, DAVID R Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
FISHER, DARYL D Holton
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
FITZ, AL Derby
Pre-Medicine Freshman
FITZPATRICK. WILLIAM F Leavenworth
Horticulture Senior
FLOERSCH. MATT H Ottawa
Agriculture Freshman
FLOYD. DENNIS A St. Francis
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
FLYNN, RUSSELL P Overland Park
Marketing Junior
FLYNN, TIMOTHY S Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Freshman
FOELSCH, DOUGLAS S Hilton. NY
Architecture Fifth Year Student
FOX, DALE E Norton
Architectural Engineering Freshman
FRANCIS. DENNIS D Independence. MO
Architecture Freshman
FRAZ1ER, BRAD Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
FRIESEN. STAN J Ovcrbrook
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FRY. JACK D Overland Park
Horticulture Freshman
GEISERT, MARTIN J Hope
Agriculture Freshman
GERHARDT, BRIAN L Salina
Mechanical Engineering Junior
GIGSTAD. TODD A Nortonvillc
Agronomy Freshman
GOERING, STEVEN W Arlington
Animal Science and Industry Junior
GOFORTH, TODD A Topeka
Statistics Graduate Student
GOODEN. GREGORY A Salina
Education Sophomore
GREENWOOD, CRAIG A Topeka
Architecture Sophomore
GREGG, STEPHEN L Wichita
Mathematics Senior
GRIDLEY, BRIAN K Bethlehem, PA
Architecture Senior
GRIFFIN. A. JAY Abilene
Agriculture Freshman
GUSTAFSON, JAMES A McPherson
Architecture Freshman
HADDOCK. STAN 1 Salina
Milling Science and Management Junior
HALL, DOUGLAS L Shawnee
Horticulture Sophomore
HALL, KERRY I Wichita
Chemical Science Senior
HAMM, MICHAEL E Wells
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
HAMMILL. CURT Knoxville, IN
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
HAMPEL, JIM A St. Louis, MO
Architecture Junior
HARRIS, CURTIS D McPherson
Electrical Engineering Senior
HART, BRUCE E .'
. . Kansas City
Architectural Engineering Freshman
HASKIN, KEVIN A Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HASLER, FRED L Hutchinson
Architectural Engineering Junior
HAUGH, BRADLEY S
......Topeka
Agricultural Economics Junior
HAXTON. RICK L
....Topeka
Meeting lunior
HEADRICK. RICK A Mullinville
Horticulture junior
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HEINEN. LEON E Huron
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
HEINRICHS. ROMNEY L Hillsboro
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
HENNESS, TIMOTHY C Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Senior
HENNESSEY. STEPHEN B Tecumseh
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
HENRY, TERRY L Ottawa
Dairy Production Senior
HERMES. KENT D Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
HEROLD. KENNETH J Crcvc Cover. MO
Architecture Junior
HILL. BRIAN K Salina
Architectural Engineering Senior
HINEMEYER. ALAN G Overland Park
Management lunior
HINTZ. ALAN E
. Salina
Accounting lunior
HOCH. KEITH E McPhcrson
Engineering Freshman
HOCH. WV ATT A McPherson
Architecture Senior
HODGSON, JAMES R Little River
Engineering Freshman
HOFFMAN. BRIAN G tTallin
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HOFFMAN, WAYNE V Hoisington
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HOFSTRA, NATHAN E Valley Falls
Education Junior
HOLADAY. STEVE E Seneca
Biology Sophomore
HOLMES. TIM L Topcka
Civil Engineering Freshman
HONIG. DONALD M Onaga
Biology Sophomore
HOVER, BRAD A Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Freshman
HOVIS, OSCAR H Roeland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
HUTCHISON. JAY N Great Bend
Civil Engineering Senior
HUTFLES, DAVID J Hcrndon
Labor Relations Junior
IRVIN, DOUG W Gondland
Agronomy Senior
JACKSON, GREG N Salina
Electrical Engineering Freshman
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JAMES, CHARLES T O.erland Park
Architecture Senior
JANKE. BRIAN A Chapman
Prc-Mcdicine l-'rcshman
JANNER, WILLIAM P. Hutchinson
Education Senior
JANSSEN, STANTON J Lorraine
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
JANTZ, MERLE F Wichita
Architecture Fifth Year Student
JAQUES, DICK L Wichita
Recreation Senior
JEPSON.GARYW Topeka
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON. BRADFORD A Mound City
Crop Protection lunior
JOHNSON. JEFF A Lawrence
Prc-Vcierinary Medicine Freshman
JOHNSON. R. SHANNON Fnsign
Engineering Freshman
JOHNSON, WILLIAM H Kansas City, MO
Architecture Junior
JOHNSON. WYNN A Topeka
engineering Technology Junior
KALAIDJIAN. DAVID E Bronx, NY
Engineering Technology Sophomore
KANNARD. KEVIN L. Overland Park
Marketing Freshman
KARNS, BRIAN J Junction City
Milling Science and Management Freshman
KEENEY. MICHAEL R Topek.i
Engineering Technology Sophomore
KELLERMAN. TIMOTHY S Stuttgart
Biology I rcshman
KENNEDY, MARTIN A Hutchinson
History Junior
KESSLER. JOHN C Overland Park
History Sophomore
KIBLINCER, MARK A Neodesha
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KIDWELL, DAVID A Enterprise
Milling Science and Management Senior
KILLION. MICHAEL J Salm.i
Biology Sophomore
KING. WILLIAM K Lewis
Elementary Education Freshman
KIPP.GERALDA lol.i
Agronomy lunior
KIRKLAND, VAUGHN D Dodge City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KLOEFKORN. BRADLEY K Caldwell
Chemical Engineering Freshman
KNIGHT. PHIL A Lyons
Agricultural Economics I rcshman
KNOX. DOUGLAS C Shawnee
Engineering Freshman
KOEGEBOEHN. STEVEN C Council Grove
Engineering I rcshman
KOSTER, BARRY E Cawkcr City
Accounting Freshman
KR/ESINSKI, WALT A. Kansas City
Management Senior
KUHN, JOE Salina
Business Administration Freshman
KURTZ, STEVEN W Burlingamc
Horticulture Freshman
LANG, LYLE E Chapman
Education Sophomore
LANG. RANDAL G Burlingamc
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
I ASIIBROOK, ROY C Falls Church, V A
Education Senior
LATOURELL. DANIEL L Lyons
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
LAUBER. DAVID L Yates Center
Agricultural Education lunior
LAUPPE. GEORGE L Lawrence
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
I I IG 1 1 NOR. D. LANCE (ioddard
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
LEMON, RAY D Parker
Agricultural Economics lunior
LENKNER, ROBERT W.
. Medicine I odgc
Agricultural Economics Freshman
LEWANDOWSKI, RICK J. Salina
Horticulture Senior
LEWIS. JEFF E Salina
< ml I ngmccring Sophomore
I l< Mil NWALTER. BRLK I I Lenora
General Freshman Jrh %?•
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LIEBL. TOM G Dodge City
General Freshman
LINDSAY, A. LUKE Brookville
Agricultural Economics Senior
LIVERS, CURTIS A Hays
Electrical Engineering freshman
LOOP. AMEL K Derby
Business Administration Freshman
LOVE, MICHAEL W Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Freshman
LUGO. JOHNNY lunction fit)
Architectural Engineering Freshman
LUSK, ERIC C. W ichita
Construction Science Senior
LYNCH, GARY L Ashland. NB
Animal Science and Industry Junior
LYNCH, ROBERT A Merriam
\rt Senior
MACK, KELLY E Overland Park
Education Sophomore
MACY. JAY H Minneapolis
General Freshman
MAGEE, MATTHEW K. Shaw nee Mission
Elementary Education Senior
MAGILL. RICKS Olalhc
Business Administration Junior
MANCILLAS. MAX S. Overland Park
Biology Sophomore
MANFREDO, PETER ... Pomplon Lakes, NJ
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
MARSHALL. JEFF A Merriam
Civil Engineering Freshman
MARTIN, BRIAN L Wichita
Geology Freshman
MARTIN, JOHN W. . Indianapolis. IN
Bakery Science and Management lunior
MATHEWSON. JAMES B Topeka
Education Sophomore
MAWHINEY. BRAD W lloisington
Business Administration lunior
MCGAUGHEY, ROBERT J Bcloil
Social Work Senior
MCGEHEE. THOMAS S Ottawa
Engineering Technology Sophomore
MCGRATH. DANIEL J Overland Park
Marketing Junior
MCHENRY. TIMOTHY T Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications I reshman
MEEHAN, MITCH E Solomon
Crop Protection Freshman
MEISENHEIMER, MICHAFI R Kingman
Finance Sophomore
MESKIMEH, DALE Hcrington
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MEYEN, BRETT A Lawrence
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
MICK, PERRY J. Tipton
Electrical Engineering Senior
MIES, MICHAEL A Bonner Springs
Accounting Freshman
MILBURN. BRUCE A Pcnalosa
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MILLER, GERALD M Lcncxa
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MILLER. RAYMOND R Columbia. MO
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
MILLER, WILLIAM E Lisle, II.
Engineering Freshman
MINNIS. MARK D St John
Business Administration Sophomore
MITCHELL. DAVID A I redonia
Statistics Freshman
MITCHELL, TIMOTHY M Frcdonia
Business Administration Sophomore
MOLDRUP. STEVEN W Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
MOORE. CHARLES K Basehor
Agronomy lunior
MOORE, DENNIS H. Wichita
Recreation Senior
MOORE, TROY K Johnson
Electrical Engineering Senior
MORI, MITSUSHI Japan
Industrial Engineering Senior
MULLEN. JOHN H Hutchinson
Accounting Sophomore
MURRILL, DAVID W Humboldt
Accounting Senior
NEELY, THOMAS J Kirkwood. MO
Architectural Engineering Junior
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NEIER, ROBERT I Mullimille
llorticulrure Senior
NORBERG, GLENN D. Lindsborg
Animal Science and Industry Senior
OCHS. GREGORY A Lyons
Engineering I rcshman
OCHS. TERRY L. I vons
Business Administration Senior
OLIVER. CHARLES A Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
ORTH. STEVEN J. Andalc
Electrical Engineering I rcshman
ORTIZ. JOSEPH H Wichita
Prc-Dcsign Professions I rcshman
OSTENBEftG, ROSS M Salm.i
Engineering Freshman
OTT. ALAN R. Kiowa
Animal Science and Industry Senior
OWSLEY. DANIEL J Prairie Village
Architecture Ireshman
PACKER. DOUGLAS S. Mcl.outh
Prc-Vclcnnary Medicine Sophomore
PAGE. ROGER D Rossvillc
Agricultural Education Junior
PARK. MICHAEL G Springfield. MO
Prc-Dcsign Professions Sophomore
PARKIN. STEVEN A Pomona
Natural Resource Management Junior
PARKS. DOUG Overland Park
Prc-Dcsign Professions Sophomore
PATTERSON. BRADLEY L. Stockton
Engineering Sophomore
PATTON, CEDRIC T Kansas City
Pre- Forestry Sophomore
PATTON. DENNIS L Caldwell
Horticulture I rcshman
PAULS. ROD D Newton
Computer Science Ireshman
PENDLETON, JOHN C Lawrence
Animal Science and Industry Senior
PENNER. TIMOTHY M Assaria
Pre-Mcdicine I rcshman
PETERSON, RANDALL D Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
PETERSON. TERRELL L Salina
Accounting Junior
PETRIE. PATRICK D Shawnee
Accounting Junior
PETRO. JAMES J Bethlehem, PA
Architecture I ilth Year Student
PFANNENSTIEL. STEVEN G Norton
Management Junior
PIFER. GREG D Palco
Engineering I rcshman
POLSTON, GORDON E Hope
Education Junior
PORTERFIELD. DOUG R. Poplar Bluff, MO
Architecture I rcshman
PREWITT, WILLIAM C. C larksiille, MO
Animal Science and Industry Senior
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PURCELL, MATT D Pomona
General Sophomore
PUTNAM, JAMES C Manhattan
Architecture Senior
RAILE. TIM R St. Francis
General [ res h man
RAl TH, MARK K Atchison
Management Senior
REDHAIR. RICHARD G Overland Park
Pre-Dcnlistry lunior
REGNIER, BERNIE L Bennington
Agronomy Sophomore
REH, JEFFREY K Salina
Pre- Law Sophomore
RICHARDSON. DALE E Wichita
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
RICKEY, VINCENT W Fairlawn, NJ
Prc-Law Sophomore
ROENIGK, RICHARD A Shawnee Mission
Nuclear Engineering Senior
ROSE. JAMES A Lcncxa
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
RYAN. MICHAEL P Gladstone MO
Construction Science Sophomore
SAMBOL, F. KEVIN Leawood
Veterinary Medicine Senior
SAMPLE, ALLEN K Overland Park
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SCARBROUGH. KIRK D Hiawatha
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SCHAAKE, MARK D Laurence
Agricultural Engineering Senior
SCHAFER, DENNIS S Pretty Prairie
Marketing Sophomore
SCHAUB. RODNEY L Princeton
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SCHMIDT, JERRY W Ada
Agricultural Education Senior
SCHWILLINC, DARREL L. Cottonwood Kails
Landscape Architecture Senior
SCOTT, JEFFREY L Topeka
Engineering Freshman
SEARS, GALEN L Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
SHANKWEILER, LARRY S Allcmown. PA
Architecture Fifth Year Student
SHARP. GERALD D Benedict
Agronomy Sophomore
SHAW, ROBERT K Wichita
Horticulture Freshman
SHIDELER. RANDALL D Topeka
Accounting Junior
SHIDELER, ROBERT J Topeka
Business Administration Senior
SHI MP, JAMES B Topeka
Engineering Sophomore
SIDEBOTTOM, STEVEN N Topeka
Agriculture Sophomore
SILHAN, DAVID P Salina
Accounting Senior
SILKMAN, W. CHUCK Hopewell Junction, NY
Architecture Senior
SKRDLANT. GARY L Norton
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
SMALLEY. EDWARD A St. Francis
Agricultural Engineering lunior
SMITH, DAVID M Oterland Park
Pre-Medicine Senior
SMITH, JERRY D
.
Yates Center
Horticulture Sophomore
SMITH, MARK A Hill City
Management lunior
SMITH, ROBERT J Lcawood
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SMITH, THOMAS M Goodland
Business Administration lunior
SNODCRASS, THOMAS L. Tuscumhia, MO
Architecture Senior
SNYDER, MARK D Sabetha
Architectural Engineering Senior
SOMMERFELD, DAVID L Baschor
Pre-Medicine Freshman
SPADE, STEVEN L Burlingame
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
SPRINKLE. GLENN H Topeka
Engineering Sophomore
STONE, JOHN A Spring Hill
Agronomy Senior
STRODA. NICHOLAS V Hope
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
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STROUTS, BRIAN L Solomon
Bakery Science and Management Junior
STROUTS. DARYL L Solomon
Business Administration Freshman
STUBENHOFER. SCOT J Cottonwood Falls
Pre-Pharmacy Freshman
STUFFLEBEAM, KEN A Republic. MO
Architecture Junior
SLIHR, FRED M Salina
Radio and Television Senior
SULLIVAN. MICHAEL W Overland Park
Pre-Dcnlislry Junior
SUMNER. MARC A Derby
Physical Therapy Freshman
SWEANY. JACK D LaHarpc
Agronomy Junior
TALBOTT. MARK E Halslcad
Engineering Technology Junior
TAYLOR. ROGER L Enterprise
Architecture Freshman
TEAFORD. RICK P Valley Falls
Dairy Production Sophomore
TEDROW. J. MICHAEL Overland Park
Construction Science Junior
TEETER, BRAD W Lyons
Architecture Sophomore
THOMAS, KELLY M Salina
Construction Science Sophomore
THOMEN, ROBERT K Gardner
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
T1ETZE, KEVIN L. . . Topcka
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
TIMMONS, TERRY R Olathe
Agricultural Economics Junior
TOLL, DENNIS J Mexico, MO
Landscape Architecture Senior
TRENDEL, STEVE E Yates (enter
Business Administration Senior
TRUESDELL, JAMES B Englewood, CO
Civil Engineering , Senior
TUBBS. DALLAS H
,
Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Junior
TUCKER, BRIAN E Lyons
Computer Science Freshman
TULLY, JOHN F rishkill, NY
Architecture Senior
TURNER, STANLEY J Wavcrly
Agriculture Freshman
TURNER, WAYNE B. Overland Park
Accounting Senior
TYLER, STEVEN J Concordia
Chemical Engineering Junior
USHER, ALAN H Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
VANDERPLAS, TERRY R Phillipsburg
Civil Engineering Freshman
VANTUYL, ROBERT V Olathe
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
VARNER, DARREN K Lcncxa
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
Fred Suhr listens to his stereo.
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VAlIPEL, GARY R Salina
C rop Proleclion Senior
VAUPEL, RONALD D Salina
Engineering Freshman
VERMILLION. GREGORY L Mullinvillc
Business Administration freshman
V OSS, KURT S Topcka
Biochemistry Senior
VRBAS. ROGER L Si. Francis
Phvsical Education Freshman
WARD. ED L Topcka
Prc-Vclcrinary Medicine Sophomore
WARD. MARK C Dodge City
Agricultural Economics Freshman
WARDEN. DOUG Salina
Prc-Medicine
, . Sophomore
WEBER. LARRY D Dorchester. NB
Agricultural Economics Freshman
WEBSTER, ROBERT E Overland Park
Management Senior
WEGELE, LESLIE B Newton
Prc-Velcnnary Medicine Freshman
WEIDMAN, JOHN H. Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
WEISER, D. ALAN
.....Glade
Agricultural Education Sophomore
WELLS. RON J Wichita
General Freshman
WENGER, ELDRED D Ponhallan
Accounting Senior
WENDT. DOUGLAS E Hope
General Freshman
U ESTERMAN, WILLIAM H. Jefferson City, MO
Architecture Senior
WHEATON. SHELDON T Lyons
Mechanical Engineering
. Junior
WHITFAKER. RANDALL I Topcka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
WHITMER, DAVID E. Goodland
Accounting Freshman
WIENCK, DENNIS A Barnes
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WIENS. JEFFREY R Olalhe
Crop Protection Junior
WILLIAMS. DANNY L
. .Sikeston, MO
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
WILLIAMS. SCOTT C Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Freshman
WILSCHETZ. STEVEN D. St. Louis. MO
Architecture Sophomore
WILSON. BRAD D Goodland
Pre- Veterinary Medicine freshman
WILTZ. PHILIP B Sabctha
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
WINGERT. BART D Wichita
Pre-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
WOLTERS. JOHN C Alwood
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
WONER, CASEY L R oc k
Agronomy Senior
WOOD, BILLY D Mankato
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WOOD. KENNETH W Chapman
Agricultural Economics Junior
WOODALL. DENNIS C Salina
Pre-Medicinc Graduate Student
WORKS. JOHN L Humboldt
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
YOCOM, JOEL A Spring Hill
Chemical Engineering Junior
YOUNG, KEVIN E Salina
Architecture Junior
YOUTSEY. DAVID J Kansas City
Pre-Forcstry Sophomore
ZIEGLER. MARK H Topcka
Geology Graduate Student
ZIMMERMAN. JOHN G Jewell
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
ZIMMERMAN. SCOTT M Gardner
Mechanical Engineering lunior
ZORN, RANDY J Smith Center
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
ZUK, ALAN J Kansas City
Pre-Forestry freshman
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ADAMS. BRENT A .Wichilu
Natural Resource Managcmcnl Sophomore
ALBRECHT. DOUGLAS A. . I indsborg
Prc-Vclcrinary Medicine I rcshman
AMSLER. KARL E. Sl ' •>"'•'>. MO
Architecture Sophomore
ANDERSON. LYNN D .
.
Oberlin
Business Adminislralion Sophomore
ANDERSON. ROBERT K. Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
ARGO. BRENT H Lexington. MO
Architecture Sophomore
ARNOLD, DAVID D Earned
Electrical Engineering Junior
ARNOLD. JEFFERY L Windom
Electrical Engineering Freshman
ASBURY, LONALD K Moberly, MO
Architectural Engineering Senior
ASHTON. ROBERT W Larned
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
ATHERTON. DAVID W Roeland Park
General Freshman
AYERS. THOMAS M Dodge City
Agronomy Junior
BAALMAN. KEVIN Oakley
Pre-Vcterinary Medicine Freshman
BAILEY, GARY M Oicrland Park
Electrical Engineering Senior
BARTKOSKE. MICHAEL E Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
BAYS. BRENT R Moberly. MO
Architecture Freshman
BEAHM. BRUCE St. Joseph. MO
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
BECKER, JOSEPH C Clearwater
Agronomy Senior
BELIN. KELVIN W Green
Engineering Junior
BENNETT, GREGORY L Stockton
Business Administration Freshman
BENTEMAN. GARY D Clifton
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BERRY, M.C St. Ann. MO
Architecture Senior
BERRY. MICHAEL W Kansas City
Civil Engineering Junior
BEVERLY. STEVEN A Kansas City
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
BINGHAM. ROBERT J West Islip, NY
Architecture Freshman
BLISS, DAN E St John
Finance Freshman
BOEH. JAMES M Troy
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BON D. JOH N A Herington
Pre- Forestry
,
Sophomore
BOWERS. JOSEPH J Burrlon
Physical Education Freshman
BOWERS, JOSEPH P Eskridgc
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
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BOYD. STEVEN P Si. Louis, MO
Architecture Sophomore
BRAND. JIM G Valley Center
Agriculture Freshman
BRENEMAN, SCOTT Parsons
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
BROYLES. ROBERT B Overland Park
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
Bl RDGE, BRENT A Goddard
Chemical Engineering Senior
CARRA, JEFFREY B Niola/e
Industrial Engineering Freshman
CATER, JOHN M Topeka
Civil Engineering Senior
CATER. STEVEN G Topeka
Chemical Engineering Freshman
CLARK. SPENCER L Newton
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
CLARK. THIMOTHY J Salina
Pre-Dcsign Professions Freshman
CLEWELL. ROBERT L Wellington
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
C LOWERS. CHRISTIAN J Earned
Chemical Engineering Freshman
COMBS. RAIMUND M lunction City
Natural Resource Management Freshman
COOKE. W ANDREW Elkhart
Engineering Technology lumor
COSTELLO. MICHAEL C. St. Louis. MO
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
CRAMER. KURTIS C. Glasco
Humanities Freshman
CUNNINGHAM. MARK W Roeland Park
Prc-Vclcrinary Medicine Freshman
CLRBOW. DAVID W. Hillings MO
Prc-Dcsign Professions . Junior
DIEDRICH. PETER H. North Tonowanda, NY
Construction Science Senior
DOMINGLIEZ. GARY P Wichila
Architectural Engineering
, Junior
DOW, SEAN B Topeka
Pre-Vclcrinary Medicine Freshman
DUETHMAN, TERRY E Paola
Pre- Veterinary Medicine . Junior
Dl KE, JAMES A C offeyiille
Business Education Senior
1)1 RANT, LARRY W W ellington
Accounting Senior
EBTEKAR. MOHAMMAD Kansas City. MO
Civil Engineering Junior
FDIGER. JEFFERY L MePhcrson
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
EDWARDS. BRIAN C Bison
Geology Sophomore
EHRLICH, BENJAMIN Great Bend
Geography Senior
EHRLICH, MELVIN R Russell
Electrical Engineering Senior
ELDER. LEE E Seneca
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
ELLIOTT, WILLIAM R AltaVista
Art Freshman
ENGELSMAN. RODNEY D Prairie View
Engineering Freshman
ERWIN, KEVIN L Shawnee
Management Senior
ESCHELBACH. DONALD O. .St. Louis. MO
Construction Science Sophomore
FEAGAN, DALE R St. Louis. MO
Architecture Freshman
FELDMANN, THOMAS S Overland Park
Pre- Medicine Freshman
FIELDER. MARK W Dwighl
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
FINDLEY. GERALD K Shawnee Mission
Chemical Engineering lunior
FISHER. DONALD K Elkhart
Chemical Engineering Freshman
FLICKNER. MYRON D Moundndgc
Electrical Engineering Junior
FOWLER. KENNETH R Emporia
Business Administration Sophomore
FRANZEN. MARK E Shawnee Mission
Architecture Sophomore
GALBRAITH, JOEL W Walhcna
Prc-Dcsign Professions Freshman
GALLOWAY. MICHAEL L Pittsburg
Architecture Sophomore
GARRETT, ROY W Clay Center
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology lunior
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GEHRKE. STEVE H Brookings. SD
Chemical Engineering Junior
GFELLER, DOUG L ..Topcka
Architectural Engineering ' rcshman
GIBSON. CHARLES R Kansas City. MO
Architectural Engineering Kreshman
GONZALEZ. EDGGY Rio Picdras. PR
Biology Junior
.Elkhart
Junior
GORE. REX W
Agricultural Economic
GRAY, LATHAM B. Bethlehem. PA
Architecture Senior
GREEN, DANIEL J Emporia
Mechanical Engineering Senior
GREEN. JOHN D Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
GREEN. VICTOR I Overland Park
General Kreshman
GREENE. JEFFREY A Wichita
Architecture Sophomore
GRIFFIN, JAMES D Abilene
Economics Junior
H AGLUND. GARY R Raylown, MO
Electrical Engineering
HANNA. DOUGLAS A
Computer Science
HARDER, KENT E
Agricultural Engineering
HARPER, SKYLER W Hi
Architecture
Senior
Leavenworth
Sophomore
Minneapolis
I rcshman
oomficld. CO
Sophomore
HARRIS. F. GREGG Lc.iv.ood
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
HAVERKAMP, DENNIS J Seneca
Horticulture lunior
HAWKINS. GREGORY R Cimarron
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
HAYSE, DEAN A Grccnsburg
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HAZEN, RYAN D Ottawa
Architecture Freshman
HEAVNER, ETAVID A Kansas City
Pre- Dentistry Sophomore
HEINECKE. PHILIP N Abilene
Prc-Dentistry Freshman
HEINRICH. MARK J York, PA
Milling Science and Management Freshman
HEINTZELMAN, MIKE R Leavenworth
Milling Science and Management Freshman
HEISE, GARY L Hiawatha
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
HELMLE. CURT R Johnson
Agronomy Sophomore
HENDERSON, JOE R Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
HENNE, GREGORY M Roxbury
Accounting Junior
HENNES, GREG E Alia Vista
General Freshman
HERMES, DALE A Ml Hope
Architecture Sophomore
HERN. SCOTT E. 1 Topcka
History Freshman
HERRMANN, CHARLES E Offerle
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HESHER. TODD M Kansas City, MO
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
HIATT. GEORGE D Phillipsburg
Architectural Engineering Freshman
HICKS, GLEN W Bennington
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HIEGER, STEVEN R Andalc
Chemical Engineering
. : Junior
HILDERMAN, HARRY H Topcka
Agriculture Freshman
HILLMAN, CURTIS L Wakccncy
Computer Science Sophomore
HIMES. BILLY L Kansas City
N uclcar Engineering Sophomore
HOLDEN. STEVE C St. Louis, MO
Architecture Sophomore
HOOBLER. VERNON J Topcka
Accounting Sophomore
HOPE, MICHAEL L Leavenworth
Prc-Forcslry Freshman
HORTON, KENNETH A Wilbraham, MA
Agricultural Economics Senior
INGLE, DAVID A Topcka
Engineering Freshman
INGLE. MARK R Topcka
Animal Science and Industry
,
Sophomore
^£ jsgS^W
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Agronomy Sophomore
JELINEK. JEFF R Bluff City
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
JENNINGS. MATT S St. Louis. MO
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
JOHNSON. BRAD S Sahna
Business Administration Freshman
JOHNSON. REX E Beallic
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JUSTVIG, HARRY W Mission
Business Administration Freshman
KALIVODA, KENT W. Agenda
Agronomy Senior
KAMLA. FREDERICK H Bird City
Business Administration Freshman
KANDT. KEVIN F Hcringlon
Civil Engineering Freshman
KEATING, RICK A Liberal
Business Administration Senior
KENNEDY. ROBERT G Frankfort
Recreation Junior
KIM, JAY S Stafford
Electrical Engineering Senior
KIMURA. STEPHEN H Leawood
Biology Sophomore
KITE. RONALD A Lyons
Business Administration Graduate Student
KNIFFIN, MIKE B Lenexa
Electrical Engineering Senior
KOPPES, STEVEN N. Manhattan
Anthropology Senior
KREUTZER. PAUL D Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Junior
KROH. FRANKLIN O Hiawatha
Chemical Engineering Freshman
KRUSE. DWIGHT A Fairvicw
Agricultural Economics Freshman
KUHLMANN, KURT W St. Louis. MO
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
KULICH, STEVE J Syhan (,ro»e
Education Senior
LAKE. BRIAN E Rocland Park
Horticulture Junior
LAYNG. MARK G Pittsburg
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
LEGLEITER. RICK L Hays
Nuclear Engineering Junior
LEHMAN. DAVID E Abilene
Agronomy Freshman
LEWMAN, DAVID L St Joseph. MO
Milling Science and Management Junior
LIENEMANN. JOSEPH M Herkimer
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
LIPPMAN. JOHN K Leavenworth
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Junior
LISTER. RONALD L Rossville
Landscape Architecture Junior
LOLLAR, MICHAEL D Topeka
I abor Relations Senior
LORTON. ROBERT M Alamosa. CO
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
MACK. LANNIE D Audi
Agronomy Freshman
MASON. KELLY C Kingman
Accounting Sophomore
MATZEDER. MARK A Lansing
Agriculture Freshman
MCANARNEY, DANIEL K luka
Electrical Engineering Senior
MCCLANNAHAN. RANDY L LaCygnc
Engineering Technology Sophomore
MCIRVIN, MICHAEL D. Valley Center
Horticulture Senior
MCKOWN. CHARLES R Great Bend
Computer Science Freshman
MCNEIL. KEVIN D Clifton
Chemical Engineering Freshman
MCQUEEN. EDWARD V Stockton
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
MCWHIRTER. JOHN D Dighton
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
MEIER. GREGORY S Topeka
Agronomy Freshman
MERRILL, ROBERT W Mission
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MESSNER, ROGER L Anthony
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
METZINGER. RONALD W Caldwell
General Junior
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MEYER. DOUGLAS B
Agricultural Economics
MOELLER. BRENT A Bonner
Mechanical Engineering r
MOHR, WILLIAM F
Journalism and Mass Communicalions
MOORE. JOHN W Phi
Industrial Engineering . . . . I-
MULL, STEVEN D Bcthe
Architectural Engineering 1
Olat he
rcshman
Springs
res h man
Topeka
Senior
llipsburg
rcshman
,d.i. MD
rcshman
MULLINS, BARTON D Enid, OK
Geography Senior
MUMMA. DAN Alamoui
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
MURPHEY. KENNETH E Cimarron
Civil Engineering Junior
NADEN, TIMOTHY E Salina
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
NEEDLE, WILLIAM B Cape Girardeau. MO
Architecture I rcshman
NICHOL. ALBERT L Unci
Engineering i rcshman
NIEMANN, CHRISTOPHER 1 Thornton. I
L
Construction Science Junior
NOLL, BYRON E Ransom
Electrical Engineering Senior
NUTT, STEPHEN A Lamar. MO
Architecture Kreshman
OCHS. STEVE L Lyons
Electrical Engineering Junior
OHL, DALE R Conway Springs
Business Administration I rcshman
OLSON, ALLEN E Axlcll
Agricultural Mechanization I rcshman
OLSON, ERIC J Garfield
Bakery Science and Management Junior
OPLAND, MARK L Newton
Mechanical Engineering I rcshman
O'REILLY, DAVE W Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
OWSLEY, MARTIN J Prairie Village
Education Junior
PARKS, STANLEY M (.arden C ity
Architecture Senior
PATRICK. MIKE D l.indsborg
Prc-Velerinary Medicine Freshman
PAXTON, KARL D Clinton, MO
C omputer Science Senior
PEREZ, REINALDO Arccibo. PR
Prc-Velerinary Medicine Junior
PETERSON. CLIFFORD D Chcrryvalc
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology lunior
PEZZA. MICHAEL A Johnston, KM
Pre- Law Sophomore
PHILLIPS, DENNIS G Lyons
Prc-Mcdicinc Junior
PHILLIPS, MARK D Abilene
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
POLAND, SCOTT M Clyde-
Finance Sophomore
POSEY, TATE D It, Riley
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine freshman
POST. DAVID B St. Louis. MO
Architecture ' Freshman
POTTS. JOE D fancy
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology
, . . Junior
PROWELL. STEVEN W Council Grove
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
PRUITT, FREDT Overland Park
Landscape Architecture Sophomore
RAINE, MICHAEL A Wamcgo
Agricultural Education Sophomore
RAPP, CURT McPhcrson
Nuclear Engineering Junior
REECE. MARK W Haysvillc
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
REED, THOMAS B Gardner
Electrical Engineering Senior
REILLY. JAMES M
.Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
RELIHAN, KERRY S Chapman
Horticulture lunior
RICHARDS. DAVID W Gridlcy
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
RIEBE, DELBERT G Ciirard
Electrical Engineering Senior
RIPPER. STEVEN F Topeka
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
ROBERTS. CHARLES E Council Grove
Journalism and Mass Communications
. freshman
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ROBERTS, MICHAEL E Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
ROBINSON. RICHARD A Brewster
General Freshman
ROGENMOSER, WILLIAM M Topcka
Biology Freshman
ROUSH, JOHN E Kansas City
Chemical Engineering Freshman
RYMPH. ALAN D Beloit
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SANDERS. DOUGLAS S Leavenworth
Agriculture Freshman
SARGENT, DA VID B Leawood
Electrical Engineering Senior
SCHMALE. FRANK W Garden C.ty
Business Administration Freshman
SCHMIDT, DICK L Bennington
Accounting Senior
SCHOOLCRAFT. CHRISTOPHER J Newton
Engineering Freshman
SEBA, RODNEY R Lamed
Business Administration Graduate Student
SEERS. RANDY L Shawnee
Engineering Freshman
SEITZ. RICHARD L Topcka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SELBY. M. RUSSELL Colby
Finance Sophomore
SEYMOUR. ROGER A Manhattan
Computer Science Sophomore
SHORT, BRIAN C Topeka
Management Senior
SHUSTER, LEROY E Tribune
Agronomy Sophomore
SIBLE. VANCE G Ottawa
Management Freshman
SKIDMORE. KEITH V Ottawa
Engineering Freshman
SMISCHNY, RANDALL A Ellsworth
Electrical Engineering Senior
SMITH. MICHAEL J Emporia
Prc-Vcterinary Medicine Freshman
SMITH. RONALD J Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Freshman
SMITH. TIM J Ottawa
Accounting Freshman
SMUTZ. RONALD W Overland Park
Geology Sophomore
SNIDER. GLEN E Abilene
Agricultural Economics Junior
SOPER. STEVEN D Rushvillc. MO
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
SPARE. MERLYN A St. John
Agricultural Education Junior
SPEED, DANIEL E Shawnee
Mechanical Engineering Senior
STANLEY. H. ALBERT Wellsvillc
Electrical Engineering Freshman
STEIL, BRADFORD D. Overland Park
Accounting ". Senior
STEINHAUS. STEVEN E Lincoln
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
STERRETT, W. ROSS Poplar Bluff, MO
Pre-Design Professions Senior
STEUBER. GARY D McPhcrson
Mechanical Engineering Junior
STEWART, MICHAEL L Richmond
Mechanical Engineering Junior
STILES. KEITH M Spring Hill
Natural Resource Management Freshman
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STILWELL. JAMES F Mcrriam
Electrical Engineering Freshman
STRECKER. LARRY M Spcarvillc
Engineering lunior
STROM. DANIEL L While City
Eleclrical Engineering Freshman
STROM, STEPHEN E White C ity
Eleclrical Engineering Senior
SUDERMAN, ARLAN J Newion
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SUPPES, CLARENCE D Otis
Eleclrical Engineering Senior
TATDM, DAVID J Poplar Bluff. MO
Architectural Engineering Senior
TAYLOR, KEVIN L Wcllsvilic
Journalism and Mass Communications I rcshman
TETERUD, MARK A Des Moines, I
A
Prc-Dcsign Professions freshman
THARP, MICHAEL P Overland Park
General Freshman
THOMAS, MARVIN L Ft. Leavenworth
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
TOLLEFSON. DANIEL L. . Hiawatha
Electrical Engineering Freshman
TORRES, JUAN S Mayague?. PR
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Junior
TRUPKA, DENNIS J Ellisville, MO
Architecture Senior
TUSH, MICHAEL G Kansas City
Computer Science lunior
UTTERBACK. DALE A Kansas C it\
Electrical Engineering Junior
VANBEBBER, MARVIN E Mission
Electrical Engineering Senior
VANDORN, BRIAN S Vlicls
Engineering Sophomore
VAN DYNE, MARK A Salina
Business Administration Senior
VIETS. BRUCE E Overland Park
Electrical Engineering freshman
VITTETOE, MARK E Kirksvillc. MO
Music Freshman
WALAHOSKI, TOM J Mission
Accounting freshman
WALKER, KIM A Ft. Worlh. TX
Family and Child Development Junior
WALKER, RICHARD R lunction City
Accounting Sophomore
WAR A, JEFFREY D Fast Moline, II
Mechanical Engineering lunior
WAREHAM, LARRY D Kansas City, MO
Construction Science Senior
WATSON, RANDAL G Pekin. II
Prc-Forestry Junior
WELLINGTON, RONALD D Oswego
Fine Arts Senior
WELLS, EDDIE R Washington
Physical Education - Freshman
WHEELER, CRAIG A flolcomb
Agricultural Economics Senior
WHITEHAIR, GREG J Abilene
Agriculture
.
t
freshman
WIDELL. MARK R Tampa. FL
Management Junior
WIECHMAN, RANDELL J Barnes
Engineering Technology Senior
WILLIAMS, BILLY C Topcka
Family and Child Development Senior
WILLIAMS, DANNY D Washington
General freshman
WILSON, TED M Kimball. NB
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Sophomore
WHITE. JAMES W Oxford
Mus 'c freshman
WOERNER. STEVE C Rochester, NY
Bakery Science and Management Freshman
WOLGAST, GREGG A Alta Vista
Education Sophomore
WOODWARD, JEFFREY L Louisburg
Marketing Sophomore
WRIGHT. DANIEL P Tccumseh
Agriculture Sophomore
YONKERS, ROBERT D Greendell, NJ
Dairy Production Senior
ZEY. STEPHEN A Abilene
Milling Science and Management freshman
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ABRAH AMSON. KRISTEN A Overland Park
Landscape Horticulture Junior
ADAMS, DAVID H Hoxie
Accounting Senior
AESCHLIMAN, ROGER T Topcka
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
AITKER. MARK W Wichita
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ALLISON, DAVID N Kansas City
Accounting Senior
ALTENHOFEN. MARILYN K Goff
Physical Therapy Junior
ANDERSON. KIMBERLY A While City
Clothing Retailing Freshman
ANDERSON. LARRY D Washington
Business Education Sophomore
ANDREW, DEAN R Des Moines. I
A
Geography Senior
ANDREWS. PHILLIS C Joplin. MO
Recreation Junior
ARNOLDY, ANTON Tipton
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
ARNOLDY. STEVEN Tipton
Education Sophomore
AVITIA. DAN J Mission
Architecture Freshman
BACH. REX C Jctmorc
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BARBER. MARK D Wakccney
Pre-Medicine Junior
BAUER. STEVEN L Kansas City. MO
Prc-Design Professions - Freshman
BELL. VICTORIA M Pcnnsdukcl. NJ
Agricultural Education Sophomore
BERRY. THOMAS D Goddard
Pre-Dentistry Junior
BLOOM. TOM L Kismet
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BLUME. BETH E Sublette
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
BOGUSKI. MARK J Overland Park
Agricultural Engineering Junior
BOOCK. DAVA M Sterling
Special Education Junior
BOWDISH. LORI L Shawnee
Business Administration Sophomore
BRADBURY. WALTER J Winficld
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
BRAMMER. VICKIE L Topcka
General Sophomore
BRANDT. KARA D Kansas City
Clothing Retailing Freshman
BREEDLOVE, LOREN R Kansas C ity
Landscape Horticulture Senior
BROSE, CINDY S Liberal
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BROWN. CRAIG E Topcka
History Freshman
BROWN. LUTHER C Anthony
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BROWN, SHERRY L Coon Rapids. MN
Architectural Engineering Freshman
BRUNER. JOHNNIE D Salina
Pre-Veterinary Medicine lunior
BRUNNERT. CHUCK W Topcka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BRYAN. KENT E Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
BUNCK, DENNIS J Topeka
Agricultural Economics Senior
BURDGE. TODD C Goddard
Pre-Dentistry lunior
BURNS. SHAWN W Valley Falls
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CAIRNS, MELVIN R Carbondale
Microbiology Senior
CAMERON, SHARI L Hill City
Engineering Freshman
CAMERON. TERRY K Hill City
Civil Engineering Sophomore
CAMPBELL. KELLY D Clay Center
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
CHARLES, ALAN J Mound City
Engineering Technology Junior
CLARK. BRUCE V Preston
Animal Science and Industry lunior
CLOUGHLEY, PATRICIA A Wcslwood
Prc-Forestry Freshman
CODY, MAC A El Dorado
Electrical Engineering ' Senior
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COLEMAN, DANIEL E. Prairie Village
Management Senior
COLQUHOUN, BRIAN F. Morristown, NJ
Biology Senior
CONRAD. THOMAS M Osawalomic
Business Administralion
. , .
.
lunior
COUCHMAN. JOHN S Garfield
Engineering lunior
COUTURE. CHERI J Abilene
Business Education Sophomore
CRAGER. CATHY J Si Paul
Accounting Freshman
DANIELS. MARGIE Kavlcsla
Business Administration
I rcshmun
DAVIES. PAMELA K Osage City
Elementary Education
I rcshman
DAVIS. KENT A Overland Park
Business Administration . Freshman
DAVIS. LORI J ... Manhattan
Agriculture
I rcshman
DICKERHOOF. RANDAI O Chanute
Computer Science Sophomore
DIMMIG, BRUCE D. Wappingers I all. NY
Architecture Fifth Year Student
DOW. KEVIN V Tl)pckj
Mechanical Engineering
. lunior
ELLIS. DAVID W Chcrryvalc
Finance i
ELMER, PAMELA L. .'.'.'.'.'.' Wrighisiown Nl
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
FLBANKS, MAUREEN M. Kansas City
Medical Technology Freshman
FALLS. MARK T Ottawa
Geology
l uni „ r
FAY. PHILIP A Topcka
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
FINCH. CHRISTOPHER J Kirkwood
Mechanical Engineering lunior
FISCHER. DAVID J DcsPlaines.il.
Architecture Freshman
FOI.SOM. BLAINE M Stockton
General Freshman
FRANCIS. BRADLEY J Liberal
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
FRANKE. ROBERT K Mernim
Chemical Engineering
I rcshman
FRANKLIN. KAREN E Haslon
Fashion Design Freshman
FRIESEN, RANDALL M Garden City
Agricultural Engineering
.lunior
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FUELLBIER. RALPH F Ronkonkoma. NY
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
GARRETT, JOHN K Overland Park
Nuclear Engineering Senior
GARTEN, CARY F Abilene
Bakery Science and Management Senior
GEORGE, JOHN W Lcbcnon
Agricultural Economics Junior
G1ESE, JOHN P Leavenworth
Physics Freshman
G1LLMORE, BRYAN H Moundridgc
Computer Science Sophomore
GORDON. LINDA G Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
GRABER, RONALD W Pretty Prairie
Agricultural Economics Freshman
GREEN, ROBERT E. Watcrvillc
Agricultural Education Sophomore
GRIFFIN. EDWARD M Atchison
Computer Science Freshman
GRIMM. MARTHA K Bern
General Freshman
GROMER. KATHY R Overland Park
Microbiology Junior
GROMER. MICHAEL R Overland Park
Accounting Freshman
HADLEY, KRISTEN K Portis
Interior Design Junior
HALBLEIB, HAROLD W Wakccncy
Engineering - Freshman
HALE, DUANA D Arkansas City
Social Work Senior
HALE. VELVA C Arkansas City
Agricultural Education Junior
HALL. GREGORY F Winstcd. CT
Architectural Engineering Junior
HALPIN. NANCY C Topcka
Elementary Education Sophomore
HARMS, KAREN S Dodge City
Psychology lunior
HATCH. CHARLES O Salina
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
HAVERKAMP. DIANE Baileyville
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
HAVERKAMP. MICHAEL A Baileyville
Mechanical Engineering Junior
HAYNES, DONALD A Wichita
Veterinary Medicine lunior
HEIN. DOUGLAS A Winficld
Computer Science Freshman
HENDERSON. GREG H Brookville
Agricultural Education Junior
HENNERBERG. JERRY D Hollcnberg
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HENRY. RICHARD M Gjrnctt
Marketing Junior
HENTY. JEFFREY D Crevc Coeur. MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HERL. CAROLYN Sharon Springs
Foods and Nutrition Science Sophomore
HERRMANN. JOE K Kinsley
Business Administration Sophomore
HOFFMAN. MARY C I cbo
Education Freshman
HOFFSOMMER, PATTY J Lawrence
Food Science and Industry Senior
HOLLOWAY. DEBORA J lola
Agronomy Sophomore
HOLMES, RODNEY E Topeka
Marketing Senior
HONER. GAIL L Atchison
Elementary Education Sophomore
HOPKINS. DEBRA K Leavenworth
Accounting Sophomore
HORSCH. JULIE A Marion
Clothing Retailing Freshman
HUBBELL, JEFFREY A Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Freshman
HUSEMAN. BRIAN Ellsworth
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HLSER, BERNARD P Hays
Electrical Engineering Senior
ILLE, DIANE R Claflin
Accounting Sophomore
JAN1SCH, NANCY A Laurence
Biology Senior
JOHNSON, DEBBIE M Overbrook
Elementary Education Sophomore
JOHNSON, JOHN S Atchison
Industrial Engineering Freshman
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JOHNSON, KEN E Watenille
Computer Science Senior
JOHNSON, KEVIN R Eb. NJ
Accounting Junior
JUREY, DWICHT A Clifton
Agricultural Economics Senior
KANE, BARRY J. Kismet
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KAUTZ, DAVID R Atchison
Electrical Engineering Senior
KEMRITE. HAROLD D New Monmouth, NJ
Pre-Design Professions Junior
KENNEDY. KENNETH J . . . Lcncxu
Electrical Engineering Freshman
KING, ROBIN M Albuquerque. NM
Foods and Nutrition Graduate Student
KINKELAAR. MARK A Dodge City
Architectural Engineering Junior
MTOS, RICHARD E ..Lawrence
Restaurant Management Freshman
KLOCKE, ARLAN D (lay Center
Landscape Horticulture Senior
KNETTER, DAVID W Kansas City
Agronomy Sophomore
KNIELING, BARBARA C Topeka
Natural Resource Management Senior
KNUDSON. STEVE J Schaumburg. IL
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
KOCH, DEBORAH S Manhattan
Social Work Senior
KRAMER. RANDY L Marysvillc
Business Administration Sophomore
KREHBIEL. MONTE D Pretty Prairie
Electrical Engineering Freshman
LANDIS. BRIAN F Newton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
LANGNER. JAMES D Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
LASSMAN, KENNETH W Chanutc
Mechanical Engineering Junior
LEE. ERIC A Ol.ithe
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
LERO. JAMES W Eric
Accounting Sophomore
LOWERY, GAYLE L Bcle.it
Elementary Education Junior
LOYD, BRUCE L Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
LUNDBERGTIMW Mission
Radio and Television Sophomore
MABEN, CONNIE K Oterland Park
Medical Technology Senior
MABRY. DANIEL S Great Bend
Engineering Technology Sophomore
MACKEY. CHRIS A Burden
Agricultural Education Junior
MAH. PATRICIA Y Garden City
Business Administration Freshman
MAR I HUGH. KEN L Esbon
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MARK, KEVIN E. Kansas City
Business Education Senior
MARKEN, HARVEY E Salina
Physical Education Senior
MARR. THOMAS K Formoso
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MARTIN. JON R Lee's Summit. MO
Fine Arts Junior
MARTIN. LANCER L Salina
Business Administration Freshman
MATHEWS. LOWELL A Sharon
General Freshman
MATLACK. TIMOTHY A Clearwater
Business Administration Freshman
MATTHEW, RANDALL K. Prairie Village
Computer Science Senior
MAY. DAVID J Williamsburg
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
MCAFEE. CHARYL F Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MCCLURE, LISA Lawrence
Clothing Retailing Freshman
MCCORMICK, TERRI L Ft Ord , CA
Recreation Junior
MCCURDY. RHONDA G Leavenworth
Accounting Freshman
MCDOWEL. TWYLA E Kansas City. MO
Prc-Nursing Sophomore
MCFARLAND. KEVIN D Grainfield
General Freshman
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MCGEOUGH. MICHAEL L Kenosha. Wl
Chemical Engineering Junior
MCKAIG. PATRICK D Gardner
Business Administration Junior
MCMCKLE. DENISE K Stafford
Radio and Television Sophomore
MCPHERSON. GAYLENE B McLoulh
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
MCVEY, CATHY L Kismet
Computer Science Junior
MCVEY. DOUGLAS D Shawnee Mission
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MEGEE. BRYAN A Spring Hill
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
MERCER. SHERRITA I Carbondalc
Physical Education Sophomore
M1CKELSON. ROGER C Derby
Accounting Senior
MILLER. DAVID M Topsficld. MA
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MILLIAN, N. DIANE Dodge City
Mathematics Senior
MILLIRON, LARRY A Lencxa
Architecture Freshman
MOON. LLOYD W Hugolon
Agronomy Junior
MOORE. JOHN K Derbs
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MORRIS. BARBARA A Silver Lake
Physical Education lunior
MULLIN. DANIEL R Olalhc
Marketing Freshman
MUNSEY, MARI E rronicnaCily
General Freshman
MYLES. KIMBERLY S Lencxa
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
\ ASS. MARY J Atchison
Business Administration Freshman
NEISWENDER, DAVE K Topcka
Electrical Engineering Freshman
NELSON, DARIN T Alton
Agricultural Mechanisation hrcshman
NELSON. MARCUS O Hcringlon
Architectural Engineering I reshman
NEUFORTH. ROYCE W (.real Bend
Computer Science Junior
MEMOLLER. JOHN K Wakefield
Mechanical Engineering Junior
NORTON. JACKI L Minncola
General freshman
O'HAIR. GARY W Elkhart
Physical Education lunior
OLIVA. ERIC M Hays
Electrical Engineering I reshman
PACALA. RUSSEL P. Bethlehem, PA
Architecture Senior
PALADINO. JOE A Queens Village. NY
Pre-Vctcrinarv Medicine Freshman
PAYNE, STEPHEN J Kirkwood. MO
Architecture freshman
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PETRUSKY. ALBERT R.
Architecture FiTth Year
PIERSON. BRET G
Accounting '
POTTER. KIMBERLY M
Home Economics I
POTTER. VIRGINIA K Basic.
Business Education So
REBMAN. EARL E
Accounting
Bcrryton
Student
Holton
reshman
Winiicld
reshman
Springs
phomorc
Olathc
Junior
REED. EMILEY L Salina
Home Economics Education Junior
REICHERT. THOMAS Hays
Accounting Junior
REYNOLDS, VIVIAN M Galena. MO
Pine Arts Sophomore
RIBLETT. LOREN E Wamcgo
Electrical Engineering I reshman
RICE. GORDON C Atchison
Engineering Freshman
RINEHART, KIM V Kismet
Animal Science and Industry Senior
RINEHART, MARK '. . . . Kismet
Chemical Engineering Junior
RINEHART, MIKE Kismet
Accounting Senior
ROBERSON, BRENDA S Silver Lake
Social Work Freshman
ROBINSON, MICHAEL R Arkansas Cil)
Life Science Junior
ROE, STEVEN C Wakccnc)
Industrial Engineering Freshman
ROEPE. WILLIAM M Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
ROGERS, SCOTT D Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ROM, JULIE M Shawnee
Biology Junior
ROOF. STEVEN K Los Alamos. NM
Microbiology Junior
North Platte. NB
Freshman
Clearwater
Senior
ROTH. BRADLEY A
Business Administration
ROTH, CYNTHIA J
Horticulture
ROTHENBERGER. KEVIN W Osborne
Natural Resource Management Junior
RUES. TOM G Lewis
Geology Freshman
RUMP, CRAIG D McPhcrson
Agricltural Economics Freshman
SAXTON. DONALD R lola
Accounting Junior
SCHELLHORN, GARY L White City
Agronomy Junior
SCHEMM. KEVIN L Wakecney
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SCHLATTMANN. RICHARD A Atchison
Industrial Engineering Freshman
SCHOTTLER. KARL J St C harlcs. MO
Landscape Architecture Freshman
SCHROLL, ERIC A l.ea\en»orlh
Political Science Senior
SCHWAN, KERRY L Sahna
Psychology Junior
SEAL. KARLA S Topeka
Horticulture Freshman
SELLERS. JAMES W Atchison
Industrial Engineering Junior
SHANEYFELT, LAURIE B St George
Horticulture Therapy Freshman
SHOGREN, BRUCE H Lindsborg
Engineering Freshman
SINGER. KENT L Topeka
Geology Sophomore
SMITH. KIMBERLY A. St Paul
F.lemcntary Education I reshman
SMITH, LAYTON A Eskridge
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SMITH. NEDRAJ Sublette
Psychology Junior
SMITH, WINTON L Arkansas City
Architecture Senior
SNODGRASS. RHONDA K Howard
Prc-Forestry Sophomore
SOMMERFELD. GARY D Baschor
Education Junior
SPANGLER. TERRIE Carthage. MO
Chemical Engineering I reshman
STALNAKER. WARD R Westwood
Management Junior
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STAMMER. JOAN E Lea wood
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
STANSELL. MARY J Valley Falls
Accounting Ereshman
STE1NBERGER, CHARLES F Glcndora. CA
Electrical Engineering Freshman
STEINBERGER. PHILLIP K West Covina. CA
Physical Education Sophomore
STEWART. RODNEY A Washington
Agricultural Education Sophomore
STIMACH. CHERYL D Kansas City
Home Economics Junior
STRAHM. JANEEN K Sabetha
Clothing Retailing Junior
STUCKY. MARK P Salina
Prc-Dcnlistry lunior
STUMP. PHILLIP G Kansas City
Management Freshman
STURN. JOHN L Bushlon
Mechanical Engineering Junior
TATE. ROXANN E luncuon City
Pre- Law Sophomore
TEETER. TAMMY L Kansas City
Recreation Sophomore
TERRILL. DEWEY W Burr Oak
Radio and Television Sophomore
THOMPSON. ROBERT D Liberal
Agricultural Economics Junior
TIEDTKE. CHERISE G Hutchinson
Psychology Sophomore
VOLDER. LINDA L Lenexa
Clothing Retailing Freshman
VOLTMER. RITA K Craig. MO
Education (jraduate Student
WABUDA, GARY J Ottawa
Veterinary Medicine Senior
WALDORF. RANDALL L Winficld
Architecture Freshman
WALDREN, DERYL E. Tribune
Agronomy Senior
WALKER. KATHRYN A Leavenworth
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
WALL. ERIC A Wichita
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
WALLACE. LINNEA J Greenfield. IA
Education lunior
WANGEMAN. MICHAEL W Clearwater
Accounting Sophomore
WARD. DANETTE D Topeka
Early Childhood Education Junior
WEBER. GRETCHEN E Caldwell
Retail Floriculture Junior
WEHRMAN, STEVEN R While Cloud
Agronomy lunior
WEIDE, MAL1A J Topeka
Natural Resource Management Senior
WELBORN. DON Mcriden
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WELLER. NADINE N Topeka
Education Freshman
WERDER. DONNA L Topeka
Education lunior
WIAN, BRUCE R Lee's Summit. MO
Business Administration Senior
WILKENS. RANDALL P Clyde
Music Freshman
WILLIS. KENT M Topeka
Electrical Engineering Senior
WILLMETH. CONNIE J Icwcll
Interior Design Freshman
WILSON. PHILLIP D Plains
History lunior
WISECUP, ROBERT W Abilene
Microbiology Senior
WORKS. FREDERICK J Humboldt
Agricultural Economics Senior
YIM. YAT-MING Kansas City, MO
Architecture Sophomore
YOUNG. RODNEY R Rose Hill
General Freshman
YOUNGBLOOD. MARY L Kansas City, MO
Horticulture Freshman
ZATT. SCOTT E Barrington. iL
Architecture Freshman
ZORN, MICHAEL A. Claflin
Marketing Senior
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ALBRIGHT, DEBRA J Haven
Clothing Retailing Junior
ARNOLD. VICKI L Ashland
Home Economics Sophomore
BAKER. SUSAN E Scandia
Social Work Sophomore
BARNES, P. LYNN Wamego
Natural Resource Management Junior
BARTLETT. ANDREA L Si. John
Physical Education Freshman
BARTLETT. SUZANNE K St. John
Education Junior
BEACHLY, MEREDITH J Kansas City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BECKER. DONNA N Melvern
Home Economics Education Sophomore
BEETS. LINDA L Paola
Horticulture Sophomore
BENNETT, PAULA Garnet!
Home Economics Sophomore
BIESENTHAL. RUTH E Whcaton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
BOLDRA. THELMA I Valley Falls
General Freshman
BRADLEY. JANE A Lenexa
Home Economics Education Junior
BREWER, TINA A Pittsburg
Early Childhood Education Senior
BRICKLEY, JAN L F.I Dorado
Elementary Education Senior
BROWN. JENNIFER L Louisburg
Milling Science and Management Junior
BUCKNER. JEANN1E L Shawnee
Modern Language Sophomore
Bl RTIS, HELEN E Overland Park
Modern Language Senior
CARINDER, MARY J Cherryvale
Business Administration
. . r Senior
CARSON. SUSAN M Topcka
Medical Technology Sophomore
CLARE, REGINA A Mcriden
Business Administration Freshman
CLARK, SANDRA S Baldwin
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
CONRARDY, JAN M Kingman
Foods and Nutrition Sophomore
COOK, CHERYL L Sabclha
Home Economics Education Sophomore
COOLEY, RENEE J Shawnee
Recreation Sophomore
COWLEY, DANA K O/.twkic
Home Economics Extension Freshman
CROSBY, MICHELLE E Rockford, II.
History Junior
DAVIS. KATHY L Kansas City
Elementary Education Sophomore
DETERS, DONNA J Ccntralia
Elementary Education Junior
DILLON. PATRICIA A Hope-
Home Economics Education Junior
DOCKER, CONNIE D Topeka
Clothing Retailing Senior
DONNELLY. SUSAN M Hope
Home Economics Education Junior
DOUGA N, LAURA M .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' Collingwood
Accounting Junior
DOYEN, MARLA K Effingham
Chemical Engineering Junior
DRAKE. TRACY K '.Overland Park
Radio and Television Junior
DUNN, KARLA J Claflin
Elementary Education Senior
DUTTON, CHRISTI L
.Wichita
General Freshman
HASTIN, SUSAN J Dodge City
Elementary Education lunior
IXCLES. BARBARA K ' ' Gridlcy
Family and Child Development Sophomore
ESTES, DEBRA J p01wm
Sociology Sophomore
EVF.RSMEYF.R, RAYANN Ba |dwin
Home Economies Senior
FTSK. KARENS Jefferson City. MO
Soclal Work Sophomore
GARWOOD. KAREN K Independence
Kduca "on Sophomore
f.OI I ADAY. MARGARET A Syracuse
Physical Therapy
.Sophomore
GRANBERG. ELAINE K
,, r„ rlc vi|1
Accountln 8 Sophomore
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GUTIERREZ, REBECCA A Topck.i
Education Sophomore
HALVERSON. KATHERINE B Lansing
Business Administration lunior
HATFIELD. ELAIN A K El Dorado
Elementary Education Sophomore
HEFTY, GLENDA J Valley Falls
Pre-Foreslry Freshman
HEUCHERT, LOIS J Lyons
Animal Science and Industry . Sophomore
HIGGINS, CASSANDRA L Si. Marys
Recreation Sophomore
HIGGINS. KATHY M Overland Park
General . . Freshman
H1GGS. DEBRA S Topeka
Chemical Engineering , . Junior
HILDEBRAND. GLENNA S Stafford
Physical Therapy Sophomore
HOLLER, KAREN E . Las Vegas. NV
Fashion Design Senior
HOLM. HELEN L Blue Rapids
Chemical Engineering Senior
HUSTON, DONNA K Wichila
Elementary Education Senior
JACOBSON. KATHRYN K Kansas City. MO
Interior Design Junior
JOHNSON, CAROL L Overland Park
Pre-Law Junior
JOHNSON. KIM J Concordia
Education Freshman
JOHNSON. LORETTA I Assam
Home Economics and Journalism Freshman
JOHNSON. MERRY A Bridgeport
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
JONES, JUDITH L Shawnee
Early Childhood Education Senior
JONES. KAREN J Ol.ilhc
General Freshman
JONES. KARI L Pratt
Physical Education Freshman
JULIAN. MELODY G. Johnson
Agricultural Economics Senior
KAISER. PATRICIA A Hoisington
Pre-Velcrinary Medicine Freshman
KLENDA. MONICA M Lincolnvillc
Home Economics Education Sophomore
KNACKSTEDT, NANCY J. Russell
Marketing Senior
KOHAKE. DEBRA A Roeland Park
Interior Design Junior
KOHAKE. LINDA K Shawnee Mission
Consumer Interest Junior
KOTTWITZ, ANN D Peabodv
Chemical Engineering Senior
KUNC. LINDA J Belle Plainc
Political Science Sophomore
LAMBERT. RONDA S Smith Center
Home Economics Extension Junior
LAMBERT, SHEREE L Manhattan
Prc-Law Sophomore
LANDIS. LAURA L Kansas City
Architecture Fifth Year Student
LAWRENCE, M KAY Ft Collins. CO
General Sophomore
FINOT. DIANE M Rose Hill
Home Economics Junior
LOUDEN. EARLENE R Wichita
Physical Education Freshman
LOWREY. LISA L Millon
Elementary Education lunior
LUTHI. JANE A Madison
Early Childhood Education Junior
LUTHI. MARI S Madison
C omputcr Science Sophomore
MAGNUS, CATHARINE L Cedar Vale
Accounting Sophomore
MAKADANZ, DEANNA T Spring Hill
Radio and Television Freshman
MARIHUGH. LINDA K Esbon
Business Administration Sophomore
MARSTELLER, JANICE Abilene
Agronomy Junior
M ASSEY. REBECCA J Yankton. SD
Physical Education lunior
MCDOWELL. BECKY L Topeka
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Freshman
MCINTYRE. KAREN J Hill City
Music Freshman
MCKINNON. LISA K Topeka
Political Science Sophomore
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MEYER. NARY A Dodge City
Management Junior
MILES. SALLY J LaCrossc
Clothing Retailing Junior
MONAHAN, TERRI K Overland Park
Fashion Design Junior
MORTON, MICHAEL M Wamego
Business Administration Senior
NORTON, LINDA K Haven
Medical Technology lunior
OBERG. KERRY L Wichita
Education Freshman
OLSEN, NANCY R Kinsley
Natural Resource Management Senior
PARCEL. KATHY R Coldwalcr
Social Work Junior
PARKS. JANET L Wichita
Fine Arts Junior
POWER, CAROL L Topeka
Interior Design Senior
PRINGLE. CATHERINE M Topeka
Prc-Nursing Freshman
RE1CHENBERGER. TERRI 1 Andale
Pre-Nursing Junior
RICHTER, LINDA K. Assaria
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
RILEY, KAREN S lola
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
RINKE. LINDA K Pratt
Interior Design Freshman
RITTER. SUE A Malaysia
General Junior
RITZ. LISA K Shawnee Mission
Clothing Retailing Freshman
RODINA. SHARON C Kansas City
Physical Education lunior
ROTTINGHAUS. MARY C Corning
Computer Science Freshman
RYKER.SHARIA
...Wellington
Elementary Education Junior
Dr. Robert Linder tells Halloween stories at Putnam Hall.
«%*'•:!. ;>w*
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SABATKA. CATHERINE A At wood
Industrial Engineering Junior
SASSCER. JULIE M Aguadilla. PR
Prc-Medicine Kreshman
SAUNDERS. ELIZABETH R Overland Park
Biology Ercshman
SCHEUNEMANN. KAREN J Spring Hill
Family and Child Development lunior
SCHMIDT. EVA K Caldwell
Interior Design lunior
SCHOEN, DEBORAH L Cawkcr City
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHOEN. DIANE L Cawkcr Cilj
Business Administration Freshman
SEIRER, PEGGY A. Manhattan
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
SIECK. KRISTI K Goodland
Business Administration Sophomore
SKY. D ALICE Arlington. VA
Psychology . Freshman
SMITH. DIXIE L Burlingamc
Social Work Sophomore
SMLTH. KAREN M Marysvillc
Horticulture Sophomore
SMITH. KIMBERLY A Salina
Horticulture Sophomore
SOUKUP. JOAN M Garden C"U)
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
SPILLER. SHARON J Frankfort
Fine Arts Junior
STROBEL. SHARON L Overland Park
Architecture Sophomore
TAGGART. ANN M Manhattan
Fashion Design Junior
TFDMAN, LAURA L Harper
Computer Science Freshman
TILLOTSON. GWEN A Ulysses
Retail Floriculture lunior
TIMMIS. TONIE Udall
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
TRAYER, MARTHA A Garden City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LRISH. GEORGIA S Wichita
Horticulture Therapy Freshman
VERSCHELDEN. MAY C St Marys
Prc-Medicine Freshman
WALKER. N. RAELENE Melon
Family and Child Development Junior
WARREN, MAUREEN M Shawnee
Business Administration Sophomore
WARREN. MICHAEL W Wamcgo
Engineering Technology Sophomore
WEBER. MICHELLE M. Shawnee Mission
Chemical Engineering Freshman
WEILERT. KAREN K Humboldt
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WENDELBURG. MARCA L Stafford
Engineering Freshman
WILL. DIANNE E Halslcad
Prc-Nursing Freshman
WILLIAMS. LAURIE A Kansas City. MO
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WINSLOW. ANN E Meridian. MS
Marketing Sophomore
WITTUM. DONNA L Independence
Elementary Education Freshman
WOOD, MARY E Cedar Point
Agricultural Journalism Senior
YOUNG. MARGARET A Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
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ATKINSON. RICK C Minneapolis
Architecture Junior
BAUM. RANDY G Kansas City
Construction Science Freshman
BEEN. KENT D . Goodland
Agricultural Education Sophomore
BOYD. DAVID W Wakecncy
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BURGESS. BRADLEY R . . Wamcgo
Civil Engineering Sophomore
CLITHERO. ROGER B Wichita
Business Administration Junior
COKER, MARVIN D Ness City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
COOK. CRAIG L. Wichita
Architectural Engineering Junior
CRANMER, JON R Ness City
Electrical Engineering Freshman
EUWER. BRIAN D Austin. TX
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
EUWER. NED A Austin. TX
Computer Science Freshman
FRISSE. MICHAEL A Alton. IL
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
HACKLEY. MICHAEL P lunclion City-
Electrical Engineering Junior
HARDY. JAMES R Wakefield
Education Sophomore
HUFFORD, DOUGLAS L Hollon
Management Junior
394 smith
Bruce Peterson does homework.
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HUFFORD. DAVID W Harper
Pre-Mcdicine Junior
JONES. HOWARD K Linwood
Biologv Junior
KAMPFE. CLARK E Omaha. \B
Pre- Design Professions Freshman
KENWORTHY. JAMES R. Ransom
Education Senior
KINGSBURY. MARK S Milford
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
KNACKSTEDT. DENNIS R Russell
Accounting Junior
MADER. RANDY R Jennings
General : Freshman
MCKERNAN. PATRICK F. Wichita
Horticulture Sophomore
MILLER. WARREN D Hoisinglon
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
PAYNE, JOHN A .. Berry ton
Electrical Engineering lunior
PETERSON. BRUCE D Lindsborg
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
PTACEK. TIMOTHY J Wilson
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
SCHWARTZ. DANIEL J Hoisinglon
Natural Resource Management Junior
SMITH. DENNIS E Wichita
Biology Junior
STRATMAN, CHUCK J. Kansas Cily. MO
Architecture Sophomore
WEIDMAN. MICHAEL E. Olathc
Microbiology Freshman
WOOD. MARK A Wakefield
Agricultural Economics Freshman
YOUNG. STEVE D Calhoun. CO
Bakery Science and Management Freshman
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ANDERSON, CAROLYN M Reading
Engineering Senior
BERTELS, ELAINE M Nortonvillc
Speech Pathology Sophomore
BROWN, BRENDA L Topeka
Special Education Sophomore
BROWN. DEBRA D Lansing
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
BRUEY, SHIRLEY E Caldwell
Recreation Junior
CARRA. LINDA M Havana
Chemical Engineering Freshman
CLARK. SANDRA M Glasco
Physical Therapy Freshman
COLLINS. DIANE K Concordia
Accounting Junior
COURTER. GENA E Edgcrlon
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
DAVISON, JANET E. Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DEAN, HOLLY M Wichita
Foods and Nutrition Senior
DILLENBECK. ELIZABETH A El Dorado
Wildlife Science Junior
EDER, SUSAN L Topeka
Accounting Junior
ELLERMAN, CINDY S Nortonvillc
Psychology Sophomore
ESPING, WANDA R Lconardvillc
Social Science Sophomore
FRANKEN, KAREN S Easlon
Prc-Denlistry Freshman
GERGICK. MARY C Tonganoxic
Life Science lunior
GILLOGLY. JANICE L Princeton
Education Junior
HAAG. NATALIE G Holton
Business Administration Freshman
HARBACH. BETTY L Scott City
Family and Child Development Sophomore
Pam Jorns works on a Design II project.
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HAYNES. SUSAN B Wamcgo
Education Sophomore
H El MERMAN, KATHLEEN L Andalc
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
HIETT. JENIFER Buhlcr
Speech Freshman
HILDEBRAND, SHARI A Stafford
Home Economics Senior
IRBY, JACKIE S Bogue
Early Childhood Education Senior
JORNS. PAMELA R Preston
I nterior Design Freshman
KASL, CECILIA M Cuba
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
KRAMER, AMY L Ogdcn
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
KUKUK, PAMELA G Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Junior
LILL. MARY J Towanda
Home Economics Education Sophomore
LUCE, NINA L Dover
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MILLER. AUDREY G Winchester
Speech Freshman
MILLER, MADELEINE E Eureka
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MILLER. PAMELA S Russell
Elementary Education Junior
MUGLER. CAROL A Wakefield
Recreation Junior
MUGLER. LINDA S Wakefield
General Freshman
OWSLEY. NANCY G Overland Park
Social Work Sophomore
PACEY, LORETTA A Oak Hill
Civil Engineering Junior
PARSONS. JUDITH A Gcuda Springs
General Freshman
PLUTE, SHERRI L Coffcyvillc
Industrial Engineering freshman
POTTORF. SHELLEY Oskaloosa
Social Work '"nior
REHM, KIM J Kansas City
Marketing Junior
RICHARDSON, PAMELA J Wilscy
Prc-Nursing Sophomore
ROLPH, CHERI L Delphos
Political Science Freshman
ROWLANDS. MARY B Mission
Prc-Forestry Sophomore
SAYLER, LINN D St. John
Home Economics Senior
SEILER. GWEN A Ml. Hope
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
SHANNON, JANIS E Clay Center
Clothing Retailing Junior
SHANNON, TERESA K Millonvalc
Gencral Freshman
SHANNON, TERRI L Millonvalc
Elementary Education Junior
STEINER, JENNIFER L Hoisinglon
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
STEWART, MARGARET A Amcricus
Chemical Engineering Freshman
THOMAS. VALERIE A Topcka
General Sophomore
TREIBER. SUSAN A Atchison
Education Senior
VAUGHN. NANCY A Wellington
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
VISSER, YVONNE Wakefield
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
WELCH, ELIZABETH J Stafford
Natural Resource Management Senior
WORKMAN, SYLVIA K Concordia
Education Junior
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ALBRIGHT. SUSAN M Kokomo. IN
Interior Design Sophomore
BAINES. JOEL D Paterson, NJ
Microbiology Senior
BENDER. MICHELLE . Port Charlotte. FL
Agricultural Education Sophomore
BRAHT. EMILY G Wichita
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
BROW NELL, LOREE A Topeka
Life Science Senior
CAMPBELL. CONNIE S Overland Park
Biochemistry Freshman
DECKER. MARTHA A Newton
Recreation Sophomore
DRAVIS, LISA K. Wichita
Early Childhood Education Senior
DROUHARD, CECILIA R Danville
Horticulture r reshman
ENGLER, LEE M Wichita
Architectural Engineering freshman
FAUBION. JOSEPH A Smith Center
General Freshman
FOUST. NANCY K Topeka
Mathematics Freshman
HALL. SHANNON K Wichita
Education Sophomore
HAUGSTEN. KENNETH M Manhattan
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
HENDRICKSON, JANA D. Garden City
Interior Architecture Senior
HERMESCH. SUSAN I Seneca
Pre-Nursing Freshman
HICKOK. LINDA J Ulysses
Medical Technology Junior
HICKOK, SUSAN F Ulysses
Clothing Retailing Junior
HLELSKAMP, LUANN M. Garden C ily
Interior Design Senior
JEFFERY. CREGG M Burr Oak
History lumor
A typical Van Zile room?
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JOHNSON, REBECCA A Lindsborg
Education Freshman
JURKOIC. LISA A Berlin. CT
Anthropology Junior
KEEFER, DEBRA J Wichita
Natural Resource Management Senior
KOLINS, THOMAS N. Wichita
Agronomy Senior
LANG, HARVEY J Great Bend
Horticulture Freshman
LANCFORD, MARY T W ichila
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
MABRY, MONTE D Waxhaw. NC
Civil Engineering Junior
MAISEL. ANDREW G Overland Park
English Freshman
MARTENEY, JOHN D Wichita
Accounting Senior
MCCLANE. DOUGLAS W St. Louis. MO
Geography Sophomore
MCCREADY. PAULA E Rockporl. MA
Education Junior
MCDONALD. JAMES T Independence
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MCNICHOLS. KELLY B Burr Oak
Prc-Vetennary Medicine Sophomore
OLSON, JACQUELYN J Osage City
Elementary Education Senior
ORTOLF. CHERYL A Olathc
Social Work Sophomore
PERKINS. KATHY Howard
Civil Engineering Junior
PHELAN. ELIZABETH L Wichita
Natural Resource Management Junior
RUBERSON, VERNON S Independence
Art Senior
SCHWAB, STEVEN D Prairie Village
General Freshman
SCOTT. DIANE C Prairie Village
Prc-Vetennary Medicine Freshman
SEDLACEK. KAREN S Marysvillc
Education Sophomore
SPICER. KAREN S Wichita
Early Childhood Education Junior
SPICER, RONALD W Wichita
Electrical Engineering Senior
SPICHER, RANDALL D Oierland Park
Marketing Senior
STADEL. KAREN D Westmoreland
Home Economics Freshman
STAFFORD, JEFFREY L Kansas C ity
Landscape Architecture Senior
STENVALL, HARRY C Wallingford. PA
Biology Senior
STUMP. BELINDA C Wichita
Special Education Junior
THREATS. TRAVIS T Kansas City
Speech Pathology Freshman
WAISS, LINDA K Lenexa
Social Work Senior
WENDT, KYLE L Topcka
Business Administration Junior
WILLIAMS. DREW A Preston
Physics Freshman
WISCHROPP, VICKI N Lyndon
Home Economics Extension Senior
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ADAMS. VEVA E Grainficld
Earl) Childhood Education Junior
ALLISON. LINDA D Stafford
Early Childhood Education Junior
ANDERSON. DARREN L Sahna
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
ARNESON, CINDY L Belleville
Special Education Sophomore
ARNOLD. LEIGH A . . Olalhc
Landscape Horticulture Freshman
ATTIC SUSAN A Leavenworth
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
BAIER, JENNIFER A. Salina
Social Work Senior
BAIRD. TAMRA J Salina
Education Freshman
BAKER. LAUREL Overbrook
Education Junior
BALDWIN. KATHY A Tonganoxie
Consumer Interest Sophomore
BANKS. RHONDA M Lccompton
English Freshman
BARTON. ANNA L Edwardsville. IL
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
BAUER. LORI A Morganvillc
Elementary Education Sophomore
BEARLY, KIMBERLI A Garden Plain
General Freshman
BENDA, BARBARA L Ludcll
Business Administration Freshman
Inmun
Freshman
Wakeeney
Freshman
. . Wichita
BENGSTON. ANNE E
Accounting
BENISCH. JULIE R
Education
BERRY. LAURA L
Elementary Education Freshman
BESTHORN. ELAINE J Claflin
Education Junior
BILLINGSLEY. KAY F Topeka
Marketing Freshman
Cheryl Koenigs washes a shirt in the laundry room.
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BINKLEY, F M1AVA Overland Park
Prc-Vetcrinary Medicine Junior
BLINN, JAYNE E Prairie Village
Finance Sophomore
BORTZ. TERI L Haysvillc
Horticulture Freshman
BOTTOM, KAY A Topeka
Life Science Senior
BOTTS. KATHY D Mcrriam
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BRADLEY. GILL L Leavenworth
Flementary Education Graduate Student
BRAY. CYNTHIA S Sterling
Marketing Freshman
BRIGHAM, LOUSE A Wellesley, MA
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
BULTMAN, PENNY J Elkharl
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
BUTLER. BETH E Derby
Marketing I rcshman
BUTLER, LISE K Salina
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
CARLSON. KLEILA L Lindsborg
Home Economics and Journalism Sophomore
CASE. LORNA L Beloit
Horticulture Sophomore
CLARK. SHELLY D Newton
Education Freshman
CLOSSON. KAREN S Kingman
Education Junior
COBLER. JEANA L Topeka
Elementary Education
.
. Junior
COCHRAN, MICHELE R Berrylon
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
COLLINS, DEBORAH A Topeka
Education Graduate Student
CONNERS, ANNETTE J Meriden
Modern language Senior
COONROD. JANET M Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
COX, MICHELLE Oxon Hill, MD
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
CRAWFORD, SANDY M Clay Center
Architectural Engineering Freshman
CREWS. PEGGY L Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
DEBACKER. SAMANTHA L Topeka
General
. . , Sophomore
DICKSON. DENISE E Council Grove
Horticulture Sophomore
DOWNES. PAMELA A Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
DHWE, MARGARET A. Lucas
Life Science Senior
DYSART, CARRIE B Kansas City
Social Work Sophomore
ELLIOTT. ERIN Leavenworth
Speech Pathology Sophomore
ERICKSON, SARAH C McPherson
Education Sophomore
EVANS, JAN L Overland Park
Home Economics Education Senior
FISCHER, KATHRYN J Oltavta
Home Economics Education Senior
FITZSIMMONS, LISA A Wichita
Pre- Design Professions Freshman
FOOSHEE, JULIE A Garnetl
General Freshman
FORSHEE. BECKY L Wichita
Social Work Sophomore
FOUSE, SHIRLEY J Bclprc
Pre-Vctcnnary Medicine Sophomore
GALE, MILA G Overland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
GALLUZZI, ANNETTE Lawrence
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
GARDNER. CHRISTINE A Kansas City
Medical Technology Junior
GARVIN. LISA M Mcrriam
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
GEBHART. TERRY L Kansas City
Pre-Nursing Freshman
GOOD. PAMELA J Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
GRAHAM, MICHELLE L Salina
General Freshman
GRAMLY. SUSAN K Topeka
Computer Science Sophomore
GREENBANK. SALLY R El Dorado
Medical Technology Freshman
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GRENSING. NANCY J Alui Vista
Prc-Nursing Freshman
HADDOCK. REBECCA A Winficld
Food Science and Industry Freshman
HAGERMAN, JANET L Topeka
Business Administration Freshman
HARRIS, JAN J Lawrence
Home Economics Freshman
HEDERSTEDT. SHARON M Sahna
Business Administration Freshman
HEIDRICK. CHRISTINA M Beloit
Horticulture Sophomore
HEIDRICK. MARY E Salina
Business Administration Freshman
HOFERER. MICHELLE A Topeka
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
HORTING, CAROL S Tescolt
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HOUSE. JANINE M Derby
General Freshman
HUBERT, JACQUELYN E Mullinville
Clothing Retailing Freshman
JACKSON. MARY A Topeka
Elementary Education Freshman
JAMES. BETH A Manhattan
Education Freshman
JOHNSON. B. ELLEN Ensign
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
JONES. DEBRA J Reading
Home Economics Education Freshman
JONES. GAYLA J Kansas City
Fashion Design Sophomore
JONES, JENNIFER H Olathc
Engineering Freshman
JOY. NINA K Hoyt
Elementary Education Sophomore
KADEL, SUSAN G Beloit
Pre-Nursing Freshman
KEAGY. SHANNON R Topeka
Architecture Freshman
KEYSER. MELANIE S Council Grove
Prc-Vetennary Medicine Freshman
KIMPLE, BONNIE L Lyons
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
KLAUMANN, MICHELLE A Belleville
Physical Therapy Sophomore
KNOTT, KIM M Council Grove
An Freshman
KOENIGS. CHERYL A Goddard
Clothing Retailing Freshman
KRUSE. KRISTINE K Bremen
Prc-Medicine Freshman
LAMB. LORI D Macksvillc
Physical Education Sophomore
LARSON. BRENDA C Seandia
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
LARSON. KATHERINE M Olathc
General Freshman
LAWSON. ENID M Arkansas City
Elementary Education Junior
LESHOVSKY, DEANN M. Prairie Village
Elementary Education Senior
LINDBLOM. KATHY J Salina
Business Administration Freshman
L1NDER. SUSAN K Clay Center
Education Freshman
LINEHAN. MARY E Wichita
Early Childhood Education Junior
MACINNIS, SUSAN K Carricrc, MS
Home Economics with Liberal Arts
.
.
Sophomore
MARTIN JUDITH L Goddard
Special Education Junior
MARTIN, TINA R Dodge City
Interior Design Sophomore
MAXWELL. LINDA J lola
Medical Technology Junior
MC AN ANY, PATRICIA A .'. Lenexa
Interior Design Senior
MCDOWELL, COLEEN S Salina
Speech Pathology Sophomore
MELTON. ELAINE M Salina
Psychology Junior
METHE. RENE D Wichita
Horticulture Junior
MICHAELIS, PAMELA S
, Topeka
Accounting Jumor
MICK. DIANNE L Tipton
Interior Design Freshman
MILLER, NIKKI M Stilwcll
Special Education Freshman
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MISZKWITZ, TERESA F Salina
Political Science Sophomore
MONTGOMERY. BARBARA Wichita
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
MOORE. KIM L luka
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
MOORE. TERRI L New Cambria
General Freshman
MORGAN, LAURA D Dwighl
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
MORRICAL. CARLA M Beverly
Foods and Nutrition in Business Freshman
MORTON. JOAN E Columbus. GA
Pre-Medicine Freshman
NEDROW. JERYCE A Norfolk. NB
Pre-Vetcnnary Medicine Junior
NEHRING, JANICE R Wamcgo
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
NEISES, JANET A Salina
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Freshman
NELSON. LINDA S Petersburg. IL
Family and Child Development Sophomore
NIETFELD, CYNTHIA M Marysvillc
Home Economics Education Sophomore
NORRIS. M. ANNETTE Edgcrlon
Biology Sophomore
NOTT. JUDY A Colorado Springs. CO
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
NUTTER, JUDY Los Alamos, NM
Electrical Engineering Senior
OBERLE. KATHLEEN A Claflin
Elementary Education Junior
OLIVER, ELIZABETH A Wichita
Marketing Senior
PEEKS. KIMBERLEY Marysvillc
Accounting Junior
PETERSON. ANN L Bridgeport
General Freshman
PFANNENSTIEL. MICHELLE Hays
General Sophomore
PITTMAN. TRACEY L Tonganoxic
Home Economics Education Freshman
PLACE, CHRISTINE M Abilene
Psychology Sophomore
PRATHER, DEBBIE L Lake Quitira
Geology Senior
PRYOR, DORIS A Hutchinson
Pre-Nursing Junior
Residents of West Hall attend a Fall barn party.
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QU1GLEY. THERESA M St. Francis
Textile Research Senior
RABON. JULIE A Kansas City
Business Administration Freshman
RAMIREZ. MARTHA A Topcka
Clothing Retailing Freshman
RASSETTE. DIANE L Salina
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
REED. JULIE A Medicine Lodge
Social Work Sophomore
REED, MARIANNE Copeland
Interior Design Senior
REINKE. JULIE E Wichita
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
REMPE. ALTHEA A Plainvillc
Home Economics Junior
RHINE. LINDA H>'y^
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Freshman
RICHARDS. CATHY L Wichita
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
RINEHART, GAYE M Topcka
Speech Pathology Freshman
ROACH, REBECCA A Topeka
Life Science Senior
ROYSE, DEBRA A Langdon
Chemical Engineering Senior
RUDER. KATHI Hays
General Sophomore
SAMUELSON. BETH A Concordia
Elementary Education Junior
SANTSCHI, PAULA M Fcstus, MO
Horticulture Junior
SAUER, SHEILA M St. Louis, MO
Architecture Senior
SAWYER, REBECCA A Topcka
Horticulture Freshman
SCHEMPER. TERESA R Long Island
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
SCHLUEMER. BARBARA A. Ferguson. MO
Prc-Design Professions Freshman
SCHMANKE. PAMELA C Alma
General Freshman
SCHMITZ. ANNE K Manhattan
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
SCHMITZ, JAYNE M Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
SCHNEIDER. LEWJENE M Logan
Political Science Sophomore
SCHULTZ, DIANE S Tonganoxic
Architecture Freshman
SCHWARZWALDER, SUSAN E Columbus, NJ
Education lunior
SEBRING. MARY A Olalhc
Accounting Sophomore
SECK. LORETTA C Gardner
Medical Technology Sophomore
SETH. DIANNE Council Grove
Elementary Education Freshman
SEVERANCE, RACHEL L Bcloit
Prc-Mcdicine Junior
SHARP, SALLY L St. Marys
Education Senior
SHIELDS. BRENDA K Osage City
Business Administration Freshman
SHELLEY, NANCY K Wichita
Fashion Design Sophomore
SHOGREN. CONNIE M Lindsborg
Business Administration Freshman
SILBERMAN, CAROL L Lcawood
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
SKEELS. REBECCA S Leavenworth
Finance Sophomore
SMITH. DEANNE P Wilmorc
Interior Design
. lunior
SMITH, LUCIA K Bedford, MA
Horticulture Senior
SNAVELY. JUDY K Concordia
Accounting Junior
SNYDER. JANET S Topeka
Clothing Retailing Junior
SPADE. DIANE M Burlingamc
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
SPANNUTH. LISA G Prairie Village
Biology Freshman
SPARKS. KAY E Kingman
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
STARRF.TT, TOMI A Ft. Scott
F-»lt'i«b Senior
STEENBOCK. SHERI S Longford
Fr; Veterinary Mcdic:nc Freshman
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STEWART. CYNTHIA M Warrensburg. MO
Early Childhood Educalion Junior
STIPPICH. SHERRY L Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
STODDARD, SUSAN D Council Grove
General Freshman
STOHS, CAROL F Hanover
Pre-Nursing Freshman
STUBBY, BRENDA K Newton
Natural Resource Management Freshman
SYLVESTER, NORENE K Wamcgo
Early Childhood Education Junior
TEICHMANN, TERRI J Hudson
Home Economics Education Junior
THOMPSON, SARA J Harvcyvillc
Business Education Freshman
TREESE, SHERR] L Wichita
Chemical Engineering Freshman
TUCKER, DIANN G Elkhart
Foods and Nutrition Science Sophomore
UNRUH, ALICE R Gocsscl
Retail Floriculture Freshman
UNRUH. STACEY A Stockton
Elementary Education Junior
UNZICKER, NADINE S Bclprc
Retail Floriculture Junior
VANDERVEEN, BARBARA S Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
VOHS. KAREN M Decatur. I L
Textile Science Sophomore
VOTH, MAJORIE K Inman
Pre-Nursing Junior
WAGNER. REBECCA A Richmond
Pre-Velennary Medicine Freshman
WASSENBERG. MARCIA J Marysvillc
Business Administration Sophomore
WEATHERS, PAMELA S. . Topck.i
Clothing Retailing Junior
WEIMER, SANDY J Clay Center
Elementary Education Sophomore
WELLS, DEBRA A Garden Plain
General Freshman
WERRIES. JANELLE D Salina
Clothing Retailing Junior
WICHERT. VONDA R Topcka
Finance Freshman
WILCOX, CINDY A Salina
Interior Design Senior
WILLHITE. LORI R Elmdalc
Accounting Freshman
WILSON. REBECCA S Council Grove
Pre-Nursing Freshman
WING. RUTH E Leoli
Business Administration Freshman
WISEMAN. LYNN A Hiawatha
CJoining Retailing Sophomore
YARBER, SHERRI L Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
YOUNG, LINDA K Cheney
Dietetics and Institutional Management freshman
ZEIGLER, SHANNON A lunclion City
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
ZIMMERMAN, SUSAN D Alta Vista
Home Economics Educalion Sophomore
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ABBOT. PEGGY S Wichita
Home Economics Education Senior
ABEL. HERBERT J Leavenworth
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Graduate Student
ACEVEDO-CRESPO. JORGE F Puerto Rico
Pre-Medicine Freshman
ADAMS, CHARLES V Spring Hill
Interior Design Senior
ADAMS, KENT L Wichita
Finance Senior
ADES. CINDY L Salina
Genera] 'u" 101
"
ADEYEMO. THEOPH1LUS L Nigeria
Agricultural Engineering Graduate Student
ADKINS, CARRITA D Kansas City
Accounting Junior
ADOLPH. CONNIE S Manhattan
Accounting Freshman
AFFOLTER, JACLYN D Morgamille
Psychology Senior
AFSHARIAN. MOHAMMAD R Iran
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
AHERN, MICHAEL F Salina
Marketing Senior
AITCHISON, CHARLOTTE S Manhattan
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Graduate Student
AKIN, DEAN A Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ALBERS, BRENDA L Dodge City
Clothing Retailing Senior
ALBRACHT, DAVID J Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
ALBRACHT, ROBERT M Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Freshman
ALBRIGHT, DEBRA G Parsons
Fashion Design Senior
ALDRICH, LISA K Wichita
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
ALLEN, TINA M Olalhe
Accounting Junior
ALLISON. GRANT S Omaha. NB
Biology Junior
ALLISON, PATRICIA J Baschor
Early Childhood Education Junior
ALLISON. SANDRA R Junction City
Elementary Education Freshman
ALSALIH. HAYTHAM K Iraq
Civil Engineering Freshman
ALVAREZ, MARIA L Philippines
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
ANDERS, DALE R Eudora
Agricultural Economics Freshman
ANDERSON. DAVID A Kansas City
Architecture Fifth Year Student
ANDERSON, DEBORAH J Wichita
Management Junior
ANDERSON, DENNIS W Great Bend
Nuclear Engineering Senior
ANDERSON, GARY A Loyalton, SI)
Veterinary Medicine Senior
ANDERSON, JOHN C Reading
Veterinary Medicine Senior
ANDERSON, JOHN S St. George
Microbiology Senior
ANDERSON, JUNE L Lindsborg
Horticulture Senior
ANDERSON. SHERI A Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
ANDERSON, STEVEN D White City
Dairy Production Senior
ANDERSON. TIM S Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ANDRES, DAVID A AltaVista
Dairy Production Senior
ANDREW, CYNTHIA L Kansas City
Mumc Senior
ANDREWS, KEITH L Bonner Springs
Education Sophomore
ANGEVINE, HELENE M Wichita
Interior Design Senior
ANNIS, JOHN R Oakley
Industrial Engineering Senior
ANTWEILER, MARILYN B Overland Park
^counting Senior
ARMSTRONG, AMY L Prairie village
Industrial Engineering Senior
J" ! A L
I
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Becky Besancon's vegetables were not to her liking in food science lab.
ARMSTRONG, M. KRISTEEN Pomona
Interior Design Senior
ARPIN, RICHARD W Salina
Agronomy Senior
ASH, DEBRA K Newton
Clothing Retailing Senior
ASHLEY. SHARON M Kansas City
Clothing Retailing Senior
ATKINSON. EDWARD A Newton
Veterinary Medicine Senior
\TWELL. LEON L Norton
Engineering Technology Senior
AUSTIN, CRAIG T Manhattan
C hemical Engineering Sophomore
AUTREY, MONICA R Morganiille
Elementary Education Senior
AYDT, PATRICK B. Nashville, II.
Milling Science and Management Senior
AYLWARD, ROBERT R Solomon
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BABB, DONALD L Wakeeney
Agricultural Economics Senior
BACANI. PAUL D Edison
Architecture Sophomore
BACHMAN, GREGORY A Moundndgc
Physical Therapy J unior
BAEHLER. GARY L Sharon Springs
Veterinary Medicine Junior
BAHR, JOHN A Olmitz
Electrical Engineering Senior
BAHR, WILLIAM G Claflin
Electrical Engineering Senior
BAILEY. DANISE L Manhattan
Education Freshman
BAILEY, KEVIN H Manhattan
Architecture Freshman
BAJICH, HELEN Kansas City
Marketing Senior
BAKER, ANITA C Buhlcr
Pre-Velcrinary Medicine Junior
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BAKER. DEBORAH L Hutchinson
Fashion Design Senior
BAKER. JACKIE M . Topcka
Physical Education Freshman
BAKER, KRISTI A Junction City
Education Senior
BAKER, WESLEY W. Buhler
Education Senior
BALL, CYNTHIA L Ft. Riley
Chemistry Junior
BALL. ROBERT W Ccnlralia, MO
Education Graduate Student
BAMBICK. ELIZEBETH M Fredonia
Recreation Sophomore
BAMBICK, PATTY Fredonia
Recreation Junior
BARBER, JULIE A Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
BARBER. REX A Ellinwood
Architecture F'fln Ycar Student
BARDSLEY, KEVIN E
Milling Science and Management
BARE, MARK M.
Nuclear Engineering
Topcka
Sophomore
Raytown, MO
Senior
BARKER, ELIZABETH B , Manhattan
Computer Science Senior
BARKER, RICKY J Manhattan
Computer Science Graduate Student
BARNARD, RICK A Marysville
Civil Engineering Senior
BARNETT, RICHARD D Hutchinson
Radio and Television Senior
BARR. CHARLOTT M Manhattan
Horticulture Junior
BARR. MARY M Burdick
Fine Arts Junior
BARRY. MARILYN R Dodge City
Education Junior
BARRY, MICHELLE Colby
Agricultural Education Junior
BARTEL. WILMER J Hillsboro
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
BATCHELOR, LYDIA G Stone Mt„ GA
Recreation Senior
BATES. BYRON T Manhattan
Marketing Junior
BAUER, BRADY G Manhattan
Agricultural Engineering Senior
BAUER. EDWARD J Lcncxa
Business Administration Graduate Student
BAUGH, JOHN E Westmoreland
Electrical Engineering Senior
BAUMGARTNER, JOHN L. Sabetha
Agronomy Senior
BAUS, MARK R Ashton
Veterinary Medicine Senior
BAXA, THOMAS M Belleville
Dairy Production Senior
BEADLES. KRISTI K Fall River
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BF ATTY, KAREN S Shawnee Mission
Physical Education Senior
BEAUDET. PATRICIA A Manhattan
Prc-Nursing Freshman
BECK, TERRI A lola
Home Economics Extension Junior
BECKER, DEBRA K Manhattan
Home Economics Junior
BECKER, NANCY J Wamego
Home Economics Education Senior
BECKER. ROGER Downs
Mechanical Engineering lunior
BECKMAN. BRENT A Oakley
Business Administration Freshman
BEECHER. BRADLEY R. Hill City
Electrical Engineering Senior
BEELER. CATHERINE R Overland Park
Biology (iraduatc Student
BEETHE, CHRISTINE Manhattan
Early Childhood Education Senior
BEETHE, DOUGLAS Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BEIM, TIMOTHY A. Phillipshurg
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
BEISNER, KELLY V Topeka
Business Administration Senior
HI I ( HER. JANET O Kinsley
Computer Science Junior
BELI.AR. MARCENE L Howard
Fashion Design lunior
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BELLO, ADEOLA V Nigeria
Early Childhood Education Senior
BELLO. ADETUNJI B Nigeria
Agronomy Graduate Student
BENDER, KIM J : Russell
Physical Education Senior
BENEKE, MELONY L lost Springs
Fashion Design Senior
BENNETT, RANDALL W Williamsburg
Architecture - lumor
BENNETT. STEVEN P Seneca
Management Junior
BENSON. JENNIE E Clay Center
Electrical Engineering Junior
BENYSHEK. WAYNE E Cuba
Business Administration Junior
BERGHAUS. BOYD E Elkhart
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BERRA. RONALD J Bridgetown
Architecture Fifth Near Student
BERROTH, BRADFORD M Paxico
Elementary Education Senior
BESANCON, REBECCA S Lancaster
Home Economies Education Senior
BETZEN. CECILIA R Colvvich
Horticulture Senior
BEUERLEIN. JOSEPH E Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BIEBERLY. DAVID D Salina
Architecture Fifth Year Student
BIENHOFF. STEPHEN E Phillipsburg
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BICHAM, RODNEY B Grantville
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
BIRD. MARSHALL R Liberal
Electrical Engineering lunior
BIRDSONG, DAVID A Salina
Architecture Fifth Year Student
BISHOP, CYNTHIA L Great Bend
Education Senior
BISHOP. TIMOTHY R Nisland. SD
Architecture Sophomore
BLACKMAN. SUSAN B Olathe
Social Work Sophomore
BLAHUT. MARIE F St George
Prc-Nursing Sophomorc
BLAHUT, PHILLIP C Sharon
Agricultural Economics Senior
BLAIDA, ROBERT A Leawood
Milling Science and Management Senior
BLAIR. GLENDA D Kansas City
Modern Language Sophomore
BLANCHARD. DALE W Rock Hill. MO
Architecture Junior
BLEVINS. VANETTA J Highland
Fashion Design Junior
BLICKENSTAFF. CARLA J Smith tenter
Retail Floriculture Freshman
BLUMANHOURST, MICHAEL B Murdock
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
BOCK. DONALD R Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BOCK. MARGARET A Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Graduate Student
BOHART. KATHRYN C Abilene
Elementary Education Junior
BOHM, RHONDALYN H Concordia
Speech Senior
BOLLER, LAURA J Junclion City
Recreation Senior
BOLLIER, ERIC L Prairie Village
Veterinary Medicine Junior
BOLT, DON E Goodland
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BOLZ. RITA Valley Falls
Elementary Education Junior
BOMAN. ROGER J Garden City
Computer Science Junior
BOMBARDIER, PAULA R. Concordia
Interior Design Senior
BOND, GERGORY W Hugolon
Finance Senior
BONTRAGER. CONNIE J Seneca
Accounting lunior
BONY, PAMELA J Overland Park
Microbiology Senior
BONY, PAUL S Overland Park
Bakery Science and Management Senior
BORK, NED L Omaha. NB
Biology Graduate Student
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BORST. SARA J Manhattan
Education Freshman
BOSWELL, JUSTIN D Onaga
Agronomy Junior
BOTTERMULLER, BRUCE E Si. Louis, MO
Architectural Engineering Senior
BOULA, KIM L McPherson
Accounting Senior
BOULANGER, SALLY L Independence
Biology Senior
BOWEN. GRETCHEN A Pittsburg
Early Childhood Education , . Sophomore
BOWERSOX, CONNIE S Belleville
Early Childhood Education Junior
BOWERSOX, CURTIS R Belleville
Business Administration lunior
BOYD, GARLAND H Hutchinson
History Graduate Student
BOYD, GLENN A Manhattan
Prc-Medicinc
t
Junior
BOYD, JOHN R W ichita
Business Administration Senior
BOYER, KENNETH L Kanopolis
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BOYL1M, RUTHANN Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
BRADDOCK, CYNTHIA L I.enexa
Early Childhood Education Junior
BRADRICK. LYNETTE D Mankato
Elementary Education Senior
BRADY, PATRICK F Wichita
Horticulture Senior
BRADY. VICKI L Topcka
Social Work Junior
BRAND, JEAN M Welda
Art Senior
BRANT, DONALD W.
, (,enda Springs
Agronomy Senior
BRAY, RUSSEL L Miltonvale
Pre-Medicine Senior
BREECH. CINDY G Eureka
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BREIPOHL. GARY W Lawrence
Nuclear Engineering Graduate Student
BREWER, HOLLY B Mission
Natural Resource Management Junior
BREWSTER, BETHANY Stilwell
Radio and Television Junior
BRINEY, RUSSELL L Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
BROCK. BRUCE L Chanutc
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BROD. DANIEL L Prairie Village
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
BRODHECKER, STEPHEN A. Newton
Computer Science Senior
BROSE, LISA A Marion
Anthropology Senior
BROWN. BRIAN T Goddard
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BROWN, CAROL A Raytovvn, MO
Computer Science Senior
BROWN, DAVID C Pattonsburg, MO
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BROWN, MARTINA R. liberal
Physical Education Senior
BROWN, MICHAEL D Cottonwood Falls
Chemical Engineering Junior
BROWN, MITCHELL F Liberal
Business Administration Sophomore
BROWN. WARD W Scldcn
Prc-Vctcrinary Medicine Junior
BROWNBACK, ALAN L Parker
Veterinary Medicine Senior
BRI BAKER. S. COREY Kingman
Agronomy Senior
BRUCKMAN. ROBERT R Manhattan
Electrical Engineering (iraduate Student
BRYAN, DAVID H Highland
Marketing Senior
BUDKE, MARK P Manhattan
General f rcshman
BUESSING. DEBRA J Axtcll
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
BUGNER. DOUGLAS D Garden Plain
Accounting Junior
BUI. MAI Manhattan
Electrical Engineering lunior
BULTMAN, GARY L. Elkhart
Nuclear Engineering Senior
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BUNCE. PAUL A Kansas City
Microbiology Junior
BUNDY. PATRICIA R Manhattan
Social Work Sophomore
BUNKER, LYNN T Manhattan
Speech Graduate Student
BUNTON, PAUL C Manhattan
Architecture Junior
BUNTON. ROBIN L Manhattan
Psychology Sophomore
BURDEN, SUSAN J Manhattan
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
BIRGDORFER, JANET L (.ardner
Radio and Television Senior
BURGESS. GAIL A Topcka
Psychology Junior
BURK, DENISE A McPherson
Agricultural Journalism Senior
BURKLUND, JANIS G Olsburg
Radio and Television Junior
BURKMAN, TAMMY J Shawnee
Interior Design Sophomore
BURRIS. KIM M Wichita
Fashion Design lunior
BURROW. HADDIE M St. George
Fashion Design Junior
BURTIS, SANDRA W. Lenexa
Pre-Nursing Senior
BURTON. CONNIE R Belleville
Education Junior
BURTON. JERRY A Atchison
Electrical Engineering Junior
BURTON. KATHLEEN E Topcka
Interior Design Junior
BUSENITZ, LAVERLE L Newton
Natural Resource Management Senior
BUSH. STEPHANIE L. Mcridcn
Prc-Velerinary Medicine Junior
BUSS. BRENDA K Lconardville
Business Administration Junior
BUTLER. RICHARD E Prairie Village
Business Administration Graduate Student
BYRD. KATHRYN D Leavenworth
English Junior
CAHOJ. NEAL O Manhattan
Sociology Senior
CAINE, HOMER D. Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
CALHOUN. CARLA J Wichita
Elementary Education lunior
Hot summer days allow outdoor clothes drying.
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CAMPBELL, GERALD G Burrlon
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CAMPBELL. MICHAEL A Manhallan
Electrical Engineering Freshman
CAMPBELL, RODNEY W Sedgwick
Agricultural Economics Senior
CAMPBELL. SCOTT B Manhallan
Speech Freshman
CARLSON. ERIC A Clay Center
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CARLSON. TRACY A Raylown. MO
Social Work 'unior
CARMICHAEL, BRIAN A Dodge City
Architectural Engineering Fifth Year Student
CARMICHAEL. DONNA M Dodge City
Fashion Design Junior
CARR. DAVID A Independence
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
CARRYL. ROLSTON S Guyana
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
CASE, ELAINE L McPherson
Biology Senior
CASE. SCOTT D Topcka
Architecture Sophomore
CASSELMAN. MARSHA A. Conway Springs
Fashion Design Senior
CATO, C. RICHARD Prairie Village
Horticulture Senior
CECH. DOUGLAS J. ... . Woodland Hills. CA
Management Junior
CEDERSTROM. DAYN L Blue Springs, MO
Grain Science and Industry Graduate Student
CHADWICK. RONALD D Hutchinson
Business Administration Junior
CHAMBERLAIN. JON R Larned
Marketing Senior
CHANDLEE. JAMES E. Shawnee
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CHANG. MARILYN K Manhattan
Computer Science Sophomore
CHAPIN, DENA L Wichita
Life Science Senior
CHAPPELL. ROLF O . . . . Halslead
Elementary Education Junior
CHARBONNEAU. STEVEN E Clyde
Mechanical Engineering
, , Junior
CHARLES. CECILIA A Altamont
Home Economics Education Senior
CHENEY, RON A Clay Center
Construction Science Senior
CHERRY, RONALD G Bennington
Agricultural Economics Senior
CHESNEY, STEPHANIE L Olalhe
Natural Resource Management Senior
CHILDS. DOROLYN K Nickerson
Education Junior
CHILEN, TIMOTHY J. llysses
Agricultural Economics Senior
CHOITZ. JON E Hutchinson
Marketing Junior
CHRISTIANSEN. ROBERT P. Shawnee
Labor Relations Senior
CHRISTY. MARIAN E Scott City
Physics Freshman
CHUK, DEBORAH S Tucson. AZ
Physical I ducation Sophomore
CLACK, CHARLOTTE Manhallan
Animal Science and Industry Junior
CLAIBORNE, DAR1A A Manhallan
Accounting Senior
CLARK, JOHN D Hardy. NB
Finance Senior
CLARK. KARL E Manhattan
Computer Science Sophomore
CLARK. PORTER J Independence
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
CLARKE. CHRISTINA I Manhattan
General Freshman
CLARKE, DEBORAH S (.rent Bend
Home Economics Senior
CLEMENTS, LYNN K Soldier
Agricultural Economics Senior
CLINE, JAMES M Honolulu. HI
Business Administration Sophomore
CLINE, KEVIN B Russell
Chemical Science Senior
CLINE. ROCER II Honolulu. HI
Economics Senior
CLIPSHAM.SEAN J Prairie Village
Prc-Vetcrinary Medicine Junior
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COASH, GINA A Clifton
Elementary Education Senior
COCAN, MARC A Towanda
Recreation Senior
COGSWELL. THERESA S Olathc
Milling Science and Management
.
. Junior
COHN, ARLYN B Bloomficld. CT
Microbiology Junior
COLE, CARLA J Marysvillc
Accounting Junior
COLE, WES J Kensington
Agricultural Economics Junior
COLEMAN, ELIZABETH A Lawrence
Management Junior
COLEMAN, KATHERINE L Manhattan
Education Senior
COM, JOSEPH M Verdi. NV
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
COLLIER, TERRI L McPherson
Corrections Administration Senior
COLLINS, CRAIG M lola
Architecture Junior
COLSON, CONNIE J Manhattan
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
COLTRAIN, TERRY L. Neodesha
Accounting Senior
CONNER, RONALD D Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Senior
CONRARDY, MARK E Kansas City
Architectural Engineering Senior
CONVERSE, MARK A.
Electrical Engineering
COOK, KAREN S.
Horticulture
COOK, PATRICIA A.
Manhattan
Senior
Leawood
Senior
Hays
Elementary Education Senior
COOK, ROY N Emporia
Agricultural Economics Senior
COOK, STANLEY A New Alhany
Civil Engineering Senior
COOLEY. ROBERT K Salina
Engineering Senior
COOPER, PATRICIA L Lawrence
Elementary Education Senior
COOPRIDER, DONNA J McPherson
Office Administration Senior
COPELAND. KAREN L Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
CORDES. MORRIS E Meade
Civil Engineering Junior
CORNAY, DINO Folsom. \M
Animal Science and Industry Junior
CORNETT, JULIE A Winficld
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology . Junior
COWAN, GARRY W Wamcgo
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
COVVEN, SHIRLEY F. Wamego
Elementary Education Senior
CRABLE. DENNY J White City
Physical Education Junior
CRAIG, CHRISTOPHER J Altamont
Music . Senior
CRANDALL, NANCY S Manhattan
Clothing Retailing Graduate Student
CRANDALL, WILLIAM R. Manhattan
Marketing Senior
CRANE, E. DAVID Earned
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
CRANE. KIM R Wamcgo
Elementary Education Junior
CRANE. SARAH L Olathe
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
CRAVEN, RICHARD D. Prairie Village
Social Science Senior
CREEL. EARL E Wichita
Electrical Engineering lunior
CRISP, CARLA K Dodge City
Corrections Administration Senior
CROMLEICH, JAMES A Manhattan
Natural Resource Management Senior
CROSS. AUDREY G Manhattan
Prc-Medicine Freshman
CROSS, MATTHEW J El Dorado
Geology Junior
CROUCH, AMY K Topcka
Interior Design lunior
CULLEY, JEFFERY W Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
CUPPS, TARA S. Salina
Engineering Technology Senior
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Off-Campus
CLPPS. TERRY C . .. Wichita
Speech Graduate Student
CTRE, DANIEL L Hanston
Physical Education Senior
CURRY. MARK J Springfield. I
L
Animal Science and Industry Junior
CURTIS, LARRY C Wamego
Economics Senior
CUSHENBERY. DARYL W. Hoisington
Fine Arts Senior
DAMN. ROY L. Louisburg
Electrical Engineering Senior
DALY. GEORGE R Sutherland. NB
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
DALY. WILLIAM W Lacygnc
Electrical Engineering Junior
DAM. JANET D Marysvillc
Business Administration Junior
DANIELS. TINA M Lawrence
Elementary Education lunior
DANSKIN. EMILY M Manhattan
Early Childhood Education Freshman
DAVENPORT. JEANNETTE M Corcordia
Elementary Education Junior
DAVENPORT, JOEL A. Concordia
Chemical Engineering Senior
DAVIDSON. RICK V Ccntralia
Radio and Television Junior
DAVIS, DENISE Junction City
Fashion Design Senior
DAVIS. JAMES S Council Gro»e
Agricultural Mechanization . Senior
DAVIS. MICHAEL D Manhattan
Civil Engineering Sophomore
DAVIS. ROBERT D Manhattan
Business Administration Graduate Student
DAVIS. SUSAN L Newton
Elementary Education Junior
DAVIS. TERRY L .... Memphis. TN
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
DAVIS, VENETTE R Manhattan
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
DAVISON, KATHY L Ness City
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
DAVISON. MICHAEL F Lyons
Business Administration Junior
DAWSON, DEBBIE L. Salina
Business Administration Senior
DEAL, GARY M Waterhury (enter, VT
Animal Science and Industry Senior
DEES. DIANN M Manhattan
Education Graduate Student
DEFOREST, LINDA D. Marysiille
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
DEGENHARDT, RICHARD K. Leawood
Food Science and Industry Senior
DEGI.GREG Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
DEGI, SANDY Pretty Prairie
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DEJESUS. KATHLEEN A Junction City
Elementary Education Junior
DELIMONT. KATHY L Phillipsburg
Engineering Junior
DELZEIT. DORIS A Walhcna
Management Junior
DEMERSSEMAN. DENISE L Baldwin
Elementary Education lunior
DEMPSTER. BARBARA L Atchison
Interior Design Freshman
DEMPSTER, JAMES L. Atchison
Marketing Senior
DENTON, DEBORAH D Mission
Social Work Senior
DETRICK. WILLIAM R Kansas City
Education Ciraduale Student
DETTMER, NANCY R Watenille
Fashion Design Senior
DEVANE. COLLEEN M lunction City
Elementary Education lunior
DEWERFF. JEFFREY W Ellinwood
Agricultural Economics Junior
DEWERFF. WAYNE L Ellinwood
Agricultural Education Junior
DEWYKE, MICHELLE S. Watenille
Education Senior
1)1 YOI. KATHRYN L Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
DIC KIRSON. KEN B
. . Manhattan
Physical Education Junior
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DICKERSON. LISA A Wichila
Natural Resource Managemcm Sophomore
DIDDE, DAVID C Emporia
Management Senior
DIEHL, DEBORAH A Chapman
Pre-Vetcrinary Medicine Junior
DILLON. DENNIS D Phillipsburg
Mechanical Engineering . . Freshman
Dl LLON, JOAN M Hope
Home Economics Education Senior
DILLON. KATHV L Junction City
Elementary Education Senior
DISSEL, EVELYN M Manhattan
Business Education Junior
DITTEMORE, JANICE L Atchison
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
DITTEMORE, TRACIE K Hollon
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DIVALL. PHIL T Arkansas City
Recreation Sophomore
DIXON, CHERI L Manhattan
Medical Technology Junior
DOCKUM, TERRY P Hutchinson
Industrial Engineering Junior
DODGE, TERRY J Lcnexa
Marketing Junior
DOEBELE. MELISSA A Manhattan
Special Education Sophomore
DOGONDAJI, UMARU I Manhattan
Agronomy Junior
DOHERTY, EILEEN M Prairie Village
Clothing Retailing Junior
DOHRMANN, DAVID K Salina
Industrial Engineering Junior
DOHRMANN, LORI M Dighton
Life Science Senior
DOLL, ALAN L Oakley
Business Administration Sophomore
DOLL. DANIEL W Ol.ithc
Milling Science and Management Junior
DONNELLY, SHERRY 1 Paola
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DOODY. JACQUE A Ford
Geology Senior
DORAN, JANET L Macksville
Accounting Senior
DORSEY. JEALENE D. Hays>ille
Family and Child Development Senior
DORSEY. TONY Panama, C Z
Radio and Teleiision Senior
DOTSON, DALE L. Frankfort
Electrical Engineering Senior
DOTSON, DEANNA K Frankfort
History Junior
DOUDICAN. REBECCA L Emporia
Animal Science and Industry Junior
DOUGHERTY. DEBRA A Garden City
Family and Child Development Junior
DOUGLAS, DONNA M Kansas City.
Business Administration Sophomore
DOWNING, CHRISTY A Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
DOWNING. TOM Overland Park
General Freshman
DREILING. ELYNN M Topcka
Retail Floriculture Junior
DRl MM, ROBIN D. Bushlon
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DRUMMOND, PAUL E Minneapolis
Agricultural Education Senior
DUCKWORTH. TONI R Toronto
Animal Science and Industry Junior
DUFFY, CANDY J Salina
Interior Design Junior
DUKE, KIMBERLY K Marion
Interior Architecture Junior
DULING, JAMES F Walnut
Agricultural Education Senior
DULWORTH, SHELLY L C larks Summit, PA
Clothing Retailing Senior
DUNN, VICTORIA C. Wichita
Accounting Senior
DURHAM, SUSAN K Turon
Animal Science and Industry Senior
DURLER, ETHEL M Dodge City
Home Economics Extension Junior
DUTTON. DOUGLAS D Salina
Agriculture Freshman
EATINGER, DALE R Kansas City
Accounting Senior
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EATON. DIANA M Mankalo
General Freshman
EBERTH, JENNIFER L Tonganovie
Home Economics Senior
EBERTH, THOMAS E Basehor
Mechanical Engineering Senior
EBY. MARTIN S. Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
EDIGER. CHRIS H Buhlcr
Construction Science Sophomore
EDMONDS. KENNETH McLoulh
Education Junior
EDMONSON. DENISE A. Hcrington
Interior Design Sophomore
EFFLAND. CLAUDIA E Lincoln
Interior Design Senior
EFFLAND, KIMBERLY K. Lincoln
Fashion Design Sophomore
EHRLICH, DARRYL L Manhattan
Agricultural Economics Senior
EHRLICH, KEITH A. (.real Bend
Accounting Senior
EICHMAN. JANICE L Wamego
Education Senior
ELLIOTT, DENISE Leaienworth
Animal Science and Industry Senior
ELLIOTT, KAREN S St. Marys
Home Economics Graduate Student
ELLIS, CHRISTY M Tucson. A/
Fine Arts Sophomore
ELMORE. STEPHANIE M Manhattan
Interior Design Sophomore
ELSASSER, SCOTT E Clyde
Mechanical Engineering Senior
EL-SHEIBANY. OMAR M Benghazi, Libya
Horticulture Graduate Student
EL-SHEIBANY. SALHA M. . Benghazi. Libya
Education Freshman
ELVIN, DARRELL C Marquette
Agronomy Senior
EMERT. JOHN L Sabelha
Elementary Education Senior
ENCELLAND. RHONDA R Sterling
Home Economics Education Senior
ENSIGN, VIRGA C Wichita
Accounting Senior
ENSZ, QUENTIN J Polwin
Animal Science and Industry Senior
EOFF. BARBARA A Abilene
Clothing Retailing lunior
Ted Lucas prepares to give blood at Derby Food Center.
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EPPINGER, STEVEN L Norton
Business Administration Freshman
EPPINGER, TAMRA K Norton
Elementary Education Junior
ERICKSON, JUDITH M Salina
Marketing Senior
ERPELDING, KAREN T Atchison
Medical Technology Senior
ERTL, GARY R. Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
EUDALEY, DEBORAH F Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
EULERT, MAX A Paradise
Agronomy Junior
EVANS, BARRY D Newton
Radio and Television Junior
EVANS, GARY L Dwighl
Mechanical Engineering Junior
EVENSON, CYNTHIA D El Dorado
Elementary Education Senior
EWERT. WARREN M Newton
Chemical Engineering Graduate Student
EWING. KAREN A McPhcrson
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
EYESTONE, DANIEL L Manhattan
Political Science Junior
FAGAN, CHRISTA J. Benton
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
FAGAN, CONNIE M Lcawood
Business Administration Freshman
FAGAN, DAN J Benton
Agronomy Senior
FAIRCHILD. SUSAN L Wichita
Social Sciences Senior
FANKHAUSER, DARRELL D Elmdale
Finance Senior
FANKHAUSER, GARY S Haiiland
Agronomy Senior
FARMER, CHRISTINE L. Tribune
Marketing Senior
FARR. TAMI E Topeka
Early Childhood Education Senior
FARRELL. MARY J Wamego
Social Work Senior
FAUBION. KYLA C Nowata. OK
Art Sophomore
FAUBION, TERESA D Manhattan
Psychology Senior
FAVIER, JAMES B St. Louis, MO
Architecture Senior
FEE, SUZANNE L Stilwell
Life Science Senior
FEHR, CORRINE K St. George
Accounting Senior
FELSTED, ALAN K Larncd
Construction Science Junior
FELTS, PAMELA L Lawrence
Horticulture Junior
FENTON, DONNA M Sabetha
Elementary Education Senior
FERGUSON, S. ANN Clay Center
Home Economics Senior
FERGUSON, TERRY L Dighton
Elementary Education Senior
FIEDLER, GAYLE S Lakewood, OH
Modern Language Junior
FINGER, TERRY E Powhattan
Agricultural Economics Senior
FINK, MARKS Rcdfield
Animal Science and Industry Junior
FIRNER. ANTHONY P Tribune
General Freshman
FISH, WILLIAM B Cedarburg, Wl
Animal Science and Industry Senior
FISHER, BRIAN D McDonald
Interior Architecture Senior
FISHER, DEBBIE J Mullinvillc
Education , Junior
FISHER. DOUGLAS W Holton
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
FLAMING, DWIGHT M Hillsboro
Dairy Production Senior
FLAMM. MARK A Arnold
Architecture Sophomore
FLANARY, JANICE L St. Marys
Psychology Junior
FLANDERS. BRAD K Hutchinson
Business Administration Junior
FLASPOHLER, KENNETH P Shawnee Mission
Accounting Junior
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FLYNN, MICHAEL G
Architecture
FOCKELE, DEBRA L.
An
Oklahoma City. OK
Sophomore
Manhattan
Sophomore
FOERSTER, KENT Manhattan
Political Science Senior
FORD. TERRI L Lcoti
Accounting Junior
FORE. WARREN W Mission
Geology Senior
FOREMAN, MELINDA D Sherman, TX
Clothing Retailing Senior
FORGY. JILL E Bennington
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
FORREST. KEITH P Manhattan
C hemical Science Senior
FORRISTAL. DAVID W Manhattan
Education Graduate Student
FORTMEYER, CINNY Kairview
Agronomy Senior
IOSHA, SUSAN R
Dietetics and Institutional Management
FOSTER. BELINDA L
Medical Technology
FOSTER. ROCKE S
Lconardvillc
Junior
Hoyt
Sophomore
Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Senior
FOWLER, GREGORY A Derby
Pre-Vctcrinary Medicine Sophomore
FOX, NANCY C Manhattan
Home Economics Senior
FOX. RICHARD W Milford
Computer Science Graduate Student
FOY. MARY E . . Manhattan
Accounting Freshman
FRANK. CHARLES S Westmoreland
Animal Science and Industry Junior
FRANK. JANET L Manhattan
Prc-Mcdicine Sophomore
FRANKAMP. KAREN B Belleville
Education Sophomore
FRANKEN, DIANNE M Hutchinson
Accounting Senior
FRANKENBERGER. ROXANNE Topeka
Early Childhood Education Junior
FRANZ, KATHLEEN J Sedgwick
Elementary Education Senior
FRANZ. KYLE L Kanorado
Animal Science and Industry Junior
FRAZIER. NANCY J Lyons
Elementary Education Sophomore
FRAZIER. STEPHEN M Moline
Prc-Forcstry lunior
FREDELL, MICHAEL L Manhattan
Accounting Senior
FREED. DAVID M Kansas City
Milling Science and Management Junior
FRERICHS. PAMELA J Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
FR1ESEN, DAVID E ' Hulstcad
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
FRIESEN, KATHY F Aurora. NB
Elementary Flducation Senior
FRINK. FELENE E Westerly. R
I
Physical Education lunior
FRY. CHARLES L McPhcrson
Recreation
. . Junior
FUHRKEN. DONNA S Washington
General Sophomore
FUNK. RODNEY M Newton
F'.arly Childhood Education Senior
GAINER. LINDA S
Pre-Vctcrinary Medicine St
GALI.ION, RANDA K M
Accounting
GALLUP. ANDREW F
. Blu
Mechanical Engineering So
GALVIN.JANEL
....... Over];
Food Science and Industry
«;aNTZ, FRED W
Agricultural Mechanicalion
Topeka
phomore
ullinville
Senior
Rapids
phomore
nd Park
Junior
Perry
Senior
GARDENER, WILLIAM D Foley, A I.
Elementary Education Senior
GARDNER, L. MARK Florissant, MO
Architecture Senior
GARETSON, JOHN B Copeland
Fi hen;:, and Wildlife Biology Seni r
GARR, DENNIS W Coffeyville
Agricultural Education Senior
GARR. SHERYLL Fdna
Animal Science and Industry Junior
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GARRIGLIES, CAROL S Hutchinson
Clothing Retailing Senior
GARRISON, JODY R Salina
Animal Science and Industry Junior
GASSER, DONALD L Hoisington
Engineering Technology Senior
GASSER, MYRA A Hoisington
Education Senior
GATES, DEBORAH L Manhattan
Education Senior
GAY, VICKEY L Manhattan
Education Junior
GEE, KIMBERLY K Wichita
Modern Languages Senior
GEICER, ANTHONY D Everest
Agricultural Economics Senior
GEISLER. MARCILEE Alma
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GELINO, LESLIE K Morganville
Elementary Education Junior
GELPI, MAURA C New York. NY
Food Science and Management Senior
GELSINGER, ROGER D Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Senior
GENTRY, ROBERT H. Topeka
Veterinary Medicine Senior
GFELLER, DONNA L Newton
Elementary Education Junior
GHEAN, SHERYL L Hiawatha
Foods and Nutrition Science Junior
GIERSCH, KAREN S Salina
Family and Child Development Senior
GILBERT, MARTHA L Dodge City
Business Administration Junior
CILLAHAN, SARA J. Lawrence
Clothing Retailing Senior
GILLIGAN, JOHN B Wichita
Architecture Sophomore
GILLMORE, THOMAS L Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GILMARTIN. ELIZABETH R Wichita
Agronomy Freshman
GILMORE, WILLIAM B Lawrence
Landscape Architecture Graduate Student
GIRARD, ROBERT D. Concordia
Business Administration Senior
GITCHELL, LOIS J Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
GITCHELL, RAYMOND D Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
GLASSCOCK, WINNA S Lake Quivira
Elementary Education Senior
CLATT, CHRISTOPHER G Chapman
Civil Engineering Senior
GLOVER, WILLIAM D Dodge City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
GLYNN, PAULA M Wamego
Psychology Senior
GOERING, DICK J Galva
Mechanical Engineering Senior
GOERING, TERRIE F !>anna
F.lementary Education Senior
GOERING, THOMAS J Pretty Prairie
Agricultural Economics Senior
GOFORTH, CYNTHIA L Miami, OK
Physical Education Senior
GOFORTH, GREGORY L Topeka
Business Administration Graduate Student
GONZALES, BERNARD Arkansas City
Electrical Engineering Senior
GOODER, STEPHEN J Manhattan
Natural Resource Management Senior
GOODMAN, LEONA J Manhattan
Life Science Senior
GOODMAN, WINONA J Wichita
Life Science Senior
GOODYEAR, ROLLA W r Auburn
Agricultural Economics Junior
GOSS, TIMOTHY A Troy
Physical Education Senior
COULD, SAUNDRA E Overland Park
Home Economics Senior
GRABAU, GLENN M Olathe
Management Senior
GRABER, ANN M Manhattan
Accounting Senior
GRABER, LOUIS J Pretty Prairie
Psychology Junior
GRADY. MARTI Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
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GRAFF, PEGGY M Maricnlhal
Correctional Administration Sophomore
GRAHAM, BRUCE J Manhattan
Correctional Administration Junior
GRANT, JOAN L Ellinwood
Political Science Senior
GRAVENSTEIN, JOHN A Manhattan
Elementary Education Sophomore
GRAVES, CHRISTI L Arkansas City
Engineering Technology Senior
GRAVES, MARC L Greensburg
Business Administration Junior
GRAUER, DOUGLAS D Marysville
Civil Engineering Senior
GRAY, JOE R Waverly
Mechanical Engineering Senior
GRAY, LATHAM Bethlehem, PA
Architecture Senior
GREATHOUSE, JOHN R Paola
Animal Science and Industry Junior
GREEN, BRENDA S Wichita
Fashion Design Freshman
GREENE, ANDREW M Fairway
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
GREENWOOD, DEBRA A Topeka
Interior Design Senior
GREENWOOD, MILLOY C McPherson
Social Work Senior
GREGG, JACK H Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GREGORY, BRENDA K Manhattan
Office Administration Freshman
CREISCHAR, KEVIN M McPherson
Architecture Senior
GREWING, PATRICIA F Lawrence
Horticulture Senior
GRIFFIN, ELTON C Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
GRIFFIN, LINDA C Dodge City
Interior Design Senior
GRIPP, LISA A Smith Center
Early Childhood Education Senior
GROGAN, MIKE Winfield
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
GROSSARDT, ELLEEN E Claflin
Early Childhood Education Senior
GROSSNICKLE, MARY A Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
GUILFOYLE, LAURA M Manhattan
Sociology Freshman
GWIRTZ, DIANE L Prairie Village
Education Senior
GWIRTZ, JEFFREY A Shelby, OH
Milling Science and Management Junior
HACKL, KEVIN D Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
HADEL, KAREN E Prairie Village
Home Economics Education Senior
HAGEDORN, TERESA K Manhattan
Pre-Vetcrinary Medicine Freshman
HACENMAIER, DEBBIE G Olsburg
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HAGSTRAND, PETER E Abilene
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
HAJOVSKY, ROBERT J Elkhart
Accounting Senior
HALE, KAREN L Prairie Village
Veterinary Medicine Senior
HALEY, MONICA M Paola
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
HALL, DEBBIE L Overland Park
Special Education Graduate Student
HALL, EDWARD H Overland Park
Construction Science Senior
HALL. MARC R Topeka
Agronomy Junior
HALL. PATRICIA M Junction City
Horticulture Sophomore
HALL, RITA K
- Wichita
Social Work Sophomore
HALPAIN, CINDY Hutchinson
Elementary Education Sophomore
HALSEY, CASEY S Topeka
Construction Science Senior
HAMILTON. DONALD R Chapman
Finance Junior
HAMMA, JULIE A Caldwell
Home Economics Extension Senior
HAMMEL, KIM R Idana
Early Childhood Education Junior
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HANER. BETH Overland Park
Recreation Junior
HANKINS, KEVIN C. Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HANNA, BETSY S Winficld
Elementary Education Junior
HANSON, CAROLYN S Olathe
Fashion Design Junior
HARBESON, MICHAEL J Eureka
Civil Engineering Junior
HARDING, WILLIAM D Cheney
Accounting Senior
HARCIS, WILLIAM S Highland
Agricultural Education Senior
HARKINS, LISA I Ottawa
Early Childhood Education Junior
HARLIN, MAUREEN C Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
HARMS, RONALD D. Halstead
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
HARNETT, KENNETH L Paola
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HARO, CAMILLE Manhattan
Education Freshman
HARPER, MARK A Overland Park
Engineering Technology Senior
HARRELL. DEBORAH S Manhattan
Physical Education Freshman
HARRINGTON, JAMES L Bonner Springs
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HARRINGTON, R. SUSAN Frankfort
Family and Child Development Senior
HARRINGTON, ROBERT A Bonner Springs
Business Administration Sophomore
HARRIS. BECKY J Douglass
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HARRIS. GREGG Lcawood
General Freshman
HARRISON. BRIAN W Natoma
General Sophomore
HARRISON, GREG E Natoma
Agricultural Economics Senior
HARRISON, JAMS L Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HARRISON, MARK W. Kansas City
Business Administration Senior
HARTER. PENELOPE K Mcrriam
Nuclear Engineering Junior
HARTMAN, WILLIAM R Preston
Food Science and Industry Senior
Many students commute to school on Highway 390.
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HARWOOD. SUSAN M
^
Ia"°
Elementary Education
Sen '°'
HASEK. CHRIS A Sl Louls - MO
Junior
Architecture
.
HASLETT, DELORES E Junction City
, ., „ . Senior
Life Science
HATFIELD, ROBERT D Belle Plaine
Electrical Engineering
Sophomore
HATTRUP. DARLENE M Kinsley
Pyschology ...
Senior
HALINSCHILD, CAROL A Kansas City
Horticulture Senior
HAVERKAMP, JOE G Scncca
Business Administration Sophomore
HAYDEN, DENISE L Seward
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
HAYNES, ROBERT G Wamego
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HAYS, LINDA S Natoma
Speech Pathology Senior
HAZELTINE, CARY R Overland Park
Electrical Engineering ~ „
HAZEN. RICHARD D Onnnell
Radio and Television Jun,or
HEBERT, LESLIE C Manhattan
n , „.. JuniorPre-Law
HECK. VANDA J ;• Abilene
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
HECKATHORN, KAREN L Topeka
Engineering Senio '
HEDKE. SCOTT E Watcrvillc
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
HEIDEBRECHT, BONNIE L McPherson
Consumer Interest Senior
HEIDEBRECHT, BRENT L McPherson
Nuclear Engineering Senior
HEIDEBRECHT, JAN D Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
HEIMAN, JUDIM Baileyville
Finance Senior
HEIN.JOHNW Buhler
Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
HEINIGER. CLIFTON R Fairvicw
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
HELDSTAB, CHRISTINE L. Junction City
Elementary Education Senior
HELLWIG, ROGER Oswego
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HELMS, WAYNE A Linn
Civil Engineering Senior
HEMPHILL, RICK A Humboldt
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
HENDRICKSON, PAULA K Bartlctt
Fashion Design Junior
HENNESSEY, LISA M Leavenworth
Education Junior
HENDRICKS, VERNON J Hcnnglon
Physical Education Graduate Student
HERBEL, VERN D Dorrance
Accounting Senior
HERBERS, MARTIN E Rose Hill
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
HERL, STEVEN Sharon Springs
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HERMAN, DEBORA K Hays
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
HERMAN, ERIC W Concordia
Business Administration Junior
HERMAN, NEAL F Concordia
Construction Science : Junior
HERMES, ROBERT J Lcncxa
Horticulture Sophomore
HERMESCH, DANIEL W Seneca
Agricultural Economics Junior
HERRIOTT, JAN Champaign, II
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HEYLIN, MICHAEL T Manhattan
Marketing Senior
HICKERT, SARA A Bird City
Elementary Education Junior
HICKEY, THOMAS W Rocland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
HICKS, DIANNA L San Antonio, TX
Social Work Senior
HIEBERT, DEAN L Erie
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
HILES, WILLIAM T Wilmington, IL
Education Senior
HILL, DEBORAH S Plains
Interior Design Junior
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HILL, DOUGLAS P Mission
Marketing Junior
HILL, JEANNETTE E McPherson
Interior Design Senior
HILL, MARGARET R Hollon
Accounting Junior
HILL, MARY S Shawnee
Home Economics Senior
HILL, MICHAEL R Shawnee Mission
Architecture Junior
HILL, MICHAEL R Shawnee Mission
Physical Education Senior
HILLS, SCOTT W Sedan
Physical Education Senior
H1NKIN. LARRY W Manhattan
Education Sophomore
HINSON, DENISE E Concordia
Accounting Senior
HINSON. ELIZABETH A Concordia
Family and Child Development Senior
HINTEN, STEVEN R Manhattan
Eisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
HINTON. GEORGE S Prairie Village-
Agricultural Economics Junior
HIYE, CONNIE R Kahului, HI
Accounting Sophomore
HODGES, CYNTHIA J Topcka
Horticulture Junior
HODGES, MARK K Cancy
Radio and Television Junior
HODGSON, MICHAEL L Wetmore
Veterinary Medicine Senior
HOENK, KAREN A Leawood
Business Administration Senior
HOFFA. JOEL R Minneapolis, M N
Milling Science and Management Junior
HOGE. ANNE O Shawnee
Psychology Junior
HOGLUND, GAYLE D McPherson
Elementary Education Senior
HOGLLIND, GREGORY S Ottawa
Engineering Technology Senior
HOGUE. ROXANNE M Barnes
Pre- Medicine Freshman
HOHLY, EVE K. Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Senior
HOHLY, RICHARD W Manhattan
Education Graduate Student
HOKE. BRENT K Dorrance
Biology Junior
HOLCOMB. ROBERT A Derby
Accounting Junior
HOLCOMB, SLIZAN C Hutchinson
Business Administration Senior
HOLLER, LARRY D Mission
Biology Junior
HOLLINBERGER. THOMAS S Belleville
Architecture Fifth Year Student
HOLLING. SHARON S Omaha. N li
Home Economics Sophomore
HOLLOWAY, RICHARD D Narka
Veterinary Medicine Junior
HOLM, CLAUDIA J Prairie Village
Marketing Senior
HOLM, MARYS Burns
Education Sophomore
HOLMES, DAVID K Topcka
Finance Junior
HOLMAN. STEVE C Topeka
Social Science Senior
HOLT. MICHAEL J Severance
Agricultural Engineering Junior
HOLTE. PAMELA K Clay Center
Prc-Nursing Freshman
HOLYFIELD. AMY J Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
HONEYCUTT. KERRY D Derby
Family and Child Development Junior
HONIG, CATHERINE A Onaga
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
HOOPER, SHERRI L. Manhattan
Life Science Senior
HOPKINS, LETA Y Washington
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HOPKINS, TAMMI S Enid, OK
Marketing Sophomore
HOPKINS, VICKIE J Topeka
Physical Education lunior
HOTCHKISS, STEVEN A Osage City
Computer Science Senior
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HOTUJAC, MIKE J Kansas Cily
Business Administration Junior
HOVIS, DAVID S Mission
Architecture Senior
HOWARD, SUSAN J. Hutchinson
Agronomy Senior
HOWARD, PHIL J Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Freshman
HOWARD, WILLIAM J St. George
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HUBERT, RICHARD R Concordia
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
HUDSON, CAILEN E Pittsburg
Lanscape Architecture Senior
HUFFMAN, D. JOHN Cunningham
Agronomy Junior
HUGHES, LONNIE J Sublette
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HUGHES, MARLA F Sublette
Education Junior
HUGHES, RANDALL W Eureka
Geology Junior
HUGHEV, BEVERLY A Ottawa
Elementary Education Senior
HULL, DOUGLAS N. Garnett
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HULTMAN, JOHN W Prairie Village
Milling Science and Management Senior
HUMES, DEANN C Leawood
Electrical Engineering Senior
HUMPHREY, ANDREA J Manhattan
Art Sophomore
HUNDLEY, BRENDA F Topeka
Agricultural Education Freshman
HUNDLEY. SANDRA L Topeka
Agricultural Education Sophomore
HUNN, VON D Tryon, NB
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HUNT, DEBORAH L Overland Park
Accounting Senior
HUNT, KIMBERLY S Bonner Springs
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HUNT, MARCIA K Bonner Springs
General Freshman
HUNTER, CINDY L Manhattan
General Freshman
HUNTER, DEBBIE S Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
HURD, CYNTHIA A Prairie Village
Foods and Nutrition Senior
Jim Cook takes an afternoon nap in Farrell Library.
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HURLEY, NANCY L Republic
Speech Pathology Junior
HUTCHINS, SHERYL Geuda Springs
Clothing Retailing Senior
HUTTIE, JOE L Lake Quivira
Marketing Senior
ICE, CARL R Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Senior
ICE, MARY T Baxter Springs
Education Junior
IRELAND, KEVIN B Lisle. IL
Architecture Sophomore
IRELAND, RANDY W Madison
Mechanical Engineering Senior
IRVINE, EDWARD J Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
ISENBERC, MARJORIE E Oierland Park
Education Senior
ISERN, MYRON J Ellinwood
Radio and Television Senior
IVES. SUSAN A Norton
Radio and Television Sophomore
JACKA, CARL G Manhattan
Pre-Medicine * Senior
JACKSON. JEFFERY S Coffcyvillc
Architecture Sophomore
JACKSON. S. MARK Coffcyvillc
Business Administration Sophomore
JACOBS, BRENDA L Liberal
Physical Education Senior
JACOBS, CLIFFORD R Manhattan
Engineering Freshman
JACOBSON, DONNA L Wamcgo
Social Work Junior
JAMES. CHARLES B Manhattan
Engineering Technology Junior
JAMISON. MARK A Fontana
Agricultural Economics Graduate Studeni
JAMISON, PATTI E LaCygnc
Consumer Affairs Junior
JANEZIC, DON S Arma
Chemistry Senior
JANKE. RHONDA R Manhattan
Agronomy Junior
JANSSEN. CHERIL E New Cambria
Horticulture Sophomore
JARMER, FRANCIS D Nash.ille
Computer Science Senior
JARVIS, DAVID A Salina
Sociology Senior
JAWORSKA, ANNA I Bradley Beach. NJ
Modern Languages Senior
JEFFERY, CHESTER D Kenosha, Wl
Accounting Senior
JENSEN, MICHAEL A Holion
Prc-Velerinary Medicine Sophomore
JENSEN, RICHARD L Salina
Physical Education Senior
JESCHKE. REBECCA A Severance
Finance Junior
JESSUP, MONTE K Phillipsburg
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JILKA, BERNADETTE M Assaria
Horticulture Sophomore
JOHNSON, JAY H Concordia
Engineering Technology Junior
JOHNSON, JOHN E Topcka
Architecture Junior
JOHNSON, KATHLEEN J Manhattan
Entomology Graduate Student
JOHNSON, KIRK L Oskaloosa
Finance Junior
JOHNSON, LYNN R. Hutchinson
Finance Senior
JOHNSON. MICHAEL G Wichita
Architecture Junior
JOHNSON, R. GREG Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
JOHNSON. ROBERTA L Wamcgo
Early Childhood Education Junior
JOHNSON, RONALD R Junction City
Construction Science Junior
JOHNSON, TAMI R McPherson
Business Administration Senior
JOHNSTON, DIANE K McCunc
Agricultural Economics Junior
JOHNSTON. KELLY J Meade
Civil Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSTON, PATRICK A Meade
Architectural Engineering Senior
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JONES, DEE A. Overland Park
Recreation Senior
JONES. JAMES R Salina
Radio and Television Graduate Student
JONES, JUDY A Ottawa
Modern Language Senior
JONES. KAREN J Overland Park
Home Economics Sophomore
JONES. RANDALL S Barnard
Mcchnical Engineering Junior
JONES, REBECCA L Manhattan
Computer Science Senior
JONES. RHONDA J Washington
English Sophomore
JONES, TOM L Burlington
Agricultural Education Senior
JURRENS, WILLIAM G Arkansas City
Engineering Sophomore
KABL1. WADEA A Saudi Arabia
Economics Graduate Student
KAGE, KAREN L
. . . . Lcawood
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
KAHLER, GAY F Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
KAHLER, LEE D Manhattan
General Sophomore
KANNARD, KRAIG E Overland Park
Accounting Senior
KARL, SANDRA A Enterprise
Business Administration Senior
KARLIN, MARY M Great Bend
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
KARLIN, SUSAN M. Hays
Interior Design Senior
KARNOWSKI, RICHARD S Manhattan
Accounting Senior
KARR. STEVEN D Emporia
Architecture Fifth Year Student
KAUFFMAN, BYRON B Brewster
(Engineering Technology Senior
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KAUFFMAN, LYNN D Enterprise
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KAUFFMAN, NOREEN H Abilene
Home Economics Extension Senior
KAUP, DAVID R Smi,h Cent"
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
KECK, RICK ( olb >
Computer Science Senior
KEIM, ANNA M Subclha
Education Jumor
KEITH. BRENDA E Overland Park
Education Sophomore
KELLENBERGER. TIM W Sabclha
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
KELLY, ERIN A Manhattan
Physical Education Junior
KELMAN. ROGER W Sublette
Agriculture Junior
KELTZ, SANDY K Mound Valley
Education J"n'o f
KENDALL, JOED Topeka
Microbiology Senior
KENDRICK, MARK D Olathc
Medical Technology Junior
KENNEDY, MARY F. Kansas { ily
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
KERN.TAMARAJ Manhattan
Radio and Television Junior
KESL, PECCY M Belleville
Horticulture Senior
KESTER. DEBRA L Oakley
Education Junior
KETTER, MARY P Mcriden
Office Administration Senior
KETTERMAN, KENT E Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KETTERMAN, LINDA K Manhattan
Education Senior
KHALIL. HERMINA Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
KHALIL, HUSSEIN Manhattan
Nuclear Engineering Graduate Student
KIETZMAN, RANDY J Mission
Architecture Senior
K1LBY, PAMELA J Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KILLIAN, SANDRA J Hutchinson
Agricultural Journalism Senior
KIMBALL, ALAN R Medicine Lodge
Agronomy Junior
KINDERKNECHT, LAVERN F Grinncll
Accounting Junior
KING, BRADLEY D El Dorado
Management Junior
KING, GREGORY D Perryton, TX
Agricultural t^conomics Senior
KING, REVA E Manhattan
Accounting Junior
KINWORTHY. CHARLES D St Louis. MO
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
KIRCHER. MARY K Wichita
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
KISSINGER. CINDY L Hiawatha
Education Junior
KITTNER. DONALD K Beaver Falls. PA
Architecture Sophomore
KITZMAN, JONI B Bonner Springs
Interior Design Senior
KLAHR. MICHAEL D DcSolo
Horticulture Graduate Student
KLAHR, STEPHANIE B Manhattan
Food Science and Industry Senior
KLASSEN. EYDIE R Manhattan
Education Sophomore
KLASSEN, MARLO D Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
KLENKE. KAY A Hutchinson
Accounting Junior
KLUMPP, JANE E St. Joseph. MO
Interior Design Sophomore
KNAUSS, DOUCLAS E Halstead
Business Administration Senior
KNIGHT, PATRICIA J Bcaltic
Accounting Junior
KNIGHT, ROBERT M Overland Pari
Accounting Junior
KNIGHT. RONALD A Salina
Animal Science and Industry Junior
KNIPP, SHIRLEY K Palco
Architecture Junior
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KNIPPER, MARY B Shawnee
Business Administration Senior
KNOCHE, JANE E Gardner
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KNOEBBER, ELIZABETH M Shawnee
Elementary Education Senior
KNOPP, JANICE E Cirard
Accounting Senior
KNOX, AMY C Shawnee
Pre-Nursing Junior
KNOX, KATHY S Clifton
Accounting Senioi
KOCH, KERRI E Manhattan
Marketing Junior
KOEHN, KIM A Cimarron
History Junior
KOEHN, MATTHEW A Newton
Construction Science Senior
KOELZER, NANCY J Seneca
Accounting Senior
KOENKE, GARY P Arkansas City
Business Administration Junior
KOESTER, RICHARD L Hoisington
Electrical Engineering Senior
KOESTER, RONALD L Hoisington
Accounting Senior
KOETS, ROBERT J Meade
Electrical Engineering Senior
KOHART, TODD W Meade
Agricultural Mechanization" Sophomore
KOHLER, TERRY W Cheney
Agricultural Economics Junior
KOHMAN, JULIE E Solomon
Accounting Senior
KOHR, CAROL A Elmdale
Accounting Senior
KONGS, NANCY K Wetmore
Elementary Education Senior
KONICEK, WILLIAM E McPhcrson
Natural Resource Management Junior
Sheree Smith waits in line for basketball tickets.
&<A
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KOPITNIK, LARRY J Prairie Village
Fine Arts Senior
KORBE, LOIS M Manhattan
Radio and Television Senior
KOROLCHUK, THEODORE Olathe
Milling Science and Management Senior
KOSKO, JOY E Oierland Park
Business Administration Senior
KRAISINGER. SUSAN K Pratt
Marketing Senior
KRAMER, ELSIE M Bailcyvillc
Retail Floriculture Freshman
KRAMER, MARY A. Ogden
Interior Design Senior
KRAUS. RHONDA R Alma
General Freshman
KREIPE, LISA A Tccumseh
Horticulture Junior
KRISS, J T Prairie Village
Milling Science and Management Junior
KRISTEK, KAREN M Tampa
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
KROEKER, DIANA L Hutchinson
Microbiology Senior
KROEKER, WARREN D Hutchinson
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KRUG, KAREN E Phillipsburg
Speech Pathology Senior
KUB1E, BRUCE D Mcrriam
Business Administration Junior
KUEHN, SCOTT H Russell
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
KUHLMANN, MICHAEL S. Byron, MN
Feed Science and Management Senior
KUHN, RICK M Salina
Construction Science Sophomore
KUMBERG, ROBERT M Medicine Lodge
Agronomy Senior
KURTH, LLOYD N Offcrlc
Computer Science Sophomore
KURTZ, QUENTIN E Manhattan
Pre-Law Senior
LA8AHN, JEFFREY B Homcwood, IL
Regional and Community Planning Graduate Student
LADD, DOUGLAS C. Manhattan
Finance Senior
LAFFERTY. CATHY E Overland Park
Special Education Junior
LAMAN, RENE J Concordia
Accounting Senior
George Quinn receives a kiss from his son Jason.
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LAMB. JANE E St. George
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LAMBIE. SHARILYN K Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
LANDAU, LEANNE J Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
LANG. DONNA K Ellis
Accounting Sophomore
LANGLEY, JANET L Mission
Fashion Design Sophomore
LANCTON, CATHLEEN J Perry
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LANKSTON. NANCY J Shawnee
Biology Junior
LAPO. TARALYN R Belleville
Physical Therapy Junior
LARSON. CATHERINE Stilwcll
General Sophomore
LARSON, MILO D Wakeeney
Physical Education Senior
LASEINDE. EMMANUEL A Nigeria
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
LASEINDE. TITILAYO F Nigeria
Education Graduate Student
LASH, ELIZABETH L Prairie Village
Accounting Senior
LATTA, RONALD D Wichita
Economics Senior
LAUDERMILK, JEFFREY L Sterling
Finance Senior
LAUDERMILK, SHERI L Sterling
Accounting Junior
LAUGHERY, JULIE A Manhattan
Physical Education Sophomore
LAUGHRIDGE, CONNIE S Cottonwood Falls
Education Junior
LAWRENCE. STANLEY C Washington, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
LAWSON. FORREST C Manhattan
Music Graduate Student
LAWTON, JOHN W Overland Park
Biochemistry Senior
LEAVITT, WILLIAM A Mound City
Agriculture Senior
LECKRON, RANDALL M Abilene
Agriculture Junior
LEDEBOER, LESA M Bclvuc
Interior Design Sophomore
LEDERER. DIANE J Leavenworth
Marketing Junior
LEE, JOHN D Arkansas City
Electrical Engineering Senior
LEGGETT, K.AROL K Overland Park
Education Freshman
LEIKER. CURTIS J Manhattan
Biology " Junior
LEIKER, DEBRA K Manhattan
Interior Design Senior
LEIS, GAIL J Minneola
Correctional Administration Senior
LENZ. CARRIE S Wayne, II
Horticulture Junior
LEONARD. BRICE E Marysvillc
Business Administration Junior
LESCHBER, DIANE K Hiavratha
Psychology Senior
LEVENSON, LEE A Manhattan
Psychology Senior
LEVITT, STACY J Wichita
Education Senior
LEWELLEN, MICHAEL E Leoti
Electrical Engineering Senior
LEWIS. GREG Topcka
Biology Sophomore
LIEBE. ELAINE A Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
LIEBE, GEORGE W Manhattan
Finance Senior
LIGGETT. LEIGH M Concordia
Home Economics Junior
LIGHTFOOT. LISA L Manhattan
Horticulture Junior
LILL, J. CURTIS Towanda
Agronomy Senior
L1NCK, KEITH S Horton
Engineering Senior
LINDBURG, KIMBRA E Osage City
Life Science
l umor
LINDQU1ST. VALERIE A Wichita
Social Work Junior
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Wendy Tubach performs with the marching band.
LINDSEY, QUENTIN L Crystal Luke. IL
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
LINDSTROM. LARRY J Conway
Finance Sophomore
LINN, MITCHELL A Albert
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
LIPPERT. CINDY L Clay Center
Physical Therapy Junior
LITTLE, KATHLEEN J Carbondalc
Accounting Junior
LOADER, BARBARA A Junction C ity
Recreation Senior
LOEHR, CHRISTOPHER S Salina
Business Administration Graduate Student
LOEPPKE, BRUCE A Lakin
Architectural Engineering Junior
LOEPPKE, CATHY J Chrisman. IL
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
LOGAN, CYNTHIA K Raytown, MO
Fine Arts Senior
LONGACRE. LISA L Eureka
Education Freshman
LONGACRE, LORI B Eureka
Animal Science and Industry Junior
LONGHOFER, DAVID A Hcrington
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
LORE, BEN T. EIDorado
Architecture Senior
LOUPE, NORMAN C Manhattan
Natural Resource Management Senior
LOVE, KAREN L Harvey. LA
Education Freshman
LOVE, KEITH A Shawnee
Accounting Senior
LOVE, SCOTT D Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Graduate Student
LOVELL, PENNY C Overland Park
Radio and Television Senior
LOVING, KATHY D Shawnee
General Freshman
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LUCAS, PATRICIA L Salina
Social Work Junior
LUDWIG, MARILYN K Bcliot
Business Education Sophomore
LUDWIG, SYLVIA R Beliot
Physical Education Senior
LUECKE, KURT T Overland Park
Architecture Sophomore
LUKERT, LINDA P Sabctha
Elementary Education Junior
LLNDEEN.JAYW Fowler
Animal Science and Industry Junior
LUNDIN, CANDACE S Manhattan
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
LUTHI, GREGORY J Junction City
English Sophomore
LUTZ, CREC J Atchison
Marketing Senior
LUTZ, MARIAN S Atchison
Clothing Retailing Junior
LYNCH, LAURIE Kansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
LYON, CAROL S Overbrook
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LYON. JULIE A Ncodcsha
Clothing Retailing Junior
LYSAUGHT, STEVE P Kansas City
Education Junior
MACHALEK, LIZ E Fairway
Recreation ... Junior
MACK, ALYSON B Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
MACK, SHARON A Ft. Riley
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
MADDUX, MICHEL A Scott City
Computer Science Senior
MAGARCAL, DAVID L Quakertown, PA
Architecture Senior
MAGILL, RAY R Highlands, CA
Industrial Engineering Senior
MAGNER, RICHARD A Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MAHANEY, JAY W Merriam
Architecture Senior
MAHANEY, JEFF E Merriam
Accounting Junior
MAI. CYNTHIA M Linn
Computer Science Junior
MAI. TRACY L Dodge City
Management Junior
MAIN, ROBERT E Raton, NM
Veterinary Medicine Senior
MALONE, LORRAINE D Manhattan
Fashion Design Junior
MANSFIELD, LEANN M Derby
Early Childhood Education Junior
MANWARREN, THOMAS R Lyons
Accounting Junior
MARCOTTE. FRANK J Zurich
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MARCOTTE, STANLEY G Victoria
Engineering Technology Senior
MARKLEY. LANCE J Howard
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MARRS. JOHN Millonvaic
Agricultural Education Junior
MARRS. KENT R .'.'.,. Manhattan
Construction Science Junior
MARRS, ROBIN S Dillwyn, VA
Management Senior
MARSHALL, ANNELLE M Salina
Horticulture Senior
MARSHALL, RITA M Mayetta
Horticulture Therapy Senior
MARSHALL, SCOTT W Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
MARSTON. LORI D Chapman
Correctional Administration Junior
MARTI, HUMBERTO Mayaguez, PR
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
MARTIN, ANNE M Salina
Speech Pathology Senior
MARTIN. BRYAN V Spring Grove, PA
Architecture Fifth Year Student
MARTIN, DAN J Salina
Mark«'inE Senior
MARTIN. DONALD D Clay Center
Physical Education Junior
MARTIN. LEE A
[ \ \ Kansas City
Prc-Nursing
. Sophomore
lkZS '
i
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MARTIN, LINA K Salina
Recreation Junior
MARTIN, MERRIE K Clay Center
Business Administration Freshman
MARTIN, WILLIAM H Concordia
Psychology Senior
MARTINCICH, KEITH E Fairway
Psychology Senior
MASON, KIMBERLE B Prairie Village
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
MASONER. RUTH A Fontana
Early Childhood Education Junior
MASTER, NICKY S Manhattan
Management Sophomore
MASTER, RAHUL S. Manhattan
Economics Senior
MASTERS, W1LMA L Merriam
Education Senior
MATHES, DANA L Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
MATLACK, REX W Clearwater
Business Administration Senior
MATTESON, DENNIS K Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MATTHEW, MARK R Concordia
Management Senior
MATTSON, LISA L. O.erland Park
Elementary Education Senior
MATZEDER, LEO P Leavenworth
Management Senior
MAY, TIMOTHY W Hays
Engineering Sophomore
MAYER, TERESA M. Norwich
Home Economics Education Senior
MAYO, MICHAEL G Manhattan
Business Administration Graduate Student
MAYOTT, STEWART W Glens Falls. NY
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MAZOUCH. MARION A Timken
Education Junior
Charlene Anderson fans herself to cool off during registration.
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MCADAM, JOSEPH P. Penalosa
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MCAFEE. CHERYL L Wichita
Architecture Fifth Year Student
MCARTHUR, LINDA M Wichita
Early Childhood Education Senior
MCCALL. LINNETTE V Phillipsburg
Interior Design Sophomore
MCCARTY, ROSANNE M Kansas City, MO
Architecture Senior
MCCAULEY. KATHLEEN M.
Business Administration
MCCLAIN, SHARON K.
Marketing
Mcrriam
Graduate Student
Overland Park
Senior
MCCOLM, ALLEN D McCune
Education Senior
MCCOLM, MICHELE K Et. Scott
Home Economics Senior
MCCORMICK, SHARON K. Monctl, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
MCCOY, DENISE A Louisville, KY
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
MCCOY, KARLA K Augusta
Home Economics Extension Senior
MCCOY, MONTY J Chanute
Chemical Engineering Senior
MCCOY, PATRICK B Manhattan
Accounting Senior
MCENULTY. TIMOTHY E Emmctl
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MCFADDEN, WILLIAM C. Earned
Electrical Engineering Senior
MCFARLAND, R. BRUCE Atchison
Art Senior
MCGEE, SANDRA K Omaha. NB
Education Senior
MCGINNIS, LESLIE L Rossvillc
Physical Education Sophomore
MCGUGIN, DEEDEE S. Satanla
Speech Pathology Sophomore
John Daly cools off with a spray of water near Anderson Hal
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MCGUGIN, TERRY C Dodge Cny
Engineering Technology Junior
MCGUIRE, RYAN Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Senior
MCHARG, CHRISTOPHER G Arlington Heights, I L
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MCHUGH. MICHAEL L Valley Center
Mathematics Gradujte Student
MCINTYRE, ROBERT R Mcadvillc. MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
MCKEE, C. DAVID Derby
Industrial Engineering Senior
MCKINNIE, JILL A Glen Elder
Early Childhood Education Freshman
MCKNIGHT, NORMA Edna
Home Economics Junior
MCLIN, JUANAE B. Kansas City
Early Childhood Education Senior
MCMAHON, RENEE Overland Park
Marketing Senior
MCNEILL. NEIL Chanutc
Agricultural Economics Junior
MCPHEETERS. EDWARD H Overland Park
Psychology Sophomore
MCPHERSON. GLENDA K Wichita
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
MCQUILLAN, DOUG A Clavmont, MO
Architecture Senior
MCVEY, MICHAEL D Olathc
Accounting Junior
MCWILLIAMS, CORDON C Olalhe
Electrical Engineering Senior
MEARS. MARVIN E Independence
Business Administration Junior
MEDINA, HECTOR O. New York, NY
Education Senior
MEDINA. PEGGY L Chicago. IL
Journalism and Mass Communications
. . Sophomore
MEDINA. TERESA R San Antonio, TX
Pre-Nursing Freshman
MEDLIN, LORI J Riley
Speech Pathology Junior
MEINHARDT, CHRIS A Topeka
Architecture Senior
MELCHER, JEFFREY 1 Ft. Scott
Nuclear F~ngineering Senior
MELSON, SUSAN K Potwin
Family and Child Development Junior
MELTON. JULIE M Manhattan
Elementary Education Junior
MELTON, TOM W Plaintille
Civil Engineering Senior
MENSE, LELAND R. (.rinnell
Agronomy Senior
MERRITT. GARY D Lebanon
Education Junior
MESSENGER. LEN M Kingman
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
METCALF, CHERYL A Paola
Family and Child Development Junior
METTENBRINK. CAROL A Grand Island, NB
Social Work Junior
MEYER, BRAD A Manhattan
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
MEYER, CAMILLA R. Mankato
Political Science Senior
MEYER, DARREL W Sabetha
Construction Science Junior
MEYER, EDWARD D Ellinvvood
Industrial Engineering Senior
MEYER, GERALDINE E Mankato
Psychology Freshman
MEYER, JOYCE M Rossvillc
Education Junior
MEYER, MARK W Burlington
Engineering Technology Senior
MEYER, SYLVIA L Mankato
Marketing Sophomore
MEYSING, GREG B I incolnville
Engineering Technology Junior
MICHAEL, MARIE L Indianapolis, IN
Social Work Senior
MICHALSKI, DEBBIE L Salina
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
MICHEELS, CAROLINE A Overland Park
Education Senior
MIDDLETON, GREGORY M Overland Park
Feed Science and Management Junior
MIGNANO. GARY S Manhattan
Political Science Sophomore
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MIGNANO, JACQUELINE A Manhattan
Physical Education Freshman
MILLER. GEORGE D Garfield
Mechanical Engineering Junior
MILLER. JANE A Enterprise
Physical Education Junior
MILLER, MARTIN W Buhlcr
Dairy Production Sophomore
MILLER, MARVIN L Mulvane
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
MILLER. MICHELLE Downs
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
MILLER, RAYMOND Olalhc
Computer Science J unior
MILLER. RON E Great Bend
Engineering Technology Junior
MILLER, RUTH A Winchester
Physical Education Senior
MILLER, THOMAS A Claflin
Engineering Technology Senior
MILLS, LORRAINE A Russell
Education Senior
MINARD, MONTE S Concordia
Accounting Senior
MISAK, BECKY J Prairie Village
Business Administration Senior
MISAK, TERRY W Bluff City
Agricultural Engineering Senior
MISKIMINS, JOEL A Overland Park
Veterinary Medicine Junior
MITCHELL, CAROLYN Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Junior
MITCHELL, DEAN O Coffeyville
Agronomy Senior
MITCHELL, DEBBIE R Council Grove
Clothing Retailing Junior
MITCHELL, MARILYN Overland Park
Accounting Senior
MITCHELL, SHERRY A Coffeyville
Business Administration Senior
MOCK, DEBORA K Wichita
Interior Design Senior
MODEN, STEVE L Salina
Business Administration Junior
MODEN. SUSAN R Salina
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
MOELLER, DEBRA J Hardy. NB
Health Junior
MOELLER, DIANE K Hardy, NB
Physical Education Senior
MOFFET. SHARON S Overland Park
Marketing Junior
MOGGE, DENISE C Alma
Education Sophomore
MOGGE, DONNA R Alma
Interior Design Freshman
MOLZEN, MYRON A Clements
Horticulture Senior
MONTGOMERY, MARY M Sabetha
Restaurant Management Junior
MOODY, JO E. St. John
Home Economics Senior
MOODY, PAMELA S Manhattan
Horticulture Junior
MOORE, JEANA F Manhattan
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
MOORE, KIMBERLY J Manhattan
Social Science Senior
MOORE, LYNN A Arvada. CO
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
MOORE. ROBERT W St Francis
Mechanical Engineering Junior
MOOTS. CRAIG K Eureka
Agronomy Graduate Student
MORAIN, CYNTHIA L Smith Center
Physical Education Junior
MORAVEK, RIC KY K Munden
Agronomy Senior
MORGAN. JOYCE L Shawnee Mission
Consumer Interest Graduate Student
MORRICAL, GREGORY W Beverly
Agronomy Senior
MORTON, DAVID L Yales Center
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
MOSER. DEBRA E lola
Business Administration Junior
MOSER, ELIZABETH A Grinnell
Education Senior
MOSER. GWYN A Hiawatha
Accounting Junior
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MOSER, MONTE B Oakley
Education Senior
MOSHER. MIKE E Kansas City
Agricultural Economics Junior
MOSTERT, KATHLEEN Lawrence
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MOYLAN. DEBBIE L Council Grove
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
MUEHLBACH, MARY L Shawnee Mission
Consumer Interest Senior
MUELLER, JANICE M Herington
Recreation Senior
MUNSCH. CLARENCE D Hays
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MURPHY, JAMES D. Bonner Springs
Dairy Production Senior
MURRAY, DAVID A Clay Center
Electrical Engineering Senior
MUSE, RISA K Sublette
Education Senior
MUSHRUSH, JOE R Elmdalc
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MUSIL. GREG L Frankfort
Pre-Law Junior
MUSIL. SHARON R Home
Political Science Junior
MYHRE, DEBRA L Manhattan
General Sophomore
NACE, DIANE M Topeka
Management Senior
NACE, RONALD G Topeka
General Freshman
NAFFZIGER, DOROTHY J Harper
Animal Science and Industry Senior
NAGHAV1, FRED St. Joseph. MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
NASS, THERESA A Atchison
Early Childhood Education Junior
NATIONS, KAREN Z Overland Park
Education Senior
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NAUERT, CONNIE M Larned
Sociology Senior
NAVE. REBECCA L Manhattan
Horticulture Sophomore
NEADERHISER. SUSAN K Alton
Speech Graduate Student
NEAL, JERI L Williamsburg
Milling Science and Management Senior
NEALY, CARLA K Bonner Springs
Business Education Senior
NEALY, CAROLYN S Bonner Springs
General Sophomore
NEALY, CATHY R Bonner Springs
Physical Education Senior
NEFF. CHRISTINA M Dresden
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
NEFF, DAVID J Tonganoxic
Milling Science and Management Junior
NEIBLING, DWIGHT L Highland
Engineering Junior
NELSON. FRANCES A Manhattan
Poultry Science Junior
NELSON, GREG Manhattan
Nuclear Engineering Senior
NELSON, LARRY J Minneapolis
Physical Education Senior
NELSON. LAWRENCE P Manhattan
Nuclear Engineering Graduate Student
NEUMANN, THOMAS A Atchison
Business Administration Senior
NEY, JAMES L Hanston
Agricultural Economics Senior
NICHOLSON, DONNA J Colby
Marketing Senior
NICKLE. JEFFREY C Stanley
Landscape Horticulture Junior
NICKS, SUSAN M Shawnee
Education Senior
NICOLAY. JAMES G Shawnee Mission
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
In its eleventh year, UFM had its largest enrollment of 5,500.
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Diane Gonzolas concentrates during a Photo I exam.
NIEMANN. JULI Wichita
Landscape Architecture Junior
NIGHSWONGER, KIM Hill City
Clothing Retailing Junior
NILSON, EDWIN E Manhattan
Natural Resource Management Senior
NILSON, REBECCA K Leavenworth
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Junior
NOLDER. SANDRA A Manhattan
Pre-Mcdicine Sophomore
NOLTING, GREGORY A Norlonvillc
Feed Science and Management Junior
NORBY, GALEN O Manhattan
Accounting Graduate Student
NORBY, YVONNE L Manhattan
Education Senior
NORDHUS, DEBORA A Marysiille
Interior Design Senior
NORDIN, CYNTHIA A Overland Park
Social Work lunior
NORTH, LAWRENCE J Shawnee Mission
Construction Science Senior
NORTON, GAIL A Minncola
Business Administration Junior
NORTON, JAMES R , Minncola
Mechanical Engineering Junior
NORTON, JOE W Minncola
Accounting Freshman
NOTTINGHAM, DAVID L Lawrence
Veterinary Medicine Senior
NUCKOLLS, JILL D Valley Center
Elementary Education Senior
OAKES. PAUL R Mcrriam
Computer Science Sophomore
O'CONNELL, STEPHEN W St. Louis, MO
Landscape Architecture Senior
ODONNELL, BECKY J Topcka
Biology lun'Of
ODONNELL, EDMOND F Manhattan
Veterinary Medicine Junior
OKURE, UDO Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
OLIVA. KATHLEEN R Topcka
Fashion Design Junior
OLMSTEAD, DEBRA F Topeka
Education Senior
OLSON, ERIK R Manhattan
General Freshman
OLSON, KENNETH S Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Senior
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OSBORNE, DEBRA L Fredonia
Accounting Senior
OSTERMAN. ERIC D Manhattan
Speech Graduate Student
OSTERMAN, KAREN L Manhattan
General Senior
OSTMEYER, ROBERT M Oakley
Nuclear Engineering Senior
OTOOLE, FRANK K Marysville
Mechanical Engineering Senior
OTT, CYNTHIA E Olathe
Natural Resource Management Senior
OTTE, JANE M Herington
Home Economics Education Senior
OH, PEGGY J Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Senior
OWEN. KATHRYN A Topcka
Social Work Junior
OWENS, ANDREA Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
OWENS, JENNIFER K Shawnee
Microbiology Senior
OWENS, JERRY L Pratt
Agricultural Economics Senior
OWONUBI, JOSEPH J Nigeria
Agronomy Graduate Student
OWONUBI, MARY O Nigeria
Biochemistry Graduate Student
OZBUN. PAUL T Winficld
Architecture Sophomore
PACHA, THOMAS M Hanover
Agricultural Economics Junior
PACHTA, BERNADETTE J Belleville
Home Economics Education Junior
PACHTA, JAMES R Mundcn
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
PALMER, DWICHT R Wichita
Electrical Engineering Senior
PALMER, KAROL L Bonner Springs
Animal Science and Industry Junior
PANKRATZ, GARY L Wakefield
Engineering Senior
PANKRATZ, LARRY W Hillsboro
Recreation Senior
PARCEL, PENNIE E. Coldwater
Home Economics Extension Senior
PARKS. CYNTHIA L Wichita
Architecture Fifth Year Student
PARRISH, DAVID A Burns
Architecture Fifth Year Student
PARSONS, IRENE K Manhattan
Clothing Retailing Senior
PARVINNEJAD, HABIB Iran
Nuclear Engineering Senior
PATTERSON, DAVID W Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Senior
PATTISON, TERESA M Shawnee Mission
Accounting Senior
PATTON, DARYL L Manhattan
Agricultural Education Sophomore
PAUL, MURIEL T Manhattan
Art Senior
PEARSE, KIM N Salina
Civil Engineering Senior
PEARCE, SHARON K Sedan
Early Childhood Education Senior
PEARSON, MICHAEL R Manhattan
Accounting Junior
PEARSON, SCOTT J Council Grove
Radio and Television Senior
PECK, DIANE L Overland Park
Physical Therapy Junior
PEIL, ALAN R Norlon
Business Administration Sophomore
PEIL, SUSAN M Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
PENDLETON, JAMES B Lawrence
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
PENNINGTON, N. JANE Dodge City
Elementary Education Junior
PERRY, THOMAS New Bedford, MA
Pre-Dwign Professions Sophomore
PETER, DIANE M Randolph
Business Administration Senior
PETERMAN. LIZ A '.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Coddard
Medical Technology Sophomore
PETERS, JANE A Shawnee
Business Administration Senior
PETERSON, ANN L Clifton
""""»" .'.'.'.',','.'.'. Senior
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PETERSEN, BERNARD J Salina
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
PETERSON, DOUGLAS k Topeka
Restaurant Management Senior
PETERSON, JAN K Liberal
Music Senior
PETERSON, JOHN E Oierland Park
Architecture Senior
PETERSON, TERESA L Stockton
Medical Technology Senior
PETRIE, MICHAEL J Shawnee
Agricultural Economics Senior
PFEIFER, THOMAS A Victoria
Business Administralion Junior
PFIZENMAIER, PATRICK J Clay Center
Agronomy Junior
PFOLTNER, KELLY J Prairie Village
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
PHILLIPS, GERALD L Ft. Riley
Education Junior
PHILLIPS, MARK S Oterland Park
Feed Science and Management Senior
PIEPER. LESTER N Overland Park
Marketing Junior
PILAND, TERRY A Sublette
Business Administration Junior
PINICK, STEVE J Westminister, CO
Mechanical Engineering Senior
PINKSTON, DEBORAH L Monument
Accounting Sophomore
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PLETCHER, COLLEEN L Mankalo
Office Administration Senior
PLINSKY. JANINA W Manhattan
Business Adminislralion Sophomore
PLUSH, WENDY J Glasco
Elementary Education Senior
POLLI. CYNTHIA M Manhattan
Education Junior
POLSON, CRAIG M Vermillion
Agronomy Senior
POPE. VALERIE A Topeka
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
PORUBSKY, RICHARD A Topeka
Engineering Technology Senior
POSTEN, PHIL Hutchinson
Business Administration Junior
POTTORF. JOAN M Oskaloosa
Education Junior
POTTORFF, MARK D Douglass
Agronomy Senior
POTTORFF. MARY E Douglass
Agriculture Freshman
POTTORFF, MICHAEL L Douglass
Agronomy Senior
POTTORFF. STEPHEN L Douglass
Pre-Vetcrinary Medicine Sophomore
POTTS, ROGER M Leonardville
Animal Science and Industry Senior
PRAEGER. GRETCHEN A Derby
Clothing Retailing Junior
PRATHER, SHERRY A Kincaid
Elementary Education Senior
PRATT. THOMM1E L Greenville, MS
Radio and Television Junior
PRIDEY, RONALD E. Delphos
Agricultural Economics Senior
PRINCE. CONNIE S Sioux City, IA
Elementary Education Junior
PRINGLE, BARBARA A Topeka
Marketing Senior
After the KU football game, Aggie was a mob scene.
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PRINTZ. DEANNA L Junction Cit>
Accounting Junior
PRITTS. RHONDA J Gardner
Finance Sophomore
PRITTS, TERRELL E Manhattan
Crop Protection Senior
PROCHAZKA. MARY J Atvvood
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
PUGLIESE, JOSEPH Locust Valley, NY
Animal Science and Industry Senior
PUTKOWSKI, MARYANN Suffield. CT
Physical Therapy Senior
PUTNAM, DIANA C Hoyt
Agricultural Journalism Senior
QUEEN, LEONARD J Si. George
Animal Science and Industry Junior
QLULES, LUIS A Puerto Rico
Horticulture Senior
RAAB, DEANNA L Topcka
Agricultural Education Junior
RACH, PENNY K Overland Park
Agricultural Education Junior
RAINES, DEBRA K Stockton
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
RAKOSKI. DONALD E Pierce City. MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
RAMSDALE, JODY E. McPherson
Clothing Retailing Senior
RAMSDALE, MARC R McPherson
Chemical Engineering Senior
RANDOLPH, GARY A Pratt
Accounting Senior
RAPP. ERIC D Valley Falls
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
RAPP. SHIRLEY J Salina
Accounting Sophomore
RATTS. PATTI J Junction City
Business Administration Graduate Student
RAUSCH. MELISSA A McPherson
Accounting Junior
RAY, DAVID E Rockville, MD
Animal Science and Industry Senior
RAYL, BRAD D Hutchinson
Prc-Vetcrinary Medicine Junior
REAM, MICHAEL D Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
REAMES, CHERYL L Medicine Lodge
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
REAMES. CURTIS A , Jamestown
Agricultural Economics Junior
REBER. CAROL L Nevvlon
Social Work Senior
REDBURN, CYNTHIA R Soulhavcn. Ml
Psychology Junior
REDDY. RADHAKRISHNA India
Milling Science and Management Graduate Student
REDPATH, SUSAN J Prairie Village
Biology Sophomore
REESE, MARJORIE L Arvin, CA
Interior Design Senior
REESE. ROBIN G Springfield. VA
Accounting Junior
REGEHR. LOWELL P Hesslon
Architecture Sophomore
REGIER, KRISTINE L Halstead
Food Science and Industry Senior
REICHENBERGER. GARY L Ml. Hope
Agronomy Junior
REIMER, CAROL S Reedley, CA
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
REINHARDT, TERRI S Erie
Education Senior
REITEMEIER, AMY E Lawrence
Family and Child Development Senior
REMMEL, T. DAVID Topcka
Computer Science Junior
REMPEL, TRUDY D Manhattan
Nuclear Engineering Senior
RESSEL, DOUGLAS L Garnett
Horticulture Senior
REYNOLDS, JANET S Manhattan
Family and Child Development Senior
RHINE, JILL K Auburn
Consumer Affairs Senior
RHINE. RONETTA L Chanulc
Clothing Retailing Junior
RHODES, PAUL W Gaylord
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
RICE. MICHAEL A Goodland
Feed Science and Management Junior
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RICHARD. MARK R Chanule
Geology Senior
RICHARDSON, KATHY L Salina
Horticulture Senior
RICHARDSON, SHERRI L Salina_
Nalura! Resource Management Junior
RICKEN, GERALD D Garden Plain
Accounting Junior
RIDDER. MARY L Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
RIEBEL. PAMELA K lola
Accounting Junior
RIECER. LYNNE M Kirkwood
Landscape Architecture Senior
RIEKENBERG, RANDY W Dodge City
Agronomy Junior
RIEPL, GREGORY A Cimarron
Geology Senior
RIFFEL. DAVID E Wichita
Architecture Sophomore
RIFFEL, JANE A Tampa
Physical Education Sophomore
RIGDON, GREG A Coffeyville
Business Administration Senior
RIGCS. THOMAS E Overland Park
Elementary Education Senior
RILEY, SUE A /. . . . Manhattan
Life Science Senior
RINEARSON, LEANNE S Manhattan
Horticulture Therapy Senior
Two students walk home after a morning shower.
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Heidi Teichgraeber directs a junior high class.
RINKE, GREG C Pratt
Geology Sophomore
RIPHAHN. WILLIAM D Copcland
Landscape Architecture Fifth Year Student
RIPPE, EDWIN C Linn
Physical Education Senior
RIZEK, DEBRA A Munden
Speech Pathology Sophomore
RIZER, SUSAN Manhattan
Interior Design Freshman
ROBBINS, DAN E Belleville
Mechanical Engineering Senior
ROBBINS, JACKLYN J Glcndalc, AZ
Dietetics and Industrial Management Junior
ROBERSON, MARY J Larned
Education Senior
ROBERTS, JUDITH L Olathe
Accounting Senior
ROBERTSON, KENT D Rago
Labor Relations Junior
ROBIDOU, ROBERT K Salina
Business Administration Senior
ROBINSON, DEWARD E Topcka
Crop Protection Junior
ROBINSON, ROBERT C Arkansas City
Civil Engineering Senior
ROCK, ELAINE M Derby
Education Sophomore
RODE, M. CHRISTY Overland Park
Fashion Design Junior
RODGER, MARILYN K Wamego
Accounting Senior
ROEHL, RAD D Dighton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
ROESLER, KAREN E Junction City
Education Senior
ROESNER, SUSAN A Salina
Home Economics Extension Senior
ROESNER, THERESA M Salina
Management Sophomore
ROGERS, ALLEN D Manhattan
Architecture Senior
ROGERS, DAVID B Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Senior
ROGERS, JEFFREY K Esbon
Milling Science and Management Junior
ROGERS, PAMELA S Ulysses
Education Senior
ROGGENKAMP, MATTHEW L Onaga
Agricultural Economics Senior
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ROGLER. JOHN R I.cawood
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
ROHNER, KEVIN A. Wichita
Civil Engineering Senior
ROLLINS, RAY E Leawood
Pre-Medicine Senior
ROMIG. CAROL A Leavenworth
Horticulture Therapy Junior
RONEN, MIKE Meade
Education Junior
RONEY. MARLESA A Concordia
Elementary Education Sophomore
ROSE, LORI A Prescott
Family and Child Development Senior
ROSE, MARVIN L Hudson
Agricultural Economics Senior
ROSINE. RANDY S Pcabody
Agricultural Engineering Junior
ROSS, LAMONT A. Leavenworth
Political Science Senior
ROTTINGHAUS, JOSEPH C Corning
Agricultural Economics Senior
ROUSEY, ROBERT N Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
ROWLAND, RODNEY K Admire
Engineering Technology Senior
ROWLEY, CHERYL A F.skridge
Social Work Senior
RUNDELL, BRENT N Syracuse
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
RUSCO, RHONDA L Great Bend
CJoining Retailing Senior
RUSSELL, RUTHANN Madison
Interior Architecture Fifth Year Student
RUSSELL, STEVEN F. Eureka
Agricultural Economics . , Senior
RWUAAN. JOSEPH S Nigeria
Physical Therapy Graduate Student
RYAN, ELIZABETH J Solomon
Social Work Junior
RYAN. MARGARET M New Cambria
Elementary Education Junior
SAINT, LARRY L Mankalo
Finance Senior
SAINT-ERNE, NICHOLAS J Wichita
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SAMARRA1. MARIANNE K Manhattan
Art Freshman
SANBORN, GRANT M Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SANDERS, MARY L Lyons
Electrical Engineering Junior
SANFORD, KATHLEEN M Belleville
Education Sophomore
SANKEY, JILL L Republic
Prc-Dentistry Sophomore
SAVAGE. GREG J Alma
Dairy Production Sophomore
SCANLON. DANIEL M Great Prairie. TX
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHAFER, ANGELA L McPherson
Education Senior
SCHAFFER, RICHARD A Dodge C ity
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SCHAUF, KIMBERLY J. Overland Park
Horticulture Senior
SCHLENDER. LISA J Manhattan
Finance Freshman
SCHLENDER. SUZANNE E Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
SCHMIDT. ALAN L Ml Hope
Agronomy Sophomore
SCHMIDT, FREDERICK J
... St. Louis, MO
Architecture Senior
SCHMIDT, TERRY A. Marysville
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SCHMITZ, GARY L Ellisville, MO
Prc-Design Professions Sophomore
SCHMITZ, PAUL J Topcka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SC HRAEDER, MIKE M Jetmore
Political Science Senior
S( DRAG, FRED D Moundridgc
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Junior
S( IIRICK. DANNY R Nortonvillc
Business Administration Freshman
SCHRICK. MIKEC Nortonvillc
Electrical Engineering Junior
SCHROEDER, JOYCE M Hanover
Accounting Senior
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SCHROEDER, RANDALL L Hillsboro
Architecture Junior
SCHUELE, CATHY A Atchison
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
SCHUETTE, MARK L Manhattan
Geophysics Senior
SCHULER, MARK K Chapman
Agricultural Economies Senior
SCHULTZ, JANE K Manhattan
Education Senior
SCHULTZ, M. CHRISTINE McLean, VA
Microbiology Junior
SCHULZE, LINDEL D Manhattan
Radio and Television Freshman
SCHULZE, RONALD E Manhattan
Crop Protection Junior
SCHUST, JAY E I.eawood
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SCHUST, MARY J Onaga
Radio and Television Senior
SCHWAB, JEFFREY C Emporia
Radio and Television Senior
SCHWANKE. LESA J Scott City
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
SCHWARZENBERGER. SERENA I. ... Colliver
Education Junior
SCHWEERS, JAN C Overland Park
Fashion Design Senior
SCHWERMANN, RITA M Beloit
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
SCHWERTFEGER, GALEN A. Topeka
Business Administration Senior
SCOBY. NANCY R Sabctha
General Junior
SCOTT. PRESTON B Garden City
Marketing Junior
SCOTT, SANDRA L Hutchinson
Marketing Senior
SCRIPTER. CYNTHIA K Clay Center
Retail Floriculture Junior
Louise Roesner gets a ride to the fieldhousc from Tammy Teeter.
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SEALS, ANTHONY J Atlanta, GA
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SEAMAN, LON R Cawker City
Education Senior
SECK, MARK W Gardner
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SEERS, BARBARA S Louisburg
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SELBY, DOUGLAS A. Cheyenne, WV
Architecture Senior
SELF, MARIE E Salina
Psychology Senior
SELLIN, CYNTHIA L Chapman
Architecture Sophomore
SENTS. ALLAN E McPherson
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SESSIONS, CHARLES E Farmer City, IL
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SEVATSON, ERIC S Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Senior
SEVERSON, JUDITHE J Ft. Riley
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
SHACKELFORD, DON Manhattan
Finance Sophomore
SHADDAY, CRAIG W Manhattan
Education Sophomore
SHADDAY, JANICE C Manhattan
Education Senior
SHAHEEN, JAMES P Great Bend
Management Senior
SHANK. DEBRA D Abilene
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
SHAVER, DON A Haven
Industrial Engineering Junior
SHAVER. PATTY A Lcnexa
Education Junior
SHAVER, TERRI J Lenexa
Psychology Senior
SHAW, CLIFTON D. Leoti
Pre-Law Senior
SHAW, JANE E Lakin
Geology Senior
SHAW, RANDALL E. Claflin
Finance Senior
SHEA, TERRI L Wamego
Elementary Education Senior
SHEAHAN, CATHERINE L Randall
Social Work Senior
SHEETS. JEFFRY D Linwood
Management Sophomore
-v T JjPP I jUL 7
Marian Lutz and Debbie Mitchell check a chemistry experiment.
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SHEETS, JOCELYN K Linwood
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SHEHI, LORA J Westmoreland
Pre-Medicine Senior
SHELLEY, ERIN A Jamestown
Physical Education Sophomore
SHEPHERD, SUSAN L Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SHERRADEN. MARK L Salina
Accounting Junior
SHIELDS, MARK H. Oberlin
Agronomy Senior
SHINEMAN, KELLY Manhattan
General Sophomore
SHIPLEY, LYLE D Esbon
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SHIPPS, ROBERT V Parsons
Physical Education Senior
SHIRACK, CHARLES A Solomon
Animal Science and Industry > Senior
SHIVELY, BARON J. Wakeeney
Natural Resource Management Senior
SHOEMAKER, ROBERT M Winner, SD
Chemical Science Senior
SHRESTHA, ANAND D Nepal
Political Science Graduate Student
SHRIMPLIN, TINA M Valley Falls
Biology Senior
SHRIVER, ALLAN S Coals
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SHUCK, JAMES M Manhattan
Radio and Television Senior
SHUTE. THOMAS M Red Cloud. NB
Agricultural Economics Junior
SIBLEY, KENT E Minneola
Engineering Technology Junior
SIDHU.JIWANS India
Milling Science and Management Graduate Student
SIEMENS, CYNTHIA R Halstead
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SILADY. PATRICK J Shawnee Mission
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
SIMMELINK, TERESA D Salina
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
SIMMS, WILLIAM C Clinton, MO
Architecture Senior
SIMON. FREDERICK D Mulvanc
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
SIMON, KENNETH R Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Senior
SIMON, ROBERT J Frontenae
Chemical Engineering Senior
SINCLAIR. C. BRENT Garden City
Engineering Technology Junior
SINN, JULIE K Manhattan
Accounting Junior
SITES. DALEN E Grinncll
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SIZER, TERRY L Belle. WV
Prc-Dcsign Professions Freshman
SKEELS. MARK N Mcndham. NJ
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SKIDMORE, VALERIE P Topeka
Horticulture Therapy Junior
SKOCH. JANE M Axlcll
Medical Technology Sophomore
SKUPA, BRIAN J McPherson
Finance Senior
SLAVIK. DOYLE R Smith Center
Veterinary Medicine Junior
SLONIM. JACOB Manhattan
Computer Science Graduate Student
SLOOP. SANDRA V Lyndon
Foods and Nutrition Science Junior
SMALL, EDWARD H Manhattan
History Graduate Student
SMART, JAMES D Washington
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SMITH, BARBARA J Mankato
Foods and Nutrition Science Junior
SMITH, DAVID D Leawood
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SMITH, DIANE M Enterprise
Education Senior
SMITH, DOUGLAS S Leawood
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SMITH. JAMES E Grandvicw Plaza
Education Freshman
SMITH. KAREN M Coolidgc
Physical Education Freshman
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Students carry carpet into their room.
SMITH, KEVIN D Hutchinson
Agriculture Senior
SMITH, LYNNE M Manhattan
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
SMITH, PATTY L Coolidge
English Senior
SMITH, RALPH W Clay Center
Milling Science and Management Senior
SMITH. ROXANNE A Yates Center
Art Junior
SMITH. SEATON V Great Bend
Business Administration Junior
SMITH. SHEREE S Colby
Education Junior
SMITH, TERRY A Sabetha
Recreation Senior
SNAPP, JON C Belleville
Finance Junior
SNYDER, GREGORY E Manhattan
Computer Science Senior
SNYDER. KEITH W Atchison
Business Administration Junior
SNYDER, ROBERT T Mayetla
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SOLOMON. PAMELA S Derby
Accounting Junior
SONDERGARD. RODNEY D Wichita
Architecture Fifth Year Student
SORRICK, BRAD M Washington
Business Administration Freshman
SORRICK, LINDA G Washington
Education Junior
SOUTHWICK, CHRISTOPHER L Abilene
Pre-Medicine Senior
SPANCENBERC, MYRNA L Hudson
E"Sl'sh Senior
SPEAR, STEVEN A Lincoln
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SPEARS, DAVID D Osborne
Agricultural Economics Senior
SPEHART, CARLA A Kansas City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SPENCER, SUSAN L Sharon
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SPICER. MARY L Salina
Finc Arls Junior
SPIELMAN, NORMAN F Lcbo
Accounting Graduate Student
SPROULS, ROBERT L Georgetown, I
L
Recreation Senior
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Steve Stoskopf rejoices at K-State's victory on Band Day.
STALLO, JOEL D Lorraine
Mechanical Engineering Junior
STANGLE, SANDRA S Hutchinson
Social Work Senior
STARK. DANIEL B Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
STARNS, CONNIE S Hill City
Social Work Sophomore
STARNS, DAN E Winona
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
STAUDINGER. JOSEPH Dorrancc
Electrical Engineering Junior
STAVROPOULOS, MELANIE A Salina
Elementary Education Senior
STEADMAN, RAMONA L Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Senior
STEARNS, CINDY A. Haysville
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
STEELE, GEORGE H Pittsburg
Mechanical Engineering Senior
STEELE, MARY L Burdick
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STEELE. MICK1 L Tribune
Social Work Junior
STEELE, PAMELA K St. Marys
Art Freshman
STEELE, VICKIE J Kansas City
Clothing Retailing Senior
STEGENGA. SUSAN L Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
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STEIN, ALFRED P Manhattan
Music Sophomore
STEPHENS, KENT Menlo
Agronomy Senior
STEPHENS, STEPHEN R Oskaloosa
Agricultural Economics Junior
STERBENZ. KENNETH W Manhattan
Nuclear Engineering Junior
STERNER, ELLEN A Kansas City, MO
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
STEWARD. POLLY L Clay Center
Education Junior
STILES, REBECCA J. Altoona
Pre-Nursing Senior
STILWELL, ROXIE L Manhattan
Elementary Education Sophomore
STOCK. JANE S Summered
Marketing Sophomore
STODDARD. KARLA K Council Grove
Education Junior
STOTTMANN, MICHAEL J Parsons
Agricultural Economics Senior
STOUT. GAYLE L Lyndon
Architecture Fifth Year Student
STRAFUSS, PATRICIA J Manhattan
Pre-Nursing Freshman
STRAIL, CHRIS A Kingman
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STRATHMAN. MARY B Topcka
Education Junior
STRAUB, ERNEST J Kansas City. MO
Construction Science Senior
STRAUSS, WARREN A Manhattan
Accounting Senior
STRINGFIELD, SCOTT L Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Senior
STRONG, TERRESA M Abilene
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STROUP, JEFFREY L Fontana
Education Senior
STRUNK, MARY M Blaine
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
STUCK, BONNIE L Manhattan
Marketing Senior
STUCK, WILLIAM W Detroit. Ml
Industrial Engineering Graduate Student
STUCKER, DAN T Dodge City
English Junior
STUCKER, KIM A Dodge City
Marketing
L Senior
STUCKEY. CINDY A Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
STUCKY. LYNN D McPhcrson
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Junior
STUCKY. TIMOTHY A Moundndgc
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
STUDER, SHELLEY A
.
. Preston
Interior Design Junior
STUEWE, DALE A Alma
Accounting Sophomore
SULLIVAN. BRIAN S DeSoto. MO
Architecture Sophomore
SUMMERS, CHARLES K Winfieid
Computer Science Senior
SUMMERS, ELIZABETH J. Winfield
Psychology Senior
SUMRALL. JOE E Frankfort
Business Administration Junior
SUTCLIFFE. MICHAEL D
............. Chanulc
Physical Education Junior
SUTHER, BETSY Blaine
Arl Sophomore
SUTTON, CRYSTAL R Blue Rapids
Physical Education Senior
SUTTON, JANICE S '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
...Shawnee
Accounting Junior
SVATY. LYNN M Lucas
Elementary Education Junior
SWADER. CARITA G
. Gardner
Prc-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SWARNER, CINDY M Shawnee
SeniorEducation
SWARNER. JOSEPH M. Shawnee
Accoum,n8 Sophomore
SWARTWOUT, NANCY J San Antonio, TX
Business Administration
.... Senior
SWEERS, KARLE
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'omMi
Electrical Engineering Jumor
SWOFFORD. KELLY A
. , Mulvanc
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
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TALAVERA. SAM J Manhattan
General Freshman
TANG, CATHY S Taiwan
Foods and Nutrition Science Graduate Student
TANNER, GREGG A Dodge C ity
Milling Science and Management Senior
TANNER, REBECCA J St. John
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
TANNER, WILLIAM D Eagle Grove, II
Business Administration Sophomore
TAPIA, LETICIA Kansas City
Recreation Sophomore
TATMAN, RICHARD J Coffeyville
Accounting Senior
TAYLOR, KEVIN D Burns
Crop Protection , . Junior
TAYLOR, MARK K Topeka
Civil Engineering Senior
TAYLOR, MELODY B Kansas City
Management Senior
TAYLOR, MYONG H Ft. Riley
Pre-Nursing Freshman
TEETER, KIMBERLY A Lyons
Education Junior
TEETZEN, DEBORAH L Junction City
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
TEGARDEN, DIANA J Marion, IN
Education Senior
TEICHCRAEBER, ART C Eureka
Engineering Technology Senior
TEICHCRAEBER, HEIDI M Eureka
Education Senior
TELTHORST, LISA A Topeka
Textile Research Senior
TEMPLETON, TERRY L Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
TERADA, MINORU Japan
Architecture '. Sophomore
TERHUNE, TERRY N Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
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TERRILL. MICHAEL K ..Shawnee
Computer Science J " nl^
TERRY, DOROTHY A Great Bend
Home Economics Education Senior
TESON. NANCY M Prairie Village
Political Science Junlor
TETER, DOUGLAS L Hutchinson
Animal Science and Industry Senior
TEWELL, MARIAN P Bonner Springs
Marketing Senior
THARNISH, ALBERT J Junction City
Civil Engineering Sen,or
THARP, DAVID W Lenexa
Marketing Senlor
THEEL, JOHN R Alma
Agricultural Economics Senior
THIEL. CHERYL A Arlington
Pre-Nursing • • Sophomore
THIEL, RANDAL R Arlington
Agriculture 'lunlor
THIELE, RONALD G Norton
Agricultural Economics Senior
THIEROLF, CRAIG A Manhattan
Finance Jumor
THIEROLF, JANET L Overland Park
Consumer Interest Sophomore
THIESSEN. KERI E Hutchinson
Management Junior
THOMAS, DANIEL A. Winfield
Accounting Senior
Rob Daly, journalism instructor, gazes at his office after a prank.
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Senators congratulate Rich Macha after the vice-presidential election.
THOMAS, LESLEE K Topeka
Interior Design Senior
THOMAS, LINDA K Salina
Education Senior
THOMAS, REBECCA J Winfield
Education Senior
THOMASON. JULIA L Ulysses
Landscape Architecture Junior
THOMPSON, JULIE M Abilene
Business Administration Junior
THOMPSON, PATTI J Oierland Park
Life Science Senior
THRUTCHLEY. AMY L Manhattan
Recreation Junior
THULL. SCOTT E Cawkcr City
Electrical Engineering Junior
TIEDE, LAVONNE M Herington
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
TOMAN, GILBERT J Holyrood
Political Science Senior
TRACY, JAMES L Concordia
Recreation Senior
TRAPP, TIMOTHY M Manhattan
Architecture Fifth Year Student
TREDWAY, SUSAN L Winfield
Landscape Architecture Junior
TREIBER, FRED H Shattuck, OK
Physical Education Senior
TREWETT, PAUL A Shawnee
Physical Education Junior
TRIMMER, DIANE L Manhattan
Education Graduate Student
TRIMMER, ROBERT W Manhattan
Life Science Senior
TRUMMEL, JANELLE D Wilmorc
Horticulture Sophomore
TRUMPP, KEITH D Clay Center
Mechanical Engineering Junior
TUBACH. WENDY Manhattan
Interior Design Freshman
TUCKER, TERESA Carbondale
Veterinary Medicine Senior
TUCKER, TERRY D Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
UBEL, LINDA K Dodge City
Horticulture Senior
UNRUH, DALE G Great Bend
Agricultural Education Junior
URISH, RENEE S Burlingame
Recreation Senior
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VACZl, JAMES A Easton
Social Science Senior
VAN ALLEN, TIM J Topcka
Chemistry Freshman
VAN LEAR, TAMARA L Lenexa
Home Economics Education Senior
VAN NAHMEN, FRED Spcarvillc
Agricultural Economics Junior
VAN ORT, JOHN T Casllclon, NY
Architecture Junior
VAN PELT, REGINALD A Diamond, MO
Interior Architecture Fifth Year Student
VARNDELL, KATHY A Arkansas City
Office Administration Junior
VARWIG, STEPHEN D St. Louis, MO
Architectural Engineering Fifth Year Student
VASQUEZ, MARGARET Merriam
Social Work Senior
VATER, DOUGLAS M. Leawood
Marketing Scnior
VEACH, SUSAN K Abilene
Bakery Science and Management Senior
VEITH, ANTHONY J v '°'»
Industrial Engineering Senior
VELTMAN, JENNIFER S Salina
Recreation Junior
VEN JOHN, PATRICK A Garden City
Agricultural Education Junior
VENNEBERG, MARIANNA Solomon
Elementary Education Junior
VERNON, PAULA J Topcka
General Sophomore
VERSCHELDEN. LINDA M Manhattan
Marketing Sophomore
VETTER. RANDY M Bcloit
Agricultural Economics Junior
VIENTOS, JOSE A Mayaguez, PR
Veterinary Medicine Senior
VINCENT, STACEY L Topcka
General Sophomore
VIRTUE, LESLIE W Galena, II
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
V1SHNEFSKE, MARK A Scandia
Finance Senior
VISHNEFSKE, MYRON L Scandia
Agricultural Economics Junior
VIZZARI, RICHARD L. Greenwich, CT
Management Senior
VOEGELI, JOHN J Peck
Veterinary Medicine Junior
WADE, JESS E Bolivar, MO
Music Graduate Student
WADE, PAT A Goddard
Speech Pathology Junior
WAETZIG, VALERIE L Wakarusa
Consumer Interest Senior
WAETZIG, V1CKI J Wakarusa
Family and Child Development Junior
WAGNER, DAVID W Wichita
Construction Science Senior
WAIDE. CARTER E Topcka
Finance Junior
WALKER, CRAIG A Lincoln
Management Senior
WALKER, DAVID T Syracuse
Agronomy Senior
WALKER, DENNIS S Canton
Accounting Sophomore
WALKER, GEORGE W Wamego
Art Senior
WALKER, GREGORY L Miltonvalc
Agricultural Education Junior
WALKER, JULIE L Parker
Pre-Nursing Junior
WALKER. RANDALL P Miltonvalc
Agricultural Economics Junior
WALL, JANE E Salina
Home Economics Extension Junior
WALLACE, LEESA M Barnard
Physical Education Senior
WALLERIUS, KAREN A Salina
Accounting Senior
WALLERT, KRISTI J Ellsworth
Recreation Senior
WALLMAN, JANET L Dillcr, NB
Prc-Velcrinary Medicine Junior
WALTER, DEL A Salina
Management Junior
WALTER, KRISTI E Sublette
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
456 off-campus
The bike path by Willard Hall is popular during warm weather.
Off-Campus
WALTERS, AMY L Topeka
Physical Therapy Senior
WALTERS, GLORIA J Paola
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WALTERSCHEID, DAVID J Manhultun
Engineering Technology Freshman
WALTERSCHEID, SUSAN A Manhattan
Office Administration Senior
WALTZ, ROSY Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
WANKLYN, KAREN M Frankfort
Correctional Administration Junior
WARREN, PAMELA A Oterland Park
Elementary Education Senior
WASINGER, RICHARD L Hays
Engineering Technology Senior
WASINGER. TIMOTHY A Ness City
Prc-Mcdicine Sophomore
WASSENBERG, RICHARD J Seneca
Agricultural Economics Junior
WASSER. DEBRA S Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
WASSERMAN. ELLEN D Hoxic
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WASSERSTEIN, SHERRY A. Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WAUGH. F. LYNN Goodland
Consumer Interest
.
. Junior
WEBB, WALTER L Manhattan
Radio and Televison Senior
WEBER, RALPH C Bonner Springs
Education Senior
WEDEL. DWIGHT R Moundr.dgc
Agricultural Education Junior
WEDEL, RHONDA C Hutchinson
Retail Floriculture Senior
WEHMEIER. GARY J St Charles. MO
Architecture Junior
WEISHAAR. MARGARET E Valley Falls
Early Childhood Education Junior
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WELLER, LINDA J Gypsum
Recreation Senior
WELLS. ELIZABETH A Washington
Education Sophomore
WELLS, SHERI L Washington
Elementary Education Sophomore
WEMER, TRECA J Otlumwa, IA
Elementary Education Junior
WENCEL, GRANT A W ichita
Landscape Architecture Senior
WENRICH, SUSAN E Pratt
Home Economics Education Senior
WERNER, JANET J Bennington
Office Administration Senior
W EST, GALE E LaCrosse
History Senior
WEST, RANDY H Mound City
Civil Engineering Senior
WESTBROOK, RENA L Crcstwood, MO
Architecture Fifth Year Student
WESTHOFF, GERALD R Lake Winnebago, MO
Architecture Junior
WETZEL. MARK D Manhattan
Biochemistry Sophomore
WHEAT, ALICE M Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
WHITE, KENDALL W Chapman
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WHITE. MARY A Olathc
Special Education Senior
Bernard Felton heads to the Union for a break.
458 off-campus
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WHITEHAlfc, CYNTHIA A Hope
Pre- Nursing Sophomore
WHITEHAIR, FREDERICK D Abilene
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WHITEHILL, DEAN A Latham
Education Graduate Student
WHITESELL, SUZANNE Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
WHITESELL, WAYNE Manhattan
Agricultural Education Senior
WHITLEY, BRENT A Ness City
Agricultural Economics Senior
WHITMORE, IVEY L Fall River
Accounting Senior
Wl ATT, WILL I Lukin
Biology Junior
WICHMAN, MICHAEL W Shawnee
Marketing Senior
WICKSTRUM, ARLIS E Manhattan
General Freshman
WICKSTRUM. GAREN R Manhattan
Engineering - Freshman
WIEBE. ELDO J Whitewater
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WIECK. RON D Manhattan
General Sophomore
WIENS. CAROL J Newton
Management Junior
WIENS, EMERY F Hillshoro
Agricultural Engineering Senior
WIESNER, KIRK W Great Bend
Accounting Junior
WILBER, MORRIS G Belleville
Agronomy Junior
WILCOX. MARK D Salina
Management Junior
WILDS, MICHAEL D. Manhattan
Accounting Senior
WILEY, BECKY L Manhattan
Education Senior
WILEY, STEVEN N Oswego
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WILKERSON, KELLY L. Jefferson City. MO
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WILKINS, ROBERT E. Warwick, Rl
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
WILKINSON, THERESA W Lawrence
Clothing Retailing Senior
WILL, LINDA I Halstead
Interior Design Senior
WILLE, MARK H Overland Park
Modern Language Senior
WILLHITE. PAUL G Wcllsvillc
Food Science and Management Junior
WILLIAMS, DEVIN E Spring Hill
Interior Design Junior
WILLIAMS, JAMES R Molinc
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WILLIAMS. JOYCE Y Protection
Medical Technology Sophomore
WILLIAMS. JULIANNE Moline
Clothing Retailing Junior
WILLIAMS. RONALD K Shawnee
Industrial Engineering Junior
WILLIS. BARTON L Manhattan
Physics Junior
WILLIS, GREGORY O Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Senior
WILLIS, PAMELA S. Hoisinglon
Education Senior
WILMORE, MARCIA A Maui. HI
Fashion Design Junior
WILSON, DAVID L Delphos
Engineering Technology Senior
WILSON, DIANE J Wichita
Psychology Senior
WILSON. KAREN B Shawnee
Early Childhood Education Junior
WILSON, KAREN C. Manhattan
Accounting Senior
WILSON, MICHAEL S I" 1 -'
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
W1LTSE, JANE E Alloona
Accounting Senior
WILTSE, MICHAEL L Alloona
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
WINDISCH, SHARON A Prairie Village
Social Work Sophomore
WING, RUTH E Lcoli
Business Administration Freshman
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WINGERSON. JILL A Topcka
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
WINKLER, LARRY A Manhattan
Accounting Senior
WINKLER, MARY E Manhattan
Marketing Seniof
WINSLOW, KENNETH L Burr Oak
Agricultural Economics Junior
WINSTON. KIMBERLY K Clay Center
Recreation Sophomore
WINTER, BRIAN R Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
WINTER, KEVIN J Mai/c
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
WIRTH, THOMAS J Lincoln
Construction Science Freshman
WISE, MARK E Piper
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WISE, TERESA A Abilene
Nuclear Engineering Senior
WISEMAN, CHRIS E Hiawatha
Business Education Senior
WISWELL, BRONA S Sublette
Elementary Education Senior
WISWELL, CHESTER L Sublette
Crop Protection Senior
WITHERSPOON, CONNIE L Junction City
Fashion Design Freshman
WITTSTOCK, JANE A Wichita
Veterinary Medicine Junior
4*0 off-campus
Off-Campus
WOHLER, BECKY L Wichita
Clothing Retailing Senior
WOLF. DAVID A Junction City
Industrial Engineering Freshman
WOOD. CONNIE L Mankato
Home Economics Sophomore
WOOD. GLENN C Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
WOOD, MICHAL J Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WOODS, NEAL L Emporia
Electrical Engineering Senior
WOOLARD, TERRY L Junction City
Construction Science Senior
WORCESTER. DEBORAH J Hill City
Elementary Education Junior
WRIGHT, HERVEY W Topcka
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
WRIGHT, PAUL R Junction City
Family and Child Development Senior
WU. JOANNE E Lcawood
General Freshman
WUERTZ. MARK E Courlland
Agriculture Junior
WUERTZ, NANCY J Cuba
Elementary Education Senior
WYANT, DONNIE L Junction City
Accounting Senior
YAEGE, MARGARET A Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
\ ARROW, DWICHT M (lay Center
Animal Science and Industry Senior
\ATES, KATHRYN Salina
Family and Child Development Senior
YEAKEL, GLENN S Bethlehem, PA
Architecture Junior
YLANDER. DAVID M Lmdsborg
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
YOAKUM, JANE M Kansas City
Marketing Senior
YOUNG. CAROL L Manhattan
Accounting Freshman
YOUNG, KAREN I Olathc
Business Administration Sophomore
YOUNG, LINDA J Overland Park
Marketing Senior
YOUNG. MARK T Seldcn
Geology Junior
YOUNG. MARLENA G Topcka
Animal Science and Industry Junior
/EORLIN, DANIEL H Wichita
Civil Engineering Junior
/EORLIN. MARK A Wichita
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
ZILLINGER, MARK T Phillipsburg
Accounting Junior
ZILLINGER, PATSY L Phillipsburg
Physical Education Senior
ZIMMERMAN, ANN M Salina
Elementary Education Senior
ZIMMERMAN, DEBORA A Wellington
Nuclear Engineering Senior
ZIMMERMAN, JOE J Harper
Agricultural Education Senior
ZOELLER, DONNA L Wamego
Prc-Nursing Freshman
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A Doll's House 73
Aalbrcglse, Christina 280
Abbott. Donna R 347
Abbott. Peggy S 406
Abel. Herbert J 406
Abcrlc. Jeanctte S 357
Abcrnathy. Fred J 327
Abrahamson, Kristcn ... 193.3X3
Abrahamson. Tammy L 202.
.104. 283
Acacia 26(1
Academics IX
Acevedo-Crespo, Jorg 406
Achtcn. Philip B 204, 271
Acker. Duane 20. 54
Acting Company, The 81
Adami. Virginia L 201. 339
Adams. Brent A 376
Adams. Charles V 219. 406
Adams, David H 3X3
Adams. Douglas K 27X
Adams. Jane E. ... 2IX, 280. 2X2
Adams. Kent L 203, 406
Adams, Marsha L 221
Adams. Michael 335
Adams. Richard R. . 208. 212, 321
Adams. Robert J 307
Adams. Sue E 238, 265.
Adams, Tryone 1 60
Adams, Vcva E 242, 400
Adams, William A. ... 193. 234
Adamson, Chris F 357
Adamson, Terry 204. 365
Adclhardl, Gary J 365
Ades. Cindy L 23X. 406
Adcycmo, Theophilus . . . 207, 406
Adkins, Carrita D 406
Admire. John D 365
Adolph. Connie S 406
Advertising Club 2(14
Aclmore. John D 278
Aeschliman, Rick J. 313
Acschliman. Roger T 3X3
Affoltcr, Jaclyn D 406
Afshanan, Mohammad 406
Aggieville 103
Agncw. Michael L . 193
Agricultural Ambassadors 186
Agricultural Communications 1X6
Agricultural Economics Club 1X7
Agricultural Education Club 1X7
Agricultural Mechanization Club
188
Agricultural Student Council IXX
Ahcrn, James A 357
Ahcrn. Michael F 406
Ahmed, Saidu B 207
Ahncn. Janice M 298
Ahrcns, Anton F 315
Ahrens. Tim F. 201. 234, 365
Ahrcns, Tom W, 260
Aina, Kchindc O. 207
Air Force ROTC 234
Ailchison. Charlotte 406
Aitkcn, Dave L. 345
Ailken, James P 345
Aitkcn, Mark W
. .
383
Akin. Dean A 406
Akright. Brent F 223
Albcrs. Brcnda L 406
Albcrs, Gary A 199
Albrachl, David J 200, 240. 406
Albracht. Robert M 406
Albrcchl. Douglas A
,
376
Albright. Dcbra G 406
Albright. Debra J. . 219. 220, 221,
222. 227, 390
Albright. James K. .211.212. 337
Albright. Jeff P 209. 325
Albright. Julia C 202
Albright, Susan L 230
Albright. Susan M 39X
Albright. Thomas K. . 315
Aldcn. Shelley L 357
Aldrich. Lisa 197. 406
Alcman. Nickolas R 307
Alexander, Steven S 365
Alexander. William J. 311
Alfaro. Raul E ,321
Alicro. Allahiru A 207
Alioto. Alice M 301
Allan. Debbie G 22X. 301
Allen. Amy S 29X
Allen. Arthur W 23X, 357
Allen. Charlton R 365
Allen. Jane E 23X. 2X3
Allen. Jean E 20X. 228. 301
Allen. Joe B 327
Allen. Salli M. . 223
Allen. Sharon S.
.
. 227
Allen. Tina M 406
Allen. Victoria L 227. 298
Allic. Stephen .1
.
, 238. 316
Allingham. Steven M 325
Allison. Byron D 365
Allison. David N 383
Allison. Grant S 201. 406
Allison. Linda D 400
462 Allison. Patricia J. . 219. 227. 406
Allison. Sandra R 406
Anderson, Deborah J. . . 204,
214, 239,
Anderson, Dennis P. .
.
. 187,
Alonzo, Kathy D 31 X
Alpha Chi Omega 262
Alpha Chi Sigma 197
Alpha Delta Pi 266
Alpha Epsilon Delta 216
Alpha Epsilon Rho 2(15
Alpha Gamma Rho 26X
Alpha Kappa Alpha 239
Alpha Kappa Lambda 27(1
Alpha Kappa Psi 202
Alpha Lambda Delta 223
Alpha Phi Omega 239
Alpha Pi Mu 20X
Alpja Tau Alpha IXX
Alpha Tau Omega 272
Alpha Xi Delta 274
Alpha Zeta 1X9
Alsalih. Haytham K 406
Altcnbernd, Anne M. ... 200. 222
Altcnbernd, Karen L 236
Altenhofen, David W. ... 197. 23X
Altenhofen. Marilyn 3X3
Albarcz. Maria L 406
Amayo, Anna M 207
Amayo, Jesse M 207
American Association of Textile
C hemists and Colorists 2IX
American Institute of Chemical
Engineering 108
American Institute of Industrial
Engineering 209
American Nuclear Society 209
American Society of Agricultural
Engineering 109
American Society of Interior
Designers 219
American Society of Mechanical
Engineering 210
Ammcl. Georgia E 241, )} l>
Ammcl, Harvey D 234
Amsler. Karl E 376
An Evening of Opera and Dance
82
Andcres, Randall J 1X7. 1X9
Anders, Dale R 406
Andersen, Donald S. ... 240. 290
Andersen. Gregory B. . . . 201, 365
Anderson, Barbara G 195
Anderson. Bruce E. . 210. 27X
Anderson. Carolyn M. ... 396
Anderson, Charlene 433
Anderson, Chris J 311
Anderson, Darren L 400
Anderson. David A 406
Anderson, Dean E. . 1X6. 190, I'M.
26X
206.
406
307,
406
209,
213
210
4(11.
293
Hill
2X3
249
273
406
406
197
288
336
3X3
3X3
2X3
273
,
271
232
376
265
406
26 2
242
203
. 406
347
347
316
406
321
304
365
357
406
406
.
3X3
.
347
222
365
406
,
3X3
195
. 233
233
406
365
347
.
406
.
347
301
"11 1
238
227
406
.365
357
242.
Anderson, Dennis W.
Anderson, Erik S
Anderson, Gary A.
Anderson, Gary D.
Anderson, Hall
Anderson, Jean K.
Anderson, Jett B
Anderson, Jill D
Anderson, John G.
Andcrson, John S.
Anderson. John V
Anderson. Jon R.
Anderson, Ken E.
Anderson, Kimbcrly A.
Anderson, Larry D.
Anderson, Laura M.
Anderson, Lori S.
Anderson. Mark A.
Anderson. Nancy
Anderson. Robert K. .
Anderson, Sandra K.
Anderson. Shcri A.
Anderson, Staccy D.
Anderson. Steve D.
Anderson. Steven D.
204,
211
189,
205
209
230.
214.
15. 271
. 230
231
191. 254
Anderson, Sue ....
Anderson, Susie K.
Anderson. Tim R.
Anderson, Tim S. . .
Andler, Bradley E.
Andra, Christy M.
Andraos, Edward A.
Andrasik, Kathryn L.
Andres. David A.
Andrew. Cynthia L.
Andrew. Dean R. .
Andrew, Sharon K.
Andrews. Dana D. .
Andrews, Gary L.
Andrews. Keith L. .
Andrews. Phyllis C.
Andrews, Stanley R.
Andrews. Susan M.
Angel Flight
Angcvinc. Hclcnc M.
Annan. George R.
Annan. Sylvia E.
Annis. John R. ....
Annis. Lisa C
Anstactl. Janet K.
Anlhonv. Harrv S.
Anthony, Sandra S.
Antin. Chcric L. ...
Antwcilcr. Marilyn B
Apley. Michael D.
Appcll. Joicic E
Appl. Charlotte J. 220. 225
343
Appleby. Jon L 331
Archarl. Barbara J 225. 3IX
Arellano, Johnny R 270
Argo, Brent H 376
Ariaz, Ronald 222
Arikya, Muhammadu U 207
Armagost, Lori S 233, 304
Armatas, Cheryl M 301
Armstrong, Amy L 209, 406
Armstrong, Marina K. . . 298. 407
Armstrong. Michael D 307
Armstrong, Michole 307
Arncson, Cindy L. 400
Arnold. David F 376
Arnold. Jerry 290. 376
Arnold. Kathy S . . . . 22X
Arnold. Leigh A 225. 400
Arnold, Lillian M. . 215, 219, 301
Arnold, Richard R 365
Arnold, Susannc 226, 265
Arnold, Vicki L 390
Arnoldy, Anton
_I_ 383
Arnonc, Lisa L 265
Arpin. Ken E .186
Arpin, Richard W 194, 407
Arth, Juliana 339
Arthur, Deborah 1 241
Arts and Sciences Council 197
Arts and Sciences Honorary I9X
Asbury, Lonald K. . 239, 376
Ash. Debra K 244. 407
Ashbv, Tarn S. 347
Ashley, Sharon M 239, 407
Ashlon. Robert W 376
Asjcs. Evert .278
Association of General Contractors
210
Association of Pre-Design Students
195
Association of Residence Halls
213
Association of Residence Halls
Executive Committee 214
Alhcrly. Randall B. 365
Alhcrlon, David W 376
Atkins. Chet 77
Atkins. Philip R 192, 206, 297
Atkinson. Edward A 407
Atkinson. Gene K 21 1. 27X
Allebcrry, Darrcll G 365
Atlerbury, Janet E 212
Attig, Susan A 212, 400
Alwell, Leon 204, 211, 407
Aucn. Lisa M 1X6, 194
Austin, Craig T 407
Autrcy. Monica R. 241. 407
Avcrill, Mark I. ... 331
Avitia, Daniel .1
.
3X3
Aydt, Patrick B. 192, 407
Avers, Lois E 295
Avers. Thomas M 187. 376
Avlward, Jim P 1X7
Aylward, Robert R 407
Avres, Mark 27X
J03
Baalman, Karen M 295, 376
Baas, Steven F 327
Babb, Donald L 1X7. 407
Babcock. Scott V 271
Babcock, Wcs D. 214, 215. 2 IX.
' 220, 357
Babington. Todd W 223. 271
Bacani, Paul D. . 234. 407
Bach. Rex C 3X3
Bachman, Greg . 217, 241, 407
Bachman. Matthew C 27X
Backman, Gayla L 347
Bacon. Robert A 311
Badsky. Floyd A 234, 260
Bachlcr, Gary L 407
Bagheri. Hassan M 357
Bahncr. Kevin A 325
Bahr. Bill G 407
Bahr. Bonnie M 347
Bahr. John A 407
Bahr. Judith K 219
Bahr. Kurlis R 365
Bahr. Sam A 365
Bahr, William G 211.213
Bahrc, Susan 239
Baicr. Jennifer A 400
Bailey, Cynthia J. . . 1X9. 22X. 343
Bailey. Danisc L 230. 407
Bailey. Gabricllc 224
Bailey. Kevin H 407
Bailey, Kimbcrly M 339
Barnes, Joel D 199, 398
Baintcr, David D 364
Baird. Tamra J 400
Bairow. Sharon M 221. 347
Bajah. Isaiah 207
Bajich, Helen 203. 407
Bajich, Miryana 347
Baker. Anita C 407
Baker. Bruce E 325
Baker. Deborah L 407
Baker, Howard 91
Baker. Jackie M 194, 408
Baker. John R 331
Baker. Jon C 186, 190, 268
Baker. Kimbcrly L 347
Baker, Kristi A 238, 408
Baker. Laurel 236, 400
Baker, Steven W 183, 286
Baker, Stewart 1 271
Baker, Susan E 390
Baker, Wesley W 408
Bakery Science and Management
Club 189
Baldcrson, Joy A. 215. 232. 2X0
Baldcrson, Mary J 301
Baldwin. Curtis L 329
Baldwin. Kathleen A. 400
Baldwin. Thomas F 214. 329
Bales. Robert K 27X
Ball. Brian R 195. 196. 365
Ball. Cynthia L 40X
Ball. M. Suzanne 318
Ball. Robert W 40X
Ballard, Kari J 228, 262
B.illou. Larry K 365
Balloy. Linda M 219. 347
Bambick. Elizabeth M. . 40X
Bambick, Patricia L 139. 246,
40X
Band Day 142
B.mion. Brandyn S 365
Banister, Jeffrey R 365
Banker. Priscilla 29X
Banks. Charles R. . . 1X6. 187, 2>M
Banks, Rebecca 347
Banks , Rhonda M 400
Banner, Christopher 236
B.inla. Thomas B 325
Barancik, Karen S 226
Barancik, Kathy M 347
Barbe, William A 329, 330
Barber. Deborah L 212. 347
Barber. Julie A 2 IX, 40X
Barber, Mark D 3X3
Barber. Paul 233, 234
Barber, Rex A 40X
Barber, Steven W 321
Bardgctt, Suzanne M. ... 195.2X0
Bardslcy. Kevin E 192. 40X
Bardslcy, Megan N 2X0
Bare. Mark M 40X
Barciss, Laura J 301
Barciss. Lorcn D 276
Barciss. Shcri L. . ... 20X, 232. 301
Barker. Dcbra 295
Barker, Elizabeth B. 40X
Barker. Ricky J 408
Barlow, Andrea L 262
Barnard, Rick A 40X
Barncr, Dcbra L 237. 23X. 347
Barnes, Jed D 316
Barnes, Lynn 143
Barnes, Marcia L 230. 273
Barnes. Mary A 273
Barnes. Patricia L 390
Barnes. Scott M 26X
Barnelt. Linda J. . . 196, 210, 347
Barnell, Richard D 40X
Barnow, Sonja D 227. 347
Barm. Gailya D 357
Barr, Charlott M 408
Barr. Jane A 304
Barr. Margaret E 2X3
Barr. Mary M 40X
Barr. Richard N 27X
Barrett. Charlotte 347
Barren. Dwight H 2XX
Barrick. Barbara A 202, 273
Barnngton. Timothy 357
Barron, Cory W 271
Barron, Gregory C 132
Barry. Michelle 40X
Barsamian, Susan P. .211.212,
230, 236, 283
Barstow, Tamara K. 190,217.
339
Band. Kathleen S 357
Bartcl, Wilmcr J 209. 408
Bands, Carol K 237. 347
Bands. Janet S 230, 318
Bartkoski. Michael 376
Bartlelt. Andra L 390
Bartlett. Bob R 192
Bartlelt. Linda S 357
Bartlett, Suzanne K 23X, 390
Bartlcy, Keith D IXX. 313
Barton. Anna L 400
Bartz. Rodney B 2X6
Baseball 176
Basgall, Maureen 223. 339
Basham. Susan C 3IX
Basketball, men's 158
Basketball, women's 152
Bass. Lynda S 220. 221. 343
Bassford, Debbie L 2 IX, 339
Bastian, Lynn D 347
Batchcldcr, Beverly 339
Batchclor, Lydia G. 231. 246. 408
Bates. Byron T 408
Bates. Cathy A 2X3
Bates. Mclinda J 283
Ball. Lee A 280
Battle of the Bulge 110
Bauck. Russell B 211, 357
Bauer, Alan F 290
Bauer. Blaine 315
Bauer. Brady G 209, 408
Bauer. Brcnda K 273
Bauer. Edward J 203, 408
Bauer, Gary B 202
Bauer. Kyle C 1X7. 293
Bauer. Lori A 228. 400
Bauer. Richard L
Bauer. Steven L
Bauer, Suzanne M 231,
Bauerband. Stephen R
Baugh. John E
Baughcr, Earl
Baughman, Audic R
Bauman, Deborah A
Bauman, Judith A 226,
Bauman. Lcannc
Baumchcn, John IXX, 192.
Baumgardncr. Malia J. 205,
Baumgart. Jacqueline
Baumgarten. M Lisa . . 209.
Baumgartner, David E
Baumgarlncr, John L
Baumgartner, William
Baus, Mark R
Baxa. Thomas M. IXX. 190.
Bayer. Dcnisc H
Baser. Robert P
Baser. Steven M
Bases, Brent R
Bcachly, Meredith J
Beadles, Kristi K
Beahm. Bruce V
Beam. Lisa 198, 228.
Beardmore, David H
Beardmorc, Richard R
Beardmore, Tracy 225.
Bcardslcy. Jennifer 225.
Bcarly, Kimbcrli A
Bcarncs, Timothy G 199,
Bcaston, Brook J
Bcatly, Daniel
Bcatty. Karen S 243
Bcaudct, Patricia A
Bcbermcycr, Arlan
Beck. Dcbora J
Beck. Eric B
Beck. Henry V
Beck. Tcrri A
210
38 3
345
337
408
241
357
301
265
347
357
283
228
215.
233
290
408
327
408
240.
408
2IX
357
260
376
390
408
376
29X
3 09
309
262
304
40(1
215.
268
210
222.
I'll
210. 213
Becker, Debra K
Becker. Donna N
Becker. Glenn M
Becker. Joseph C
Becker. Nancy J.
Becker. Paul J.
Becker, Roger L
Becker. Scott D. .
Becker. Virginia K 227,
Bcckcrlc, Harry S
Bcckman, Brent A
Beckman, Elaine S
Bcckwith, Jan L. „ . .'. ,_^._.^_
Bednar. Brian K
Becbc, Brad W
Becbc, M. Elizabeth
Beechcr. Bradley R
Beeler, Catherine R
Beclcr, Margaret W
Beem, Patrick K
Bccman, Robbi J
Beers, Greg
Beery. Pollyann 243,
Beeson, Heidi L
Becthe. Douglas C
Bccthe. M. Christine 222.
Beets, Linda L 230.
Bchrcns, David L
Beikmann, Kayc L
Beim. Michael K
Bcimc Timothy A 188,
Bcisner. Darla R
Bcisner. Kelly V
Belcher. Janet G
Belctsky. Mary E
Bclford. Mark S
Bclin. Kelvin W
Bell. Dclaync
Bell. Jerry D
Bell. Pamela A
Bell. Susan M 244. 246,
Bell. Susan R
Bell. Victoria
Bellar. Marccnc L
Bellinger, Monet L
Bello, Adcola V
Bello, Adclunji B
Bemis, William F
Benda, Barbara L.
Bender. Kim J. .
Bender. Michelle
Bender, Nancy M
Beneficl, John L.
Benekc, Mclony L 135,
Bengston, Anne E 227,
Bcnisch, Julie R
Benlon. Paul A
Bennett, Brcnda L
Bennett, Daniel M 214.
Bennett, Gregory L
Bennett, Kevin L
Bennett, Paula J 220.
Bennett. Randall W
Bennett, Robert ,
Bennett. Sharon Y
Bennett. Steve
Bennett. Steven P
Bennett, Susan P
Bennett, Tracy L
Benson, Bruce A
Benson, Jay B
Benson, Jennie E.
243
211. 212
211. 212.
Bcnlcman. Gary D.
408
408
293
190
307
200
408
408
390
276
376
408
276
408
331
276
315
40X
219
219
307
311
348
408
408
273
315
295
202
301
231
40X
408
390
334
304
365
40X
200
40X
40X
34X
357
376
304
31 I
343
339
29X
3X3
40X
34X
409
409
309
40(1
409
39X
295
213
409
400
400
357
273
329
376
309
390
409
60
345
210
409
224
273
365
311
234.
409
376
Bcnyshck, Wayne E 409
Bcoughcr, Timothy K. . . . 225. 365
Bcrbcn, Harold J 309
Bcrblingcr, Pamela L 273
Bcrcntz, Kara K 304
Bergen. Lori A 197. 215. 273
Bcrgh. William A 201. 329
Bcrghaus. Boyd E 409
Berghaus. Scott A 357
Bcrgkamp, Evelyn S 191
Bcrgkamp. Kathleen D. 238, 34X
Bergmann, Inge M 232. 347
Bcrkc. Jeffrey H 325
Berkley, Vicki L 230
Bcrlckamp. Joseph D 197. 271
Bcrnasck. Lori N 298
Bernard. Michelle 52
Berncr, Barbara L. 215, 29X
Bcrncr. Kathryn M 273
Bernhardt. Sandra L. ... 225, 252
Bcrnica, Robert G 138
Bcrnica, Susan K 34X
Bcrning, Mark S 66, 329
Berning. Suzanne R 230, 348
Bcrra, Ronald J 409
Berroth, Bradford M. 409
Berry. Diana S 348
Berry. Kathlec 200
Berry. Laura L 400
Berry. Michael G 37 ft
Berry. Michael W 204. 310, 376
Berry, Pollyann 219
Berry, Thomas D 3X3
Berry, Zachary J 365
Bcrtels. Elaine M 225. 396
Bcrtrand. Landa J 227, 301
Bcsancon, Rebecca S. . . 407. 409
Bcslcr. John C 333
Bcslcr. Leo G. 333
Bcssicr, Shelley D . 203, 295
Bcsthorn. Elaine J 400
Beta Alpha Psi 202
Beta Sigma Psi 276
Beta Theta Pi 278
Bcttison, Judy L 2X3
Bel/en, Cccha R 409
Bcucrlcin, Joseph E 409
Beurskcns. Barry C 194
Bcvcr, David K 260
Bcvcr, Dennis W 265
Beverly, Steven A 376
Bcxtcrmillcr, Theresa 339
Bey, Charles J 236
Beyer, Kevin R 190, 26X
Bcymcr, Lisa K 2X0
Biasclla, Beverly J 34X
Bichcl, Mark A 357
Bichclmcyer, Mary T. . . . 197, 205.
231, 34X
Bicbcrly. David D 409
Bieberly, Mike J 365
Bicblcr. Chris A 236. 286
Bienhoff. Stephen 409
Bicrly, Kirk C 193
Bierly. Mark R 188, 365
Bicscnthal. Ruth E. .1X7. 390
Biggs. Beverly A 2X3
Biggs. Stanley D 365
Bigham, Brcnda J 357
Bigham. Rodney B 1X8. 409
Bigler. Lisa M 232. 304
Bikeway 115
Biles. Jo R 34X
Bille. James 193
Billings, Barclta G 34X
Billingslcy, Kay F 239, 400
Binford, Kalhy J 318
Bingham. Robert J 376
Bingman. Phillip E 234
Binklcy. Frances M 244. 401
Birch. John W 316
Bird. Jack E 323
Bird, Marshall R 409
Birdsong, David 197, 409
Birkman, Carolyn D 219
Birmingham, Norccn R .191. 357
Bisagno, Dave A 27X
Bish. John D. . 192
Bishop, Cynthia L. 20X, 227. 409
Bishop. David D 365
Bishop. Tcri A 265
Bishop. Timothy R. 409
Blaauw. James H 1X6. 1 9(1
Black Awareness Week 84
Black Creek Council 214
Black. Kerry L 365
Black. Leslie A 1X9
Black Student I Inion 206
Black. Wayne A 1X7, I XX
Blackman. Bradley K . 20X
Blackman. Merrill 210
Blackman. Susan B 200. 409
Blackwcll. Garland A 297
Blackwcll. Steve K 313
Blackwood, Randal L. . 210. 213
Blackwood. Sandra S 242
Blackwood. Steven L 19(1
Blahul. Marie F 409
Blaida. Robert A 409
Blair. Glcnda D 409
Blake. Cheryl L 23X
Blakcslcc, Emily J. . 2 IX. 220. 222.
301
Blakcslcc, Kent G 365
Blanchard, Dale W 214. 409
Blankcn. Dean R 234
Blasdcl, Karen D 357
Blasi, Julie A 169
Blasi, Wayne M 333
Blattner, Jcffcry D. ... 232. 260
Blattner, Mary E 238, 339
Blattner, Rickey A 260
Blattner, Thomas L 260
Blazey, Michael A 245
Blazck. Kim R 34X
Blendcn, Wanda K 220. 222
Blcvins, Vanetta J 219. 409
Blick. Gerald J 365
Blickcnstaff. Carla . . 191. 227. 409
Blinn, Jayne E 401
Bliss. Dan E 376
Bliss. Vivian B 220, 247. 34X
Blochbcrgcr, James E 327
Block and Bridle 190
Blockcolsky, Claudia . . 203. 262
Blocker. Dorinda L 357
Blocsscr. Shcrri J 202
Blomquist, Lori J. ... 216. 304
Blomuuist. Sandra K. . , . 230. 273
Bloom. Kenneth S. 1X7
Bloom, Thomas L 3X3
Bloomcamp. Cynthia L. 191
Blue Key 223
Blumjnhourst. Michael 409
Blumc. Bclh E 216. 3X3
Blumc. Dcbra S 219. 222
Blumc. Steven L 209. 213
Blush. Susan M 219. 348
B'nai B'rith 206
Board of Student Publications
247
Boasi. Elizabeth A. .."....'. 203
Boatman, Ruth R 236
Boaz. Donctta M 226. 34X
Bobbil. Kathy R. 227
Bock. Donald 409
Bock. John S 251
Bock. Margaret A 409
Bodclson. Michael A 24X. 321
Bocgc. Stephen M 309
Boch. James M. 376
Boch. Stephen L 234
Bocrgcr. Alan R 276
Boggs. Bcthani A 156. 301
Boggs, Pamela J .137
Bogncr. David J 316
Bogncr, Vivian A. . . 215. 304
Bogucki. Mark J 3X3
Boguc. Mark J. . 3X3
Boguc. Russell G. 195. 365
Boguski, Mark 209
Boh.irl. Kathryn C. 409
Bohling, Perry D 321
Bohm. Rhondalyn H 409
Bohn. Jan R 219. 222
Bohn. Rodney P. I XX. 1X9. 331
Bohn. Sharon M. . . 227. 273
Bohncnblusl, David A 271
Bohning. Scotl A 197
Boisvcrt. Charles D 365
Bolan, William T. 27X
Boland. Larry D . . 357
Bolding. Jay D 327
Boldra. Thclma I. . 390
Boldl. Larry K 1X9
Bolcrjack. Kyle C 290
Boles. Catherine S I XX, 3IX
Bolin. Andrew W 329
Boll. Lisa G. 34X
Boiler. Annette M 246
Boiler. Laura J 246. 409
Bollicr Eric L 409
Bollicr. Rene P 199, 365
Bolon. Barbara L. 2IX. 220. 227,
.
262
Bolt. Donnic E. . 409
Boltc. Shcri B 357
Bolton. Barbara A 357
Bolz. Rita F. 219. 409
Boman. Roger J 409
Bombardier. Paula R 409
Bond. Gregory W 203, 409
Bonlrager. Connie J 409
Bontragcr. Tom 1 36
Bonwcll. Brent L 1X6. 290
Bony. Pamela 409
Bony, Paul S. I XX. 1X9. 192. 409
Boomer. Russell L 2XX
Boppart. Mary S 288. 304
Borchard. Pamela J 262. 345
Borgcr. Jennifer R 34X
Bork, Ned L 409
Born. Donald E 26X
Bornhcimcr. Mary A. 22X. 23X.
273
Bornhcimcr. Nancy J. 22X. 273
Borsi. Sara J 236. 237. 410
Borthwick. Sterling 240, 271
Boriz, Tcri L 401
Borushcski, Kathy A 357
Bosarge, Evelyn L 227, 34X
Bosargc. Randcll H 236, 23X
Bosch. Eric P 327
Bosco, Kathleen M 39
Boskill. Susan K 357
Bossc. Nadalic S. . 209. 211, 262
Bossier, Ann L 222. 283
Bostick, Cynthia M 234, 238.
357
Bostick, James J 357
Boswcll. Justin D 410
Bosworth. Collis P 290
Bothwell, Tammy L 273
Bollcrmullcr, Bruce 410
Bottom. Kay A 401
Bolts, Kalhcrinc D 193, 401
Boucher, Michael A 214, 31.1
Boufford, Robert W 26
Boughton, Kenton 365
Boula. Kim E 410
Boulanger. Sally L 242. 410
Bourk. Daniel J. u 331
Bowdish, Lori L 3X3
Bowcn, Carol A 228. 304
Bowcn, Grctchen A 410
Bowcn, Pamela J 304
Bowers, Joseph J 376
Bowers. Joseph P 376
Bowcrsox, Connie S 410
Bowcrsox, Curtis R 410
Bowcrsox, Stewart M. ... 213. 365
Bowcrsox, Valeric J 339
Bowkcr, Lcroy C 323
Bowser. Steven M. . 187. 241. 365
Boxbcrgcr. Mark A 307
Boyd. Garland H 410
Bovd. Glenn A 216. 239. 410
Boyd Hall 339
Boyd. John R 410
Boyd. Michael S 309
Boyd. Sabrina A. . . 206. 237. 34X
Boyd. Steven P 377
Boyd, Victoria A 301
Boyer, Kenneth L 410
Boylan, Kelly C 357
Bo\um, Ruth A 410
Brace, Mark 210, 357
Brack. Randall C 333
Bradbury. Walter J 3X3
Braddock. Cynthia L 410
Br.idcn. Leann 232. 357
Bradford. Mary A 1X6. I XX
Bradley. Fred 44
Bradley, Gary M 31 !
Bradley. Gill L 401
Bradley, Jane A 222. 39(1
Bradley, Karen A 219. 34X
Bradley. Mike 233
Bradley. Robert L 365
Bradnck. Lvncttc D 410
Brady, Patrick F 193. 410
Brady. Pete A 225. 325
Brady. Vicki L 410
Brahl. Emily G 39X
Br.iht. Thomas L I9h. 197
Brake. Christopher C 193
Brammcr. Vickie L 239. 3X3
Brand. Jean M 410
Brand. Jim G 377
Brand. Julie A 195. 196. 339
Branson. Tamara L 318
Brant. Donald W. . 410
Branl. Kara D 3X3
Branlingham. Michelle 59
Brasher. Norman R 196
Brass. David R. 2XX
Baraucr. Laura L 357
Bray. Cynthia S 401
Bray. David R 271
Bray. Russell L 41(1
Brechciscn. Raymond 19ft
Brcchciscn, Timothy ... 23x
Breckcnridgc. Jill L. .219. 22X.
34X
Breech. Cindy G. IX6.I94.4I0
Brccdlovc. Lorcn R 193. 3X3
Brciby. David E. 223
Brciby, Donald. C 223
Brcipohl. Diane S. 230. 295
Brcipohl. Gary 39. 216. 410
Brcitcnbach. Cheryl . 227. 34X
Breilcnbach. Mike R 270
Brcncman. Bradley S 377
Brenner. Daniel A 307
Bresmg. Douglas A. . . 216. 27X
Brensing. Kelly A 295
Brensmg, Steve E 293
Bretlcll. John E 239
Brcia, Dcnisc K 2IX
Brewer and Shipley concert 68
Brewer, Holly B. ... 232. 410
Brewer, Rebecca A 265
Brewer
.
Scott B 210
Brewer. Tina A 219. 390
Brewster, Bethany 230, 410
Brewster. Peter K 2XX
Brichacck. Jay D 210
Bricklcy. Jan L 390
Bridgcwatcr. Debbie 2X3
Bridgewaicr. Steve 313
Briggs, Paul .... 239. 336
Brigham. Louise A 401
Brincy. Russell L 410
Brink. Susan E 231. 249. 34X
Brinkman. Barbara A 2ft2
Brinkman. Brcnda J. 304
Brinkmcvcr, Ann E 226. 231
318
Broadfoot. Douglas L 313
Broadfool, Gregory S 311
Broadic. Lisa 2X3
Broadhus. Diane K 343
Brock. Bruce L. .190. 194. 410
Brock. Dave M 3X3
Brockclman. Janet L 357
Brockhoff. Gary S 1X6. 190
Brockhoff. Kevin W 186
Brockhoff. Lynnc E 212. 357
Brockington, Melanic ... 206. 241
Brockman. Leslie A. 13.228.262
Brockway. Alys A 232. 2X0
Brod. Daniel L 12. 410
Brodhcckcr, Stephen ... 234.410
Brooke, Kent B 27(1
Brookovcr, Tim B 331
Brooks. Brian A 329
Brosc. Cindy S 383
410
Brosc. Michael L 307
Brothers of the Hermes 23.3
Broughcr, Shcrri L 273
Broughcr, Vicki J 273
Brown. Allen J I9X, 365
Brown. Barbara K 225. 265
Brown. Bill ->5t
Brown. Bradley V 194
Brown, Brcnda L ->->5 396
Brown. Brian T 210. 410
410
Brown. Catherine E 225. 262
Brown. Craig E 200. 3X3
Brown. Dale W 187
Brown, Daniel K 365
41(1
195
Brown, Dcbra D 2 1 X 229, 395
Brown, Diane M 203
Brown. James R 260
Brown, Jennifer L 1X9, 390
165
Brown, Jolcne K 227, 301
Brown. Kimbcrli K 230. 283
Brown. Larri A 366
Brown, Luther C 249, 3X3
Brown. Mark L 266
410
^71
Brown. Michael R 331
Brown. Mike D 2 12 410
410
Brown, Norman D 771
Brown. Pamela A 237 23X
Brown, Patrick J 366
Ul
Brown, Scott K 235 23X
Brown. Sherrv L 3X3
Brown. Sonja D 23X
Brown, Susan K 2X0
Brown. Terry L 331
Brown, Tina S 339
741
Brown, Ward W. 410
Brown. William C 271
Brownback, Alan L. 410
Brownback, Samuel D. 215, 223,
268
Browne. Rebecca L. 227
Brownell. Lorcc 217 39X
Broylcs, Robert B 377
Brubakcr, Michael k 307
Brubakcr, Stuart C. 410
Brucmmcr, Carla K 232 334
Brucv. Shirley E. 23X 396
Bruggeman, Robert A. 195 309
Brumbaugh. Scott A 208. 212.
213 333
19i
383
Bruncr. Rcalha L >41 262
Brungardl. Brett A. 111
Brungardt. Tcrrcnce 24X
Brunkow, Bradley D. 225 276
Brunncr. Mark C 194
Brunncr. Richard D I9X 236
Brunncrt. Charles W 383
Bruns. Henry R 366
Bruns. James H 323
339
Bryan. Daniel W 290
Bryan. David H 410
Bryan. Kent E. 383
Bruanl. Susan L 357
Bryson. Kyle A. 331
705
Buchinski, Barry 366
Buchncr, Marccc L. 1X9 224
Buck. William D "5 335
Buckley, Jan M. 780
Buckcly. Theresa A 357
Buckncr, Jcannic L. 39(1
Buckncr. Sharon M 249
Buckc. Mark P. 410
Bucll. Barbara J 247
Bucll. Jan E ->98
Bucngcr. James M 321
Bucssmg. Dcbra J 410
Bugner. Dean R 290
Bugner. Douglas D 41(1
Buhlcr. Brian T 111
Buhlcr. John P. 166
Bui. Mai 41(1
Bulba. Micacla 1X9 197 357
Bull. John F 3 3 3
Bullingcr. Scot E 276
Bullock. Cindy J 227 2X3
Bultman. Gary L 209 410
4111
Bump-a-lhon 66
199
194
41 1
3 1 X
Bunck, Dennis J 3X3
(IX
Bundy. Patricia R 41 1
Bungc. Walter 247
Bunker. Lynn T 41 1
Bunnel. Russell D 366
Bunion, Paul C 41 1
41 1
Burch, Angela K 34X
Burch, Belly C 239
Burden, Gregg A 329
Burden. Susan J 250 41 1
Burden. Thomas D 196
Burdgc. Brent A. 20X. 212. 213.
177
Burdgc. Todd C 1X1
Burford. Bobbi J 273
Burgdorfer. Janet L 205, 411
Burgess, Gail A 41 I
Burgess, Marion A 366
Burgin. Elizabeth A. ... 203. 339
Burk. Denise 1X6. 41 I
Burk. John C 1X7
Burke. Elizabeth A 262
Burke. Patrick T. . 196, 203, 210
Burkes, Jenny 236
Burketl, Bradley T 201
Burkelt. Marilyn R 357
Brukhart, Doris 311
Burkhan, W. Mark 327
Brukhcad. Terri S 295
Burklund. Janis G 411
Burkman, Galen R 276
Burkman. Tamra J 227. 411
Burmeister. William 366
Burnctl. Bradley P 290
Burnett. Carolyn A 241, 262
Burnett. Colleen L. 215.219.222.
301
Burnett. Kevin L. . . 215. 223. 297
Burnett, Laura L 224
Burns. Ann 262
Burns. Robert P I9X. 327
Burns. Shawn W 3X3
Burns, Jeff K 321
Burris. Kim M 411
Burrow. Haddic M 230. 411
Burns. Helen E 215. 223. 390
Burlis. Sandra A 216. 41 I
Burton. Annette E 301
Burton. Brooks F 321
Burton, Connie R 411
Burton, James F 345
Burton. Jerry A 411
Bruion. Kathleen E 222. 411
Burton, Patrick L. 233. 325
Busch. Mclvin P 290
Busc. Cynthia A 213. 34X
Busenbark. Janet 23X. 2X3
Busenitz. Lavcrle L 411
Bush. Larry L 366
Bush. Steohanic L. 411
Business Administration Council
203
Buskcn. David 241
Buss. Brcnda K 201. 41 I
Buss. Gcryl G 223, 339
Busse. Donald H 245. 366
Bussc. Jana L 195. 101
Bus(er. Sally L 318
Butcher. Kimberly J 319
Butcl. David L 241
Butcll. Michael J 366
Butin. Constance S. . 193. !4X
Butler. Bclh E 401
Buller. Lise K 401
Bullcr. Richard E 411
Buller. Wayne A 357
Buticrfield, Tim 1 366
Byarlay, Jean A 35X
Bsrd. Kathryn D. 199. 20X. 41 1
Cade. Errol V 237
Cahill, David T 327
Cahoj, Neal 411
Cailteux, Barbara G 2.14
Cain. Lytic J 238. 366
Cain. Susan E 280
Cainc. Homer D 411
Cainc. Tracy 234
Cairns, Mclvin R 383
Caldwell. Michael J 35X
Calhoun. Carla J 411
Calibani. Victoria K 2X3
Callahan. Sandra S 212. 319
Callcn. Tony V 316
Calovich. Brian E 326
Calvert. James D 210
Camacho, Emanuel L. 316
C ambron. Joan L 35X
Cameron, Shari L 38.1
Cameron. Terry K 3X3
Campbell. Barbara A. 225. 302
Campbell. Carol 339
Campbell, Connie S 39X
Campbell. Gerald G 412
Campbell. Kalhy 298. 383
Campbell. Lori J 339
Campbell. Michael A. 412
Campbell. Michael W 313
Campbell. Penny L 220. 348
Campbell. Randy L 204. 358
Campbell. Robert E 366
Campbell. Rodney 412
Campbell. Scotl B 412
Campus Comedy 118
Campus Construction 115
Campus Fashion 116
Canada. Richard M 321
( a not- Race 64
Caplingcr. Candra J. 215. 271
C appelletti, Cristia 234
Carindcr. Mary J 204. 390
Carl. Kathy L 201
Carl. Mark A 200. 201
Carlin. John 61
464
Carlson. Calvin A 29.1
Carlson. David W 276
Carlson. Eric A 412
Carlson. Faye J . 218. 221. 222.
348
Carlson. Jeanne L 221. 339
Carlson. Jon D 190. 268
Carlson. Kennclh L 194. 266
Carlson. Marlcnc G 348
Carlson. Randall R. 202.214.276
Carlson. Tracy A 412
Carlson. Laura T 219
Carlton. Terry L 366
Carmcan. Kurt V 2X8
Carmichael. Brian A. .211.412
Carmichacl. Donna M 412
Carnahan, Brian E 293
Carnahan, Caron L 358
Carnahan. Lori S 225. 238
Carousel 78
Carpenter. Jack 247
Carpenter, Susan A 199
Carr. Candyce C 215. 280
Carr. Carol A 215, 232, 274
Carr. David A 412
Carr, James E 327
Carr. Laurie A 204
Carr. Mark A 315
Carr. Paul S 226. 2X3
Carra. Jeffrey B 232. 377
Carra, Linda M 396
Carrel. Ann M 348
Carryl. Rolslon S 412
Carson. Susan M 390
Carter. Darrcl L 321
Carter. Ernest B 239
Carter. Ernest R 206
Carter. Harold A 206, 239
Carter. Kent L 321
Carter. Mikcl R 234
Carter. Randy S 198
Caruso. Elizabeth M 234
Carver, Andrea 204,232,248.265
Case. Elaine L 412
Case, Leila L 401
Case, Lorna L 401
Case, Scott D 242. 412
Casey. Todd A 366
Cash. Sandra K 295
Casper. Charles J 366
Cassclman. Thomas R 412
Cassing. Nancy E 229
Caslclli, Cynthia .
.
. 213, 214. 339
Cater. John M. . . '. .... 210. 377
Calcr. Steven G 238. 377
Cathcr. Michael R 290
Cato. C. Richard 412
Cauthon, Steve R 333
Cavincc, Gail S 225, 298
Cech. Douglas J 412
Cedcrslron, Dayn L 192. 412
Ccrmak, Thcresc G 197
Chadwick. Ronald D 412
Chad. David T 197
Chalfant, James A 366
Chalmers, John 22
C hambcrlain. Jon R 412
Chambers, Debbie E. 186,187,242,
343
Chance. Eileen 35X
Chandler. James E 412
C handler. C, Jerome 325
C handler, Craig E 251
Chandler, Karen S. . 21 I, 212. 274
Chandler. Larry H 321
Chandler, Robert P 325
Ch.indraralna, Roshanlha 45
Chang. Lex U 234
Chang. Marilyn K 412
Chapcll. Shcrri J 198
C hapin. Dcna L 412
Chapman, Cynthia L 318
C hapman, David R 238
Chapman, Floann E 195
Chapman, Gregory P 234
C hapman, Jcffcry D 286
C hapman. Lisa A 284
C hapman. Nancy T 188
C happcll, Mary B 288
C happcll, Rolf O . 235, 23X, 412
Charbonncau, Steven 412
Charles, Cecilia A 412
Charles Charcnc A. ... 226, 284
Charley. Alan J 383
Chartrand. Arthur J 366
Chase. Dan W 309
Chase, Elizabeth L 231. 348
Cheerleaders 242
Cheney. Ronald A 210. 412
Chcrny. Carolyn A. . 222. 229. 302
Cherry. John S 345
Cherry. Ronald G 187, 412
C hesney. Stephanie L 412
Chew. Donald A 290
Chi Lpsilon 210
Chi Omega 280
Chicago Concert 62
Childcrs. Brian D 309
Childs. Dorolyn K 412
Chilcn. Tim 412
Chimes 224
Chinn. Jancllc K 295
C hinn. Richard 307
Chippcrficld. Dwight 209
Chmclka, Kennclh C. . 327
Choilz, Jon E 412
Chrisjohn. David B 366
Chrislcr. Karen L 190. 339
< hristcnscn. Shelly 2X0
Christiansen, John M. ... 194. 366
Christiansen. Karen .... 208, 302
Christiansen, Robert .... 204, 412
Christie. Kenneth A 325
Christy. Marian E 412
Chubb. Crystal A 284
Chuk, Deborah S 412
Ciaschini, Carol A 247
Cicslicki, Rob 216
Circle K 240
Claasscn. Gregory D. ... 187. 367
Clack, Charlotte 189. 412
Claiborne, Daria A 412
Clancy, Donnic D 313
Clare. Rcgina A 390
Clark. Angelc M 348
Clark, Bruce V 3X3
Clark. Deborah E 241
Clark, George 201
Clark. James D 213
Clark. John D 412
Clark. Karl E 412
Clark. Patrick L. . . 224, 225, 331
Clark, Porter J 225, 412
Clark, Randy W 26X
Clark, Sandra M 23X, 396
Clark. Sandra S. 192. 204. 23X. 242.
390
Clark, Scott E 23X, 321
Clark, Shelly D 401
Clark, Spencer L 377
Clark. Tim J 377
Clarke. Christina I . ... 225. 412
Clarke. David M 234
Clarke. Deborah 412
Clarke, Jean M 216
Clarkson, Bonnie H 220
Clary, Pamela S 229
Classen, Michael M 321
Classen, Sherry K 232
Claxton. Deidrc D 219
Clcary, Timothy J 197
Clem,' Edward E. 321
Clem. Muffct E 232, 2X4
Clement, Daniel J 367
Clements, Lynn K 412
Clemmons, Mary J 29X
Clendcncn, Jennifer 59
Cleveland. Jody A 2X0
Cleveland, William J. . 329
Clcwcll, Larry J 377
Clme. James M 234. 412
Cline. Jeff D 335
Clinc. Kevin B 412
Cline. Roger J 412
C lips ham. Scan J 412
Clorc. Bob 194
Closson. Karen S. . 220. 221. 222.
242. 401
Clothing Retailing Interest (.roup
219
Cloud, Sharon G 232, 348
Cloughlcy, Patricia . . 192, 383
Cloiia 343
Clowe, Dcnisc D 216
Clowcrs, Christian J 377
Clubine, Deborah J. 186, 1X8, 190.
241
Coad. Russell L 270
Coash. Gina A 413
Cobbins, Anita L. . 198. 215. 241
Coble. Emily A 23X, 34X
Coblcr. Jcana L 231, 401
C ochennct, Carrie A. 246, 262. 264
Cochran, Michelc R. 213,214,401
Cochran, Roberta J 348
Cochran, Robin L 229
Cochran, Terry C 321
Cockcrill. Janet L 348
Cockran, Mark A 286
Cody. Jay D 331
Cody, Mac A 212, 383
Coc. Carcn A 227. 284
Coe. Rob W 331
Cocn. James A 225, 367
Coffey, Colleen C 304
Cogan. Marc A 413
Cogswell. Theresa S. ... 193.413
Cohan. Stephanie J 348
Cohn. Arlyn B 413
Colburn, David S 216
Cole. Carla J 202, 413
Cole. Craig E 202. 321
Cole, Wesley J 413
Coleman, Chris L 288
Coleman. Daniel E 3X4
Coleman, Elizabeth A 413
Coleman, Kalhcrinc L 413
Coli. Joseph M 413
Collegiate 4-H 240
Collegiate FFA 190
Collctt. Keith L 286
Collier. Tcrri L 413
Collingc, Linda L 343
Collmgwood, Charles 88
Collins, Craig A. . .. 238, 278, 413
Collins, Craig M 238
Collins. Deborah A 401
Collins. Diane K 396
C ollins, Kimbcrly S. 298
Colqucltc. Paige R 234
Colquhoun, Brian F 383
Colson, Connie J 413
Collrain, Terry L 202. 413
Comatose Circus 75
Combs. Donna 318
Combs. Raimund M 377
Comcau. Catherine A. . . 203, 204,
219.318
Comer, Julie K 284
Cominsky, Pcryn S 205. 249
Commcr. Roger D. 196, 210
C ompton. Braden A 212
Compton, Emily J 215
Compton, Lee A 358
Compton, Robert T 367
Concrly, Dirric T. . . 235. 237, 238
Conklm. Connie J 358
Conlcy, Janice E 358
Conn, Linda L 318
Conncll, Joseph B 234
Conner, Ronald D 413
Conner, Tim A 336
Conncrs, Annette J 197.200,239.
401
Connolly. Laura K 304
Connolly, Matthew D 195
Connor. Jack W 367
Connor. Lisa E 213, 339
Conrad. Thomas M 383
Conrardy, Janice M. ... 220, 390
Conrardy, Mark E 413
C onsumer Relations Board 247
Converse, Dcnise L 229
Converse. Mark A 239. 413
Conway. Harry W 321
Conway, Jana K. 226
Conway, Kevin H. 299
Cook, Cheryl L 221, 390
Cook, Craig C 278
Cook. Darrell D 238, 331
Cook, David W 321
Cook. Douglas M. 197. 215
Cook, James R 367
Cook. Karen S 193. 413
Cook. Patricia A 413
Cook. Patti J 215, 318
Cook, Richard L 190
Cook, Richard 241
Cook, Roy N 413
Cook, Stanley A 413
Cooke. Andrew W. 376, 377
Cooke, Nancy L. . 226, 273. 274
Cool, Kent L 307
Coolcy, Monet J 298
Coolcy, Renee J 390
Coolcy. Robert K 211.412
Coonrod, Douglas A 367
Coonrod, Gregg R. 367
Coonrod, Janet M. 401
Cooper. Alexis E. . 339
Cooper, Bradley B 367
Cooper, Donald J 309
Cooper, Karen K 227, 343
Cooper. Patricia L 238, 413
Cooper, Steven W 238
Cooper, Susan E 236
Coopridcr. Donna J 413
Cope, Andrew 329
Cope, Stacy L 198. 215. 265
Copcland, Karen L 413
Cophcr. William H 202. 278
Cordcs. Morris E 413
Cornay. Dino 413
Cornell. Donald E 290
Cornell. Julie A. . .. 227. 241, 413
Corrigan. Sue E 197, 298
Cortncr, Stephen 238
Cosgrovc. Daniel T 245, 271
Cosgrovc, Sarah J 204, 265
Costcllo. Barbara J 232. 304
Costello, James T 367
Costcllo, Michael C 377
Costcllo, Teresa M 232. 305
Coiner, Stephen C. ........... 27
Coll. Kathleen M. 223. 225. 228.
343
Cotlrcll. Mona L 302
Couchman. John S 3X3
Coulter, Lori J 346
Coulter, Susan E 203, 3IX
Coulter, Thomas P 309
Coup, Donavon D 367
Courier, Gcna E. . . 186. 225. 238
Coulurc, Chcri J 383
Cowan. Garry W 413
Cowboys 108
Cowcn, Shirley F 413
Cowley, Dana K 390
Cox. Cindy S 242. 295
Cox. Craig L 333
Cox. David W 271
Cox. Edward P 233
Cox. Glenn A 35X
Cox. Karen S 239
Cox. Leslie L 262
Cox, Michelle 401
Cox, Richard H 245
Cox. Samuel J 192
Cox. Thomas L. ... 208. 212. 323
Crablc. Dennis J 413
Craft. Steven A 209
Cragcr, Calhy J 383
Craig, Christopher J 413
Craig, Michael 1 367
Crain. John S 321
Cram, Zanlccn M 219
Cramer. Don W 239
Cramer, Kurtis C 377
Crandall, Nancy S. 413
Crandall, William R 413
Crane E. David 413
Crane, Kim R 413
Crane. Sarah 413
Crane, Virginia L 232
Cranford, Teddy C 234
Craven. Richard D 413
Crawford. John C 238
C rawford, Sandy M 401
Crawford, Stacy L 226, 284
Creel, Earl E 211,413
C rescents 225
C rew 140
Crews, Pal 223
Crews, Peggy 212, 401
Crilly, Diana R 274
Crisp. Carla K 413
Criss, Nancy L. ... 236, 238, 358
Criss, Peter 215, 236, 290
Crist, Loren H 358
Criswell. Kerri L 284
Critchfield, Galen L 201, 367
Critcs, Virginia E 193, 241
Croker, Daniel S 194. 31 I
C romleigh, James 413
Crop Protection Club 191
Crosby, Michelle E 390
Cross, Audrey G 413
Cross Country 174
Cross, Gwendolyn A 295
Cross, Matthew J 413
C rouch. Amy K 415
Croulhcrs, Caroline .... 265. 35X
Crowdcr. Jay D 286
Crume. Douglas M 21 I. 286
Crumrine, Ralph S 214, 260
Crulchfield, Charles 337
Crulchficld, Patricia 201,318
Cuba. Laura J 358
Cubbcrlcy. Ruth E 206, 358
Cullcy, Jeffcry W 413
Cullcy, Jon B 238, 260
Cullcy, Patrick J 65, 260
Cullop, Jerry D 267
Culver, Stephen M 367
Cummins. Dawn E 227
Cummins, Walter S 286
Cunningham, Kathcrinc 236
C unningham. Marilyn 236
C unningham, Mark W 377
C unningham, Renajarc . . 237
Cupit, Janon R. 242, 245, 262
Cupps, Tara S 211. 413
Cupps, Terry C 414
Curbow. David W 377
Cure, Daniel L 414
Curlcss. Diana K 358
Currall, Steven C 367
Curric, Randall S 194
Curry, Beth A 265
Curry, Mark J 192, 414
Curry, Michael S 234
Curry. R. Elaine 238
Curry, Robert B 210
Curtis, Larry C 414
Curtis, Marsha L 236
Cushenbcry. Daryl W 414
Dahl, Kerry D 305
Dahl, Marcia E 339
Dahl. Michael 307
Dahl. Robert J 210
Dahl, Tina C 203, 231. 295
Dairy Science Club 191
Daka, Chird/cndan S 186
Dakin, Roy L 414
Dal Porto, Tami S 348
Dalbom. Julia S 228. 318
Dalbom. Sarah E. . . 228, 318, 320
Dale, Robert M 38X
Dalsing. Rebecca S 339
Dalton, Diane M 212, 238. 263
Daly, Bill W 211.414
Daly, George R 414
Daly. John M 434
Daly. Rob 454
Daly. Robert 205
Dam. Janet D 203. 414
Daniel, Douglass K 205
Daniels, Margaret R 3X3
Daniels, Tina M 225. 414
Daniels, Walter J 336
Daniclsen, Donald P 212, 337
Danielscn, Geary H 271
Danlcr. Robert J 190. 268
Danner, Dean L 311
Danncr. Diannc R 318
Danskin. Emily M 414
Darby, John R 367
Darby. Scott 333
Darrah, Mark W 333
Darrow, Shclli L. . 55, 237, 238, 263
Dauber, Cheryl D 231. 339
Daugherty. Kenneth W 243
Daugherty. Ralph D 243
Daughters of Diana 226
Davenport. Jcanncttc W 414
Davenport, Joel A 212. 414
Davenport, Sharon A 206,237,356
Davidson, Gary M 311
Davidson, Lorraine G 30
Davidson, Richard C 2X6
Davidson, Rick V 414
Davidson, Steven D 311
Davics, Dale R 284
Davics. Jay C 268
Davics. Pamela K 384
Davics. Scott D 325
Davila. Gaspar M 367
Davila, Norah 339
Davin, Michael E 288
Davis, Cynthia K 232
Davis. Daniel M 235
'
Davis. Deborah D 274
Davis, Denise 414
Davis, Dennis L 241
Davis, Gary D 316
Davis, Gayle L 189
Davis, Gregory D 311
Davis. Henry J 297
Davis, James S 188, 414
Davis, Julia A 253
Davis, Kathy L 390
Davis. Kent A 384
Davis, Krista R 238
Davis, Lon J 241, 384
Davis, Mark S. ...'. 234
Davis Mary A 203
Davis. Michael D 414
Davis, Michael D 414
Davis, Regina M 298
Davis, Robert D 202, 414
Davis, Stephanie L. .215, 228, 298
Davis, Susan A 200
Davis, Susan L 414
Davis, Terry L 212, 414
Davis, Venelle 220, 222, 414
Davison. Janet E 249. 396
Davison, Kathy L 206, 414
Davison, Michael F 414
Dawson, Cheryl D 318
Dawson; David W 327
Dawson, Deborah L 203, 204, 4 1
4
Dawson, Sue A 226. 280
Daylor, Steven L 367
Dayvault. Ann E 228. 305
Dayvault, Mark S. 195, 197, 325
Deal, Gary M 189, 414
Dean, Edgar T 297
Dean, Holly M 222, 224, 396
Dcardorff, Bret A 278
Dcardorff. Lori L 274
Dcbacker, Sami L 231. 401
Dcbcrry. Julie B 228, 298
Debo, Katrina U 198, 348
Dcbold, William A 197
Dcbord, Blake D 307
Dechant, Elaine 202
Deck, Steven B 194, 325
Decker, Kalhlccn J 263
Decker, Larry B 207
Decker, Martha A 398
Dcckerl, David E 238, 367
Dcdcrick, Kent 367
Decs, Diann M 414
Dccts, Delores 265
Deffcnbaugh. Melissa 222
DcForcst, Charles D 196, 278
DcForest, Linda D 201, 414
DcGarmo, Elisa A 348
DeGarmo, Lisa J 348
DcGcer, James E 190, 268
Dcgenhardt. Richard 414
Dcgi. Greg A. . 204, 211, 212. 414
Dcgi. Sandra K 204, 414
Degn, Kerri L 339
Dcgncr, Denise L. . 216, 231, 339
Dcgncr, Rex A 197, 290
Dcgrande, John J 238
Dcgrant, Tina R 226, 348
Dcincs, Traccy L 223, 302
DcJcsus, Kathleen A 414
DcJcsus. Marilyn a 349
Delimont. Kathryn L 414
Delt Darlings 226
Delta Delta Delta 284
Delta Psi Kappa 24.3
Delta Sigma Phi 286
Delta Sigma Theta 241
Delta Tau Delta 299
Delta Lpsilon 290
Dclzcit, Doris A. . . 204, 219, 414
DcMarco, Tony F 307
Dcmbski, Helen G 238, 294
Demersscman, Dcnisc 414
Demo, Dalinda L 318
Dcmpsey. Daniel A 367
Dempster. Barbara L. . 242. 414
Dempster. James L 242. 414
Dcnholm. Gregg A. . 188, 242, 367
Dennett, Brenda L 339
Denning, Dcanna K 232
Denton, Cheryl L 349
Denton, Deborah D 200, 414
Denver, Marcy L 298
DcPcw. Barbara L 218
DcPcw, Jaync E 349
DcPcw, Julie A 318
Dcppish. Julie H 205, 358
DcShazcr, Donald L 31 I
Design Council 195
Dcspart, Mary E. 228, 265, 266
Deters, Donna J 390
Dctrick, William R 414
Dctlcr. Kimbcrly K 265
Dctlmcr. Nancy R 414
Dculsch. Kim S 228. 318
DcVane. Colleen M 242, 414
DcVilbiss, Cindi J * 195
Dcvine. Martha M 284
Devlin, Daniel L 268
DeWalt, Karla K 265
DcWerff, Jeffrey W. ... 190. 414
DcWcrff. Wayne L. .187.191.414
DcWitt. Mark B 270
DcWyke, Michael W 337
DcWykc. Michelle S 414
Deyoc. Kathryn L 414
Dice. James A 234, 321
Dickcrhoof. Randall O. 32X. 3X4
Dickcrson. Ken B 414
Dickcrson. Lisa A 415
Dickcrson. Mark J 311
Dickinson. Cathy S 343
Dickson, Dale K 200. 210. 367
Dickson. Denise 191. 401
Diddc. David C . 202, 204, 415
Diddc, Elaine M 358
Dicdnch, Pelcr H 210, 377
Dicffcnbachcr. Shcryl 358
Dichl, Deborah A 415
Dicker, Tim 367
Dicrks, Kimbcrly S 227. 295
Dietrich, Debbie E 349
Diclz, James A 27X
Dikcman, Daniel J 190
Dillc, James R 367
Dillcnbcck, Elizabeth 39(,
Dillman. Dennis B 315
Dillon, Dennis D 415
Dillon, Joan M. . .. 221. 222. 415
Dillon. Kathy L 415
Dillon. Kerry S 339
Dillon. Patricia A, 221. 222. 239.
390
Dimmtg, Bruce U 3X4
Dinkcl, Mary E 59
Disscl. Evelyn M 229. 415
Distlcr. Amanda 339
Distlcr, Amanda 339
Dilmars. Ronald S 1X6. 1X7. I XX.
190. 225. 26X
Dittcmore, Janice L 415
Ditlcmore, Tracic K 415
Divall, Phil T 415
Dix, Mary B 212
Dixon. Anne E 29X
Dixon. Cheri L 415
Dlabal, Angela D 222, 349
Dlabal, Pamela S 349
Do. Ha Tuong 367
Dobratz, Carolyn S 22X, 265
Dobratz, Linda L 216, 265
Docker, Connie D 390
Dockum. Terry P 209. 415
Doctor. Diane P 274
Doddcridge. Gregg D 197,329
Doddcridgc, John R 24X, 329
Dodds, Daryl D 367
Dodds. DeLoss 141
Dodge, Jack L 311
Dodge, Terry J 415
Dodge, William S 210, 329
Dogion, Nancy A 2 IX, 2X0
Docbclc. Melissa A 415
Docrkscn. Brian J 204. 210
Dogondaji, U. 1 207. 415
Dohcrty. Eileen M 222, 415
Dohrmann. David K 209, 415
Dohrmann, Lori M 415
Dolcchck, Robert S 367
Doll. Alan L 415
Doll. Candicc 302
Doll. Daniel W 415
Doll. Diane L ..358
Doll. Julie A 205. 249. 50
Dollar, Brcnda L 339
Dollivcr, Matthew P 329
Domann, Marilyn J 221, 349
Domingucz, Gary P 377
Domnrovic, Patricia 234
Dommck. Brcnda R 339
Donegan, Mark E 30/
Donclson, Dcbra S 21X
Donley, Dcbra A 186
Donley, Soncia R 203, 319
Donnelly. Catherine 263
Donnelly. Karma I . . 219. 225
Donnelly. Sherry 415
Donnelly, Susan M 220,221,222.
239, 390
Donnelly. Teresa B 190
Donncrt. Hermann 209, 21 I
Doody, Jacquc 200, 20 1 , 415
Dooling, Mclodi A 223, 305
Dopcralski, Matthew I Xh
Dopcralski. Vic L 192
Doran, Janet L 415
Doran. Patrick J 202, 31
1
Doran.Thomas J 202. 31 I
Dorscy. Glenn A 309
Dorscy, Jalcnc D 219, 415
Dorscy. Jcancllc J 349
Dorscy, Tony 415
Dorlon. Keith C 225
Dorlon, Kevin C 276
Doss, Cynlhia R 197, 241
Doss, Renala C 241
Dolson, Dale L 415
Dolson, Dcanna K 415
Doudican. Rebecca L 415
Dougan. Laura M 390
Dougherty, Dcbra A 415
Douglas, Donna M 227, 415
Douglass. Davis S 367
Douglass. Donald J 210
Douglass, Todd K 321
Dove, Mary B 232, 2X4
Dow, Kevin V 3K4
Dow. Scan Byron 238. 377
Dowell, Jeffrey A 367
Dowlmg. William N. .211,212.213.
367
Downes. Pamela A 401
Downey. Cindy L 349
Downey, Ruth E 23X
Downing, Christy 415
Downing. Debra J 319
Downing. Thomas E 200. 41 5
Downs, Ernest 237
Doyen. Kent W 321
Doyen, Maria K. . . 208, 212. 390
Doyle. Brian K 192
Doyle. Tcryl L 349
Dracmcl. Ian R 367
Dragastin. Joan 349
Drake. David M. . . 1X9. 190, 26X
Drake. Dcbra L 1 06
Drake. Ian M 325
Drake. Scott E 190
Drake. Tracy K 390
Dravis. Lisa K 39X
Draycr, Darryl D 213. 367
Drccs. Elizabeth A 228. 280
Drccs, Gregory J 311
Drchcr. Teresa L 226. 274
Drciling, Elynn M 415
Dressier. Joseph R 316
Dressman, Ivan A 307
Dritlcy. Jill S 2X0
Dronbcrgcr, Julia D 305
Drouhard, Cecilia R 39X
Drouhard, Linus A 213
Drumm. Robin D. 204. 210. 415
Drummond. Pamela J 305
Drummond. Paul E 187,188,415
Drybrcad, Laura E 22X. 265
Drydcn. Marcia K 139.203.227.
319
Dubck, Robert D 234
Dubois. John N 325
Duch. Lorinda M 23X
Duckctt, Andrea Y 237
Duckworth. Toni 415
Duder. Eva 1 35X
Ducnsing, Alan E 35X
Ducsmng. John M 315
Ducthman, Terry E 377
Duffin. Nancy A 295
Duffle. Alan A 26X
Duffy, Candy J. 219.415
Dugan, Julia A. ... 221. 230, 343
Duggcr. Dan J 35X
Duhon. Rose M 237
Duke. James A 213. 377
Duke. Kimbcrly K. 415
Duke. Lyndon B 195
Dulay, Teofilo A 42
Duling, James F 1X7, 415
Dulworth. Shelly L 415
Dumler. David B 210. 321
Dunagan. Brad E 233. 313
Duncan, Richard A 204
Duncan, Roosevelt . ,. 144, I4<>
Dunham, Laura S 2X0
Dumvent, Gaylc K 195
Dunlap, David D 200
Dunn. Darylc R 248. 309
Dunn. Duane M 1X7. 1XX. 241, 367
Dunn, Karla J 23X. 390
Dunn. Victoria C 202. 415
Dunne. Karen 295
Dunsford. Bart R 27X
Dunslon. Mclinda M 232. 349
Duperc, Janctl 1 349
Dupcrc. Michael R 307
DuPrec. Gregg J 204
DuPrcc. Kevin E 225, 367
Durant, Larry W. 213. 377
Durham, Susan K. 1X9, 193, 415
Durlcr, Ethel M. ... 221. 242, 415
Durlcr, Kevin L 367
Dusin. Robert C. 367
Dutchcr. Karen D 226. 274
Dulton. Andy D 270
Dutton. Brcnda S 227
Dulton. Chrisli L 228. 390
Dutton. Douglas D 366, 415
Duwc. Margaret A 401
Dwucr. Kevin J 313
Dyck. Sonia R 221
Dyer. Diane L 305
Dyer. Jane C 203, 263
Dykes, Tina M 358
Dysarl, Carrie B 401
Dysart, Freddie R 194
Dvsingcr, Margaret 241
L.igleton. Lynn D. 202. 203. 230.
319
Earnshaw, Jim R 270
Eastin, Susan J 390
Fatherly, Robert J 279
Falingcr, Dale R 415
Eaton, Diana M 416
Ebcrth, Keith A 276
Fberth, Jennifer 416
Ebcrth, Thomas E 211,416
Ebony Theatre Company 198
Fbtckar, Mohammad 377
Eby. Martin S 416
Eby, Suzanna 202, 204. 2X4
Ecclcs. Barbara K 241, 390
Ecclcs. Kim R 201
Fchevarria, Dcbora V 349
Eckclman, Joel S I9X
Fckhoff. Peter B 313
Edcr, Joel L 187, 268
Edcr. Susan L 224, 396
Edcr. Tom T 367
Edgar. William K 316
Edigcr. Chris H 416
Edigcr. Jcffery L 377
Edmonds. Daryl W 367
Edmonds. James K 367
Edmonds, Kenneth K 23X. 416
Edmonson, Denise A 416
Edwards, Barry J 367
Edwards, Brian C 377
Edwards Hall 345
Edwards, James J 321
Edwards, James 1 367
Edwards. Janellc R . 240,265.125
Edwards, Janet L 1X9
Edwards, Karen F 349
Edwards, Kathleen L. . . 228. 343
Edwards, Verneda 243
Effland. Claudia L. 219. 229. 416
Effland. Kimbcrly K. 219,229.416
Egan. Dennis R 313
Egbert, David C 325
Egbert, Douglas D 290
Eggcr, Diane S 349
Lggcrman, Jim L 307
Fggcrs, Michael A 35X
Fgglcston, Eileen M. 191,223.339
Fgglcston. Gcorgcnnc 1X6. 1X8.
191. 227
Ehncn, Russell D 337
Ehrhart. Matthew 36X
Fhrlich, Benjamin 377
Ehrlich. Keith A 416
Ehrlich. Mclvin R 377
Fichman, Janice L 416
Filers, Craig J 331
Eilcrt, Constance M 190
Eilcrt. RosicE. 190.194.221.222
Finscl. Jaync 29X
Fisenhauer, Carl A 96
Ekum. Kimbcrly N 230. 349
Elder. Lee E 377. 3X1
Elder. Shayla K 217. 302
I -has. Julie A 226. 3IX
Elkins. Marc 211. 213. 215. 335
Elkins. Marcia J. 230. 2X4
Ellcrman. Cindy S 396
Ellington, James M 236
Elliott. Erin 401
Elliott. Janet S 35X
Elliott. Karen S. 416
Elliott, William R 377
Ellis. Christina M 225. 416
Ellis. David W 3X4
Ellis. Emma J 2IX. 222. 319
Ellis. James B 315
Ellis. Julie A 35X
Ellis, Patricia A. . 222. 224, 226, 295
Ellis. Scott L 325
Elm. Kevin L 276
Elmer. Pamela L. . 3X4
Elmore. Michael L 196
Flmore, Stephanie M. . 229. 416
Elsasscr. Scott E. 210. 416
Elsea. Charles L 325
Flsea, Connie
.
194, 274
Fl-Shcibany. Omar M. 4 I (.
Fl-Shcibany. Salha M. 416
Flvm. Darrcll C 416
IK in. Dean L. ... 316
Emcrt, John L 416
Emlcy. Mark E. . 311
Emmot. Darcl N 36X
Eng. Joseph 21(1
Engcl. Ellen K. . 319
Fngel. Glenn R. .211,212,213.319
Engcl, Karla K. . 205. 224, 24X, 3 1
9
Engclland, Rhonda R 416
Engelsman, Rodney D 377
Engineering Student Council 21 I
Engineering Technologists 211
Fnglcr. Lee M 391*
Englcr. Max C 293
Ensign, Virga C 202. 416
Enslcy, Douglas T 208, 333
Ens/, Lisa M 36X
Ensz. Qucntin J 190, 4lf
F.off. Barbara A 219, 220. 4I(
I pier. Mark A 191
Eppingcr, Steven L 417
Eppingcr, Tamra K 23X. 417
Lpps. Roy D 337
Erickson, Judith M 203.417
Erickson, Michael D. . 193.233,368
Erickson, Patrick 316
Erickson, Sarah C 401
Fncson, Kevin C. 1X9. 224. 293
Frkelens. Allison C 239
Ernstmann, James N 119
I rpelding. Karen T. - 190.217.417
Erskin, Jcrilyn K 2X1
Frtl. Gary R 417
Eschclbach. Donald D 377
Esfcld. Bert J 210, 309
Espcy. Chris L 337
Esping, Wanda R 396
Esscr, Leonard J 333
Estes. Dcbra J 390
Eta Kappa Nu 211
Eubank. James W 325
Eubanks, Maureen M 3X4
Fudalcy. Deborah L. 417
Eulcrt. Max A 417
Eustace, Dale 192
Euwcr. Ned A 394
Evans. Barry D 242. 417
Evans, Davis D 35X
Evans, Elizabeth 1 241
Evans, Emily F 305
Evans, Gary L 417
Evans, Jan K 22, 349
Evans, Jan L 401
Evans, Leslie E 319
Evans. Link A 36X
Evans. Sandra K 339
Evans. Shari K 226, 242, 349
Evcnson, Cynthia D. . 229, 238. 4 1
7
Eients 50
Everett. John W 202. 331
Everett, Teresa L 295
Evcrsmcycr. Rayann 390
Fwcrt. Warren M 212. 417
Ewing. Karen A 417
Exline. David E 279
Exlinc. Robert W 279
Evcstone. Daniel L 417
417
417
Fabrizius. Alana R 227. 302
Fagan, Christa J 417
Fagan, Connie M 226, 417
Fagan. Dan J 417
I ager. Rodney R 323
Fair. Russell R 36X
Fairbairn. Scott W 263. 311
Fairbank, Daniel W 234
Fairchild. Susan L 234. 417
1 ales. Deborah J 263
I alkcnberg. Yvonne R 35X
Falls. Mark T 3X4
Family and Child Development Club
219
Famih Economics Interest Croup
22(1
Ian. L T 212
Fangman, Cynlhia A. . . . 23X, 265
Fangman, Thomas J 190. 26X
Fankhauser, Darrcl L.
Fankhauser, Gary S. ...
Fanshcr. Brad D 32.5/
Fanty. Mark A. 224
l.irbcr. Mary K 349
Farina. Scott A 249
Farmer. Christine L. 417
Farmhouse 294
farr, Tami E. I9X. 206. 214. 237.
241. 417
Farr. Warren R 1X6. 194. 307
Farrcll. Mary J. 200. 230. 417
larrcll. Michael W. 321
Faubion, Joseph A 39X
Faubion. Kyla C 23X. 417
Faubion. Mary K 215. 319
Faubion. Teresa D 23X. 417
Fauchcr. Raymond P 290
Favier. James B 417
Fay. Philip A 3X4
Feagan. Dale R 243. 377
Features 98
Fee. Suzanne L 216. 41 7
Fccncy. Brian J 337
Fchr, Corrine K 203. 417
Icil. Rodney D 36X
leldrrfann. Thomas S 377
Fclstcd. Alan K 210. 417
Fcllon, Bernard 45X
Fells. Pamela L 193
Fcnijn. Inga . 195, 21 5. 230, 35X. 359
Fcnlcy. Mark S 329
Fcnlon, Clement P 313
I cnsholl. Margaret A 295
Fcnlon. Beth A 274
Fcnlon, Donna M 417
Ferguson, Ann 247
Ferguson. Cindy L 349
Ferguson, S. Ann 204. 417
Ferguson, Terry L 417
Fcrrell. Molly 305
Ictus. Pamela L 417
Feller. Susan K 274
Fiedler, Gaylc S 417
Field. Amy L 2X4
Field. Patricia A 224, 339
Fielder, Mark W 377
Fields. Susan M 263
Filby. Jcffry D 290
^ilc. Kcnna A 2XX
Fillcy, Tamara M 263
Fillcy, Tony 329
Financial Management Association
203
Finch. Christopher J 3X4
Findlcy. Gerald K 200. 377
Fine Arts Council 214
Finger. Susan J 193
Finger. Terry E 1X7, 417
Fink. Diana L 349
Fink. John L 311
Fink. Mark S 190, 417
Finklc. Alan R 316
Finklc, Rod L 335
Finlcy. Jcrf A 208. 209
Finnigin, Brcnda M 349
Fionda, Kristin J. .211.212. 223.
230. 2X4
I irncr, Anlhonv P 417
Firnhabcr. David R 368. 3X4
Fischer. Carol 1 232, 305
Fischer, Debra D 263
Fischer, Kathryn J 401
Fischer, Ricky D 316
Fiscus. Cheri L 222. 230
Fish. William B 417
Fishburn, Phillip A 1X7
Fisher. Brian D 241, 417
Fisher, Carol B 241
Fisher, Daryl D 201. 241. 36X
Fisher. Debbie J 227, 417
Fisher, Donald K 377
Fisher. Douglas W 417
Fisher. Jack P 321
Fisher. Joseph K 23X
Fisher. Thomas V 214
Fisk. Karen S 390
Fitch. Diane G 2X4
Em. Anne E 349
Fitz. Dale A 36X
Fitzpalnck, Lawrence jov
Fuzpalrick. Sally A 231. 349
Filzpatrick. William .... 192. 368
Fitzsimmons, Lisa A 401
Fjclslul, Cynlhia L 229
Flaherty. Amy E 345
Flair. Robert F 311
Flaming. Dwighl M 191. 417
Flamm. Mark A 417
Flanary, Janice L 417
Flanders, Bradley K. . .. 417
Flannelly. Karec K 232. 2X1
Flaspohlcr. Kenneth 417
Fleege. Julie C 305
Flcenor, Rebecca A 227. 349
Flcenor. Tamela J 227. 274
Fleming. James P 210
Fleming. Robert H 260
Flcmming. Susan M 228,319
Flcmons. Kalhy L 196
Fletcher, Susan K. . 225. 233. 305
Flickncr. Myron D. . 104.211.212,
377
Flin. Mark E 211,212
Flinchbaugh, Barry 24
Flocrsch, Matt H 36X
Flott, Rick E 211.212
Floucr. Michael G 234
Floyd. David D 312
Floyd. Dennis 36X
Floyd. Diana M 222
flynn. Lisa M 222. 305
Flynn. Michael G 4IX
Flynn. Paula J 225
Flynn. Russell P 36X
Fockclc. Debbie L. 225. 417
Foclsch, Douglas S 36X
Focrstcr. Bernd 29
Focrstcr. Kent I9X. 417
Fogo, Karen L 319
Foil. James L 293
Folsom. Blaine M 384
Foltz. Deborah L 302
Food Science Club 192
Foods and Nutrition Club 22(1
I ooshce. Julie A 401
Fooshec. Marcia D 33c
Football 14-
For Colored Girls Who Have C onsid-
ered Suicide When the Rainbow i-
Fnuf 8!
Foraim, Gladys 33.'
Ford. Alan J 351
Ford. Fred L 223. 27'
Ford Hall 34'
Ford. Stephen W 20;
Ford. Tawnya J 34;
Ford. Tcrri L 230. 4D
Fore. Warren W. . . 200. 201. 411
Foreman. Melinda K 41 >
Forgy. Jill E 411
Forrest. Keith P 4\>
Forristal, David W. ...... 411
Forsberg, Ellen K 1X6
Forshcc, Becky L 401
Forsyth. Dcana C 305
Fortmcycr. Virginia
. .. . 227. 41
X
Fosha, Susan R 4IX
Fossum, Robert J 276
Foster, Belinda L 217, 41 X
Foster, Dana W 215, 276
Foster, David E 1 4 7
Foster. David W 197
Foster, Dcbra M 230. 232
Foster. Don 196. 210. 214. 2X6
Foster. Eric W 317
Foster. Jim F 143, 331
Foster. Lisa J 2X1
Foster. Machclle M 302
Foster. Robert D 309
Foster. Rocke S 4 IX. 194
Fountain, Amy W 305
Fousc. Shirley J. ,213, 223, 401
Foust. Beverly G 274
Foust, Nancy K 242, 39X
Foust. Tina M 229. 274
Foust. William E 333
Foutch, Andrea A 203, 23X
Fowler, Gregory A 41
X
Fowler. Karen 215. 227. 274
Fowler, Kenneth R 377
Fox, Dale E 23X, 36X
Fox. Douglas S 2X6
Fox. Douglas S 2X6
Fox. Jeff M 311
Fox. Kenneth L 203
Fox, Malinda K 238, 339 465
Fox, Nancy C 41
Fox. Richard W 418
Foy. Mary E 418
Francis. Brad J 284
Francis. Dennis D 368
Francis. Donna J. . . 198. 224. 2X4
Frank, Charles S 418
Frank. Janet L 242. 418
Frank. Lawrence V 309
Frankamp. Karen B 194
Frankc. John P 123
Franke. Robert K 384
Franken. David P 358
Franken. Dianne M. .202.232.418
Franken. John W 337
Franken. Karen S 229. 396
Frankenberger. Roxannc 219. 418
Franklin, Clifford D 329
Franklin. Deborah J 230
Franklin, Karen E 237, 384
Franz. Kathleen J 34. 418
Franz. Kyle L 418
Franz. Luanna K 238
Franzen, Mark E 377
Frascr, Connie S 265
Frasier, Joe L 214, 293
Frasier. Mark W 187. 293
Frawlcv. Christopher E 260
Frazcc! Ronald D 209. 270
Frazier. Lucinda J 218. 358
Frazicr, Nancy J 41
X
Frazier. Shelli K 295
Frederick. Serena K 265
Frcderking. Doug D. ... 212. 286
Frcdrickson, Kurt D. 225. 276
Frcdnckson, Nancy A 274
Freed. David M 192
Frccding, Catherine 226, 284
French, Russell W 28X
Frcndreis, John S 327
F rerking. Gay J 35X
Frcsc. Markus M 345
Frcy. Jay M 23X, 335
Frcy. Ruth A 232
Fricdcl. Timothy K. . 316
F ricdench, David L 333
Fricscn, Cynthia L. . 205. 247, 249.
266
Fricscn, David E 238
Fricscn, Randall M 384
Fricscn, Stan J 36X
Kncscnborg, Laurie 319
Frieze. Craig A 233. 327
Fnnk, Fclcnc E 243
Frisbic, Kay 2X4
Frissc, Michael A 195. 394
Frith. Tom . . / 24
Fri.tson, Rodney D 333
Frizcll. Christine S. . . 231,305
I rolik, Suzanne M 220
From Heaven to Hell 80
rromme. Dcbra J 236
Froom. Marie A 204, 35X
Frost, Susan L.' ........ 226. 295
Frost. Teresa S X0
Frucchting. Terry L 194, 242
Frucchting, Vail D 293
Fruits, Kristy K 238, 243
Fry. Charles L 239. 4IX
Fryc. Robert L 271
FTD 191
Fucllbicr. Ralph F. 3X5
Fucsslc. Richard S 321
f uhrken. Donna S 41X
Fulhage. Shari D 22X, 35X
Fuller. Karen A 302
Fulton. Kevin T 35X
Fulton, Lori B 220, 366
I underburg. Lois J 222. 2X1
Funk. Rodney M. 235. 23X. 4IX
Funk, Terry L 2X4
Gaar. Anne E 305
Gaar. Dennis N 194
Gaar. James R . 329
Gachcs, Michael D 236
Gadc. Dolores M 221
Gafncy. Hope L 224
Gage. Ronnie C 238
Gahagan. Bridget C 358
Gahgan, Teresa M 298
Gainer, Linda S 4IX
Galbrailh. Joel W, 377
Gale. Dec 104
Gale, Mila G 401
Galiano, Anna M 232, 298
Galitzcr. Jan 206
Galitzcr. Steven 206
Galliart. William E. . 333
Gallion. Randa 238. 250. 4IX
Galloway. Michael L.
. 377
Gallup. Andrew F 41 X
Galluz7i, Annctlc M. 213.214.401
Galvin, Jane L 4IX
Galyardt, Susan I. . 204. 20X. 209.
2X1
Galyardt. Thomas M 332
Gamble, Curtis E 297
466 t.amma Phi Beta 296
damma Theta llpsilon 198
Gantenbein, David E. ... 216. 325
Gantz. Frederick W 188. 418
Garbcr, Cynthia S 228. 266
Gardener. William B 41 X
Gardenhire. Kevin R 297
Gardiner. Greg A 293
Gardner, Christine A. .217. 401
Gardner, Leonard M. ... 195. 418
Garctson. John B 418
Garfinkle, Jill A 339
Garfoot. Judith M 226. 281
Garibay. Enrique S 207
Garibay, Mario 207, 288
Garnctl, Thomas H 297
Garr, Dennis W 41X
Garr, Sheryl L 418
Garrett, John K 385
Garrett, Reed C 290
Garrett, Roberta L 238
Garrclt, Roy W 377
Garrett, Shane J 104
Gamgues, Carol S 232, 419
Garrison, Jody K 419
Garten. Casey D. 187, 188, 293
Garten, Ellen L 228, 343
Garten. Gary F 189, 385
Garten. Larry G. . 1X7, 188. 293
Garten. Mary M. 217. 223, 343
Gartrell, Susan K 228. 343
Garvert. Randall L 233, 325
Garvin, Lisa M 193. 401
Garwood. Karen K 390
Gasscr. Donald L 419
Gasscr, Myra A 419
Gasswint, Randall J 216
Gaston. Kent H 249. 250
Gates, Chan E 194
Gates, Deborah L 419
Gatz, Karen E 226, 266
Galz, Kimberly K 230. 298
Gatzoulis, Dcnisc A 230, 281
Gay. Kathy 220
Gay. Vickey L 419
Gcarhart. Roy M 276
Gcbhart, Mark D 198. 313
Gcbharl. Teresa L. . 227. 401
Gee. Kimberly K 419
Gccsling. Mary C 199
Gchrke, Stevin H. 204. 212. 378
Gchrt, Philip L 276
Gcicr, D 358
Gcigcr, Anthony D 187,419
Gcigcr, John C 279
Gciscrt, Martin J 36X
Geislcr. Marcilcc 194, 419
Gcist, David B 325
Gclino, Leslie K 419
Gclpi, Maura C 223, 419
Gclsinger, Roger D 192. 419
Gclingcr, Steven M 35X
Gcnsky, William F. 210. 271
Gentry. Robert 419
George. David H 323
George. John W 3X5
Ocorgc. Matthew E 279
George, Terry D 313
George, Vcrn W 190
Gerbolh, Danny L 2X6
Gcrgick, Mary C 396
Gcrhardt. Brian L 210, 36X
Gerhard!, Lori H 281
Gcrlach. Sarah J 226
Gcrlaugh. Charles W 309
German, Mark A 307
Gcrmann, Debra S 358
Gcrrily. Michael J 288
Gcrrilz, Ellsworth 25
Gerstncr, Lisa L. 28 I
Gerslncr, Marilyn R 349
Gfcllcr. Donna L 419
Gfcllcr, Douglas L 377
Ghcan, Sheryl L 21 X, 419
Gibbons. James B 249
Gibson. Charles R 377
Gibson, Daniel W 243
Gicrsch, Karen S 419
Gics. Julie A 226, 263
Gicsch, John A 325
Gicse, John P 3X5
Gicslcr. James F 327
Gigstad. Cheryl J 231. 339
Gigstad. Todd A 268
Gilbert. Clifford G. 333
Gilbert. Martha L 242. 419
Gill, Douglas P 271
Gill, Stephanie J 230, 358
Gillahan, Sara J 419
Gillam, Jeffrey 332
Gillan, Janice L 266
Gillcn. P. Richard
.
201
Ciller, Michael J. . . . 329
Gillespie, Diane L 200
Gillette. Robert L 307
Gilligan, John B 419
Gilliland, Mary A 238. 295
Gillispic, Jeffrey L 270
Gilmorc, Bryan H 385
Gillmorc, Thomas L 419
Gillogly. Janice L 221. 396
Gilman. Kurstcn 358
Gilmarlin. Elizabeth 1X6 194.349.
419
Gilmorc. William B. . ., 196.419
Gilslcidcr. Judith A 35X
Ginthcr, James R 333
Girsc. Robert D 419
Gish. LcAnn 29X
Gish. Staccy D 349
Gitchcll. Lois J 222, 419
Gitchcll. Raymond D 419
Glacy. Stephen D 197
Glasgow, Larry A 212
Glasker, Cheryl R 234
Glasscock, Winna S 419
Glatt. Abigail L 227, 359
Glatl. Christopher G. ... 209. 419
Glcason, Kevin L 188, 322
Glccson, Carol D 263
Glcissncr, Jane A 295
Gloshcn, Scott L 332
Glotzbach, Joseph C 325
Glover. William D 419
Glynn. Paula M 419
Gnagey. Daniel C 234
Gobberdiel. Vicky A 195
Coble. Steven R 211. 329
Goddard. J.F 196, 210
Gocckel. Connie L 349
Gocring, Dick J 210, 419
Goering, Steven W 36X
Gocring. Terrie 419
Gocring, Thomas J 242, 419
Goetsch. David L 1X6, 345
Goctsch, Gayla J 295
Goetz, Cindy K 230, 359
Goctz, Steve J 210. 323
Goforlh, Cynthia L 419
Goforth. Gregory L 368,419
Gogolski. Jon H 286
Gogolski, Timothy B 286
Golden, Janet L 26.3
Goldsmith, Jennifer 202, 223, 298
Golladay, Margaret A. .217. 390
Gonzales, Bernard 419
Gonzales, Salvador 316
Gonzales, Edggy 37X
Gonzalez, Michael L. ... 214, 337
Gonzolas, Diane K 205, 249
Good, Joni 218
Good. Pamela J 401
Good, Thomas P 335
Goodcn. Gregory A 239, 36X
Gooder. Stephen J 419
Goodlow. Eugene . 147. 165
Goodman. Leona J 419
Goodman. Winona J 419
Goodnow Hall 357
Goodwin, David C 196
Goodwin, Sally J 232
Goodyear. RollaW. 1X7,1X9.419
Goolcy, Barbara E 204. 302
Goolcy, Kathleen L .217. 302
Gordon. Linda G 385
Gordon, Philip D 312
Gordon, Steven J. . 193.214,270
Gore, Donna R 241, 124
Gore. Rex W 378
Gore. Virginia 301
Goss. Diane D 298
Goss, Michael F 290
Goss, Timothy A 419
Golschall, Cindic L 359
Gottsch. John J 327
Goltsch, Linda J 231
Gould, Saundra E 222, 227, 419
Gouldic, James M 323
Gourlay, Margaret M 349
Gowdy, Stephen R 204
Grabau, Glenn M 419
Graber, Ann M 419
Graber, Connie S 226, 274
Graber, Joseph W,
. 236. 23X. 313
Graber, Louis J. 419
Graber, Ron W 385
Grace, Lynda M 230, 359
Graduation «. 96
Gradwohl. Kalhy S 349
Grady, Martha R 419
Graff. Elaine L 319
Graff, Peffy M 420
Graham, Bruce J 410
Graham, Grant K 214, 327
Graham. Kenneth D 195
Graham, Michael D 307
Graham. Michelle L 401
Graham. Sharon T 230,319
Grain Science Club 192
Gramly, Susan K 401
Granberg. Elaine K 390
Grandstaff. Bruce A 28X
Grandy, Michael L 1%
Grancy, Joseph S. 196.197,210.
337
Grant, Joan L 410
Granzoc, Cindy A 358
Graucr. Douglas D 210. 420
Gravcnstcin, John A 420
Graves. Christi L 211, 420
Graves, Mark L 410
Graves, Norman R 197
Graves. William D. 1X6, 188, 307
Gray. David C 312
Gray. Joe R 210. 410
Gray. Latham B 378, 410
Graybeal. Patricia L. .
. 193, 420
Grcathousc, John R 189,190.238,
420
Greek Week 67
Green, Brcnda S 410
Green. Daniel J. ... 210, 213, 378
Green. David V 378
Green, Jackie C 284
Green, Kelly B .329
Green, Mack 1 46
Green. Madclyn D 194
Green. Mont J 279
Green. Polly A 139, 203, 319
Green, Robert E 385
Green, Victor 1 378
Greenbank, Sally R 401
Greene, Andrew M 410
Greene, Jeff 378
Greene, Michael J 201
Greenlee, Julie R 359
Grccnough, Diana R. ... 193,215
Greenwood, Craig A 368
Greenwood, Dcbra A. 219, 222.
229. 420
Greenwood. Milloy C. 200. 420
Greer, John B 32
Greer, Ricky R 316
Gregg. Jack H 238. 420
Gregg. Laurie J 229. 298
Gregg. Stephen L. 198. 224, 368
Gregory, Brcnda K 227, 420
Gregory, Joan E. 209, 212, 359
Grcischar, Kevin M 420
Grenicr, Leon E 234
Grcnsing, Nancy J 230, 402
Grcuscl. David B 250, 359
Grewing, Patricia 420
Gridcr. Cynthia J 206. 240
Gridlcy, Brian K 197, 368
Gricb, Thomas D 359
Gricr. James M 329
Griffin. Daniel J 359
Griffin. Edward M 385
Griffin. Elton C 420
Griffin James D 197. 37X
Griffin. Jay A 36X
Griffin. Linda 219. 222. 420
Griffith, Jeff K 321
Griffith, Lori A 2X1
Griffith, Scott R 2X1
Griffith, Stephen J 260
Grigsby, Bertrand 237
Grimm, Martha K 385
Gnnzingcr, Gregory 359
Gripp. Lisa A 420
Gnshan. Sandy M 339
Grisham. Sherry L 340
Gnssingcr Susie J 204. 359
Groft. Teri A 274
Grogan. Michael R 1X9.420
Gromcr. Kalhy R 197. 199. 385
Gross, Thomas, W 279
Grossardt, Eileen 410
Grosscnbachcr, Jeffcry 286, 290
Grossnicklc, Mary A 410
Grothusen, Allan J 190
Grove, Curtis W 329
Grove, Douglas L 210, 288
Grove, Thomas V 329.
Grovcr, Rita M 206
Groves, Jodi L 281
Groves, Randy D 279
Gucnther, Max M 236, 309
Guilfoylc, Janet L 215
Guilfoyle. Laura M 420
Guillen. Teresa M 207
Guilmclt. Dean F 234
Gunn. Doug R 225. 279
Gunthcr, David W 325
Gunthcr, Greg J 325
Gunz. Jcri L 295
Gustafson. James A 368
Gutierrez, Lisa M 359
Gutierrez, Rcvccca A. . . 230, 236,
391
Gulicrriz, Thomas R
._.
236
Gulschenritter, Debbie . 238,319
Guttu, Mark D 271
Gwin. Candic K 137, 295
Gwirtz. Diane L 420
Gwirtz, Jeffrey A 189, 420
Haag, Natalie G 200. 396
Haas. Susan 227
Haberslroh. Scott. 335
Hachinscky. Annette .... 213.349
Hacker. Michelle 238
Hackl. Kevin D 234, 420
Hacklcy. Michael P .394
Hadachck, Larry G. . 189.194,293
Haddock, Lavonnc J 349
Haddock. Rebecca A 402
Haddock, Stanley 1 192,368
Hadcl. Karen E 420
Hadlcy, Karma S 359
Hadlcy. Kerri J 359
Hadlcy, Krislcn K 3X5
Hacfncr, Lori D. 219, 222. 343
Hacker. Michelle J 349
Haffcncr. Joe A 337
Haflcry, Duanc E 309
Haflich. Jeff 307
Hafligcr. Larcn R 271
Hafncr, Bradley L 359
Hagcberg, Teresa K 195
Hagcdorn. Teresa K 244. 420
Hagcn, Nancy A 205
Hagcn. Randcll S 242
Hagcnmaier, Debbie G. . 205. 206.
_.
. .
,
250, 420
Hagcrman, Janet L 402
Haglund. Gcry R 378
Hagstrand. Pete E 238, 420
Hahn. Carol A 228, 298
Haig. Diane M 238
Hajcvsky. Robert J 202. 420
Halblcib. Harold W 385
Hale. David C 320
Hala. Duane D 3X3*
Hale, Karen L. 420
Hale, Lisa K 2X4
Hale, Max A 312
Hale, Vclva C 213, 3X5
Haley, Monica M.
. 238. 239, 420
Hall, Darla G 319
Hall, Debbie 420
Hall, Edward H 196, 420
Hall, Gregory F 3X5
Hall, Jeff 136
Hall. Kathleen A 202
Hall. Kerry 1 36X
Hall. Marc R 420
Hall. Mary E 319
Hall, Patricia M. 420
Hall, Rita K 420
Hall, Shannon K. . . 236. 237, 23X.
39X
Hall, Vicki L 349
Hallcr. Darren L. 322
Hailing, Dale B 359
Halloween 58
Halpain, Cynthia S 420
Halpin, Nancy C 3X5
Halscy. Casey S. .196,210,211,420
Halscy, James F 359
Hamilton, Andna R 190, 340
Hamilton. Debbie S. 232,238,305
Hamilton, Donald R 420
Hamilton, Gregory N. .
. 225, 279
Hamilton. Jeff S 322
Hamilton. Susan C 319
Hamm, Carol S 220, 343
Hamm. Michael E 36X
Mamma. Julie A 420
Hamma, Peter M 210
Hammel, Kim R
ri
420
Hammcl. Tracy A 302
Hammer, Lori S 226
Hammcrli, Barbara 298
llammill, William C 234, 368
Hammond, William T 309
Hampcl, James A 368
Hamschcr. Albert 46
Hand, Leigh A 340
Flanda, Pawan K 31
Handicapped Student Council . 241
Handicapped Students 124
Handkc, Steven J. 187,189,293
Hancr, Beth 227. 421
Hancr. Carl W 332
Hankins, Kevin G 421
Hanks, Roberta A 214. 239
Hanna, Betsy S 421
Hanna. Douglas A 378
Hansford, John R 233, 309
Hanson, Carolyn S 421
Hanson, Drew A 279
Hanson, Mary J. 190, 194, 266
Hanson, Susan M 198.340
Hanzhcck, Kim R 349
Harbach, Betty L 226, 396
Harbcr Sheryl L 239. 340
H.irbeson, Michael J 421
Harbison, Mclinda K. . . . 220, 222,
247, 343
Harden. James I XX, 293
Harder. Kent E 378
Harding. Rob L 238
Harding, William D 421
Hardy, James R 239, 394
Hare. Millicent M 229. 359
Hargadinc, Susan K 238
Fiargis. William S. . 187. 188. 421
Hariri. M 211.212
Harkins. Lisa 1 229. 421
Harlin. Maureen C. 421
Harmless. Jane M 227
Harms. Brian K 204
Harms. Karen S 385
Flarms. Ronald D 188. 421
H.irncd, Holly A 2X1
Harness. Deborah J 263
Harncll. Kenneth L 421
Harold. Bryan D 276
Harper. Mark A 421
Harper. Sandra K. 237. 238. 340
Harper, Skyler W 37X
Harper. William E 329
Harpslcr. Leslie S 296
Harrell, Deborah S 421
Harrington, James L 421
Harrington, Rcgina S. 200, 222. 228.
421
Harrington. Robert A 421
Harris. Becky J 421
Harris, Brian M 188
Harris, F. Gregg 378, 421
Harris. Jan J 402
Harris, Lori J 215, 305
Harris. Stacy J 266
Harrison, Greg 421
Harrison, Janis L 421
Harrison. Mark W 421
Harrison, Patrick J 288
llarshbcrgcr, Kevin J. ... 186. 308
Harslinc, Stanley D 238. 294
Hart. Alice M 359
Hart, Bruce E 368
Hart. Cheryl 225, 359
Hart. Lawrence R 337
Hart. Teresa J 219, 349
Hartcnslcin. Beth A 197. 274
Hartcnstein, Eric A 324
Harlcr, Penelope K 421
Harllinc. June C. . . . 202, 224, 359
Hartman. Davy S 26f>
Harlman. John F 197
Harlman. William R 192, 421
Harts, Terry D 260
Harvell. Charles D 2XX
Harvey, Debbie R 349
Harvey, Thomas H 2XX
Harwood, Susan M 422
Hasck, Christopher A. 422
Haskin, Kevin A 36X
Haskins, Judy K 242
Hasler, Fred L 36X
Haslctt. Delores E 421
Hasten, Arthur A 316
Hasten, Kenneth D 316
Hastings, Debra L 22X. 242, 266
Hastings, Roger E 202, 290
Hatch. Charles O 225, 3X5
Hatfield. Elaina D 391
Hatfield. Robert D 422
Hathaway, Jay A- 204, 210, 290
Hallrup, Darlenc M. 199. 422
Hauglcr, Julie K 349
Haug. Edward W 313
Haug, Tom 313
Haug, Trina M 359
Haugh, Bradley S. 36X
Haugsten, Kenneth 39X
Hauschild, Carol A 293,202.422
Haury, Dale R 359
Havel. Nita L 349
Havener. Gwcn L 222
Havcrficld. Cynthia 228, 359
Havcrkamp, Dennis J. ... 186. 378
Havcrkamp. Diane E 385
Havcrkamp. Michael A 3X5
Hawkins. David P 225, 290
Hawkins, Gregory R 378
Hawkins, Joseph E 236
Hawkins, Laura J 319
Hawkins, Trudy J 204, 302
Haworth, Jeffrey L 280
Haxton. Rickey L 204, 368
Hay. Rebecca A 349
Hayden. Dcnisc L. 205. 221. 222.
422
Hayes, Jerry L 322
Haymaker Hall 366
Havncs. Donald A 385
Hayncs, Robert F 189. 422
Hayncs. Susan B. 236. 396. 422
Hays, Linda S 241, 422
Hays, Stuarl R 290
Haysc. Dean A 378
Hardline. Bruce R 208 211
Ha/ellinc, Gary R 212. 422
Ha7cn, Richard D 422
Hazcn, Terri L 350
Headrick, Rick A 193. 368
Hcaly. Marsha K. .218. 222. 230,
360
Hcaly. Paulctlc M 218. 230. 360
Healer. Joseph W 276
Heath. Randy C 288
Heath. Theodore B 279
Hcavncr, David A 378
Hcbcrt, Leslie C 422
Heel, Judy A 238, 340
Hccht. Robert D 332
Hccht. Sheila D 227, 266
Heck, Vanda J 218, 422
Hcckalhorn, Karen L 422
Hccklcmann. Lynda J. . 231. 305
Hcdcrstedl, Sharon M 59, 402
Hcdger, Marsha L 302
Hcdkc, Scott E 422
Hccncy. Steven J 1X7. 314
Hcffcl. Tim H 214, 288
Hefty, Elaine C. 198.215.216.230
Hefty, Glcnda J 192, 391
Hefty, Karla A 198.223. 104.343
Hegarly. Mary J 238
llcidcbrcchl, Bonnie 422
Hcidcbrccht, Brent E 204. 209. 422
Hcidcbrcchl, Jan D 422
Heidnck, Chris M. 193, 338. 402
Heidrick, Mary E 402
Hcicr. Sheila M 230, 360
Hcikcr, Keith A. ... 191. 214, 268
Hciman. Judith M 422
Hcimcrman, Kathleen , 223.225.
230, 396
Hcimkc, Julie A 123
Heimkc. Robert H 123
Hcimkc. Sally A 250. 305
Hcin, Douglas A 3X5
Hcin. Margaret M 208. 242
Hcincckc. Philip N 378
Hcincn, Leon E 186. 369
Hcinigcr, Clifton R 188.422
Heinigcr, Sharon J 343
Hcinigcr. Susan R 343
Hcinrich, Markus 192. 378
Heinrichs, Romncy L 369
Hcinlzclman, Mike R. .. 197,378
Heinz. Kathleen S 350
Hcisc, Gary L 378
Hcitmann, Rick A 210, 322
Hcldstab, Christine 422
Hclinc, Jeff 334
Heller, Margaret 228, 350
Hcllman, John E 314
Hcllmcr, Dennis G
. 316
Helm. Janet L 250. 305
Hclmlc, Curtis R 378
Helms, Wayne A. 210,213,422
Hclwcg. Lionel C 422
llcmkcn. Debra A 289, 294. 343
Hemphill. Rick A 422
Henderson, Curtis L 314
Henderson, Greg H. ... I 86. 385
Henderson. Gregory C 260
Henderson, Jeffrey L 322
Henderson, Joe R 378
Henderson, Michael N 297
Henderson, Paula A 340
Hcndrickson.JanaD. 195.197.398
Hcndnckson. Paula D 422
Hcnige. Jean T 228
Hennc, Gregory M 202, 378
Hennerbcrg, Jerry D 385
Hcnncs, Gregory E 243, 378
Henncss, Timothy C 211. 364
Hennessey. Lisa M 422
Hennessey, Stephen B 369
Hennigh, Leah K 281
Hcnnmg, William D. .204.208,212
Henricks, Cynthia K. ... 193.350
Henncks, Vernon J 245. 422
Henry. Richard M 385
Henry. Sue A 350
Henry, Terry L 191, 369
Hcnslcy. Sheri L 350
Hcnson, Brenda S 228, 302
Hentges. Stephen E 309
Hcnty. Jeffrey D 384
Hcntzcn. Patrick M. . .. 118
Henzc. Rita A 195
Heppcrly. Mary L. . 192. 233. 319
Hcrbcl. Vern D 202. 422
Hcrbcrs. Lois E 195. 229, 343
Hcrbers, Mary S 343
Herbert, Susan L. .221. 222. 340
Hcrl. Carolyn 385
Hcrl. Steven 422
Herman. Debora K . 223.225.422
Herman, Eric W 422
Herman, Jon A 310
Herman, Neal F 422
Herman. Sondra K 228. 238, 350
Hermes, Dale A 378
Hermes, Kent D 369
Hermes, Robert J 194, 422
Hcrmcsch, Daniel W. . . 1X9. 422
Hcrmcsch. Susan 1 398
Hcrmstcin, Guy H 360
Hern. Scott E 234. 37X
Hcrndon. Sandra D 199
Hcrncr. Jacqueline L 200, 302
Hcrold. Joseph G 312
Hcrold. Kenneth J 369
Hcrr. Scott 279
Hcrrcll, Phillip I 271
llcrrcn. Kent A 193
Hcrrick. Robert S 208
Hcrrin. Jon K 238
Hcrriotl. Janet L. 189. 230. 422
Herrmann. Charles E. . 213.238.387
Herrmann, Joe K 3X5
Herrmann, Susan E 238
Herron. Marsha S 340
Hcrshcy, Julie J 360
Herzog, Mark A 332
Hcrshcr. Todd M 239, 37X
Hcssc. William S 288
Heltrick. Brian T 239
Hcttrick. Jeffrey R 360
Heuchcn, Lois Jean 391
Hcucrmann. Paul A. 200. 201 . 327
Hcumann. Frank J 329
Hewctt, Will 238
Heying. Carol S 193
Hcylin, Michael T 422
Hcylin, Sheila M 202
Hiatt, George D 378
Hickcrt. Sara A 241. 422
Mickey, Thomas W 422
Hickman, William H 52
Hickok, Linda J 398
Hickok, Susan F 398
Hicks, Dianna L 200, 422
Hicks. Glen W 378
Hicks. Michael D. 211. 212, 337
Hicbcrl, Dean L 422
Hicger. Steven R 378
Hictl. Jenifer 397
Higgason. Kelly J 238, 284
Higgason, Stanley M. . .. 204. 286
Higgins, Cassandra L. ... 238. 392
Miggins. Jane M 225, 350
Higgins. Kathleen N 391
II iggs. Debra S. 204.208.212.213.
.
242, 391
Higgs. Richard L 337
llightowcr. Ray 213
Hildcbrand. Cynthia ... 190, 344
Hildcbrand. Glcnna 217.225,391
Hildcbrand, Mike 1 225, 294
Hildcbrand, Shari 223. 228
Hildcrman. Harry H 378
Hildnth. Lonna D 195. 242. 340
Hilcs. William T 422
Hill. Brian K 369
Hill, Deborah S 422
Hill, Dorinda L 75
Hill. Douglas P 423
Hill. Jcannctlc E 219, 423
Hill. Jeffrey C 245
Hill, John D 315
Hill, Margaret 423
Hill. Marian L 260
Hill. Mary S 204, 222, 423
Hill Michael R 245. 423
Hill Steven C 244, 323
Hill. Suzy 248
Hillman. Curtis L 37X
Hills. Blish C 271
Hills. Scott W 245. 423
Hills. Richard A 308
Himcs. Billy L 378
Hincmycr, Alan G 369
Hincs, Susie J 166
Hinkin. Lawrence W. ... 238. 423
Hinrichs. Edith M 198
Hinson. Denise E. 202, 203, 423
Hinson. Donald J 204
Hinson. Elizabeth A 423
Hintcn. Robert R 189
Hintcn. Steve R 423
Hinlon. George S 423
Hintz, Alan E 202, 364
Hipps, Lisa L 281
Hiss, Dcann M 344
Hue. Richard R 278. 279
Hiyc, Connie R 423
Hiyc, Peggy C 350
Hobbcs. Paul P 335
Hobble. Sarah C 231. 282
Hobbs. Andrew E 332
Hobbs. Brenda D 360
Hobson. Ann J 350
Hobson. Elaine D 350
Hoch. Keith E 238. 269
Hoch, Wyatt A 197. 238. 269
Hodges. Cynthia J 423
Hodges. Karen L 296
Hodges. Mark J 57
Hodges. Mark K. 423
Hodgson. James R 364
Hodson. Patricia J 228. 350
Hocflin, Ruth 38
Hoclschcr, Denise K. . . . 195.340
Hocncr, Wayne L 191. 272
Hocnk. Karen A . . 225. 425
Hofcbcr. Michelle A 212. 403
Hoffa. Joel R. 423
Hoffman. Barbara 1 197, 369
Hoffman, Mark . . 213. 223, 290
Hoffman, Mary C 385
Hoffman, Shcryl A 360
Hoffman, Wayne V. 369
Hoffmastcr. Lisa B 212. 350
Hoffsommcr, Parry J . . 189. 385
Hofstra, Nathan E 369
Hogc. Anne 230. 423
Hogeboom. David A 276
Hoglund. Gregory S. 211. 423
Hoguc. Hannah J 192. 350
Hoguc. Roxannc M 423
Hohly. Eve K 216. 224. 423
Hohly, Richard W 423
Hoismglon. Robert S 279
Hoke. Brcnl K. 423
Hoke. Jacque E 229
Holaday. Stephen E 369
Holcomb. Robert A 200. 423
Holcomb. Suzan G 350. 423
Holdeman, Kurt J 272
Holdcrn. Slevvcn C 378
Holiday. Allan D 272
Holiday. Helen J 319. 22X
Holland Jill 350
Hollander, Stephen J. 214. 317
Hollc. Debra K 360
Hollc. Lynn T 20X
Holler. Karen E. 391
Holler. Larry D 423
Hollinbcrgcr. Thomas 195. 223. 423
Holling, Sharon S 423
Holloman. Vicky A. . 350
Holloway. Debora J . . 226, 239
Holloway, Richard D 423
Holloway. Steve W 322
Holloway. Winfrcd J 385
Holm. Claudia J. 244. 423
Holm. Helen L. 200. 20X. 21 2. 391
Holm. Mary S 191. 423
Holman, Steve C 423
Holmes. David K 203~. 423
Holmes. Rodney E. 3X5
Holstc. Harlan G 190. 181, 265q
Holstcad. Carol E 249, 340
Holt. Michael J 423
Holtgravcs. Edward D 233, 290
Hollhus. MitchcllG. 205,214,224.
276
Holyficld. Amy J. 423
Holzrichter. Ellen 360
Holzrichtcr. Linda 201. 360
Homecoming 54
Home Economics Council 220
Home Economics Education interest
(roup 221
Home Economics Extension Interest
(.roup 221
Honcr. Gail L 223. 385
Honcycutt. Kerry D. . . . 200. 423
Homg, Catherine A 423
Honig. Donald M 369
Honors. Patricia M 350
Hoobler. Vernon J 238. 378
Hood, Karla J 360
Hooper, Shcrri L 423
Hoots, Rebecca A 226, 350
Hoover, LuAnn 221
Hope. Michael L. . 186. 192. 37X
Hopkins. Debra J 385
Hopkins. Debra K 237. 238
Hopkins, George T 345
Hopkins, Leta Y 423
Hopkins, Tammi S 423
Hopkins. Vickie J 231. 42.3
Hopper. Heather E 192, 302
Hoppc, Lynn 64
Hopper. Thomas G 308
Hoppes. Rhonda K 230
Horchem. Brad R 332
Horinc, Troy E 214. 290
Hormcl, Dennis M 194,260
Horn, Oscar C 223
Horner, Kimberly C 228, 298
Horner. Rebecca S 236. 238
Horning, Jenny L 340
Horsch. Julie A 385
Horsch, Steven T 332
Horticulture Club 193
Honing. Carol S 140. 402
Horton, Frank J 333
Horton. Karen E 238
Horton. Kenneth A. . 187. 191. 37X
Hosack. Paul D 288, 278
Hoskins. Marjorie L 360
Hoskins, Richard A 247, 323
Hoskins. Ronald D 290
Hospitality Day Committee 221
Holchkiss. Cynthia S 360
Hotchkiss, Julia A 266
Hotchkiss, Steven A 423
Hotujac, Mike J 424
Houghton. Howard L. 310
Houghton. Janet R 296
House, Janine M 238, 402
Houser, Richard L 190. 268
Housholdcr. Gary L 288. 350
Housholder. Tammy S. 226, 350
Housing 258
Houston, Karen K 266
Houston. Velina A. .198.205.223.
239
Hover, Brad A 364
Hovcy, Karen E 28
1
Hovis, David S 423
Hovis. Oscar R 369
Howard. Kelly A 263
Howard. Linda Paige 284
Howard. Philip J 310. 424
Howard. Susan J 424
Howard. Vickie 226
Howard. William J 424
Howell. Andrew A. 201. 290
Howell. Julie A. ... 219. 220. 263
Howell. Rick 197
Howes. Brian T. . . . 202. 203. 308
Howser. Tammy L. 200. 227. 360
Hrcnchir, Phil A 211. 334
Huaman. Ana G 216
Huaman. Rosa 1 203
Hubbard. Kevin K 316
Hubbcll. Jeffrey A 385
Hubert. Jackie E. ... 402
Hubert. Richard R 424
Hublcr. Greg L 332
Huckc. Janet E 302
Hudlcston. Chcrly L 263
Hudson. Gailcn E 424
Hudson. Vicki L : 340. 342
Hudson. William T 177
Hucbcn. Brian C. .203.214.67.312
Huelskamp. Luann M. 200. 219.
222. 398
Huff. Laurence E 308
Huffakcr. Lyn A 360
Huffman. Dclmcr J 424
Huffman. Kalhy 344
Hufford. Douglas L. . . . 234. 294
Hughes. Cynthia 189
Hughes. David J 205
Hughes. Lonnic J 424
Hughes. Mark K. " 312. 210
Hughes. Maria F 194. 424
Hughes. Randall W 424
Hughes. Robert L . . 238. 308
Hughes, Tracy 274
Hughey, Beverly A. 78. 232. 424
Huhn. Richard S. 234
Hulcn. Sarah '..... 263
Hull. Douglas N 424
Hull. Janice D 203. 215, 263
Hulsc, Collin F 335
Hulsc. Michael W 329
Hultman, John W 424
Hummel. Karen J. .... . 212
Hummer. David E 335
Hummingbird. Darlenc ... 340
Humphrey. Andrea J 424
Humphrey. James M 288
Humphrey. Sally A 350
Hund. Elizabeth L 263
Hundley. Brenda F 1 86. 1 86. 1 90.
424
Huncycutt, Carol L. 222. 224. 344
Huning. Elizabeth M. 210. 344
Hunn, Von D 188. 194. 424
Hunt, Alan C 30X
Hunt. David W 294
Hunt. Deborah L. 202. 227, 424
Hunt, Emily S 225
Hunt. Kimberly S 424
Hunt, Marcia K 424
Hunt. Steven D 187. 294
Hunt. Tcri J 344
Hunter. Cindy L 424
Hunter, Debbie S 424
Huntsman. Brenda J 350
Hurd. Cynthia A 424
Hurd. Michael R 249
Hurd. Shcryl K 200, 240, 350
Hurford. Daniel L 337
Hurley, Charles D 290
Hurley, Marcy A 350
Hurley, Nancy L 425
Hurtig. Frank S 189
Huscman. Brian R 385. 1X6
Huscr. Bernard P 385
Hussclman, Richard C 276
Huston, Donna K 391
Hutchins, Sheryl A 425
Hutchison, Blenda J 193
Hutchison, Jay N. 369, 210, 212
Hutchison, Mark R 323,210.214
Hutfles, David J 364
Huttie. Joe L 424
Hutton, Karen S. . . . 228. 262. 263
Huvnh, Hai K 222
Hwang. Frank P 208. 209. 286
Ice. Carl R. .208,209.211.213.425
Ice. Mary T 220. 424
Idibia. Michael A 141
Mams, Jeffrey B 276
lllc. Diane R 385
Imcl, Marcia L 228. 350
Immcnschuh, Kent G 318
Infcn. Susie 226
Ingle. David A 378
Ingle. Mark R 109. 378
Inman. Tammy Jo 360
Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers 212
Interior Architecture Association
195
Inlrafraternity Council 214
Intramurals 139
Irby. Cindy G 229
Irby. Jacqueline S 397
Irby. Leroy A 315
Ireland. Kevin B 425
Ireland. Randal W 210. 425
Ireland. Tara 263
Irvin. Carol B 302
Irvin. Douglas W 194. 369
Irvine. Carol E 203
Irvine. Edward J 425
Isaacson. Gary L 272
Iscnbcrg. Carol E 218, 302
Iscnberg, Marjorie E 425
Iscrn. Mvron J 425
Ivanov. Rose 203. 248
Ives. Bradley D 202. 323
Ives. Marianne 350
Ives. Susan A 425
Jabbcn. Eleanor L 229. 360
Jack. Moira M 206
Jacka. Carl G 425
Jackson. Ann A 228, 266
Jackson. Charles K 261
Jackson. Greg N 369
Jackson. Jcffery S 425
Jackson, Kelly A 194
Jackson, Kelly C 326
Jackson, Mary A 402
Jackson, Stephen M 425
Jackson. Susan E 350
Jacob. Cynthia D 344
Jacobs. Brenda L 425
Jacobs, Clifford R 425
Jacobs. Mendy S. 222. 28 1
l.icobs. Theodore R 312
Jacobson. Dane M 32x
Jacobson. Donna L 425
Jacobson. James G 290
Jacobson. Kathryn K 39
Jacobson. Mary T. 204. 205. 226. 350
Jacobson, Stephen B 328
Jadcrborg, Kathryn A 263
James. Beth A 402
James. Charles B 425
James, Charles T 370
Jamcs.DceW. 190.215.2525.268
James. Linda D 238. 263
Jamison, Mark 187. 425
Jamison. Patti 222, 425
.lamshedi. Adib 378
Janczic, Don S 208, 212. 425
Janisch, Nancy A 385
Jonke, Brian A 238, 370
Jankc, Rhonda R 189. 425
.lankovich. Richard B 310
Jannc. Kathi L 227, 319
Janncr. William P 240, 370
Janssen, Charil E 425
Janssen, David E 314
Janssen. Stanton J 289. 370
Jantz. Merle F 196. 370
Janzcn, Timothy R 238
.laques. Richard L 370
Jarmccr, Francis D 425
Jarvis. David A 425
.lasso. Toni A 207, 360
Jaworska. Anna 1 425
Jcffery. Chester D 425
Jcffery, Crcgg M .398
468
Jcffcry, Jacqueline 194
Jeffries. Jim 61
Jelinek. Jeff R 240. 378
Jelinck. Kalhryn J 284
Jcnab. Jocelyn C 360
Jenkins. Cynlhia J 340
Jenkins. Joyce R 234
Jenkins. Teresa 1 360
Jennings. Jeffery D 378
Jennings. Roberta K 230. 274
Jensen, Michael A 425
Jensen. Richard 245. 425
Jcpson, Gary W 370
Jermain. Don J 272
Jeschke. Rebecca A. . . . 204. 425
Jessup. Monte K 425
Jibrin. Afdullahi 207
JMka. Ben M 317
Jilka. Bcrnadette M 231.425
Jinks. Denise A 360
John. Michael E 268
Johnson. Allen S 195
Johnson. B.Ellen 209.212,239.402
Johnson. Becky J 238. 350
Johnson. Brad S 378
Johnson. Bradford A ... 186. 370
Johnson. Bradley D 286
Johnson. Bradley E 261
Johnson. Brent S 228
Johnson, Carol L 227. 301
Johnson. Charlotte A 200
Johnson. Christopher 290
Johnson. Dan G 312
Johnson. Debbie M. .4, 243, 385
Johnson. Debra S 246, 351
Johnson, Eric D 225, 276
Johnson. Gary L 315
Johnson, Hal L 26
Johnson, Jacquclin S 302
Johnson. James M 272
Johnson. Jay 425
Johnson. Jeff A 370
Johnson. John E 425
Johnson, John S 385
Johnson, Kathleen J 425
Johnson, Kalhryn J 232. 319
Johnson, Kendal D 314
Johnson. Kevin R 385
Johnson. Kim J 391
Johnson. Kirk L 215
Johnson. Kyron 238. 310
Johnson, Laurel 340
Johnson, Lorelta 1 200, 391
Johnson. Lynn R 425
Johnson. Mary E 202. 351
Johnson, Merry A 193.391
Johnson, Michael D. . . . 290. 425
Johnson. R. Shannon 370
Johnson, Randall L 193
Johnson, Raymond 76
Johnson, Raymond T 286
Johnson, Rebecca A 236, 399
Johnson. Rex E 378
Johnson. Rex G 425
Johnson, Roberta L 425
Johnson. Ronald R 425
Johnson, Stuart G 190,268
Johnson. Susan 232. 266
Johnson, Tamara 229, 152. 425
Johnson, Timothy D 197
Johnson, William 243. 370
Johnson, Wynn A 370
Johnson. Delpha J 360
Johnson. Diane K 425
Johnston. Jeffrey K 238
Johnston. Kelly J 425
Johnston. Michael E 235
Johnston, Mike C 238
Johnston, Pam J 215
Johnston. Patrick A 212, 425
Johnston. Robert A 210
Johnston. William B 237
Jones, Bradic F 243
Jones. Chris D 197, 228, 266
Jones, Cindy J 319
Jones. Clay G 211,212. 290
Jones. Colleen F 199.281
Jones. Debra J 402
Jones. Dee A 243. 426
Jones. Douglas S 195
Jones. Gayla J 402
Jones. Gwyn 266
Jones. Howard K. 213
Jones. James R 204. 426
Jones. Jcffcry W 326
Jones. Jennifer H 402
Jones. Jenny A 228, 351
Jones. Joseph A 206
Jones. Judith L 391
Jones. Judy A 229. 248. 425
Jones. Karen G 351
Jones. Karen J 391. 24
Jones. Karen J 425
Jones. Kari L 391
Jones. Kelly D 340
Jones, Leroy .....
. . 243
Jones, Margo A. . 243. 298. 256
Jones. Mark C 329
Jones. Mark R 329
Jones. Mary J 298
Jones, Max 297
Jones. Meddrcn M 198. 237
Jones, Michael • 330
Jones, Mike A 188
Jones. Randall S 426
Jones. Rebecca L 426
Jones. Rhonda J 221. 351
Jones, Rhonda J 426
Jones. Robin G 243
Jones. Terron E 208
Jones. Tom L 187, 426
Jontz. William G 360
Jordan, Janice M 226, 296
Jordan, Judy E 219
Jordan. Randall D 204
Jordan. Scott R 328
Jorgcnsen. Kimbcrly 263
Jorgcnsen, Scott L 235, 238
Jorgcnsen. Sharec . 236. 237. 238,
360-
Jorgensen. Stuart S 286
Jorns. Ann K 222. 284
Jorns. Mark W 204, 276
Jorns. Pamela R 396, 397
Joy, Nina K 402
Ju'by, David D 191
Judd, Brian W 199
Judo Club 24.3
Julian. Melody G. 391
Jurey, Dwight A 385
Jurkoic, Lisa A 399
Jurrens. William G 236, 426
Just. Randall D 192
Justus. Robert C 317
Justvig. Harry W 378
Kaaz. Stephen L 210
Kabli, Wadea A 426
Kadcr. Susan G 402
Kaff. Linda G 193
Kagc. Karen L 426
Kahlcr. Gay 426
Kahler. Lee D 426
Kaiser. Leigh A 222
Kaiser. Marvin 200
Kaiser. Patricia A. 186. 190. 391
K.ilaidjian, David E 370
Kalivoda. Cindy E 360
Kalivoda, Karen S. .221, 238, 340
Kamla. Frederick H 200. 387
Kampce, Clark E 195
K.imps. Carol A 223. 225
Kandl, Kevin F 21 I, 378
Kane, Barry J 385
kannard. Kevin L 370
kannard, Kraig E 426
Kansas Association of Nursing
Students 216
Kappa Alpha Psi . 235
Kappa Alpha Theta 29X
Kappa Delta .302
Kappa Kappa Gamma 304
Kappa Sigma 308
Kappler, John M 290
Karl. Sandra A 426
Karlin, Christine M 266
Karlin. Gerard J 335
Karlin, Mary M 426
Karlin, Patricia A 226, 296
Karlin. Susan M. .... 219. 426
karmcier. Kent H 276
karnowski. Richard S 426
karns. Brian 370
karpiscak. John 234
karpowicz. Michael A 195
Karr. Steven D 426
Karst. Kevin G 242
Karst, Sheri L 302
karst. Thomas C 186.188,294
Kartcn, Moreen L 238, 344
Kasl, Cecilia M 206,222,397
Kasper, Lorelta A 340
Kasscbaum. Nancy 61
Kalzcr, Angela L 232
Kauffman, Byron B 211,242,426
Kauffman, Lynn D 427
Kauffman. Norccn H 421
Kaufman. Lisa D 351
Kaufmann, Annette E. . 230.320
Kaufmann, Rebecca. J. 228. 281
Kaup. David R 251, 427
Kautz. David R 212. 385
Keagy. Shannon R 402
Keating. Rick 378
Keck. Rick L 427
Kccfer, Debra J 241, 399
Kccncy, Michael R 370
Kccny. James D 334
Kcil. Terry D 261
Keim. Anna M 427
Kcim. Jeanne L 223
Keilh, Brenda E. . 226. 238, 422
Keith. Raymond E. 196, 210, 272
Kcllenbcrger, Tim W 427
Keller, Cynlhia J 219, 340
Keller, John F 196
Keller, Kurt M 322
Keller. Laura L 360
Keller. Paula K 298
Keller. Robert S 187. 188
Kellcrman, Timothy S 370
Kcllcy. Kolleen K 226. 263
Kclley, Margaret L 202. 284
Kcllcy, Rita J 227. 284
Kelly. Erin A 230. 427
Kelly. Ken K 190
Kelly. Michael J 288
Kelly. Tim J 326
Kclman, Roger W 427
Kcltz, Sandra K 105. 427
Kemrite, Harold D 385
Kendall, Joe D 427
Kcndrick, Mark D 217. 417
Kcnnalcy. Robert J 270
Kennedy. Charles D 315
Kennedy. Martin A 370
Kennedy, Mary F 427
Kennedy. Robert G 378
Kennedy, Robert L 246, 378
Kcnney. Mark B 288
Kenny, Susan J 201
kcnl
.
Judith E 225
kenworthy, Jo A 360
Kcpplc, Jeri A 360
Kcpplc, Theresa M 298
Kern, Fred D 335
Kern, Tamara J 427
Kerns. Kelly D 328
Kerr. Kelli A 281
kersenbrock. Glenda 296
Kcsl. Peggy M 1 86, 1 9 1 , 1 93, 427
Kessler, Jean M 226, 266
Kesslcr, John C 370
Kesier, Debra L 238. 427
Ketron. Jamie D 360
Keller. Mary P 427
kelterman. Kent E 210, 427
kellcrman, Linda D 427
keizncr, Julie A 200
Kcyscr, Melanie S 402
khalil. Hermina 427
Khalil, Hussein 427
Kia, Anthony P 200
Kiblinger, Mark A 370
Kidd, Lezlie S 236, 238
Kidwcll, Carol L 351
Kidwcll, David A. 192, 370
Kicrnan, Frances A 196
kictzman. Randy 527
kighlingcr, Mona F 351
kilbourn, Lisa A 345
Kilby. Pamela 427
Kilgore, Patricia K 100
Kilkenny. Patricia L 340
Killian. Sandra J 427
Killion, Michael J 370
Killman, Harold W 276
Killmar, Leslie A 228, 298
Kilmer, Lynn E 340
Kim, Jay S 379
Kimbal, Alan R 427
Kimbrough. Dana S 230
kimbrough. Sue 335
kimplc, Bonnie L 402
kimura, Stephen H. ........ 378
kimzey, Gregory R 19
kinderknccht, Lavern
. 202, 427
Kmdslrand, Donald E 189
King, Andrea L 360
King, Bradley D 427
King, Gerald L 238
King, Gregory D 187, 427
King. Katherine L. 215, 220. 351
King, Kathryn D 238, 351
King, Michael D 317
King, Perry L 288
King, Rcva E 203, 427
King, Robin M 385
King, Timothy R 310
King, William K 370
Kinslon, Eileen R 228, 319
Kinkelaor. Mark A 385
Kinnaman. Kathleen . 216. 220
kinnaman, Mark B 215
kinlncr, Kurt L 323
Kinworthy, Charles D. . . 197, 427
Kipp, Gerald A 190, 370
Kircher. Mary K 229. 427
Kirchhoff. Steven P 210. 276
kinakos, Lynne A 281
Kirk. Henry C 332
Kirkgaard. Jon R 326
Kirkland. Vaughn 370
Kirkpatrick, Dennis 195
Kirkpalrick, Dennis 195
Kirkpalrick. Michael 317
Kirn, Julia E 360
Kiscr, Stan C 210
Kcsncr, Terry L 239
Kissing. Michele K 203. 296
Kissinger, Cindy L 232. 427
Kite. Ronald A 239. 378
Kilos. Richard 385
Kitlner. Donald K 427
Kuzman. Joni B 427
Klahr. Michael D 427
Klahr, Stephanie D 192.427
K-Laires 241
Klasscn, Eydie R 427
Klassen. Mario D 245, 427
Klaumann. Michclla A. . 223. 229,
402
Klein. Clayton W 276
Klein, John L 345
Klein, Scott S 334
Klcinman, Allan J 206
Klenda, Monica M 221, 391
Klcnkc, Kay A 427
Klcpacki, Steve F 197
Kline. Joni D 360
Kline. Stephen M 261
Klocke. Arlan D 193. 385
Kloefkorn. Bradley K 370
Klozcnbucher, Kevin 243
Klugc. Karen E 351
Klumpp. Jane E 427
Kluman, Rozannc M 302
Knackstcdt, Mancy J 3
knadlc, Kathleen J 284
Knamiller, Kari L. 238, 242, 274
Knauss, Douglas E 204, 427
Kneisley, Kevin C 216
Knclter, David W 385
knicling, Barbara G 193, 385
Kniffin, Michael B 378
Knight. Patricia J. 427
Knight. Phil A 370
Knight. Richard L. 188, 193
knight, Robert 427
Knight, Ronald A 190, 427
Knipp, Shirley K 427
Kmpper, Mary B 204, 428
Knoche, Jane E. ... 212. 242, 428
knoebber, Elizabth 428
Knoll, David L 312
Knop, Susan J 226, 281
Knopick, Mary L 319
Knopp, Janice E. 202. 227, 428
Knopp, Nancy 221
Knopp, Ted E 215, 223, 290
Knott, Kim M 230, 402
knouft, Charles M 192
Knowlcs. Thad E 200
Knox, Amy C 428
Knox. Douglas C 370
Knox, Kathy S 202, 428
knudson, Steven J 385
Knutson, Kevin T 308
Kobcr, John A 202, 3 1 2
Kobs, Gregory W. 186. 189. 261
Koch. Deborah S 100, 385
Koch, Kerri E 226, 428
Koci, Chcrie A 238
Koci, Jeffrey 238
Koci, Tamara L 238, 351
Koegebochn. Steven C 370
Koehn, Craig E 317
Kochn, Jodi L 284
Koehn, Kim A 428
Kochn, Matthew A. 196,210,428
koclsch, Sandra S 232
Koclzcr. Nancy J 428
Kocnigs, Cheryl A 400, 402
Kocnke, Gary P 428
Koestcr, Richard L 428
Kocster, Ronald L 428
Koets, Robert J. 211,212.213,428
Kogler. Pamela J. 228, 263, 13
Kohake. Ann M 219
Kohake. Debra A. 391
Kohake, Linda K 391
Kohari, Todd W 428
Kohlcr. Karen M 232
Kohlcr, Pamela G 226, 360
Kohlcr, Terry W 187, 428
Kohlrus Mark J 202, 322
Kohman, Janine L 216. 340
Kohman, Julie E 202, 428
Kohr. Carol A 202. 428
Kolarik. Elizabeth J 169.341
Kohch. Marie 227
kolms, Thomas N 241. 399
Kolling, Elizabeth J 199
kolman, Denise L 228
Kolman. Joseph J. 108,209,213,
244, 326
Komarck, Stefan R 211
komin, Kathryn M 296
Kongs, Nancy D 230, 428
Konicck, William E 193,428
Kons, Mary D 225
Konz, Steve A 330
Kool, Beverly G 281
Kopitnik, Lawrence J 429
Kopp, Tom V 326
Koppes, Steven N 378
Korb, Teresa K 227, 284
Korbc, Louis M 429
korbchk, Jill E 241
Korolchuk, Theodore 429
Kosko, Joy E 429
Kostcr, Berry E 370
Kotoyantz, Kalherina 194.223,351
Kottwitz. AnnD. 197,208,213,391
Koupal, Julie A 238
Kraft, Kathryn L. 220, 221. 222.
227, 238, 351
Kralt. lerrence R 204
Krairussamce, Prajim S 196
Kraisinger, Susan 231, 429
Kramer. Bradley A. 208.209.270
Kramer, Elsie M 191, 429
Kramer, Mary A. 219, 222, 429
Kramer. Rany L 383
Kramer, Ruth A 302
Kramp, Diane R 351
Krase, Betty E 341
Krasne, Julie A 238. 360
Kratzer, Kent D 332
Kraus, Rhonda R 429
Krehbicl, Kevin D 312
Krchbiel, Monte D 385
Krcidlcr, Margaret 186
Krcipc, Lisa A 429
Krcngcr, Mark E 288
Krcngcr, Teresa A 216, 266
Krcsie, Karen K 225, 266
Kreskin, The Amazing 72
Krclz, Gregory F 288
Krcutzer, Karl 263
Krcutzer, Paul D 378
Kricgshauscr, Lee A 360
Kriske, Timothy J 330
Kriss. Joseph R 429
Kristek, Karen M. . 218, 221, 429
Krizek, Brian E 261
Krizek. Curtis A. . 198,215,225,261
Krizman, Anne M 296
knzman, David B 272
Krocker, Diana L 199, 429
Krocker, Warren D 429
Kroh, Franklin D 378
Kruckcberg Vicky L 219
Krucgcr. Kirk. J 244, 323
Krug, Karen E 429
Kruger, Barbara A 238, 245
kruh, Robert 42
Kruse. Dwight A 378
Krusc, Krislinc K 402
Kruse, Laura J 211
Kruse, Peter J 215
Krusen, Kurt R 186
Krzcsinski, Walter A 370
K-State Players 199
KSU Men's Bowling Team 243
KSU Women's Bowling Team 244
Kubie, Bruce D 429
Kudrick. Dee A
,
344
Kuel, Kelly A 305
Kuchn, Scott A 429
kuehnle, Bruce E 290
Kuchny, Brent L 268
Kuhlman, Audrey J 227, 263
Kuhlman, Steven D 276
Kuhlmann, Kurt W 378
Kuhlmann, Michael S. 189, 192,
429
Kuhn. Margaret E 305
Kuhn, Michael J 370
Kuhn, Richard M 429
Kuhn, Ronald H 210
Kuhn. Steven A 288
Kuklenski. David J 151
Kulinski. Leeannc 228, 242, 360
Kukuk, Pamela G 397
Kulich. Steve J 378
Kumbcrg, Robert M 429
Kunc, Linda J 391
Kunz, Theresa 296
Kurlh. Lloyd N 429
Kurtz, Bryan L 328
Kurtz, Quenlin E 429
Kurtz. Steven W 370
Kuster 237
Kulina, Julie A 231
kutnink, Deborah A 219
Kyle, Kimberly K 193
La Hue, W. Brice 312
Labahn, Jeffrey B 196, 429
Laccy. Marilyn E. . 39, 222, 305
Lacy, Anne K 199, 280, 281
Lacy, Susan M 233. 263
Ladd, Douglas C 202. 203. 429
Ladner, Robin 193, 326
Lafcver, Renee E 305
Lafferly, Catherine 429
Laforce. Russell 209
Lagan, Raymond O 207
Lagcmann, John D 322
Laham, Elena M 351
Laham, Elena M 351
Lahue, Brice 203
Lahue. Susan D 263
Lair, Casey A 322
Lair, Jeffery E 288
Lair, Mark T 202, 322
Lake, Stephen 378
Lakshmi, Pocha U 222
Lally, Katherine M 227, 351
Laman, Rene J. ... 202, 241, 429
Lamb, Jane E 430
Lamb, Lori D 402
Lambda Chi Alpha 31(1
Lambert, Bart L 225. 334
Lambert. Ronda S 391
Lambert, Sheree L 391
Lambic. Sharlin K 430
Lamoreaux, Barbara R 360
Lamorcux. Barbara R 360
Lamoreux, Sherry L 228, 274
Land, Robert D 330
Landau, Leannc J 430
Landis. Brian F 385
Landis, Laura L 391
Landkamcr. Lloyd L 272
Landrum Rebecca S 341
Lane. Ellen R 302
Lane, Sheryl L 284
Lang, Donna K 430
Lang, Grace 221
Lang, Harvey J 399
Lang, Laylce Eugene 370
Lang. Randal G 190
Lang, Stephanie S 360
Langc, Ben W 279
Langc, Michael D 198, 225. 261
Langford. Mary T 218. 399
Langholz, Janice K. 198.261.351
Langley, Janet L 430
Langlcy, Kenneth W 310
Langncr James D 210, 385
Langlon. Cathleen J. 190,3 430
I .ink.ml. Duanc A 360
Lankston, Nancy J 430
Lanning, James M. 328
Lanlz. Leslie L 345
Lapo. Taraalyn R. 227. 238, 430
Larabcc, Mary M 200
l.arcom, Sondra D 191
Larkin, Ann M 281
Larosh. Michael D 335
Larscn, Janiece L 228, 341
Larscn, Pelcr E 272
Larson. Brcnda C 402
Larson. Dean A 294
Larson. James L 310
Larson. Kclhcrinc M 402
Larson, Krislinc L. . 203, 233. 263
Larson. Mclinda E 190, 194
Larson. Teresa J 319
Lascindc. Emmanuel 193.207.430
Lascindc, Tillayo F 430
Lashbrook Roy C 279. 370
Lushbrook, Vickie L 284
Lassen. Linda A 222, 298
Lassman. Kenneth W 386
Lassman, Lisa R 195
Lasi. Gregory D 197. 334
Lalcrza. Judy A 360
Lalourcll, Daniel L 370
Lalla. Ronald 430
Lalta. Synthia K 238
Laubcr, David L 190. 370
Laddan. Kennclh R 330
Laudcrmilk, Jeffrey 430
Laudermilk Sheri L 435
Laudick. Mark A 328
Laue. Harold L 332
Laughcry. Julie A 430
Laughlin, Laura L 341
Laughndgc, Connie S. . . 228, 236,
.
. 430
Lauppc. George L 188,370
Laurie, David 52
Lavender, John A 288
Law, David C 208. 290
Law. Karan J 227. 360
Lawler, Lisa L 232. 284
Lawrence. Krislinc L 193
Lawrence. Marjoric K 391
Lawrence, Norma M 230, 313
Lawrence. Richard W 314
Larcncc. Roger D 314
Lawrence. Stanley C 430
Lawson, Eddie V 225, 360
Lawson. Enid M 402
Lawson. Forrest C. 238, 430
Layng, Mark G 378
Leach, Vcncssa K 193
Lcavitl, William A 191. 430
Lcckron. Randall M 430
Lecluysc. Mary E 242, 266
Lcdcboer, Lcsa M 430
Lcdcrcr, Diane J 430
Lee. Curtis R 297
Lee. David L 203
Lee, Donald W 234
Lee, Eric A 386
Lee, John D 430
Lcc. Kenneth F 210. 243
Lee, Matthew B 328
Lee. Starr E 225, 263
Lcc. Ycn-Pai 193
Lccbrick. Lance 361
Lccburg, Jane E 229, 344
Lccl, Gregory R 294
Lcggctt, Karol 194, 430
Lcglcitcr, Ricky L 209, 242, 378
Lehman, David E 186, 37
Lcighnor. David 1 370
Lciker. Curtis J 430
Lcikcr. Dcbra K 430
Leis, Mercedes S 241, 244
Lcitncr. Wade A 243
Lemon. Ray D 190.235,238.241,
370
Lcnkncr. Robert W 370
Lenoir, Janice R 205, 237, 351
Lcn7. Carrie S 430
Leonard, Bricc E 430
Leonard, Kalhy L 266
Leonard, Michael A 236, 310
Lcro, James W 386
Lcrrct, Anker A 204
Lcschbcr, Diane K 430
Lcsher, Dana 210. 322
Lcshovsky, Deann M. .213, 420
Lclic, Melinda 296, 116
Leslie, Pamela A 263
Lcsnicwski, Philip J 234
Letcher. Lary E 234
Lcthcrcr. Diane F 226, 351
Lateourneau, Kevin R 261
Lctourncau, Raphael
.
. .
. 202, 261
Lcvallcy, Janel 361
Lcvcnson, Lee 204. 430
Levin. Pamela S. 208, 227. 302
Lcvitch. Robin L 296
Levitt. Slacey J 430
Levy. Jill L 206
Lcwandowski. RickJ. 189.193.370
Lcwcllcn Michael E 430
Lewis. Diane L 229, 361
Lewis. Donald S 310
Lewis. Gregory C 430
Lewis. Kelly, S 330
Lewis. Linto L 338
Lewis, Perry 1 97
Lcwman. David L 238. 378
Libby. Penny A 361
Lichtcnwaltcr, Bruce 370
Licktcig. Kevin G 268
Licbc, Elaine A 430
Licbc, George W 430
Licocna. William L 234
Licbl, Stephen A 189, 332
Licbl. Thomas G 371
Licncmann, Joseph M. . 186. 378
Lies. Cathy A 341
Liggett. Larry A 276
Liggett, Leigh M 430
Lightbody. Mona L 190, 361
Lightfoot, Lisa L 430
Lignilz. Maryann 236
Lilc, David B 334
Lilc. Phillip R 225, 334
Lill, Joseph C 430
Lill. Mary J 242, 397
Lilly. Jerry 214
Linck, Keith S 430
Lincoln. Sharon A 228, 274
Linda, Roger M 238, 294
Lindcr. Robert 392
Lindau. Mary R 351
Lindblom. Katherinc 402
Lindburg. Kimbra E. . . 193.430
Lmdemuth, Lori M 298
Lindcr. Susan Kay 236. 242. 402
Lindgren. Kathi A 351
Lindholm, Barbara G. . . . 212. 361
Lindholm. Cinda M 361
Lindholm. Cindy L 227. 305
Lindholm. John C. . 210. 212
Lindquist, Jack W 187. 294
Lindquist. Valeric A 200. 430
Lindlcy, Don D 246
Lindsay. Andrew L 187. 371
Lindsay. Susan D 351
Lindscy. Quentin L 431
Lindstrom, Larry J 431
Line, Rick M 322
Linchan, Mary E 402
Lcnenbcrgcr, Steven 317
Lingard. Peggy S 200. 351
Linn. Mitchell A 431
Linot. Diane M 397
Linscoll, Michael J 268
Linvillc. Stanley D 272
Lippc. David R 310
I oppcrl. Cindy L 431
Lippcrl. Kenton D 209
Lippman, John K 240, 378
Lippold, William C 204, 326
Lipps, Dcbra D 284
Lira. Carl T ' 225. 276
Lister, Ronald L 378
I itchfcild, Jennifer 305
Little. Douglas J 338
Little, Kathleen J 431
Little Sigmas 226
Little Sisters of Athena 227
Little Sisters of Minerva 228
little Sisters of the (.olden Heart
227
Little Sisters of the Golden Rose
227
little Sisters of the Maltese Cross
228
Little Sisters of Pearls and Rubies
228
Little Sisters of the Shield 228
Little Sisters of the Sphinx 229
Little Sisters of the Star and Lamp
229
Little Sister of the Unicorn 230
Little Sisters of the White Rose
230
Litton, William R 210. 361
Lively. Cheri 351
Livers. Curtis A 371
Livingston. Sue A 223, 319
Llamas, Patricia A 203
Lloyd. Barbara J 351
Lloyd, Elaine Marie 296
Loader. Barbara A 246. 351
Lobb. Sharon K 241. 351
Lobmcycr. Margaret .
.
227. 266
Local Events 92
Lockhart. Shirley J 351
Lochr. Christopher S 431
l.oeppkc, Bruce A 431
Locppkc. Cynthia K 431
Logan, Stephen S 334
Lohdcfcncr, Jo E 361
Lohrcy, Mary 351
Lollar. Michael D 378
Londccn. Laura R 237. 238. 351
Long. David W 210 361
Long. Uenisc h 52
Long. James J 272
Long. Keith L 330
Long. Kimberly A 274
Long. Larry W 345
Long. Lisa L 302
Long. Mark S 326
Longacrc, Lori B 431
Looby. Laura J 266
Loomis Diona L 341
Loop, Amel K 371
Loop. Jean M 220, 222, 344
Loos, John Steve 192
Lope?, Danny R 207
Lord, Kathryn G 222
Lore, Ben 431
Loric. Greg A 195, 287
Lorson, Katherine A 266
Lorton, Robert M 378
Loschkc, Stephen M 268
Loucks. Randall W 194
Loud. Jimmie R 297
Louden. Earlen R 391
Louk. Sheila R 319
Loupe. Morman 189. 431
204, 241,
208.
Loux, Richard L
Love. David R.
Love. Eric W. .
Love. Jeannie R.
Love, Karen L.
Love. Keith A.
Love, Michael W
Love, School D.
Lovcll, Penny C.
Loving, Kathy D.
Lovins. Amory
Low. Terrie F
Lowe. Kristi K
Lowell. James C
Lowcry, Gayle L 193.
Lowman, William A
Lowey, Lisa
Lowthcr. David W. . 211, 212.
Lo\d Bruce L
Lucas. Gary F
Lucas. Patricia L
Lucas, Theodore E. . . 234,
Luce, Nina L 238.
Luce. Roger L 196,
Luck. Richard D
Lucky. Ruth M
Ludwig. Claire L 233,
Ludwig, Lori
Ludwig, Marilyn K
Ludwig, Sylvia R 243.
Lucbbcrs, Dennis J
Lueckc. Kurt T
Lucckcnhoff, Dale F 196.210.
Luctgcn. Aimee L 232.
Luginsland, Nennclic
Lugo. Johnny
Lukcns, Laura G
Lukcrt. Linda P
Lundberg. Tim W
I.undccn. Jay W
I undhigh. Marcclyn A
I undin. Candacc S
Lundstrom. Richard A. .. 214.
Lusk. Eric C.
Lusk. Joel A 215. 222.
Luthi, Gregory J
Luthi. Jane A 219,
Lulhi, Mari S
Lulz. Andrew J.
LuU, Barbara A
Lulz. James L-
Lui7. Marian S.
nch. Gary L
nch. Laurie B
nch. Robert A
ench. Tai M
nn, Robert
nn, Sharon
nton. Suzanne L. 215. 226
on. Carol S
on. Julie A 227
saught. Steve P
lie. Jane A 232
219. 225.
3 1 5.
219. 432.
270
335
330
351
431
431
371
411
431
431
89
242
S9I
209
386
326
391
213
386
338
432
242
397
207
315
230
305
281
432
432
332
432
338
351
I 'ill
371
266
432
386
432
298
432
335
371
263
432
Ml
391
432
351
234
448
371
432
371
315
33
263
274
432
432
432
263
Mabcn. Constance K 217. 386
Mabry. Dani S 386
Mabry, Monte D 399
MacDonald. Jane M 189
Macha. Richard M 203.215.310.
455
Machalek. Lizabeth E 432
Macinnis. Susan K 402
Mack. Alyson B 432
Mack. Darrell L 379
Mack. Kelly E 238. 371
Mack. Sharon A 432
MacKenzic, Sheila 241
Mackey. Chris A 386
Mackintosh. David H 190. 268
MacLaird. Steve 233
Macon, Gwendolyn S. . 198, 206.
214. 241
Macy. Jay H 371
Maddox, Jcrrold 214
Maddux. Michel A 432
Magargal. David 1 432
Magcc. Matthew K 371
Maggio. Mark R 312
Maggio. Sandra L. 215. 226. 281
Magill, RayR. 208.209,213.432
Magill, Rick S T 371
Magner. Richard A 432
Magnus, Catharine L. 227, 391
Mah. Nancy S 281. 351
Mah. Pal 386
Mahan, Harold E 224
Mahanay, William L 371
Mahancy, Jay W 432
Mahler, Ronnie 214
Mai, Cynthia M 432
Mai, Tracy L 432
Maib, Helen J 351
Main, Robert E 432
Maiscl, Andrew G 193.399
Makadanz. Dcanna T 391
Malinowski. Catherine 351
Mallon. Donna C 302
Malonc. Bradley P 314
Malonc, Lorraine D 432
Vlaloney. Rob L 290
Malouche, Scott L 223
Mancillas, Max S 371
Manfrcdo. Peter 371
Mangan, Constance A 196
Mangold. Jane A 226. 351
Mann. Martha J 126. 341
Manning. Susan A 238. 361
Manning, Tammy R 351
Manning. William R. . 202.203,215.
279
Mannok. Reuben A 207
Mansfield. Leann M 229. 432
Mansfield. Thomas R 198
Mantel. Alison B 284
Manucci. Daniel J 107. 150
Manwarren. Thomas R- 202. 432
Mar. Jack M 361
Marching Band 238
Marcotte. Frank J 432
Marcotte. Stanley G 432
Marietta. James R 326
Marietta. Karla J 341
Manhugh. Kennclh L 386
Manhugh. Linda K 391
Mark. Kevin E 386
Marken. Harvey 245. 386
Markley, Aron . .. 189, 233. 326
Markley. Kathleen M 302
Markley. Lance J. 190. 194. 432
Markley. William C 193
Marks.John W 197. 361
Marlalt Hall 376
Marquardl. Eric A 276
Marquette. William J 310
Marquez, Richard L 334
Marr. Lori S 296
Marr. Thomas K 386
Married Students 122
Marrs. John L 187. 432
Marrs. Kay L 274
Marrs. Kent R 432
Marrs. Robin S 432
Marschman, Kent L 276
Marsh. Tern R 225. 274
Marshall. Annellc M 432
Marshall. Jeff A 371
Marshall. Rita 432
Marshall. Scott W. . 211, 212, 213.
432
Marshall Tucker Concert 70
Marstcller. Janice E 194. 391
Marston. Lori D 432
MartcM. Elizabct A. 284
Martcncy. John D 399
Martens. Kent A 213. 310
Marti. Humbcrto A 432
Martin, Anne M 432
Martin. Brian L 371
Martin. Bryan 432
Martin. Connie 341
Martin. Dan 432
Martin. Donald D. 235. 238. 432
Martin. Jacqueline J 241
Martin. John C 279
Martin. John W 295. 371
Martin. Jon R 386
Martin. Judith L 402
Martin. Lancer L 386
Martin. Lee 432
Martin. Linda 433
Martin. Lisa 361
Martin. Marita L 236, 433
Martin. Merrie K 237, 238
Martin, Tina R 402
Martin, William H 433
Marlincich, Keith E 433
Martincich, Keith E 433
Marvel. Kenneth L 261
Marvel. Randall W 261
Mason. Belinda J 188. 189. 190
Mason, Kelly C 378
Mason. Kimbcrlc B 433
Mason. Terri R 351
Masoner, Norman R 268
Masoncr. Ruth A. 219. 230, 433
Massey. Rebecca J 238. 391
Massoth. Joseph J 200. 201
Master. Nachikcl S. . 203. 204. 433
Master. Rahul 433
Masters. David 211. 238
Masters. Michael H 338
Masters. Wilma L 227, 433
Malhcs. Dana L. 197. 208, 211.
212.433
Mathews. Charles H. . . 209. 361
Mathews. Lowell A 386
Mathews, Michael P 328
Mathcwson. James B 371
Mathis, Nancy E 219
Matlack, Rex W 215. 224. 433
Matlack, Timothy A 386
Matters. Spencer W 330
Mattcson, Dennis K 433
Matthew. Mark I 433
Matthew. Mary L 226, 281
Matthew. Randall K 386
Matthews Robert G 241
Mattson, Lisa L 232, 433
Matuszak, Tara J 296
Matz. Elizabeth A 298
Matz. Margaret M 305. 351
Matzedcr. Leo P 204. 432
Matzcdcr. Mark A 378
Mauck. Melissa A. 205. 238, 351
Mavrofridcs, Deborah 281, 361
Mawhincy. Brad W J7I
Maxwell. Linda J 217, 402
May. Cynthia E 361
May. David J. ..^ 386
May. Kathleen M 221
May. Lisa B 351
May. Roland W 276, 351
May, Susan A 220
May. Timothy W 433
May. Walter C 332
Maydew. Marcus S 294
Mayer. Anita 228
Mayer, Teresa M 221, 432
Mayer, Anita 228
Mayo. Elaine P. .. 190.214.231,284
Mayo, Michael G 433
Mayott, Stewart 234, 433
Mays. Lisa M 238
Mazouch, Marion A 433
McAdam. Joseph P 434
McAfee. Charyl F. . 237. 386. 434
McAlister. David L 261
McAllaster. Darlene 341
McAoany. Patricia A. .. 219. 222.
; 402
McAnarncy, Daniel K. 213. 240,
378
McAntce Jill A 351
McArlhur. Linda M 434
McBride, Ellen E 351
McCabe. Marc E 310
McCall. Linnette V 219. 434
McCall, Marc R 186. 290
McCall, Peter C 290
McCandless, Stephen 196
McCarter. Steven W. ... 213. 322
McCarthy, Mark G 310
McCarty. Rosannc M. 195. 434
McCaulcy. Kathleen M. 434
McClain. David D 261
McClain. Sharon K 434
McClanahann. Randy 378
McClanathan. Richard 196
McClanc. Douglas 399
McClaskey. Martin J 332
McClaskcy. Mary L. . . . 187. 352
McClurc. Gregory W. 189.190.
283. 294
McClurc. Lisa 228. 386
McClurc. Marilyn J 352
McClurc. Steven J 294
McClure. Tcri J 266
McColm. Allen D. 187. 188. 434
McColm. Michclc K 219.220.222.
434
McConaughcy. Kent . .... 196
McConncll. Alisa A 352
McCormick. Allen C. 206.207.214
McCormick. Sharon K 434
McCormick, Terri L. . . . 246. 386
McCowan. Karen S. ... 341
McCoy. Dcnisc A 434
McCoy. Karla K 434
McCoy. Monty J. 197. 208. 212.
434
McCoy. Patrick B 434
McCoy. Thomas M 272
McCrackcn Paula E 399
McCullcy. Scott M 209. 323
McCullick. Dcbra J 263
McCullick. Missy D. . . . 238. 361
McCullick. Ronda L 213,214,361
McCully, Robert T 335
McCurdy, Rhonda G. . 238. 386
McDadc, Jeffrey R 244
McDanicl. Billy G 276
McDanicl. Cheryl L 298
McDonald. James T 399
McDonald. Kelli J 227. 266
McDonald. Shcryl L 352
McDonald. Willie S 234
McDoncll. Michelle L 230
McDonnell. Timothy E 268
McDowell. Twyla E 386
McDowell. Becky L 391
McDowell. Colecn S 402
McDowell. Deborah K 227
McDowell. Kelly D 323
McElroy. Judith A 361
McEndarffer. David L 322
McEnulty, Tim E 434
McEvoy. Kathleen H 352
McFaddcn William C 434
McFall. Nancy R 352
McFarland. Bruce 434
McFarland. Kevin D 386
McGaughcy, Robert J. 200. 371
McGcc. Gale 90
McGcc. Sandra K. 214. 241. 434
McGehc. Deborah L 274
McGchcc. Gayle L 274
McCichcc, Thomas S 371
McGcough. Michael L. . , 212. 213
McGhchcy. Peggy L 233
McGinnis. Leslie L. .. . .• 434
McGivcrn. Michael R 196
McGowan. Patricia J. 195. 197
McGowan. William A. 193
McGrath. Daniel J 371
McGrath, Martha A 361
McGrath, Molly K 352
McGraw, Betty 214
McGriff, Robert W 37
McGugin, Dcanna 434
McGugin. Terry C 434
McGuirc. Barbara A. 226. 21
McGuirc. Kim R 435
McGuirc, R. Gary 203. 279
McHarg. Christopher 435
McHcnry, Timothy T 371
McHugh, Michael L 435
470
Mclntyre, Karen J 391
Mclntyre. Robert R 435
Mclrvin, Michael D 379
McKaig. Patrick D 238. 387
McKay, Betsy A 352
McKee, Charles D 211.
McKee. Dave 208. 209. 215
McKee. Richard A 294
McKee, Richard B. . 188. 190. 224
McKenzie, Jon L 334
McKernan, Michael J 272
McKcrnan, Patrick F 213
McKessor, Mary A 298
McKinney, Bob 207
McKinnic. Jill 435
McKinnon, Lisa K 391
McKinnon, Robert A 238
McKittrick, Richard . . 225. 238. 335
McKnighl. Norma 435
McKown. Charles R 379
McLin. Juanae B 435
McMahan, Mark E 308
McHamon, Rence 435
McMillen, Julie 284
McMillian. Shcryl 237
McMurray, Laura J 361
McNairy, Michael A 361
McNaughlon, Robin L. .241. 341
McNay, Chris C 328
McNeil. Kevin D 379
McNeil. Monty C 334
McNeill. Neil 234. 435
McNcarney, Catherine .
.
.
234
McNett, Danny J. . 187, 190. 268
McNichols, Kelly B 399
McNickle. Dcnisc 387
McNorton, Kevin 242
McNull, Ann K 228. 281
McPheeters. Edward 435
McPherson, Gaylcnc 246. 387
McPhcrson. Glcnda 435
McPherson. Scott 238
McQueen. Edward 379
McQuillan. Douglas 435
McQuillan. Jodi 352
McSlay. Susan 296
McVcy, Cathy 387
McVcy, Craig 245
McVey, Douglas 387
McVcy, Michael 435
McVicker. Tanva 341
McVickcr, Troy 314
McWhirter. John 379
McWilliams, Gordon .... 204. 435
McWilliams, Larry 361
Mead. Janice . . 231. 352. 355
Meade. Hugh 233. 326
Meade. Julia 352
Meade. Kathryn 224. 263
Meade, Mary 228, 263
Meade. Roger 210
Mcador, William 312
Means, Robert 290
Vicars, Marvin 435
Mecha 207
Mcder, John 312
Medical Technology Club 217
Medina. Hector 435
Medina. Peggy 435
Medina. Teresa 435
Mcdhn. Lori 435
Mcchan, Mitchell 371
Meek. Kelly 248. 323
Meeker. George .
. . 210. 214, 322
Mccks, Herbert 233, 272
Mcgcc, Bryan 387, 213
Mcichcr, Jcffcry 435
Meier. Gregory 379
Meier, Laun 228, 361
Meier, Michael 314
Meier. Shawn 274
Mcili. Marsha 212. 352
Meinhardt. Chris 435
Mcinhardt. Roy 21 361
Mcinkc. Michael 196
Mciscnhcimcr, Michael 371
Mcitl. Kenneth 204, 209
Melgrcn Daniel 202. 276
Melhus. Melissa 246
Mclnick. R.Z 214
Mclson. Susan 23 .435
Mellon. Elaine 199, 224, 239, 402
Mellon, Julie
.
, 435
Melton. Tom 435
Menard. Glcnna 341
Mcndcnhall. Leslie 230. 346
Mcngarclli. Dcbra 190
Mcnsc. Lcland 435
Mcntzcr, Craig 194. 268
Mercer. Shcrrita 387
Mcridith. Dccta 305, 228
Mcndith. Norma 231. 268
Mcridith. Susan 228. 305
Mcrillat. Chris 290
Mcrillal. Susan ...
. . 352
Mcrmbaum. Kendall 195
Mcrmis. Greg 332
Merrill. Robert .379
Merrill. Sarah 298
Merrill. Gary 187. 190. 43s
Mcrshon. Diane 281
Mcrtz. Cindi 196
Mesh. David 161
Mesh. Marlha 361
Mcskimcn. Dale 211
Messenger. Lcn 435
Messiah XII
Mcssingcr. Ivri 206
Mcssncr. Roger 240. 379
Mcicalf, Cheryl . ... 219. 233. 435
Mctcalf, William 234, 287
Melhe. Rene 193, 402
Method, Victor 310
Mcttenbrink, Carol 435
Mctzger, Mark 317
Melzger. Roxanna 352
Mctzinger, Ronald 238. 379
Mctzlcr, Bradley 322
Mctzler, Mark 322
Mcycn. Brett 371
Meyer, Alvin 314
Meyer, Brad 435
Meyer, Brenda 263
Meyer, Camilla 199, 435
Meyer, Darrel 210, 435
Meyer, David 210
Meyer Douglas 186, 380
Meyer, Edward 435
Meyer. Geraldine 435
Meyer, Joyce 435
Meyer, Mark W 435
Meyer, Mary 238, 392
Meyer, Steven 276
Meyer. Sylvia 227. 435
Meyers, Brooke 233. 291
Meyers, Raymond 279
Mcysing. Gregory 435
Michael, Gregory 20
Michael. Marie 435
Micheels. Caroline 435
Mick. Dianne 219, 402
Mick, Perry 371
Mickelson, Roger 387
Microbiology Club 199
Middlckamp Brian 204
Middleton, Gregory 435
Mies, Michael 371
Mignano, Gary 435
Mignano, Jacqueline 436
Milbourn. Max 22
Milburn. Bruce 190, 371
Milcnkovic, Ada 43
Miles. Clinton 310
Miles. Jeanne 221. 284
Miles. Nancy 341
Miles, Sally 391
Miles, Virgil 190
Millard. Barbara 219,222,228.305
Miller, Allison 352
Miller, Anne ". 7. 1 3, 305
Miller, Audrey 397
Miller, Brenda 299
Miller, Bryan 322
Miller, Christopher 328
Miller, Connie G 244
Miller. Connie J 361
Miller, Cynthia 350
Miller, Darryl 191, 276
Miller, David 387
Miller, Dorothy 236
Miller. George 223, 436
Miller, Gerald 371
Miller. Glenn 210
Miller, James 146, 147
Miller, Jane 436
Miller, Joyce 241. 341
Miller, Kelly 261
Miller, Laurie 155. 156
Miller, Leah 226, 352
Miller. Madeleine 190
Miller, Margaret 226, 274
Miller. Mark S 236
Miller, Mark W 326
Miller, Martin 436
Miller, Marvin 436
Miller, Michelle 205, 224, 436
Miller, Nancy 221, 344
Miller, Nikki
. 221. 344
Miller, Patricia 234
Miller, Patrick H. 197. 214. 215.
237. 297
Miller, Phillip 209. 225, 326
Miller. Raymond . 371, 436
Miller, Rhonda 203, 232, 263
Miller, Ronald 436
Miller. Ruth 243, 436
Miller, Scott 272
Miller, Sheryl 228
Miller, Steven 191
Miller, Susan B 226. 238, 284
Miller. Susan M. 228. 238. 361
Miller. Tamara 274
Miller. Theresa • 361
Miller. Thomas 436
Miller. Tim S 323
Miller. Timothy L 194.294
Miller. Timothy S 328
Miller, Tina 361
Miller. Warren 225
Miller, William
. .371
Millcrskow. Kathcrinc 193
Milhan, Diane 387
Million. Nettie 242
Milliron, Larry 387
Mills, Brian , ... .312
Mills. Laurie 188
Mills. Lorraine
. 436
Mills. Patrick .
. . .312
Mills. Terry 312
Mills. Valeric 219
Milncr. Mary
.
." 228. 263
Milncr, Slcvcn 261
Min.ird, Monte 203, 436
Mines, Lynda 361
Mines, Michael
,
272
Minncman, Joan 305
Minnis. Mark 371
Mind. Stephen 328
Misak, Alex 335
Misak, Becky 436
Misak, Terry 209, 436
Miskovsky, Anna 341
Missouri Concert 53
Miszkwitz, Theresa 403
Mitchell, Carolyn 436
Mitchell, David 371
Mitchell, Dean 194, 436
Mitchell, Debra 39, 436, 448
Mitchell, Marilyn 203, 436
Mitchell, Marjoric 280
Mitchell, Roger 23
Mitchell, Sherry 436
Mitchell. Timothy 238. 371
Mills, Helen 352
Mius. Terry 203
Mlmck. Wcndi 352
Mock. Debora 219, 222, 436
Modccr, Mary 352
Modcn Steve 436
Moden, Susan 436
Mocllcr, Brent 379
Moellcr, Debra 436
Mocllcr. Diane 243, 436
Mocllcr, Michelc 226, 274
Mocrbc. Michelle 225. 274
Moffct. Sharon 436
Moggc. Dcnisc 238, 436
Moggc, Dcnise 238, 436
Moggc, Donna 436
Mohammed, Lcjc 207
Mohan, Kevin 308
Mohlcr, Stephen 279
Mohlstrom, Dcana 281
Mohr, William 239, 330
Moldrup, Karen 233. 361
Moldrup. Steven 37 I
Mollclt. Jane 228, 305
Molzcn. Myron 216, 436
Monahan, Tcrri ... 200, 222, 391
Monrad, John 336
Monson, Donna 352
Montgomery. Barbara 403
Montgomery, Lisa 319
Montgomery, Mary 436
Montgomery, Susan 191
Montgomery, Theresa
. . 205, 215,
230, 361
Montier, Juan 206
Moody. Gayla 361
Moody, Jo 222, 436
Moody, Lavon 297
Moody, Michael 314
Moody, Pam 436
Moon, Lloyd 387
Moore. Allen 361
Moore. Charles 371
Moore. Dennis 371
Moore. Donna 238
Moore, Douglas 233, 332
Moore, Gregory 288
Moore Hall 383
Moore Jcana 436
Moore. Jeffrey 312
Moore, Jennifer 193
Moore, John 387
Moore. John W 380
Moore. Kim 206. 222, 228. 403
Moore. Kimbcrlv J- . 224. 228. 403
Moore. Lisa L. . . 221.222.224.228.
352
Moore. Lynn A 197. 436
Moore, Mary 361
Moore, Melvin 276
Moore, Nancy 238. 299
Moore, Robert W 436
Moore, Shirley 242, 284
Moore. Terri 403
Moore, Thomas 200
Moore. Toby 270
Moore Troy 371
Moots, Craig 436
Morain, Cynthia L 436
Morando, Robert 336
Moravek, Ricky 436
Morcland, Richard 270
Morgan, Ann 205, 231, 274
Morgan, James 268
Morgan. Joyce 247. 436
Morgan. Laura 403
Morgan, Mary 341
Morgan. Patricia 281
Morgan Penny 191, 352
Mori. Mitsushi 209. 371
Morin. Dale E 308
Moritz. Craig 322
Moritz, Mary 352
Morray, Brian 187
Morrcll, Mickey 191,214,215.268
Morrical. Carla 403
Morrical. Gregory 186.194,436
Morris. Barbara 387
Morris, Jeffrey 291
Morris, Larry 314
Morris, Marc 234
Morris, Raymond 361
Morris, Robert 238
Morrison. Eric 310
Morrison. Lavanna .... 221
Morrow, Rccsa 284
Morlar Board .
.
.,
224
Morton, David 188. 436
Morton. Joan 403
Morton, Michael 204, 391
Mosburg. Deborah ....
.
.
263
Moscr. Dcbra 436
Moscr. Elizabeth 436
Moscr. Gregg 210, 312
Moscr, Gwyn 436
Moscr, Herb 216
Moscr. John 326
Moscr, Monte 437
Moshcr, Michael 437
Mosicr, Susan 216, 228, 267
Mosimann, James 334
Moss, Jancl 299
Moss. Julie 228. 299
Mostcrt. Kathleen 437
Moll. Anita 341
Moudcr. Jim 202
Moylan. Debbie L 238. 437
Mross. Audrey 28 I
Mu Phi Epsilon 263
Muchlbach. Mary 437
Mueller, Debra 190, 352
Mueller, Janice . 243. 246, 437
Mueller. Mike 326
Muglcr. Carol 227. 246
Muglcr, David 26
Muglcr, Linda 227
Muglcr, Mark 294
Mull, Steven 380
Mullen. John 371
Mullen. Michael 196, 278. 279
Mullm, Danny 387
Mullins. Barton 198, 380
Mumtord, Lynda 352
Mumma. Dclmar 380
Mungcr. Rebecca 193
Munsch. Clarence 437
Munscy, Mari 387
Munson. Kirk 332
Murad. Linda 186
Muret. Bill 216
Murphcy. Kenneth 380
Murphy. Brent 330
Murphy, James 437
Murphy, Kevin 308
Murphy, Linda 236, 361
Murphy, Marsha 341
Murphy. Martin 308
Murphy. Tamra ... 217, 228, 346
Murray, Cheryl 267
Murray, David 437
Murray, Kclley 29
Murray, Kimbcrly 319
Murray, Laury 236
Murray, Mary A 205, 206
Murray. Ted 328
Murrill, David 371
Murry, Janice 237
Murry, John 330
Murry. Kathleen 319
Muse, Marilyn 352
Muse. Risa 4
Mushrush, Joe . ,, 190, 194, 437
Musick, Susan 281
Musil.Greg 86,206.215,241,437
Musil, Sharon 437
Mycr. Mark 332
Myers. Bruce 312
Msers, Chardcll 199, 210, 341
Myers, Craig 312
Myers, Diane 228, 352
Myers, Gregory 291
Myers, Ross 312
Myhrc. Dcbra 225, 437
Mylcs, Kimberly . 226, 239, 387
Myzer, Cynthia 274
Mvzcr. Teresa .... 242,243,274
Naancs, Catherine 222
Nacc, Diane 203, 437
Vice. Ronald 437
Nadcn, Timothy 380
Naffzigcr, Dorothy ... 437. 190
Naghavi, Fred 437
Njjuch. Laurence 216
Sally. Rodney 209, 270
\ass. Mary 387
Viss. Theresa 228, 437
Nation. Marjoric 230
National Resource Management
( lub 193
Nations, Karen . . 237. 238, 437
Native American Indian Student
Body 2(»7
Naucrl, Connie 438
Nave. Rebecca 438
Vivrat. Julie 352
Ne.idcrhiscr. Susan 438
Ncal. Dana 227
Seal. Dclphia 237
Neil. Diana 231, 31
Ncal, Jeri 192, 438
Ncaly, Carla 438
Nealy. Carolyn 238. 438
Nealy. Cathy 438
Nealy. Eddie . 158. 160, 161, 165.
345
Neasc, Julie 238
Neblock. Shcryl I 87. 237. 238. 352
Ncdrow, Jcrycc 403
Needle, William 380
Neclly. Brenda .... 221, 228, 352
Nccllv. Maria 319
Nccly. David 310
Nccly. Thomas 371
Ncff, Christina 230, 438
Ncff. David 192, 438
Ncff Debbie 200, 361
Ncff, Marx 197
Ncff. Philip 213
Nehring. Janice 403
Neibling. Dwight 438
Ncicr. Robert 193, 372
Nciscs, Janet 403
Neiswender, David 387
Nekuda. Joseph 234
Nelscn, Brad 291
Nelson, Barbara 319
Nelson, Darin 387
Nelson, Douglas 288
Nelson, Frances 188, 189, 190. 193.
242, 438
Nelson. Greg 438
Nelson. Circe D 214
Nelson, James 202, 203, 328
Nelson, Jeffrey 233, 322
Nelson, Kevin 187. 188
Nelson, Larry 438
Nelson, Lawrence 438, 209
Nelson, Linda 238, 403
Nelson, Marcus 387
Nelson, Nancy 341
Nelson, Norman 268
Nelson. Sally 217, 224, 231, 274
Nelson. Sally . 217, 224. 231, 274
Nelson. Steve 336
Nelson, Steven ... 1 86
Nelson. Todd 248, 312
Nelson, Vicki 341
Ncmcc, Anthony 291
Ncth. Richard 238, 310
Ncufcld, Cheryl 226, 352
Neufcld, Dcanna 361
Neufclt, Mike 361
Nculorth, Roycc 387
Neugcnt, Paula 242, 267
Neumann, Thomas 438
Ncutzlcr, Gay 226, 352
Newcomer, Jean 274
Newcomer, Olive 271
Newell, Maria 281
Ncwlin, Michelle 296
Newman, Kathy 361
Ncwth, Lorraine 226, 274
Newton, Heidi 229, 361
Ney. James 186, 187, 438
Nichol. Albert 380
Nichols, Brent 314
Nichols. Harold 200
Nichols. Penny L 110
Nichols, Penny P. 197, 352
Nichols. Sondra 362
Nicholson, Anita 362
Nicholson, Donna 204, 438
Nickcll. Shana 227, 274
Nicklaus. Deborah 208, 213, 223,
224, 230 352
Nicklaus, Pamela . . 21 1. 213. 215.
• 230, 352
Nickle, Jeffrey 438
Nicks, Susan 352, 438
Nicolay. James 438
Niemann, Christopher 210. 380
Niemann, Juliannc 439
Niemcycr, Ellerd 238, 276
Nicmollcr, John 387
Niclfeld. Cynthia 230, 403
Nigerian Student Union 2(17
Nighswongcr, Kim 439
Nightengale, Bradley 279
Nilson, Edwin 189, 439
Nilson. Rebecca 199, 438
Nixon. John 272
Noble. Larry 245
Noble, Tcrri 230, 238. 263
Noel. Gregg 294
Nolan, Pamela 305
Nolan, Ronald 362
Noldcr, Sandra 439
Noll. Bryon 239, 380
Noll. Mark 268
Nolle, Thomas 310
Notling, Earl 25
Nolting, Gregory 192. 439
Nolting. Slcvcn 191
Norbcrg, Glenn 190. 372
Norcy, Galen 439
Norby. Yvonne 439
Nordhus. Debora 219. 439
Nordin. Cynthia 200, 439
Nordykc, Mark 330
Norman, Wayncltc 344
Norquist, Bret 194
Norns, Douglas 330
Norris, John 272
Norns, Mary 200, 201, 403
Norris. Tammy '. . . . 267
North, Lawrence 439
Northum, Evelyn 200
Norton, Daniel 202. 328
Norton. Gail 439
Norton, Jacki 387
Norton. James 439
Norton, Joe 439
Norton, Kalhlccn 362
Norton, Linda 217, 391
Notl, Judith 213, 403
Nollingham, David 439
Nottingham. John 238
Novak. Cynthia 352
Novolny. Teresa 352
Nuckolls. Jill 439
Null, William 261
Null, Stephen 3X0
Nutter, Cathy 23
Nutter, Cheryl 230
Nutter, Cindy 230
Nutter, Connie 236
Nutter, Judith 211, 212, 213. 403
Nutter, Nancy . 191, 200, 224, 341
Nu/um, Rebecca 296
Oakcs, Paul 439
Oaklcaf, Lori 1X6, 362
Obcrfcll. Susan 2X1
Obcrg. Kerry 22X, 391
Obcrlc. Kathleen 403
Oblak, Claudia 23X
Oblingcr, Warren 196. 210, 261
Oborny, Leslie 225
Obricn. Charles 33X
Obricn, Kathy 362
Obricn, Laurie 225
Ochoa. Connie 207, 362
Ochs, Gregory 372
Ochs, Steve 3X0
Ochs, Tcrrcncc 372
Oconncll, Stephen 439
Oconnor. Annette 352
Oconnor, James 245, 246
Oconnor, Jim 2XX
Oconnor, Mary 352
Oddo. Linda 228, 305
Odonncll, Becky 439
Odonncll, Edmond 439
Odonncll, Kirk 1X6,1X9,192,336
Odonncll, Lawrence 223
Ochme, Frederick 47
Ochmkc, Susan 267
Ocrlcl, Allen 200, 201
Off-Campus 406
Ogborn, Laurinda 23X. 362
Oglcvic, Mary 352
Oglcvic, Nancy 352
Ohair, Gary 3X7
Ohl. Dale 3X0
Ohmcs. Robert 362
Okurc. Udo 439
Olandcr. Morgan 30X
Olbcrding, Cindy 194, 274
Olds, Gary 214, 310
Oleary, Shawn 322
Oliphant, Laddi 236
Oliva. Eric 3X7
Oliva. Kathleen 439
Oliver, Charles 372
Oliver. Elizabeth 403
Oliver. Michelle 352
Ollington, Mark 201
Olmstcad, Dcbra 439
Olmstcud, Jcffery 322
Olncy. Mark 194. 312
Olsen. Christine 352
Olscn. Deborah 299, 362
Olsen, Fred 2X7
Olscn, Lclan 362
Olscn, Nancy . 193, 22X. 234. 391
Olson. Allen I XX. 3X0
Olson. Christine 362
Olson. Eric 3X0, 439
Olson. Jacquclyn 399
Olson. Jancl 23X. 341
Olson, Kenneth 439
Olson, Mark 294
Olson. Philip I XX
Olson. Tammy 211
Olljcn. Susan 319
Oilman. Valeric 362
Oman, Kally 236, 23X
Omega Chi Epsilon 212
Omicron Nil 222
Oncal, Sharon E. 232, 305
Oncil, Tim 202
Oncil, Todd 334
Onkcn. Sally 319
Ontko, Sarah 362
Oplano, Mark 380
Oppilz, Jcancltc 267
Oppy. Patrick 314
Orcilly. David 3X0
Organizations 184
Orienteering Club 244
Orncles, Bcnigno 279. 33X
Orpin. Martha 241
Orr. David 204
Orlcn. Dcadrc 353
Orth. Caryl 231. 345
Orth. Douglas 330
Orth, Max 330
Orth. Steven 372
Ortiz. Joe 372
Ortolf. Cheryl 399
Osborn, Phillip 203. 279
Osborn, Scott 202. 245
Osborne. Dcbra .... 190, 202. 440
Osborne. Mary 362
Osborne. Patricia 299
Ostcnbcrg. Ross 372
Oslcrman. Eric 440
Ostcrman Karen 440
Ostmcycr, Robert 209, 440
Oswald. Bill 223, 279
Oswalt. Ellen 353
Otcy. John 272
Otcy. Joseph 2XX
Otoolc. Frank 204, 210 212. 440
Oil, Alan 372
Otl. Carla 305
Olt. Cynthia 193, 440
Oltc, Jane 221, 222. 440
Ou. Peggy J 20X, 209. 440
Ouart, Michael 193
Oukrop. Carol 205
Ousdahl. Kimbcrly 296
Ovcrholscr, Cynthia 274
Ovcrmillcr, Cynthia 274
Ovcrmillcr. Karma . 215, 222. 344
Ovcrmillcr. Milch 30X
Owen, Kalhryn 200, 219, 440
Owen. Peggy 341
Owen, Susan 353
Owens, Andrea . 204, 205, 24X, 440
Owens, Jennifer 199, 440
Owens. Jerry 440
Owens, Stephen 336
Owens, Tomma 263
Owonubi, Joseph 440
Owonbui, Mary 440
Owsley. Daniel 372
Owsley. Martin 3X0
Owsley, Nancy 200, 397
Oz 196
Ozbun. Paul 440
Pacala. Russcl 3X7
Pace. Camillia 206. 215
Pace. Palricia 237
Paccy. David 37
Paccy, Loretta 23X, 397
Pacha. Thomas 440
Pachla. Bcrnadcttc 221. 440
Pachta, James 440
Packard. Charles 245
Packard, Lisa 23X
Packer, Douglas 372
Page, Douglas 346
Page, Joanna 200, 244. 341
Page, Roger . I XX, 1X9. 372
Paladino, Joseph 3X7
Palcn. Judith 231, 319
Palmer, Dwighl 204,211,212.440
Palmer, Karol 440
Palmer. Kim 319
Palmer, Paula 20X
Palmer. Valeric 22X. 264
P.incitz. Daniel 203, 261
Panhellenic Council 215
Pankralz, Gary 440
Pankratz, Larry
.
. 241.245,246.440
('.inter. Daniel 209
Papin. Deborah 353
Pappas, Gregory 322
Paggas, Pamela 2X1
Parcel. Kathy 222, 22X. 391
Parcel. Pennic 22X. 440
Parents Day 106
Pans. Allan 334
Parish 236
Park. Michael 372
Parke. Patrick 204, 211, 212. 279
Parker. Barnctl 322
Parkin. Steven 372
Parks, Cynthia 200. 44(1
Parks. Douglas 23X. 372
Parks. Janet 391
Parks, Max 191
Parks. Sharon Is>x
Parks. Wendy , 353
Parr. Howard 2XX
Parrish. David 440
Parsa. Suzanne 275
Parsons, Dcbra 264
Parsons. Evan 1X7
Parsons. Irene 222, 224, 440
Parsons, Judi 397
Parsons, Lynn 334
Partridge. Rebecca 2X1'
P.irvinncjad, Habib 440
Paschal, Martha 353
Paslcy, Mary 1X7. 231
Pastrick Patricia 197.305
Patchcn. Peggy 204.215.216.224.
24X. 267
Patrick. Dcbra 362
Patrick Michael 380
Patlcc. Erin 231
Patterson. Bradley 372
Patterson. David 440
Patterson. Donald ...... 279
Patterson. Kevin 193. 241
Patterson. Megan 2X1
Patterson. Royston 1X9
Patterson. Yvonne 200, 244, 341
Pattison, Teresa 440
Patton. Ccdric . 206, 237, 238, 372
Patton, Daryl 1X7. 1XX, 190, 44(1
Patton. Dennis 372
Patzcll. Christopher 30X
Patzcll, Curtis 317
Paul. Muriel 440
Paul, Susan I9X, 305
Paull. Samuel 261
Pauls, Rodney 372
Paulsen, David 332
Paulson. Alan 30X
Paulson. Charles 261
Paxton. Karl 238, 3X0
Payne. Cindy 341
Payne, Ifan 247
Payne. Mikcl 336
Payne. Steve 3X7
Peacock. Sharon 218. 299
Pcarcc. Janncttc 219, 299
Pcarcc, Sharon 440
Pearc, Dennis 330
Pcarsc. Kim 210, 440
Pearson, Faith 214. 237. 239
Pearson. Michael 440
Pearson. Scott 440
Pcatc. Yvonne 362
Pecchioni. Loretta 200
Peck. Diane 220. 362
Pecks, Kimbcrly 403
Peetc, Doug 330
Pcil. Alan 440
Pcil. Susan 227. 440
Peine. Ronald 32X
Pcllcticr, Janet 196
Pclton, Brian 190, 26X
Pclton, Connie . ... 190. 231. 305
Pcmberton, Cynthia 320
Pence, Karen 221
Pcnderast, Steve 332
Pendleton. James 440
Pendleton. John 372
Pcnncr. Timothy 372
Penncr, Timothy 372
Pennington, Mark 199, 7X
Pennington, Jane 440
Pcnnybacker, Gail 226. 2X1
Pcnson, Russell 314
Pep Coordinating Council 245
Pepoon. Bill 2X7
Peppers. Robin 22X, 353
Percival. Julie 296
Pcrdans. Patricia
.
.
. 225. 264
Perez. Ivctlc 3X0
Perez. Lisa 215, 219. 265
Perisho. Bret 362
Perkins. Craig 204. 362
Perkins. Kathy 210. 399
Perparas, Sherry 362
Perritt, Harvey 249
Perritl, Phillip 235
Perry. Thomas 440
Pershing Rifles 234
Peter. Diane 440
Pctcrka. Kim 305
Pclcrman, Liz 440
Peters. Chester 23
Peters. Danny 272
Peters. Jane 200. 204. 440
Peters. Leigh 267
Peters, Polly 275
Peters, Stephen 223. 224
Petersen. Bernard 441
Petersen. Clark 314
Peterson. Ann 403
Peterson. Bart 362
Peterson. Betty 395
Peterson. Bruce 30X
Peterson. Catherine ... 232. 341
Peterson. Charles 234
Peterson. Clifford 3X0
Peterson. Cynthia 228
Peterson. Dcbra 233. 353
Peterson. Dclora
. 265. 267
Peterson. Douglas 223. 441
Peterson. Elisabeth 195
Peterson, Jan 441
Peterson, John E 441
Peterson. Keith B 310
Peterson. Machcllc 267
Peterson. Randall 372
Peterson. Tanna 296
Peterson. Teresa L. 190. 217, 441
Peterson, Terrell 241, 372
Peterson. Trent 21(1
Peterson. William 33X
Petrehn. Kevin 67. 330
Pctric. Michael 1X7. 441
Pctric. Patrick 372
Pctro. James 197, 372
Pctrusky. Albert 3XX
Pctrv. Brcnda 2X1
Peltibonc. Raidcl 353
Pczza. Michael A 213. 240. 3X0
Pfanncnsticl. Marcia 208. 230
Pfjnncnsticl. Michel 403
Pfanncnsticl, Steven . ... 213.372
Pfannmullcr. Susan 251
Pfcffcr. Scott 317
Pfcffcr, William M 1X7. I XX. IX
224. 294
Pfcifcr. Annette 353
Pfcifcr, Thomas 441
Pfizenmaicr. Patrick 441
Pfizcnmaier, Scott 215
Pflastcrcr, Lonisc 231, 296
Pfoltncr. Kelly 353. 441
Pharcs. Timothy 215. 2X7
Pharis. Julia 353
Phclan. Elizabeth 1X9, 200, 399
Phelps, Caprice 227
Phelps, Leslie 344
Phelps, Roger 332
Phelps. Russell 332
Phi Beta Kappa 224
Phi C hi Theta 203
Phi Delta Theta 312
Phi Epsilon Kappa 245
Phi Eta Sigma 225
Phi Gamma Delta 314
Phi Gammas 230
Phi Kappa Theta 316
Phi Kaptives 231
Phi L'psilon Omicron 222
Phillips, Alice 344
Phillips, Dennisc 3X0
Phillips, Gerald 441
Phillips, Kay 344
Phillips. Kyle 322
Phillips. Mark 380
Phillips. Mark S 441
Phillips. Mary 362
Phillips, Ronald 238
Phillips. Sally 2X1
Phillips, Trudy 353
Phillips, Wendy . 203, 226, 242. 267
Photographers 251
Pi Beta Phi 318
Pi Kappa Alpha 321
Pickcll. Wcnda 225. 23X
Picpcr, Lester 44
1
Pierce, David 279
Pierce. Diane 225
Pierson. Bret 3XX
Pifcr. Gregory 372
Pigicl. John P 196. 2X7
Pihl. Barbara 219. 229, 275
Pihl. Nancy R 237. 23X. 353
Pike Judy 22X
Piland. Terry 441
Pine. John B 196
Pinick. Steven 213,441
Pinkston. Deborah 23X, 441
Pipes, Marvin 191
Pittman. Donna 242
Pitiman, Traccy 403
Pixlcy. Cynthia 231
Place. Christine 403
Plctchcr. Colleen 442
Plinsky. Janina 442
Plumbcrg, Gary 203
Plumer. Karen 299
Plunkclt. Diane 200
Plush. Wendy J 442
Plutc. Shcrri 397
Poc. Deborah 241
Poc. Patsy 23X
Pocll, Mary 217. 353
Poland. Scott 3X0
Polavarapu. Jayaram 36
Polli. Cynthia 232, 442
Poison. Craig 442
Poison. Lisa 221. 353
Polston. Gordon 372
Pomeroy. Jerry L. . 217. 241. 336
Pontc. Kcllcnc 231. 264
Poole. Miriam 243
Pooler. William 193
Poorman. John A 195, 196
Pope. Donald 197. 323
Pope. Valeric 85, 198. 214. 241 442
Poppc. Jancllc 179. 244
Porter, Carol 203
Porter, Linda 353
Porter, Robert 32X
Portcrficld, Douglas . 372
Porubsky. Richard . 442
Posey, fate 3X0
Poss. Larry 26X
Post. David 240. 3X0
Post. Kraig 2X7
Postcn. John P 442
Potter. Carolyn 296
Poller, Julie 2X4
Potter. Kimbcrly 3XX
Poller. Sarah 235. 362
Potter. Virginia 213. 3XX
Pottle. Paul D 315
Pottorf. Joan M 232. 442
Pottorf. Shelley 200. 232. 397
Poltorff. Mark 194, 442
Potiorff. Mary 192.241,442
Pottorff. Michael 194. 442
Pottorff. Stephen 190. 241, 442
Potts. Joe 3X0
Polls. Roger 442
Poultry Science Club 193
Powell. Julie 362
Powell. Kenneth I XX. 190. 26X
Powell. Mikacl 196
Power. Carol 392
Powers. Doris 236
Powers. Roberta 260
Praegcr. Grctchcn A 442
Prathcr. Deborah L 200. 403
Prathcr. Randall 1X6. 190
Prathcr. Sherry 442
Prcbyl. Janet M 233
Pre-Physical Therapy Club 217
Preston. Steve 334
Prcsion. Taylor L 362
Prctzcr, Dcnisc 224
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Club 217
Prewili. William 372
Price, John 26X
Price. Kimbcrly R 152
Price. Margaret 299
Price. Ncdrick 235, 23X
Pridcy. Ronald 442
Prince. Connie 442
Pringlc. Barbara 442
Pringlc. Barbara J 190, 222, 341
Pringlc, Beth 190. 231, 267
Pringlc. Brian T 190. 26X
Pringlc. Catherine M 392
Pringlc, James 1 90
Pnnslow, Laura 306
Prinlz, Deanna L 234, 443
Prilchelt. Amy 231, 2X2
Prills, Rhonda J 443
Pruts. Terrell 191. 443
Prochazka, Mary J. . 205. 249. 443
Procter, David 200
Prose. Chcri 362
Prothc, James 276
Prowcll. Steven . 3X0
Prudhoc. Gregory 346
Pruut. Alfred 3X0
Pruiti, Thomas 1X9. 191, 294
Pryor, Doris 104, 403
Psi Chi 199
Public Relations Student Society of
America 205
Puckcll, Elizabeth 204, 210. 211.
212. 299
Pugh, Janice 353
Pugh. Slarr 341
Pugliesc. Joseph 443
Pulliam Kendal 1X7. 1X9. 203
Pulliam, Palricia 202
Pulliam. Stanley 294
Purcell. Matt 373
Pusch. Cynthia 202, 353
Putkowski. Mary A 443
Putnam, Diane S 192
Putnam, Diana C. 186. 194. 443
Putnam. Douglas 30X
Putnam Hall 390
P\lc. Margaret M 2X2
Quails, Joan 229
Queen, Donna 242
Queen, Leonard 242, 443
Quclch, Stephen 234
Quiglcy. Theresa 2 1 X. 404
Quilcs. Alex R 23X
Quilcs, Luis A 23X, 443
Quinn, George 429
Raab. Deanna L. 187. I XX, 190, 443
Rabon. Julie A 404
Rach.PennyK. 1X7,191,200,443
Rackcrs, Jane A 200
R jder, George 251
Radcr, Palricia 222. 229
Radkc. Gary A 201
Ragsdalc. Bryan 23X. 294
Rahtjcn. James R 23X
Railc, Brcnda A 22X. 267
Ruilc, Tim R 373
Rainc, Michael A. . . 1X6, 1X7, 3X0
Raines, Debra K 443
Ramirez, Martha A 404
Ramsdalc. Jody E 443
Ramsdalc. Marc R 20X, 212, 443
Rand. Rochcllc M 341
Randall. Jeffrey S 334
Randall. Laura E 32(1
Randall. Lynn A 320
Randall. Robin R 353
Randcll. Myra J 222. 353
Randolph. Gary A 443
Ransom, Calvin M 206
Rapp. Curtis W 3X0
Rapp. Eric D 443
Rardin. Susan F. . 220. 222. 247
Rarick. Phillip G 235, 23X
Rjsmusscn, Albic 220
Rassettc. Brian L 203. 215. 334
Rasscltc. Diane L 219, 404
R.ithbonc, Donald 36
Ralls, Patti J 443
Rausch, Jay 24
Rausch. Melissa A 202. 443
Raulh. Mark K 213. 214. 373
Rauth. Mary E 353
Ravnikar, Paula 197
Ray. David E 443
Ravi. Brad D 443
Real, Pam 232
Ream. Michael D 249, 443
Rcamcs, Cheryl L 2 IX, 443
Rcamcs, Curtis A 1X6,443
Reardon. Mary L 362
Rcasoner, Mark W 194
Rcbcr. Carol L 443
Rebman. Earl E 3XX
Rebstock, Lori A 228, 284
Rechncr, Dcannc M 231
Rechncr. Dcnisc M 217, 362
Recreation Club 246
Rector. Marcia J 230
Redburn, Cynlhia 199, 234, 443
Redd, Loretta, L 306
Rcddy, Radhakrishna 443
Rcdford. Larry J 334
Rcdhair. Richard G 373
Rcdler. Mary Al 242
Rcdlingshafer. Teresa . . . 228. 353
Rcdpalh. Sue J 443
Rccb. Sheri D 225
Recce. Mark W 380
Reed. Diana S 2f>4
Reed. Doug W 197. 334
Reed. Emily 38X
Reed. Jane A 404
Reed. Kathleen M 264
Reed. Lauren A 228. 299
Reed. Louis R 277
Reed. Marianne 219. 404
Reed. Robin L 299
Reed. Shayla L 353
Reed. Thomas B. . 204. 211.212.
239, 380
Recs. Bronwen L 341
Reese. Charles B 326
Reese. Ed J 233. 326
Reese. Marjorie 1 443
Reese. Nancy E 250. 264
Reese. Robin G 443
Rcgchr. Lowell P 443
Rcgicr. Krisline L 443
Rcgier. Patrick K 194. 241
Regnier. Bernard L 186. 373
Rch. Elaine M 354
Rch. Jeffrey K 197, 225. 373
Rchm. Kimberly J 233, 397
Rchmcrt. Daniel S 272
Rchmert. Rory S 272
Rcichcnbcrger, Gary 443
Rcichcnbergcr, Jack 268
Rcichcnbcrger, Tcrri 392
Rcichcrt, Thomas 239, 388
Rcichmulh, Kevin P 334
Rcid, Wiliam A 362
Rciff. Sue A 299
Rcilly. Anne M 354
Rcilly. James M 380
Rcilly. Kevin J 210
Rcimcr. Carol S 443
Rcimcr. Kala G 341
Rcincckc. Bryan W. ....211.338
Rcincrt. Janiece M 202
Rcinhardi, Doug K 291
Reinhardt, Mark W. 1 90. 238, 268
Rcinhardi, Rencc 285
Rcinhardi, Terri S. 190.231.443
Rc.nkc. Julie E 404
Rciicmcicr, Amy E 443
Reitz. Bruce K 201
Rcilz, Judilh K 203, 354
Rcilz. Mark 201
Religious Students 126
Rclihan. Kerry S 239, 380
Remington, Allecia L. . 212, 226.
.
._. 354
Remind. Thomas D. .211,443
Rcmplc Althea A 213, 214, 404
Rcmpc. Mary A 354
Rcmpcl, Trudy D 204. 209. 211.
443
Remus. Mary J 262
Rcncher, David M. 209
Rcnfro, Craig 334
Rcnfro. Dennis E 140
Rcnner. Charles E 277
Rcsscl. Douglas L 192.443
Restaurant Management Club 223
Reusl, Julie A 221
Rcxroal. Joy L 354
Reynolds, Janet 219, 222. 443
Reynolds. Julia K 225, 363
Reynolds, Lorric E 238
Reynolds, Rex W 279
Reynolds. Vivian M 239, 388
Rhein. Deborah 243. 249
Rhine. Jane L 275
Rhine. Jill K 220. 443
Rhine. Linda S 404
Rhine. Ronetta L 443
Rhine. Sharon A 231
Rhoades. Kimberly J 354
Rhodes. Larry K 234
Rhodes. Paul W 249, 443
Rho-mates 231
Riblcll, Loren E 338
Rice. Gordon C 387
Rice. Lori K 264
Rice. Michael A 443
Rice, Robert A. .199. 200. 336
Richard. Mark R 444
Richard. Michael W 311
Richards, Cathy L. . 404
Richards, David B. 279
Richards. David W
. . 380
Richards. Douglas D. 312
Richards. Verilyn 203
Richardson. Dale E 238. 373
Richardson. Jana C 363
Richardson, Kathy L. ... .. 444
Richardson. Maria S 267
Richardson. Mary A. . . 226. 354
Richardson. Pamela J 397
Richardson. Shcrri L. 188.193.444
Richtcr. J. Blair 310
Richtcr. Linda K. 220, 222. 224.
392
Richtcr. Mark G 324
Rickcn Gerald D 444
Rickey. Vincent W. 373
Rickstrcw. Ronald D 187. 188
Riddcr. J. Jeffery 330
472 Riddcr. Mary L 204.444
Ricbc. Dclbcrl 212. 380
Riebcl. Pamela K 444
Ricdel. Janet K. .1 98, 1 99, 236, 363
Ricdel. Joann 341
Ricgcr, Lynne M 29. 444
Rickcnberg. Randall 444
Riding. Raymond R 238
Ricpl. Greg A 201. 444
Riffcl. David E 444
Riffcl. Jane A 444
Rigdon. Gregory A 444
Riggcrt, Marin J 277
Riggs, Sandy L 216. 264
Riggs. Thomas E 444
Riley. Karen S 392
Riley. Sue A 199. 444
Rincarson. Leannc S 444
Rinchart, Gayc M 404
Rinchart, Kim V 388
Rincharl, Mark 208, 388
Rinchart, Mike 388
Ring, Margaret L. 238, 266, 296
Rinke, Greg C 445
Rinkc, Linda 392
Rinnc, Robert D 238, 287
Rinncr, Tom D 308
Riordan. Mike J 288
Riordan, Patricia A 229
Riphahn. Bill 445
Rippc. Edwin C 245. 445
Ripper. Sleven F. 209. 238, 380
Ripple Belh A 224, 227, 320
Rischer, Cynthia L 282
Riseman. Louis 200
Rison, Kathy A 363
Rmcnhousc, Lynn C 354
Rillcr, Sue A 200, 392
Ritz. Lisa K 39
Rivard, Maria E 230, 282
Rizck. Debra A 445
Rizer, Susan C 445
Rizza. Katherine G. 232. 354
Roach, Rebecca A 404
Roark, Becky K 217, 354
Robarge, John C 317
Robb. Michael B 312
Robbcn, Jan M 354
Robben. Paul J. .202.225,233.336
Robbins, Dan E 445
Robbins, Jacklyn J 445
Robbins. Karesa K 296
Robcl. Barb 215
Robcrson. Brenda S 388
Roberson. Mary J 208, 445
Roberts. Allen W. . 197,215.2X7
Roberts. Charles E 3X0
Roberts. Dixie L 196. 354
Roberts. Jennifer L 231, 264
Roberts, Judith L 236. 445
Roberts. Kent M 445
Roberts, Kevin B 279
Roberts, Michael E 380
Roberts, Susan M 232, 241
Robcnson. Donald M 326
Robertson, Kathy L 363
Robertson, Mark L 288
Robidou, Robert K. 445
Robinson, Barry E 203. 332
Robinson, Deward E. .. 191. 445
Robinson, Michael D 291
Robinson, Michael R 388
Robinson. Polly S. 212. 229. 236.
354
Robinson, Richard A 380
Robinson. Robert C. 204,210.445
Robinson. Stephanie
. . 230. 306
Robinson, Todd A 332
Robison, Jody K 275
Robson. William P ........ 314
Robyak. Sharyn L 105
Rock. David D 188, 189. 294
Rock, Elaine M 445
Rock. Vickie L 230. 354
Rockers. Brenl A 269
Rockers, Christopher 269
Rockers, Dan M 193, 269
Roda. Douglas D 314
Rode, Marie C 219, 445
Rodcfcld. Karen E 218. 306
Rodeo Club 194
Rodger. Marilyn K 202. 445
Rodina. Sharon C. 213. 214, 392
Rodman, Jimmy G 234
Rodriguez. Chris E 207
Rodriguez, Roberto E 363
Rodvcll, Gary D 209
Rodvclt. Ronnie L 211,212
Roc. Sleven C 388
Rochl. Rad D 445
Roenigk. Richard A. 209,211.373
Rope. William M 388
Roescner, Dorcnc 298
Rocslcr. Karen E 445
Rocsler. Kcilh R. 188. 189. 194.
242, 336
Rocsncr, Louise A 447
Rocsner. Susan A. 220. 221, 222.
445
Rocsner. Theresa M 445
Rocthcr, Lizabeth T 230. 363
Roelher, Michelle R 238. 296
Rogcnmoscr, Bill M 380
Rogers, Allen D. ... 196,210,445
Rogers, David B 21 I, 212, 445
Rogers, David W 308
Rogers. Jeffrey K 445
Rogers, Pamela S 226. 445
Rogers. Rick A 324
Rogers, Robert W 312
Rogers. Scot D 388
Rogers, Teresa S 241. 275
Rogers, William 363
Roggenkamp, Matthew 445
Roggcnkamp, Timothy 187
Rogler. John R 446
Rohledcr. Catherine 238, 354
Rohner, Kevin A 446
Rollhaus, Christopher 363
Rollings, Shelley D 354
Rollins, Ray E 446
Rolph, Cheri L 230. 397
Rolph Cynthia L 230. 303
Rom, Julie M 388
Rombeck, Diane 225, 354
Romig, Carol A 193. 446
Romig. Ralph W 208
Romstad. Tambra L 363
Ronen. Michael K 446
Roney. Marlesa A 446
Roncy. Rex L 187, 363
Ronnebaum, Daniel F 193
Ronmng, Stacia L 296
Rood. Dan G 270
Roof. Sleven K 238, 388
Rooks, Mallory A 195
Roosa, Lynn A 226. 275
Root, Ronald W 234
Rose, James A 373
Rose, Lori A 446
Rose, Marvin L 187. 446
Roscnblad. Eric L 200, 206
Roscnow, Jeffrey D 132
Roscwicz, Gary P 317
Rosine, Randy S 204, 446
Ross, Kelli A 231, 238, 296
Ross, Kerwin G 234
Ross, Lamont A. 242, 244, 280, 446
Ross, Lynne 200
ROTC Rifle Team 235
Roth. Bradley A 238, 388
Roth. Brenda G 200, 341
Roth. Cynthia J 388
Rothcnberger, Kevin . . . 239, 388
Rottinghaus, Joseph 187, 446
Rotunghaus, Mary C 392
Roudybush. Cheri L 354
Rouse, Ronnie 208
Rouscy. Robert N 203, 446
Roush, John E 380
Rowell, Gareth A 190
Rowland. Rodney K 211, 446
Rowland, Rodney K. . 211, 446
Rowlnds, M. Beth 192. 229. 397
Rowlett, Jane D 124, 241
Rowley, Cheryl A 227, 446
Roy. Bill 60
Royal Purple Staff 250
Royse, Debra A. 208.211,213,404
Rubcrson, Vernon S 399
Rudcen, Linda M 244, 341
Ruder, Jim L 334
Ruder, Kathryn A 404
Rodrow, Kathy A 219, 363
Rues, Rom G 388
Ruff. Cheryl M 220. 247
Ruffin, Timothy R 203
Rugby 170
Ruliffson, W. S 197
Rump, Craig D 194, 388
Rundle, Brenl N 446
Rundle, Lynn D 225, 294
Rundle, Susan A 354
Rusco, Rhonda L 446
Rush, Yolonda B 237, 239
Rusk. Clinton, P 190, 294
Rusnak, Kathe M 225, 354
Russell, Curtis A. 187. 190, 241
Russell, Rod A. 80. 199, 336
Russell, Ruthann 195. 446
Russell, Sleven F 187. 446
Rust. Daryl E 277
Rultinger, A. Clark 216. 225. 287
Rwuaan, Joseph S 446
Ryan, Elizabeth J 133, 245
Ryan. Margaret M 446
Ryan, Michael P 373
Ryan. Raymond J 363
Ryan. Robert G 363
Ryker, Shari A 227, 392
Rymph, Alan D 380
Sabalka, Catherine A. 204. 208.
209.212.393
Sabbcri. Douglas S 270
Sachcn. Barbara J 202, 363
Sackhoff. Tamara S 354
Sackrider, Jann R 363
Sadauskas, Patty A 354
Sage, Joseph W. .211.212,338
Sagcscr, Markham L 332
Sagcser. Sally A 205, 285
Sailors, Thomas C 289
Saint-Erne, Nickolas 446
Saint, Larry L 446
Salako, Enoch A 207
Sales, Cheryl A. 220, 222. 224. 344
Sallade. Edward M 270
Sallman. Terrie K 212
Salter. Sleven C 203. 291
Samarrai, Marianne K 446
Sambol. Francis K 373
Sample, Allen K 373
Samuclson, Beth A 404
Samuclson, Eric C 287
Sanborn. Grant M 249. 446
Sanders, Douglas K 322
Sanders, Douglas S 380
Sanders, Jean A 354
Sanders, Kenlon L 289
Sanders, Mary L. .211,212,446
Sanders, Michael J 202, 279
Sanders, Robyn L 238
Sandmeyer, Lisa C. . 205, 249, 354
Sandmcycr, Timothy J 326
Sandoval, Jeannie 1 207
Sandford, Kathleen M 446
Sankcy, Jill L 446
Sanloro, Rene C 346
Santschi, Paula M 193,404
Sargent, David B. 21 I, 212, 38
Sargent, Kay A 231
Sargent, Patrick C. 203.214.223.
224. 279
Sascnick, Josph P 312
Sasenick. Mary P 226, 267
Sasscer, Julie M 393
Saucr, Sheila M 213, 404
Sauderwein, Thomas D 189
Saudncrs, Elizabeth 393
Saunders. Kimberly A 354
Savage.GrcgJ 190,191,193,446
Savidge, Charles M 312
Sawhill, Judy L 341
Sawyer. Doyle G 363
Sawyer. Rebecca A 236, 404
Saxton, Donald R 388
Saylcr, Linn D 229, 397
Saylcr, Richard D 21 I
Scanlan, M. Angela 228, 306
Scanlan, Mark 294
Scanlon. Daniel M 446
Scarbrough. Kirk D 235, 238, 373
Schaake, Mark D 373
Schacfer. Allen D. 277
Schaefcr, Sara L 202
Schafcr. Angela L 446
Schafer, Dennis J 373
Schaffer, Richard A. 446
Schaffner, Linda R 201,236,341
Schaller, Cynthia L. 208, 363
Schamlc. Therese L 242
Scharnhorsl, Vicki J 275
Scharp. Janni 229
Schaub, Rodney L 190, 373
Schauer. Dawn M 213, 341
Schauf, Kimberly J 446
Schauf, Margaret M 363
Schaulis, Richard J 326
Scheffler, Leon A 261
Schcffler, Robin L 303
Schellhorn, Gary 38X
Schcmm. Kevin L 388
Schcmper, Teresa R 404
Scherer, Lisa C 215. 238. 354
Schcuerman. Lori A. 221,231,285
Schcufler. Lisa A. 186, 187. 230.
'. 354
Schcunemann, Karen J. . 219. 223,
393
Schcurlc, Joanna H 275
Schiappa. Wendy J 200
Schielc, Richard N 322
Schirmer, Julie 306
Schlaegel, David A 279
Schlattmann, Richard 388
Schlegd. Patricia K. 238, 264
Schlcnder, Lisa J 228. 446
Schlender. Suzanne E. 228. 446
Schlcsinger, Charles 210
Schlclzbaum, Anne M 363
Schlickau. Bruce A 269
Schlickau. Susan M. 190.231.250.
354
Schlieker. Timothy, F. 238, 245
Schlintz, Jane L 275
Schlotlhauer, Amy L 354
Schlucmer, Barbara A. 241. 404
Schmale. Frank W 380
Schmale, Mary K 354
Schmanke, Pamela C 404
Schmidt. Alan L 446
Schmidt. Charles D 187,188.269
Schmidt, Dick L 380
Schmidt, Eva K 219, 393
Schmidt, Frederick J 12, 446
Schmidt. Jerry W. 187, 188, 373
Schmidt, Loren J 346
Schmidt, Mary K 238, 306
Schmidt, Sheryl 1 363
Schmidt, Terry A 234, 446
Schmitl, Michael L 346
Schmitl, Robert F 236. 238
Schmitl. Sue, L 238
Schmilz. Anne K 219, 404
Schmitz, Gary L 446
Schmilz, Jaync M 404
Schmitz. Paul J 210, 446
Schmitz. William J 200
Schnacke, Judilh E 282
Schneck. Cheryl A. 212, 229, 354
Schneider, Leeann R 354
Schneider. Lewjene M. 237. 238,
404
Schneider, Robyn R. 261
Schneider, Steve M 328
Schneweis, Linda L 219, 354
Schniltker, Dea A 341
Schoen, Deborah L 393
Schoenbcrger, Sandra
Schocnlcber, Margaret
Schocnlhaler, Randy
Schoncweis, Mark D
Schoncweis, Marlys J. . . 243,
Schoolcraft, Shrisophcr
Schottler, Karl J
Schowengerdt, Daniel
Schracdcr, Mike M
Schrag. Fred D
Schrcck, Bryan K
Schrciber, Norbcrt F
Schreiner, Laura E
Schnck, Danny R
Schrick, Michael C
Schroedcr, Joyce M
Schroedcr, Kent D. 189,
Schroedcr, Mary E
Schroedcr, Randall L
Shroff, Terry B
Schroll, Eric A
Schubert, Rebecca A. . . .236,
Schucle, Catherine A. 220,230,
Schuette, Mark L
Schuler, Mark K
Schulle, Kimberly A 215,226
Schulle, Margaret J
Schulte, Scott D
Schultz. Diane S
Schultz. Jane K
Schultz, Mary C
Schultz, Maryse F 242,
Schulz, Suzanne. . . .215, 232,
Schulze, Lindel D
Schulze, Rondald E 191,
Schumann, Tracy A
Schust, Jay E
Schust, Mary J. ... 205, 224.
Schwab, Florence H
Schwab, Jeffrey C
Schwab, Steven D
Schwan, Kerry L
Schwan, Mel E 212,
Schwanke. Lesa J 241,
Schwartz, Daniel J
Schwartz, Thomas E
Schwarzkopf, Lee A 220,
Schwar7enberger, S
Schwarzwalder, Susan
Schwcder, Susan J
Schwcder, Tom S 223,
Schweers, Jan C. . . 222. 231,
Schwensen, Margaret
Schwermann, Rita M. . . 207,
Schwcrtfeger, Galen .... 204,
Schwilling, Darrel L
Scicchilano, Francis , 195, 197.
Scoby. Nancy R
Scoby, Patricia A
Scoggan. Richard W
Scoreboard
Scon, Diane C 236, 238,
Scon, Gwen C 193.
Scon, Janel L 226, 243.
Scott, Janice M
Scotl, Jeffrey L
Scon, Linda F 231,
Scon, Preslon B
Scoll, Rick L
Scotl, Sandra L
Scnpter, Cynthia K. . 191,227,
Scroggin, William W
Scully, Michael J 211,
Seal, Karla S
Seals. Anthony J 198,
Seaman, Lon
Seaman, Mark A
Seamann, Eugene E
Sears, Elizabeth A
Sears, Galen L 186,
Scba. Rodney R
Scbacher, Andy E.
Scoring, Mary A. . 203, 227,
Sccan, Mark E
Seek, Loretta C
Seek, Mark W
Scdlacek, Jay T
Scdlacek, Karen S 236,
Sec, Timothy R
Sccber, James J
Sccly, Mark E
Sccrs, Barbara S
Seers, Randall L
Segal, Howard M
Scilcr, Gary N
Scilcr, Gwen A
Scircr, Peggy A 220.
Scitz. Richard L
Scilz, Robert J 208.
Sctiz, Sharon I
Sclanders. Jay N. 187, 188,
190, 215, 224,
Sclby, Douglas A 197,
Sclby, Marvin R 238,
Self. Marie E 199,
Self, Mitchell L
Sellberg, Marin E
Sellens, Demarise J
Sellers, James W
Sellers, Teri L 231,
Sellin, Cynthia L
Selves, Wendy J. . . 193. 232,
Scmanilzky, Darya
Semple, Julie A 225,
Scmple, Lori J
Scnts. Allan E 189, 190,
Serrano, Martha L 226,
Sessions, Charles E
Seth, Dianne S
239
282
294
287
299
380
3X8
211
446
446
289
330
363
446
441.
446
332
363
447
312
388
306
44 7
447
447
,320
264
328
404
447
447
354
299
447
447
.236
.447
447
236
447
»99
388
277
447
395
245
296
447
404
303
272
447
320
447
447
373
J24
447
324
210
182
299
264
275
363
373
363
447
269
447
447
203
334
1XX
448
44X
238
315
267
373
380
317
404
234
404
448
326
398
279
236
308
448
380
326
294
397
393
380
334
354
189.
269
448
380
448
308
261
354
388
296
448
354
236
342
342
448
267
448
404
Sevalson. Eric S 448
Severance, Rachel L. 236, 404
Sexton, Lisa A. .221,222,224.344
Sexton, Sieve G 314
Scylcr, Sy 198
Seymour, David K 272
Seymour. Roger A. .210,211.215.
380
Shackelford. Donald 448
Shadday. Craig W 238, 448
Shadday, Janice . 237, 238. 44X
Shaffer. Gary G 312
Shaheed, Hania 320
Shaheen, James 204, 448
Shain, Glenn P 310
Ahamburger, Samuel B 234
Shancyfell, Laurie B 388
Shank, Debra D 448
Shankweiler, Larry S. ., 197, 373
Shannon, Janis E 397
Shannon, Teresa K 397
Shannon. Terri L 397
Sharon, Michael P 197
Sharp. Gerald D 373
Sharp, Janet E 303
Sharp, Max D 261
Sharp, Sally L 238, 404
Shaver. Don A 210, 448
Shaver, Harold C 204, 205
Shaver. Patty A 231, 448
Shaver. Teresa J 448
Shaw, Debbie 342
Shaw, Jane E 200. 201, 448
Shaw. Lex D 238
Shaw. Randall E 448
Shaw, Robert K 373
Shea, Teresa L 238
Shea, Terri L 237, 448
Shcaffer, Linda P 203
Shcahan. Catherine L 200. 448
Shearer, Anne R 197, 233, 320
Shearer, Richard M. . 196, 279
She Du's 231
Shcel, Sandra D 231, 363
Sheets, Jeffry D 193, 448
Sheets. Jocelyn K 198. 206. 238.
449
Shchi. Dennis W. 215.335.336
Shchi. Lora J 449
Sheik, Cindy L 275
Shclansky. Lori H 354
Shelley. Erin A 226, 449
Shcllcv. Nancy K 219, 225. 404
Shclton. Michael W 243
Shenkel. Claude W 200
Shcpard, Karmen D 354
Shcpard. Lcland M 208. 212
Shcpard. Scott R 211
Shepherd. David A 204
Shepherd. Susan L 232. 449
Sheridan, Mary S 264
Sherman, Matthew J 289
Sherman, Wade K 289
Shcrraden. Mark L 449
Shideler, Deann R 220. 303
Shidcler, Lisa J 267
Shideler, Randall D 373
Shideler, Raymond R 279
Shideler. Robert J 238. 373
Shields, Brenda K 404
Shields, Mark H 194. 449
Shifton, Susan M 354
Shimp, James B. 373
Shincman, Kelly A 449
Shineman. Kirby A 200, 234. 245.
334
Shinklc. Roberta F 299
Shinoglc. Rondald D 209
Shinogle, Terrancc J 210
Shinogle, Timothy E 193
Shipley, Dana K 226, 296
Shipley, Lyle D 190, 449
Shipper, Kirk 238
Shippers, Phillip A 238
Shipps, Robert V 245, 449
Shirack, Charles A 186,449
Shircr, Brad W 310
Shirvani-Dehkordi. S 363
Shivcly, Baron J 193, 449
Shockcy, Denise L 267
Shocklcy, Mark W 317
Shoemaker, Carta J 317
Shoemaker, Carla J 238, 344
Shoemaker, Robert M. 449
Shogrcn, Bruce H 388
Shogrcn, Connie M 404
Shook, Scott A 328
Shoop. Mary E 4
Shore, Carl L 204, 211, 212
Shore, Randall R 194
Sort, Brian C 380
Short, Peggy S 363
Showallcr, John C 314
Shrack, Elizabeth A 354
Shrcslha, Anand P 449
Shrimplin. Tina M 199, 449
Shrivcr, Allan L 449
Shuck, James M 449
Shuck. Randall J 249
Shupe, Cora 331
Shuster, Leroy E 238, 380
Shute, Thomas M 449
Shutlcr, Sally 199, 282
Siblc, Vance G 380
Sibley. Jeff B 186. 308
Sibley, Dent E 449
Siddal, Abigail 236
Sidcbottom. Steven N 373
Sideline 180
Sidhu, Jiwan S 449
Siebert, Connie L. 226, 230, 282
Sieck. Kristi K 393
Siemens. Cynthia R. .190.191,241,
449
Siglc, Pamela E 363
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 325
Sigma Chi 327
Sigma Delta Chi 205
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 200
Sigma Lambda Chi 196
Sigma Nu 329
Sigma Phi Epsilon 331
Silady, Patrick J 449
Silberman, Carol L 404
Siler, Martin V 272
Silhan, David P 202, 373
Silkman. William C 373
Sills, Melanie J 189, 193
Silsby, Tadhi L. 212, 229, 363
Silverwood, Allan K 322
Simcox, Denise L 282
Simes, Terry S 342
Simler, Daniel B 308
Stmmclink, Teresa D. 219, 449
Simmons, Dennis C 261
Simms, William G 449
Simon, Christopher 334
Simon, Frederick D 449
Simon, Kenneth R 449
Simon Robert J. 208, 212. 449
Simoni, Ellen M. 218.232,354
Simonsen, Sigrid L 231, 303
Sims, Randy D 333, 334
Sinclair, Charles B 449
Sinclair, Robert 25
Sinclair, Sherry E 52
Sindcrson, Holly 342
Singer, Dent L 388
Sinn, Julie K 449
Sinovic, Michael B 324
Sinovic, Nancy A 225, 354
Sistrunk, Holly C 199, 208. 320
Sites, Dalen E 449
Sittcnauer, Annette 354
Sixtra. Michele 241, 355
Sizer. Terry L 449
Sjogren, Karla C 275
Skaggs, Catherine L 296
Skaggs, Sharon R 264
Skeels, Mark N 449
Skccls, Rebecca S 226, 404
Skidmorc. Valerie P. 190.194,449
Skillett. G.D 308
Skinner, Mark W 326
Skinner, Michael T 326
Skipton, Brad G 203
Skipton. Donald E 209
Sklcnicka. Glenda L 219
Skock, Jane M 449
Skock, Lisa M 190, 230, 355
Skoog. Carl E 310
Skrdlant Gary L 210, 373
Skupa. Brian J 239, 449
Skupa. Dawn J 228
Sky, Dorothy A 244, 393
Slater. Kimberly A 190,344
Slaven. Michael D 334
Slavik, Doyle R 189, 449
Slcmmons, Robert H 236
Slifer. Gayc E 363
Sloan, Patty M 242, 344
Slonim, Jacob 449
Sloop, Sandra V. 220, 232, 449
Small, Edward H 449
Small. Terri R 202, 366
Smalley, Edward A 209, 373
Smallcy, Joseph P 200
Smallz. J. J 208
Smart, James D 449
Smischnv. Randall A. 212. 213,
214, 380
Smith Scholarship House 394
Smith, Barbara J. 218, 230, 449
Smith, Bernard L 209, 317
Smith, Cathy A 363
Smith, Coree L 355
Smith, Craig W 272
Smith, Cynthia A 363
Smith. Cynthia M. . 228, 243 , 306
Smith. Cynthia N 242. 355
Smith. David M 373
Smith. Deanne P 404
Smith. Deborah S 267
Smith. Debra K 355
Smith, Denise K 342
Smith, Dennis E 395
Smith, Diane M 222, 449
Smith, Dixie L 393
Smith, Donald R 326
Smith, Douglas S 449
Smith, Errik M 238
Smith, James E 449
Smith, Jan R 223. 225. 275
Smith Jerry 373
Smith, Joanna 1 207
Smith. Joy E 285
Smith. Karen D 231. 355
Smith, Karen M 393
Smith, Karen M 449
Smith, Keith L 261
Smith, Kevin D 450
Smith, Kevin R 317
Smith, Kimberly A 393
Smith. Kibcrly A 388
Smith. Krista M 238
Smith, Laylon A 388
Smith. Lisa A 363
Smith, Lucia K 192, 404
Smith. Lynn M 450
Smith, Marc L 192. 233, 322
Smith. Margaret 210
Smith, Mark A 373
Smith. Mark E 187, 317
Smith. Mary P 232
Smith. Matthew 322
Smith, Michael E. . 186, 190, 269
Smith, Michael J 381
Smith. Nancy L 243 . 342
Smith. Nedra J 388
Smith. Patty L 450
Smith. Perry L 191
Smith. Philip B 308
Smith, Ralph W 450
Smith. Randy A 210
Smith. Robert J 210, 373
Smith, Ronald J 381
Smith. Ronn K 205, 324
Smith. Roxanne A 204. 450
Smith, Russell B 194, 308
Smith, Sealon V 450
Smith. Shelley D. ...:. .267
Smith. Sheree S. 236. 428, 450
Smith. Sondra D 200
Smith. Stacy L 308
Smith. Stephanie L 355
Smith. Terry A 246, 450
Smith, Thomas M 373
Smith, Tim J 381
Smith. Todd W 225, 334
Smith, Walt 25
Smith, Winton L 388
Smurthwaite 396
Smulz. Ronald W 381
Smut/. Stephen W 363
Smyth, Donald C 326
Snapp, Jon C 450
Snavciy, Judy K 404
Sncath. Steve D 261
Snced, Sheri L 204, 229, 303
Snell. Robert 330
Snider Amy L 171, 224, 275
Snider. Deborah A 200. 223, 355
Snider, Glen E 381
Snodgrass, Rhonda K. . 243. 388
Snodgrass. Thomas J. 201. 373
Snook, Steven B 334
Snyder. Gregory E 450
Snyder, Janet S 404
Snyder Joseph K 192
Snyder, Keith W 450
Snyder, Mark D 373
Snyder. Mary M 355
Snyder, Michael D 210, 324
Snyder, Robert T 450
Snyder, Sara A 222
Sobba.AlanC. 186,188,190,194.
215, 224. 225. 269
Sobba. Carol M. 186. 230. 303
Social Work Club 200
Society for the Advancement of
Management 204
Society of Women Engineers . 212
Softball 178
Soldncr, Steven M. 159,164.615
Solomon, Pamela 450
Sommcr. Cynthia G. ... 204. 285
Sommerfcld, David L 373
Sommcrfcld. Gary D 388
Sondcrgard. Rodney D 450
Sooby, Virginia A 363
Sopcich, Kathy A 232, 299
Sopcr, Steven D 381
Sorenson. Diane H 230, 303
Sorcnson. Nathan J . . 312
Sorrick, Bradley M 450
Sorrick, Linda G 450
Sorrick, Linda G 450
Sorrick, Rebecca R 231
Soukup, Joan M 218. 393
Sourlhwick, Christopher
.
... 216
Sourlhworth. Lisa M. 231, 236. 306
Souza, Peter J 249, 250
Sowlcs, Kenneth L 211,212
Spade. Diane M. 190. 193. 404
Spade. Steve L 373
Spain. Gloria M 234
Spangcnberg, Myrna L 450
Spanglcr. Kendall J 216
Spanglcr. Terri S 388
Spanncnbcrg. Nancy L 200
Spannuth, Lisa G 404
Spare. Merlyn A 187, 381
Sparkc, Jerri A 213. 214
Sparks. Kay E 218, 231. 404
Sparks, Kimberly A 227. 296
Sparks, Mary 252
Spaulding, Leslie C 291
Spear. Steven A 450
Spear. Terri R 228, 363
Spearman, Shernise A. . . 237, 238
Spears, David D 187, 450
Speech Unlimited 200
Speed, Daniel E 230, 381
Speed, Deborah J 355
Spcer, Carole B 342
Spchart, Carla A 450
Spencer, Hank 223, 332
Spencer, Nina E 227, 275
Spencer, Susan L 206, 450
Spencer, Cheri S. 197. 228. 264
Spicer. Karen S 399
Spicer. Mary L 204, 450
Spicer, Ronald W. 399
Spichcr, Randall D.~ 213, 399
Spiegel. Judy A. 213. 221. 223, 355
Spiegel. Lisa A. 223, 240, 355
Spiclman, Norman F 450
Spier, Stephen L 279
Spigler, Sheri L 363
Spiller, Sharon J 393
Sports 130
Spray, Tammy D 230, 275
Springer, Janet E 346
Sprinkle, Glenn H 373
Sprinkle, Ray R. 332
Sprouls, Robert L 450
Spurs 225
Squirrel Revolt 113
St. Clair, Christine 198
St Clair, Tracy L 355
Slaab, Mary A 363
Stables, Michael C 214, 261
Stack, Brian K 202. 321, 322
Stack, Laura L 299
Stadel, Karen D 399
Stafford. Jeffrey L. 213. 214. 399
Stallbaumer, Jean A. ... 200, 344
Stallo, Joel D 451
Stalnaker. Ward R 388
Stamey, William 30
Stammer, Joan E 389
Stangle. Sandra S. . . 200, 222, 451
Staniforlh, Jonathan 234
Stanley, Anna 355
Stanley. Allan H 238
Stanley. Brett A. 210, 213. 291
Stanley. Henry A 381
Stanley, Scott M 291
Slansell. Mary J 389
Staplcton, John W 196
Stardusters 232
Stark, Daniel B 310, 451
Stark. Maurice E 202
Slarnes, Connie S 451
Starns. Dan E 45
1
Starr. Ellen F 355
Starr, Michael A 289
Starretl. Tomi A 239, 404
Staudenmaier, Daniel 338
Staudinger, Joseph 451
Stauffer, Jill E 296
Slavropoulds, Melanie 451
Sieadman, Ramona L. . . 222, 451
Stearns, Cindy A. . 205, 238. 451
Stccklein. Danial J 210
Steele. David F 210
Steele. Donna L 342
Steele. George H 245. 451
Steele. Jean P 204
Steele. Mary L 451
Steele. Micki L 200, 451
Steele, Pamela K 451
Steele, Sandra K 232. 342
Steele
.
Scott H 234
Steele. Shari L 320
Steele. Shelle R 231.320
Steele. Vickie J 219. 451
Steelring 213
Steffcn, Bradley E 310
Steffcn, Diane M 229
Sicgcnga. Susan L 451
Stcil. Bradford D 381
Stein, Alfred P 452
Steinbaucr, B.A 214
Steinberg, Karla S. . 236, 238, 342
Stcinbcrger, Charles 389
Steiner. Deborah K. 215, 230. 296
Slcincr. Jennifer L. 200. 229. 233.
396
Stcinhaus, Steven E 381
Stcinlagc. Susan J 230. 344
Stcjskal. Ricky L 202, 336
Stemmle. Susan M 212
Slcnger. Deanne J 264
Stcnnis, Elora K 239
Stcnvall, Harry C. 197, 241. 399
Stcphan. Dana D 299
Stephens, Kent 452
Stephens, Michael K 317
Stephens. Russell E 308
Stephens, Stephen R. .189, 452
Stcrbenz. Kenneth W 452
Sterling, Samuel B 308
Sterner, Ellen A 452
Sterns, Cathryn A 186. 190. 237.
238, 355
Sterrett, William R 381
Stetson, Alan R. 203.224.232,245,
326
Stetson, Nancy J 228, 264
Stcuber, Gary D 381
Steuber, Terry K 310
Stevens, Bret 234
Stevens, Elizabeth C. 189,190,191
Stevenson, Kenneth R 238
Stcver, Julie A 23
1
Steward, Polly L 229, 452
Stewart, Cynthia M. 219,222.405
Stewart. Margaret A 397
Stewart, Michael L 210, 381
Stewart, Michael P 270
Stewart. Paul G 363
Stewart Rodney A 389
Stiebe. Arlyn L 294
Stigall. Susan E 227. 285
Stigcn. Kenneth R 216
Stiggc, Debra L 306
Stiles, Joyce C 275
Stiles, Keith M 238. 381
Stiles, Rebecca J 216. 452
Stilwcll, James F 382
Stilwell. Roxie L 230, 452
Stimach, Cheryl D 389
Slinnett, Jay M 308
Stippich. Sherry L 244, 405
Stirton, Robert C 289
Stilt, Bret J 328
Stock, Debbie A 320
Stock, Gregory L 195
Stock, Jane S 452
Stockard, Kathryn A 363
Slockdell, Melanie A 247
Stockham, John H 314
Stoddard, Karla K 243, 452
Stoddard, Susan D 405
Stoecker, Gary E 261
Stohs, Carol F 405
Stone, Connie J. ... 218, 222, 264
Stone, John A. . . .' 373
Stone. Martha B 221
Stone, Marvin 297
Stone. Thomas W 279
Storer. Tomi L 363
Storey. Gretchen L 300
Story. Clayton 270
Stoskopf. Steven M 332, 451
Stoss, Carol J 221
Stoltmann, Arlene C 229
Slottmann, Michael J 452
Stout, Gaule L 197, 452
Strafuss, Danny C 324
Strafuss. Patricia J 452
Strahm, Janeen K 389
Slrail. Chris A 452
Stover, S. L 198
Strait. Chad A 208
Strait, Chris A 190, 194
Strait, Sheri A 355
Slrathe, Janet L 241
Strathman, Mary B 221, 452
Strathman. Charles J. . 195,395
Slratman, Steven M 346
Straub, Ernest 196.210,211,542
Slraub, Janet M 202
Strauss, Warren A 452
Strawn, Daniel A 234
Strecker. Kathryn L. 189, 194,344
Slrecker. Larry M. 204, 209. 382
Streeter. Raymond A. . 196, 197
Streich, Steven 237
Slreit. Nadine J , 218, 222
Strickler. Douglas L 191. 269
Strickler. John E 235, 238
Stringlield. Scott L 452
Strnad. Benita 342
Strobel. Sharon L 231, 393
Strobel, Timothy R 215. 291
Stroda, Nicholas V 187, 373
Strom, Daniel L 383
Strom Luann M 363
Strom, Stephen C 382
Stromgren, Kelli S 227
Strong, Linda A 264
Strong, Terresa M. 186, 226. 452
Stroup. Jeff L 452
Strouts. Brian L 374
Strouts. Daryl L 374
Slrunk. Barbara J 363
Strunk. Mary M 218, 452
Stubby. Brenda 405
Slubenhofer, Scott J 374
Sluber. Laura L 228
Stuchlik, Kenneth R 243
Stuck, Bonnie L 452
Stuck, David A 272
Stuck. Laura L 267
Stuck, William W 452
Stucker. Danial T 452
Stucker, Kim A 452
Stuckey, Cynthia 452
Stuckey. Scott S 249
Stucky, Donna J 364
Stucky, Janice 1 34, 364
Stucky, Lynn D 452
Stucky, Mark P 389
Stucky, Mary A. ... 228, 238, 267
Stucky, Timothy A 190,452
Student Auditorium Board 201
Student Body Elections 86
Student Dietetics Association 218
Student Governing Association 215
Student Governing Association
Executive Committee 215
Student National Education
Association 208
Student Planning Association 196
Student, Senate 215
Studcr, Shelley A 452
Sluewc, Dale A 452
Sluewe. Robert B 277
Stucwe, Sara L 238, 275
Stufflebeam. Kenneth 374
Sluhlsatz, Jeff L. . . 187. 188. 294
Slum. Serena L 190. 227
Slump, Diane M 285
Slump, Phillip G 389
Stumpf, Richard W. 194,234,242.
269
Sturn, John L 389
Slutlcrhiem, Karen L. 230, 306
Stutts, Jana A 364
Sudekum, Steven S 346
Suderman, Arlan J. 186, 240. 382
Sudernan, Carol 364
Suderman, Darrel R 192
Suhr, Michael 374
Suiter, Lori R 364
Suiter, Robb D 328
Suitl. Rebecca F. 190. 230. 361
Sullcns. Gary K 287
Sullins, Debra K 275
Sullivan. Brian S 452
Sullivan. Michael W 374
Sullivan. William G 202
Sullzcr. Mark W 243
473
Sullzer. Robert L 243
Summers, Charles K 452
Summers. Craig A. . 208. 233. 326
Summers. Elizabeth J 452
Summers, Sharon K 2X2
Summervill, Marc R 261
Sumner, Marc A 374
Sumrall. Joe E 452
Sun, William W 196
Sunderland, Janet E 73, 199
Sundgren, Jolene 355
Suppes. Clarence D. ..212.243.3X1
Surbey. Christopher 330
Sulcliffc. Michael D 452
Suther. Elizabeth G 452
Sutton. Crystal R 243. 452
Sutton. Eric W 236
Sutton. Janice S 230. 452
Sutton. Julie D. 229, 364
Svut>. Lynn M 452
Svcc, James M 314
Svoboda, Alan C 211
Svoboda, -Wayne A 310
Swader, Carita G. .231, 238. 452
Swadcr. Terry A 269
Swaim. Shawn E. 25. 303
Swain, Barbara A 303
Swallow, Joy D. 196, 197, 303
Swallow. Kevin W 294
Sw'ann, Kevin E 23X
Swanson. Hale 277
Swanson, Shawn R 291
Swanson. Suzettc M 267
Swarner, Cindy M 452
Swarner, Janice L 227. 267
Swarner. Joseph M 452
Swart. Linda D 364
Swarwout. Nancy J. .203,204,232,
452
Swcany. Jack D 190, 374
Sweeney, Cabot L 225. 326
Sweeney, Janet M 186, 364
Sweeney, Louis J 312
Sweethearts of the Shield and
Diamond 232
Sweetman, Tammy D 230 267
Swcigart, Michael C 23X
Swiccgood. Laurie 342
Swidcrski. Frank J 338
Swinncy, Karen A 229
Swilzer. Teresa D 197
Swob, Gregory A 2X7
Swofford. Kelly A 452
Sylvester, Norene K. .
. 219, 405
Symcs, Kevin A 23X
Symphonic Orchestra 236
Tabor, Lareta M 344
Taggart, Ann M 393
Taggart. Robin J 193. 393
Taguc. Rick R 212. 213. 336
Talavcra. Sam J 453
Talbolt, Mark E 374
Talbotl. Traci L 355
Tallcy. Joseph B 209. 334
Tang. Cathy S 453
Tangprascrtchai. Pic 239
Tanner. Gregg A 453
Tanner, Rebecca J 249. 453
Tanner, William D 453
Tapia. Lcticia . . 207, 246, 453
Tarrant. Debbie A 41
Talc. Roxann E 3X9
Tatman. Richard J 202. 453
Taium. James D. . 213. 239, 3X2
T.num, Patrick R 211,212
Tau Beta Pi 213
Tau Beta Sigma 237
Tau Kappa Epsilon 333
Tau Sigma Delta 197
Taussig, Mark A. . .
.
.197
Taylor, Brcnda S 364
Taylor, Dcna K 228, 275
Tu\lor, Elisabeth 320
Taylor. John S 294
Taylor. Kevin D 453
Taylor. Kevin L 382
Taylor, Mark 453
Taylor. Matthew M. 20X.209.2I3
Taylor. Melody B 453
Taylor. Mitchell B X7
Taylor. Myong H 216, 453
Tavlor. Roger L 374
Taylor, Traci A 275
Tayricn. Douglas B 2X7
Tcaford, Rick P. , 191. 374
Tcahan. Kathleen M. .226. 2X2. 1 6X
Tc.irncy. Philip E 32X
Teatc. Ann M 219. 306
Tedman. Laura L. 393
Tedrow. John M 374
Tcctcr. Brad W 374
Teeter. David W 291
Tcctcr. James R 20X. 291
Tcctcr. John H 291
Tcctcr. Kim A. 453
Teetc. Tammy L 3X9. 447
Tcclzcn. Deborah L 453
Tcgarden. Diana J 453
Tcichgraebcr, Art C 453
Teichgracber. Heidi . 35, 445. 453
Teichmann. Terri J 405
Tejada. Carlos F 192
Tclthorst. Lisa A 218. 453
Temple. Richard E 332
Templeton. Terry L. ... 200, 453
Templin. Laura J 355
Tennis 136
Tcrada, Minoru 453
Terhunc, Terry N 453
Tcrrill. Dewey W 3X9
Tcrrill, Michael K 454
Terry, Bryan H 211
Terry, Dorothy A 454
Terry, Michael B 197, 324
Tcsche, Valerie E 199
Teson, Nancy M 454
Tctcr, Douglas L. , . 190, 194. 454
Tclcrud. Mark A 3X2
Tcllow, Steve C 310
Tewcll, Marian P 454
Tharnish. Albert J. 204. 209. 454
Tharp, David W 454
Tharp. Lisa L 236. 238
Tharp. Michael P 382
Tharps. Deborah R I9X
Thaw, Larry E 297
Thayer, Carolyn J 236
Thayer, Gordon W. . 211, 212
Thccl, John R 454
Theta Xi 335
Thicl, Cheryl A 454
Thicl, Randal R 454
Thielc. Ronald G. 454
Thiercr. Larry 315
Thicrolf. Craig A 454
Thicrolf. Janet L 454
Thiessen. Douglas B. 1X8, 194, 269
Thicsscn, Keri E 454
Tholslrup, Spencer L. . . 20X, 330
Thomas, Daniel A 202, 454
Thomas. Gcorgalcen 239
Thomas, Jacquclin K. .. 212,364
Thomas, Kelly M 374
Thomas, Lcslcc K 455
Thomas, Linda K 455
Thomas, Lori L. 198,223.364
Thomas. Lynnettc A. ... 364. 208
Thomas, Marvin L. 382
Thomas Rachellc L 198
Thomas, Randall W 195
Thomas. Rebecca J 455
Thomas. Susan E 2X2
Thomas, Valerie A 238, 397
Thomas, Virgil 237
Thomason, Julia L 29, 455
Thome, Dennis A 332
Thomcn. Robert K 374, 225
Thompson, Beth A 264
Thompson, Drew S 214, 322
Thompson, Eric S 297
Thompson, Joe N 261
Thompson, Judy 233
Thompson, Julie M 230, 455
Thompson, Kris P 233
Thompson, Linda 216
Thompson, Marc A. 196,210,170.
312
Thompson, N Darlcnc 195
Thompson, Patti J. 455
Thompson, Peter B 214
Thompson, Richard B. . 224, 334
Thompson, Robert D 389
Thompson. Sara J 405
Thompson, Stephen H 334
Thompson, Steve C 334
Thompson, Steven L 201
Thompson. Toni M 222. 296
Thomson, Bruce M. . 225, 23X, 336
Thomson, Kimbcrly J 267
Thorn, Judith A 267
Thornburg, Marilce . . . 222, 342
Thornc, Randy J 197
Thornton, Carolyn S 232
Thornton, Kent C 332
Thorson. Eugene 210
Thorson, Jeffrey K 332
Threats, Travis T 399
Thrutchlcy. Amy L 243, 455
Thull, Scott E 455
Thurlow, Lynn E 193
Ticdc. Lavonnc M 455
Ticdtkc. Chcrisc G. 3X9
Ticdtkc. Rett C 233
Ticrncy. Patricia A 364
Tictzc. Kevin L 374
Tillcy, Bruce L
, . 332
Tillman. Frank A 204, 209
Tillotson. Gwcn A 393
Timmis, Toni E. .393.1X6.190.227
Timmons. Terry R 1X6. 374
Tinder. Danny G 272
Tobabcn. Warren L 23X. 277
Toburcn. Lynn L 1X1
Todd. Bradford A. 322
Tocws. John D 187. 269
Toll. Annette M 222. 275
Toll. Dennis J 197, 374
Toll. Paul A 201
Tollc. Glenn E 32X
Tollcfson. Daniel L. 382
Toman. Glibcrt J 455
Tompkins. M. Diane
. 220. 222. 231.
.
300
Tonne. Ronda L 342
Toot. David S
. 203
Torres. Juan S 382
Tosh, Randall D 189 215 294
156
Towers, Donna L. . 220. 222. 224.
306
701
156
Track. Men's 132
114
Tracy, James L 246 455
Trader, Paul W 191
455
Travis. Miriam L 224 296
Traxson. Ronald D 332
Traycr, Martha A 213 292
Trcbilcock, Greg A 288 334
Trcdwav. Linda L. . 228 267 455
Trcesc. Sherri L 238 405
Treibcr, Fred H 455
Thciber. Linda M 200
Treibcr. Susan A. . 236 238 397
Thrcmpy. Gregory A. 326
Trcmpy, Janinc E 232 300
Trendel. Steve E 374
455
M7
Triangle 337
Tricbc. Donna C 197
197
Triggs. John J 334
Trotter. Donald 41
Trotter. Marc E 328
715
Troutman. Lorna K. 364
Truesdell, James B. 374
Trummel. Jannellc D.
, .
455
Trumpp, Keith D 455
190
Trupka. Dennis J 3X2
Tubach. Wendy L. 238. 244, 411
4ss
Tubbs. Dallas H 374
374
Tucker. Dennis A 336
Tucker. Diann G 405 364
Tucker. Kenneth D 332
455
Tucker, Terry D 208, 455
Tuckfield, Giles C. 213, 272
Tuckood, Tom E 247
Tully, John F 374
Tulp, Patricia A 226 364
Turgcon. Onesime A. ... 289
Turner. Diana K 231 344
Turner. Isaac D. . . 206 214, 297
3P
Turner. Stanley J 192, 374
Turner. Wayne B 202 374
Turov. Jan B 275
Tush. Gerald M 3X2
Twidwcll Ed K. 1X6
Twiss. Page C 200
Tvler. Deborah R 306
Tvlcr. Jo L 267
Tvler. Steven J 208 374
Tvpical K-Slater 120
Ubcl. Linda K 455, 193
Ubel, Mary C 300
Ucbclhart, Christine
. . . 232, 356
Ukcle. Lce.F 213
Lllom. Suzanne M 296
Ulscs. Kalhcrine A 266, 356
Umar, Mohammed G . . . 207, 209
I ndcrwood, James W 200
I nion Programming Council
. . 56
United Black Voices 237
I niversity Sing 65
lnruh. Alice R 191. 405
L nruh. Dale G 187, 190, 455
Lnruh, George M 272
Lnruh, Kerry J 300
Unruh. Nancy L 229. 364
Lnruh. Robert L 201
Lnruh, Staccy A 405
Lnruh, Terry L 212
Lnruh, Virginia A 210
Lnzickcr. Nadine S 405
Upson, Karen J 230
Urban, Susan 364
Urick. Linda A 230. 306
Lnsh, Georgia S 455
Usher, Alan H 343, 374
Utcch. Michael R 204
Utscy. Jordon 35
Ultcrback, Dale A 382
Van Allen, Tim J 456
Van Amberg, Carol B 342
Van Dolah, Dwighl A. . . 186. 308
Van Horn, Pamela I. 191. 23X
Van Lear. Tamara L 289
Van Meter, Russell M 364
Van Nahmen, Fred 456
Van Orl, John 456
Van Pell, Reginald A. 195, 197,
1 99, 456
Van Pcttcn, Jeffrey 194
Vanbcbber. Marvin E. .. 212, 382
Vjnbeek. Julieann L 364
Vancamp, David J 223
VanderDussen, Cathy . 273, 275
Vandcrlip, Holly L. . 189. 226, 282
Vandcrplas. Terry R 374
Vandcrvcen, Barbara 201, 405
V.indorn, Brian S 382
Vandyne. Mark A 382
Vangundy, Warren H 269
V.inleewcn, Rcgcna M 200
Vanmcter. Nancy K. .215.218.220.
221
V.mnahmen, Fred J 187
Vanpclt, Scott 194
Vanskikc, Keith P 294
Vanlrcasc. David A 336
Vanloyl, Robert V 374
Varndcll, Kathy A 203. 456
Varncr, Darren K 374
Varwig. Stephen D 456
Vasqucz, Margaret 456
Vjtcr. Douglas M 456
Vaughan. Art 211
Vaughn. Arnold E 202
Vaughn, Nancy A 397
Vaughn, Rencc M 303
Vaught, Christianne 356
Vaupcl, Gary R 188, 375
Vaupcl. Mary B 200,356
Vaupcl, Ronald D 375
Vcach. Susan K 456
Veal. Blain 326
Vcdros, Patty M 228. 264
Vega. Hector 217
Vcith, Anthony J 456
Veltman. Jennifer S 456
Vcn John, Patrick A. 456. 197
Vcnncbcrg. Mananna 456
Vcnncrstrom, Cheryl 306
Vcntsam, Linda K. 221. 230. 356
Vcrboom. Linda L 364
Vermillion, Greg L 238, 375
Vernon, Paula J 456
Vernon, Thomas C 132
Vcrschclden, Linda M 456
Vcrschelden, Mary C. . . 238, 393
Vcrwers. Todd B 308
Vcssar. Terry D 346
Vcllcr, Randy M 456
Vienna Boys Choir 79
Vicnlos, Jose Angel 456
Vicstcnz, David M 346
Victs. Bruce E 234. 382
Vincent. Staccy L 456
Vines, Ross R 291
Vining. Becky A 180.1X8,225,344
Vining, Karen L 249, 264
Viola. Barry J 364
Viramontcz. Martin A 334
Virtue, Leslie W 456
Viscnlin, Peter J 33X
Vishncfskc, Mark A 456
Vishnefskc, Myron L. ... 187, 456
Visscr. Karl K 294
Visscr, Yvonne K. . 220. 222, 238.
39X
Viltctoc, Mark E. . . 235. 238, 382
Vivona, John G 312
Vizzari, Richard L. 456
Voda. Karen E 364
Vocgcle. Patricia S 264
Vcogclc. Timothy R 32X
Voegcli, John J 456
Vocgcli, Tom J 233
Voclkcr. Kevin J 364
Vocl. Mary K 221, 344
Vogcl, Eric L 32X
Vogt, Diannc M 356
Vohs. Karen M 239, 405
Voider. Linda L 3X9
Volkcr. Susan L. ... 227. 242. 285
Volleyball 168
Voltmcr. Rita K 389
Von Fclol, James R 279
Von Nicderhauscrn, Amy D. 267
Vonsoostcn, Kay A 221. 344
Voorhecs, Ross L 336
Vopat, Christine A 267
Voran, Kent S 13. 269
Voss. Ken J 216. 279
Voss. Kurt S 374
Voth. Marjorie K 405
Vovk. Frank 235. 244
Vovk. Mike A 244
Vrbas. Roger L 374
Vaczi. James 456
Vail. William A 291
Vallcro. Kevin M 322 Wabuda. Gary J 389
Wade. Beatrice A 38
Wade. Cynthia S. 364
Wade. Jesse E 456
Wade. Nancy L 342
Wacchlcr, Susan M 202. 356
Wactzig, Valeric L 220, 456
Wactzig, Vicki J 222, 456
Wagers, Chris E 317
Waggoner, Bradley J. 189,293,294
Wagner, Anita J. 229, 362, 364
Wagner, David W. 196, 210, 456
Wagner, Jennifer J 238. 364
Wagner, Kimbcrly K 306
Wagner, Leslie A 241. 356
Wagner, Randell G 209, 277
Wagner, Rebecca A 241, 405
Wagner, Richard R 364
Wagner, Tim W 210
Wagnon, Lynda K 226. 275
Wahlc, Elizabeth C 364
Wahlc, Rodney 322
Wahlc, Susan L. .215,232,243,303
Waide, Carter E 456
Waisner, Janel D 221. 342
Waiss, Linda K 399
Wane, Mclvin D. 187. 188, 190
Wakabayashi, Isaac 243
Wakcman, Debbie S 346
Walahoske, Thomas J 382
Walawender. Walter P. .. 208. 212
Waldorf. Randall L 389
Waldrcn. Dcryl E 3X9
Walck. Susan M 200, 356
Walk, Lou 304
Walk, Joni L 282
Walker, Anthony C 236, 287
Walker, Craig A 456
Walker. Daniel J. . 324
Walker. Danny D 192, 244
Walker, David T 189, 456
Walker. Dennis S 456
Walker, George W 456
Walker, Gregory L 190.456
Walker, Julie L 456
Walker, Kathryn A. 219,229,3X9
Walker. Kent 346
Walker. Kim A 242. 3X2
Walker, N. Raclenc 393
Walker, Randall P 186, 456
Walker, Richard R 238, 382
Walker, Scott D 270
Walker, Steve W .314
Wall, Eric A 3X9
Wall, Jane E. .221, 239. 285, 456
Wallace, Lecsa M 243, 456
Wallace. Linnca J 236. 389
Waller. Dana 282
Waller, Virginia L 267
Wallcrius, Karen A. 202. 456
Wallcrl. Knsti J. 456
Wallman. Janet L 456
Walsh. Edward B 272
Walsh, Rita D 204. 228. 356
Walsh. Thomas R 315
Waltcr.Brad W. . 18X. 190, 194, 294
Waller, Delmer A 456
Waller, Kristi E 456
Walters, Amy 217, 238. 456
Walters. Gloria J 457
Waltcrscheid, David 457
Waltcrscheid, Susan . 32, 203, 456
Walton, Cindy D 230
Walton, Rhona L 212. 356
Waltz. Rose M 457
Wamslcy. Michael P 324
Wands. Haydcn L 32X
Wangcman. Michael W 3X9
Wanklyn, Karen M 457
Wanzenried, Andre H 192. 330
Ward. Jeffrey D 241. 3X2
Ward, Dancttc D 3X9
Ward, Douglas E 243
Ward, Edward L 375
Ward. Joe E 211
Ward. Mark C 23X
Ward. Mark E 23X. 243
Warden, Steven D 375
Warcham. Larry D 239. 3X2
Warnc. David C 294
Warner. Jay R 291
Warren, Maureen M 393
Warren, Michael W. . . 238, 393
Warren. Pamela A 457
Warta. Steve J 261
Washington. Kimhann 206
Washington, Sylvester 238
Washington, Reginald 206. 214
Wasingcr, Richard L 457
Wasingcr. Sharon M 356
Wasingcr. Timothy A 457
Wasscnberg. Marcia J 405
W asset. Dcbra S 190. 457
Wasserman. Ellen D 190. 457
Wasscrstcin. Sherry 457
W atcrs, Clarence E 215
Watkins. Jeffrey P 322
Watkins. Paul L 328
Watson. Dean E 170, 312
Watson, Randall D 287
Watson, Randy G 382
Watson. William C 314
Watts. Martin R 2X7
Wcaland, Jay L 270
Wear, Jeancttc A 364
Wealhcrly, Randy D 324
Weathers. Pamela S 405
Weaver, Cheryl L 2X5
Weaver. Karen A 2X5
Weaver. Rita A 22X
Webb. Stephen D 210. 212
Webb. Waller L 457
Webber. Allen D 203, 332
Webber. Patricia L. . 190, 231, 344
Weber. Dawnlce D 237, 238, 356
Weber, Grctchcn E 3X9
Weber, Jerome J 291
Weber. Larry D 375
Weber. Mary R 356
Weber. Michelle M 237. 238, 395
Weber, Ralph G 457
Wcbcr, Scoll D 234, 238, 336
Weber, William F 292
Webster, Robert E 375
Wcdcl. Dwight R 457
Wcdcl. Karen D 238, 296
Wcdcl, Mona G 356
Wcdcl, Rhonda G 457
Wcgclc, Leslie B 375
Weger, Catherine L 232, 356
Wehmcicr, Gary J 457
Wchrman, Steven R 194, 389
Wcibcrt, Kimbcrly R 300
Weickcrt, Mary K 364
Wcidc, Malia . .189. 236. 3H9
Wcidcnheimcr, Mary B 215. 285
Wcidman, John H 315
Wcidman, Michael E 395
Wcilcrt, Karen K 393
Wcimcr, Michael L 210, 287
Wcimcr, Sandy J 405
Wcis, Jim 314
Wciscr, D. Alan 375
Wcishaar. Margaret E. 218. 457
Weiss. Scott W 310
Weiss. Shirley A 356
Wcissingcr. Steven M 210
Wclborn, Donald D 389
Welch, Elizabeth J. . .. 193, 397
Welch, Robert C 194
Welch, Ron W 317
Wcllcr. Linda J 458
Wcllcr, Nadinc N 389
Wcllicvcr, Robin R 285
Wellington. Ronald D. 126, 382
Wells. Connie J 188. 189, 192
Wells, Dcbra A 405
Wells, Dennis B 190
Wells, Eddie R 382
Wells, Elizabeth A 458
Wells, James A 328
Wells, Linda .... 356
Wells. Ronald J 375
Wells. Sheri L 458
Wells, Susan L 220, 238
Wcllcr, James L 272
Weltsch. Judy D. 203. 224. 320
Wcmcr. Trcca J 458
Wcnccl. Grant A 458
Wcndclburg. Marca L 393
Wcndland. Mark A. . 334
Wcndt, Douglas E 375
Wcndt. Kyle L 202. 399
Wengcr. Eldrcd D 375
Wcngcr, Shari L 215. 230
Wcnrich. Susan E 221, 458
Wcntzcl. Dcbra K 303
Wcrder, Donna L 389
Werner. Janet J 45X
Werner. Mark A .292
Wcrrics, Jancllc D 405
Wcrtran, Kent 236
Wcrth, Joe M 364
West, Gale E 458
West Hall 400
West. Nathan 292
West, Randy H 210. 458
West, Robert K 234
West, Steve G 214, 326
Wcstbrook. Rcna L 458
Wcstcoll, Gerry D 364
Wcstcrhaus, John J 106,210,382
Wcstcrman. William H. 197. 375
Wcstfall. Malhcw J 197
Westhoff, Gerald R 458
Westhusin, Fred 326
Wcsthusin. Mark E 189. 326
Westhusin, Vance E 326
Wetzel, Mark D 225, 458
Wcycr, Myra G 344
What Lured Vou? 128
Wheal, Alice M 135. 458
Whcaton, David L 199
Whcaton. Sheldon T 375
Wheat State Agronomy Club 194
Wheeler, Craig A. 186. 187, 382
Wheeler. Joanne D 230
Whcclcr. Richard F 314
Wheeler, Vincc P 312
Whcplcy, Suzanne 342
Whctzcl, Jo L 225. 364
White, Carol A 197
While, Carolyn 267
While, Cheryl J 356
While. David A 364
While, David L 300
White, Grant D 202, 336
While, Helen A 200
While, Kendall W. 210. 213. 45X
White, Mary A 458
White, Pamela L 239
While, Shelley R 238. 307
While, Spencer T 336
While, Stephen H. 328. 213
White, Terry L 223
White, Tyler G 236
Whitcakcr, Randall L. . 201, 375
Whilchair, Cynthia A. .216. 459
Whitchair, Gregory J 382
Whitehead, Kalhy R 346
Whitehead, Mark A 328
Witlchill, Dean A 359
Whitcsctl. Suzanne 459
Whitcscll. Wayne D 459
Whiteside. Timothy E. 197.310
Whitham. Clay G 292
Whitley. Brent A 187. 459
Whumcr. David 375
Whitmorc, Ivcy L. 203, 204, 459
Whittle, Christina L 236
Wian, Bruce R 389
Wian. Colleen J 356
Wichcrt, Vonda R 405
Wichman, Michael W 459
Wickham, William W 346
Wickstrom, Cynthia J. . . 230, 243.
300
Wickstrum. Arlis E 459
Wickstru, Garcn R 459
Widcl, Mark R 382
Wicbc, Eldo J 459
Wicchman, Randcll J 382
Wicck, Ron D 459
Wicnck, Dennis A 210, 375
Wicns. Carol J 459
Wicns. Emery F 209, 459
Wicns, Gloria J 213
Wicns, Jeffrey R. 191, 375
Wicsncr, Donald 317
Wicsncr. Kirk W 459
Wietharn. Kenl J 209
Wictharn, Max E 211,215
Wiggins. Tom S 285
Wikc. Dennis C. 310
Wilbcr. Morris G. . 459
Wilbur. Jeffrey R 225. 279
Wilcox, Cindy A. 405
Wilcox, Lcann P 156, 250
Wilcox. Mark D 459
Wilcoxon. Dent 215
Wild, David E 202. 322
Wilde, Martin 238
Wildlife Society 201
Wilds. Michael 459
Wiley, Becky L. 459
Wiley. Steven N. 459
Wiirord. Cynthia R. 356
Wilhelm. John R 196
Wilkcns, Randall P 236. 389
Wilkcrson. Douglas L 308
Wilkcrson. Kelly L 459
Wilkins. Robert E. 193. 459
Wilkinson, Theresa W.
. 459
Will, Dianne C 393
Will. Linda 1 227. 459
Willc, Mark H 459
Willhitc. Lisa K
. . 236
Willhite, Lon R 190, 405
Willhitc. Paul G 459
Williams. Anne F 227, 275
Williams. Billy C. .' 382
Williams. Danny D 382
Williams. Danny L 373
Williams. Deborah J 190.247,344
Williams, Dcvin E 459
Williams, Dewey D 324
Williams, Drew A 399
Williams, Elizabeth 300
Williams, Gayla S 152, 156
Williams, Grace L 200
Williams. Gregory W 308
Williams, James 194.459
Williams, Jan L 227, 267
Williams, John R 297
Williams. John R 332
Williams, Joyce Y 459
Williams, Julianne 459
Williams, Julie A 285
Williams, Kevin E 204
Williams, Kimbcrly S. . . . 232. 267
Williams. Larry A 322
Williams. Laurie A. 237. 238, 393
Williams. Lisa M 356
Williams. Nancy J 320
Williams, Randy D 203. 284
Williams, Rebecca J. 280
Williams, Robert 21 I
Williams, Ronald K 459
Williams, Scott C 375
Williams, Todd R 317
Williams. Virginia S 203. 264
Willis. Barton L 459
Willis. Dick E 186. 314
Willis. Gregory D 459
Willis, Kent M. 21 I. 389
Willis. Linden G 224
Willis, Pamela S 459
Willis. Susan E 267
Williston Geology Club 201
Willman, Slevcn C 289
Willmeth, Connie 389
Willson. Susan M 219
Wilmore, Marcia A 459
Wilms. Ronald W 277
Wilschetz, Steven D 375
Wilson. Alice E 207, 282
Wilson, Amy C. 190,285
Wilson, Bradley D 190
Wilson. Chase C 332
Wilson, Dale R 270
Wilson. David L. ... 459
Wilson. David W 314
Wilson. Debra J 207
Wilson. Diane J 459
Wilson. Duncan B. .279
Wilson. Jeff R 314
Wilson. Karen B 459
Wilson. Karen C 32. 459
Wilson, Kimbcrly B 217. 267
Wilson, Larry E. 270
Wilson. Laura A 356
Wilson. Mark D 292
Wilson, Martha L 204
Wilson, Max G 326
Wilson, Michael S. 459
Wilson. Phillip D 389
Wilson. Rebecca S 230. 405
Wilson. Robin A 356
Wilson. Ronald J. 187, 188. 215,
294
Wilson, Sarah J 230. 275
Wilson. Ted M. 382
Wilifong. Calhryn L. 218. 364
Wiltse. Jane E 459
Wiltsc. Michael L 190. 194. 459
Wiltz. Philip B 210. 375
Windisch. Sharon A 230. 459
Wing, Ruth E 405. 459
Winger. Charles M 330
Winger. Jane A 296
Wingcrson. Jill A 460
Wingcri. Barton 375
Wmgcrl. Dcnisc R 342
Wingert, Tcnlyn K 202
Winkler. Cynthia K 364
Winkler. Joseph M 332
Winkler. Larry A 460
Winkler. Mary E 232. 460
Winslow, Ann E 393
Winslow. Kcnnclh L 187.460
Winston. Kimbcrly K. 246, 460
Winter. Brian E 234
Winter. Brian F. 269
Winter. Brian R 460
Winter. Jan L 213
Winter. Karen L. . 285
Winter. Kent T 269
Winter. Kevin J 460
Winter. Paula S 226. 306
Winter. Sam S 292
Wintcrman. Mary J 225. 267
W inlcrman, Paul A 310
Winlcrowd. John B 324
Winters. Kevin L 310
Winters. Lanettc S. . 21 1.212.213.
244. 364
Wirlh. Catherine L 356
Wirth. Thomas J 460
Wirtz. Patty G 199
Wisbey. Susan E 275
Wischropp. Shcrrill 232, 356
Wise. Mark E 460
Wisc.Thccsa A 209.211.233,234.
460
Wisccup, Robert W 236, 389
Wiseman. Chris E 203. 460
Wiseman, Lynn A 219, 405
Wiswcll, Brona S 460
Wiswcll, Chester L 460
Withcrspoon, Connie 460
Wine. James W 238, 382
Wilier, David P 292
Wittstock, Jane A 460
Wiuum, Donna L 393
Wocllhof. Tamara L 300
Wocrncr, Stephen F 189.381,382
Wohlcr, Rebecca L .461
Wohlgemuth. Matthew . 192
Wolf. Brad K 292
Wolf. Dan W 214. 287
Wolf. Danni L 190
Wolf, David A 461
Wolfcnbargcr. Kurt 330
Wolgast. Gregg A 225. 382
Wolski. Cheri C 356
Wolters. John C 375
Women in Communications 206
Woncr. Casey L. 375
Woncr. Kenl V 310
Wood. Billy D 375
Wood, Connie L 230, 461
Wood, Glenn C 210, 356
Wood, Janet R 356
Wood. Kenneth W 187. 375
Wood. Kevin C 364
Wood. Mark A. . .... 395
Wood. Mary E 189, 393
Wood, Michal J 461
Wood. Philip A 242
Woodall. Dennis C 375
Woodard, James E 292
Woodbury, Jaluc 226, 282
Woodford. Monica K. ... 215. 264
Woods. Michael V 334
Woods, Ncal L 212, 461
Woodward. Bill .243
Woodward. Jeffrey L 382
Woolard. Terry L. 196,210,461
Wooldndgc, Baird J 330
Woolwinc, Kathy M 275
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It's finally over.
This 480-page extravaganza is the result of the nine months
we spent together.
To say that it was a labor of love would be sheer exaggera-
tion. For the most part, however, this endeavor has been an
enjoyable one, at least for me. But it couldn't have been
without your minds, souls and bodies.
Susan, Janet and Nancy — what can I say? You were my
cohorts, correspondents and confidants. This yearbook belongs
to you. Thanks for your endless hours and tears. We can all
get some sleep now. Maybe we can even become students
again.
Mary and Mr. Brown, thanks for listening — to the bad as
well as the good. The Royal Purple could not have been
produced without your expertise and guidance.
Dave, you were great. There is nothing more to say. You
helped us out of more tough spots than I care to remember.
You know your stuff.
Kent, thanks for coming through when we needed you. Your
promptness was appreciated. And to the assistants, writers and
pub practitioners, your talents were many. Thanks for your
help.
I can't forget the photogs (though at times I would like to
have). Now that it's all over, I'm glad we're still friends. We
are, aren't we?
We were few, yet strong, and each contributed some piece of
himself to the 1979 Royal Purple. To the K-State student
body: thanks for letting us share this year with you. It's been
quite an experience.
Debbie Hagenmaier
1979 Royal Purple Editor
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Students battled the freezing winds to get to class.
Another cycle has been completed.
If 1978-79 can be typified by one word, it is
change. K-State football gained respectability, al-
though not without toil and tears. Students co-
alesced to fight for a new fieldhouse, and won. And
after summit meetings and negotiations, the world
finally witnessed peace in the Middle east.
But what about the individual student? Perhaps
the most important was forgotten in a maze of oc-
currences. The student persisted in silent battles of
his own.
For some, there was the struggle to pass the cre-
dit/no-credit course, or the fight to attend class in
40-degree below zero windchill weather. The battle
may have been simple, but nevertheless required
stamina to overcome.
Hopefully, the personal victories outweighed any
failures.
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Ben Ornelas performs during a Nooner.
In the mountains of truth,
you never climb in vain.
Either you already reach a
higher point today, or you
exercise your strength in
order to be able to climb
higher tomorrow.
Friedrich Nietzsche
Ramona Myers and Roy Lashbrook share a mo-
ment.
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As one cycle concludes, another begins. Some
students will remain, others will bid K-State adieu.
The looking-glass to the future is hazy.
But one thing is certain. K-State is not a climax to
our lives— only a beginning. The future must inevi-
tably be met face to face.
No doubt, most of us will spend our lives striving
toward goals. We're conditioned that way. And al-
though our mark on the world may be small, it's the
persisting in our ambitions that counts.
Graduates smile as they are charged with their futures.
High water levels don't stop David Beckwith, left, and David Brown from enjoying a nice day.
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